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FOREWORD FROM THE CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN

cgireAs the U.S. begins a major build-up and re-equipment of its Armed Forces, a major

•'challenge facing both the Services and industry is in the area of training, a

fact clearly reflected in these Proceedings of~the Third Interservice/Industry

Training Equipment Conference held in Orlandcj, Florida, November 30 - December 2.

. • As you read or refer to this record of the conference, there are several salient

houghts which I would like to share with you.

First, these Proceedings and the rest of the conference program demonstrate the

extensive efforts to which both industry and the Services have gone to in order

to make this annual event the premier conference in the world on Training and

Simulation Equipment.,

The need for realistic and dependable methods for training operators of the new

weapon systems now being acquired by the Armed Services is in*sreasing, providing

new management and technical challenges to industry. Despite advances in auto-

mation of prime equipment, and the increased use of built-lIn training capabilities

in that prime equipment, the Department of Defense and the Armed Services continue

to have significant and extensive training needs., And these requirements are

clearly going to continue to grow throughout the 198Q s. , > - 1

Industry response to these needs, as reflected Jn these Proceedings and in the A

more than 50 exhibits at the conference, has been truly innovative. Not only

is industry meeting the technical and management challenges, it is again demon-

strating the cost effectiveness of training equipment over the use of operational

equipment to solve training needs.

In sum, the edge we have on our ad rsaries is the of high technology in our

weapons systems. Only with properly trained personnel can the full benefits of

that technology be utilized. We are esponding to that challenge.

K. Merl

ADPA Conference Chairman
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T•E CHAlLMNGE OF VISUAL SIMULATION FOR AIR FORCE FLIGHT SIMULATORS

Robert W. Beck
Aeronautical Systems Division

U.S. Air Force Systems Command
Wright-Patterson AFB OH

ABSTRACT

The performance requirements for visual systems to support Air Force flight
simulation far exceed the requirements for visual systems which support commercial
airline simulators. The difference in requirements stems from the diversity and
complexity of military flight missions. While visual systems for airline simulators
are generally easily defined and delivered on a predictable schedule, most Air Force
visual system procurements are not so straightforward. The difficulty in obtaining
visual systems to meet Air Force requirements in a predictable manner arises largely
from the fact that current commercially available visual systems have been designed
to support airline type missions; The expansion of these systems to meet Air Force
training requirements has been less than graceful. This paper examines the differ-
ences between airlines and Air Force flight missions, the impact of these differences
on system performance requirements and the resultant challenges in Air Forre visual
system procurement for both the Air Force and the contractor.

INTRODUCTION

The acquisition of visual systems for com- system in order to tral pilots, the vendor will
mercial airline flight simulators (FAA Phase III not end up in financial jeopardy trying to satisfy
requirements notwithstanding) is, relatively the commercial customer.
speaking, a straightforward process. A visual
system supporting airline flight training must THE CHALLENGE
provide training for taxi, take-off, and landing.
The basic cues required to train these tasks are The challenge in acquiring simulator visual
relatively well defined since the training takes systems for the Air Force stems from the fact that
place within a definable environment--an airport current visual system technology is oriented to-
area. Accordingly, the data base or gaming area ward meeting the needs of the commercial airlines
requirements are small--on the order of one hun- and that Air Force training requirements are far
dred square miles or less. The data base contents more diverse and demanding in terms of system per-
can usually be obtained from several airport blue- formance. Although take-off and landing are in-
prints and city street maps. The visual cues for deed key flight tasks for the Air Force as well as
airline tasks normally occur in the pilot's for- the airlines, there are a number of additional
ward field-of-view and, at most, a field-of-view tasks which must also be trained in the simulator.
of plus and minus 90 degrees horizontal is re- These tasks are as follows:
quired. A narrower field-of-view Is usually suf-
ficient. In addition, training of taxi, take-off -Aerial refueling
and landing does not involve the need to recognize
or track relatively small features at long ranges -Air combat
from the aircraft. Hence, only a moderate system
resolution, on the order of 6 to 10 arc minutes, -Formation flight
is required in order to provide adequate visual
cues for these tasks. The ability to define the -Air to surface weapons delivery
training requirements plus the fact that the re-
sultant system technical requirements are all -Low altitude navigation (terrain avoidance/
available within current technology has resulted terrain following)
in the availability of numerous "off-the-shelf"
visual systems to provide high fidelity training With few exceptions, these tasks cannot be satis-
for the commercial airlines, fled by a visual system which was designed primar-

ily to train take-off and landing. Hence the chal-
For the most part, there is no such thing as lenge: Provide the Air Force user a visual system

"off-the-shelf" when it comes to acquisition of which will provide not only take-off and landing
visual systems for Air Force simulators. The training but also training in various tactical and
current visual system product lines of the var- strategic tasks in between. It will be sIhwn that
ious simulator equipment manufacturers are all this challenge belongs to both the Air Force and
targeted toward and tailored for the commercial the visual system contradturs.
airline market. One reason for this is the fact
that the airline training scenario is so well de- Defining the Problem
fined and stable; It is easier to optimize a sys-tem that addresses a requirement which is not Each of the training tasks listed above requires a

constantly in a state of flux. The second reason unique set of visual cues to be displayed to the
is two-fold but is clearly a matter of economics: aircrew. For example, aerial refuel ng requires
1) The commercial market exists for a standard mainly a well defined tanker aircraft to be dis-
visual product line and 2) Since the airline played moving in six degrees of freedom relative
customer can specify exactly what he needs in a to the ownship and little or no terrain surface

1
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CRITICAL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

TRAINING TASK LARGE FOV HIGH
RESOLUTION SCENE CONTENY

TAKEOFFILANDING

INSTRUMENTS

AIR REFUELING

AIR COMBAT (HIGH ALT.) X X

FORMATION X

TACTICAL FORMATION X X

CONVENTIONAL AIR-TO-SURFACE X X

TACTICAL AIR-TO-SURFACE X X X

LOW ALTITIUDE TACTICAL NAVIGATION X X X*

AIR COMBAT (LOW ALTITIUDE) X X

* LARGE GEOGRAPHICAL AREA

Figure 1

information. Low-level navigation requires pri- square miles in area. "Special effects/techniques"
marnly the display of high fidelity terrain and is a catch-all reference to system featores such as
cultural information. In order to provide the the depiction of artillery shell tracers, rmuzzle
cues for a given task in a particular visual sys- flashes, surface to air missile launches and so
ten, certain critical performance characteristics forth. It is important to note that none of these
are required. The major system characteristics system characteristics are found in standard, off-
dictated by these cue requirements can be con- the-shelf commercial visual systems. It i. also
densed into the following: important to note that in full mission weapons sys-

tem trainers (WSTs) the requirement exists to train
1. Large field-of-view several of the discrete tasks listed above in a

single simulator. As an example, a typical multi-
2. High resolution role fighter aircraft mission scenario is depicted

in Figure 2. Grouping the various mission seg-
3. Large gaming area ments together, it can be seen that the visual sys-

tem for a WST for this aircraft must be capable of
4. High scene content providing visual cues for take-off, aerial refuel-

ing, low-level navigation, terrain avoidance, air
5. Special effects/techniques to surface weapons delivery, air to air combat and

landing. Referring back to Figure 1. it can be
Figure 1 shows how÷ each of these character- seen that such a system must have all four of the

istics are related to the various Air Force train- critical system characteristics discussed earlier.
ing tasks. For the purposes of this paper, "large Since none of these characteristics are available
field-of-view" is taken to mean a horizontal in off-the-shelf visual systems, the result is an
field-of-view of from 130 to 36G degrees and a acquisition program which is largely a research
vertical field-of-view of from 36 to 360 degrees, and development effort.
"High resolution" is regarded as a system resolu-
tion in excess of four arc-minutes. "High scene This example is, to some extent, a "worst-
content" implies a displayed scene density case" situation in which the visual system must
throughout most of the gaming area which is great- satisfy a wide range of task requirements and,
er thar that found in an airfield data base. The therefore, involves all of the major critical sys-
tem "large gamirng area" denotes an instantaneous tem characteristics. The Air Force simulator de-
on-line data base covering multiple thousands of velopment program originally aimed at developing a

2
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TAKEOFF & AERIAL DESCENT LOW-LEVEL NAV POP-UP WEAPONS AIR.TO-AIR DESCENT A
CLIMBOUT REFUELING TO TARGET DELIVERY COMBAT LANDING

Figure 2

visual system to meet all these requirements (Proj- that 'shoot at other aircraft; some aircraft that
ect 2360, Tactical Combat Trainer) was clearly the dropicargo at low altitudes; some rotary wing air-
most challenging visual system development program craft that fly below tree-top level as well as
ever initiated by the Air Force. The basic thrust aircraft that carry passengers and/or Largo from
of Project 2360 was to develop a single visual sys- point A to point B. The point to be made here is
tem which would provide training in both air to air that virtually every different aircraft type im-
combat and air to surface weapons delivery. Prior plies a unique set of simulator visual system per-
to the program's termination due to funding diffi- formance requirements. In terms of the acquisi-
culties, a significant amount of new technology in tion process, the learning curve ends up being
both the image display and image generation areas essentially flat; New requirements must be spec-
was developed. The challenge still remains to in- ified for each visual system acquisition and de-
tegrate this new technology into a complete visual velopment of new technology or integration of
system. existinq technology into a new application must be

pursued.
Development Required

BOUNDING THE PROBLEMi
The concept of development-oriented visual

system acquisition programs cannot be reserved for Estimating Cost and Schedule
large scale development efforts like Project 2360.
A close inspection of Figure 1 will reveal the In terms of acquisition, a prime advantage of
fact that only three of the training tasks do not off-the-shelf visual systems is cost and schedule
require at least one of the major critical system predictability. Commercial visual systems are
requirements. Hence, any acquisition program for known quantities; Their hardware and software are
a visual system which is intended to train other largely modular. For example, a wide horizontal
than take-off and landing, instrument/visual tran- field-of-view will require multiple display system
sition and air refueling* must be considered a modules and an equal number of additional image
development effort. This leads to the conclusion generation channels. The cost of additional air-
that "off-the-shelf" procurement of visual systems field data bases will be a multiple of the cost of
for Air Force simulators is limited to visual sys- one airfield data base since the required data base
tems for medium range conventional airlift air- content for any given airfield is defined or read-
craft simulators, trainer aircraft simulators and ily defineable and obtainable. Since most vendors
possibly part-task trainers for air refueling, of commercial visual systems have established price

lists, the cost of hardware and software (excluding
In addition to the availability of off-the- unique integration requirements) can be readily ob-

shelf visual systems, the commercial airlines also tained. Schedule is tied mainly to component part
enjoy another advantage not enjoyed by the Air lead times and the complexity of the integration
Force. All of their aircraft have the same mis- task. When, as in the case of the Air Force, each
sion--transport passengers and/or cargo from point new visual system has a unique set of requirements

I A to point B. The Air Force, on the other hand, and many of those requirements push or clearly ex-
has some aircraft that drop bombs, some aircraft ceed the current technical state-of-the-art, ar-

riving at what the cost and schedule should be for
a given visual system requires a great deal ofcreative estimating skill and a few outright

*Recurrent aerial refueling training in a simu- guesses. Figures 3 and 4 are an fttempt to demon-

lator may require a wide horizontal field-of-view, guse. Furs ad4renatmptoeo-
therefore making itseacquiswide iontprogra m adevel- strate the difficulty in defining how much a par-

therefore making its acquisition program a ticular non-commercial visual system should cost.opment effort as well.

3



Field-of-y ew Figure 3 depicts the problem Gaming Area (Dat Baase). As mentioned earli-
In estimating the cost of a visual display syster er, the gaming areas or data bases for airline sim-
in terms of field-of-view. The commercial hard- ulators are oriented to the airfield itself and a
ware values are predicated on using standard CRT/ very small geographical area surrounding it. The
mirror/beamsplitter type display modules. Dis- required contents of the data base are fairly well
regarding the cost of the ancillary mounting hard- understood by the contractor and hence a "cookbook"
ware and keeping resolution a constant, the cost pricing scheme can be adopted for pricing one or
of the commercial hardware is simply the desired more airfield data bases. The work required to
field-of-view in number of displays (units of create each different airfield data base is, plus
about 440) horizontally multiplied by the desired or minus ten percent for unique significant fee-
field-of-view in number of displays (units of tures, the same. Also, since the quantity of work
about 320) vertically ýmaximum vertical multiplier required to create a data base is fairly well
Is 2 for a total of 64 ), Once the horizontal known, the amount of time it takes to create the
field-of-view reaches about 2082 and the vertical data base is largely a function of the manpower
field-of-view reaches about 64 the ability to applied to the task. Schedule confidence is en-
readily estimate display cost diminishes rapidly, henced by the fact that the techniques used to
"Standard" CRT/mirror/beamsplitter type displays build small area airfield oriented data bases (eg.,
can no longer be used and hence the solid, known digitizing from maps) are completely understood.
cost estimating base disappears. This is nut to
say that a system cannot be costed, but the prob- The cost and schedule requirements for creat-
len does indeed become multivariatc. Once the ing large data bases for Air .orce systems, cannot
bounds of modular display systems are exceeded, be arrived at with anywhere near equal ease. There
horizontal field-of-view c&n be traded off against are several reasons for this: 1) First and fore-
vertical field-of-view and vice versa. Resolution most, the data base content reouired foe any given
also becomes a tradeoff against field-of-view, mission task (i.e., low-level navigation, tactical

While there are available cost figures for a few air to surface weapons delivery, etc.) is not well
large field-of-view displays, each display repre- understood. For the take-off landing task we know
sents a unique level of performance and successful that most of the visual cues occur on or in direct
interpolation and extrapolation of those cost fig- proximity to the runway. Scene complexity (except
ures to displays with different characteristics is for textural information in the area immediately
impossible. Given a set of state-of-the-art dis- adjacent to the landing zone) is not a significant
play components (e.g., projectors, screens, etc.) factor in building an airfield data base. The
and a particular set of performance requirements, fidelity of the representation of the runway envi-
it is a relatively straightforward process to de- ronment is known, by experience, to be paramount.
termine the number of components required and hence With little, if any, experience with the creation
produce a fairly reliable cost estimate. Changing and training use of data bases for low-level navi-
any one variable, i.e., horizontal or vertical gation, for instance, it is difficult to estimate
field-of-view , projector type or resolution will the per-square-mile manpower required to build the
require a new estimate. data bare. 2) Availability of source data also

places a question mark on the creation of large
If one attempts to meet a given set of per- data bases. For a given airfield, civil engineer-

formance requirements using display components Ing blueprints are normally available and augment-
which are not proven, state-of-the-art devices, Ing that data with photographs is a manageable
cost and schedule risks increase significantly. task. If one considers the problem of creating a
The completion date for the display subsystem be- data base which represents a large area of the real
comes intimately tied to the availability dates of world, the acquisition of source data becomes a
the various R & D components. The cost of the tenuous proposition.(1) Given that a large part of
display subsystem is at the mercy of the final the continental U.S. is now available in digital
production cost of these components as well. format, the current cultural information in that

data is not sufficient to do a credible job of
Resolution. Attempting to cost out a high visual data base generation. There are numerous

resolution visual system is very much akin to the characteristics of the visual world which are not
large field-of-view problem. Per the previous currently portrayed in the data, not the least of
discussion on field-of-view, once the field-of- which are colo., roads, railroads, etc. Additional
view capability of juxtaposed standard display features like roads must be digitized from charts.
units is exceeded, resolution becomes a dependent Color information must either be inferred from
variable in the resolution/field-of-view equation, feature descriptors or a sampling of photography.
Figure 4 demonstrates this concept. For standard 3) Conventional techniques used in .reating small
display modules, increasing display resolution can area data bases, such as hand digitizing of fea-
be thought of as a linearly increasing variable. tures, are impractical when producing a data base
For a given resolution, the variable becomes a con- covering multiple thousands of square nautical
stant regardless of the chosen total field-of-view, miles. If, for example, it takes five data base
For fields-of-view that exceed the capability of modellers a total of six months to create a single
the modular display approach, arriving at a system airfield area covering 50 square miles, simple
cost requires a great deal more analysis. Due to arithmetic reveals that it would take 2,500 man-
the inverse relationship between field-of-view and years to create a 50,000 square mile data base
resolution and the resultant available design using the same technique.** The obvious answer
trade-offs, the question of the cost of higher res- is some type of automated data base generation
olution must always take into account the field-of-
view. This discussion has conveniently ignored the
impact of image generation on system resolution.
However, the relationship between resolution and **Creation includes collection of source data,
field-of-view follows essentially the same rules digitization and debug on the real-time visual
as the displays. system.
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system employing a computer transformation of the visual system program, the inclusion of special
digital data base. This, however, requires the effects can have a significant impact on the image
development of additional software to perform this generator hardware and the development schedule.
work. The estimation of the amount of software In many cases, an image generator must be designed
needed to do the job Is difficult because the end from the ground up in order to accommodate special
product (the on-line data base) must be compatible effects. In some cases, the system designer may
with the host image generator. The image genera- believe that a particular special feature can be
tor is normally in the initial stages of design produced in a systemn by simply modifying or aug-
when the data base software needs to be developed, menting an existing standard feature (e.g., using
thereby making this estimation task more difficult. the landing light subsystem to do simulation of

flare illumination effects). Unfortunately, it
Scene Content. Perhaps the most overlooked usually isn't uintil the hardware is designed,

area in the discus'sion of visual system perfor- built and operating before it is determined that
mance is that of scene content--What visual infor- the simple modification approach will not satisfy
mation needs to be displayed to the aircrew? What the special effect requirements. The result is i
does the aircrew need to see on the visual dis- usually a large hardware redesign effort, hardware
plays in order to receive some measure of train- and software growth, along with the attendant
ing? The answers to the questions are different schedule impacts.
for each of the different tasks that need to be
trained, and hence virtually every different v iSu- MEETING THE CHALLENGES
al system procured by the Air Force. The diver-
sity of the various tasks and the quest for the At this point, it should be clear that acquir-
answers to the above questions represent a signif- ing visual systems which meet Air Force training
icant challenge in the Air Force's acquisition of requirements is anything but a straightforward,
visual systems. "place your order" process. The challenges are

The soutionto th scenecontetiprolemt. It should also be clear that the
The oluion o te scne ontet poble is challenges are shared by the Air Force and the con-shared between two system design areas: 1) The tractor. Achieving success--producing a usable

power. Both of these areas are intimately re- requires initiatives on the part of both the Air
lated to eac~h other. Too little data base content Force and the contractor. Some of these initia-
will result in insufficient image density (clut- tives may require a departure from the way things
ter) to provide suitable training. Too much data are usually done. Here are some places to start:
base content can overload the image generator and
product image anomalies which result in reduced Fire The Artist

tannefetvisual syste. seautd fa i- wrsotn n pbigle hntefnlsse
traiing ffecivenss.Step one in bringing order to the chaos of

In the final analysis, it is largely by the visual system development belongs to the contractor.
overall scene content that the "goodness" or ade- A picture may be worth a thousand words, but the

crwattempts to train in a simulator with a visu- doesn't produce scenes anywhere near the 8 x 10
alsystem which does not provide cues which are "artist concept" photographs. Describing the per-

analogous to actual aircraft flight experience, formance of a system which doesn't even exist on
tevisual system will be Judged as unacceptable paper by means of a colorful picture is a heinous
orunuseable fortraining. One arc-minute reso- act. The user will expect the system output to

luinand a 3600 field-of-view will not compensate look just like the pictures. Why shouldn't he?
frincoherent scene content. It is in thi's area When it doesn't, he'll think you've deceived him
thtthe visual system contractor gets an c.ppor- and that you can't be trusted. Why shouldn't he?
tuiyto share the visual system acquisition Regaining the user's confidence and convincing him
calnewith the Air Force, that he likes your system will be most difficult.

Achieving an optimal scene content can make or Understand The Requirements
break an entire visual system program in terms of
cost and schedule as well., Making the assumption This initiative belongs to both the Air Force
that the image generator can generate sufficient program team and the contractor. It is impossible,
scene density (total number of faces, edges, light solely by means of a technical performance specifi-
points, etc.) the only scene density variable is cation, to convey to the contrartor all of the in-
the data base content. The contractor, in concert formation regarding wh&I; the user needs to see in
with the eventual users (aircrews), must begin the visual system in order to train. The Air F3rce
early on in a program to try and determine the needs to do a better job of describing the various
optimal, useable scene content. Failure to do an training tasks to the contractor. The technical
adequate job of data base definition on the front- specification ends up being the objective criteria
end runs the risk of generating an entire multi- for visual system acceptance, but the subjective

4thousand mile data base with incorrect or improp- criteria (scene content, lack of distracting arti-
erly portrayed features. The cost and schedule im.. facts, etc.) are equally important in achieving a
pact of regenerating an entire large area data base successful program. The contractor needs to inves-
is staggering. tigate the actual training tasks long before system

design begins; The proposal preparation period is
Special Effects/Techniques. Since most visual not too early to begin,

systems are designed to satisfy commercial training
requirements, the special effects required for some Gaining the initial understanding is important,
Ai; Force training tasks (i.e. depiction of flares, but the task continues throughout the life of the
tracers, weapons impacts, etc.) present challenges program. Continuous interaction between the de-

in image generator design. In the course of the signers and the eventual users is essential. As



discussed earlier, one set of bad assumptions made existing subsystem design. The number of successes
early-on in a program can spell disaster. Getting using this approach are few. While the decision to
the user's subjective comments as soon as they can use this approach is based on a motive of fiont-end
see something displayed on the system can help to cost avoidance, the long term result is often one
avert problems down the line on both sides. Tha of false economy. It often costs more to redesign
Air Force must make a serious effort to try and a system once It is built than it would have to do
ensure that the same people who evaluate and cri- the job carefully and correctly from the start.
tique the system this month will be availpie next
month as well. Failure to do thi: will rtult in Systems engineering is not merely ensuring
conflicting comments and frustration on the part that the various subsystems Tfl fit together, or
of the contractor's personnel, interface properly. The various components must,

when brought together, form a totally integrated
Systems Engineering system. In the world of visual systems, thts means

that the data base people, the image generation
The requirement for "systems engineering" people and the displays people all fully understand

appears in every Air Force solicitation for simu- each other's design objectives. The data base de-
lators. Contractor proposals always contain de- signers may create a beautiful set of data base
tailed descriptions of how systems engineering will files, but if those files contain too much data for
be pursued in the candidate program. If there is the image generator to process in a given frame
one area of simulation that demands the application time when the two are integrated, the choice is
of a systems oriented design approach, it is surely either to regenerate the data base or redesign the
visual simulation. But for some reason, visual image generator. Either option is costly.
systems traditionally suffer from a gross lack of
systems engineering discipline. CONCLUSIONS

There appear to be several reason5 why this is The business of acquiring visual systems for
true. One reason is certainly the fact that the Air Force simulators has been shown to be dramati-
technology of visual simulation is growing so fast cally different from the same task for the commer-
that subsystem designs never stabilize long enough cial airlines. Accordingly, the acquisition pro-
to be totally quantified. This phenomenon is ag- cess must be pursued differently by both the Air
gravated by the fact that military simulation re- Force and the contractors. lhe key to success on
quirements always seem to.press the state-of-the- the part of both parties is continuous, open inter-
art to its limits. When the characteristics of a action throughout the life of the program. The
given subsystem are not well understood, the impact Air Force needs to do a better job of conveying to
and interaction of that subsystem with the rest of the contractor exactly what the training require-
the system and the resultant requirements it places ments are. But the Air Force must continue to rely
on the design of adjacent subsystems cannot be on the contractor comnunity to dilligently and in-
understood either. The result is a system composed novatively convert those training requirements into
of subsystems which may not function together as a the integrated visual system that will do the job
unit or, at best, operate well below system speci- required.
fication requirements.
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HELMET MOUNTED LASER PROJECTOR
Denis R. Breglia

Advanced Simulation Concepts Laboratory
Naval Training Equipment Center

Orlando, Florida

ABSTRACT

A visual simulation system design is described which provides an
observer seated in a cocknit with an apparent high resolution display
over a wide field of view limited only by cockpit structure. The system
utilizes a Helmet Mounted Opto-mechanical Lase, P-,ojector to produce a
composite display on a high gain screen surrounding the cockpit. The
display consists of two full color laser rasters comprising an inset
and a surround. One raster is dedicated to a relatively narrow, high
resolution area of interest which tracks the observer's look direction.
The other raster provides a wide, low resolution instantaneous field of
view in the surrounding area corresponding to the o&server's pe'ripheral
field. The nther, mejor system components are a head attitude sensor,
an eye attitude sensor and a two channel computer image generation
system whose perforwiance is tailored to the display requirements.

INTRODUCTION

Simulators are utilized in military flight The basic system concept has been reported
training to provide the pilot or other aircrew (1). However, it will be briefly summarized so
with an interactive environment within which he can that the analyses and experimental results reported
learn and exercise the skills required to operate in this paper can be understood in proper context.
his weapon system. Tasks such as low altitude
flight, navigation, target acquisition and weapon SYSTEM CONCEPT
delivery, threat avoidance, and confined area
maneuvering are performed in a large complex, dyna- The visual simulation concept is based on the
mic visual environment. The cost/training effec- premise that a composite display consisting of an
tive simulation of such an envirornment in a ground eye tracked area of interest (AO0) surrounded by a
based training system is a goal of visual simula- head directed instantaneous field of view (IFOV)
tion technology, would be perceived by the observer as having high

resolution throughout his available field of view.
The historic approach to providing a wide field

of view, high resolution display has been to The technical approach chosen to implement
mosaic a larg.e number of display windows around this concept is the Helmet Mounted Laser Projector
the trainee. The number of display windows or Visual Simulation System. The AOI and the IFOV are
channels required for such an approach is a each produced by a full color laser raster. The
function of the size of the desired field of view, composite display is projected from the observer's
the desired resolution, and the number of picture helmet through a single projection lens onto j
elements (pixels) which can be provided by a window. retroreflective spherical screen. The lasers,
The state-of-the-art for typical display window modulators, and line scanner are located remote
capability is approximately one million pixels. from the observer. The modulated laser lines are
A field of view requirement of two thirds of a relayed to the observer's helmet by a flexible,
complete sphere combined with a resolution require- lightweight fiber optic link. The helmet mounted
ment for pixels to subtend two arc minutes implies optical system performs several functions; it
more than thirty display windows. The image converts the two line scans into two rasters,
generator for such a display system would also combines the two rasters into a single composite
have thirty channels. It is obvious that the frame, offsets the composite frame to follow eye
mosaic approach becomes more and more impractical movements and to compensate for computational lag
as the field of view increases and the desired in the computer image generator (CIG), and projects
resolution improves. But what are the alternatives? the composite display onto the screen. Fioure 1

shows a schematic diagram of the display optical
An alternative approach is to take advantage of system. The remaining major components of the

the perceptual limitations of the observer. The visual simulation system include a head attitude
observer does not see the entire available field sensor, an eye attitude sensor, and a CIG.
at any instant in time. His instantaneous field
of view is a fractlon, albeit a large fraction, of The reasons for choosing this technical
the total field available to him through head and approach are discussed in a previous paper (1) and
body movements. Nor does the observer see his will not be repeated here . They may be summarized
entire instantaneous field at high resolutioni. His by stating that the potential advantages outweighed
high resolution seein, is confined to a relatively the risks.
small area of Interest surrounding his look
direction. The Helmet Mounted Laser Projector A summary of the Helmet Mounted Laser Projector
visual simulation system is designed to provide a Visual Simulation System performance goals is
display which efficiently matches the observer's given in Table I.
capabilities.
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TABLE I SYSTEM PERFORMANCE GOALS

Apparent Field of View - Limited Only by Cockpit Structure

Apparent Resol-ition - 1.7 Arc Minute/Pixel
Dispiayed Instantaneous Field of View - 1450 Diagonal

Displayed Area of Interest - 360 Diagonal

AOI Resolution - 1.7 Arc Minute/Pixel on - Axis

IFVResolution - 6.5 Arc Minute/Pixel on - Axis

Apparent Luminance - 10 Foot-Lamberts (Highlight)

Color - Full

Contrast Ratio - 30:1

An artist's concept of the system is in Figure smoothly varying transition region combined with a
2. Note that the view is that of scmeone looking delay of 80 milliseconds and an eye tracker
over the observer's shoulder. The observer, him- accuracy of + 2.50 would cause noticeable, but not
self, would not be aware of the composite nature objectionabli, perception of the borders of the
of the display. Nor would he be aware of the AOI.
absence of display outside his instantaneous
field of view. Instantaneous Field of View

VISION MODELS Instantaneous field of view requirements were

determined by using the apparatus pictured in
Before proceeding with the design and fabrica- Figure 3 in a different configuration. The eye

tion of the visual simulation system based on the attitude sensor was removed and a horizontal head
helmet mounted laser projector, several questions angle sensor substituted. The variable resolution
needed answers. How large should the AOI be? masks were replaced with servo controlled masks
What kind of blending is required between the AOI which were capable of providing a constant resolu-
and the IFOV? How large should the IFOV be? How tion over a limited field angle. Subjective
should the IFOV be blended to the background? How evaluations indicated that an instantaneous field
accurately should head attitude be measured? How of view of 1300 with a delay of 80 milliseconds
accurately should eye attitude be measured? How would be noticeable but not objectionable.
quirtkly should the display stabilize following a Experiments using a head slaved instantaneous
head or eye movement? The answers to these field of view performed on ASPT (3) indicated that
questions were, generally not available in the a field width of 900 was adequate for certain
literature. Information regarding ptrceptior tasks. Since the optical design of the display
thresholds could be found but did not give accept- was not greatly influenced by the difference
ability thresholds. Accordingly, several exper 4 - between 900 and 1300, it was decided to go with
inents were devised to, at least, give some guidance the wider field to provide peripheral cues for,
in dLSigning the ;isual simulation system hardware. those tasks for which a 900 field might not

suffice. The blending of the IFOV to the back-
Area of InteresL ground was not found to be a significant problem.

Hard edges of the IFOV at 1300 were just noticeable
Experiments were performed to get an idea of how and not objectionable. This indicates that a

"layge th.e Area of Interest (AOl) had to be in smaller field with some blendirig may suffice but
ordqr to be subjectively acceptable as a function this has not been experimentally verified.
of the delay between an eye movement and the move-
ment of the AOI. Note that the movement of the AOI Image Stability
consisted of a movement of the borders of the
high resolution inset with no change in the appar- The most critical performance requirement of a
ent location of image features. The experimental helmet mounted display is to provide imagery
apparatus consisted of annular projection lens, a which is acceptably stable against head movements.
variable resolution mask, a servo system to rotate Experiments were performed utilizing a head
the mask, a variable delay system, and an eye attitude sensing system manufactured by Polhemus
tracker. The apparatus, test procedure, and Model SHMS lIlA to provide head pointing informa-
results are described in Reference 2, and pictured tion to the Visual Technology Research Simulator
in Figure 3. In carrying out these experiments it (VTRS) Computer Image Generator (CIG)(4) which
was quickly determirmd that hard edges (abrupt then provided a single, monochrome video signal
resolution changes) t-etween the AO and IFOV were to a helmet mounted miniature projection CRT,
very objectionable and distracting to most manufactured by Systems Research Laboratories.
observers. Consequently, the masks were fabricated The projected CRT raster was reflected from a 1
to cause a gradual transition of resolution rather meter radius spherical screen coated with Scotch-
than an abrupt change. Since the transition region lite #7615 high gain screen material manufactured
would require both levels of resolution the size of by 3M. The following problems were noted:
the AOI must include the transition region. The
results of the eye tracked experiments indicate
that an AO0 width of 250 within which is a 50 wide
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Image Lag itself generally lie below the observer's line of
sight and are not visible.

The thrumut delay caused by the head attitude
sensor (16ms combined with the CIG computational Resolution
thruput delay (50 milliseconds) produced a lag in
proper image positioning perceived as an angular The resolution capability of the eye peaks at
image displacement equal to the angular difference approximately one arc minute per optical line
between current head angle and the head angle used pair for foveated high contrast targets displayed
to compute the current scene. This was considered at a luminance of 10 foot-lamberts. This corres-
to be highly unacceptable and led to a display ponds to an acuity of 2.0 or capability to read
design which incorporated a feature to compensate the 20/10 line on a Snellen Eye Chart. However,
for image lag in pitch and yaw. Head roll rates the specified resolution of a display for visual
were found to be sufficiently slow to allow an simulation seldom requires this demanding perform-
acceptable lag without compensation for thrupur ance. Typical specifications usually correspond
delay. to an acuity of 0.2 or less. An acuity of 0.2

corresponds to a limiting resolution of 10 arc
Image Jitter minutes/optical line pair. The resolution goal

for the helmet mounted laser projector system
Although the specified anglular accuracy (less was not determined by eye capabilities but by a

than 10) of the SHMS IlIA was adequate, the computatlo' of the expected resolution obtainable
precision of the digital signal was found to with a nominal 1000 line/frame raster filling the
produce an image Jitter of approximately 0.10. AOI. Since the required size of the AOI was
This value of Jitter would probably be acceptable roughly 250 the resolution capability is approx-
for a wide field display whose resolution is poor- imately 1.6 arc minutes/TV line which corresponds
er than 0.10, but since the resolution goal of the to 3.3 arc minutes/TV line pair or five minutes
display system is about four times better than per optical pair. This resolution is twice as0.10 a head attitude sensor having a precision good as the resolution being specified in some

of 0.0250 would be required if system resolution visual simulation systems today. To fill an
is to be maintained. available field of view 240 0H x lBOoV with a non-

head/eye coupled djsplay having equivalent resolu-
Image Luminance and Contrast tion would require a nominal 1000 line raster dis-

play for each 250 x 250 segment or 40 channels of
Luminance values usually specified for outside- display/image generator.

the-cockpit daylight visual simulation displays
are typically in the range of one to ten foot- COMPUTER IMAGE GENERATOR
lamberts. Accordingly, a display brightness of
ten foot-lamberts was chosen as a goal. The Since the primary objective of the helmet
helmet mounted laser projector configuration mounted projector project was to demonstrate
combined with a retroreflective screen could feasibility of the concept, the effort devoted to
provide this brightness. The retroflective screen the image generator was limited to a study perform-
also minimizes cross reflectance problems allow- ed by General Electric (5) to investigate mod-
ing a designed contrast ratio of thirty to one. ifications to the existing VTRS CIG which would be
However, a more critical problem is the contrast required to demonstrate and evaluate the concept.
between the displayed image as seen on the screen The results of this study indicated that the
and the apparent brightness of ghost imagery following modifications would be required.
reflected from inside the cockpit surfaces. This
effect was noticeable in that the observer had Channel Specific Level of Detail
the feeling that he was wearing a miner's lamp on
his helmet. This problem was noted and attempt Although the current VTRS CIG has the capabil-
has been made to resolve it by designing the ity to portray a given feature at different
screen and cockpit surfaces such that the maximum levels of detail, the system does not have the
luminance of ghost images would be less than the capability to provide different levels of detail
minimum luminance (dark level) of the displayed in the two display channels. This capability is
imagery on the screen. essential to the AOI-IFOV concept if an increase

in apparent image detail is to be demonstrated,
Shadows and its effect evaluated.

Although the helmet mounted projector was Channel Specific Distortion Correction
designed to cause minimum shadow effects the
separation of the projector from the observer's The existing VTRS CIG has the capability to
eyes will produce residual shadows on the screen provide distortion correction whose parameters
which are in the observer's field. Although the can be varied in real time through a segmentation
magnitude of this effect was computed, its accept- and remapping process (6). Modifications would
ability had to be evaluated. Accordingly a dis- be required to expand this capability from single
play configuration was assembled which produced channel to both channels.
the same type of shadows as would be apparent in
the helmet mounted laser prcjector configuration. Inset Blending
The subjective evaluation using this apparatus
indicated that a static (head not moving) situa- The current VTRS CIG does not have the capabil-
tion the shadows of struts were acceptable, but ity to provide an inset AOI which smoothly
that head motion caused objectionable shadow. transitions to the IFOV. A scheme for accomplish-
Thus, it was decided to utilize a cockpit config- ing a blended inset capability is currently being
uration with no struts within the available field developed for AFHRL at Williams AFB for evaluation
of view. Shadows caused by the cockpit structure of a dual projector concept (7). Such a scheme
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would be required for the helmet mounted laser EYE ATTITUDE SENSOR
projector to avoid unacceptable transition between
regions. Many techniques for monitoring eye movements

have been developed (9). Unfortunately no
Systems Performance technique incorporates all of the desired features

of an eye tracker for the helmet mounted laser
The existing VTRS CIG with appropriate modifica- projector. Electroculagraphy (EOG) has the desired

tion and interfaces to a head attitude sensor and measurement range (to the limit of eyeball rotation)
an eye attitude sensor would have the capability and causes no obstruction of the field of view.
of providing a displayed scene content of 1,000 But EOG is noisy and highly sensitive to electrode
potentially visible edges in the IFOV and 1,000 contact, facial muscle activity, and 11ght adapta-
edges in the AOI. The apparent edge density of tion level. Remote oculometers are limlted in
the entire available field should be equivalent to measurement range to approximately +300, have
the edge density observed in the AOI which is relatively slow response (due to frime rate of
equivalent to a perceived total of 40,000 edges sensor), and require the observer to keep his head
although the verification of this assumption has pointed toward the oculometer. Helmet mounted
not been accomplished, oculometer configurations are possible but the

advantage of free head movement is offset by the
HEAD ATTITUDE SENSOR requirement for a beamsplitter and supporting

structure within the observer's field of view. A
The function of the head attitude sensing limbus tracking system is restricted to a measure-

system is to provide a head pointing direction in ment range of +200 and is also obtrusive into the
pitch, roll and yaw. The attitude information observer's fieTd of view. However the limbus
should be as current as possible and precise to tracker has relatively fast response and is
0.0250 or better. A head attitude sensing system relatively inexpensive. A limbus tracker was
which meets the precision requirement and has a utilized in the eye tracker AOI experiments
thruput delay of 10 milliseconds has been develop. described above.
ed for the Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
at Wright-Patterson AFB by Polhemus. The Polhemus Relative Head-Helmet Motion
system employs a magnetic field radiator mounted
on the cockpit structure and a magnetic sensor The question of relative movement between the
mounted on the helmet. The principle of operation observer's head and his helmet is not critical to
is discussed in Reference 8. the stability of the display since the helmet is

tracked and the projector is mounted on the helmet.
Since the Polhemus system is the most likely However, any eye tracking system which measures

candidate for implementation in the helmet mounted eye attitude in relation to a monitoring device
laser projector, a feasibility experiment utiliz- fixed on the helmet will be affected by this
ing a single channel, monochrome helmet mounted relative movement. An experiment was designed and
laser projector together with the VTRS CIG and the carried out to measure this relative motion. The
retroflective screen was assembled and evaluated, apparatus consisted of a custom molded bite fixture
The feasibility model differed from the final and a Navy aviator's helmet Model APH-6. A rigid
design in several respects. Only one frame scan conducting bar extended from the bite fixture to
galvanometer was mounted on the helmet as opposed the brow area on the subject's head. The bar was
to three galvanometers in the helmet mounted centered in an adjustable gap between two contact
laser projector design. An off-the-shelf fiber points and wired such that contact between the
optics array was utilized to relay a line scan to bar and either one of the sides of the gap would
the helmet rather than a custom made fiber optics cause a battery powered lamp to light. The results
ribbon. A narrow field (400) off-the-shelf projec- of this experiment indicated that head rotations
tion lens was used rather than the 1400 lens call- in yaw at rates less than 60 0/second caused
ed for in the design. The results of this experi- relative movements of less than 0.010 inches.
ment indicated that the galvanometer caused no Higher head rates or head roll caused relative
noticeable noise in the head attitude sensor as movements of less than 0.025 inches. These values
long as no metallic structure got between the can be realted to eye movement accuracies. The
radiator and the sensor and measurement samples movement of the limbus of the eye is approximately
were synchronized to occur during the relatively 0.010 inches per degree of eye rotation. Corneal
quiescent time of the frame scanner (not during relfex motion is approximately 0.003 inches per
flyback). Although the magnetic sensor approach degree of eye rotation. Although no attempt was
appears to be viable, alternative head attitude made to custom fit the helmet or otherwise stabil-
sensing systems were also considered. The best ize it beyond the normal chin strap the relative
alternative approach studied would utilize three motion was within an acceptable range for a helmet
automatic polarimeters capable of slewing at head mounted limbus tracker but not acceptable for a
angular rates mounted behind small holes in the helmet mounted corneal reflex tracker. However,
screen structure and polarized suitably coded, oculometers have been developed which utilize the
light sources on the helmet. Automatic polari- pupil location as a reference (10). Such systems
meters are available off-the-shelf with precision are limited to frame rate response since the whole

4 to 0.00l0. Unfortunately slew rates are on the image of the eye must be processed to determine
order of l°/second rather than the 100 0/second the location of the corneal reflex as well as the
required for head motions. The concept of utiliz- eye pupil.
"ing automatic polarimetry will be pursued if
required. Eye Position Prediction

Rapid eye movements (called saccades) have a
characteristic motion which allows prediction of
the endpoint when the movement is only halfway
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completed (11). Although such prediction (in order length of 610 nanometers and power of 1,300 mill-
to get a head start on generating the imagery for watts; a reen primary of 514.5 anometers and
the new AOI) has not been determined to be required power of ,500 milliwatts (about half of the green
it certainly would be desirable if it could be line power directly from the 10 watt Argon Laser);
efficiently implemented. Figure 4. shows three and a blue primary having a dominant wavelength
plots. The top plot shows the output of an analog of 470 nananeters and power of 1,400 mllliwatts
eye tracker, such as a limbus tracker. The first (composed of the short wavelength outputs of thepart of the curve contains a 200 saccade having Argon Laser from 454 nanometers to 476 nanometers).

a duration of 60 milliseconds. The last part of The remaining Argon power is utilized to pump the
the curve shows the effect of a blink. The middle dye cell. Thus the problems associated with
curve shows the velocity as a function of time multiple lasers can be avoided.
obtained by differentiating the angle curve. Note
that the saccade shows a peak velocity halfway Color Splitting
through the saccade. The velocity profile for the
blink is also depicted. The lower curve represents There are two practical options for separating
the output of a predictor device developed under a the Argon Laser output into the various colors
contract with Carnegie-Mellon University. The required: Dispersive prisms and dichroics. The
predictor is capable of predicting the final eye problems of specifying and manufacturing dichroics
position by measuring the time at which velocity to separate wavelengths as close as the 488 nano-
peaks and then doubling the angle. The predictor meter Argon Laser line (used to pump the dye) from
can also discriminate against eye blinks by the 476 nanometer Argon line (which provides a I
utilizing an algorithm which contains velocity large f.-action of the blue primary), On the other
thresholds and eye movement monitor characteristics, hand, dichroic splitting is simple and straight-
The net time savings in this example is 30 milli- forward. After a careful weighing of advantages
seconds. Longer saccades would result in greater and disadvantages the prism dispersion method was
time savings. Indications are that prediction chosen as the preferred technique.
accuracies of 20 are obtainable for saccades of
200. Modulation

DISPLAY SYSTEM At the video bandwidths of interestacousto
optic modulators offer the most efficient, cost

A description of the design and operation of the effective method for intensity modulating the
display system has been presented previously (1) six beams of laser light resulting from the color
and will not be repeated here. What was not splitting components (2 channels of 3 primaries
discussed in the previous paper were some of the each).
design issues and tradeoff analyses which led to
the system design. A large part of this effort Color Combination
was performed by Dan Lobb under a contract with
the University of Central Florida. Since the six modulated beams must be recombined

prior to line scanning as two beams the choice of
Line Image Generator combining technique must be made. In this case

there is significant separation between the
The functions of the line image generator are primaries (the closest being the 514.5 green and

to provide sufficient three color laser light, 476 blue) allowing the simplicity of dichrolcs to
to provide two - three color modulated beams, to: be preferred.
provide scanning for both beams. The issues were:
What laser or laser mix would be optimum in Line Scanner
terms of available colors, power, and reliability?
What type of optics would be most desirable for The choice nf a line scanning system was almost
the color separation and recombination? What forced. Acousto-optic techniques would have
type of modulators sh;ld be used? What type of required six independent line scanning channels
scanners should be used? Figure 5 shows a with obvious problems of balancing and registra-
schematic diagram of the line image generator. tion. On the other hand a rotating polygon system
The answers to these questions were primarily could scan both three color beams simultaneously.
based on our laboratory's experience with laser
display systems. Fiber Optics Relay

Lasers The function of the fiber optics relay is to
transmit the two three color laser scan E:nes to

Our experience with a multi-laser display the helmet. The basic problem associated with
system and the problems associated with reliability this arrangement is avoiding imagr artifacts
and maintainability led to a requirement to use caused by broken fibers or different transmission
as few lasers as possible. A colorimetric analysis through different fibers. Several experiments
indicated that a single 10 watt Argon Ion Laser were performed to evaluate the effect of broken
would provide sufficient luminance in blue arid fibers and to minimize the effect of different
green plus enough excess light to pump a red dye transmissions. The conclusion was that even a
laser. Based on desired ciisplay luminance and single broken fiber was immediately obvious in
computed losses between the laser and the screen, the display but its effect on training performance
the analysis concluded that the latest light could not be predicted. A specification for a
required is approximately 1,000 lumens in wave- fiber bundle containing no bre!en fibers was
lengths actually used after any necessary loss prepared. As of this writing two manufacturers
from some wavelengths to achieve a good white. are under contract to provide such bundles for
The composition of the laser white is: Red primary test and evaluation with delivery expected in
(from the Rhodamine 6-G dye cell) having a wave- August 1981. The apparent transmission of
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different fibers was found to be strongly i,,flu- described in thts paper represents an overview of
enced by the collecting aperture used to gather an expi'ratorv development effort which has culmin-
light at the output of the bundle. For the ated in a specification for a visual simulation
specific fiber array tested, it appeared that a system which offers great potential for improved
collecting aperture of f/5 would suffice. performance at low cost when compared to conven-

tional mosaic approaches to the wide field high
Helmet Mounted Projector resolutior. display problem. Based on this effort

an advanced development program has been initiated
The functions of the helmet mounted projector which will result in the fabrication of a research

Are: To offset the line scans in the line tool incorporating the design concepts outlineddirection to follow eye movements and compensate in this paper. The research tool will be integrat-

for rapid head yaw motion; provide frame scanning ed into the Visual Technology Research Simulator
for both rasters; provide offset capability in Facility at NAVTRAEQUIPCEN for evaluation of
the cross line direction; provide composite technical performance and training effectiveness.
frame from two independent images; and project
the composite frame onto the screen. A schematic REFERENCES
diagram of the helmet mounted optics is pictured
in Figure 6. The design was developed under the 1. Breglia, r.; Spooner, M.; and Lobb, D.
rather severe constraint of having to be head Helmet Mounted Laser Projector in proceedings of
supported and, at the same time, composed of the Image Generation/Display Conference II,
components which were either off-the-shelf or Scottsdale, Arizona 10 - 12 June 1981 pp 241-258
represented low risk development. All of the
above requirements were met by this design. 2. Baldwin, D. Area of Interest - Instantaneous

Field of View Vision Model in proceedT'ns of the
Screen Image Generation/Display Conference I I,

Scottsdale, Arizona, 10 - 12 June 1981 pp 481-496
The requirements for the display screen para-

meters are driven by two constraints; the con- 3. LeMaster W .; and Longridge, T. Area of Inter-
trast between images observed on the screen est/Field of View Research using ASPT-AFRL-
surface and reflected off inside-the-cockpit TR-78-11 may 1978
surfaces should be high, aad the screen structure
should be an existing 10 foot radius dome. By 4. Morland, D, ystem Descri ption - Aviation Wide
painting all inside - the - cockpit surfaces Angle Visual System (A omS) Computer Image
flat black and tilting all specular surfaces such Generator CIG) Visual System Technical Report
that no specular reflections can be directed NAVTRAEQUIPCEN 76O--0048-'FTTeb 1979
toward the observer's head the interior of the
cockpit can be assumed to be a screen having a Note: AWAVS is now designated VTRS
gain of 0.1 or less located approximately two
feet from the observer. This implies that the 5. General Electric Impact of elmet Mounted
screen gain required to keep inside the cockpit Laser Projector on Visual Technolog• esearch
imagery luminance below the dark level of the Simulator VTRS Computer mage Generator stem
display (nominally 3% of peak brightness) must Final Report Contract N61339-81-D-005-00l
be greater than 75. Off-the-shelf retroreflective May 1981
screen mataria1 s were experimentally evaluated
with tha results indicated in Figure 7 . The 6. Carrolo, J; and Reynolds, N. Distortion
three ;ets of data represent gain measurements Correction in Computer-Image-Generaitlon-ased
of Avery International Retroreflector (embossed Wide Anle Visual Display systems in Proceedings
corner cubes); 3M Scotchlite Type 7615 and 3M of the Second Interservece/Industry Training
Scotchlite Type 8910. The results of the evalua- Equipment Conference, Salt Lake City, Utah
tion of the embossed corner cube material are 18-20 November 1980 pp 29-36
somewhat misleading since this material was not
uniform and since it displayed a six-lobed 7. Neves, F; Carrollo, J.; Richeson, W.; and
retroreflective return pattern when illuminated Whisenhunt, J Light Valve Projection Systems as an
with laser light. The conclusion was that Alternate to CRT Displays in Proceedings of the
Scotchlite coating 8910 performed adequately Image Generation/Display Conference II Scottsdale,
well over the range of angles required by the Arizona, 10 - 12 June 1981 pp 220-232
helmet mounted laser projector (approximately
0.50 to 1.50 projection point eye point separa- 8. Raab, F,; Blood, E.; Steiner, T.; and Jones, H
tion) . However, a more untform gain character- Magnetic Position and Orientation Tracking System
istic could be obtained by modifying the index IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic
of refraction of the glass beads utilized to Systems Vol AES-iS, No. 5p. 709-718 Sep 1979
manufacture the screen. A contract study with
the Optical Sciences Center at the Universitv of 9. Young, L. and Sheena, D. Survey of Eye Move-
#%rizona resulted in the conclusion that an index ment Recording Methods Behavior Research methods
of refraction of approximately 1.87 would result Behavior Research Methods and Instrumentation
in a more uriform distribution over the desired Vol 7 (5) p 397-429 - 1975
range. Preliminary discussions were held with 3M
which indicated that such a specification was 10. Middleton, 0.; Hurt, G.; Wise, M.; and Holt,
feasible within the constraints of the manufactur- J. Description and Flight Tests of an Oculometer
ing processes utilized for their standard products. NASA Technical Note TN-D-8419 June 1917

SUMMARY 11. Kallman, J. and Bahill, A. Prediction of Final
Eye Position Halfway through a Saccade in Proceed-

The design and feasibility analysis process ings of Naval Air Systems Command Research Program13
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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DISTORTION ANALYSIS
IN SPHERICAL SCREEN DISPLAYS

Richard C. Hebb

Simulation Technology Branch
Naval Training Equipment Center

Orlando, Florida

ABSTRACT

In visual simulation, the distortion of Imagery in wide-angle display systems is a major concern. Effective flight training re-
quires that imagery presented to a trainee provide a proper perspective view of his simulated environment without distortion.
Use of spherical screens (domes) introduces both perspective and geometrical distortion into the wide-angle displays. Use of
video projection systems with Computer Image Generation (CGI) offers the options of raster shaping or computer re-mapping
of raster pixels for distortion correction. The goal in distortion correction is to provide proper perspective of Imagery to a
trainee. The basic causes for distortion and a computer program for analysis of spherical screen distortion will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Visual Flight Simulation Distortion
Visual flight simulators are being developed into an important part Distortion refers to the geometry of an image as compared to the ac-of the training that pilots, both commercial and military, are receiving tual geometry of the objects involved. Perhaps the best way to describe

for development and upkeep of their flight skills. The ultimate goal in the comcept of distortion as related to optical systems is to first consider
visual simulation is to provide a realistic view of the environment about the concept of a distortionless lens mapping. Figure 1 shows the map-
a simulated aircraft to increase the effectiveness of training exer- ping process of a well corrected F-Tan 9 lens as a rectangular object is
cises. (1) A trainee's view of this environment, in conjunction with mapped through the lens. The resulting image formed is again a rec-mechanical simulation of the aircraft dynamics and structure, can in- tangular figure. The radial distance, R, to an image point is determined
duce many physical/psychological effects of actual flight. (2) Imagery by the tangent of the angle, 0 , that an object point subtends from theis often provided via computer image generation (CIG) and displayed optical axis of the lens system. Hence the lens mapping equation,
by video projection systems. Generally, the CIG system takes account R = F-Tan 0 , where F is the focal length of the lens. If the direction of
of viewpoint and heading direction within a mathematically modeled the mapping process is reversed, we then have the case of the lens being
landscape (database) to generate a view of this database during a used as a projection lens versus use as a taking lens. For this case, any
simulated flight. (3) The effectiveness of the visual simulation depends imagery placed on the plane denoted as the image plane will be transfer-
on many factors, including the Field Of View (FOV), detail in the red to the object plane without distortion. This is the concept of a
database, resolution capability, display brightness and contrast, and distortionless lens mapping.
relative distortion of the imagery. Next, we should consider the concept of distortionless viewing of a
Wide-Angle Visucl Displays projected image. If it were possible to plac, the eye of a viewer at the

exit pupil of a projection lens which has an F-Tan 0 mapping function,The goal of realism in visual simulation has led to the use of very
wide-angle displays filling a horizontal FOV of 90° or more at the pilots as in figure 2, then the viewer would perceive no distortion of the
viewpoint. Increasing the FOV to greater than 180 * has led to the use of imagery projected from the image plane. However, if the viewer is
spherical screens (domes) with a number of projectors filling different removed from the exit pupil location, then the shape of a rectangular
parts of the pilot's available FOV to form a wide-angle scene. (4) Ideal- object would no longer appear rectangular. This removal of the view-
ly, the projectors and viewpoint should be located at the center of the point from the exit pupil results in a form of distortion known as
dome, or at least at the same point, to reduce distortions for the viewer. Perspective Distortion, which usually results in rectangular objects ex-
Unfortunately, physical restrictions do not allow a number of projec- hibiting a keystone shape. The key to reducing perspective distortion is
tors and the viewer to occupy the same position in space, thus forcing to place the exit pupil of the projector as close as possible to the
the oblique projection of imagery onto the dome. This fact results in viewer's eyepoint.distortion of the imagery.

X EYEPOINT OJC

AT LENS EXIT PUPILOPTICAL

AXI

TA _.ENS Figure 2. Distortionlea Viewing'I In a dome display system, their exists another form of distortion.

This form is referred to as Geometric Distortion, which involves the
y, oblique projection of imagery onto screen surfaces which are not flat

display planes. The result is that the projection of straight lines onto the
I ER =FTAN 8 screen surface are viewed as curved lines by the observer. It should bey noted, that if the viewpoint and exit pupil of a F-Tan 9 lens are coinci.

Figure 1. Mapping via Tangent 8 Lens, Non-Distortod dent, then the shape of the screen cannot contribute to distortion. (7)
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Therefore, the amount of distortion depends on the size and shape of All these lens mappings imply a radially symmetric mapping with the
the screen, as well as projector/viewpoint positioning. As the projector center of the mapping plane on the optical axis of the system. The
and viewpoint are d placed from each other the apparent size and F-Tan 9 lens places an image point on the Image plane according to the
shape of the projected imagery, as well as the angular subtense and tangent of the angle ( 9 ) between the optical axis and the object point.
position, will vary accordingly. It is the purpose of the computer pro- The mapping equation is:
gram to be described to consider these two forms of distortion, that is
Perspective and Geometric Distortion, in spherical screen display Rt - F-Tan (9)
systems. where Rt is the image point radial distance from the center of the

Distortion definitions vary according to the type of projection system Image plane, F is the lens focal length, and 9 is the angle.

involved. The method of calculating distortion In this paper is based on The F-Tan 0 with primary distortion (F-Tan 9- P) lens is defined as
the Institute of Radio Engineers (IRE) Standards for Television. (5) a departure from the F-Tan 0 mapping due tj an approximation of
This method defines the Geometric Position Error (OPE) for any point Tan- 0 by only two terms of a power series. The resulting equation is:
in the field as the magnitude of the distance from the point to its ideal Rp - Rt (I +(DFACTOR * Rtl)),
location. This implies a radial distance measurement from the Ideal
location of a point to Its actual position. The percentage of distortion Is where Rp is the image point radial distance for the F-Tan 9 - P map-

then found by dividing the GPE by the full field height of the image. ping, Rt is the radial distance for the F-Tan 9 mapping, and

Figure 3 shows the linearity chart given in the IRE standards for DFACTOR is the primary distortion factor.

distortion measurements. This chart is placed over a video monitor An F- 9 lens maps object space to image space according to the angle
which has an alignment pattern generated by a test signal generator and in radians to the object point, resulting in the radial position of the
qualitative measurements are made by observing the position of the image (R 9 ) being defined as:
pattern with reference to calibrated circles.

Ao A o A oAo A o A ok Ro=F9"The F-Sin 0 lens implies a mapping according to the sine of the op-
0 0 0 0 O OBO 00 0O O-O 0 0 0 0 0 tical axis, yielding the mapping equation:
40 0 CO 0 0 C 0 o il, Rs--FSin(0).

0 0 0 0 0 0DO 0 0 0 0DO 0 0 0 0 0 Figure 4 shows the relative distottions of a rectangular object by the[ 9 4 34 67 E 7 11 12 14 15 1310 lne prvosy mnind
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Figure 3. E Lineauity Chart

Distortion Correction x

The first attempts at correcting distortion primarily involved the use
of optical elements to pre-distort the image upon projection, resulting
in an image that appeared non-distorted to the viewer. This method,
although successful, required the currection to be physically set at the .-SIN-0 F-0
time of lens desigi;: for the dispWay system. The capability to easily
change the correction factor was lost along with the ability to use off-the-shelf standard lenses.

With the use of video projection systems, the option of correcting
distortion by altering the scanning geometry of the video raster (raster
shaping) became available. In this way the image can be pre-distortedbefore the projection lens in order to produce a non-distorted view. (6) x x
The advent of Computer Image Generators brought an alternate
method for corrections. The objects to be projected are remapped in
the CIG computation to provide the required object pre-distortion
before being placed on the video raster for projection. (7) Raster shap-
ing and CIG remapping may be combined to reduce the complexity of + DRACTOR -COACTOR
the individual corrections. Both raster shaping and CIG remapping will
allow changes in corrective action to some degree and may also allow Figure 4. Relative Diatortlona of a Rectangular Objeot by Varioue Lena
dynamic correction. Mappings

Lens Mapping
In the computer program developed for analysis of distortion, there

are four types of lens mappings considered for the projection lens. THE PROGRAM - MAPTAG

These four lenses allow the analysis to include consideration of the
effects of the lens mappings on the final net distortion. The lens must Introduction
be included in the analysis for it is an integral part of the system. The MAPTAG is an acronym for Mapping Tables and Graphs, a pro-
four lenses are: gram written in FORTRAN for distortion analysis. The facilities for

I. F-Tan 9 (distorttonless lens) development and operation of the program are part of the
2. F-Tan 0 with primary distortion NAVTRAEQUIPCEN's Computer Simulation Laboratory. The comn-
3. F-0 (0 in radians) puter system utilized is a VAX-I 1/780 with graphics provided via a
4. F-SIn 0 Tektronix graphic terminal model 4014-1I.
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The program is designed to find the required distorted raster shape Y-coordinate remaining the same. At the end of a raster line, the
for projection onto a dome from a particular projection point. This VINCREMENT is subtracted from the previous points' Y-coordinate,
projected raster is to be viewed at a viewpoint as a non-distorted raster. and the X-coordinate is reset to the X-coordinate of the first point. In
The location of the viewpoint and projector can be located inside or this way, raster lines are drawn from left to right and top to bottom on
outisde the dome of radius R. The raster is placed on a View Window of the Input Plane.
variable height and width in degrees, and can be centered at any loca-
tion on the dome. W WIDTH_

In order to describe the projection/viewing system, the location of FIRST • 2 3"
the projector, viewpoint, and image points are referenced to a 3-D POINT
coordinate system located at the center of the dome (Figure 5). In this
system, the Z-axis is positive upwards, the X-axis is positive forward, I Y
and the Y-axis is positive to the left. Additionally, the angles for projec-
tion and viewing are spherical angles referenced to the positive X-axds.

Vertical angles are positive above the dome horizon and negative below 4 6 6 H
the horizon with a maximum magnitude of 90°. Horizontal angles are X

positive for a counter-clockwise rotation (positive X-axis into the
positive Y-axis) when viewed from a point on the positive Z-axis. The -,W-HINCREMENT VINCREMENT
hotizontal angles have a maximum magnitude of 1800.

i Figure 6, 3x3 Input Plane

SPHERICAL After a point on the Input Plane is found, the Input Plaae is aligned
SCREEN to be normal to the viewer's Line of Sight (LOS) and translated to the

I desired View Window center (Figure 7). At this point, the View Win-
EEdow is projected onto the surface of the spherical screen but still ap-

._AT CENTER pears to be a fiat non-distorted raster from the viewpoint.

I ~ VIEW1 1
W I N D O W 

I v I W O NFigure 5. 3-D Coordinate System For Splherical Screen LINE X
OF SIGHT/

There are three other coordinate systems involved in the program.
These are two 3-D coordinate systems, located at the viewpoint and
projection point, and a 2-D coordinate system used to define the Input
Plane.Each of the 3-D systems are parallel to the other, with the 2-D
system transformed to the sphere-centered 3-D system as the Input
Plane becomes the View Window. PLANE

View Window SCREEN
The View Window is defined as that part of the available FOV that is

being filled by one projector. Ideally, the viewer will see objects pro- Figure 7. View Window Generation
jected onto this window as non-distorted. If a video projetion system
is used, then the viewer will want to see a raster plane thott has pixels at Spherical Screen Projection
equal increments across the raster lines and equally spaced raster lines To find the intersection of a ray projected from the viewpoint
on the window. This is the Input Plane and is constructed by consider- towards the spherical screen, the subroutine Sphere Point from Angles
ina the desired angular height and width as well as the position of the (SPTFANG) is used. This subroutine uses spherical angles of projec-
center of the view window (PCTR) relative to the viewpoint. These tion to define the direction of individual rays at the viewpoint. This
values are used to find the height and width of the raster plane in distance from the viewpoint to the screen is calculated and used to find
dimensional units that are fixed with respect to dimensional units used the terminus of the ray in 3-D coordinates.

for all 3-D locations. The angles to points on the View Window plane from the viewpoint
The Input Plane has a 2-D coordinate system with its origin set at the are found by subroutine Spherical Angles from Points (SANGFPT)

center of the plane (Figure 6). In this coordinate system the Y-axis is and then are input to SPTFANG. The View Window is then mapped
positive upward and the X-axis is positive to the left. Once the height onto the screen surface and we are now ready to find a perspective view
and width of the Input Plane are known, then the first point on the of the View Window from the projection point.
plane is found by dividing the height and width in half. This first point
is defined as the top left point on the plane. Subsequent points on the Perspective View
plane are found by considering the number of points across the Another subroutine, PSPECTIVE, is used to find the perspective
horizontal raster lines (NHORIZ) and the number of vertical raster view of the View Window from the projection point. Initially the
lines (NVERT) on the plane. The width of the plane is divided by subroutine translates the origin of the 3-D coordinates for the View
(NHORIZ-l) to find the linear increments along the raster Window to the projection point. Then, the View Window is rotated
(HINCRFMENT), while the height is divided by (NVERT-l) to find about the projector to align the center of the View Window (PCTR)
the linear increments between raster lines (VINCREMENT). To find with the projector's X-axis. (8) Having accomplished these operations,
the next point along a raster line on the plane, the HINCREMENT is the tangents to points on the View Window can be found relative to
subtracted from the previous points' X-coordinate with the PCTR.
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PSPECTIVE allows this tangent mapping to be altered by a remap- of the target plane from the projection point (a view of the required
ping through one of three other lens mappings listed previously. Only raster pattern) may be obtained by a rotation of the output mapping
the tangent mappings will give a correct perspective from the projection about its center by 1800 and observing the pattern through the reverse
point, with the three additional mapping choices distorting the view side of the mapping.
according to their mapping functions. These mappi:,g coordinates are The coordinates for the view plane output mapping can also be
sent to plotting programs which draw the View Plane on a graphic ter- placed in table forn. Each table contains specific information on the
minal with hard-copy available, projection/viewing system and the type of mapping used. The coor-

Reference circles, indicating total FOV's of 900 and 1100, are dinates are printed in the table according to their relative position on
included on the output mappings. These FOV's are generated by subroutine the raster plane. Also placed in the table output are the coordinates of
FOV and are dependent on the type of lens mapping specified. These the Comparison Plane, allowing distortion calculations to be made
reference circles can be used to determine the location of object points from the table. Use of the Comparison Plane coordinates for calcula-
relative to the optical axis of •he lens. Points that lie on a circle are tions requires the scaling of the coordinates to reduce the Compariaon
defined as being located at the half-angle of the total FOV. For exam- Plane height to the height of the View Plane. The scaling factor is def;n-
pie, if a point is on the 900 FOV circle, then the angle between the op- ed as the ratio of the View Plane height to the height of the Comparison
tical axis and the ray to that point is 45°. Points outside the FOV Plane. For purposes of distortion calculations, the OPE is then found
reference circle are at greater angles, while points inside the FOV by effectively overlaying the View Plane on the Comparison Plane via
reference angles are at an angle less than the FOV half-angle. The FOV the coordinate tables.
reference circles give an excellent way to approximate the total FOV re- Subroutine TBLDIST uses the coordinates sent to the mapping tables
quired for a particular projection arrangenent. to calculate distortion percentages for nine points in the field. These
Mapping Output nine points, assuming an odd number of points on the plane, are the

four corner points, the central point, and the four points at the mid-
Figure 8 shows the basic mapping processes for MAPTAG contain- point of each edge of the plane. The percentages found are included on

ing two mappings. The first maps the input plane on to the surface of the mapping table output.the dome to provide a non-distorted raster to the viewer. This raster
pattern on the dome is the View Window. In the process of creating the PROGRAM OPERATION

View Window, a Comparisor, Plane is also formed which is a mapping
of the Input Plane calculated by considering the eye as a F-Tan lens Running the Program
with a focal length of unity. In all output mappings, the value of the In order to operate the program, variables describing the projec-
focal length is taken as unity, allowing mappings for a lens of another ton/viewing system must he entered. Upon instructirg the computer to
focal length to be represented by multiplying the mapping coordinates execute the program (RUN MAPTAG), the user is prompted to enter
by the desired focal length. the necessary values. Definition of the view window starts with the loca-

The second mapping is from the dome surface through the view plane tion of the center of the view window (PCTR). This location is in 3-D
and onto the target plane. The mappings produced by MAPTAG are coordinates relative to the scr•e centic arid must be on the screei sur-
mappings at the view plane, which provide a peripoctive view of the ob- face. Next, the height and width in degrees and the number of points
ject points on the dome from the projection point. A perspective view across and down the window are entered. The maximum height or
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width of any window is less than 1o0 due to the method of creating the ping function considered ilong with identification of the projector,
Input plane. Additionally, the number of points should be odd for use viewer, and view window locations. The tables contain the coordinates
in the dist )rtion calculation subroutine, of the intersection points for the distorted raster Phape and the coor-

dinates of the non-distorted Comparison Plane. Notice that the coor-* ~~~~~~~Describing the rest of the system requires entering the radius of the dntsaepeeddb h aes(,Y n XY)wihdnt
screen, R, the projector location BX(FX, FY, FZ), and the viewpoint, dinates h re precaeded by the labels (X, Y) and (XC, Yi which deunote

EN(XE. YE, ZE). The units for these coordinates are arbitrary, but the coordinates of the View Plane and Comparison Plane in turn. These

must be the same for all 3-D coordinates. As an option, the projector coordinates are included In the tables in the same manner that the raster

axis can be offset from PCTR during operation of the program by lines are drawn on the View Window, that is, left to right and top to
entering degree offsets other then zero for VOFFP and HUFF1P. bottom. The tables provide only the coordinates of the points used in

the disto.'tion calculation routine, and not all the points of the I I by I I
The rest of the values to be entered are concerned with the type of pattern. The coordinates of all the points are available, but are not in-

output mapping and table. The type of lens mapping is chosen by enter- cluded her e due to the size of the tables.
ing a value from I to 4 corresponding to the four lens mappings
available. If a Tan 8 mapping with a primary distortion is desired, then The flrst output mapping for example 1, figure 9, is a tangent map-
the user is prompted to enter a distortion factor (DFACTOR). Addi- ping of the View Window, or equivalently, the Comparison Plane. This
tiona|', the user is instructed to enter a graphic scaling factor is the raster shape that the viewer should see for the condition of no
(nCALE), screen magnification factor (SMAG), and offsetting values distortion. The tangent mapping for this projection system, figure 10,
for the origi een magnificain (XBIAS, YBIAS) in inches. Finally, the user shows a maximum distortion of 2.6%, with symmetrical distortion
can dcidt e origin of the screen wBASe YdAin inpresent run of the pro- about the center vertical line of the raster pattern. All the distortion
gram. percentages for this mapping are low and reflect the close proximity to

the viewpoint of a projector with a F TanG mapping function. Looking

After the program has compieted the graphics, :he user is instructed at the F-0 and F-Sin G outputs, the maximum distortion 'ercentages
to enter "C" to continue execution. The user is then offered the option jump to 28.6% and 20.3%. These percentaghes are la:g,- reflect the
of changing the projection axis offset, graphic scaling, screen departure of the individual lens mapping func.ions r a distor-
magnification, and table output option. If a change is desired, the pro- tionless, or F-Tan J ,lens. In this systen, a lens with a --ian 9 map-
gram again prompts the user to enter values and the graphic screen is ping would be preferred due to the closeness of the projector and
cleared in order to draw a new perspective view according to the new viewer, and the less than 900 projection angles required.

values, If no changes are desired, the program will clear the graphic
screen and execution is stopped. The second example is offered as an extreme case compared to the

preceeding case. The separation of the projector and viewer is increased
to 20 feet and the Vie w Window is required to fill a FOV of 160 °by

SAMPLE PROJECTION SYSTEMS 160" at the viewpoint. Examining the mappings and tables for this
second system, it can be seen that the distorted raster shapes for all the

As examples, the results of two sample projection/viewer systems are mapping functions fall within the 900 reftrence circle. In fact, the max-
included. The first sample is a simple projector/viewer arrangement imurn projection angle for any of the lenses is approximately 80°. This
where the viewer is placed at the center of a 20 fooL radius dome ane the angle is appropriate considering the View Window to fill a 160 by 160°
projector is located at the 3-D location (0.0,0.0,12.0) inches. This FOV at the viewpoint with projection from a distance of twice the dome
results in a 12 inch displacement of the projector directly above the radius. A projection l.mns w'th the TFOV of 90 would provide more
viewer. In this case the projected View Window subtends angles of than enough of the projection field required Zo fill the View Window.
70*vertic.i by 90° horizontal from the viewpoint. On this View Win- The distortion perentagcs for all three lens types are quite large and
dow, there is an I I by II raster pattern which forms one hundred rec- are approximately equal. Examining tables 5, 6, and 7, the maximum
tangular blocks as depicted on figure 9. The window is centered on the distortion required for the F- 0 miapping is slightly greater than the
surface of the dome at the 3-D locatzon (240.0,0.0,0.0) inches, or at the Tangent mapping (18.09% vs, 18.90%X, while the F-Sin 0 mapping re-
intersection of the X-naxis with the dome surface. Table I shows the pro- quires the most raster shaping at 19.22%o. The'e raster shapes may be
gram prompts and user inputs to describe the above system. Figures 10, hard to implement by raster shaping alone as can be seen in figures 14,
It, and 12 show the required raster shapes to be projected f.om the 15, and i6.
defined projector location for the use of projection lenses with mappingfunction~s of Tan 0 , Sin 0 , end 0 , respectively. Other information to be gained from the program output concerns

the redistribution of the raster points on the projection lens target

The second projection/viewer arrangement is a projector arrange- plane. In the second system, the points are crowded together near the
ment with the View Window and projector located on opposing sides of edges of the target plane with only a few points in the center of the
the dome surface. In this system the viewpoint is again coincident with target plane. The effect of this distribution depends on the projection
the center of a 20 ioot radius dome. However, the projector is located lens in nse, but would tend to reduce the resolution capacity of the im-
behind the viewer on the surface of the dome at the 3-D location aging system. This is due to the crowding of resolution elements
(-218.0,0.0,101.0) inches, and the View Window is placed at the 3-D (Resels) on the target plane where most lenses lose resolution capability,
location (218.0,0.0,-101.0) inches. This arrangement direts the optical and lack of resels where most lenses have their greatest resolution.
axis of the projector to pass through the center of the dor ,e on its way
to the center of the View Window, and provides a for a symmetrical SUMMARY
projection onto the window at a distance of twice the dome radius, or
40 feet. The View Window contains an II by I 1 raster pattern and The orogram MAPTAG is a very useful tool for determining the
subtends angl-s of 160' by 160° from the viewpoint as shown in figure required raster shape to be projected which provides for distortionless
13. Figures 14, 15, and 16, with tables 5, 6, and 7, describe the required viewing. T[be graphic output provides visualization of the distortions
raster shapes for example 2. encountered in dome displays. The table allows distortion calculations

to be performed and can also provide for equations that describe the
ANALYSIS OF THE SAMPLE SYSTEMS raster distortion, line by line.

The subroutines utilized by MAPTAG have been written in a general
Analveslooking at the giredraphic shappeng outt and tiro rrestondsing form to allow their use in building other specific distortion routines.

volves looking at the graphic mapping outputs and their corresponding The flowcharts and program coding have been documented and are
table outputs. From these a visualization of the raster shapes is ob- available to the general public. (9)Extension of the program, to provide
tained, along with the distortion percentages related to each mapping. more information about projection systems, is being investigated.

Examining the coordinate tables 2, 3, and 4, which are for the first These programs provide an excellent basis for distortion analysis of
example, specific information for each type of lens in this projection ar- video projection systems and efforts are being taken to include projec-
rargement is reiealed. The tables are labeletd as to the type of lens map. tion of generalized imagery.
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EXAMPLE 1 TAN THETA MAPPING OOO 'NATF4

RUN MAPTAG THE VIEWPOINT S AT:
x-. 0.ooco 0 Y - 0000 Z 0.000

DE6SCq0 PLANAR INPUT SOREEN OBSERVING A LUNEAR RASTER PATTERN ON THE $COENFILN A FIELD OF 70.000 DEGREES VERTICALL.Y, AND
ENTER DESIRED COORDINATES FOR PLACEMENT OF CENTER 90.000 DEGREES HORIZONTALLY ABOUT A POINT X-OF PLANE IN SPHERE COORDINATE SYSTEM, THE X-AXIS 6POSITIVE 240.000 Y- 0,000 Z,, 0.000 DEFINED AS
FORWARD WITH THE Y-AXIS POITV TO THE LEFT, AND THE Z-AXIS CENTER OF "FOV".
IS POSITIVE UPWARDS

240,0,0 THE PROJECTOR 8 AT:
X - 0.0000 Y - 0.000 Z - 12.000

ENTER VERTICAL AND HOPAZONTAL FOV' IN DEGREES
70,90 THE RADIS OF THE SPHERICAL SCREEN S 240.000

ENTER NUMER OF POINTS ALONG VERTICAL AND HORZONTAL X 1.033 0.000 -1.033
AXES Y 0.093 0.712 0,693

11,11
XC 1.000 0.000 -1.000

DESCRBE SPHERICAL SCREEN DISPLAY SYSTEM YC 0.700 0,700 0.700

ENTER SPHIERICAL SCREEN RADIUS X 0.098 0.000 -0.998
240 Y -0.021 0.000 -0.021

ENVER PROJECTOR POSITION (FX,FY.FZ)0,0,12 XC 1.000 0.000 -1.000
ENTER VIEWPOINT POSITION (XE,YE.ZE) YC 0.000 0.000 0.000

0.0.0
ENTER VERTICAL AND HORZONTAL OFFSET FOR PROJECTION X 0.964 0.000 -0.964
DIRECTION (DEOGEES) Y -0.702 -0.686 -0.702

0.0

ENTER SCALE FACTOR . SCREEN MAS . YBIAS. XBIAS NORMALLY XC 1.000 0.000 -1.000
SCREEN MAGI a 1, XlIA a 0. YBIIAS a 0. THE SCALE FACTOR XC -0.700 -0.700 -0.700
DETERMINES THE TFOV (FSO.ALE * 90)

1.5,.1.10.0 DISTORTION PERCENTAGES

PICK WHICH TYPE OF MAPPING DESIRED, FOR A TANGENT MAPPING
ENTER "1", FOR AN IDEAL R-THEATA MAPPING ENTER "2", FOR THE TARGET PLANE HEIGHT IS 1.37
TANTHETA MAPPING WITH PRMARY DISTORTION , ENTER "3".
FOR SIN THETA MAPPING, ENTER "4" 1 2 3

2.44% 0.84% 2.44%
F TABLE OUTPUT IS DESMFD TYPE TRUFE; IF NOT FALSE 4 5 6

T 1.49% 0.00% 1.49%
7 a 9

TYPE C TO CONTINUE EXECUTION 2.60M 1.0911 2.60%
1

SC
TO CHANGE VOFFHOFFMAG,FSCALE.LJABLE,TYPE OF MAPPING TABLE 2

ENTER "T", F NOT ENTER "F"
F

TO CHANGE SCREEN MAGMF'KATION.ENTER T ,TO STOP ENTER F VIEW WINDOW
F 70"V x 90H
FORTRAN STOP

TABLE 1

COMPARISON PLANE 7
70" V x 90 N- - - /, ,N

0%.4%

• /\I .'

"\ /-- \ ,N.,,.I
• I

"---L6% E 2

"-..-.- u".FOV '

TAANGENT MAPPING

-F\ - - -r/O.

FIgur 10.

TANGENT MAPPING
Figue 9.
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R-THETA MAPPING CORDINATES THE PROJECTOR 18 AT:
X - 0)000 Y - 0.000 Z - 12.000

THE VIEWPOINT ISAT:
X N 0.0000 Y - 0.000 Z-- 0,000 THE RADIUS OF THE SPHERICAL SCREEN IS 240.000

OBSERVING A LINEAR RASTER PATTERN ON THE SCREEN XTH S RE N0 .547 0 .000 -0 .647

FILLING A FIELD OF 70.000 DEGREES VERTICALLY, AND Y 0,434 0.680 0.434
90.000 DEGREES HORIZONTALLY ABOUT A POINT
X- 240.000 Y-0.000 Z- 0.000 DEFINED AS CENTER XC 1.000 0.000 -1.000
OF FOV". YC 0.700 0.700 0.700

THE PROJECTOR IS AT: x 0.700 0.000" -0.708
X- 0.0000 Y V 0.000 Z = 12.000 V -0.016 0.000 -0.015

THE RADIUS OF THE SPHERICAL SCREEN IS 240.000 XC 1.000 0.000 -1.000
X 0.742 0.000 .0.742 YC 0.000 0.000 0.000
Y 0.498 0.618 0.498

x 0.19 o0oo ,0.619
XC 1.000 0.000 •1.000 " -0.451 -0.566 -. 461
YC 0.700 0.9w0 0.700

XC 1.000 0.000 -1.000
0.784 0.000 -0.784 YC -0.700 -0.700 -0.700

V 0.015 0.000 -0.016
DISTORTION PERCENTAGES

XC 1.000 0.000 -1.000 THE TARGET PLANE HEIGHT IS 1.145
YC 0.000 0.000 0.000 1 2 3

10.17% 0.54%/ 19.17%

X 0.706 0.000 -0.706

V -0.514 -0.601 -0.514 4 6 6
19.82% 0.00% 9.82%

XC 1.000 1.000 -1.000
YC -0.700 -0.700 7 8 9

20.32% 0.84% 20.32%
DISTORTION PERCENTAGES

TABLE 4
THE TARGET PLANE HEIGHT 15 1.219viW INO

1 2 3 70"V x 90K H
26.87% 0.69% 26.117% - ---------

17.75% 0.00% 17.75% 0.,%

7 8 , 0.

28.58% 8.16% 28.58% 19.2%

TABLE 3

VIEW WINDOW
70" V x 90" H

30

1.6 4-... "FOV --

SIN THETA MAPPING
Figure 12.

289% 28.9% COMPARISON PLANE
VIEW WINDOW

\ ",•2% "
90 SFOV ~

R-THETA MAPPING

Figire 11.

SIN THETA MAPPING COORDINATES ""0-O

THE VIEWPOINT IS AT:
X- 0.000 Y - 0.0m Z 0.0w

OBSERVING A LINEAR RASTER PATTERI: ON THE SCREEN FILLING
A FIELD OF 70.000 DEGREES VERTICALLY, AND 90.000
DEGREES HORIZONTALLY ABOUT A POINT
X - 240.000 Y - 0.000 Z - 0.000 TANGENT MAPPING
D1FINED AS CENTER OF "FOV". Figure 13.
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TAN THETA MAPPING COORDNATES R.THITA MAPPING 0ORDWIAThS;

THE VIEWPOINT S AT: THE VIEWPOINT S9AT:
X - 0,0000 Y - 0.000 Z - 0-000 X . 0.000 V.- 0.0000 Z- 0.000

OBSERVING A LINEAR RASTER PATTERN ON TI4ESCREEN OMSRVING A LINEAR RASTER PATTERN ON THE SCREEN FILL-
FILLING A FIELD OF 100.000 DEGREES VERTICALLY, ING A FIELD OF 160.000 DEGREES VERTICALLY,
AND 160.00 DEGREES IIOFZONTALLY ABOUT A POINT AND 180.000 DEGREES HORIZONTALLY ABOUT A POINT
X. 216.000 Y- 0.000 Z- -101.000 DEFINED X- 218.000 Y- 0.000 Z- -101.000 DEFINED AS
AS CENTER OF "0 V". CENTER OF "FOV'.

THE PPROJECTOR IS AT: THE PROJECTOR IS AT:
x - .218.0000 Y - 0.000 Z - 101.000 X . -218.00W0 Y 0.000 Z - 101.000

THE RADIUS OF THE SPHERICAL SCREEN IS 240.000 THE RADIUS OP THE SPHERICAL. SCREN 59 240.000
x 0.024 0.000 -0.824 x 0.611 0.000 -0.811
V 0.024 0.838 0.624 V 0.611 0.698 0.511

X0 5.871 0.000 -5.071 XC 8.871 0.000 -5.671

VO 5,671 0.671 5.671 Vo 6,071 6.871 5.8711

x 0.838 0.000 -0.63a x 0.89a 0.000 -0.698
V 0.000 0.000 0.000 Y o.ooo 0.000 0.000

XC 6.671 0.000 -5.8571 XC 5.871 0.000 -56871
YC 0.000 0.000 0.000 Yo 0.000 0.000 0.000

kX 0.824 0.000 -0.824 X 0.611 0.000 -0.611
V -0.624 -0.838 -0.624 Y .0.611 -0.698 -0.511

5C .871 0.000 -5.871 XC 6,871 0.000 -56.71

reY -. 1.571 -. 6.71 -.6871 YC -5,871 -56871 -5.871

DISTORTION PERCENTAGES DISTORTION PERCENTAGES

1 2 3 1 2 3
18.09% 0.0090 16.09% 18.9m% 0.00%t 18.90%

4 5 a 4 5 a
0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.009% 0.00%

7 8 9 7 a 9
18.09%t 0.00% 18.00% 18.90% 0.00% 18.90m

TABLE 5 TABLE 8

110* FOV 1PO

1' 111.

"'o/

R-TNETA MAPPING

Figue 16.
TANGENT MAPPING

Figure 14.
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ON THETA MAPPING 0OOOAiNATIS

THE VIWPOINT 8 AT: 110 OV
X - 0.0000 Y - 0.000 Z - 0.000

OSBERVING A LINEAR RASTER PATTERN ON THE SCRhEN FILLING rOY
A FIELD OF 160.000 DEGREES VERTICALLY. AND
160000 DEGREES HORIZONTALLY ABOUT A POINT
X- 218.000 Y- 0.000 Z- ,101.000 DEFINED AS
CENTER OF "FOV'. 1%
THE PROJECTOR B AT: \

-218.0000 Y - 0.000 Z - 101,000

THE RADIUS OF THE SPHERICAL SCREEN 1 240,000
X 0.4e0 0.000 -0.4aI
Y 0.468 0.642 0.406

XC 5.871 0.000 -6.071
YC 5.871 5.671 6.871

x 0.842 0.000 -0.642
Y 0.000 0.000 0.000

XC 5.671 0.000 -8.671
YC 0.000 0.000 0.000

x 0.408 0.000 -0.468
Y -0.488 -0.642 -0.468

XC .. 871 0.000 -8.071 . .

YC -. 871 .5.671 -5.671 -, - ---

DISTORTION PERCENTAGES SIN THETA MAPPING
1 2 3

19.22% 0.00% 19.22% Figure 18.

4 5 6
0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

7 8 9
19.22% 0.00% 19.22%

TABLE 7
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TARGET 7V PROJECTOR WITH DYNAMIC RASTER SHAPING FOR
USE IN DOME SIMULATORS

Richard E. Holmes

Training Systems Group, Systems Research Laboratories, Inc.
2800 Indian Ripple Road, Dayton, Ohio 45440

ABSTRACT

Large dome simulators for air-to-air and air-to-ground aircraft weapons tactics trainers are
coming into prominence. In such devices, the training objective is to improve pilot proficiency
and coordination by allowing the pilot to train in the use of weapons in realistic operational
and threat environments. Typically, the pilot will fight against a TV projected image that is
slewed across the field of view. Sometimes neither the pilot's eyes nor the TV projector lens is
located ;t the center of the dome screen. From geometrical considerations, a standard
rectangular or square TV image looks distorted to the pilot. The degree and shape of the
distortion changes with the shift in location of the "target" on the screen relative to the pilot
as it is slewed either by servo pointing the entire projector or by optical means.

This paper describes the design and development of a TV projector that is capable of
predistorting the TV raster such that from the pilot's viewpoint the image will look rectilinear
at all times. This dynamic raster shaping can be updated at the TV field rate (typically
60 times per second) so that there is no perceptible jumpiness in the image as the shape is
varied. In addition, the raster can be zoomed to create the appearance of distance change to the
target and rotated to compensate the effects caused by the mirror steering of the target image
across the dome.

INTRODUCTION keep the images in focus as the distance to the
screen changes with pointing angle. The gimbaling

The layout of a typical aircraft weapons of the whole projector head is better when using
tactics trainer such as presently being developed wide field-of-view lens, while the articulated
for the U.S. Navy as Training Device 2E7 is shown lens is more practical with narrow field-of-view
in Figure 1. Each of two 40-ft diameter domes lens.
houses a simulated cockpit of a high performance
jet fighter aircraft--an F/A-18 in the case of We are familiar with how a slide projector
Device 2E7. The images from three background TV image becomes distorted if the slide projector is
projectors and four target TV projectors are not placed squarely to the screen. If it is too
projected on the inside of the dome to present an low, the image is distorted such that the image of
all-encompassing dynamic scene to the pilot. The a square looks more like a trapezoid with a larger
images are generated by digital techniques and the top than bottom. We also know that a projected
dynamics of the system are controlled by a large picture that is square on the screen can look
central computer. With this arrangement each of distorted when viewed off axis. These effects are
two pilots can either engage in simulated combat compounded in the case of the target projectors
with each other or each can engage simultaneously where the image on the TV projection cathode ray
in battle against the computer. tube is flat end rectilinear and the screen is

concave and off-axis to the projected image. The
Each of the three background projectors Is answer to the problem created by such geometrical

dedicated to a 120-degree segment of the dome and distortions is to predistort the TV image before it
presents the image of the earth and sky environment is projected such that it looks correct to the
surrounding the aircraft. Each of the four target viewer.
projectors provides means to slew the image of a
target or friendly aircraft across the field of Several approaches to predistorting the
view of the pilot. Since neither the pilot's eye images can be taken. The digital image generator
point nor the target projectors are necessarily can be programmed to predistort the video. This
located on the geometrical center of the dome, requires a large increase in computing power.
standard rectilinear TV images may look distorted Likewisr., a double ended, optically coupled scan
to the pilot. The degree and shape of the converter such as the SRL Model 342A (effectively
distortion changes with the location of the a TV camera viewing rectilinear video displayed on
projected target on the dome screen relative to the a predistorted CRT raster; therefore, generating a
pilot as it is slewed across his field of view. predistorted video at the TV camera output, can be

used. This method has a built-in time delay of
DYNAMIC RASTER SHAPING one field time and requires extremely good (but

achievable) electro-optics in order not to degrade
Systems Research Laboratories, Inc. (SRL) has resolution. The method described in this paper

provided TV projectors for simulation and training uses an approach where rectilinear video is
where either the whole projector head is displayed on a CRT projector which provides
mechanically slewed under servomechanism control dynamic raster shaping.
(as shown in Figure 2) or the projector head
remains stationary and the image is slewed across The development of the predistortion
the domed screen by use of articulated optics (as algorithm, though straightforward, is still

shown in Figure 3a and 3b). In either case, moderately complex. Fortunately, the pre-
computer controlled servomechanisms are used to distortion can be implemented in a practical
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system by modifying the TV horizontal and vertical To conserve power, an SRL patented smooth

sweep signals with a series of linear and nonlinear actuating voltage boost is used whenever the

mathematical expressions in the analog domain. The deflection amplifiers sense it is in a flyback
functions that need to be implemented are: mode--independent of direction of flyback. (1) In

practice, in each dome the four projectors are

position used in two pairs allowing the projection of two
size independent targets in order that one projector
linearity can take over from the other when it is slewed to
trapezoidal a position such that the image would be obstructed
pincushion/barrel by the simulated aircraft fuselage. Again, in
curvature order to conserve power, which would require an
rotation additional load on the dome's air conditioning
orthogonality system, the SRL projectors have a deflection

amplifier powerdown feature which is used whenever
The effect of these functions on a rectilinear the projector is not selected by the computer.

raster is shown in Figure 4. All terms except for
rotation can be solved using linear analog Up to 250:1 raster zooming is also available
computational techniques. Rotation requires in the projector to create the effect of variable
sine/cosine coordinate transformation, distance to the target. However, small rasters on

a TV projector operating at up to 60 watts screen

In the case of the Navy's F/A-18 weapons dissipation are potential problems due to phosphor
tactics trainer Device 2E7, the central computer, burning. The SRL projector calculates the actual
either from canned programs or from the responses raster area and limits the video drive to a safe
of the two adversary pilots, keeps track of the short-term value. This allows the display of
position of the target aircraft and generates the bright objects for short periods of time, but
pointing angles of the respective target long-term protection is up to the central
projectors. This information is translated to computer.
servomechanism information which is transmitted to

the projector focus servo and to the articulated CONCLUSIONS
lens azimuth and elevation mirrors. It also
generates at a TV field rate (60 fields/second) the Dome simulators are proving to be effective
coefficients for all the linear predistortion training aids. Steerable TV projectors are also
functions and both the sine and cosine of the proving to be practical means of providing the
rotation function in a digital format. Within the Image of the target. As more realism and
control unit of the TV projector electronics, this precision are required to keep airmen proficientdigital dat& is converted to analog and the in weapon tactics, more emphasis needs to be given
remainder of the computation is accomplished in the to image fidelity. This requires not only higher

analog domain. Figure 4 is a series of drawings resolution, but higher geometrical fidelity. The
showing the components of the various raster concept of providing dynamic raster shaping in the
distortion terms that can be applied to the sweep TV projector instead of in the digital image
circuits. These predistortion terms are shown only generator or an intermediary black box is both
for the horizontal axis for ease in visualizing the technically superior and cost effective and should
effect. In &ctuality, a portion of each of these fikid its place in more advanced visual systems. I
corrections In both the horizontal and vertical visualize its use spreading to air-to-ground as
axis as well as rotation would be present, creating well as present air-to-air weapons tactics
a very complex raster such as shown in Figure 5. trainers.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS REFERENCE

Dynamic raster shaping places several other 1. R. E. Holmes and J. A. Mays. United States
major requirements upon the projector. Normal TV Patent No. 3,628,083, 1971.
displays and projectors use resonant horizontal
deflection amplifiers due to their power conserving
characteristics and due to their relative ABOUT THE AUTHOR
simplicity. Though some raster correction can be
accomplished in resonant deflection amplifiers, Mr. Richard E. Holmes, Chief Scientist,
only those corrections which are symmetrical about Electro-Optical Systems, Training Systems Group,
the center of sweep can be implemented simply. Systems Research Laboratories, Inc. Responsible
This eliminates curvature correction which is for conceptual development of techniques for
needed anytime the projector's optical axis is not visual image pickup, processing and display.
colinear with a line drawn from the center of the Registered Professional Engineer in State of Ohio,
dome to the dome itself--a situation that occurs at Mr. Holmes holds several patents, EE degree from
only oni pointing angle with each projector. Also, University of Cincinnati and MSEE from University
raster rotation is not possible since the rapid TV of Connecticut.
retrace can be made in only one direction with
resonant circuits. For continuous raster rotation,
both the vertical and horizontal amplifiers must be
equally as fast in both directions and as fast as
each other. With these restraints on the system,
it is necessary to use identical linear current
feedback ampiifiers for both the horizontal and
vertical defiection amplifiers.
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Figure 1. Typical Dome Weapons Tactics Trainer

•I

Figure 2. Steerable TV Projector Head with Servo Azimuth and Elevation
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Figure 3a. Projector Head (without optics) Used With Device 2E7 Target Projector
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Figure 4. Photograph of Predistorted Rectilinear Raster

Figure 5. Typical Raster

A - Uncorrected

B - With Dynamic Raster Shaping
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VISUAL DISPLAY RESOLUTION AND CONTRAST REQUIREMENTS
FOR AIR COMBAT SIMULATION: AN APPLICATION OF COMPUTER MODELING

Alfred T. Lee, Ph.D.
University of Dayton Research Institute
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ABSTRACT
A study on the effects of target resolution and contrast in air combat engagements was

conducted to determine the potential impact of visual display characteristics on the
effectiventsws usedi tominvestiguateo theaeffctsgo 2 anl4argesaecompuoftargmoet resolutionband
effaetienesws ofe aitombatestiguatio tranig Afet lf2ad4arg-cal cmpuermoe of aagtreouirn cbatd
target /backgroiind contrast ratios of 0.5 and 9.0. The study results are discussed in the
requiedt in air beoefits ofehne iuldslycagain tdferentic inpactcnd ofe akircraf

theire iarcobenfts. fehne iuldslycaatrsisi rciigtesil

and, therefore, permit training in key areas
The requirement for a high degree of realism such as situation awareness, coemmunication and

in the generation of visual scenes in the dis- control, and energy management. However, simu-
plays of manned flight simulators has been a lation technology has not achieved the state
major factor in increasing the unit cost of where visual scene generation of this type of
simulators used in aircrew training. The train- environment can provide the necessary degree of
ing benefits that result from each successive realism within the practical limits of cost.
a dvance in visual display technology must be For example, the brightn1ess requirements for
weighed against the cost increase associated presenting a full field ui view, daylight scene
with that technology if simulation is to remain is 1000 ft-L or greater but dome visual displays

a viable option for aircrew training. Agencies such as the Navy's VTRS and F-14 Wide Angle
tasked with the procurement of air-crew training Visual Systems (WAyS) provide a brightness of
systems are repeatedly tasked with the problem only about 4 ft-L and 0.4 ft-L, respectively.
of cost-benefit trade-offs but have little or no
objective means by which to assess the extent to Display resolution limits are of even
which training willi be affected by a given greater concern since even a realistic bright-
improvement in a device's fidelity with actual ness level will be of little value if the dis-
aircraft operations. play resolution is not sufficient to provide

target acquisition and identification of target
An area where flight simulation is likely to attitude changes at realistic ranges. Ideally,

play an increasing role in training is in air- visual perception of targets in simulators
to-air combat. Success in air-to-air combat should be limited only by the optics of eye and
depends on the skilled execution of basic not by the simulator display. Unfortunately,
fighter maneuvers and on the awareness and the optimal resolution of current displays is in
understanding of the tactical situation, the range of 6-8 arc min. compared to 1-2 arc

min resolution capacity of the eye. Producing
Simulation t~aining has, to date, stressed displays with velry high resolution is techni-

basic fighter maneuvering, that is, instruction cally feasiblel but the cost associated with
in the limits of an aircraft's flight envelope, very high resolution systems is substantial.
weapons envelope recognition and pre-planned More impoftant from the viewpoint of training
offensive and defensive fighter maneuvers. The management is the degree to which training
Air Force's Simulator for Air-to-Air Combat effectiveness of the simulator is improved by
(SAAC) is an example of this kind of simulation advances in display quality. In the majority of
training for air combat. However, the type of cases, the real training value of a simulator is
training that is likely to have the greatest only known well after the device is procured and
benefit for real-world combat success involves an operational test conducted. Design specifi-
flight vs flight force-level engagements where cations for successful training of certain tasks
many aircraft are simultaneously involved in the can, of course, be done to a limited extent on
same gaming area. Only exercises involving research devices. But even these devices are
large numbers of operational aircraft can constrained by available technology as well as
currently provide realistic training in these the considerable difficulty in conducting con-
force-level combat environments. The costs of trolled transfer-of -training studies to deter-
such exercises in fuel consumed, airframe and mine the cost-effectiveness of even one of a
engine wear, and potential for aircraft and variety nf display improvements.
aircrew losses make it difficult to conduct this
taning comba environmetsivel to beovi ncountreiin mThod fordeermwinin thsrie potntialtimpactivf
tain ng cob thenavtromnatsivel to providi ung teraiin mthis papdeermiwil desrie anoate rnalimactive
by pilots is through ground-based simulators, visual display characteristics on air combat
In addition to reducing costs, simulation would simulation training effectiveness as well asa
provide virtually unlimited flexibility in presenting initial data from this ongoing
preparing pilots for performance with and research. Our objective is to provide reliable1
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data on the kinds of training that will be Mental Status Array maintains only the infor-

possible under specific visual display condi- mation available to a pilot based upon that
tions for a tactical air combat simulator pilot's (imperfect) knowledge of the situation.
training system. For the sake of simplicity and A pilot's awareness of the actions of other air-
brevity we have focused on resolution and con- craft In the engagement is based upon informa-
other display characteristics such as field-of- radar) and information from flight members or
view/area- of-interest are in the planning stage. ground control. The decisions trade by each

pilot in the engagement are, therefore, based on
METHOD information that would be available to that

pilot in a real-life engagement. This approach
The method employed in this study had to to the modeling of pilot behavior in BRAWLER

meet the requirements of any useful applied allows for' the simulation of air combat skill
research, i.e., control of the variables of expected of experience, but not perfect, pilots.
interest and valid generalizability of the
results to the operational environment. Addi- Pilot Visual Perception.
tional constraints of time to conduct the needed
studies also viere considered. Data must be Since this riport addresses the issue of
available ait the time in which decisions on a visual display effects in a manned flight simu-
systems training value are being made if such lator, a detailed descriptici of how BRAWLER
data are to have any impact on design specifi- models the visual perception of pilots in air
cations. combat engagements is necessary. The visual

processes of the, simulated pilot in BRAWLER were
The advances in the field of computer systematically varied to emulaite the effects of

simulation modeling in the last two decades are differing display characteristics of resolution
of such a scope that the utility of using such, and contrast. Target inherent contrast values
models in addressing manned flight simulator of 0.5 and 9.0 were used in this study where
design issues deserved investigation. A corn inherent contrast is computed by the formula:
puter model as a research tool has the potential
to meet all of the criteria previously mentioned. C = ILt-LbI/Lb

TAC BRAWLER where: Lt atarget luminance.

A key element in utilizing a computer model Lb -background luminance.
to investigate the general problem of simulation The effect of target contrast on the likelihood
fidelity and the specific problem of visual of detection depends on the position of the
display requ irements is that the model target in the pilot's visual field. As a conse-
accurately depict the human component of the quence, BRAWLER models the effect of target-
task at hand. Few tasks in the flight regime trast utilizing a visual detection lobe.M
depend more on pilot perception and decision- The lobe delineates the threshold contrast
making than air-to-air combat. The engagement values that a target must meet in order to be
model that was ultimately chosen met the need to detectable. The equation used to describe the
simulate this human component of realistic detection lobe for foveal vision is:
force-level air combat engagements. The model
chosen for this research, TAC BRAWLER, is a Ct a1.55 + 15.2/a2, (8 < 0.8 deg)
cooperative air combat engagement .model
developed under the auspices of the Assistant The equation for parafoveal vision is:
Chief of Staff, Studies and Analyses, HQ USAF.
BRAWLER was designed to model flight vs flight C .591 9/2 8>08dg
engagements for a variety of fighter aircraftCt=17 /2.i9i,(B>08dg
types and weapons systems. Continual inter- where a is the angle subtended by the target
action with experienced air combat pilots in the (arc min.), B is the off-axis angle, and Ct is
model's development assured that the simulated percent contrast at threshold. It is clear from
pilot responses in each of the aircraft involved these formulae that the effects of target con-
in the engagement accurately depicted skilled, trast depend to a great extent on the position
but not perfect, pilot combat performance. within the pilot's visual field. However,3
Further validation of BRAWLER has been carried atmospheric visibility will markedly affect the
out in conjunction with AIMVAL/ACEVAL exercise. level of target contrast that is actually per-

ceived by the pilot. The level of target con-
A detailed description of DRAWLER is beyond trast that actually reaches the pilot's eyes is

the scope of this paper. However, a brief dis- the effective, as opposed to the inherent,
cussion of the model architecture of BRAWLER contrast of the target. Effective contrast in
(Figure 1) emphasizing the visual modeling will BRAWLER is modeled as an exponential function of
aid in understanding the procedures and results inherent target contrast as follows:
that follow. The architecture of BRAWLER is
divided into two major information arrays, a c - co e-3 .912 R/V

Central Status Array which describes the

M 'ental Status Array which describes each pilot's co = inherent target contrast,
perception of the engagement. The Central R - range of target,

craft's position and velocity. missile launches,
etc. for all aircraft in the engagement. The Inherent target contrast values of 0.5 and 9.0
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.4 were used In this study. Atmospheric visibility offset by 1 nm, with a slant range of 8 m.was set at 20 nm for all engagements. Given Visual acuity values for a given engagement
,!that the effective contrast of the target is scenario were either 2 or 4! arc mtn. for both

sufficient for detection to occur, BRAWLER pilots. All scenarios assumed dayli-qW',
estimates the probability of detection in a unlimited visibility conditions. As with real
single glimpse to be a normal ogive futiction of life engagements, some variability in perfor-
the ratio of effective to threshold contrqlt1 for mante soexpcted rob eP a., t
targets subtending any given visual angle.0 e nex et assure re eaych ria ITStengagements were run for each factorial combina-

Simulation of resolution effects in BRAWLER tion of resolution and contrast under each of
is based on the apparent size of the target the two (Head-On or Right-Angle) intercept
derived from the angle subtended by the target conditions.
at a given range. If the total surface area of
the target is not sufficient to subtend the RESULTS
minimum visual angle (resolution values) used,
the target would remain undetected. Note that Results of the BRAWLER engagement runs were
the value A (angle subtended) in the formula for analyzed for effects of differences in simulated
contrast threshold will have an inverse effect system resolution and target inherent contrast
on threshold detection probability. The higher on average detection range, opportunities for
the visual angle subtended by the target, the early shots, advantage of first sighter, and the
lower the contrast threshold required for target type of weapons used. These measurements were
detection. chosen because they would reflect the general

nature of the engagements and are reasonably
Visual search characteristics will also accurate indicators of the types of skills that

affect the likelihood that a target within would be excercised. The results were analyzed
visual range will be detected. BRAWLER models separately for the Head-On and Right-Angle
the pilot's visual search pattern by dividing engagement scenarios.
the total visual field (excluding areas masked
by the cockpit) into eight sectors. Sectors ara Detection Range
searched essentially at random with the con-
straint that the same sector is not searched The average range at which an opponent was
again until at least one other sector is detected under the four conditions of system
sampled. The simulated pilot searches each resolution and target contrast are shown in
sector for 2.5 sec. with no more than 150 msec. Figure 2 for the two engagement scenarios. The
per fixation. Once the target is detected, a average Head-On detection range for the 2 arc
visual trackin%)algorlthm based upon the optimum min. case Is 14,800 ft. (S.D. - 3,200 ft.) and
control model Is initiated while the target for the 4 arc min. case it Is 11,100 ft. (S.D. =
Is in view. 1,300 ft.) with a target contrast at 0.5. When

the target contrast is very high (9.0), the
Procedure average detection increases to 20,300 ft. (S.D.

1,200 ft.) for the 2 arc min. resolution case
The purpose of using BRAWLER was to deter- but has little effect on the 4 arc min. case. A

mi n the kinds of effects display resolution similar pattern of results occurs in the Right-
mig~it have on engagements in a manned flight Angle engagement scernirios. The increase in
simulator and, therefore, the kinds of skills target contrast did not, as might be expected,
that could he trained. Since display resolution improve initial target detection in the poor
in effect limits what the pilots will see In an resolution runs. A doubling of resolution from
engagement, the visual acuity of the "pilots" in 2 to 4 arc min. improves detection but only by
BRAWLER was altered to simulate resolution an average of 3,700 ft. in the low contrast
acuities of 2 and 4 arc min. These values were conditions. The effects of resolution and con-
chosen to permit comparison of resolution trast on detection range are reflected in She
effects for display systems of the future where opportunity for early shots.
2 arc min. may be considered the ultimate goal
of a system designer. Target inherent rontrast Early Shots
values of 0.5 and 9.0 were also simulated in
this study. The contrast value of 0.5 approxi- The proportion of engagements in which
mates the expected contrast of targets In the weapons were fired in the first phase of the
real-life engagements. A high contrast of 9.0 engagement is shown in Figure 3. The improve-
was chosen to investigate octential trade-offs ment in detection range within increased acuity
between resolution and contrast in display accounts for an increase of on', 12% in shots
design. All engagements were run as within fired during the initial phase of the Head-On
visual range (WVR) scenarios, i.e., radar engagement with low contrast. With increased
intercept was not possible. target contrast from 0.5 to 9.0, early shots

rise dramatically from 16% to 80% of the engage-
Engagement Scenarios ments in the 2 arc min. case. As expected from

the data on detection range, improved contrast
For the sake of simplicity, only BRAWLER had no significant effect on early shot opportu-

data on a one vs one engagement will be pre- nitles in the Head-On engagements. The pattern
sented here. The aircraft simulated were Air of results for ea-ly shots as with detection
Force F-15 fighters equipped with radar and range data is similar for both scenario types
infrared guided missiles and guns. At the start run.
of each engagement the aircraft were situated
with reciprocal headings (head-on approach) and
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The relatively small effects on detection contrast offset the advantage to the first
range and early shot opportunities resulting sighter by permitting a higher probability that
from a doubling of target resolution suggest the first sighter would be detected by the
that only a small gain in training utility is second aircraft. The improved detection by the
achieved for this critical phase of air combat second aircraft resulted in defensive
engagements. Attaining positional and energy maneuvering and a lower lethality of early shots
advantage over an opponent aircraft early in an fired by the first sighter.
engagement are often the most important factors
in determining the outcome of an engagement. M•ons p Selection
The Increases in the range of target detection
in this study which resulted from improved These differential effects of target
target resolution were not of sufficient magni- resolution and contrast for the two scenarios
tude to markedly affect the positional advantage are also found in the selection of weapons
of either combatant. As a result, the opportu- during the engagements. In Figure 5, the
nities to fire seapons early in the engaqement proportion of missile kills for target contrast
are roughly equivalent for all engagements run. and resolution values are shown for the two

scenarios. In the Head-On engagements the
Advantage of First Sighter proportion of kills due to missiles increases

substantially as target resolution is reduced
In general, air combat engagement outcomes from 2 arc min. to 4 arc min. The difficulties

favor the pilot who sights his opponent first. in achieving positional advantage with reduced
This first sighter advantage is reflected in the target resolution results in a higher frequency
frequency of engagement kills shown in Figure of selecting a missile over a gun solution in
4. Note that these kills occur in the secondary these engagements. In general, the shorter
phase of the engagements, i.e., after the air- detection associated with the Right-Angle
craft have passed each other. The high kill scenario eliminated any influencý! of target
frequency in the secondary phase is due to the resolution on weapons selection. That is to
low proportion of early shot opportunities in say, the vast majority of engagements were
the initial phase of combat, missiles. Increased target contrast has the

same effect on weapons selection for both types
Poorer target resolution had the effect of of engage- ments. An increased frequency of

increasing the advantage to the first sighter in missile selection occurred consistently with
the Head-On engagements. For the low target increased target contrast. Engagements run with
contrast condition, the proportion of kills by high target contrast -resulted in much shorter
the first sighter increases from 64% for 2 arc differences in time required for the two
min. of resolution to 79% for 4 arc min. of aircraft to detect one another. This reduced
resolution. In the high contrast condition, the time differential generally favors a nissile
effect of poorer resolution is even greater. shot.
The proportion of kills increases from 54% for 2
arc min. to 100% for 4 arc min. Target contrast DISCUSSION
effects had generally little effect on first
sighter advantage for 2 arc min. case but sub- The purpose of this study was to investigate
stantially increased the advantage for 4 arc variations in target resolution and contrast in
min. of resolution. simulated dir combat engagements with the intent 4

of deriving information which would assist in
The differential effects of target resolu- the design of visual displays for manned flight

tion and contrast for the two types of engage- simulators in air combat training programs. The
ment scenarios on the relative advantage to the results of the study indicate that increased
first sighter are due to several factors. The target resolution had only a small effect on
nature of a Head-On intercept is such that, at initial target detection. Despite the fact that
the loiger detection ranges occurring with 2 arc these resolution values are representative of
min. the difference in detection time for both design goals in simulators, the differences in
combatants Is sufficiently small to permit the critical early phase of an air combat
defensive maneuvering by the second aircraft, engagement that result from improved target
thus lowering the advantage to the first resolution are small. The training value for
sighter. With the decreased detection range at display configurations with a resolution beyond
the lower resolution (4 arc min.), a higher 4 arc min. is doubtful but increased resolution
proportion of engagements occur in which only to 2 arc mln. does not result in substantial
one aircraft sights the other. The higher gains in the early phase of engagements when
contrast increases the frequency of this measured by average detection range or early
occurrence. In the Right-Angle scenario overall shot opportunities. A substantially greater
detection range is much less with an increased benefit results from improved target contrast in
frequency of cases in which only one aircraft the initial phase of air combat. This is
sights the other. This is due to the tail-chase largely due to the fact that initial detection

- maneuver that is typically executed 5by the first of an opponent aircraft will more likely occur
sighter in these engagements. Higher resolution in the pilot's visual periphery where acuity is
in the type of engagement had the effect of poorer but responsiveness to contrast is much
increasing the time that the first sighter has greater.
to achieve a positional advantage (tail-chase)
over his opponent. This resulted in a higher In subsequent phases of air combat engage-
proportion of cases in which the first sighter ments, resolution plays a more important role.
was never detected in the engagements run with 2 Poorer resolution clearly results in somearc min. of target resolution. Improved target scenarios in which the first sighter will have
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an overwhelminq advantage. The advantage is so 6. Harvey, T. R. and Dilloi, J. D. Application
large as to allow little opportunity for defen- of an optimal control model to air-to-air
sive maneuvering. Poorer resolution also combat. Proceedings of the Symposium on Air
resulted in an unreasonably high frequency of Force Applications of Modern Control Theory,
missile engagements, in some cases eliminating 9-11 July, 1974.
the gun as a viable option. In training for
positional advantage and weapons selection, a
lower resolution display would seem to be a poor ABOUT THE AUTHORS
choice. However, in some engagements such as
the Right-Angle intercept resolution, differ- Dr. Alfred r. Lee is a behavioral scientist
ences have little impact. in the Aerospace Mechanics Division of the

University of Dayton Research Institute assigned
Target contrast enhancement can be a useful as a principal investigator in flight simulator

device to improve initial detection and thereby training effectiveness.
permit some training with poorer resolution
displays. Despite the substantially different Dr. Roni.k1 G. Hughes is a behavioral
contrast values used in this study, the effects scientist id the Operations Training Division,
of enhanced target contrast on the qualitative Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, Williams
nature of the engagements after initial detec- AFB, AZ., and is responsible for conducting
tion is not great. In general, the contribution research in instructional systems development
of target contrast in air combat training will for pilot training.
depend upon the extent to which location of
targets in visual periphery (as in initial
detection) is deemed critical.

This study has demonstrated the advantage of
examining the potential impact of simulator
display characteristics on air combat training
by using computer modeling techniques. The
changes In the nature of air combat engagements
with variations on target resolution and context
is useful in determining the type of skills that
can be trained in simulators having these dis-
play features. The use of computer. modeling
techniques in studying simulation fidelity
requirements has the potential to provide
procurement agencies with objective data on the
benefits of training device, as a Part of
cost-benefit analysis prior to purchase.
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ABSTRACT

The training of gunners for man-portable tactical missile systems (such as Dragon)
currently requires the gunner to track a vehicle-mounted target and field IR source beacon.
This means that large areas are required, approximating tactical target ranges. These
space/facility requirements limit training opportunities. To increase opportunities while
eliminating (or reducing) space requirements, a simulation device is required that displays
battlefield scenario images in the gunner's sight. Currently, simulator technology can
optically generate simulated battlefield scenes via a computer controlled display screen.
However, the high cost and complexit~y of such a system is prohibitive when used in a tactical
training scenario. This paper describes a low-cost, microprocessor-based training device to
overcome these drawbacks. The major component of the system is a high resolution graphic
display sub-system that generates images via multiple gray-level video signals displayed on a
Cathode Ray Tube (CRT). The image data is stored in memory and accessed via software. Gunner
tracking movements are measured and used to modify the position of the displayed image, thus
realistically simulating tactical scenes. The gunner's performance is evaluated by
determining tracking errors relative to target line-of-sight (LOS) and comparing these errors
to established error limits. Since the system will be small and relatively inexpensive, it
will readily lend itself to classroom or field training.

INTRODUCTION infrared beacon so that the gunner's tracking
errors can be measured. These errors are

The U.S. Army's Dragon missile system is a compared against error limit curves which are a
man-portable anti-tank weapon that gives the function of time. An error that exceeds the
infantryman the capability tr destroy armored limits for a predetermined length of time is
vehicles. The air vehicle is launched frori a scored as a target miss. A maj or drawback of
recoiless launch tube supported by a bipod and this training is the requirement for target
the gunners right shoulder. The gunner observes ranges to 1000m and the associated costs of range
and tracks the target through either visible operation and maintenance. Thus, training is
optics or a thermal imaging device coupled with limited to Army bases where this type range
the missile tracking system. Target tracking is facility exists.
maintained from Just prior to launch until the
air vehicle impacts the target. Target ranges Effective initial training and periodic
extend to 1000 meters. Figure 1 illustrates requalification require realistic scenarios in
typical Dragon usage. the gunner sight. This scenario requirement is

especially critical in night tracker training
Presently, training for Dragon gunners is because of the widely variable target appearance.

accomplished using either a day or night tracker Targets vary in size, shape, density and contrast
along with a Launc~h Effects Trainer (LET) and a in the thermal night-sight display. When used in
performance measuring device, the Monitoring the daytime, the thermal images take on yet
Set. This training requires the use of a another set of variables. Therefore, the full
physical range out to 1000m and a vehicle mounted spectrum of targe~t recognition, range estimation,

and target tracking exercises are very difficult
to implement repeatedly in a training program and
become a second major drawback to present train-
ing methods.

These drawbacks indicate the need for a
simulator to generate sight scenarios in a
controlled, repeatable and realistic fashion.
Realism dictates an interactive display that

4: senses gunner movements and modifies scene
positions accordingly. The scene simulations
must be easily interchangeable, thus allowing
moving targets. The system must evaluate gunner
aiming errors and score the gunners tracking
performance. The score must be displayed and/or
printed. The system should also be self con-

FIGURE 1: TYPICAL DRAGON USAGE tamned and portable for field use.
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Future man-portable tactical missile systems of this data is transferred to the display
will utilize day-might imagers as the gunner's subsystem where it is decoded into multiple gray
sighting device because of their inherent levels per picture element (pixel) and displayed
performance advantage under adverse conditions, on a CRT using rasterscan graphics techniques.
These systems will need effective training The CRT replaces the normal thermal imager
devices, such as the one described here, which electronics/display a~nd is directly viewed by the
can easily be updated to meet their requirements. gunner. The stor d image graphics (SIG)

technique was choosen over-a' calculated computer
generated image (CGI) for several reasons.

DESIGN CONCEPT First, the fact that the gunner operates from afixed position for any one f11qht allows stored

System Overview image usage. The gunner's range to the target
and relative roll position are fi,,ed and the LOS

The Automaeted Gunner Performance Evaluator only changes In vertical and horizontal angle.
system block diagram is shown in Figure 2. The Thus, a stored image that is larger in horizontal
system is based on off-the-shelf microprocessor and vertical dimensions than the displayed image
hardware. The 3-Bit Central Processing Unit results in a realistic scene scan when the
(CPU), operating system Read Only Memory (ROM) gunner's LOS is sensed and used to position the
and scratch pad Randomn Access Memory (RAN) form displayed image within the stored image. The
the nucleus of the h~ardware. The operating stored image dimensions were chosen to be four
system ROM stores the flrmware to control system times the displayed image in width and two times
functions, such as image display control and the displayed image height for a scene area eight
gunner position updates during a simulated times the displayed image. These dimensions were
flight, and gunner evaluation and scoring after chosen because the primary target movements are
the fight. The image data ROM contains the scene in the horizontal plane and vertical LOS
data for a particular simulation and is movements are only necessary during target
interchangeable. The display subsystem stores acquisition.
and decodes the currently displayed image. The
gunner interface inputs tracking position data to The second reason for choosing the SIG
the system. The scoring display and/or printer technique is reduced software overhead. The
inform the gunner and instructor of the gunner's software task reduces to memory data transfers
performance. using horizontal and vertical offset pointers.

Calculated CGI techniques use complex
Scene Simulation mathematical operations and require very high

processing speeds to operate in real time. The
The simulation if tactical scenarios in the SIG technique allows system implementation using

gunner sight is implemented using digital data standard microprocessor hardware that is
that is compacted and stored in ROM. A portion inexpensive and easy to develop.

RMSYSTEM INTERCHANGEABLE SUBSYSTEM

RAM SCENE DATA
ROMOM DISPLAYI MEMORY

A

DATA BUS Z

ADDRESS BUS
_j I

CONTROL BU DISPLAY

INTERFACE
AND TIMER DISPLAY

~MEMORY CONTRO

II

SCORING GNE
INDICATORS AI . ENCODER Im m m

SCORING IGN

L.PRINTER

FIGURE2:' AUTOMATED GUNNER PERFORMANCE EVALUATOR BLIOCK DIAGRAM
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The displayed image is a raster scan CRT parallel to serial and selects the required pixel
image consisting of 128 lines and 128 pixels per offset for the data to be displayed. The
scan line. The displayed image requires only selection is controlled by the gunner position
4096 bytes of memory due to the data compaction error data. Thus, iage movement can be resolvedused. Thus, the overall scene is stored in 32768 in ohe pixel increments in the horizontal

bytes of memory (8X image size). The portion of direction by special hardware and byte increments
the scene displayed depends on the value of two by changes in data addressing.
memory pointers, horizontal and vertical offset,
as shown in Figure 3. The pointer values are The scenes simulated must be interchangeable
controlled by the horizontal and vertical gunner to allow maximum flexibility of the simulator.
position sensors described below. A typical Various mass storage mediums were considered.
simulation run starts with these pointers set to The need for a portable system that could be used
nominal values and gunner position nulled to in the field under diverse environmental condi-
zero. Thus, the displayed image is cent-'•ed in tions indicated the best storage medium to be ROM
the overall scene. When the gunner has assumed devices. ROM's are readily available in an 8192
his firing position, the instructor starts the X 8 bit word size and only four memory devices
simulation. The memory pointers are now modified are necessary per scene. These devices were d1so
by the gunner position data as he moves around to choosen because equivalent erasable, programmable
acquire and track a target. Realistic image ROM's (RPROM's) are available for use during
movement is then simulated within the limits of development work. The final scene modules will
the overall scene. he packaged in an easily replaceable plug-in

TOTALSCENE cartridge for ease of use.
IMAGE

_ _ _ Gunner Interface

VARIABLE The Dragon missile system uses a bipod to

ARLE VERTICAL OFFSET support the front of the launch tube (see Figure
-HORIONTAL 1). This bipod allows movement in the vertical

OFFSET and horizontal directions. Gunner movements canT be sensed by attaching sensors to measure the
x relative movements at the swivel Joint of the

bipod for the horizontal axis and the changes in
launch tube inclination for the vertical axis.The sensor resolution required is approximatelyDISpLAYED IMAGE 0.5 milliradian (mr). This resolution is most

easily obtained using an incremental optical
shaft encoder in the horizontal axis and a

_ _ _ 4Y pendulum type inclinometer in the vertical axis.
l- The shaft encoder is used with a preset up-down

counter to derive position data. The counter
FIGURE3: SCENE DATA MAP SHOWING DISPLAYED IMAGE preset is the nominal value for the horizontal

DATA OVERLAY offset pointer and is initialized to this value
prior to a simulation run. The inclinometer is

Each pixel is represented by two bits of interfaced to the microprocessor via an A/fl
an 8-bit byte of memory data. These two hits are converter and the initial value at the start of a
decoded to produce four CRT intensity levels, simulation is substracted from all subsequent
These levels are black, white and two inter- data. This configuration allows easy initial
mediate gray levels. Intensity approximation to setup and does not require absolute bipod
four levels was chosen as adequate because of the positioning.
liiiited intensity ranges actually displpvyed in
thermal night sights. The gray level decoding is The microprocessor CPU accesses the gunner
hardware implemented in the display system video position through two 8-bit input ports fed from
data decoder (see Figure 2). the up-down counter output and the A/D output.

The two least sigtificant data bits in the
Two bit intensity data per pixel results in horizontal axis are fed to the video decoder

compacting four pixels of data per byte of memory hardware directly to select the pixel offset in
data. There are two advantages to this data the data word, thus implementing individual pixel
formatting. First, only 32 bytes of memory are resolution of display movement. The position
accessed per raster scan line, resulting in a data is read at 1/30 sec. intervals, synchronized
time of 2 microseconds between display memory with the vertical sync pulse of the video
read cycles. Thus, slower memory can be generator. The data acquired is used to set the
utilized. Secondly, the software for vertical and horizontal offset software pointers
transferring data to the displ y memory generates and update the displayed image position within
only 4096 memory address (128z pixels/4 - 4096) the overall scene.
bytes which reduc'Os software-overhead.

Gunner Performance Evaluation
The only disadvantage of this pixel data

format is that the displayed image moves in byte The value of the vertical and horizontal
or four pixel steps when horizontal image offset pointers versus time during a run are a
movement is required if the software uses byte direct indication of the gunners aim point since
addressing only to access the data. This they have a fixed relation to the center of the
limitation is overcome using hardware so that bit display area. Therefore, a data table of these
manipulation is not required in software. The pointer values can be used to evaluate gunner
method used converts the data format from performance.
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Man-portable tactical missile systems such Video Scene Data Acquisition
as Dragon that require target tracking until
impact have aiming error limits that vary with The initial scene data being used in
time after launch. The general shape of these developmental work is acquired via a television
curves is illustrated in Figure 4. The initially camera. This data is nuitable for simulation of
wide limits allow for launch transients. if, day tracker scenes and hardware checkout. Data
prior to the target impact, the gunner's error is acquired using a Biomation model 1010 data
exceeds these limits longer than a predetermined digitizer and a custom sysnchronizing circuit to
amount of time, the gunner will miss the target. digitize the video on a line-by-line basis of the
Also, the error must not exceed target dimensions frame scan.
at impact.

Simulations of thermal nightsight scenes
require gathering data using a thermal tracker
video source. Data is gathered in a similar

ERROR IMITSfashion using the Biomation 1010 and a second
custom synchronizing circuit.

ANGLE~ The raw digital video data is stored in
(MR)F_,< ý ýmemor of the Bloination 1010. An input/output

-------- (I/O) port of the development system
microcomputer is used as an interface to obtain

MAX the data from the Biomation 1010 memory. The
RANGE digital data is processed by a software routine

that senses and ignores sync pulses. The
T-0 threshold levels for the four gray levels are

LAUNCH controlled in the same routine. Each pixel is
compared to the thresholds and assigned a gray

FIGURE 4: TYPICAL GUNNER AIMING ERROR LIMIT CURVES level. The software also accumulates four pixels
into one data byte and then stores the data in a

At the end of a run, the gunner aiming error file on disk menyry for usage later.
is computed by subtracting the target position
from the gunner aim point data. The aiming error
is then compared against the limit curve data to PROGRESS TO DATE
score the gunner.

Video Subsystem
The gunner's score will be displayed on the

front panel of the evaluation set as a HIT or The video subsystem described above has been
MISS. If a MISS is scored, the time that the implemented and is totally functional. A standard
error exceeded the limits is also displayed. If television monitor Is used to display the video.

~* Ia HIT is scored, the aim point data is displayed Figure 6 shows a test pattern generated to verify
to indicate actual impact point, all gray levels are present, and generated in the

proper sequence.
Provisions are made for an optional scoring

printer. In addition to printing the scoring Scene Acquisition and Data Reduction
data noted above, the printer will provide a
graph of the vertical and horizontal aiming error The television camera and the Biomation 1010
versus time for further gunner evaluation, have been successfully used to digitize station-
Corrective action mesages will also be printed in ary target test scenes. The threshold And com-
response to various types of errors. pacting software routines properly reduce the

data, generating data files for these scenes.
The picture resolution and intensity approxi-

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM HARDWARE mations are compatible with the performance of
the existing Dragon thermal night sight

Microcomputer System (AN/TAS-5).

The microcomputer used is an Ohio Scientific Gunner Interfacing
(OSI) model C3-nEM. This system utilizes OSI's
triple processor board that allows easy program The gunner position sensors are in the final
development on 6502, Z80 and 6800 type design phase. The up-down counter and I/0 port
processors. The RAM is configured as 48K of have been functionally verified using an
static user memory. Program entry and display is oscillator, proper gating and "Joy-stick" to
through a serial terminal. Two 81" floppy disk simulate the incremental shaft encoder. The only

, Idrives are connected to give about 500K bytes of remaining tasks are physical integration of the
program and data storage. A printer is connected shaft encoder to the bipod/ launch tube and the

4to the system for hard copy printouts when electrical connections. This effort should be
necessary. completed by the fourth quarter 1981.

The video subsystem is a custom designed
circuit that incorporates the pixel intensity AREAS OF FURTHER INVESTIGATION
decoding and pixel selection hardware referred to
above. The display memory, memory multiplexer, Both moving and stationary targets are
display memory address scanner and special video needed if the full spectrum of tactical targets
driver are also on this board. Figure 5 are to be simulated. Investigations to implement
illustrates this hardware setup. moving targets will consider scene data
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FIGURE 6: FOUR GRAY LEVEL GRAPHICS TEST PATTERN
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substitution techniques utilizing a separate CONCLUSIONS
target memory and appropriate software pointers

to a sgtmeon the taroet. Training equipment to simulate thermal night
sight images, such as the Dragon AN/TAS-S, does

Simulation of battlefield obscurants such as not presently exist in the Army inventory. The
smoke and explosive round impacts would enhance Autowted Gunner Performance Evaluator described
the realism of the simulation. Another in this paper fills a need for a cost effective,
enhancement would be simulation of an explosion small, portable night sight training device that
at the target, if the gunner gets a target hit. can be deployed for field usage in initial and
Investigations to implement these enhancements skill maintenance training. The system is imple-
will also consider scene data substitution minted using standard, off-the-shelf micropro-
techniques. The additional software overhead cessor hardware, thtls keeping potential produc-
necessary to implement moving targets and the tlon costs I The\ stored image techniques used
additional enhancements may degrade real-time to generate I #nagas 'minimize the software over-
performance of the main scene simulation. If so, head, allowing standard microprocessors to accom-
a second microprocessor will be considered that plish the siitl4tion. The interchangeable scene
would handle all dynamic images. Tradeoff memory feature 41lows generation of a wide spec-
studies will balance additional hardware com- trum of images uing hardware that is reliable in
plexity against desirability of the enhancements. all potential field environments.

Four gray level intensity approximations can
result in less than optimum images under some
conditions. Therefore, pixel averaging will be
investigated to determine if image improvement
results. The techniques investigated will most
probably use hardware in the video decoder-driver
so that software overhead is not effected. ABOUT THE AUTHORS

McDonnell Douglas training studies have Mr. Mielvin R. Phillips is a Senior Elec-
shown that the gunner/instructor communication tronics Engineer with McDonnell Douglas Astro-
and training effectiveness is greatly enhanced if nautics Ccmpany. Mr. Phillips holds a B.S.E.E.
the instructor can actually see the same sight degree frtm the University of Florida and is
picture as the gunner. Therefore, a CRT display involved ini the development of computer control-
for the instructor will be added. The software led visual display systems.
for using this display to replay the simulation
run will be developed, thus allowing the gunner Mr. Curtis :E. Rodden holds a B.S.E. degree
to see any tracking mistakes he has made. The from the Unittersity of North Carolina at
possibility of displaying scoring information and Charlotte and 'currently holds an engineering
aiming error plots on the instructor CRT also position in thie electronics design group at
will be investigated. McDonnell Iuougl~s Astronautics Company.
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DIGITAL PROCESSING OF COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY

FOR VISUAL SIMULATION

Mr. John T. Hooks Jr., Dr. Venkat Devarajan

Manager, Image Processing Engineering Specialist

Vought Corp. Dallas, Tx. Vought Corp. DalJ]Its, Tx.

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the full color out-the-window visual system simualtor for the Navy's A7E
Weapons System Trainer (WST), based on the Vought - developed Computer Animated Photographic
Terrain View (CAPTV) concept. The system has excellent scene realism due to its real-world
p hotographic data base. Any geographic area can be 'flown over' in the simulator with virtually

no restrictions on aircraft attitude, position, altitude,heading or velocity. The flyspace can
be increased indefinitely by additions to the terrain library. The display field of view is
modularly expandable up to nearly the full encircling sphere while maintaining resolution of
all parts of the scene.

I. INTRODUCTION

The need to provide scene realist in Visual a given fixed scene, the computer is fetching a

Systems for flight at'ulators is well recognized, new appropriate view to be used as an overlay
To this end, real world imagery is used in Vought substitute. The new view is selected by a
developed Computer Animated Photographic Terrain sophisticated prediction scheme that determines
View (CAPTV) Concept. The first successful CAPTV when the present photo must be discarded in favor
system (1) employed monochrome aerial photographs of a new photo. It is important to understand
in a large random access video data base, which, that the transformation process does not cause
through computer processing, provided smooth high unrealistic distortions of the viewed scene. The
detail simulated visual motion cues to the pilot key to CAPTV lies in its unique capability to
trainee. This paper describes the follow-on make one fixed photo serve in a dynamic
effort at Vought to provide a full color out-the- translation situation long enough to fetch
window visual system for the Uavv's A-.7E Weapon another view and incidentally perform many other
System Trainer. functions as well.

II. CA.7\ ' ,tONC7PT III. OFF-LINE IMAGE GENERATION

The basic CAPTV concept assumes an array of The off-line image generation of the color
still photographs taken from an airplane that Visual System is used to develop the data for the
covers the gaming area defined by pilot training playback system. The image generation consists
requirements. Photographs are taken at regular of the following subsystems.
intervals along straight and/or cross tracks.
These photos are scanned, formatted, and stored in (a) Aerial Camera
a bulk storage device. As the pilot 'flies'
through these photos using controls similar to the To provide for the 3600 of azimuth coverage
ones on the cockpit panels, they are retrieved and 1000 of elevation (with high resolution
from the storage medium for display. At any throughout), a special camera (Fig. 2)
given instant, knowing the pilot's eyepoint in incorporating seven lenses with associated mirrors
space, the photo in the database nearest his has been fabricated. A typical exposure on a 9"
location is stretched, skewed, rotated and trans- color film is shown in Fig. 3 (actual photographs
lated in a piece-wise continuous mathematical used in the simulation are in color). Six lenses
transformation such that the transformed photo capture the oblique views and the central lens
would overlay q different photo taken from the covers the straight down vertical view. The
pilot's eyepoint (Fig. 1). This process is a gaming area is partitioned to contain a large
continuous one each frame time under computer number of 'eyepoints' distributed in several
control and allows the introduction of smooth altitudes in several straight and cross tracks.
translation into a basically still picture set for The photography density varies inversely with
any dircetion of travel through that set. During altitude to provide the required coverage for
the period in which motion Is taking place using smooth transition from scene to scene. Objects
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Figure I Production of Moving Scene from Still Scene
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which move as the terrain Is photographed are with the large, fast semiconductor memory called
whrehoed as sthationaryrainoaies orare removed the scene storage system (SSS) which can store
treated as stationary .alies or are removed upto 256 National Television System Commission
duing the record pcess. (NTSC) frames.

(b) secord.Processor System (c) Photographic Film Edit System

The record processor system (Fig. 4) converts using highly accurate photosamstric
the photographic image into video signals for techniques (2), the eyepoint of every scene is
ret-ording on Video Tape Recorders (VTR). A flying determined. This information aids in the proper
spot scanner is used to scan the 9" film roll to
provide a pixel resolution of approximately 4C00 sequencing of the scanned scenes on the tape

pixels in both horizontal and vertical directions. recorders. The knowledge of accurate eyepointo

Because of the size of the film and separation of
the seven views, scanning is done in steps. All another when both scenes are viewed from the sawe

of the seven views are assembled in a pseudo-film intermediate pilot position.
plane using a resolution-preserving mathematical ()VdoDs

transformation. The video in the primary colors (d) Video Disk
of red (R), green (G) and blue are digitized, and The data baso. recordel on the video tape
formatted such that each terrain scene is made up recorders is transferred to video disks suitable
of several NTSC frames (typically 72). Appropriate ordplayin onsth e to vis eo 720 ital

sync signals are inserted to make the signals for playing on the Disco Viem 720 industrl
optical disk player. Each of the video disks cansuitable for recording on standard 1 inch video soeu o5,0 tnadNB rmso

tape recordern and laser disks. To obtain faster approximately 700 color visual scenes. Both frame
access during playback, pieces of a complete scene approximately n0mclrsua l Scees. Moti ra

identification numbers and Society of Motion
are stored in three different videotapes. Duringthe record process, opportunity is afforded to Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) Codes are

the ecod poces, oporuniy isaffrde toused for the proper sequencing of the frames.
manipulate the luminance gain and color balance Ned ata bases canb cre te frebg
of each view in every scene so that a) the edges
of the view exposed by all the seven lenses match through the above steps of aerial photography,

up b) successive scenes have their color and scanning, recording, disc mastering and photo-

brightness matched. The key to this processing is gammetry in the proper sequence. Therefore, there
is virtually no limit to the expendability of the

a luminance and color corrector block together gaming area.

COLOR
SF CORRECTORI DOC
[ETI e AND [•.AND L

MEMORY ENCODER VIDEO
TRANS. TP
PORT RECORDER
SYSNO.

OT B U F F E R="T
CRT SEPARA* MULT. AC. ~InON l - l- "'NO. 2

0IOPT ICS ..

NO. 3

S~VIEW.BY.VIEW
RASTER VIEW COLOR
GENERATORrn IDENIFIER CORRECTION

TonH PARAMETERS

HARDWARE
INTEqFACE

Figure 4. Record Processor System
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are rotationally synchronized to the system

timing references for color suboarrier and
IV. ON-LINM PLAYBACK SYSTEM horizontal/vertical raster scans. In operation,

all these units do not supply data at the same time.The real-time on-line playback system (Fig. Data is transferred from only three players at a
5) consists of the following subsystem. time while the others are searched for the

(a) Video Storage System anticipated subsequent scenes.

(b) Video Digitizer SystemAnalog storage using television techniques is
a practical and economical alternative to digital TeVdoPgtzrSse VS Fg )i

The Video Digitizer System (VDS) (Fig. 6) isstorage and is especially suited to pictorial data. the functional unit which processes analog
The purpose of the storage system consisting of the composite video from the Video Storage System (VSS)
sixteen video disks is to provide large segments ara sends digitized video to the scene storage
of the desired data under control of the host system (SSS). The VDS has three identical channels
computer in anticipation of the real time needs of since at any given time three video disc players
the simulation. The bulk data is distributed over can be sivultaneculy accessed. The quasi-NTSCthe sixteen disks to optimize the retrieval of the video from the VSS is read, time base corrected,
desired data. Any randomly accessed TV frame on a clamped and digitized in the VDS. Cosposite video
single play-back unit can be located and made to component video conversion and spatial
available in 2 to 8 secs. Adjacent or sequential compression of the digitized video are carried uut
frames require much less time than this, however, by the luminance and chrominance processors in an
The players operate essentially independently and

CELL
PROCESSOR

SCENE PROCESSOR SYSTEM SYSTEMS)

Video Storage Video Digitizer Scene Storage CPS
System System System NO.0

CPS

(40.0

'FO EXISTING VU COMPUTE
WST COMPUTER COMPUTER Disc

Figure 5. Visual On.Line Playback System
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Figure 6 Video Digitizer System

effort to take advantage of the redundancy present display. Data is received from the SSS by four
in the I and Q components of the color signal and input interpolators which operate independently
to save memory storage space in the SSS. The VDS and simultaneously (Fig. 7). Each of the inter-
also provides the interface between the visual polators channels the Y, I & Q into separate data
system computer and the rest of the visual system streams, performs low-pass-filtering, and inter-
hardware. polates or decimates as required to provide data

at the proper rate to be loaded into the cell
(c) Scene Storage System memory. Filtering and interpolation are done in

both longitudinal and transverse directions, and
The SSS comprises of two identical sections- the parameter crntrolling these operations is

upto 128 tracks each. Each track has the capacity supplied by the visual computer.
to store digital video information including color, The cell memory consists of two sections.
present in one NTSC TV frase (1/30 see.). One section may be read for display while the
Video information can be written to one section other is being loaded by the interpolators. An
while it is read from the second section. When output multiplexer selects the data from the
fresh data is required, the input side becomes the appropriate section and provides it to the output
output side and vice versa. Three channels of data processor.
can be input to the SSS and the SSS in turn can The addresses for the Cell Memory are provided
provide multiplexed Y, I & Q digital data to the by the Address Generator. The read addresses are
4 cell processor systems simultaneously. obtained from the display-raster pixel coordinates

by a transformation corresponding to a piecewise
(d) Cell Processor System (CPS) continuous rotation, skew, and magnification in

order to create a display of the scene data as seer
The cell processor system receives the digital from the pilot's eyepoint.

luminance and chrominance data corresponding to a The output processor receives data through the
scene photograph from the SSS. Under software memory multiplexer, performs the conversion from
control it selects the portion which is visible t.o Y, I, Q format to Red, Green, Blue format,
the pilot through one window, performs the performs low pass filtering, simulates haze, and
geometric transformation on this data as required inserts a blue sky above the horizon. It also
by motion of the pilot's eyepoint, and generates provides for replacement of a number of pixels in
analog red, green and blue video signals for
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Figure 7 Cell Processor System

V. IMA(GE DISPLAY SYSTEM
the output scene with pixels supplied by the
Visual Computer and for insertion of a light point The image display system consists of a

surrounded by a black square for the automatic multiple rear screen television projection syste,
position error sensing system. Finally the R, G, providing essentially the total forward hemisphereB digital data streams are converted to analog field of view (FaV) available from the A7-Esignals, filtered and provided to the display cockpit. This is obtained by joining togetheralong with a composite sync signal. six flat projection screens into a single mosaic.

The total FOV and the FOV of each channel is
depicted in Figure 8. Each separate rear pro'

S(OPT IONAL)WIIO

FIGURE 8 DISPLAY FSYSTEM FIE.LD OF VIEW
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jection channel consists of an 875 line General
Electric Light Valve TV projector, two or more VII. R'EEENCES
folding mirrors and a lenticular rear projection
screen. The overall system design is depicted in (1) J. T. Nooks and Venkat Devarajan.
Figure 9. "Simulated FLIR Imagery using computer

Animated Photographic Terrain Views (CAPTV) ",
Proceed in of the Ims4ge Generation/Diuplay
Corf'erence Il, June 10-12. 1981, Scottsdale,

VI. CONCLUSION Arizona, pp. 25 - 34.

CAPT'V offers some •na~or advantages over the (2) F. H. Noffitt and E. M. Mikhail,
CGI visual system. Sons of these advantages are "Photogammetry", Harper and Ro,
its ability to provide scene-realism, detail, Third Edition, New York. 1980. ;
3-dimansionality, and texture that is limited
only by photography and virtually unlimited for :
expendability of data base. The real-time play
back system, when added to the existing WST ABOUT THE AUTI-ORS
equipment, will provide th~e pilot with a .
continuous display of the gaming area as presented Mdr. John Terry Hooks, Jr. is presently the
on a hemispherical rear screen projection system. manager of Image Processing group, VoughtSThe scope of the gaming area is large enough and Corporation. His approximately thirty years of

Sflexible enough for a aim lator pilot to fly a experience has been in various aspects of flight
• mission with total maneuvering freedom, simulation. Hr. Hooks has an M.S. in Hechaniccl
i egistration with the radar, FLIF•, and projected Engineering from the Southern Me~thodist

map display in the :4ST will be maintained University, Dallas.
regardless of the simulated aircraft maneuvers
throughou~t the flight. Dr.. Venkat Dlevarajan received his Ph.D. in

Electrical Engineering from the University of:
Texas at Arlington. During the five years at
Vought and iin academia h~e has worked on various
aipects and applications of Digital Image

Processing.
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TRAINING LOW LEVEL TERRRAIN FLIGHT
IN A SIMULATOR

Bernell J. Edwards, David L. Pohlman, George H. Buckland
and Clarence W. Stephens

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Operations Training Division

Williams AFB, Arizona

ABSTRACT

In this study the use of augmented feedback was investigated as a means of
training low altitude perceptual nl.:tor flying skills in a flight simulator. Sixteen
T-38 students pilots enrolled in Air Force undergraduate pilot training participated
as subjects. Eight subjects in an experimental group were trained to fly low level
in a simulated A-10 aircraft using special altitude prompts (lights on the
glareshield and auditory tones in the headset) to assist them in discriminating
altitude cues provided in the simulated visual environment. Eight subjects in a
control group received training identical to that of the experimental group, less
prompting. A computerized data record system captured a continuous record ofI' altitude, vertical velocity, number of crashes, and other performance parameters on
each of ei ht training trials and two test runs in which prompts were omitted. All

~. I subjects flew a total of ten runs. The prompted group achieved significantly lower *
altitude performance on two of four critical task segments compared to the control
group during the training trials. However, subjects in the prompted group crashed
significantly more times per trial than did subjects in the control group duri~ng the

velocity, and frequency of crashes was not significantly different. The resuilts ofI
*the study do not appear to warrant continued investigation of this technique for low
level training.

PROBLEM: TERRAIN FLIGHT SIMULATOR TRAINING significantly reduce vertical velocities at:1 touchdown in the simulator ranging from 195
Lack of adequate visual scene detail feet/minute for the night scene to 147tlimits the usefulness of currently available feet/minute for the four-foot texture pattern.

computer generated imagery (CGI) for training low In this study vertical velocity at touchdown was
Klevel flight. P-esent levels of detail and shown to decrease as a function of the amount of

picture resolution are inadequate to produce textural detail available to the pilot.
desirable representation of ground patterns and
features. Both ground textural patterns and FOUR FOOT TEXTURE PATTERN RUNWAY
vertical objects appear to be used as primary
visual cues by pilots in judging aircraft height (
above the ground. Since present CGI limitations
preclude adequate terrain detail, questions
remain as to how to manipulate scene content and
training techniques in order to optimize existing
CGI capabilities. It is to be hoped that such
developments can compensate to some extent for
the current lack of scene fidelity.

LOW LEVEL ENVIRONMENT DEVELOPMENT:
RELATED RESEARCH

Touchdown Study

Studies a'. AFHRL/OT have focused upon the
manipulation of visual content as media for
training landing and terrain flight. In the
first of these researchers investigated T-37 Figure 1
pilot landing performance in response to
variations of checkerboard-like textural detail "Cekror tdl
level superimposed upon the simulated runway
touchdown area. The check sizes used were 4, 8, In a subsequent study AFHRL/OT

k 413, and 25 feet for four experimental runways. investigated the effects of three types of visual
Two other runways also were used; one a simulated cues: texture patterns (checkerboards, 220, 440,
Air Force runway with standtrd markings, and one or 880 feet on a side), vertical objects (present
completely bare except for a dashed centerline, or absent), and aircraft shadow (present or

A night runway scene was also added bringing the absent), upon pilot performance during low level
total number of runways to seven. Vertical flight in a simulated A-10 aircraft. In thisI
velocity at touchdown was used as the performance study pilots were instructed to fly 50 feet above
indicator. Although the simulated aircraft the giround on an eleven-nautical mile course
vertical velocities at touchdown were mucii higher which consisted of eight flat valleys separated
than' those averaged in actual T-37 landings (32 by low rolling hills. Hills were either 100 or
feet per minute), the CGI texturing did 300 feet high. The pilots were scored on their
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ability to maintain aircraft altitude at 50 feet Data from the runway touchdown and
plus or minus 30 feet In the valley. Average checkerboard terrain studies provided some useful
altitude values were also collected at the crest insights into the problems of modeling low level
knots I ndicated airspeed plus or minus fifteen checkerboard pattern effect visually monotonous,,4 nots. even distracting. Previous research (4) and (7)

has suggested regular pattern texturing is
In general the pilots reported that all important in conveying cues to the observer for

three types of visual cues were useful. however, surface slant orientation and that irregular
the vertical object cues and texture patterns textures are less effective in conveying surface
were of greater help than the aircraft shadow. slant cues. However, these findings were
Some pilots reported that the aircraft shadow was relevant to static rather than dynamic display
particularly useful in signalling impending content. Low level training would seem to
contact with the ground. The vertical object involve a relationship between surface texture
cues, especially, the tree sh'iped cones of known plus the motion cues conveyed in simulated
height were subjectively very useful in gauging flight. Research with random texture designs in
height above ground. The texture patterns were a dynamic display context suggests motion cues
alIso reported as desirable, but to a lesser can provide for reasonably accurate judgment of
extent than the vertical object cues. Pilots surface orientations (5). This effect appears to
reported a definite preference for the smallest be based on velocity gradient information carried
texture pattern (220 feet square) over the two by texture rather than the texture gradient per
larger size patterns. They especially disliked se (2). In short, the motion component seems
flying over the largest texture pattern without essential as a cueing element and there appears
vertical object cues. Pilots would have also to be enough evidence from the literature and
preferred more irregular "natural" patterns from current in-house studies to warrant testing
rather than the highly regular checkerboard the utility of the random pattern modeling for
features. low level terrain flight training.

440 FEET TEXTURING WITH VERTICAL OBJECTS Vertical Objects Modeling

Another aspect of the problem of low
altitude visual cueing is the modeling of
vertical objects. A continuing problem is
getting the maximum number of cues using th~e
least number of computer graphic edges. The most

three-dimensional triangle, technicallyedeefcetojci un ui aI
- tetrahedron. It uses six edges. In the

checkerboard study, we used these shapes
(sometimes referred to a "cones") for trees, with
the point up. In working with an experimental
CGI combat environment, researchers have found
the "cones" to be more effective as cues when
turned upside down so the broader base is more
visible to the pilot. "Cones" have been used
very effectively by pilots to evade simulated

Figure 2 ground fire. Having the object point down seems
to give a particularly accurate ground level

Both the texture patterns and the cue. We also found that planning the use of
vertical object cues produced statistically cueing edges along a more or less defined flight
significant differences in pilot performance. path is more edge efficient since cues visibly
However, only the texture pattern cues produced a usable by the pilot can be concentrated near his
significant effect on the time within tolerance flight path rather than spread over a large area.
scoring for altitude in the valleys, and the
average minimum altitude values in the valleys. DEVELOPING A CGI LOW LEVEL ENVIRONMENT
The vertical object cues did have a significant
effect on the average aircraft altitude at the The present low level flight CGI was
top of the hills. Both the vertical object cues developed applying ex~perience, research findings,Iand the texture patterns significantly influenced and inferences from previous CGI developments at
the average minimum altitude values that occurred AFHRL/OT. Random ground patterns, vertical
over each hill. The presence or absence of the object development, concentration of edges along
aircraft shadow did not produce any significant the flight path, and the use of turns in the
effects. The amount of time (cumulative total) course were all derived from previous work.
in the "crashed" condition (in contact with the Other aspects of modeling were included with a
grond was low, with some pilots crashing into view toward making the environment somewhat

tesmltdterrain move frequently than realistic. The environment was modelea to
jothers. No significant differences were found approach as nearly as a 2000-edge capacity

for this performance parameter due to visual cue permiits, the irregular features likely to be seen
variables. Overall in this study, the terrain in actual terrain flight. The 22-nautical mile
textural cues appeared to have a stronger effect flight path is bordered by hills which slope away
on pilot performance than did the vertical object from it at realistic rise angles. The width of
cues. the corridor ranges from 500 to 2000 feet and the

elevation is 0 feet throughout. Heading change
Terrain Cues turns through the course increase from 23 to 45
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to 60 to 90 degrees in order of increasing indeed facilitate relevant discriminations, but
difficulty for low level flight. Inverted there is the possibility that they may compete
"cones" of several heights (25, 40, and 55 feet) with, rather than compliment the primary cues.
are represented with the shape proportioned as a Since prompts may be initially useful but
height cue following recoemmendations of Stenger terminally detrimental, they must be removed as
et al (9). correct responses are transferred to

discriminative stimuli. Prompt removal has been
LOW LEVEL TERRAIN CGI ENVIRONMENT called fading or vanishing (8) and is to be

accomplished in a gradual, systematic manner.

This technique has been used successfully
in a number of educational and pschological
contexts, but its usefulness for the present
simulator task has not been investigated. In the
present study the objective was to determine if
prompting would facilitate development of visual
judgment and concomitant aircraft control skills
to a greater degree than equivalent training
without prompting.

METHOD
SubJects

Sixteen T-38 student pilots enrolled in
undergraduate pilot training at Williams Air
Force Base participated as subjects. They were

Figure 3 all undergoing the initial phases of the T-38
syllabus and none had received any form of low

Environment Tryout altitude training in the aircraft.

In subjective test flight evaluations ten Procedure
instructor pilots reportod the random ground
pattern provided a useful altitude cueing. They Assignment of Subjects to Groups. The
confirmed that the inverted "cones" or trees were subjects were randomly assigned to one of two
effective as altitude cues and that the treatment groups as follows: The experimental
peripheral cues provided by the hills along the group (N-8) received low level training as
flight path were also effective. Data from these prompted by lights and audible tones in the
tryout runs was recorded and analysed for use in cockpit. The prompts were computer actuated in
developing parameters for an experimental response to specific altitude limits. The
training study. The concensus among pilots was control group (N-8) received training identical
that this imagery is the most effective produced to the experimental group, less prompting.
to date for low level training in the Advanced
Simulator for Pilot Training. Experimental Training. Each subject was

given a standardized five-minute in-briefing
SKILL TRAINING STUDY describing the training task. The briefing

consisted of a video introduction, explanation of
The basic visual perceptual skills for the flight route, primary visual references, and

low level flight appear to be the hand-eye relevant flight procedures.
coordination behaviors involved in maintaining
extremely low altitudes over a given terrain Subjects assigned to the experimental
area. Many other aircrew skills are involved group received the altitude prompting from two
including navigation, systems monitoring, and small lights mounted in vertical array on the
communication. But the basic aircraft handling cockpit glareshield and from audible tones
skills are critical. The thrus. of the present through the headset. During the briefing, they
research was to investigate training techniques were told to use these altitude references as a
for this task component. means of attaining consistent low altitude durin%

the training. When the subject exceeded 150 feet
Various methods have been considered for above ground level (AGL), the top light

training low level flight. For present purposes illuminated until descent below that altitude.
in the simulator, the objective was to train the When he descended below 35 feet AGL, the bottom
pilot to use available terrain cues as light illuminated until ascent above that
effectively as possible, under conditions of very altitude. The audible prompts were presented
limited terrain fidelity. Long-established simultaneously with the lights; a 1000 Hz tone
methods of training visual discrimination have for the 150-level, and a 600 Hz tone for the
been reported by a number of researchers (10, 11, 35-foot level. Subjects in the experimental
6, 1, and 3). Relevant visual discriminations group were told to use the 35 foot prompt
are established by providing some form of particularly as a low level performance guide and
obviously distinguishable auxilliary stimuli in to try to associate the occurence of the prompt
the presence of the more subtle discriminations with the cppearance of terrain features for this
to be learned. A two-step flow is implied: altitude, trying to maintain this altitude as
first, effective prompts must be developed and much as possible.
applied, then they must be removed as the
relevant discriminations are transferred to the Following this orientation, each subject
primary stimuli. To be effective prompts must was introduced to the A-la cockpit of the ASPT byl
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an instructor pilot who gave him a standardized, most difficult turns (45, 60, and 90-degree
ten-minute familiarization and warmup exercise, heading changes). The start and stop of turn

AThis included a takeoff, several turns and a maneuvers for each subject on each trial were
ilanding. He was also allowed to "crash" into the determined at the point where akageecee

ground and "fly through" several simulated ground (start) and dropped below (stop) 15 degrees
objects in order to establish these simu lati on nearest the geographicalox-y coordinates of
effect~s before beginning the training exercise, turns. The measurement of a mean altitude duringci wings level flight was also taken as a general

The subject was then initialized at the indicator of the altitude attained over the route
starting point of the low altitude training for each trial. This was the residual of
environment at 200 feet AGL. The subject was altitude sampling by the system across the entire
instructed to fly through the environment flight L.ourse less the turns and hills (150 and
maintaining as low an altitude as possible 200 feet highl placed at two points across the
without crashing into the ground or trees. He flight path. Performance measures were sampled
was instructed that consistency and smoothness of at a rate of 30 Hz during all training and
flight were important and that he should maintain testing for each subject via a computerized data
an indicated airspeed of 280 to 300 knots. He record system. Following data collection these

kwas given an approximate throttle setting as an data were re-sampled at a one Hz rate forI
assist. He was further advised that turn points reduction and analysis.
in the flight path would be the most difficult
segments in which to maintain low altitude, and Experimental DesisinI
that he should make a special effort to stay low
in the turns by using rudder. Finally, he was A Lindquist type I experimental design
instructed that he could use any flying technique was used. One-way analysis of variance was
or ground track he preferred through the course performed for altitude, vertical velocity, and
so long as he maintained the minimal altitude crash frequency data to test treatment by subject
possible without crashing. If the subject by trials effects for each of these performance
crashed, he heard a computer-actuated voice say parameters.

L "zero altitude" but he was able to continue to
"fly out" of the crash condition and complete the RESULTS
training trial.

Figures 4-7 show the mean altitude for
Each subject flew eight trails over the each of the eight training trials for the

course, with each trial taking about 4.5 minutes experimental and control groups. Between group
at the required airspeed. At the end of each differences were found statistically significant
trial the subject was re-ntaie athesm across mean altitudes on both the 90-degree turn
starting point and altitude. During the trials, (F- 5.82, p w--03) and the 45-degree turn
no further verbal instruction or performance (F-13.25, p <c.005) trials as illustrated in
feedback was provided to the subject. Time Figures 7 and 5 with the experimental groupI
elapsed for the entire exercise including the achieving the lower altitudes across trials.
briefing was about one hour and ten minutes. Although the experimental group's achieved trial

means during wings level flight and the 60-degree
On the last three training trials of turn were also numeric ally lower than the control

subjects assigned to the experimental group, the group (Figures 4 and 6), these differences are
intensity of the light and tone prompts was faded not statistically significant.
as follows: trial six, 75 percent intensity;
trial seven, 50 percent; and trial eight, 25
percent. Thus, by trial nine (the first test
run) the prompts had been completely faded for
the experimental group.

Mean Altitude for
Following completion of eight consecutiveWig LelSgmn

training trials, all subjects were given two
additional trials as a test of training 1100.- Cnro ru
effectiveness. During the two test runs theCotlGru
number of vertical objects (trees) in the CGI 90, Experimental Group
scene was reduced by 50 percent. Subjects were 80.
also Instructed to maintain a more critical
airspeed tolerance (300 KIAS, plus or minus 5 ..J 70-A
knots). 0 60. % _Af

Performance Measures I*.450,

Dependent measures for the simulated low
level task were: mean altitude, mean vertical 3
velocity, and frequency of crashes duriing 20

Jtraining trials and test runs. The altitude01_ ________________

K..measure and crasni frequency were taken as 104
indicators of the subject's ability to use 0
available visual cues to maintain minimally low1234567
level safe flight. Vertical velocity measures 2- 78 91
were intended as an indicator of aircraft control Trials
and overall smoothness of flight. Measurements

of these parameters were taken during the three Figure 4
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200 groups as a result of the low level training.10.o 1 Mean Altitude Learning curves for mean altitude across the
180 451 Turn Segment eight training trials (combined group trial
1S0-effects) were significant on all turns (45-degree

- Fw9.65, p,.0001; 60-degree - F-10.93, p<170 - Control Group .0001; 90-degree - F-8.21, pqr.000l).
1604 Experimental Group
150

-J 140. 300O0 3 Mean Altitude
4 130- 901 Turn Segment

~120,u. %%

110 - -- -- Control Group
1m 200- Experimental Group

90. -J(.9

70-

0 100.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Trials

Figure 5

Mean Altitude 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

600 Turn Segment Trials

15 -- - Control Group Figure 7
140 - Experimental Group

130
1 \DISCUSSION
0120

110 The purpose of this study was to assess
10o0 the utility of a specific type of augmented

feedback (audiovisual prompting) for training low90. altitude perceptual motor skills. The use of the
80. prompts did enable subjects in the experimental80 group to achieve significantly lower altitude
70. perfomance on two of the four critical task

o _ _ __ segments during the training trials. While in
evidence, this effect was insufficiently powerful1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 to produce reliable performance improvements over

Trials the control group during the test runs. This
Figure 6 inadequacy appears to be a problem specific to

the prompting technique and not the
discriminative stimuli available to the subject
via the computer imagery.

"Achieved altitude performance during the The CGI environment was effective. The
testing concition is also shown in each of the highly reliable trials effect indicates that the
figures as a two-trial mean plotted for trials visual imagery was indeed powerful in conveying
nine and ten. None of these between group altitude-relevant discrimination cues to the
comparisons was statistically significa;at. pilot and is also consistent with the plaudits

this visual environment has received from aANOVA comparisons of vertical velocity considerable number of pilots experienced in
performance on all task segments for all trials terrain flight.
revealed no significant findings. Frequency of
crashes during the training trials did show a While vertical velocity data provided no
group effect. The control group subjects crashed additional clues to performance differencessignificantly (F-5.43 p <.03) fewer times (.94 between the groups, the crash frequency data
crashes per trial) than did the experimental present something of a puzzle. While it would
group (1.86 crashet per trial). However, no seem that the 35-feet prompts could serve as a
reliable difference between the groups' crash reasonahly effective warning away from the ground
performance was found during the test runs. during the training trials, the data indicate

otherwise. Pr-ompts seem to have interferred inAside from the treatment effects, the some way with the subjects aircraft control,
trials effects revealed by the ANOVAs for perhaps distracting them below 35 feet. If this
altitude during the training show consistent and is the case, this type of prompting is obviously
highly significant practice effects for both inappropriate and dangerous for the task.
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However, the specific process operable within the procedures on learning by anticipation. AFOSR
prompting, for the present, can only be 1343 Kesearch Report. San Mateo, Calif.:
speculated upon. American Institute of Research, 1961, 47pp.

Returning to theory momentarily, the use 2. Braunstein, M. L. Motion and texture as
of effective prompting presupposes a two-step sources of slant information. Journal offlow: (1) t he arrangement of suitable ancillary 1ý ýme• al Psychology, 1968, 78 (2) 247-253.

information by which transfer of desired behavior
to relevant stimuli can be facilitated, and (2) 3. Briggs, L. J. Prompting and confirmation
an effective means for removing the prompts once conditions for three learning tasks employing thethe desired responses are established so that the subject matter trainer. Student Response in
learner no longer relies upon the ancillary Programmed Instruction: A Syosium. (Edited by
information. The technique can be problematic. A. A. Lumsdaine) Washington, D.C.: National
Prompts are actually additicnal information to an Academy of Sciences - National Research Council,
array of existing complex stimuli. As a 1961, pp 375-387.
mediatinnal device, prompts must be sufficiently
powerful to justify the additional information 4. Degelman, D. and Rosinski, R. R. Textureload. However, if prorapts become too obtrusive, gradient registration and the development of
primary task-relevant stimuli may be slant perception. Journal of Experimental Child
over-shadowed precluding desired associational a, 1976, Z1, 339-348.transfer, and defeating the objective of
prompting. 5. Gibson, E. J., et al. Motion parallax as a

determinant of perceived depth. Journal of
It Is not clear from the results or the Experimental Psychology, 1959, 58.14-51.above theory why the present prompting

application produced less than a useful level of 6. Hively, W. Programming stimuli in matching
training. On the one hand they seemed too weak to sample. Journal of the Experimental Analysis
during trials to produce stronoly differential of Behavior,5: Z279-98: July, 1962.
training effects, at least for the altitude
performance dimension. Conversely, as terrain 7. Levine, N. P. and Rosinski, R. R. Distance
avoidance cues (crash data), it seems the prompts perception under binocular and monocular viewing
were too obtrusive or In some other way conditions. Perception and Psychophysics, 1976.
inappropriate, to the point of possible 19(5), 460-45.
performance interference at extremely low
altitude. Aside from the training trial effects, 8. Skinner, B. F. Teaching Machines. Science,
training transfer to the test runs shows no 128: 969-977, October, 1958.
differences in group performance for either
altitude or crash freouency, the test runs being 9. Stenger, A. J., et al. Advance com.uter
the crucial factor in the present effectiveness image generation techniques exloiting erceptual
comparisons. procses. AFHRL-TR-B0-61. Williams AF8i,2A:AFir ore Human Resources Laboratory, August 1981.

Perhaps variation of the prompting would r

signiicantly improve effectiveness. It is 10. Taber, J. I. and Glaser, R. An exploratory
possible that the altitude limits set for tne evaluation of a discriminative transfer learning
present study were not appropriate for the program using literal prompts. Journal of
subject population, although the limits were Educational Research, 55: 508-512; June-'July 1962.
arrived at systematically as a result of repeated
trials by 'r-38 and research instructor pilots. 11. Terrace, H. S. Discrimination learning with
Perhaps too, a more flexible or adaptive system and without errors. Journal of the Experimental ]
of prompting in which the altitude limits of Analysis of Behavior, 6: 1-27, January 1962.
prompts vary as a function of student performance
across trials would be effective. This is ver.
speculative, and on the basis of present
evidence, it would seem hard to justify the time
and costs of developing such a prompting system. ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Results of the present study do not appear to
warrant continued investigation of this technique Dr Bernell J. Edwards, Educational Specialist,
for training low level flying skills. Operations Training Division, Air Force Human

Resources Laboratory, Williams AFB, Arizona
Other substantive questions remain

relative to training terrain flight in simuiators Major David L. Pohlman, Research Instructor Pilot,
which deserve investigation as research issues. Operations Training Division, Air Force Human
Visual environment issues include influence of Resources Laboratory, Williams AFB, Arizona
field of view upon low level training and
techniques for improved modeling of object and Major George H. Buckland, Behavioral Scientist,
texturing features. Training variables include Operations Training Division, Air Force Human
investigation of task difficulty and task Resources Laboratory, Williams AFB, Arizona
sequencing variables, and alternative performance
feedback techniques for terrain flight training. Mr Clarence W. Stephens, Computer Programmer,
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EFFECT OF FIELD OF VIEW ON PERFORMING A LOW ALTITUDE MANEUVERING TASK

Dean Carico and Lloyd D. Col:lias
U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory, Ames Research Center

Moffett Field, California 94035

•!" ABSTRACT I

Visual systems with a single window display are often utilized in ground based simulators

used to study helicopter flying qualities during visual low altitude maneuvering tasks. The

effects of this limited field of view (FOV) on pIlot assessments of flying qualities are uncer-
tain, A study was conducted using a variable stability UH-IH helicopter to compare restricted
and unrnstricted FOV for a range of flying qualities. With the restricted FOV, the pilots
reported reduced ground track precision owing to loss of visual contact with the course markers.
However, the predictable ground track of the repeated S-turn task with no obstacles made it easy
for them to anticipate their maneuvers, and resulted in only a slight degradation of pilot rat-

viulings. This degradation was not sensitive to large changes in helicopter flying qualities.

INTRODUCTION experiment described in (3). The task consisted of
low altitude maneuvering around a series of

Factors that can affect the fidelity uf ground markers, set up along at 8,000 ft runway (Fig. 5).Sbased simulation include the mathematical. model, The pilots were instructed to traverse the course

visual system, motion system, aural cueing, cockpit while using the 1,000 ft runway markers as points
inywith an environtmeu~tal conditions. Visual sys- around which to turn the helicopter fuselage with-
tems with a siugle windou display are often utillaed out considering rotor blade clearance. The pilots
in the ground based simulators used to study heli- were also instructed to maintain an airspeed of
copter flying qualities. The purpose of this experi- 60 knots and, for safety, an altitude of 100 ft.
ment was to evaluate the effects of FOV restrictions
on the pilot's perceotion of flying qualities for a Data Acquisition
low altitude maneuvering task. The study was con-
ducted using a variable stability helicopter, with Quantitative flight data were recorded by an
the evaluation pilot's FOV restricted to that of a on board analog magnetic tape recorder and were
single window simulator display. The procedures also telemetered to a ground station for real timq
described in (1) and (2) were used to restrict the monitoring and postflight analasis. Variables
field of view. To determine the sensitivity of FOV recorded included control positions, attitudes,
effects to large changes in handling qualities, rates, accelerations, airspeed, and altitude. A
modified helicopter flying qualities configurations tracking radar produced ground track data for real
were selected from those used in the experfne,.t time x-y plots. For each FOV configuration, the
reported in (3); they are qvnmiarized in Table I. pilots provided an overall Cooper-Harper handling
The four FOV configurations used in this experimeInt qualities rating and specific commentary oa the
are defined in Table 2. precision of control through the course. A Cooper-

Harper rating scale is shown in Figure 6,

1 EXPERIM01TAL APPROACH
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONFOV Setup Procedures

F e P dThe results of this experiment are presented

_ The simulator FOV with respect to pilot design in the form of qualitative pilot opinion ratings
eyepoint was measured using the specially adapted and comments (Table 3) and quantitative flight data
transit shown in Figure 1. This FOV was then mapped (Table 4 and Figures 8 and 9).
onto the test helicopter windscreen, as shown in
Figure 2. Orange masking film was installed on the Pilot Ratings and Commentary
inside of the aircraft windscreen, except for the
mapped area. When viewed through the blue visor For the task used in this experiment, the pilot
(Fig. 3) all sections of the aircraft windscreen ratings were not, in general, sensitive to restric-
covered by the orange masking film become opaque. tions in FOV. This was true for large changes in
Objects viewed through the mapped window appeared to aircraft flying qualities. The best flying quali-
the pilot as different shades ot gray. The light ties configuration, UH-IH manual mode (MAN), with
transmission characteristics of the orange masking no FOV restrictions was given a handling qualities
film and blue visor are presented in Figure 4. In rating (HQR) of 3, and the worst flying qualities
the right seat, the safety pilot had only a small configuration ,R8.5, defined as sluggish and highly
loss of visual acuity looking through the orange coupled) was rated about 7.5. With these same fly-
masking film. On bright, sunny days, the safety ing qualities configurations, the restricted FOV
pilot used the sun visor on his helmet to reduce the did not produce degradations greater than I .QR for
glare from the orange masking film. No flying was pilots familiar with the task. Only pilot R, who
conducted under IMC or at night because of safety initially was not familiar with the task, rated the
considerations, good (MAN) configuration at 5 on his initial run

with a restricted FOV. The rating was lowered to
Evaluation Task 4.5 and 4 for the second and third runs, respec-

tively. However, these ratings, which reflect pilot
The FOV flight experiment was conducted at Ames learning, did not converge to the 3 rating that the

Rr3earch Center's flight research facility at Crow's pilot gave the nonrestricted FOV case. Pilot D
Landing in conjunction with the flying qualities reported a maximum degradation of 1 HQR with the
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restricted FOV on the initial qualitative checkout ment could be interpreted as an attitude change of

flight. Subsequent flights by pilots D, G, M. and the aLrcraft causing the pilot to make undesirable
T failed to produce greater than a one-half HQR control inputs. With the masked windscreen, the
degradation, as shown in Figure 7. On his first pilot was able to maintain a performance level corn-
flight, pilot M actually rated the restricted FOV parable with the unrestricted FOV case.
case better than the unrestricted case for the
highly damped, highly coupled R8.5 configuration, as FOV Requirements for Nap-of-the-garth Flight
shown in Figure 7 and Table 3. However, on his
second flight, he rated both restricted and unre- The FOV effects on flying qualities ratings for
stricted FOV the same for configuration R8.5. The the task used in this experiment may not apply to a
fact that all pilots except pilot R were familiar course requiring the pilot to fly around real
with the task from the experiment reported in ref- obstacles or to actual Nap-of-the-Earth (NOE)
erence 3, and that the flight course was predictable, flight. With the restricted FOV, the pilot would be
may have influenced these evaluations. Pilot T unable to monitor rotor blade clearance in confined
noted that it required only one pass through the areas or monitor flightpath during sideward or rear-
course to be able to guess where the next marker was ward flight. Reference 4 reported the operational
located, and that a more difficult course, tighter suitability evaluation of the UH-60A helicopter in
turns, or a less predictable flightpath might have an advanced attack helicopter role which involved
shown a greater effect due to limiting the field of low level, contour flight and NOE flight. The moot
view. critical reduction in visibility in the utility

helicopter compared with that in the attack helicop-
Control Activity Statistics ter was the pilots' inability to see the main rotor

at the 900 point. During the evaluation, this
A statistical summary of lateral and longitudi- accounted for six blade strikes by the utility heli-

nal control positions, series-servo positions, air- copter crew; there were no blade strikes by the
craft rates, and attitudes for selected data runs is attack helicopter crew. Other limitations of the
presented in Table 4. For the good handling qual- utility helicopter that were noted included limita-
ities configuration (SBO*) the data show very little tions in overhead visibility and downward visibility
difference between the restricted and unrestricted both to the left and right.
FOV cases. For the poor handling qualities config-
uration (R8.5), the restricted FOV resulted in a Attempts to establish a realistic NOE task for
small reduction in standard deviations, especially the experiment reported in (3) and the experiment
for the longitudinal parameters. reported herein were not successful. Safety precpu-

tions required that a minimum altitude ol 100 ft be
Aircraft Flightpath Control used. The necessity to monitor both the aircraft

and real time telemetered data required that the
The moderately high altitude (100 ft) at which experiment be conducted in the immediate vicinity of

the task was flown meant that precise aircraft the Crow's Landing data station. Installation of
flightpath cues were not available. In addition, high obstacles to fly around was precluded because
the pilots reported losing ground track precision they would have interfered with other air traffic at
because of loss of visual contact with the course Crow's landing.
markers during runs with the restricted FOV. How-
ever, most portions of the radar derived ground
track plots shown in Figures 8 and 9 indicate a CONCLUSIONS
relatively close correlation in ground track between
restricted and unrestricted FOV runs. This may The flight experiment described in this paper
imply that the predictable course layout of repeated was conducted to determine the effects of field of
S-turns with no obstacles made it easy for the view (FOV) on helicopter flying qualities when a
pilots to anticipate their maneuvers, low altitude maneuvering task was performed. The

task congisted of flying "S-turns" over a series of
The pilots also experienced difficulty in judg- runway markers, separated 1,000 ft longitudinally

ing aircraft height above the ground with the and 250 ft lacerally, at an airspeed of 60 knots
restricted FOV without referring to the radar altim- and "t an altitude of 100 ft. Qualitative and quan-
eter. This was attributed to the lack of peripheral titative results were obtained for the nominal FOV
cues with the restricted FOV and the high reference of a UH-iH helicopter and with the FOV restricted
altitude above ground level, to that of a simulator with a single window visual

system. FOV effects were evaluated on the basic
Related Flight Program test helicopter and on a variety of configurations

with degradud flying qualities. From the limited
Previous unpublished restricted FOV flighý data obtained during this experiment and from

tests performed at Ames Research Center in December related data discussed in this paper, the following
1973 using a UH-lB helicopter produced similar qual- trends and conclusions are notea:
itative results for low level day flying. Those
tests consisted of performing a numuer of basic low 1. The results showed only a minimal variation
level helicopter maneuvers, including takeoff, land- in pilot flying qualities ratings and statistical
ing, precision hover, pedal turns, and air taxi data while performing this task with restricted and
tasks; the maneuvers were performed over a runway unrestricted FOV. Restricting the FOV resulted in
with no obstacles or traffic to monitor. Maneuvers a maximum degradation of one pilot rating even for
were performed with no FOV restrictions, with a hel- configurations with widely differing flying
met fitted with a visor that restricted the pilot's qualities.
FOV to 48* :4 34*, and also with opaque material used
to mask off the windscreen to produce a 480 x 340 2. Thn. predictable ground track of the
FOV. A slight degradation in performance was repented S-turn course, the relatively high alti-
reported for the case with the visor. This was tude, and lack of obstacles, made it easy for the
attributed to the fact that inadvertent head move- pilots to articipate their maneuvers and did nct
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demand high precision. These factora appeared to 2. ¥eend, 1.; Watkins, R.; Carico. D.; and
lessen the affect of reduced field of view. Palmur, 0.: CH-46E Operational Flight Trainer Eval-

uation, First Interim Report. NAVAIRTESTCEN
3. The restricted FOV made height control Report No. RM-41R-77, Mar. 1978.

difficult and required a frequent scan of the radar
altimeter to maintain the reference altitude. 3. Corliss, L. D.; and Carico, G. D.: A Preo-

liminary Flight Investigation of Cross Coupling and
Lateral Damping for Nap-of-the-Earth Helicopter

REFERENCES Operations. Paper No. 81-28, 37th Annual Forum of
rh.h Aerican Helicopter Society, May 1981.

1. Teend, R.; and Carico, D.: A Program for

Determining Flight Simulation Field-of-View Require- 4. Neuvien, R. A. et al.: Operational Suits-
ments. NAVAIRTRSTCEN TN 78-1RW, Sept. 1978. bility Evaluation (Limited) of the Ull-60A in an

Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH) Role, Letter
Repotz. TRADOC TRNS No. 0000209, Jan. 1980.

TABLE 1. EXPERIMENT FLYING QUALITIES TABLE 2. EXPERIMENT FIELD OF VXZ
CONFIGURATIONS CONFIGURATIONS

Configuration Description Configuration Deacription

MAN Manual mode or basic UH-1H helicopter I So POV restrictions

SBO* Manual mode using tne series servos 2 Pilot wearing blue visor, no orange
in the &;utomatic flight control sys- masking film on windscreen
istics Approximately samicopter with 3 Helicopter windscreen covered by

increased yaw damping, tUr--3.5 sec-1  orang masking film except for aclear 480 x 36* area in front of the
R Roll damping (L ) - -4 sec- 1  evaluation pilot; no blue visor

Cries cot~pling q/Lp), (Mp/Mq) - 0 4 Pilot wearing blxte visor, orange

R4.5 Roll damping (L ) = -4 sec-1 masking film on windscreen
Cross coupl•n q•Lp), (Mp/q) - 0. -

R8 Roll damping (Lp) - -C sec-1
Cross coupling (Lq/Lp), (Mp/Mq) - 0

R8.5 Roll damping (L.) - -8 sec-I

Cross coupling ILq'Lp). (14pIMq) - 0.5

Note: During the experiment, the lateral con-
trol sensitivity (L6) was held at 0.55 rad!sec 2 /in.,
and the longitudinal conarol sensitivity (M6) was "
held at 0.14 rad/sec /in.
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TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF PILOT HANDLING QUALITIP9 RATINGS

Configurations PilotPilotlo Cm~n.

Helicopter Visual Pilot rating Pilot ComenQ

MAN I D 3

2 D 3 Acuity reduced, but workload still the same

3 D 3 Orange glcre in bright sunlight

4 D 4 Like simulator with restricted FO',; height perception poor; turns no
problems, but cannot see what you are tu-ning towards

MAN I G 3f

4 G 3-3.5 Feels slow; cannot see pylon as you go by it; would be a problem in

4 G 3- real NOE flight; gray appearance from blue visor no p'rohlem

MAN I R 3
4 R 5 Pilot not familiar with task; excursions in yaw exaggerated (especially I

turbulence); airspeed seems sl'ower; difficult to Judge height withlimited. FOV, tend-d to get low; more comfnrtabie after learning period

4 R 41MAN 1 G 3*t

3 G 3.5 Helicopter haudles -Jell

3 G 3.5

4 G 4

R8 1 G 5.5t

4 G 5

R8.5 I G 6.5t

4 G 6 Poor altitude control, poor airspeed control because of helicopter
configuration

SBO* I M 3.5t

3 M 3 Used sun visor to reduce annoyance from orange masking film OLr. ('un
visor nvt lifted until R8.5 configuration; made seeing airspeed indlca-
tor difficult for pilva for runs with blue visor)

4 M 3.5 Difficult to see airspeed indicator 2or instiument cross-check; woulde
use next marker as guide on when to tucn afttý losing staht of ,uarker
being passed over

R4 I M 4t

3 F 3.5 A little more control activity required

4 M 4

R4.5 I M 5S

3 M 4.5 Significant increase in control activity; no real proolem with FOV, but

4 M 5 think lack of peripheral cues makes difference ou accuracy in flying
course

R8 I M 5±

3 M 4.5 Sluggish, large inputs required; lack of peripheral vision caused pilot

4 N 5 to let deviations build up larger thait with full FOV

R8.5 I M 7t

3 M 6 Configuration very uncomfortable, jerky; required almost full lateral
control coming out of the turns

4 4.5 Felt more comfortable with restrictive FOV, seemed more accurate with
task and in better control

±Averaged data from (3).
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TABLE 3. CONCLUDED

Cý)nfigurationr io

Pilot Pit Pilot CommentsBelicopter Visual rating

SBO* 3 T 3

4 T 3.5 Visual acuity good, everything clear; only takes one pass through course
even when you cannot see Parkers to guess where next one will be; a more
difficult course or tighter turns or a less predictabla flightpath might
show up in worst ratings

R4 3 T 3.5

4 T 3.5 Very little difference in running course with restricted FOV

k4.5 - T 4.5

4 T 4.5 Airspeed control more difficult; cannot tell airspeed by looking outside

R8 3 T 4

4 T 4

R8.5 3 T 7

4

SBO* 1 D 3' t
3 D 3.5
4 D 3.5 Can see enough going out of a turn or into a turn to complete course

R8 1 D 5;

3 P 5 Definite degradation in flying qualities
4 D 5

R8.5 I D 7t

3 D 74 D 7 Do not think FOV degrades this configuration mtuch; biggest problem is the

almost sustained oscillation of airframe

SBO* I M 3.5t

I M 4 Roll sensitivity felt high; gained 40 ft but was able to correct; air-
speed control was good

SBG* 3 H 4 Used the clear area of windscreen mostly; problem with airspeed not FOV

SBO* 4 H 4 Hau to use airspeed indicator due to lack of peripheral cues

R8.5 1 H 7+

I M 7.5-8 Configuration has loping motion; cannot establish precise bank angle,
altitude or airspeed

R8.5 I M 7.5 Large control inputo required; problems with airspeed, altitude, roll
sensitivity, and damping

R8.5 3 H 7.5

R8.5 4 M 7.5-8 Very uncomfortable

t Averaged data from (3).
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TABLE 4. STANDARD DEVIATION SUMMARY FOR SELECTED LATERAL AND LONGITUDINAL PARAMETERS

Pilot Mt M M Dt D D M M D D
Pilot rating 3.5 3 3 3 3.5 3.5 6 4.5 7 7
Helicopter configuration SBO* SBO* SBO* SBOk SBO* SBO* R8.5 R8.5 R8.5 R8.5
Visual configuration 1 3 4 1 3 4 3_ 4 3 4

Standard deviations

Lateral cyclic, in. 0.61 0.60 0.60 0.86 0.75 0.74 0.81 0.73 1.41 1.15
Lateral series servo,

deg swashplate 0.99 0.77 0.76 1.36 0.96 0.94 0.83 0.80 1.07 1.00
Roll rate, deg/sec 5.66 5.38 5.L5 8.70 7.16 6.78 5.08 4.78 7.99 6.90
Roll attitude, deg 16.62 16.47 14.60 21.38 19.51 19.70 14.88 14.37 21.24 18.39

Longitudinal cyclic, in. 0.23 0.28 0.22 0.42 0.32 0.32 1.17 0.54 1.12 0.82
Longitudinal series servo,

deg swashplate 0.43 0.44 0.34 0.76 0.50 0.45 0.54 0.46 0.71 0.71
Pitch rate, deg/sec 1.73 1.92 1.54 3.60 2.34 1.95 2.07 1.49 3.57 2.77
Pitch attitude, deg 1.41 1.72 1.41 2.35 1.83 1.56 3.15 1.54 2.41 1.59

tData from (3).
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Figure 1. Field of View Transit
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ADBRtDACY FOR SELCTED TASKt OR AIRCRAFT DUMANDION THE PILOT IN SELECTED PILOT
REQUIRED OPERATION' CHfARACTERIS1TICS TASK OR REQUIRED OPERATION'* RAT14fO

Excellent ~ Pilot comnpensation no;( a fact-of for

Cou W lino afacto, or
Negligible deficienciaa dosirod performiance -

Fair-Bomae mildly Minimal pilot compensation raquirad for 3
Yea unpleasant deficiencies daairau performance aT

Minor but annoying Dsrad parformance raquiras modarate

Sit l~aicien defi dtciencesa pilot compensation4
taIsfcr witou Ne Deicince Modarately objectionable Adaquate performance raquiressaifcoywtot warrant . deficienciat considarable pil0t compensation

improvement? Iimprovementl Viary -obectoab bu dqaepromnerqie xi'sv

tolarabae deficiancie aa o cmon t

YaleAdaquatr wefotmmncar no't attainai with
aor daficiencies max n uir' tofurable pilot compensation.""s deuai Dsfceancess otolblt not in question.

rqie Major daficaencaes Consieraleplt copnato asrqu iradt

Ctotrolbwel b lootoduementoferportionoo
it~Ites potolbamnaoyrq ira t o mp ensat ioiiorqiedt

Pliot! retainrt opartrol 'islwdauain ttir ta.adn

C~oupo tHarpa Rt.I. NASA TNO-5 153 subahaus with wtotrnparying conditions.

DEFINITIONS FROM TN-D-5153

COMPEN~SATION PERFORMANCE
The measure of additional pilot effort The precision of control with respect to
and attention required to maintain a aircraft movement that a pilot is able to
given level of performance in the face of achieve in performing a task. (Pilot-
deficient vehicle characteristics, vehicle performance is a measure of

handling performance. Pilot perform-
HAN DLING QUALITIES ance is a measure of the manner or

Those qualities or characteristics of an efficiency with which a pilot moves the
aircraft that govern the ease and preci- principal controls in performing a task.)
sion with' which a pilot is able to perform
the taskts required in support of an air- ROLE
craft role. The funrtion or purpose that defines the

MISSIONprimary use of an aircraft.

The composite of pilot-vehicle functions TASK
that must be performed to fulfill opera- Teata okasge io ob
tional requirements. Milay be specified for perored inua wompeinkfo assindapltt rere
a role, complete flight. flight phase, or pefrdincmltoofraser-
flight subphase. sentative of a designated flight segment.

WORKLOAD
The integrated physical and mental effort required
to perform a specified piloting task.

Figure 6. Ratidling Qualities Rating Scale
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TRINGSCOPE COLOR DISPLAYS FOR SIMULATION

Richard E. Holmes

Training Systems Group, Systems Research Laboratories, Inc.
2800 Indian Ripple Road, Dayton, Ohio 45440

Dr. F. Gerard Albers

Simulation and Control Systems Department
General Electric Company

1800 Volusia Avenue, Daytona Beach, Florida 32015

ABSTRACT

The resolution capabilities of computer image generators (CIG) used for simulation
and training have advanced to the degree that they exceed the capabilities of existing
shadow mask, direct view color TV displays and color TV projectors. One solution to this
problem is the modern day implementation of a trinoscope color display that uses the
optical merging of three high resolution monochrome cathode ray tubes--red, green, blue
color phosphors, respectively--to produce a full color image. Such systems areparticularly suitable for telescopes and periscopes needed in tank or submarine

simulations where the color-combining ortics can be integrated into the simulated sight
optics. This paper describes the technical aivances required to assure maximum resolutionand, more importantly, superior color convergence (i.e.,e the capability to make the three
CRT images fall exactly on top of each other so that the resulting full color image is
produced without undesirable color fringirng).

INTRODUCTION condition, commonly used with view cameras and in
photogrammetry.(1) Electronic keystone correction

There are many training situations where it is is required. Within the Figure 2 configuration,
desirable to view a color TV image through the the lens axes are all parallel and perpendicular
eyepiece of a simulated telescope or periscope, to the image plane, but the outer CRTs are
Examples would be the gunner's and commander's displaced laterally outward so that the outer
sights of a modern main battle tank or the optical axes converge at the screen. This
periscope of a killer submarine. These situations combination reduces the need for keystoning
usually carry with them a fairly stringent correction and provides better depth of field
constraint on the total volume available for the control but places more constraints on the lens.
display and optics. This means that the size of
the display as well as the size of its image must Figure 3 illustrates a trinoscope system that
be minimized while still meeting the criteria of uses only two lenses and is used commercially for a
color, resolution, etc. A minimal image size home TV projector. Figure 4 uses only one lens and
likewise conserves on optical path length, which is the basis of ESP's Aquavision projector. Even
further reduces display system size. These though this system does have a single exit pupil--a
constraints produce requirements for an image necessary feature for a telescope/periscope trainer
source which are far beyond those of the application--the crossed dichroics bect\'4difficul-p
conventional shadow mask CRT. The one image source to implement for higher resolution systems. T;we
which provides the highest TV resolution can also discontinuity at the intersection of the four
provide full color in a 'ery small raster format. dichroic mirror elements acts as a dkýtributed
It is the trinoscope. central obscuration, in optical terms, limiting

the spacial frequency optical modulation. It is,
The Optical Industry and Systems Encyclopedia however, suitable for home and industrial TV

and Dictionary defines "trinoscope" as "a color- projection applications. It also has the practical
television v ewing system with three kinescopes, problem that each of the three CRis are affected by
three lenses, and three defiection yokes used to the earth's, as well as manmade, magnetic fields
form the red, green, and blue images required for a in a different manner causing long-term con-
tricolor television projection." Kinescope is vergence problems--particularly on a nonstationary
another name for a cathode ray tube (CRT). The system such as a moving g,in turret.
only disagreements with the above definition are
the use of the words, "three lenses" and PRACTICAL-SYSTEMS
'projection." Various combinations of lenses,

mirrors, and dichroic filters can be used--each Figures 5 and 6-ittrate two of several
with its own sources of problems and each with its configurations which hie.pro ,d us,,ful in telescope/
advantages. Also, as will be seen in Figures 5 and periscope simulation. SRL !1Z n wq9 vored several of
6 later, the system can be direct view. Figures 1 each of these implementatioh• ; g the latter half
through 4 show various configurations that have of i980 and first half of 1981. 'the gunner's and
been used in the past and which are now being commander's sights in tank conCtct of fire trainers
revived for home color TV projection systems. (COFT). Both configurations have ;,roved to be
Figures 1 and 2 show configurations which meet the capable of providing the required color resolution.
original definition. In Figure 1, the images of
the viewing plane are tipped and must be held One version used a 127 mm CRT with a 108 mm
within the system depth of focus to provide useful diagonal. Shown iSg9.j're 7, it demonstrated
acceptable image quality. This problem can be over 1400 TV lines ptr p'-Imie neight and width
resolved somewhat by applying the Scheimpflug resolution using an SRL c'esihhed and fabricated beam
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combining optics. The second system, shown In It is difficult to mpasure misconvergence
Fiqure 8, is used In General Electric's successful through a telescope/periscope optics system.
COF1 prototype. It uses a modified color TV camera However, SRL was able to consistently achieve a one
prism assembly to combine the images of the three pixel element center, 2 or 3 pixel element edge
CRTs. Even though the CRTs only had a 40 mm useful misconvergence on a 1400 x 1400 pixel element
screen diagonal, it exhibited 1000 TV lines per system. This anmount of misconvergence is barely
picture neight horizontal resolution. Both of visible with a dot test pattern but Is seldom
these two systems had a circular format image area distracting with real life type CIG scenes such as
where the square CIG raster was overscanned such used in simulation and training.
that the full useful diagonal area of the round
CRTs was used as shown in Figure 0. An engineer is To illustrate the visual system capability. a
shown in Figure 10 aligning the General Electric series of photos from General Electric's highly
trinoscope display, successful MI Conduct of Fire Trainer is presented.

Figure 12 illustrates the full CIG scene (taken from
Since the full colur image from a trinoscope a conventional 19-inch monitor), which would be

is derived by opticaliy overlaying three separate observed through the commander's biocular periscope.
images, it becomes obvious that means must be Figure 13 shows the 3X scene as it would be seen
provided to converge the three images so that they through the Gunner's Primary Sight as he ranges in
appear as one. For lower resolution systems, such on the target, and Figure 14 shows the lOX view for
as home TV applications, the only corrections the same sight as a hit is scored. Note the high
needed are individual size and position of each of quality of the red recticle and the green numericsthe three rasters. Keystone (trapezoidal) of the laser rangefinder produced by the visualcorrection is also needed for multiple exit pupil system. Figure 15 depicts a "white-hot" thermal

systems such as shown in Figures I and 3. But fur image produced from the same data base which Further
high resolution systems, more elaborate matching illustrates the flexibility of a CIG visual system.
circuitry is required. Not only must this matching The basic configuration of this mobile trainer is
circuitry allow for accurate registration, it must illustrated in Figure 16, which also highlights the
changes.

GE's M1 COFT system consists of four simulated
Figure 11 shows a simplified block diagram of high power sights driven by two trinoscopes and a

one of the COFT trinoscopes. From a block diagram two-channel CIG. Beamsplitters divide the images
viewpoint, the other COFT trinoscope was the same such that the commander's two sights are driven by
except that raster rotation was performed in the one trinoscope while the gunner's two sights are
digital image generation equipment instead of in driven by the other trinoscope. Clever "in-use"
the trinoscope electronics. To keep relative drift sensors tell the CIG which sight is being used so
between the three channels to the minimum, much of that it will provide the proper scene.
the circuitry is kept common, thus common mode
drift is close to zero. This includes the sweep As mentioned previously, the commander also hasgeneration circuits, the main deflection a rectangular 1X periscope which is driven by a
amplifiers, and the high voltage power supply. standard 19-inch monitor and collimating optics.

Figure 17 shows the interior of the crew
The convergence circuitry is included to compartment. All five sights are clearly visible.

correct for the differences between the electrical,
optical, and mechanical characteristics of the SUMMARY
three channels. Therefore, each channel must be
independent and, as such, can drift independently The use of trinoscopes in telescope and
of each other. Several factors help, however, to periscope simulation has proved practical in tank
make this drift manageable. Without this simulators. Trinoscopes would be equally effective
correction, the three channels would probably match for submarine, antiaircraft gun, rocket launcher and
to within one percent due to the selection of any other system which views a target or scene
matched magnetic components and CRTs and have no through an optical eyepiece and where optical path
more than 0.25 percent drift with time in normal length is at a premium.
simulator environments. This basic stability is

4 achieved by use of SRL linear current feedback Since there is nothing in the direct view or
deflection amplifiers which even correct for change projection trinoscupe concept that limits it to
in the deflection yoke resistance with temperature. raster scan, a calligraphic (stroke writing) or a
Due to a patented power-on-demand feature, these dual calligraphic/raster version could be made using
amplifiers are significantly more power conserving existing circuitry.
than conventional linear deflection amplifiers and
are particularly suitable for TV raster Although the trinoscope concept is very old,
applications. (2) The convergence circuitry then its uses are as new as the next generation simulator
needs only to correct for the one percent residual or trainer.
error. By using temperature stabilized, linear
feedback current amplifiers for the convergence References
amplifiers, it is safe to assume that the
convergence circuits also only drift an amount -In 1. Rudolf Kingslake (ed.), Alied Optics and
the order of 0.25 percent of full output. Drift, Optical Engineering, Academic Press, New York and
then, reflected to the CRT is 0.25 percent times 19W5
one percent, or 1/40th of a pixel element in a
1000 x 1000 pixel element system. Of course, there 2. R. E. Holmes and J. A. Mays, United States
will be differential heating and other second order Patent No. 3,628,083, 1971.
effects in the system that will cause some
misconvergence errors, but suffice to say,
convergence drift can be made to be insignificant.
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Figure 7. Top View of Beam Combiner Type COFT Electro-Optical Assembly
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Figure 8. Top View FiRure of Prism Type COFT Electro-Optical Assembly
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Figure 9. Circular Field-of-View Images of Trinoscope Systems Shown in Figures 7 and 8

?igure 10. An Engineer Aligns GE's Trinoscope at SRL. The three CRTs are mounted
on a base plate assembly along with collimating optics (white tube).
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Figure 12. CGC IX Scene Presented to the MI Commander's Periscope Sight. Note middle of scene for
subsequent figures.

Figure 13. GIG Scene Taken Through the Gunner's Primary Sight (CPS) at 3X. Not, e•,cellent registration.
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Figure 14. CiG Scene laken Through the GPS at lOX
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Figure 16. The General Electric Conduct of Fire Trainer (COFT)
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Figure 17. The Interior of GE's COFT Crew Compartment. Note the two gunner's high power sights (lower).
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ARMY MAINTENANCE TRAINING AND EVALUATION

SIMULATION SYSTEM

AMTESS

Dr. Robert T. Dybas
Mechanical Engineer

PMTRADE, Orlando, FL

ABSTRACT

The AMTESS concept is considered to be a forerunner of a new direction in maintenance
training. It will have the capability of providing introductory maintenance training at the
institutional level, as well as proficiency training in the field environment. The system
will be a modular and flexible maintenance concept with broad applicability to perform in
various areas. The basic AMTESS requirements were generated as a result of an extensive front
end analysis by four highly experienced contractors working independently. The Air Defense
and Ordnance Schools were selected for the initial analysis effort. As a tesult, each con-
tractor provided a basic design of a system which would meet all of the AMTESS requirements.
This effort constituted Phase I of the program. The second phase of the program resulted
in the delivery of an AMTESS by each of the two most qualified contractors from Phase I.
An extensive evaluation period is planned by the Ordnance school, and the Air Defense School
to ensure the training effectiveness of AMTESS. The inherent modularity of the AMTESS and
the ability of the instructors to modify POI's will provide a device with a wide range of
flexibility and adaptability to overall maintenance training.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

A typical maintenance training cycle now difficult to simulate; student performance could
being conducted at the schools is depicted in not be objectively measured; the instructorFigure 1. Looking at the cycle in reverse order, student ratio was still high.

however, presents a representation of the evolu-
ationary process associated with maintenance The introduction of the panelboard trainer
training in the Army. was considered to be a quantum jump in the area of

maintenance training. The panelboard trainer with
Prior to the introduction of simulators and its associated computer and visual display system

training aids, the majority of maintenance train- provided an excellent tool for classroom instruc-
ing was conducted on operational equipment. It tion as well as individual, self paced instruction.
became obvious early on that there were several
drawbacks to using operational equipment for At this point, elements of all three stages
maintenance training. Granted, it did present the of evolution of maintenance training were com-
most realistic situation; however, it was difficult bined to form the present maintenance cycle. The
to provide efficient and effective training, two dimensional panel board allowed the instruc-

tor to provide basic instructions, insert mal-
In general, operational equipment training functions, and assess student performance. The

required a one-on-one student instructor relation- students were able to learn the techniques asso-
ship. Demonstrations could not be conveniently ciated with initialization procedures, trouble-
conducted; faults could not be inserted easily, shooting, and fault isolation.
particularly in mechanical equipment; and student
assessment was based on a subject evaluation by Once the panelboard techniques had been
the instructor, mastered, the student then proceeded to the second

portion of the training cycle, the three dimension-
The use of cut-aways as a training aid was al mockup. The primary emphasis on the mockup was

seen as a major breakthrough by many. The hous- remove and replace procedures.
ings on engines were cut away to expose the
internal components. Tank turrets were even cut The three dimensional mockup is not a neces-
open and mounted on stands to allow the interior to sary ingredient in all training situations. How-
be more accessible to th• students. These tech- ever, it has been found that in complex systems,
niques allowed the instructors to demonstrate students have difficulty transitioning from the
maintenance procedures to several students simul- panel board trainer to the operational equipment.
taneously. However, many of the same problems Despite the fact that the student may have mas-
exist as when standard operational equipment was tered the panelboard techniques, some students
used for maintenance training. Faults were have considerable difficulty locating specific
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compunents on the operational equipment. There- The primary objective of Phase ii of the

fore, the mockup serves as an aid to familiarize AMTESS program was to procuro an AMTESS in accor-
the students with the overall system. In addi- dance with the Phase I design, and to test the
tion, the mockup serves to obviate the physical system for training effectiveness. The Army
constraints, the degree of difficulty in removin• Research Institute (ARI) was tasked with the
and replacing components, and the particular tools responsibility of providing a plan for determin-
and skills involved. Ing the training effectiveness of AMTESS, and to

monitor the evaluation process.
The fital stage of training is on the opera-

tional equipment. Eventually the trainee must In addition to providing hardware, a secon-
confront the operational equipment for which he is dary objective of Phase II was to provide a
to be responsible. Generally, the final stage of technique for defining a training system to meet
training is on the job training; however, in many a particular training requirement. The stanuard
instances, operational equipment is dedicated to technique for establishing training programs has
maintenance training, been to start with a training device, and try to

fit the training requirements into that device.
The present maintenance training cycle Little thought was generally given to types of

represents the most effective training available, devices needed, or whether a device of sorts was
However, each stage of the cycle contains basic needed at all.
deficiencies. The panelboard type trainers lack
flexibility. Any program changes or configuration The Phase I portion of AMTESS required that
changes require a fairly major modification to the a thorough front end analysis be conducted prior
system. Hardware and software changes must be to designing a training device or training sys-
accomplished by the contractor. tem. It is those techniques developed in Phase I

for conducting a front analysis that will be
The system mockup has many limitations. It preserved, expounded on, and delivered in Phase II

normally provides only a remove/replace capabil- as part of the system specification.
ity. There is no interaction with a central
processing unit to assess student performance. In that form, it is anticipated that the
faults cannot be inserted conveniently into the specification will serve as a guide for deter-
mockup, and the cost-benefit ratio if not favor- mining training requirements for future mainte-
able. nance training situations. The outcome which

should evolve will be a training program which
The primary drawback with using operational meets specific training requirements, rather than

equipment in the final stage of maintenance an attempt to fit training requirements into a
training is the Army's emphasis on reducing the particular trainer.
use of operational equipment for training.

To alleviate the deficiencies associated with WHAT IS AMTESS AND WHAT IS IT
the present maintenance training cycle, the AMTESS SUPPOSED TO DO?
program was initiated in June 1978. This program
was established as a two-phase effort. Phase I The requirements for AMTESS are extremely
consisted of four separate tasks associated with comprehensive. Since the system is envisioned as
the Air Defense School, Fort Bliss, Texas, and the the forerunner of a new direction in maintenance
Ordnance School, Aberdeen, Maryland. Under Task I, training, the requirements necessarily include
all the skills associated with the maintenance of almost every possible maintenance situation. The
selected automotive and missile components were following are some of the required features:
analyzed for commonality, and representative tasks
were selected for use in AMTESS. Task 2 was an o Train analytically derived requirements.
analysis of the training requirements for the o Support both institutional and unit
tasks selected. The object of Task 2 was to deter- training.
mine the types of skills with which the trainees o Combine heads-on and hands-on training.
were to emerge. The third task was to analyze the o Be self paced and adaptive.
fidelity requirements associated with each phase o provide for automated hands-on adminis-
of training. Task 3 was particularly significant tration of Skill Qualification Tests
since, in the past, there has been considerable (SQT's).
resistance on the part of the instructors to use o Exhibit lowest cost of ownership for
devices which did not exactly duplicate the opera- required level of t.-aining effective-
tional equipment in question. ness.

o Apply to a broad range of Army needs.
Despite the fact that studies have been o Capitalize on advanced technology

conducted to validate the theory that exact developments.
replication of operational equipment is not
always necessary to provide effective training*, The hardware and software required to accomplish
instructors remain skeptical. those tasks must be:

Task 4 oF the program was to be the culmi- o Modular in configuration to permit ease
nation of the first three tasks. Based on the data of component interchange and custom con-
relating the tasks associated with particular figuration for the particular application.
areas of maintenance training, the training
requirements for those tasks, and the level of o Closed-loop in design to provide appro-
fidelity required, each contractor was to provide priate responses to student inputs and
a Preliminary Systems Engineering design of a
system incorporating those data.
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errors, topoieisrcinlcethe software, be modified at the contractor's
*and to record and display student perform- plant. With the recent requirp--- ',"iat training

ance. devices, partic ularly maintenai.. Lraining de-
o Generic in construction to assure multi- vices, be available at the same time that theple-vendor producibility, low cost, and operational equipment is fielded, it is impera-

type classification. tive that changes to the operational equipment can
o Modifiable by Army personnel to allow be incorporated into the training devices as they

easy updating to meet changes in the occur. Mujor configuration changes, or drastic
equipment or instruction, changes to the program of instruction will re-

o Adaptable to a variety of instructional quire contractor modification. However, the
uses and operating environments, instructors must have a certain degree of author-

Ing capability to accommodate minor configuration
The two companies (Grumman and Sevelle) and program changes.

awarded contracts under Phase 11 were selected
primarily on the basis of their preliminary de- The AMTESS which is now evolving is typically
sign from Phase 1. Although both contrActors shown in Figure 3. The central core unit for
were required to meet the requirements specified this particular configuration consists of a CRT
above, no restriction was placed on the tech- monitor which will display alphanumeric charac-
niques to be used to meet those requirements. In ters, still drawings and photographs, and motion
fact, divergency in technology was encouraged. pictures. Visual images are generated from a

The primary factor in determining the accept- vdoicsse n h optr
ability of an ANTESS was the ability of the The CRT will also include a touch panel capa-
system to provide effective training. In evalua- bility. The present design Includes a CRT/key-
ting the training effectiveness, if it was found board arrangement. However, this function may be
that both systems were equally training effective, incorporated into the touch panel with a projected
cost would normally then be the determining factor keyboard on the CRT monitor. The touch panel
in selecting a system. Obviously, if one system keyboard will actually provide greater flexibility
is complex, difficult to maintain, and is costly, than the separate CRT/keyboard arrangement.
and the other system is less complex and lower
cost, but has basically the same training effec- The computer provides the instructional
tiveness, it would be difficult to justify procur- program, interfaces with the three-dimensional
ing the more costly system, module, and evaluates the trainee's performance.

Much of the information associated with perform-Training effectiveness evaluations will be ance can be printed tn provide a hard copy record4
completed in May 1981. A decision concerning for each trainee.
system selection will be made at that time.

Storage will be either on a floppy disc or
AMTESS was originally envisioned as a module rigid disc, depending on the required capacity

modular system wiha cnrlcore unit as shown for the particular pormand the proa
in Figure 2. Although some of the earlier tech- preference of the contractor.
niques, such as panelboard trainers, 3D mockups,
etc., could be included in the system as add-on The system depicted 'n Figure 4 represents
modules, each module would interface with the the configuration of an automative trainer used

t central core module. The two dimensional modules, in engine maintenance training. The simulated
3D modules, and simulated test equipment would engine, and the components associated with theall be active elements; i.e., would respond to engine interface with the core unit. In addition
the trainees inputs, and provide a means of to engine components, simulated test equipment
evaluating student performance, such as Simplified Test Equipment, Internal

I!The primary purpose of the modular concept other types of equipment can be used to produce
is to allow a high degree of flexibility. With the same readings as indicated on the operational
the control unit as the generic portion of the hardware.
system, AMTESS can be expanded on to meet the
training requirements for any system simply by The second area of training which was of
adding the system peculiar modules, concern to this phase of AMTESS was the Air

Defense School's radar transmitter. To teach
As the system designs evolved from Phase this phase of maintenance requires only that

11, it became apparent that three of the four simulated equipment for the radar shown in
designs for the central core unit were basically Figure 5 be substitute for the automotive com-
the same. The visual display technique was the ponents. In addition, the video-disc and the
main difference in the fourth unit. While two computer program must be replaced with the
units employed video disc, one used video tape, appropriate radar program.
the fourth unit included a random access slide

4projection system. In other less complex training situations,
it may be possible to provide adequate training

Of prime importance in the system design is with the core unit through the interactive CRT.
the capability to modify the programs of in-
struction by instructor personnel. As was CONCLUSION
pointed out earlier, a significant deficiency in
some of the present systems was needed for the AMTESS will not solve all the problems
contractor to make revisions to any programs of associated with the vast chore of providing main-
instruction. Even minor changes generally re- tenance training. However, it is an attempt toquired that the panel board di splays, as well as present an organized method of determining
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training needs and will provide a method of train-
ing a wide variety of maintenance tasks, in a
skillful and effective manner. If this system
receives universal acceptance within the Army,
and eventually in the other branches of the
military, two things will be accomplished. First,
a means of providing efficient and effective train-
ing to maintenance personnel will be possible.
Second, it will make it possible to have a base
from which to build, Lhereby precluding the need

to essentially start from scratch each time there
is a requirement for a maintenance trainer. If
AMTESS is successful in accomplishing these two
ends, the program will be considered a success.

(*) Reduced Physical Fidelity Training Device
Concepts for Army Maintenance Training, Sept. 1978.

Dr. Robert T. Dybas is a Mechanical Engineer with
PM-TRADE, Orlando, Florida, and is the Project
Engineer for AMTESS.
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George R. Purifoy, Jr., Program Manager

Applied Science Associates, Inc.
Post Office Box 158

Valencia, Pennsylvania 16059

Gerard Deignan,,Project Engineer
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
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ABSTRACT

A research plan was developed to evaluate the cost and training effectiveness
of the F-16 SAMTs. Historically, such evaluations have been conducted by comparinn
the effectiveness of the simulator against that of an actual equipment trainer
(AET). However, readily comparative training devices ard approaches do not exist
in the case of the F-16. To evaluate the training effectiveness of the SAMTs, a
criterion referenced approach was selected. Students will be assessed on their
ability to perfcrm maintenance tasks, taught using the SAMTs, on actual F-16 air-
craft. End-of-course measures and follow-up retention testing will be conducted.
Engine, pneudraulic, electrical, and flight control system tasks will be evaluated.
Task selection criteria include difficulty, criticality, and frequency of perfor-
mance. Specific training capabilities of the SAMTs to be assessed include two
instructional features: the malfunction insertion capability and automatic
student monitoring. A comparison will be made between the performance of students
trained with the malfunction insertion feature operational versus without this
instructional capability. The use of the student monituzing capability will be
assessed through interviews with the course instructors. A comparative approach
was adopted for assessing the cost effectiveness of the SAMTs. The cost of the
hypothetical AET delivery system with the same set of learning objectives as the
courses the SAMTs are utilized in will be computed and compared to the SAMT
delivery system. Major categories in the cost model include facilities, instruc-
tional equipment, instructional materials, personnel, and supplies.
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A PLAN FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE F-16 SIMULATED AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE TRAINERS (SANTO)

INTRODUCTION - Programed remedial instruction with
in-depth explanation of course
content.

Traditionally, maintenance skills such as
calibration, inspection, troubleshooting, and - A trainer with built-in capabilities
repair have been acquired using Actual can function with less instructor
Equipment Trainers (AET). However, the use of dependency; i.e., students can engage
actual equipment in the training situation has in practice without the need for an
not been without practical problems. These instructor, thereby decreasing
problems are well documented in the literature, instructor demand.
Some of the problems include:

With these expectations in mind, the USAF
Extremely Low Reliability. Actual acquired a set of F-I6 Simulated Aircraft Main-
equipment is sensitive and delicate and tenance Trainers (SAiTs). The SAMTa are the
in the training situation the actual first in an anticipated series of maintenance
equipment can be subjected to student- trainers for major weapons systems. As such,
induced damage. Low reliability the SAI4a represent an opportunity to determine
results in low availability for if the expectations of reduced cost and improved
training purposes. training capability have been realized. Plans

for assessing the training and cost effective-
Low Maintainability. Traditionally, ness of these simulators are described in the
spare parts fortraining has had a low following sections.
priority. This decreases the avail-
ability of the equipment for hands-on
practice. APPROACH

Limitations. Frequently the components
or unitc to be tested cannot be Training effectiveness and cost effective-
"failed" in the ways necessary to ness evaluations of simulators are not a new
provide complete and meaningful idea. Historically such evaluations are

troubleshooting practice. In addition, conducted by comparing the cost and training
emergency conditions often cannot be effectiveness of the simulator against the cost
fully practiced. and training effectiveness of actual equipment

trainers (AETs); i.e., in the past, readily
These problems, coupled with the generally comparative devices and training approaches have

high initial cost of AET, encouraged the search existed. This is not the case with the selected
for a viable alternative. F-16 SAMTs; no F-16 bETs exist nor are there any

plans to acquire AETs. In addition, because of
Growing consideration has been given to the the newness of the curriculum, there is no base-

concept of simulation. Maintenance training line data on past student performance and
simulators are expee.:d to: proficiency. Thus, the possibility of comparing

the performance of students trained on the
Reduce Cost. The initial cost and the selected SANTs with the performance of students
operational and maintenance costs of who have been trained using an alternative
simulators are expected to be lower, training program or approach does not exist.
Furthermore, a lower downtime rate means
increased availability for training. The approach used to evaluate the SAMTs,

as well as the results of the evaluation, will
Improve Training. Simulators should influence the acquisition, design, utilization,
provide improved training not only and evaluation of future maintenance training
through higher availability rates, but simulators. The problem is to develop a practi-
through such built-in capabilities as: cal cost and training effectiveness evaluation

plan which generates accurate and useful data,
- Automatic student monitoring, given that there is no easily identifiable

comparative training approach. Separate plans
- Increased availability of more were devised to evaluate training and cost

varied student exercises (more effectiveness.
malfunction identification and/or
correction and emergency situation Cost Effectiveness
problems).

The cost model developed for the current
- imediate feedback to reinforce evaluation is based on a review of the most

correct responses. relevant information from Air Force directives
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and regulations and recent economic analysis Cost Categories and Features
publications.

The cost model developed for use in the
Basically, a comparative approach was F-16 SAMT evaluation effort has the following

adopted for assessing the cost effectiveness of major cost categories:
the SAMTs. The .cost model will be used to
compute simulator costs and to estimate the Facility costs.
costs which would lave been incurred with the Instructional equipment costs.
purchase of (hypotnetical) actual F-16 hardware Instructional materials costs.
equipment trainers, These costs will then be Personnel costs (cost of salaries and
compared. The concerr in the cost effective- benefits to instructors and studentO).

ness evaluation is with. comparing the costs of Supply costs.
the two types of instructional delivery Miscellaneous costs.
systems. The media used in each type of
delivery system is only part of the cost of the Each of the major cost factors or categories is
system. That is, the SAMT devices and hypo- subdivided into associated costa. These
thetical AETs represent only a portion of the subfactors define the costs that compose the
cost required to conduct the courses which use major cost factor. Subfactors may reflect cost
the two types of media. For example, the areas such as acquisition, operation, and
selection of media may influence personnel maintenance. These subfactors are further
costs, facility costs, etc. Thus in conducting divided corresponding to the cost area (for
the cost effectiveness evaluation, considers- example, equipment acquisition costs can be
tion must be given to the total delivery system further separated into procurement, shipping,
and not just to the type of instructional and installation costs).

equipment used.
Although the cost model was compiled

Assumptions specifically for this project, it is general in
nature and can be applied to the costing of

There will be a hypothetical AET course other types of delivery systems. The cost
for each SAMT delivery system. These model has the following features:
corresponding AET delivery systems will be
designed to have have the same set of learning It considers research and development
objectives as the corresponding SAMT delivery costs as sunk costs.
systems. It will be assumed that both types of
delivery systems are equally training effective, It uses the present value cost concept
although it is possible for the courses to be to account for differential cash flow
different with respect to the student flow, patterns between the competing delivery
number of instructors required, facility size, system. Thv present value cost method
instructional material, and supplies. This is used to account for possible
approach has several advantages: differences in cash flow for each year

of the comparison period for each
Any other assumptions of AET training delivery system being compared.
effectiveness would have to be based on
subjective judgment. It separates implementation costs from

the costs incurred in subsequent

This approach allow3 the two competing years.
delivery systems to be compared purely
on costs. It divides the instructional equipment

cost category into types of equipment:
The assumption of equal training effec- Fixed Equipment and Variable Equip-
tiveness makes only two results ment.
possible:

It is comprehensive in its list of

- Equal benefits and equal costs. subfactor costs; i.e., it includes all
- Equal benefits and unequal costs, relevant cost categories and

subcategories for training systems.

There is some evidence in the litera-
ture that support the assumption of It considers the costs associated with
equal training effectiveness between updating:
the two delivery systems.

- The instructional equipment (SAMTs
Another assumption is that the economic and AET).

life of the SAMTs is identical to their
physical life (15 years). Additionally, the - The instructional features
economic life of the AETs will also be assumed software/courseware.
to be 15 years.

"- All types of instructional

Finally, it is assumed that the 3AMTs and materials.

AETs are fixed equipment, and that the variable
"equipment required by each delivery system are
identical.
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It allows for removing from the present Training Etfectivea1ss.
value cost, the remaining value of the

following at the end of the comparison A criterion referenced evaluation will be
period: conducted. Basically, this technique consists

of evaluating students on their ability to
- Facilities, perform the tasks (objectives) presented in the
- Instructional Materials, course, after they have been exposed to the
- Instructional Equipment. training. If, after training, the trainees can

perform what the course was designed to impart,

It separates the utility costs required then the training can be judged successful or
to operate the facility from the effective. This training effectiveness study is

utility cobts required to operate the designed to determine if the graduates of F-16
fixed equipment (simulator and AET). maintenance trainitig programs (which employ

SAMTs) can attain criterion on the learning
objectives specified in the course documents.

Comparing Costs. The present value cost
less the remaining value of instruction Rationale for Selection of Approach. There
materials, equipment and facilities will be are three strong reasons for selecting a criter-
compared. In addition to comparing the total ion referenced assessment approach. First, the
costs of each delivery system, the following absence of F-16 hardware trainers, with the
analyses will be made: exception of the F-100 engine AET utilized in

6 F-15 maintenance training (the F-15 and F-16
A comparison of the implementation engines are highly similar), prohibits the
costs of both types of delivery adoption of a comparative approach in which the

systems. It is expected that onc type effectivenss of a simulator can be gauged
of delivery system will require more against the effectivedess of an AET.
front-end money than the other.

Although no AET is available, the F-16

The costs of the SAMT delivery systems maintenance courses were designed to be taught

will be compared. It will be of with either the SAMTs or on actual aircraft.
interest to note which SAMT configure- This would provide a reasonable basis for a
tions have the highest and lowest comparative study. The effectiveness of the
costs. SAMTs and the effectiverness of the actual

aircraft could be assessed and these alternative

The major contributing costs within training approaches compared with a high degree
each delivery system will be exemined. of confidence. In fact, the design of such a
Are these major contributing costs the comparative study would maximize experimental
same as those for the SAMT delivery control (i.e., many of the sources of extraneous
system? variance in the dependent measures could be

easily controlled). This degree of control
For each corresponding delivery system, would increase the likelihood that any observed
accumulative costs per student will be difference in student performance could be
graphed. If the two types of corres- attributed solely to the SAMTs, since both
ponding delivery systems are different courses would be identical except for the use of

(by 10 percent), then a break-even the aircraft. However, this approach raises the
point in student flow will be calcu- following issues:
lated. This will allow managers to
"see" how many students would be It is, perhaps, unreasonable to expect
trained by the lower cost delivery the Air Force to teach five courses

system for the same cost as the highest using only the aircraft. The logistics
cost delivery system. problems (for example, dedicating air-

craft purely for training) could be
For each corresponding delivery sstem, overcome, but the problems of guaran-
accumulative costs per operating hour teeing that the same instructor teach

will be graphed. If the two types of both groups, that the courses remain
corresponding delivery systems are identical to the SAMT courses (except
different (by 10 percent), then a for the use of the aircraft), and other
break-even point in operating hours such similar problems may be viewed by

will be calculated. the FTD as an unacceptable and costly
burden.

Within the SAMT delivery system, the
costs of the instructional features It is highly unlikely that the courses
will be compared, (using just the aircraft) have been

taught before. This means that any

It is anticipated that the above compari- comparative study would be "loaded" in

sunts will assist the Air Force in determining favor of the SAMTs since part of the

the cost/benefit derived from both AET and SAT variarce in the comparative dependent
type delivery systems. Furthermore, it will measures would be the "newness" of using

provide some insight into the cost of the the aircraft in the courses (particu-
instructional features under study. larly when the instructor would be

accustomed to using the SAMTs).
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Therefore, a second major reason for question is moderated in the following way* Can
selecting a criterion referenced approach is students perform as expected, and how much of
that it requires less manipulation of the their performance is due to the SAMTS? The
existing training environment, as opposed to answer to this question can be found by using
the demands of conducting a vomparative study, the following basic research design:

The third reason for selecting the X (Owl, Ow2 ... ,Own) 01
criterion referened approach is to best meet
the project objective for development of a where X denotes the course, Ow within-
general assessment model. While the Air Force course measures (to isolate the effects of other
will undoubtedly continue to purchase some AET, media), and 01 denotes the dependent perform-
it is unlikely that there will be much ance measure taken immediately following the
opportunity for comparative studies in the course. (Since the use of various media within
future. the course is fairly well blocked--generally

only one type of media is used within an
Because of these reasons, a criterion instructional segment and the courses typically

referenced approach was selected. This is not call for a written within-course exam at the end
to imply, however, that a criterion referenced of each block--it should be possible to segre-
approach is easier to conduct or without gate the effects of these other media through
research design problems, the use of within-course measures, administered

at the end of each instructional block as
Disadvantages of Criterion Referenced needed.)

App . In a criterion referenced approach,
•isioaiting the contribution due to the SAMTs is In order to assess how well students retain
much more difficult than in a comparative their training, a follow-up measure is taken

"" approach. The SAMTa are not used in isolation, several weeks following the end of the course.
The training objectives are achieved in a The design then becomes:
variety of wAys, and it is important that the
evaluation methodology accurately separate the X [owl, Ow2,...,Own] 01 02
contribution of the SAMTs in achieving the
objectives from the contribution made by the Some degree of comparison is possible in
other course ,nedia and methods (videotapes, the research study. The evaluation of the
slides, aircraft, and OJT experiences). A malfunction insertion capability will involve
comparative study would be much easier to having the instructors teach some classes with
conduct from this perspective than a criterion the instructional feature operational and other
referenced assessment. classes with the capability turned off. The

performance of these two groups of students will
A second difficulty is that the criterion then be compared. the two mode design thereby

referenced approach requires clearly stated assesses the malfunction insertion capability by
course objectives. The learning objectives measuring training effectiveness of the SANT
appearing in the F-16 course control documents (student performance) with the feature opera-
(CCDs) are terminal objectives. For the most tional, and comparing thir data with training
part they are skill or performance-oriented; effectiveness of the SANTs when the feature is
critical enabling objectives (locating or turned off.
naming parts) are not identified. Also, some
of the objectives require amplification or The automatic student monitoring feature
clarification by instructors. Finally, some of will be assessed in a different manner.
the terminal objectives listed in the CCDs may Instructors will be interviewed and asked to
not match what is expected on the job. The describe how they used the monitoring feature.
evaluation methodology must validate the stated This information can then be used to structure
course objectives and proficiency levels, and or recommend more in-depth study.
verify their consistency with actual job
requirements and expectations of field super-
visors. Validation is needed since it is Sample
possible that the tasks are not longer
performed in the same manner. SAMTs. Not all of the F-16 SANTs are

targeted for evaluation. Trainers for the
One final drawback of the criterion pneudraulic, electrical, flight control, and

referenced approach is that it does not result engine systems were selected. These SAMTs were
in direct comparative information. That is, it chosen because they represent the range of
will not be possible to state that the SANT maintenance task complexity and difficulty.
training program is better or worse than some Also, the selected SAMTs vary in configuration.
other training approach, only whether or not
the SAKTS adequately train personnel to meet Each SANT consists of at least one
the stated course objectives, simulator panel set (SPS) and a master simulator

control console (NSCC). The engine operation
Explanation of Design. In a criterion procedures SANT is configured as a simulated

referenced approach, the main concern is cockpit.
whether or not the students can perform as
expected. (Did the students reach the stated
course objectives?) In the present case this
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The other SPSs are vertical flat display involve a knowledge of system logic to find the
panels which pictorially illustrate the location cause of an aircraft malfunction). Selection
and relationships of the components of each of criteria included the following:
the major aircraft systems. Both cockpit and
vertical flat panel trainers are included in the Representative of system maintenance

study, skills and knowledge,

Also, positioned on each of the panels art, Task difficulty and length.
simulated test equipment which provide the
student with the facilities to troubleshoot Frequency of task performance on flight
simulated malfunctions to a particular location, line.
and to simulate removal and replacement of
defective components. Test set connection/ Support equipment, materials, and
disconnection, remove/replace operations and personnel requirements.
visual inspection steps consist of pushing
annotated buttons. Feasibility of installing

nonfunctioning components in the
The MSCCs are composed of a Honeywell aircraft to presont a malfunction

series 6/36 mini-computer with keyboard/CRT situation.
(cathode ray tube) input-output mode, random
access 35mm slide projector and hardcopy line Potential danger to personnel.
printer. The MSCC contains the hardware and
software interfaces which operate the SPSs and Potential damage to aircraft.
provides the instructional software.

Data Collection. Other data to be
The simulators are designed to be used by collected include:

'iwe students at a time. The instructor initial-
izes the system via the MSCC, selects the lesson Pretraining information (student record
to be presented, and turns the simulator over to files and profile questionnaire).
the student. The student then attempts to

operate, calibrate, or troubleshoot the system Within-course skill/knowledge tests
with the aid of the applicable technical orders (currently administered by instructors
and job guides. The simulator monitors the at the end of instructional blocks).

progress of the student, administers feedback
via CRT or slides, and records time and error as Standard end-of-cotirse multiple choice
the student works through the problem. For the exams.

most part, the simulator responds to the
student's inputs as would the actual equipment. Instructor attitudes (questionnaire).*
Obviously, thre are limits to the simulator
responses, and these are generally c~nstrained OJT log (trainee task experience
by the SAMT hardware. record).

Trainees. Maintenance trainees come from OJT supervisor evaluation of ;tudent
a variety of backgrounds, For the purposes of performance (questionnaire).
this study, only 3-levels (trainees just coming
out of technical school), and 5-levels are Student attitudes (end-of-course and
being evaluated. Foreign students, civilians, post-training questionnaires).
and higher level military personnel (7- and
9-levels) are excluded. Method. In order to understand the

sequence of data collection and testing, it is
Tasks. Training effectiveness will be necessary to review/describe how maintenance

evaluated primarily through assessing student training is conducted. First, students attend
performance. Performance testing will consist training at a technical school. Following this
of observing students during fault isolation basic systems edecation, trainees are assigned
procedures, ops checks, and locate/ider.tify to an Air Force Base and receive their in-depth
drills on the aircraft (in some cases, the aircraft system training. This is the SAMT
tasks have to be performed on the SAMT instead portion of their education. SAMT course length
of the aircraft). Task protocols were ranges from 3 to 26 days. After successful

developed from T.O.s and translated into completion of the SAMT course, trainees go to
• checklists to be used as a basis for scoring on-the-job training (OJT).

students. These observational checklists

detail, in a step-by-step fashion, the actions
the trainee should execute.

* The Instructor Attitude Questionnaire will be
For earh course, a set of tasks were the vehicle for gathering information on the

selected to use as a basis for evaluating automatic student monitoring feature. Speci-
student performance. Basically, two types of fically, they will be asked to rate the
tasks were chosen for each course: operational utility of this feature, list strengths and
checkouts (procedural tasks) and fault weaknesses, estimate the amount of use of the
isolation tasks (problem-solving tasks which feature, describe how and when they used the

feature in the classroom.
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The study assesses performance (and Six weeks after the SAMT training,
student attitudes) at the end of the SAMT there will be no significant difference
course, and again approximately six weeks between the proportion of students
later. in addition to the student performance passing the stated objectives (at the
and attitude data (end-of-course and retention) stated proficiency levels) in either
measures, within-course testing (standard of the three experimental modes

exams) are given. These measures should help (malfunction ON and malfunction OFF).
in isolating the effects of the SAMTa from This hypothesis contends that any
other course media. (Indeed, besides slides differences between the three modes at
and overheads, some courses involve hands-on the end of training will be "washed
aircraft training along with SAMT exercises.) out" by the time the retention measure

The data collection timeline is presented in is taken; i.e., the instructional
Figure 1. feature effect will disappear.

The proportion of students passing the
stated objectives will be significantly4 1 1 greater after OJT than immnediately

Tech SAI4T after the SAMT course, provided that
School --- Course -the OJT experience supports the train-

ing. The converse is hpothesized for
those students who have OJT experience

1 2 3 6 7 which does not support the training.
4 8 The OJT log will be used to determine

5 9 whether or not the OJT experience
10 supports the training. The following

rule of thumb will be used. if a
student performed the task targeted for

1. Student File Data/Profile Questionnaire evaluation three times or less during
2. Within-Course Exams (written) the OJT experience, then the OJT
3. End-of-Course Exams (written) experience will be classified as not
4. Student Attitude Questionnaire (1) supporting the training.
5. End-of-Course Performance Measure
6. OJT Log The level of confidence reported on the
7. Student Attitude Questionnaire (2) student attitude questionnaire will
8. Retention Performance Measure increase between the end of training

9. Supervisor Rating and the time of the retention measure,
10. Instructor Attitude Questionnaire provided that the OJT experience sup-

ports the SAMT training. The converse

Figure I is hypothesized for those students
Sequence of Training where the OJT experience does not

and Experimental Measures support the training.

Positive attitude toward the SAMTs will
Evaluation of Traininn Effectiveness. of increase from the end of training to

primary concern in the current study is the the time of the retention measure, pro-
proportion of students trained using the SAMT vided that the OJT experience supports
who pass/fail the stated course objectives the training. The converse is hypothe-
which are targeted for evaluation or assess- sized in those cases where the OJT does
ment. More specifically, the following not support the training. Attitudes
research hypotheses will be statistically will be determined from thL student
tested: attitude questionnaire. Positive

attitude will be determined using the
At least 70 percent of the students following rule of thumb. A perfect
will reach the stated proficiency level positive attitudes score is one in which

4 on the objectives targeted for evalua- the student indicated the maximum value
t tion at the end of SAMT training, for each item on the questionnaire. A

perfect negative attitude score is one
. At least 70 percent of the students in which .ae student indicates the mini-

will reach the stated proficiency level mum value for each ittm on the question-
on the objectives targeted for evalua- naire.
tion at the time of retention testing,

In addition to the above formal
At the end of the course, it is hypotheses, the following descriptive indices
hypothesized that the proportion of will be calculated in order to provide a more
students passing the objectives to the meaningful basis for interpreting the data:
malfunction turned-off mode will be
significantly lower than the proportion
of students exposed to the malfunction
turned-on mode.
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. The backgrounds of students not reaching Finally, the study will provide a model
criterion at the end of training will be for future evaluation efforts. A handbook will
summarized. This bummary might help to be designed for the Air Force to assist

Sdetermine which type or kind of students individuals in designing and conducting
benefit least from the SAMT type of training and/or cost effectiveness analyses of
training program, maintenance training simulators.

The average knowledge test score The approach and results of the F-16 SANT
(in-class measure) of those students assessment will influence the acquisition,
reaching and not reaching criterion design, utilization, and evaluation of future
will be calculated. A direct maintenance training simulators.
statistical comparison will not be
performed, since such information adds
little to the problem at hand.
However, it should be realized that
knowledge measures may help to
interpret the performance data.

The supervisor ratings of those
students failing both the end-of-course
measure and the retention measure will
be calculated. These indices will be
reported along with the degr-e to which

the OJT experience supported the
training in order to put the
supervisory ratings in the proper
perspective.

The correlation between the supervisor
ratings and both the end-of-course
performance measures and the retention
measures will be calculated. These
correlations will assist in determining
if performance measures can be predicted
from supervisory ratings.

The observational checklist of those
students who do not reach criterion at
the end of the course and at the time
of the retention measure will be
examined. The checklists will be
screened for the type of errors that are
made. A summary of the errors may
assist trainer designers in future
efforts; i.e., if possible, an attempt
will be made to trace the errors to
design problems, such as level of
fidelity.

The results of this study will be used in
a number of vays. Primarily, the results will
be used to make recommendations regarding the
cost and training effectiveness of simulators
and associated instructional features for
teaching maintenance tasks.

The ,Jir Force SIMSPO will be in a better
position ,o decide which features to incorporate
on future trainers based on the results of this
study. The cost and training effectiveness data
will provide insights on how to restructure the
training development process, as well as the
cost/benefit tradeoffs for incrementing the
simulator's capabilities in terms of instruc-
tional features.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the concept development and feasibility demonstration of a man-
safe cueing system for the impact of indirect fire in a simulated battlefield environ-
ment. This system provides a safe, cost-effective method for including mortar and artil-
lery into the battlefield training/evaluation soenaric for both mounted and dismounted
players. This cueing system is based on a lightweight projectile having a very low impact
energy and carrying a flash/bang/smoke generator. This projectile is launched from a low
pressure pneumatic device that is capable of projecting the cue to ranges of 200 to 300
meters using a simple constant-mass, constant-drag projectile. A manually controlled
launcher was constructed to demonstrate the feasibility of the cueing concept. A remote
controlled, multiple shot launching device (providing coverage of a one kilometei diameter
circle) izý well within current technology. The soft-nose projectile is designed to have a
terminal energy similar to that experienced during the impact of a served tennis ball.
The flash, acoustic and smoke cues are tailored for player safety.

INTRODUCTION Background

Overview The objective evaluation of military tactics
and doctrine requires scientifically controlled

Increased military awareness of the impor- experiments of free play war game exercises in a
tance of finding cost effective methods of simu- simulated battlefield environment. The support
lating battlefield conditions for the purpose of for such field experiments requires a sophisti-
testing concepts and training personnel has led cated range instrumentation and data collection
the U.S. Army to investigate simulation techni- system. it also requires a realistic simulation
ques for indirect fire as well as small arms and of the weapon systems (in a manner that is player

*Idirect fire weapons. Examples of the latter are safe) to preserve realism for the player ele-
the MILES (Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement ments. The U.S. Army Combat Development Experi-
System) and '.he IDFSS (Infantry Direct Fire Simu- mentation Command (USACDEC) at Ft. Hunter-
lation System) programs. Current tachnology for Liggett, California, has established a facility
the simulation of indirect fire uses ground- of this type for use with dismounted players,
placed flash/ bang/ smoke (FBS) generators, smoke vehicle mounted players, and player and weapon
bombs, referee-designated impact areas, and other elements that are airborne on helicopters, and
techniques which detract from the realism or combat aircraft.

Limperil the participants.,
Direct fire weapons have been effectively

The Engineering Experiment Station (EES) of simulated at the Ft. Hunter-Liggett test range
the Georgia Institute of Technology entered into through the use of co-boresighted laser devices
a one year-three month research program to show that are attached to the weapon barrels. These
the feasibility of an air launched indirect fire laser units trigger electronic casualty assess-
cue (1). The overall objective of this research ment devices (photocells) located on other player
was to perform an exploratory analysis of various elements at distances consistent with the effec-
methods to accurately and remotely place a cue of tive range of the weapon being simulated. The
an exploding shell in a predetermined area. This laser simulation system is triggered for small
cue must automatically and simultaneously deliver arms fire by the firing of a blank cartridge in
a triple-signature display involving a brief but the weapon. With larger weapons such as a TOW

intense flash of light and audible impulse, as launcher or a tank gun, the event of a firing may
well as the deployment of a gaaseous or particu- or may not be accompanied by a simulation of the
late smoke. All facets of the system were inves- firing signature (an FES signature from a weapons
tigated with regard to minimizing their potential effect simulator located at the launch site).
for causing injury to the operator, players, or These weapon simulation systems have provided
observers. Attention was also given to the en- many meaningful measurements in predefined tac-
vironmental impact resulting from the presence tical situations through the range instrumenta-
and use of the system. tion system and data collection facility at Ft.

IHunter-Liggett. The simulated battlefield sce-
nario addresses many of the weapon systems en-
countered in actual battlefield situations, but
it does not include a simulation and casualty
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assessment for indirect fire weapons (howitzers, tions placed ceilings on various parameters
mortars, etc.). Indirect fire weapons may be (e.g., sound level). Other items were econo-
used for inflicting casualties on opposing forces mically regulated. For example, the projectile
or for troop suppression. Inclusion of this could employ sophisticated microelectronic cir-
important area of weapon technology is highly cuitry to regulate flight characteristics, timing
desirable to develop a realistic and accurate of FBS deployment, otc., however, the transferral
simulation of a battlefield environment. The of as much technology as possible from the pro-
relatively high trajectory and long firing range jectile to the launching device is important
of the indirect fire weapon class does not allow because the launcher is a one-time fixed cost
the laser illuminator to be used as it is with a while expendable projectiles are a recurring cost
direct fire system. The simulation of the !.ndi- and therefore should be as economical as pos-
rect fire weapon may be limited to the impact sible. As is usually the case, economy implies
signature without affecting the realista to the simplicity, so constraints were placed on the
players since the gun position would normally be projectile design complexity.
several kilometers away. This impact simulation
and casualty assessment is best accompanied by a Operational life and reliability are related
suitable simulation of a FBS cue. factors which also directed the course of the

design. For example, the decision to have an
The impact simulation of indirect fire wea- expendable projectile (long shelf life but short

pens is an extremely difficult problem to solve operational life) was a step toward increased
in a manner that is cost effective and relatively reliability. Reliability was also considered in
safe to the player elements in the field. As a terms of launcher design since future Army goals
result, the term "simulation" is not an accurate require the launcher to operate unassisted.
description due to the requirements for man
safety. A true simulation (normally implying a The predominant risks to environmental
reproduction or copy of the original) is not de- safety as a result of using this system stem fromsired due to the possibility of human injury re- fire hazard and toxic materials pollution. The

sulting from this level of explosion. In the launcher design is completely free of these
simulated battlefield, a more appropriate term risks, however, the projectile design necessi-
for creating the impact signature from an indi- tates the use of nonbiodegradable materials and
rect fire weapon is a "cue" containing the three minute quantities of volitile substances. Care
basic FBS characteristics. Each of these cues was taken to avoid toxic materials in the con-
must be tailored to provide the required player struction of the projectile. Ingestion by man or
safety for the battlefield scenario employed, animal of any part of the projectile, though

unsuitable for consumption because of the phy-
Evaluation Criteria sical shapes involved, would not result in poi-

Evaluation criteria were applied to each soning (especially in the quantities present).
feasibility model design task to optimize the The chance of starting a fire is remote through
final recommended cueing system. The evaluation careful gas containment design and is further
criteria were (not necessarily in order of impor- diminished by the use of nonflammable and self
tance): extinguishing materials (e.g., polycarbonate

sheet (Lexan), polystyrene (Styrofoam), teflon,
1. Performance etc.).
2. Cost
3. Reliability Ease of manufacture was essential to provide
4. Safety an affordable and usable cueing system. Economy,
5. Operational Life reliability, and serviceability all stem from
6. Environmental Impact uncomplicated design. Not only the composition
7. Ease of Manufacture. and shape of each system component, but the

underlying design philosophy had to be considered
The performance of the deliverable system is before recommending a design for mass production.

of course a function of each integral component,
however, the ultimate test of performance was FLASH/BANG/SMOKE UNIT
judged on the basis of how accurately an FBS pro-
jectile could be projected to a desired location The flash/bang/smoke (FBS) unit contained
and to what degree the FBS projectile acted as an within the projectile has been engineered to de-
artillery or rocket fire cue to players engaged liver a triple-signature display consisting of an
in a simulated battlefield situation. Accuracy intense flash of light, an acoustic impulse, and
was determined by a circular error probable (CEP) a cold particulate smoke. The respective signa-
analysis of the projectile impact locations at tures have been limited to bounds established by
the maximum contract-specified range (150 me- the Surgeon General where applicable, and where
ters). The definition of CEP used in conducting no guidelines are available, safety limits have
this analysis is taken from (2). The effective- been justified and established through experimen-
ness of the cue was based on the ability of the tation and consultation with medical specia-
FBS unit to generate an attention-gaining audio/ lists. Fire safety has been enhanced through the
visual event. The performance of the deliverable use of cold ejected particulate smoke, high effi-
system and that performance which is technically ciency light generation with triple light-trans-
possible differ due to the constraints placed mitting/heat-blocking barriers to minimize heat
upon the system by the Surgeon General's safety leakage to the environment, and encapsulated,
standards as well as cost limitations. Compl- self-extinguishing, or fire-proof projectile and
iance with established safety and health regula- FBS unit components.
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The purpose cf the FBS unit is to deliver a gases. The release rate is a function, there-
detectable cue during war games so individual fore, of the ratt of escape of a sabot or the
players will realize that they are under indirect rate of rupture of a container.
fire. A secondary purpose for the FBS unit is
that it will in a limited sense simulate the ex- Smoke is defined as a cloud of particulate
plosion of artillery round upon inpact. The most material having particles between .01 microns and
desirable situation from a cue standpoint and a 100 microns of such number and concentration that
simulation standpoint would be to have the FBS the contrast between the population of these
unit identically simulate an actual artillery particles to nearby particulate affects visibi-
impact and yet be man safe. This is a contra- lity, light reflection and scattering. As de-
diction, however, and in a war game scenario, fined, smoke may be composed of soot particles,
man-safety has priority over simulated realism, dust particles or almost any small particulate

matter suspended in the airmass. Consequently,
Numerous restrictions have been placed on in this program the two methods of providing

the FBS unit in an effort to assure man safety. smoke were to let a pyrotechnic develop the smoke
First, the flash should not exceed that experi- during the combustion process, such as a phos-
enced during a normal photographic flash. The phorus-oxygen type smoke, or to provide a dust
exposure to acoustic impulse noise is designated material contained in a sabot which is dispensed
by the Surgeon General of the U.S. Army (TB MED into the air, by burning a small amount of pyro-
251) not to exceed 140 dB peak impulse at the ear technic powder behind the sabot.
without the use of ear protection to be ear-
safe. A distance of six inches from the ear has Tests show that pyrotechnic smoke performs
been interpreted to specify the sound level "lat better than ejected-dust smokes, however, the
the ear." This interpretation is justified (in general fire hazard involved in a pyrotechnic
the absence of any other guidelines) as being a smoke and the usually detrimental by-products of
reasonable estimation of what might be experi- the burning substance which forms the smoke made
enced by a player in the prone position having a pyrotechnic smokes a less desirable choice than
cue impact on the ground beside his head. Thus, the ejected dust for the FBS unit. In addition,
a peak level of 109 dB at 18 feet, for instance, ejected-dust smokes of the type of sodium bicar-
would be nominally 140 dB at six inches. The bonate, potassium bicarbonate and calcium car-
consultants issuing TB MED 251 have designated bonate are water soluable and what little dust of
the 140 dB peak value as being unlikely to pro- these types that actually gets into lung areas
vide hearing problems on successive applications, will be dissolved by lung fluids and subsequently

be ejected with other waste material.
The smoke associated with the FBS unit, par-

ticularly when used to cue a forward observer, Bang and Smoke Ignition
must be visible at a range of one or two kilo-
meters. A relatively dense cloud approximately Analysis indicated that the best solution to
two feet in diameter by four foot in height has ignition of the bang and smoke section of the FBS
been shown to be a minimum for two kilometer unit was to utilize the caloric output of the
visibility (3). This nominal cloud size was the Magicube (TM, Sylvania) flash generator. The
goal for this development program. zirconium oxide which is the product of combus-

tion within the Magicube bulb boils at 50000
Basic Configurations Kelvin. The boiling process tends to stabilize

temperature and hence limits the peak temperature
Combinations of flash, bang and smoke con- that is achieved. The radiating temperature is

sidered for the FBS unit included an integral therefore 50000, and the bulb can transfer only
flash, bang and smoke; separate flash from bang about one to two calories of energy into its
and smoke; as well as various means for producing surroudings. Ignition with this system is
each (e.g., electrical flash, pyrotechnic bang achieved by coating the inner faces of the Magi-
and chemical smoke). The success of any given cube bulb•i (four per flash cube) with a rubber-
technique as it relates to an FBS cue is somewhat based cement which holds an ignition compound in
subjective, close proximity to the surface of the bulb for

most realieble ignition. The "powdered-bulb"Scommercially available Magicube camera method of bang and smoke ignition has several

flashbulb was adopted as an igniter and flash advantages over others tried. In particular,
generator. It can be actuated by a slight impact realiability is increased because any one of the
of a small wire on the stem of the flashbulb and four flashbulbs in the Magicube can ignite the
eliminates the need for an electrical ignition ignition compound and thereby result in detona-
system or an impact primer system. The Magicube tion of the bang and smoke portion of the FBS
bulb puts out significant light with a 55000 unit. Testing of Magicubes has yielded a small
Kelvin color temperature. The heat associated number of bulbs which were defective for one
with the flash is such that it can be used to reason or another, therefore, this redundant
ignite pyrotechnics, thereby acting as a primer reliability factor is warranted. A further ad-

Sfor the bang and smoke charges of the PBS unit. vantage is that the ignition compound burns
To B ecwithin the plastic housing of the Magicube; this
SThe bang of the FBS indirect fire cue must tends to minimize the chance of hot gases es-

be sharp enough to be heard, but not exceed on an caping into the atmosphere and causing a fire.
impulse basis 140 dB peak at the ear of the
player. The magnitude of this sound impulse is The bang and smoke section of the FBS unit

directly related to the rate of release of the is housed in a 16 gauge shotgun shell as shown in
pyrotechnic gases as well as the quantity of the Figure 1. This portion of the FBS unit is herme-
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Figure 1. Flash/Bang/Smoke Unit

tically sealed since the bang and smoke charge cal fire extinguisher. The FBS unit is doubly
primer is hygroscopic and the atomized calcium shielded against fire hazard by confining the hot
carbonate "cold smoke" must be moisture free for gases evolved during ignition to the inner Magi-
correct dispersion when deployed. As shown in cube plastic housing and the outer flash housing
the figure, the bang and smoke charge is placed of the feasibility model projectile fuselage (to
through an opening in the top of th, Magicubc be discussed).
housing. Upon projectile impact, the Magicube
bulbs are actuated, and this in turn ignites the Rmpirical Findings About the FBS Unit
ignition compound painted on the bulbs. The
flash of the Magicube bulbs and the ignition Many firings of the feasibility model FBS
compound constitutes the flash signature. The unit were made both in the projectile and on a
hot gasses producsu by the burning of the igni- test stand. Each time an FBS unit was ignited,
tion compound penetrate the hermetic seal over it was rated as to its effectiveness as a cue.
the primer charge or. the bang and smoke unit. The flash intensity is sufficient to be seen at a

200 meter range in bright sunlight. The flash of
These hot gases continue into the black the FBS unit is striking in low light level con-

powder shotgun shell primer causing it to flash ditions such as night, early evening or an
through the flash hole in the primer cup of the extremely overcast day; in very bright sunlight
shotgun shell and ignite the smokeless bang conditions, a projectile landing some distance
charge contained on the other side. When the from an individual would not necessarily catch

pidly expanding gases which serve 1) to cause a fall within his direct field of vision.

bang and 2) to blow the calcium carbonate "cold The deployed smoke cloud produced by the
smoke" charge out the back of the shell (and ejected calcium carbonate is quite noticeable at
through the weak polystyrene tail section of the a 200 meter range immediately after it is de-
projectile), thereby deploying the smoke signa- ployed (while the cloud has a cross sectional
ture. Since the smoke is a cold smoke, the fire dimension of 1 square meter). Under calm wind
hazard is diminished. The rapidly expanding conditions, the cloud is still entirely visible
gases which drive the smoke charge out cool and stands out against its background when it has
quickly and are dissipated upon reaching the bloomed to a two square meter cross sectional
atmosphere. The calcium carbonate also serves to area. This cross section is about maximum for
lessen the chances of fire by acting as a chemi- the "cold smoke" cloud. Beyond this cross sec-
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tional area, the cloud begins to fade. In addi- A possible scheme to reduce the impact velo-
tion, wind will tend to disperse the cloud, par- city is to use a variable drag technique, which
ticularly if the wind is turbulent. The cloud employs air brakes that are deployed late into
produced by the feasibility model FBS unit should the flight of the projeotile so as to achieve
be entirely useable by forward observers with a maximum range with a low drag profile and then,
clear field of view up to 300 meters. Larger and at a predetermined point in the flight, increase
more visible smoke clouds can be produced by com- the drag to significantly reduce projectile velo-
bustion techniques within the same projectile city.
delivery system, but are less player safe and
present a greater fire hazard. Another method tc reach maximum range with

minimnum impact momentum is through the use of a
SThe sound level of the FBS unit is on the variable mass projectile. A variable mass pro-

order of 108 dB (measured 3 meters from the point jectile can jettison mass during flight. A con-
of impact). At a range of 200 meters, the FBS venient source of discardable mass is fluid;
unit is clearly audible, though at this range the however, powders and even gases can be allowed to
presence of any ambient noise in close proximity escape. One possible mode of operation involves
to the player (e.g., truck motor, gunfire, close the use of a pressurized gas compartment and

talking) may totally obscure the sound signature fluid filled compartment within the projectile
of the FBS unit. which are separated by a flexible balloon-like

diaphram. The fluid compartment is vented to the
The deployment of an FBS unit at a range of outside through a narrow tube leading to the aft

200 meters is adequate to cue a player engaged in portion of the projectile. Upon launch, fluid is
a war game to the presence of incoming indirect forced through the orifice at the end of ýte
fire. The effect is greatly enhanced if the cues projectile by the expanding pressurized gas oom-
are dropping within 100 meters of the players. partment acting through the flexible diaphram.
Certain features in the FBS unit could be im- Mass is therefore continually lost by the projec-
proved if the man safety requirements were to be tile throughout the flight. By careful timing of
less restrictive. A smoke cloud visible at 2 the fluid release, the projectile can be made to
kilometers is well within reason if a pyrotechnic achieve the maximum desired range by the time the
rather than cold ejected smoke could be used. A entire fluid charge has been expended. The pro-
bang in excess of 108 dB is easily achieveable, jectile then falls to the ground with a mass that
and would result in a more noticeable cue for is significantly less than the launch mass,
projectiles dropped at maximum range from a war thereby imparting les- momentum to any object
game player. The flash intensity is the one item that it strikes. Combinations of variable mass
that is difficult to increase safely. The safety and variable drag are a2so possible. Both the
concern is not one of man safety but of fire variabli mass and variable drag concepts are
safety. Since the eye has a logarithmic response valid methods for reducing impact momentum, but
merely doubling the flash intensity does not have the complexity and cost of the projectile is
a profound effect. The flash inte~isity would increased, wnfle the timing of these final momen-
have to be increased by a factor of eight or tum-reducing schemes introduces an additional
sixteen to make a significant difference. A source of error into the launchsystem.
pyrotechnic flash would have to be used to
achieve this level of intensity with the current A constant mass projectile is one having a
feasibility model projectile. Some question final impact mass that is the same as its launch
exists as to whether the hot gases associated mass, and a final velocity that is proportional
with such a flash coull be easily contained with- to its launch velocity (where the constant of

in the flash housing of the projectile. proportionality relates to the aerodynamic drag
coefficient of the projectile shape). In any of

PROJECTILE the projectile configurations mentioned, terminal
momentum must be low enough to allow impact upon

The basic design of the projectile for the an individual without 3ausing bodily harm. (Note
indirect fire simulator/cue depended upon two however that harm to an individual is possible by
performance factors; flight stability and man any practical projectile regardless of configura-
safety frow the standpoint of impact blunt trauma tion if the impact is sustained upon certain
to an individual. Tests were performed on a areas of the body (e.g., eyes)). One major ad-
baseline projectile to determine its flight char- vantage of a constant mass projectile arises from
acteristics. This baseline projectile was a its inh .-•it reliability. Both variable mass and
simple cylindrical object with an ogive nose variable drag schemes could fail to deploy their
section. Wind tunnel tests were used to deter- final momentum-reducing mechanisms after launch,
mine the stability of the projectile in terms of resulting in an unsafe impact momentum. Such a
roll, pitch, yaw, and effects of drag in the air condition cannot occur with a man-safe constant
mass. mass projectile.

Man safety of the projectile impact is di- Constant Mass Final Velocity Tests and Man Safety

rectly related to impact momentum. Impact momen-
tum (P) is a function of impact velocity (V) and Early in the development of the pneumatic

t. projectile mass (M). launcher, reuseable constant mass non-variable

drag balsa wood test projectiles were used to
P = M4V test the launcher. These projectiles weighed

"anywhere from two to five ounces. When conduct-
One must reduce either the impact velocity, the ing tests at the 150 to 200 meter rarge, techni-
projectile mass, or both to reduce the impact cians standing nearby noted that the impact velo-
momentum.
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city of' the projectile appeared sufficiently slow serve was studked because the weight of' a tennis

such that they were willing to try to catch them ball was within grams of' the feasibility model
In midflight.~ Final velocity tests were then projectile, and theref'ore, would be a good indi-
conducted to datermine the man safety of the cator. Using the polic2. radar, a tennis bail was
projectile if' neither variable mass nor variable served numerous times directly at the radar an-
drag techniques were employed. tenna. Spectrum ana*lysis showed that the tennis

serve also yielded a velocity or approximately 64
Three basic tests were perf'ormed to assess kph. This means that the danger of human damage

the final ve[ocity of the projectiles. First, a due to a strike by the feasibility model 1'rojec-
projectile with a calibrated momentum sensor was tile would correspond to that expected of a
used to measure the terminal momentum and hence strike by a tennis ball being served. Various
velocity in situ. A second method involved high other sports activities were found to involve
speed photography of the projectile upon impact, greater danger of damage due to strikes by the

and the third, a standard police radar was used playing implements. For example, a fly baseball4to measure the velocity just prior to impact. presents a greater danger to an outfielder than
does the feasibility model projectile.

All three methods yielded corresponding
final velocity information. For the feasibility After reducing the impact momentum data and
model projectile, the measured final velocity was finding that the final velocity was 64 kph for

on the order of 64 kph upon imp i~t. Other ob- the feasibility model projectile, the technicians
jects ware in~vestigat~ed that inighi. also have a 64 were allowed to attempt to catch dummy projec-
kph impact velocity to obtain a feel for the tiles in flight. The picture sequence in Figure
damage that might be incurred by a human struck 2 shows one such successful catch.

by such a projectile. In particular, a tennis

a b C

d e

Figure 2. Impact Safety Demonstration



The Feasibility Model Constant dgaProileotile, The minor turbulence causes an inoreased drag in
the tail section whioh results in projectile

Onos it was demonstrated that projeotilas stability by asas~ring a gr~ater aid.) drag behind
awere relatively impact safe to humans, a decision the center of gravity than in front. All por-

was made that variable drag and variable mass tions of the projectile from the tail section
techniques would not be necessary to achieve the forward must. be kept as smooth as possible for
contract goals sinae constant mases projentiles the stabilizing effeot of' the rough tsil section
could be launched to ranges in excess of 200 to be effective.
meters ecnd still be man safe from an impact
standpoint. The Lexan flash housing is made of 10 mil

Loxan tubing. Lexan was chosen as a flash hous-
Figure 3 shows the components used to con- Ing msaterial becaube it is self-extinguishing and

struct the feasibility model projectile. These does not shatter during impact. The uae of Lexan
components include a polystyrene tail section, assures that there will be no shrapnel upon im-
rubber hemispherial nose section, two piece epoxy pact and also prevents the high tempea'ature gases
arhing mechanism and guide mechanism, and Lexan evolved within the PBS unit from burning through
flash housing. Each of these components was to the outside.
carefully designed as to size and weight to re-
suit in a feasibility model projectile of precise The arming mechanism has four firing pins
center of gravity and Mass. The tail section is which are forced up through the base of the F83
made from fused polystyrene beads. A smooth unit upon imp~act, and result in FBS unit igni-
finish and a rough finish is possible depending tion. In the unarmed Position, these pins are
on the size beads used in the manufacturing, physically misaligned with the PBS unit ignition
Polystyrene beads that will result in a rough system. When placed in the armed position by
finish for the tail section are necessary because manually rotating the arming mechanisM relative
minor turbulence is formed over the surface of to the projectile fuselage, the pins are aligned'Ithe tail section to break the laminar air flow in with holes in the base of the PBS unit, thereby
much the same way that the dimples on a golf ball allowing a forward impact to force the f iring
provide stability by breaking the laminar flow, pins into the holes causing FIBS unit detona-
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tion. Tests have shown that an unarmed projeo- in thu re3ervoir begins to drop, and the pressure
tile oan be handled rather roughly and even drop- within the barrel behind the projectile begins to
pod without danger of igniting the FBS unit; how- rise. Immediately upon overcoming static fric-
ever, when armed, dropping of the projectile on tion, the projectile moves down the barrel in
the nose from a height of as little as 1 foot can front of the increasing pressure wave front.
set off the FBS unit. Tests involving the ball valve anu high pres-

sures, demonstrated that the projectile could
The nose cone of the feasibility model pro- move down the barrel and, in fact, leave the

Jectile is hemispherical, and is made of a foam barrel before the complete build-up of barrel
rubber compound. This nose cone adds the weight pressure had taken place. As reservoir pressure
necessary to bring the center of gravity to the was increased beyond this point, it had little
very front of the flash housing. From an aero- effect because the pressure front could not fully
dynamic standpoint the hemispherical nose shape transfer its energy to the projectile once the
is a 731 drag improvement over a simple flat projectile had cleared the end of the barrel.
ended projectile nose. A fully assembled feasi-
bility model projectile is shown in Figure 4. An improved valve design emerged wherein a

flapper valve was used to explosively transfer
pressure from the reservoir to the barrel. A
significant increase in performance was immedi-
ately noticed. By using the pressure in the re-
servoir to blast the valve open, it was possible
to obtain a reservoir-to-barrel pressure transfer
"in much less time than previously achievable with
the ball valve/spring arrangement. The pressure
in the barrel could reach a maximum before the
projectile left the end of the barrel; therefore,
up to 30 psig, most of the pressure stored in the
reservoir could be applied to the projectile. If

- pressure were to be increased beyond 30 psig a
limit would be reached where the reservoir pres-
sure transfer time would exceed the projectile
time-in-barrel. Other higher speed valve con-
figurations, such as exploding diaphrams, are
possible; however, these devices are not reusable

Figure 4. Final Feasibility Model and would not be suitable for automated operation
Projectile With FBS Unit of the launcher.

Muzzle Brake
PNEUMATIC LAUNCHER A muzzle brake was designed for use with the

Early attempts to test a pneumatic launcher pneumatic launcher. The purpose of this break
employed a freon tank, a two inch brass ball was to minimize the effect of diffracting air
valve, and a length of Polyvinal Chloride (PVC) currents passing from the barrel into the atmos-plastic pipe, as shown in Figure 5a. Figures 5b phere. If allowed to go unchecked, these dif-

through 5d show the pneumatic launcher that was fracting air currents can deflect the tail of the
ultimately developed. Figure 6 identifies the projectile as it clears the end of the barrel
major components which comprise this feasibility (high speed motion pictures of test projectiles
model pneumatic launcher. It operates on the leaving the barrel without the muzzle brake have
pneumatic principle of a blow gun using vaporized visually confirmed this deflection). These ini-
liquid CO2 as a propellant. An explosive flapper tial tail deflections result in undesired trajec-
valve is used to transfer pressurized CO2 gas tory perturbations. Placement of parallel plates
from an intermediate holding reservoir to the at the end of the barrel waich have holes that
barrel of the launcher in which a projectile has are slightly larger than the inner barrel dia-
been placed. The expanding CO2 gas is capable of meter passing through the center of each plate,
ejecting a two to three ounce projectile from the allows the projectile to move from the barrel,
barrel and hurling it in excess of 200 meters through the plates, and into the atmosphere under
using CO2 reservoir pressures as low as 30 psig the direct force of the planar pressure front
(see Figure 7). that drives the projectile up the barrel. Any

pressure wave fronts which are off-axis impinge
Valve Considerations and Pressure Rise Time upon the parallel plates and are redirected per-
Within the Barrel pendicular to the flow direction of the main wave

front. Several plates were employed to increase
The early pneumatic launcher used a large the efficiency of the muzzle brake (see Figure

diameter ball valve which was activated through a 5e). Photographic, CEP, and range data analyses
spring mechanism to achieve as fast an opening as all confirmed the effectiveness of the muzzle
possible. After extensive testing, data showed brake.
that at higher pressures increased range Was not
appreciable. Analysis indicated that the valve The Creation of the Air Bearing
opening speed played an important role in achiev-
ing maximum range at these higher pressures due During launch, the pressure front formed
to the pressure rise time within the barrel. behind the projectile forces it down the bar-
When the valve is initially opened, the pressure rel. Initially, there is contact between the
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Figure 5. Pneumatic Launcher

projectile and the barrel. As the projectile ficient opev'ation of the pneumatic launcher.
begins to move down the barrel, however, it rides Best results are achieved at pressures above 8
on a cushion of air as the pressure from behind psig due to the formation of the air bearing.
escapes along the narrow projectile/barrel-wall Short range launches are therefore best achieved
interface. This air bearing is not formed at low through the increase of quadrant elevation,
launch pressures (e.g., five psig). Only when rather than the continual decrease in reservoir
the launch pressure is of sufficient magnitude to pressure.
force gas past the projectile, does the air bear-
ing form. The movement of the projectile can Wide Area Coverage Considerations
also enhance the formation of the air bearing.
There is a point at which the projectile will Consideration was given to the question of
begin to move up the barrel at low pressures maximum range attainable versus launcher cost.
(after having overcome static friction) while Either a single launcher must be capable of 3600
maintaining significant barrel contact. After operation at a range sufficient to cover an area,
obtaining a certain barrel velocity at these low or a number of shorter range 360 0 -operable
pressures, leakage occurs around the projectile launchers must be employed in a matrix to achieve
which eventually forms an air bearing. The pro- maximum coverage of a given area. Figure 8 shows
duction of the air bearing is essential for ef- the geometry used to determine the spacing of
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lucesof a maximum launch range (R) within maximum range capability of the launcher is in-
the matrix. The separation (D) necessary for creased, so is the projectile time-of-f'light.
these launchers is related to the maximum range The projectile trajectory is subject to wind-
of the launcher by the curve shown in the graph induced perturbations as long as the projectile
of Figure 8. Note that this curve is exponential is in flight , and therefore the CEP of the in-
and that the average number of launchers de- direct fire cueing system will degrade with in-
creases drastically as range capability is in- creased range capability.
creased. Currently the feasibility model launch-
er can attain a maximum range of approximately Man-Safety Aspects of the Launcher
200 meters usin&- reservoir pressures that do not
exceed 30 Psig. Additional research will be Since the launcher normally achieves muzzle
necessary to determine if significantly greater velocities on the order of 145 to 160 kph (see
ranges can be achieved through either launcher Figure 9), care should be taken to avoid direct
modification (e.g., increased reservoir pressure impact by the projectile at point tlank range
or advanced valve design) or modification of the since the projectile is moving at its highest
feasibility model projectile (computer simula- velocity immediately after leaving the barrel of
tions have recently shown that maximum launch the launcher. Use of the feasibility model re-
ranges of 500 meters (1 km circular coverage) are quires only that operators and onlookers remain
possible using increased launch pressures coupled out of the field directly in front of the muz-
with a reduced diameter projectile that has a zle. All other aspects of the launcher are man-
launch weight two and one half times greater than safe. The propellant used is carbon dioxide, and
that of the feasibility model projectile, yeni- the amount expelled per shot is not significant
fication of these computer simulated results is when expulsion is into the open atmosphere. The
forthcoming). A performance constraint is placed sound level of a launch is about 98 dB as mea-
on the maximum achievable range however. As the sured three meters in front of the launcher and

is well within the Surgeon General's guidelines.
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OVERALL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE The measurement of each impact point yielded
polar information which was transferred to set of

The performance of the system was ultimately cartesian coordinates as shown in the graph of
determined through a number of experiments in the Figure 10. The CEP of 17.35 meters derived for

field which were geared toward measuring the ac- these tests indicates performance far exceeding
curacy with which a cue could be successfully that required by the Army (25 m requirement). In
delivered to a predetermined location and deto- fact 100% of the impacts fell within the 25 meter
nated upon impact. The accuracy of ballistic required CEP.
objects is usually described by the elliptical
probable error (EPE) of their impact points about The effects of upper level winds on the tra-

their corporate controid. For convenience, the jectory can be severe. An upper level wind shear
major and minor axes of the typically elliptical would, on numerous occasions, cause the projec-
impact pattern are normalized to yield a circle tile to move significantly off course. These
of the same area as the original ellipse which is upper level winds are difficult to predict over
called the circular error probable (CEP). the entire test range. The CEP impact graph of

Circular error probable is defined as the Figure 10 was constructed from data taken during
radial distance from the center of impact which the final acceptance tests. On other occassions,
is as likely to be exceeded as not. This means similar tests yielded CEP's asLow as 6.1 meters
that it is a circle whose center is at the impact which is likely due to differences in upper level
area centroid and includes 50% of all the points wind turbulance.
of impact. The radius of this circle equals 1
CEP (1). A projectile fire hazard assessment was also

conducted during the final acceptance tests
Circular error probable tests were conducted wherein a standard projectile was ignited in the

on the feasibility model system by firing a se- presence of gasoline saturated paper. The pro-
quence of shots without changing QE or reservoir jectile was ignited successfully, deploying its

pressure from shot to shot. A theodolite mounted FBS unit without igniting the surrounding gaso-
downrange from the launcher was used to accu- line saturated papers or the gasoline vapor in
rately plot the relative angle of each impact, the air. Recognition must be given to the fact
In addition, a measurement of the impact distance that this test is not conclusive proof that the
from the theodolite was made. Wind direction and feasibility model projectile would not cause
velocity were simultaneously measured (at a grass fires under normal use. However, the fact
height of 10 meters) to assure that the shots that the gasoline saturated paper (considered to
were occuring under minimal wind conditions.
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be more flammable than dry grass) did not ignite Projectile Determinations
indicates that the projectile can be deployed in
the presence of highly flammable material without Variable mass, variable drag, constant mass,
necessarily igniting that material, and hybrid configurations of projectiles were

investigated. A baseline projectile was hypothe-
Another set of measurements condicted during sized and modified numerous times to obtain the

the final acceptance test consisted of maximum feasibility model projectile. These modifica-
range tests. These tests were designed to eval- tions were based on simulations by both computer
uate the maximum achievable range of the feasibi- and direct wind tunnel experiments, in addition
lity model system. Projectiles launched with to empirical data derived from actual field
pressures of 25 psig and launcher QEs of 45 de- tests.
grees had impact points in excuss of 200 meters
from the launch site. These projectiles ignited Flight stability is a function of two major
correctly upon impact deploying a visible smoke factors. First, a hemispherical nose cone is
cloud and Audible bang at the 200+ meter ranges, used which decreases the forward drag. Second, a

rough finish is used on the tail section to
CONCLUSIONS create minor turbulence which causes increased

drag in the tail section resulting in projectile
FBS Unit Determinations stability by assuring a greater side drag behind

the center of gravity than in front. All por-
4" Many ignition techniques, sound generators, tions of the projectile, from the tail section

smoke generators, and light sources were investi- forward, must therefore be kept as smooth as
gated for use in the FBS unit. The FBS unit was possible for the stabilizing effects of the rough
developed around a Magicube primer and a shotgun tail section to be effective.
shell loaded with a cold particulate smoke gen-
erator. Pyrotechnic generators were found to be Launcher Determinations
morw effective cues than cold particulate smokes;
however, they were less man-safe and a greater Several launcher schemes were investigated
fire hazard. The sound level of the shotgun during the indirect fire simulation/cueing pro-

shell approach is easily adjustable and lies gram. Of those investigated three were imple-
within the acceptable ranges as set forth by the mented; of these three, the pneumatic launcher
Surgeon General of the United States. The light was chosen for development.
output from the Magicube is very intense but
brief. The use of the Magicube as a primer for A fast acting valve was found to be essen-
the shotgun shell yields a small lightweight tial to efficient operation of the pneumatic
package that is highly stable and man-safe.
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launcher. The valve design chosen was an explo- effectively render a facial impact harmless. The
sive flapper valve. sound and light level outputs from the FBS unit

are within acceptable medical standards. The
Barrel length also affects launcher effi- cold particulate smoke is soluble in the lungs

ciency. Of those tested, the four foot barrel and is non-toxic in the quantities to be encoun-
length was chosen because of its tractability. tered during an actual war game engagement.
As pressures are increased in later prototype
models, the barrel should be increased in length. General Conclusion

During the course of pneumatic launcher Extensive experimentation has shown that the
evaluation, an air bearing was fourA to be feasibility model system performs in accordance
created between the projectile and the barrel with theory and meets or exceeds all contract
wall for pressures above 8 psig. The creation of requirements. The feasibility model system, as
the air bearing is essential to efficient opera- delivered, proves the indirect fire cueing system
tion and maximum range. concept to be valid. Further research is neces-

sary to improve upon this system, however.
Projectile fish-tailing immediately upon

launch lead to the development of a muzzle brake REFERENCES
which channeled off-axis gas flow away from the
tail section of the newly airborne projectile. 1. Indirect Fire Simulator -- Cue System Devel-
The addition of the muzzle brake improved impact opment, R. C. Michelson, et al., Final Tech-
groupings. nical Report, EES/GIT Project A2250-000,

Prepared for the U.S. Army Combat Devel-
Extensive testing indicates that upper level opment and Experimentation Command under

winds are a dominant factor in biasing impact Contract No. DAAGO8-78-C-0191-F, January
centroids. QEs of less than 60 degrees were 1980.
found to be desirable in order to avoid these
upper level winds. Observance of the 60 degree 2. "Probability Theory and Statistical Infer-
limit becomes more important in future prototype ence," Special Topic Mee orandum 30, Depart-
liunchers where maximum ranges will be increased. ment of Mathematics, U.S. Military Pcademy,

West Point, NY, September 1968, pp. 437-447.
Production Conclusions

3. Indirect Fire Instrumentation Study, E. K.
All expendable components of the feasibility Reedy, et al., Final Technical Rrport,

model system are designed to be conducive to mass EES/GIT Project A1697-000, Prepared for the
production techniques. Whenever possible, com- Department of the Navy, Office of Naval Re-
ponents are cast or molded from specific types of search under Contract N00014-75-C-0320,
plastics. The choice of plastic for use in a February 1976.
given component is dictated by its weight, tinsel
strength, or elasticity. The tail sections are
made from expanded polystyrene because of its ABOUT THE AUTHORS
extremely low density. The arming device is made
from two types of plastic; one being very rigid Robert C. Michelson, Senior Research Engineer,
and the other being elastic. Rigidity was impor- Director of CDEC's IFTEC Development PSogram at
tant in the Magicube ri ection rtion of the the Georgia Tech Engineering Experiment Station.
arming device since this section provided the

major structural strength for the front half Frank R. Williamson, Senior Research Engineer,
of the flash housing. The upper section of the Associate Head of the Operations Research Branch
arming device contains machined plastic leaf in charge of Battlefield instrumentation at the
springs which must be able to flex without break- Georgia Tech Engineering Experiment Station.
ing, so a different, more elastic kind of plas-.
tic was necessary to implement this component. Thomas Pinnell, Captain, U.S. Army, Technical
Other parts of the system must be fire proof or Monitor for IFTEC research at CDEC, Fort Hunter-
self-extinguishing. The flash housing is one Liggett, California.
example, being made out of Lexan, a self-extin-
guishing polycarbonate material. The nose
section must be able to maintain its hemispher-
ical shape under the acceleration of launch, but
also must be able to deform upon impact with a
human to increase the level of man-safeness of
the projectile. For this application, a cast
foam rubber compound was employed.

Man-Safety Inferences

The feasibility model projectile was demon-
strated to be impact safe for individuals in
visual contact with the incoming round. Fully
outfitted soldiers engaged in war games should be
as sate from a direct impact given that the im-
pact does not occur on the eye or in general, the
facial region. Adequate eye protection would
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ABSTRACT

Computer Controlled Trainer Simulation traditionally has been done with minicomputer
class processors. Instruction, speed and flexibility, as well as good hardware and soft-
ware support, are some of the reasons for the domination of the minicomputer in the area
of simulation. However, over the past decade, microprocessor performance has improved to
such an extent that microprocessors may rival some of the best minicomputers currently
available. Microprocessors may be used to offload the mini in areas such as complex
.7ýl time handling of I/0 and number crunching, as well as monitoring hardware status.

Distributed processors allow the mini to process more data, with less hardware needed to
perform the simulation task. Microprocessors may also replace minicomputers completely
in systems requiring real time number crunching with limited precision calculations, such
as radar simulation or part task trainers. Additionally, software support has become
quite extensive with many of the leading microcomputers, including ANSI FORTRAN, Basic and
Pascal, making the micro a viable candidate to replace the minicomputer for simulation of
military or commnercial equipment. Such a system offers reduction in costs, weight, and
power consumption with increased reliability and flexibility.

INTRODUCTION

The ebiergence, in the late 50's and early Present requirements for standardized languages,
60's, of the digital computer in training devices such as PASCAL, to provide software transportabil-
provided significant advancements in trainino cap- ity, are hoped to maximize use of programs between
ability. Reprogrammability, improved accuracy, training devices and computers. Many of the lead-
ability to develop hardware and software independ- ing microprocessor manufacturers offer development
ently and ability to use the digital computer to systems and softwa~re support packages which allow
test the entire training device were all favorable programing in FORTRAN, Basic, Pascal and assembly
characteristics which led to the evolvement of the languages.
digital computer as the heart of the modern train-
ing device. The main objectives for microprocessor utili-

zation are:
Since it was first introduced in training

simulation, improvements in the computer's abilities Peripheral Processing
such as more instructions, faster speed, and larger4
word sizes have strengthened the role of the digit- a scaling from engineering values to binary
al computer. Between November '65 and January '77 values
the number of digital computers inventoried by NTEC
rose from 51 to 587.(1) however, framing time * curve fitting for non-linear devices
crunch and discrete system anomalies associated
with models of analog systems continue to be a * packing and unpacking of digital data
problem. As system complexity increases, it be-
comes more and more difficult for digital computers * self-checking on-line background programs
to provide realistic outputs to the student in real and off-line automatic test capability
time. Often enough there are complaints that it
doesn't "feel", "look" or "sound" like the real a state change detection of input data

Vs-' system. Microprocessors have evolved to the point
today where they can perform many of the tasks 9 relocatable I/O
normally associated with a minicomputer. Bec.4use
total mission training constraints are requiring Stand Alone Trainer
much larger computers and because microprocessors
can easily handle data manipulation and number * complete standard trainer electronic
crunching, a marriage of microcomputers and mini- package
computers in a distributed processing environment
is called for. Lower costs of microprocessor sys- * standard peripherals
terns and significantly less development time are
also factors which make the microprocessor an e maintenance trainers, part task trainers.
ideal addition to training devices. Additionally,
the power of the microprocessor makes it a viable The benefits derived from microprocessor usage
candidate for smaller systems such as radar simula- are:
tion and part task trainers instead of the mini-
computer. * production cost savings due to fewer parts

and wiring
Of the 587 computers inventoried in January

'77 there were 40 different languages in use. a increased system reliability
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* unburdens main processor transmitted to the I/0 device is first placed inH the buffer before being transmitted. Similarly all
* unburdens processor channel data received from the 1/O device is first placed

in the storage area. In the C5-CPT trainer, digi-
* eliminates need for mini in small systems tal data is transferred at 5 times per second and

analog data is transferred at 10 times per seco~nd.
r. e permits a more rugged trainer.

Table 1, C5-CPT Cycle Time Required for I/O
Some disadvantages of micro based systems are: Transfers, identifies the quantities of I/0

channels required and the quantity of CPU instruc-
e the initial costs of the development sys- tion cycles required. These figures do not include

tem are high the set up time required by the CPU to initiate
each block transfer. A microprocessor would save

*lack of built-in control panel for operator time by transferring only that data which has
control changed from the previous value, at rates con-

sistent with the particular type of input or output.
e most 16-bit micros do not support floating

point operations. Table 1. C5-CPT Cycle Time Required for
I/0 Transfers

The advantages and disadvantages have to be -____________

evalate up ron whn aplyig mcropocesor to UANITYCPU
training simulators. In the sections that follow, I/O 16-BIT MAX I/0 MAX DMA CCE
it is shown how the microprocessor could have pro- TPCHNESRATE RATE PER SEC TOTAL
vided significant benefits in the development ofTYECANL T
the C5A-Cockpit Procedures Trainer (CPT). The DO 124 3 1is/chan. 1 transfers 5 620
design philosophy of using microprocessors in stand ea. 3 cycles
alone radar trainers is also presented. The per-
formance benefits of using a microprocessor to DI 160 3 ~js/chan. 2 transfers 5 800
offload tasks from a minicomputer are shown. ea. 3 cycles

MICROPROCESSORS AND PERIPHERAL PROCESSING CO 344 3 jis/chan. 1 transfer 10 3440
ea. 3 cycles

Computer memory size requirements are contin-
ually increasing. Faster iteration rates, quantity CI 64 75 jis/chan. 2 transfers 10 640
of I/O and complexity of simulated systems, such as [ ______ea. 3 cycles,
experienced in Weapon System Trainers, all contri-
bute to the need for more and more computer power. t5.5K
Multiple computer systems are not uncoimmon. Micro-
processor systems can relieve the minicomputer of Packing and Unpacking
many of the time consuming tasks. The total I/O
time required for Device A/F-37A-T65, the C5A Cock- Another task which is directly related to the
pit Procedures Trainer, averages 18% of real time. quantity of data words being transferred is the
Digital data is processed at a 5-Hz rate and analog procedure of packing and unpacking I/0, and applies
data is processed at a 10-Hz rate and uses a Harris to digital data. This procedure involves storing
Slash 5 computer with an Automatic Block Controller each bit of a data word as a complete word in
(ABC) for I/O transfer. memory as shown in Figure 1. The unpacked format

allows the DI's and DO's to be in a form more
The following paragraphs illustrate some typ- palatable to most FORTRAN based programs. This

ical I/O handling requirements and how they relate requirement is based on the fact that most minis
to the C5A-CPT I/O processing tasks, do not have good bit testing capability.

These tasks include: It is a simple task to check the sign bit of
a data word in a real time operating program;

* Polling of I/O therefore it takes much less time to use unpacked
data than it would take to perform bit testing.

* Packing and unpacking of discrete data This frees up the main computer program from bit
testing and data manipulation. Extra time is re-

*Scaling and curve fitting of analog data quired to perform this packing and unpacking during.1 I/O transfers. To keep this time at a minimum, the
- Inputting analog data CPU compares new input data to the previous data.

~ 1 This requires two areas in memory, one to store the
- Curve fitting data being transferred as identified under polling,

and a second one to store the previous data for
- Sine/cosine conversion, comparison purposes. If, during the comparison

process, the CPU detects a difference between the
Polling of I/O old and the new data, the CPU will then unpack the

input data, a bit at a time, into the working
Polling techniques for transferring data be- memory. Table 2 summrarizes the Harris Slash 5

tween the computer memory and the I/O equipment use iterative instructions required for each DI word
valuable time, especially at higher iteration rates. and shows the total computer cycles required for
The central processor reserves a storage area in the C5A trainer. All output data is packed into a
memory separate from the memory being used for pro- 16-bit word. Table 3 is a suimmary of instruction
cessing. This reserve storage area is required to cycles required to pack all DO words for the
buffer all input and output data. All data being C5A-CPT. The number of total cycles required is
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1 2 3 4:567 890101121 13 14 1516 Bi#1 11 o o 0 1 oi0!

PACKED I/0 DATA

Bit 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Mem Add N

Bit 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Mem Add N + 1

Bit 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Mein Add N + 2

Bit 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Mem Add N + 3

Bit 15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Mem Add N + 14

Bit 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Mem Add N + 15

UNPACKED I/O DATA

Figure 1. Data Formats for Packed and Unpacked Data.

Table 2. Instruction Cycles Required to Table 3. Instruction Cycles Required to
Compare Input Data Pack Output Data

INSTRUCTION NUMBER OF CYCLES INSTRUCTION NUMBER OF CYCLES

TME Transfer memory 2 Load DI word TNJ Load # bits (16) 1 16 bits per word
to E Reg.

12A Transfer zero 1 Zero A register
CME Compare memory 2 Compare last input to to A
to E Reg. present input

TME Transfer memory 3 Load data from memory
B02 Branch on 0 1 Branch if not different to E reg.

oX16
AOJ Increment 1 LRD Left rotate 2 Shifts sign bit into A
buffer address double Register

AOI Increment 1 AOI Increment to next 1 Add 1
memory address memory

AOK Load reg. 1 BWJ Return for next 1 Do all 16 bits
bit

CMJ Compare for 2
last DI word TAM Transfer word to 2 Transfer work to RTI

memory buffer
BON Branch on non 1
total AOK Increment K 1

11 cycles x 160 DI words CMK All words done? 2 XI

= 1760 cycles BNK Branch if not I

X 5 per second zero to top

8800 cycles/sec. ((9x16) + 6) 124 DO words

x 18600 cycles
X 5 per sec.
93000 cycles/sec.
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1760 for a DI compare and 18600 for DO packing, for an itegral part of data transfer reduction.
each iteration. This requires over lOOK instruc- American Micro Devices has announced a new inte-
tion cycles per second. Faster iteration rates grated circuit, P/N AM29837, which is called a
obviously require more time. Bit Mapped I/O Port and is shown in Figure 2.

Since digital data normally represents manual Table 4. Benefits of Eliminating
functions, significant CPU time can be saved by Packing and Unpacking
transferring only unpacked data. At first glance
this would seem to require a significantly greater I/O BUFFER SPACE SAVINGS CPU CYCLES SAVED
I/O time for polling purposes. However, there are
two important factors to be considered: first, DO = 124 x 2 = 248 PollIng time 5500 cycles/
I/O time takes less time than comparing and unpack- sec
ing, and second, the microprocessor can be pro-
gramed to transfer only changed data as follows. DI = 160 x 2 = 320 Input un- 8800 cycles/

packing sec
The transfer of data which contains no new 568 words

information is a loss of valuable time. A smart Output pack- 93000 cycles/
I/O would transfer information only when there is ing sec
new data. Because of the continuous nature of
analog dita, the arguments for transmitting only 107300 cycles/
changed data would be applicable primarily to sec
digital data.

This part would simplify the microprocessor
This task, combined with the capability of tasks of determining if there are changes on inputs

transmitting uinpacked data, would result in minimal by providing information regarding changes without
processor cycles each second. Transmitting of the overhead of comparing to previous data in the
unpacked data could be accomplished in either of processor.
two ways; a block of data preceded by a single
address or an address transmitted for each data Scaling and Curve Fitting
word. The Harris External Block Controller (XBC)
provides a means for automatic data transfer
between memory and a selected peripheral device on Scaling and curve fitting are additional
a random access, cycle-stealing basis. This device tasks which may be relegated to the microprocessor
would allow transfers directly with the memory peripheral. These tasks relate to the conversion
location used by the operating program, saving between normalized values for equation solving
time and memory. Table 4 shows the I/O buffer purposes in the computer and engineering values
space savings because of the elimination of inter- required for the I/O system. Each analog input inmediate storage requirements and the number of the C5-CPT trainer goes through the following

CPU cycles saved by elimination of packing and un- process and requires the indicated number of
packing requirements. State change detection is computer cycles:

Am2g137
SITMAPPED I/O PORT

1 24~~~ ____1_______

a 23

ISDETECT

11 14 N --

12 13 RESET - WCONTRIL
Ao LOGIC

A 0A, •

831MILI-I116

Figure 2. Bit-Mapped I/O Port
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Number of Cycles additional memory to store the associated con-
stants. For a single straight line curve, two

TMA Load accumulator 2 constants must be stored; the values of m and b.
with analog input

Instruments which require dual continuous
LLA Left shift to left 3 outputs, such as compasses and two speed devices
justify for sign bit including altimeters and attitude direction indi-

cators, require additional handling to convert the
RRA Right shift to right 3 output data into sine and cosine format. To
justify with sign bit calculate this value involves solving a polynomial

MYM Mutiply o a 6equation in the follow Iing form:

normalized value of I 1 =- 3 + 2x2+C +4

14 cycles
Typical conversion time for an equation of

Times quantity of x 64 this form requires 200 u±s for each conversion in
analog inputs the Harris Computer. In the C5-CPT trainer there

896 processor cycles are (23x2) sine/cosine conversion routines which
require:

x 10 per second
46x200 = 9.2 ms (9.2K instruction cycles)

8960 cycles/sec. x 10 per sec. = 92000 cycles/sec.

Each analog output requires a conversion from Summary of I/O Tasks
a normalized value to an engineering value. For
the simplest of analog outputs this requires solv- The previous tasks associated with I/O han-
ing the following equation: dling require an appreciable amount of time. For

the basic tasks identified, total CPU time is
y = mx+b surmmarized as follows:

where: Polling 5500 cycles/sec.

y = engineering value Packing and unpacking 101800 cycles/sec.

m = slope of the line Analog inputs 8960 cycles/sec.

x = normalized value Curve fitting 44720 cycles/sec.

b = y intercept Sine/cosine conversion 92000 cycles/sec.

The following conversion routine is typical 252980 cycles/sec.
for solving the previous equation:

At 1 us per instruction cycle this represents

Number of Cycles 25.3% of each second of processing time. It
should be pointed out that the tasks defined here

Load accumulator with value 2 do not include overhead of set-up time required
of "x" nor do they include the additional time for those

analog outputs which must be tested for multi-
Multiply by the value 6 segment curve fitting. Also not included is the
of 'i"actual time required to unpack a changed DI input.

Another factor which increases the total time is
Add the value of "b" 2 that all channels are not contiguous and are split

Shif to 2-bi forat 3between four separate devices.

The previous examples of tasks which could be
13 off-loaded to d peripheral processor may not seem

too significant once a computer, such as the
Times the quantity of x 344 Harris, is selected for a specific trainer, such
analog outputs -- as the C-5 CPT. In thi beginning there is always

4472 cycles plenty of spare memory and time available to meet
specification requirements. However, because of

x 10 per second additional requirements and ECP add-on, this partic-
* I ular trainer ran out of memory space and required a

K444720 cycles/sec. second Slash 5 minicomputer to handle all the pro-
cessing tasks. Once the original design used the

As mentioned earlier, this represents the minicomputer as the sole processing device, the
simplWs conversion of analog outputs and is re- best solution to add-on requirements was another
quired for each output. Some cockpit flight mini in order to minimize system design changes.
instruments, because of nonlinearitles, require
several straight line segments to cover the range MICROPROCESSORS IN RADAR SIM'ULATION
of engineering values. This requires additional
checking routines to first determine which segment Microprocessors are increasingly taking on the
of the curve the value falls into and also requires tasks once performed only by minicomputers in the
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area of radar simulation. Many of the more recent instruction set are fast multiply-divide with
16/32-bit microprocessors equal or exceed presenc number crunching of at least 32 bits, context
day minicomputer capabilities in speed and calcula- switching during interrupt vectoring, looping
tion precision, at less cost. However, the primitives, and flexible addressing modes. In
approach to a solution using microprocessors may addition, instruction execution speed is greatly
not be simply supplanting the minicomputer, enhanced with a large directly addressable memory
Concepts of parallel vector and multiprocessing capability due to the minimization of memory
are much more easily and cheaply realized using management overhead.
microprocessors than using minicomputers.

Radar simulation also requires an efficient
The design approach for radar simulation sys- mix of software languages to achieve the required

tems using microprocessurs must be optimized to performance level for the specific system. High
achieve greatest cost/performance yield. Each performance systems require calculations for tar-
hardware and software subsystem must be evaluated get dynamics, radar sorting, radar conditioning
for the individual application as well as the effects, and routines for I/O handling to befuture applications to increase the hardware/soft- written in assembly language. In addition, the
ware life cycle of the final product. Hardware executive should be written in assembly language
tradeoffs such as multiprocessor/shared resource to quickly assign new tabs. Utilization of as-
designs, as well as off-the-shelf approaches to sembly language allows software functional entities
specific subsystems, must be evaluated. Software that are time constrained and iterative to be
tradeoffs, such as selection of important instruc- processed at the highest speed of the microproc-
tion set features as well as selecting the most essor. Use of assembly language has the added
efficient software language mix, must be contem- advantage of being compact, thus saving memory and
plated. recurring hardware costs.

Simulation of a radar system containing large Software functions that are not time con-
rumbers of targets or multiple gaming areas re- strained may be more quickly written using higher
quires multiprocessing and shared resources. This level languages, which are also more 'portable'.I simulation requires multiple semaphore switching Low priority functions, including data entry/dis-
of shared memory and peripherals. Semaphore play and scenario generation, should be written in
switching may be accomplished directly by the higher level languages such as Pascal, FORTRAN or
microprocessor itself, or indirectly via an intel- ADA. Portable programs may be written for general
ligent resource controller. The advantage of a use as off-the-shelf software, thus reducing costs
resource controller is that a processor can make and time for each new simulator.
a request for a shared resource, then continue
processing. The resource controller would continue Low performance systems should have the entire
to poll the status of the resource until it is radar model and control functions written in a
free for use, then hold possession of the resource higher level language. The I/O handler would be
while signaling the requesting processor. This the only function written in assembly language.
saves processor time and allows efficient use of The advantage of this approach is "portability" ofsystem resources. software that is more likely to be off-the-shelf.

The disadvantages are greater memory consumption,
Hardware subsystems producing clutter, janming higher recurring hardware costs, and a lower

and weather effects must be evaluated for general number of targets that may be handled by an in-
design approach. Software generation of these dividual processor.
effects is quite time consuming. It is more
prudent to free up the target generator processor The following paragraphs discuss significant
by dedicating a separate microcomputer to the task features of microprocessors as applied to radar
of generating these effects. Since setup selection trainers and summarize the distinct advantages of
(display), or de-selection (blanking) of these the microprocessor.
phenomena occurs infrequently during the course of
simulation, a 'slow' serial RS-232 link to the Microprocessor Applications in Radar Trainers
target processor may be used. This link makes the
clutter/weather generator usable with any proces- Tables 5 and 6 compare minicomputer and
sor. The target processor would down-load set-up microprocessor based training devices.
information such as type, intensity, wind boundary,
speed, etc. to the clutter/weather processor. The Table 5, CPU Internal Structure, summarizes
peripheral processor would then execute the ap- the basic structure of the CPU devices used on
propriate algorithms and output the raw video via various radar training devices. These devices
a video generator port. This port would be de- range from the Harris Slash 5 minicomputer used in
signed to accommodzte expected variations in 1971-2 on the Forward Area Alert Radar trainer for
sweep speed, video level, etc. The goal of this the Amy and the 15G19 radar trainer for the Navy
design approach is to have off-the-shelf hardware/ to the present Motorola 68000 microprocessor being
software for clutter/weather generation, indepen- designed for the AN/GPN-T4(V) Air Force trainer.
dent of target processor type, with a savings of
target processor time. An earlier T4 device delivered in the late

70's to the Air Force used an IMP16-L microproc-
Radar simulation requires a specific set of essor as did the 15G20 which has been delivered to

demands on computing systems. Since all calcula- the Navy and the Marines. Table 6, CPU Development
tions of targets and radar clutter/jamming must be Facilities, shows the features available with each
done in real time, a fast instruction set is of the CPU systems for the radar trainers refer-
essential. Key areas of performance within the encet above.
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Table 5. CPU Internal Structure

CPU HARRIS 6024/5(MINI) IMP16-L(MICRO) 68000 (MICRO)

FAAR, ARMY AN/GPN-T4, AIR FORCE

DEVICE 15G19 NAVY 15G20, NAVY, MARINES AN/GPN-T4(V), AIR FORCE

Byte-word (24 bit) long word 16 bit word, limited byte and Byte, word, and long word
long word operations instructions with little

restriction

6 registers (24 bit) 2 working registers 8 data registers (32 bits)

2 address registers 7 address registers (32 bits)

No stack 16 word internal stack Stack in external memory
without restriction

65K address space 65K address space 8M direct address space

Vectored interrupts only Nonvectored interrupts only Vectored or autovectored
interrupts or both

Data transfers controlled by Time shared address and data Separate address and data
Harris data channel; no user lines lines
connection to bus

Table 6. CPU Development Facilities

1974 MICROPROCESSOR

1971-72 MINICOMPUTER NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR 1980 MICROPROCESSOR

HARRIS 6024/5 IMP-162 MOTOROLA 68000

Programer's control panel, no CRT Programer's control panel, no CRT CRT-Keyboard terminal

Punch cards or paper tape Punch cards or paper tape Floppy disk handlers

Own assembly language plus Own assembly language only Own assembly language,
FORTRAN IV (FORTRAN required external FORTRAN 77, Pascal

processor)

Assembler and editor 'Conversational' assembler as Assembler and editor (word
limited editor processing, CRT oriented)

Debugger but no incircuit Debugger but no incircuit Debugger plus incircuit
emulator emulator emulator

No memory space protection No memory space protection Optional memory space
protection

User mode only User mode only Supervisory and user modes,
privileged and nonprivileged
instructions

Computers in Radar Simulation in 1973 and 1980 sometimes baffling and usually very slow. There
were no logic analyzers then. In addition, the

A $30,000 minicomputer, standing as high as required card reader, tape handler, chain printer,
the programer, seemed like a reasonable solution I/O channel boards, cables, other hardware, and
to a real time radar simulation development in software support pushed the total development
1973. This punch card based system easily computed package t! nearly triple that of the computer
dynamics of 16 targets at 25 discrete ranges, alone, yet only the computer and a paper tape
although system integration with our hardware was reader needed to be delivered with the simulator.
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In 1980, the same $30,000 bought a 16-bit Table 7. Microprocessor Benchmark Execution Times
mi,:roprocessor development system a'id a software
package for another radar simulation. The system EXECUTION TIME IN MILLISECONDS
included a processor, a keyboard-'ýRT terminal, a BENCHMARK LSI 11/23 8086 68000 Z8000
printer, a dual floppy disk handler, and an in-
circuit emulator pod. The software package A. I/0 Interrupt 114 126 33 42 V
included a word processing-oriented editor and a Kernel
debugger. No more keypunch machine or punch card
files. The new printer was slower than the old B. 1/0 Kernel with 1196 348 390 436
chain printer but was the size of a typewriter FIFO Processing
instead of a small refrigerator.

E. Character String 996 193 244 237
The job for which this microptocessor system Search

was bought required delivery of only a processor,
some memory, and a DMA controller. Each was to F. Bit Set, Reset, 799 122 70 123
be put on a 9 x 10-inch printed circuit board. Test
Each delivered radar simulation system then in- Ts

cluded only about $3,000 worth of computation H. Linked-List 592 - 153 237
hardware, about one-tenth of that required in 1973. Insertion
Since the program and all diagnostics were resident
in ROM on the memory board, no other peripherals I. Quicksort - 115,669 3,527 115,500
were needed in the delivered system.

K. Bit-Matrix 1517 820 368 646
Hardware integration wasn't so baffling. Now Transposition

we could plug the development system into the
socket where our microprocessor chip was to go,
rather than connect a mini via a peripheral channel The following clock speeds were used.
as before. Single step execution, break points,
register examination, traps, and data manipulation LSI - 11/23 3.33 MHZ
all took place at a terminal with the flexibility
of a keyboard and CRT display, rather than at a 8086 10.00 MHZ
control panel with switches and lamps. 68000 10.00 MHZ

Of course, minicomputer development hasn't

stood still since 1973. But for us, the contrast Z8000 6.00 MHZ
in development of a computer-based system for
radar simulation between 1973 and 1980 reflects Table 8 tabularizes the benchmark code bytes
work in two different worlds. required for the same microprocessors and compares

them to the Interdata 8/32 mincomputer which was
the superior device of the Carnegie Mellon tests.

MICROPROCESSOR PERFORMANCE Table 8. Benchmark Code Bytes

The performance of the microprocessor, includ-
ing speed, instruction set, I/O rate and software, CODE BYTES INTER-
is an important factor when considering offloading _DATA
tasks from a minicomputer. If a task becomes more BENCHMARK LSI 11/23 8086 68000 Z8000 8/32
difficult or time consuming to handle in the micro,
then very little has been gained unless production A. I/OeInterrupt 20 55 24 18 26
savings offset development costs. Benchmarking Kernel
provides a means for evaluating a processor's
performance of certain tasks. A group at Carnegie B. 1/0 Kernel with 86 85 118 106 98
Mellon University compiled a set of programs in
1976 for benchmarking minicomputers.(2) EDN FIFO Processin
magazine(3) published the results of a comprehen- E. CharacterStrin 76 70 44 66 120
sive benchmark study of four major 16-bit earch
microprocessors: the Digital Equipment Corp LSI Search
"11/23, Intel 8086, Motorola 68000 and Zilog Z8000.
EDN's tests, while being a subset of the Carnegie- tet
Mellon set, specifically exclude benchmarks
dealing with floating point math or virtual- H. Linked-List 138 94 106 96 148
memory handling because most 16-bit microprocessors Insertion

do not support floating point operations or virtual
memory. Also excluded were two benchmarks that I. Quicksort - 347 266 386 426
require extensive number crunching capability
(Fourier transforms and Runga-Kutta integration).
The results of the seven remaining microprocessor Tasoition
benchmarks are shown in Table 7. Transposition
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Fronm Table 7 and 8 we note that all micro- increase and that more and more tasks may be off-
processors are not equal in performance. It is loaded onto the microprocessor. It is thus
therefore up to the individual user to compare his incumbent upon the simulator systems designers to
particular requirements against the various micros economically incorporate microprocessors into their.4and perform a trade off evaluation. It should be particular application.
noted that the fastest clock speed is not neces-
sarily the device with the best performance. For REFERENCES
instance, the Z8000 at a clock speed of 6.00 MHz
performs benchmark K (bit-matrix transposition) 1. George T. Kirby, "Digital Computers in Training
faster than the 68000 with a clock speed of 10.0 Devices: Trends and Forecasts," 10th Naval
MHz; however, it requires more bytes of code. Training Equipment Center Conference.
From Table 8 we note a significant savings in the
number of code bytes required for most of the 2. Fuller, Shaman, Lamb and Burr, "Evaluation of
microprocessor benchmarks as compared to the Computer Architectures via Test Programs,"
Interdata 8/32 minicomputer. National Computer Conference, 1977.

CONCLUSIONS 3. Robert Grappel and Jack Hemenway, "A Tale of
Four W1Ps: Benchmarks Quantify Performance,"

It has been shown how the microprocessors can Electronic Design News, April 1981.
be used to enhance the performance of a training
simulator. Specific tasks can now be performed on ABOUT THE AUTHOR
the microprocessor at much greater speeds and
economy than on the minicomputer; for example, Mr. Donald Ellison is a manager of Product
routine iterative tasks of data handling, number Engineering with Simulation Systems Division of
crunching, hardware monitoring and radar target Gould, Inc. He is responsible for hardware design

.4generators. which includes Real Time I/O devices and micro-
processor selection and development. He received

With the current technological development of a B.S. degree in electrical engineering from
microprocessors, we can expect these benefits to Manhattan College.
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ABSTRACT

Computer voice response and computer speech recognition can
provide a valuable supplementary training aid for military
training systems. For traininq devices based on media or
software which is hard to change, voice can provide supplementary
information and allow spoken amendments to course information.
For simulators which a&tempt physical fidelity to a particular
de+ense system, speech provides a medium which can communicate
information to and from the student without interfering with the
defense system displays or controls.

It is feasible to add computer voice response o-1 telephone
quality to most training systems. Such voice response can be
entered and changed by simply speaking into a microphone. At
least thirty minutes of such speech can bv stored and retrieved
digitally in a simple hardware implementation.

Speech recognition capability can add a further dimension to a
voice training aid, allowing the trainee to make requests or to
answer multiple-choice questions.

INTRODUCTION
familiarization trainers where the deviceIn this paper, we wil Il Iook at. two maJor respond% to a limited number of console

categories of training situations which actions to give the trainee experience
4arisea 1) with simulators or part-task with a particular set of switches and
trainers, and 2) with training devices, controls.
such as videodisc or computer-aided
instruction systems. This paper will Simulators and Comp•te r-Aided Instruction
discuss where we believe that
computer-voice response. i.e., the ability The major characteristic of such trainers
of the computer to communicate with the is that thoy attempt to simulate to
student by voice, can be an important varyinq degrees the actual system for
supplement to these training technologies, which the traininq is being undertaken.
making these technologies more effective. Thus, the displays, switches, and other
It will also discuss how means of c:ommunication between the trainee
speech-recognition capabilities, i.e., the and the system are those present in the
ability of the student to respond to the actual weapon system. If we wish to
computer by voice, can be a valuable automate such a system to provide
supplement to computer voice response in computer-Aided instruction as a supplement
some situations. We will discuss how to the instructor, we are faced with the
current state-of-the-art hardware and difficulty that we do not wish to
software can be used to meet the interfere with the f~delity of thi
requirements generated by these student-system interaction. We do not
applications, wish for there to appear on the CRT screen

of the weapon system a qu.Stion or a
There have been more specialized prompt that would not be available in the
discussions elsewhere of the role of actual weapon system. Misuse of a
speech technology in training, simulator/trainer as a computer-aided
particularly in situations where the instruction device could too easily result
response to be trained is a vocal response in confusing the trainee between what he
and in which the specific syntax and words can expect in an operational situation and
used are part of the training (1,3-5). the training situation. We would

therefore like to have such machine-basedSIMULATORS AND PART-TASK TRAINERS instruction occur without interference
with the operation of the training system.

There is a wide range of training systems
"being developed for military and other Having the computer-based instruction be
applications. These devices include very delivered by spoken messages is probably
complex weapon system trainers. Weapon the ideal alternative for this type of
system trainers simulate in real time the system, particularly since the student is
response of the operational weapon system used to receiving vocal instructions from
to the trainee's actions. At the other end the instructor while he is operating the
of the spectrum are more simple training system.
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Let's consider a more specific example. learning to understand unnatural speech.
Suppose we wished to teach emergency We would like the speech to be as if it
procedures with a part-task trainer. The were coming from a recording.
system might be such that, when a
particular weapon system panel failed, the It would also be useful if the speech
procedUre waf to use keyboard entry. responsm system could produce sounds as

Because the major part of the training well$ 
t
or example, it might be useful to

will be for normal operation. training in expiai', to the student that when he had
the emergency procedures can be a poor use pressed a particular sequence of buttons,
of time for an instructor, particularly if he would hear a particular sound and have
these procedures are complex enough to the system replicate that sound.
require many repetitions for Similarly, having different voices would
familiarization. Yet, no one would argue be useful; for example, one could use a
against the importance of training in female voice for instructions about the
these procedures. CAI procedure and a male voice for the

instructional material.
An example of the interaction with a
speaking computer-aided- instruction (CAI) Another requirement is that the vocabulary
system might be as follows. The CAl of the speech response system be
system might say, "Suppose the firing essentially unlimited to allow instruction
panel has failed. What would you do in to be designed and changed without
order to initialize your missile battery artificial constraints.
for firing?" The user responds as he
would in an operational situation, typing A third requirement is that there be no
in his response. If the system is significant delay in the beginning of a
implemented such that the CAI system is vocal response, even if the content of
aware of what response was typed in. the that response depends upon the student's
machine can respond to a correct answer by actions. If there is a differing response
saying, "That is correct." and proceeding for a correct an'swer than an incorrect
to the next step in the instruction. If answer, the machine must immediately
tne answer is incorrect, the CAI system present the appropriate response. This is
mi;hl indicate the nature of the error: also the case if the st.ud *t requests a
for example, it might say "You transposed review, more deta* , or :A hint.
a C and an A in the command. Please try
again," or "You used the command We must also require that there be a
appropriate for a failure of the capability for storing sufficient speech
navgqatiun panel instead of the firing to carry the whole traininq session. This

panel. Please try again." would probably require that a minimum of
fifteen minutes of speech be stored in the

If the CAI system is not set up in such a speech response system. It is unlikely
way that it can read the specific response that more than an hour of speech would be
of the trainee. it may simply state the required for any single training session,
correct response and ask him if he considering time alIowed for student
requires further explanation. This response and for repetition of material.
approach requires that the student be able A subsidiary requirement is that the
to interact directly with the CAI system speech/material be changeable by reloading
to indicate that he or she needs more hslp the system in some way from some off-line
or a repetition of the instructions. For storage medium, such as tape, so that the
the reasons previously discussed, it would course content could be easily changed to
be useful if the student's responses could another hour of speech.
be vocal. It would be useful if he or she
could state what the response was and have A highly desirable capability is that the
the computer comment upon it, as if the system allow the speech content of the
CAI system were aware of the keys pressed. course material to be easily changed.

Because speech is such a natural medium in
Fven in a situation where the CAI system which to teach, the full advantage of the
is aware of the key presses, there should speech response technology will not bebe a mechanism for the student to realized unless the instructor or course

communicate with the system to request designer can readily change portions of
help, a hint, or more detailed the spoken material. This can be required

explanation. for a number of valid reasonsi

Speech Technology Requirements 1) The instructor may discover that the
students have difficulty with a

Let us discuss the voice response and certain portion of the course and
recognition technology which would be require additional instructions that
desirable for voice-aided training as we are not in the present course
have described it. material.

2) The weapon system itself may change,

Voice response. A highly desirable requiring that the course material be
requirement is that the speech be easily chanqed to reflect this. (It is
intelligible and natural speech. The particularly advantageous when the
student is learninq a difficult task and course material can compensate for an
it is inappropriate for him to also be incorrect response of the weapon
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system trainer, due to a late change let addition, in specific applications, it
in the operational weapon system.) might be useful for the student to respond

by a series of digits or by other specific
3) An instructor may discover that a responses to inquiries by the

certain portion of the instructional voice-response unit.
material is wrong or confusing.

If these requirements could be met at a
It would be ideal if the instructor could price commensurate with the cost of the
change the course material simply by trainer and Justifiled by the service
indicating the portion of the course to be provided, it is quite likely that the
changed and then simply dictate vocally device would provide an effective aid in
the change or addition. assisting the instructor in training for

A final requirement is that the addition crantpso kls

of the voice response have a minimum TRAINING DEVICES
impact, if any, on the hardware and
software of the training system. Given Another type of training which is
the difficulty of developing training receiving growing interest in the military
systems, any significant increase in the and elsewhere is the use of dedicated
complexity added to that task by a CAI general-purpose training devices. Such
adjunct would be a severe impediment to devices include the followinq~i (1) general
the addition of such capability. For this CAI systems based upon minicomputersii or
reason, it is probably inadvisable to microcomputers, and (2) interactive video
integrate the voice-response capability systems, both videotape and videodisc. In
into the weapon-system hardware and particular, microcomputer-controlled
software. videodisc systems hold greiat promise for

highly powerful interactive training
it is modern design philosophy for systems at a moderate cost. A major
computer-based systems to modularize as disadvantage, however, of CAI systems in
much as possible to simplify the software general, and of videodisc systems in
development. The implications for the particular, is the difficulty of changing
compuiter-voice response in this context is such systems once the program is designed.
that it would be appropriate for the To change a videodisc, for example, may
device to be a stand-alone device where require creating a new master.
changes in the spoken material were made
independently. The communication with the This problem could be minimized throughA
training system could be through simple the use of an adjunct voice-response
identifiers without requiring the training system controlled by the same
system to store the speech material, microcomputer that controls the CAI or

videodisc system. Thus, while a given
The speech response requirements are frame is on the screen, the
summarized in Table I. speech-response system could be instructed

by the microcomputer to speak a given
Speech Recognition. We have section of material. The speech mzterial

discussed the requirements for the Could differ depending on the trainee's
voice-response capability of the CAI response.
system. The requirements on the
speech-recognition side are less The same considerations, with respect to
substantial. Speech-recognition being able to change the material easily,
capability in combination with voice apply to this type of system as they did
response would be very powerful if the to the simulators and part-task trainers
speech-recognition capability could in the previous section. It is almost an
distinguish the following commands: axiom that there will be errors in a given

set of courseware no matter how often it
"Repeat" -- is checked before being committed to

The student could use this to request software or to videod'isc; a related
that course material or a question be postulate is that the course material will
repeated. become outdated in part as soon as it is

finalized. Thus, the voice-response system
"Hint" or "Help" -- requirements of Table I are relevant to

The student could Luse this to request the present section.
further information or a hint to the

~'Icorrect response. In the area of the supportive speech
recognition devices, however, there are

"Yes" and "'No"'. different considerations. We do not have
To allow the student to respond to th-e requtirement in most cases of physical
questi ons. fidelity. Therefore, there is no

difficulty in allowing the trainee to
"Stop" and "Ready" -- communicate with the CAI system through

To allow the student to stop the CA! the use of a keyboard or other means such
process or to inform that he or she as a touch-sensitive screen, minimizing
is ready to proceed again after an the need for speech recognition.
interruption.
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Table Ii Voice Response

Requirements for
Computer-to-Trainee There are four major approaches to speech

Voice Response synthesist (1) analog recording, (2)
off-line encoding, (3) phoneme synthesis,SA. Easy-to-under,ýtand speech and (4) waveform coding. In this section,

we will discuss these tichnoloqies and theB. Easily chan~led speech material degree to which they can meet the
requirements of Table I.

C. Unconstrainod vocabulary and syntax

Analog Recording. Because they are
D. Different spoken material depending not well-suited for allowing interactive

on student action, with no responses, anialog (tape- or drum-based
significant time delay before approaches) are not attractive for
response starts voice-interactive systems. However, if

one wishes to sacrifice voice interaction,
E. At least fifteen minutes of speech, one can use a standard cassette system

one hour desirable; course material with tones indicating the next CAI or
changed by reloading from off-line videodisc segment. For some applications,
storage (e.g., tape) this may be cost-effective: as a

genera4-purpose interactive
F. Sound effects and different voices speech-response system, it is not.

possible (useful, but not important)

Off-Line Parameter Encoding.G. Minimal impact on training system Techniques such as linear predictive
hardware and software coding (LPC) are used to analyze a spoken

word or phrase and reduce the storage
requirements for storinq that word

There would be a significant motivation digitally. The encoding is done off-line.
for using a speech-recognition system as a one word or phrase at a time, on a system
response mechanism if the response of the different from the system whichuser required A minimum o+ familiarization synthesizes the speech. The synthesis
by the trainee with the speech system; system can be inexpensive. The resulting
that is. if the speech system took speech quality is related to the amount of
advantage of the naturalness of speech to data reduction produced by the coding,
the user as a means of communication, it but, in general, the result is easy to
might make the interaction with the CAI understand. This technology is suitable
system less intimidatinq. It would be for short responses and material which
nice, for example, if the videodisc or CAI does not require changes: but the
system could display a multiple-choice difficulty of changing the speech and the
question on the screen and ask the user to large amount of speech required eliminate
repeat the correct response. The response this approach from practical consideration
choices would ideally be lengthy phrases for the applications of this paper.
with no vocabulary constraints. If the
system COuld distinguish the correct from
the incorrect responses, this would be a
very natural means of interacting with the Phoneme synthesis. One can describe
students. It would have the added value a phoneme synthesis system roughly as a
of having the student repeat the correct device which pronounces each letter of a
answer orally, rather than simply press a word which is spelled out. The speech can
button marked A.B.C. or D. It is be entered as a string of "phonemes"
reasonable to assume that a student would (analogous to letters) and will be
better retain an answer which required pronounced as entered. A great deal of
oral repetition. This would seem on the effort is required to enter phonemes.
face of it to be an easy task for a pauses, and stresses so that the resulting
speech-recoqnition system, since the speech sou;ids reasonably natural: even
phrasing of the multiple-choice answers, with effort, the speech is
particularly the wrong answers, is very 'robot-sounding." and the listener must
M such under the control of the designer, expend some effort to understand it. It
It would therefore seem to be easy to is feasible to use phoneme synthesis for
select choices which are distinctly the training applications of this paper;
different, but this technology places a burden on the

Strainee in understanding the speech, and
In the next section, we discuss the changing the material can oe difficult and"implications for speech-recognition time-consuming. Text-to-speech systems.4
technology of the requirements of this under development may ease this latter
section and the previous section. difficulty (2). This approach conserves

"computer memory more than any other
J IMPLICATIONS FOR SPEECH-RESPONSE approach, so a great amount of material
AND SPEECH-RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY could be stored. Rapid retrieval of any

part of the material is eAsily possible.
There are two distinct technologies This could be 0 relatively low-cost
involved in this discussion: I) voice approach to voice-aided training with the
response, and 2)speech recognition. disadvantages noted.
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Waveform coding. This technology The problem of counting energy pulses
basically stores a replica of the speech consistently over many users is more

waveform in real time as the speech is difficult than implied here, but has been

• spoken. Coding techniques used in demonstrated. In particular. adding this
communications, such as Pulse Code type of recognition capability to a
Modulation (PCM) coding, can be used to microcomputer-based speech response system
reduce memory storage requirements. It is requires a minimum of additional hardware.
theoretically possible to use techniques
such as LPC computed in real time to SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
reduce storage even further. With PCM
coding. speech data can be stored at about If one wishes to use CAI with training
4,000 bytes per second to create highly systems which replicate part of a weapons
intelligible telephone-quality speech. system,, voice response and speech
The speech can be generated and changed by recognition allow the trainee to interact
simply speaking into a microphone, with the CAI system without interfering

with the fidelity of the trainer.
Waveform coding satisfies all the
requirements we outlined for voice-aided For training devices, voice response can
training in Table I. It has the further allow changes to the training material to
advantage that it is a well-developed be made easily by dictating into a
technology. Unfortunately, the large microphone. Speech recogni..ion allows
memory requirements make this one of the trainees to respond to the system in a
more costly solutions; one half-hour of manner more comfortable to them than a
speech requires over seven megabytes of keyboard and in a way which may improve
storage. On the other hand. Winchester retention of course material.
disc drives of ten to twenty megabyte
capacity are readily available and It is feasible to have all the key
becominq increasingly inexpensive, characteristics implied by these
Waveform coding is a full solution to the applications in a voice-response system
voice-aided trainiing requirements for with current waveform-codinq technology.
voice response in Table I -- although not Because of the memory storage required by
an inexpensive solution, this approach, a system with a hard disk

drive is required: although such devices
Speech Recognition are becoming smaller and declining in

cost, this approach is relatively costly.
The simple control words required by the The cost! however, is low compared to the

simulator application can be implemented cost of simulators, part-task trainers,
with any commercial isolated word and their instructors' salaries. The cost
recognition drvice. Distinguishing words is not so low compared with the cost of a
such as "help." "repeat." etc., is not single low-cost training device. but
difficult. perhaps acceptable if a single speech

response system serves some ten to twenty
An isolated word recognizer is not so training devices.
suitable for distinguishing multiple-
choice questions of essentially unlimited A possible lower-cost alternative is a
vocabulary. The isolated word recognizers text-to-speech system using phoneme
require each word or phrase to be less synthesis. Currently the quality of the
than two seconds or so; each such resulting speech is questionable; but
word/phrase to be used must be research continues.
individually spoken several times by the
trainee to "train" the recognizer; and a Speech recognition has been discussed in
long multiple-choice reponse which is a this paper as a supplement to voice
series of shorter word/phrases requires a response rather than as an end in itself.
distinct pause between word/phrases. This approach is motivated by the
Isolated word recognition is a complicated realization that it is fairly easy and
way to solve what, in this case, is a inexpensive to add both isolated word
simple problem. recognition (using board-level systems)

and speaker-independent phrase recognition
Because of the flexibility we have in (syllable-counting) to a microcomputer-

choosing the multiple-choice responses, we based, voice-response system. Except for
can choose them to be different in the multi-user environments, the speech
number of "syllables" (more accurately, in response/recognition system should never
the number of energy pulses). By simply be talking while it is listening, or vice
monitoring the energy envelope of the versa; thus, a single microcomputer can
trainee's response, the speech recognition control both voice response and
system can distinguish trainee responses recognition. The microcomputer can also
which differ in energy pulses. Since no handle communications with the training

spectral information is required, the system through a standard serial interface

system is speaker-independent and requires to minimize any impact on the trainer
no training. Since this approach cannot hardware and software.

distinguish "yes" from "no," it does not
replace isolated word recognizers where In implementing a total system (voice
distinctions between words of equal response, two types of speech recognition,

syllable count are required.
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and communications with the trainer
computer), one accomplishes more than acost reduction. The speech recognition

and response capabilities complement one
another and yield a highly versatile
system. For example, the system may
interact with the trainee by giving vocal
instruction and requesting a
multiple-choice response which is
interpreted by the syllable-counter. The
voice-response system can then ask a
question which requires a numerical
response; that response can be interpreted
with the isolated word recognizer. The
isolated word recognizer can accept
control words such as "help." "repeat," or
"wait.'

The technology for effective voice-aided
training is available; it has the
potential to make computer-aided
instruction more practical in many
applications.
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ABSTR ACT

Computer speech recognition provides the enabling technology for the use
of automated performance measurement and instructor support features to allow
"instructorless" training for those tasks which are primarily speech in
nature. The design guides take the approach that automated, "instructorless"
training is achievable through the use of computer software models of the
instructor and the task. Human factors design guidelines are provided for the
integration of speech technology with the software models. The Navy has built
two prototype training sy~stems using voice technology to capture student
behavior, evaluated one of them, and is in the process of evaluating another.
Further, the training implications for airborne applications of voice
technology have been developed. The emergence of voice technology as oneI
solution to the manpower shortage has provided justification for these
efforts. This paper describes how voice technology can make the transition
from R&D to application.

~ 1INTRODUCTION tasks which must be performed. It is
______________________proposed that the first two roles will

Background merge to form the third as more and more
voice subsystems are applied to training

For several years, the Human Factors systems. The method of this merger is
Laboratory at the Naval Training described in the conclusion of this

Equipment Center has been developing paper .
techniques for the application of voice
technclogy to training systemis. There Growing Popularity
identification of three areas of Science fiction has identified
expertise which will be required in numerous applications for voice
future efforts to apply voice technology technology, but the technology will have
to Navy training systems, to be able to converse as smoothly as the

conversation between two people for those
The first area is Systems applications to be feasible. Industry

Engineering. Obviously, knowledge is has shown cost payoffs with today's
required in hardwarcŽ capability and in technology with applications in the data
programming requiraments of voice entry and the secure access areas. So,
technology subsystems. The second is we can expect to see a slow but growing
Human Factors. Obviously, too, knowledge development from current technology
is required in man-machine interface capabilities to "natural" communication
design requirements. The third area is with machines. The length of time that
relatively new, the Voice Technology it takes for the growth will depend upon
Special.ist. Knowledge is required in the the speed at which voice technology is
integration of Systems concepts with popularized by reduced cost and upon the
Human Factors design concepts. What speed at which need is created for more
make~s the Voice Technology Specialist sophisticated applications of man-machine
separate is the requirement to recognize d ial1og u e. The Navy is shaping this
the unique characteristics of Voice development by its applications of voice21Technology. Talking to a machine with technology.
today's technology is not like talking to
another person. Special skills are This paper will briefly describe two
required to properly integrate a voice Navy training prototypes. They have
subsystem, and this paper will address taught us much about the unique charac-
what those skills are. taristics of voice subsystems and have

allowed development of the voice technol-
Each of the three areas of expertise ogy design principles discussed here.

has a critical role to play in the design
and implementation of the training system The two prototypes are for
using voice technology. This paper seeks controller training. The Navy has
to define those roles in terms of the built (1) and evaluated (2) a system for
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training a portion of the task of the Air doesn't distract the trainee from the
Traffic Controller, and has built (report task.
in preparation) and is evaluating (work
in progress) a second system for a The Voice Technology Specialist must
portion of the task of the tactical integrate these two systems. Voice
controller, the Air Intercept Controller, technology data capabilities such as
In each case, voice technology is used indications of potentially confusing
within a package of instructional phrases or hesitant speech must be
features. Voice technology serves to matched w it h a n ap pr op r iat e

Fcapture the vocal behavior of the trainee instructionally relevant encouragement
so that other automated subsystems can from the system so that the trainee
evaluate the performance of the trainee, receives functionally the same type
Other subsystems then select the next instruction a teacher would deliver in a
task so as to teach the trainee the similiar situation.
required next logical skill. This
package of instructional features is both
the reason why voice technology can be THE SYSTEMS ENGINEER
made to work, as well as why the
application principles are so The Role of Models
complicated. That is, a non-trivial
dialogue between a person and a machine Supporting software models will be
requires an intelligent person and an required when a speech recognition device
intelligent machine, is included in a complex Navy training

system. Models are not needed when voice
Future Payoffs is merely a data entry device: a

keyboard replacement. The real power in
The Navy's cost payoff from voice a training system with voice, however istechnology is currently in the area of achieved through the relationship between

Manpower, Personnel and Training. Voice voice recognition and two major models:
technology as part of an instructional the model of the task and the model of
features package can serve to substitute the instructor. As an example, consider
for personnel actions and in some cases the Ground Controlled Approach Controller
for personnel themselves. Thus, fewer Training System (GCA-CTS), designed to
people can perform more tasks in less provide automated instruction of
time because technology is performing the Precision Approach Radar (1, 2). The
functions once done by people. In the task model is the pilot/aircraft model
1990's, voice technology combined with which simulates the responses to the
artificial intelligence (AI) is expected student controller's verbal trans-
to pay off additionally in terms of missions, such as "Turn right heading
reducing the complexity of operating 160."1 A closed-loop system is achieved

[.sophisticated training devices so that by the student observing the simulated
training tasks such as tactics or gaming radar scope and making appropriate
are instructionally manageable and transmissions which are "understood" by
performance is measureable. This will be the voice recognition system, resulting
important in the 19901s, even if the in the appropriate changes in the radar
manpower shortage is reduced, display. In this case, the integration

of voice recognition with the
Organization of Remainder of Paper pilot/aircraft model has enabled a

real-time interactive simulation. An
In the three sections which follow, added benefit is that no human "pseudo

the discussion will be concerned with pilot" is required to manually simulate
tasks required of the Systems Engineer, the pilot responses. Therefore, the
the Human Factors Engineer and the Voice combination of voice recognition and
Technology Specialist. The Systems pilot/aircraft, modeling has achieved a

*1Engineer will be required to design more controlled response of the simu-
%systems in terms of two dynamic, lated pilot while eliminating the need

interactive models. The task model for one support person for each trainee.
generates events to be presented to the In a similar development, a pilot/air-
trainee. The instructor model delivers craft model has been designed by
instruction. The voice technology Hooks (3) in support of automated train-
subsystem must then be designed to pass ing for the Landing Signal Officer (LSO).
sufficient data to the models to allow

fIthe student to interact with them. Of Another type of model which is
course, a mo'del can be composed of closely related to the use of voice
submodels, depending upon requirements, technology for training is the instructor

model, Several studies have dealt with
The Human Factors Engineer will be the issue of how to move toward

required to design the feedback "instructorless" training through the use
subsystem. For example, people can use a of software models of the instructor and
simple frown during conversation U'o the task (14, 5). Inztructor model
indicate a word wasn't understood, functions for an LSO training System will
However, a training system using voice soon be completed (6). Advances in the
recognition Must provide a functionally field of artificial intelligence (AI)
equivalent source of feedback that promise to enhance the development of
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"intelligent" instructor mode~.s (7), and The instructor model also may be
the NAVTRAEQUIPCEN currently is assigned the responsibility of managing
initiating work on this issue. the support requirements of the voice

recognition subsystem, such as collecting
Instructor models will never totally voice reference patterns, providing

replace a human instructor for long instruction on "how to talk to the
periods of training, but instructorless system," monitoring confusion matrices to
(or nearly instructorless) training is prompt voice retraining, and supporting
f ea s ibl1e now and can provide the voice retraining when requested by the
capability both to relieve instructor student. These functions must be
manpower shortages and to promote accomplished through the coordination of
effective, objective, consistent the instructor model and the voice
tr a In in g. Instructor models in subsystem. The design goals are to:
voice-interactive training systems must minimize the time required for the
be capable of several functions, student to learn to use the voice system;
including the following: avoid long and tedious voice training
"* Provide Instruction (data collection) sessions; and assist
@ Measure and Evaluate Performance the student in maintaining high
"* Provide Performance Feedback recognition accuracy over time. This

to the Student topic is discussed later under Reference
"* Decide on the Appropriate Pattern Formation.

Individualized Instruction
(remediation, task difficulty, etc.) A student model is another candidate

"* Keep Records of Students' Progress for inclusion in an automated training
"* Communicate Relevant Information system. The function of the student

to the Human Instructor. model is to generate inferences about the
changing state of knowledge/skill of the

These functions are not limited to student. These inferences are used to
training systems with voice technology, select appropriate individualized
but the voice capability carries with it instruction. Adaptive training in the
a special set of considerations for the form of either multiple syllabus branches
design of the instructor model. For or variable task difficulty can be
example, automated instruction can take supported by a student model, as
full advantage of voice interaction by discussed in several NAVTRAEQUIPCEN
using speech generation as well as video reports (4I, 5, 8). The design of the
display to demonstrate proper and student model in a voice-interactive
improper procedures. Speech recognition system is not particularly unique, other
and speech generation can provide the than its dependence on the voice
basis for a natural language interface recognition system (and the performance
between the student and the simulated measurement System) to provide the input
instructor. The student can use voice to data regarding the students' current
query the system, and ask for review or level of 'verbal) performance.
additional information. Voice
interaction with the automated instructor Voice Recognition Is sues Affecting
is a natural communication medium. The Training System Design
focus here is to make the student an
active part of the instructional process, A number of voice technology issues
rather than a passive recipient of will be encountered by the systems
information, engineer during implementation of voice

recognition technology. Although there
The perfor. nce measurement and may not be simple answers to these

evaluation function in a voice issues, Table 1 is presented in the
interactive training system for verbal belief that identifying some of the
tasks will be critically dependent on the potential problems can be beneficial.
accuracy of voice recognition. Accurate
performance measurement for air traffic Clearly, the list of issues i n
controller training, for example, can be Table 1 is not exhaustive. It is merely
severely degraded by speech recognition a sample. In general, a major category

errors. Careful design of the supporting of issues to be confronted is speaker
software is required to assist in the variability (fatigue, sore throat,
discrimination between a student's lip-smacking, non-meaningful sounds such
performance error and a speech as "ah," amplitude variation with
recognition error. The importance of situational stress, etc.). In short, all

Haccurate discrimi--tion 'en these two the variabilities that make speech more
4types of e! .~s v& is when Nne interesting (to the human listener) than

realizes thaL :.,,correý.. ;y attributing a a predictable monotone are what make
spee,-h recognition error to a student automated speech recognition a challenge.
error can be carried through to faulty In addition to speaker variabilities,

* performance feedback, syllabus decisions, there will be environmental conditions to
and record keeping. Task oriented be confronted, depending on the training
software based on AI prin"'iýP)es appears application. Ambient noise, particularly
to Le a promising appr ito this of the impulsive type, may be a factor.
problem. Consistent microphone placement is

important. Motion and vibration in an
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Table 1

Issues and Suggestions for Implementing Voice Recognition

"ISSUES POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS/SUGGESTIONS

Vocabulary Do it early, ideally during a full ISD process. Consider
Definition stylization requirements and natural pauses. Avoid

confusible items. Consider word/phrase lengths and time
required for speaking.

Voice System Consider objectives/requirements of training system, e.g.,
Selection "real-time" vocabulary size, isolated vs. connected speech,

and sampling requirements. (See 9)

Speech Sampling More research is needed on opposing viewpoints:
(Voice Data (1) Train (sample) in random order. Seek consistency
Collection) and sampling in context of task.

(2) Sample repetitively on the same word/phrase seeking
variability in reference patterns. Double-map difficult or
alternative words (e.g., "nine" and "niner").

New Users A "voice recognition test" mode should be available.
Increasing competence (and recognition accuracy) is to be
expected over time for a new user.

Recognition Essential. Alpha numeric, audio or situational feedback

Feedback information should be provided immediately, ideally without
interfering with the speaker's primary task'.

Maintenance of Automatic or manual procedures are needed to facilitate
Recognition accuracy maintenance. Voice test function is needed. Access
Accuracy to "retraining" is needed. A confusion index is recommended.

"Understanding" Supporting software (AI?) is recommended to enhance speech
Software recognition through the use of syntactic, semantic, and task

information.

Training System All software "downstream" of speech recognition, such as
Integration performance measurement and adaptive syllabus control, must

be designed to minimize the impact of speech recognition
errors.

operational training envirorment could s y s t em s o r i en t e d t o comp 1 e x,
introduce additional sources of variance, technological jobs within the Navy. The

benefit will come by the very
"demystification" of automated speech

Navy Training Systems recognition. Just as today's recruits
find hand calculators commonplace, nearly

The two prototype Navy training every Navy recruit in 1990 will have

systems that have included voice operated some sort of voice system. This
technology have been relatively will tend to facilitate user acceptance
sophisticated, featuring real-time and prevent the equivalent of "mike
interactive simulation, automated fright" for new users. The challenge for
performance measurement, and automated the training system designer will be to

instruction. Xowever, simpler voice select the appropriate voice recognition
applications in training also may be device from the projected large number
qu i t e wo r t hw h il e , s u c h a s a available, and adroitly to integrate it

voice-interactive CAI system. One can into the training system.
envision a simple CAI system with a very
limited vocabulary, perhaps consisting of Design Guideline Development
eight words such as "ALPHA, BRAVO,
CHARLIE, DELTA, NEXT, YES, NO, and In addition to the implementation of

REVIEW." Advances in the technology of models, the systems engineer must
integrated circuits reportedly will integrate data flow between the models
enable a single-chip recognition device and the voice technology subsystem. Some

with an eight word vocabulary to be of the issues to be considered in that

marketed within the next year for less include strengths and weaknesses of
than $100.00 (10). These advances in various features of speech recognition
hardware technology may reduce costs to systems, such as:
the point of popularizing voice • Isolated Word Recognition (IWR)
technology in a wide variety of or Connected Speech Recognition (CSR)
entertainment and consumer products. * Speech Stylization Requirements
This presents both a challenge and a * Speaker Dependence/Independence
benefit to the designer of training e Vocabulary Size
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*Voice Data Collection familiarity with the human factors of
Number of Samples voice te-hnology. Without -such personal
Procedures for experience, there is a danger that some

e Voice Test and Retraining important factors in learning to use
a Confusion Matrices automated speech recognition and
a Recognition Accuracy synthesis will not be reflected in the

Misrecognition, development of instructional objectives.
Non-recognition

9 Recognition Speed In the design of voice technology
9 "Understanding" Software. for systems to train speech-based tasks

that do not themselves use voice
The promised advantages to be gained technology --that is, in using voice

from voice technology, however, can only technology as a training medium--

be gained by careful design of the entire particular care must be taken that the
training system to be compatible with the constraints imposed by voice technology
capabilities and limitations of the do not cause the training tasks totrainee and the voice subsystem. The misrepresent the speech-based tasks being

deelpmnt(1)are intended to experience can help inst. uctional
conoldae helessons learned from designers to use training media based on
preios rootpesystem developments, voice technology in ways that foster
toprjet hetrend s of' voice rather than hinder accomplishment of
tecnoog, ndseveas a sourcebook for training objectives.
specfyig deignoptions and choosing

amog hem bsedonthe objectives of Reference Pattern Formation

Thrtenmrainin shystmbingl automated speech recognition systems are
environmental, and human factors issues "speaker-dependent", that is, they

traiingapplcatons f vice require that each operator "1train" theintet ainng "uplfront"ionstructoiona system by providing examples of that
SytesDevelopment (ISD) process is speaker's pronunciation of the words to

andat he the en, a be understood. This voice reference
geerusallocation of time for system pattern formation process is not. required

"debuging"is rquird to for speaker-independent systems, but such
tetan~ effective vice-uinteractiv systems can generally recognize only

systm. Te sytemsengieer within a vocabulary limited to a very few
muttherefore work closely with ISD ies
pronlin order to consider all The pattern registration process in

relevnt isues.speaker-dependent systems requires a
speaker to pronounce aeveral times any

HUMAN FACTORS CONSIDERATIONS word or phrase to be recognized. A
The askAnalsiscomposite of the several pronunciations
The askAnalsisis stored and the recognizer system can

then compare future utterances with
The development of a training stored composites as the basis of its

device, especially a major device for recognition magic. The formation of
hands-on training, must be based on an reference patterns is extremely important
analysis of the tasks or skills to be to recognition accuracy, since word or
t ra in e d. This training task analysis phrase recognition occurs when an
provides the basic data for determination utterance is judged by the computer to
of training objectives and resulting match one reference pattern better than
training system performance requirements, any other.
In a training task analysis, the emphasis
should be on relating system functions to It is to be expected, then, that if
trainee perceptions and responses, a word or phrase is spoken in a
determining special skill requirements, particular way during reference pattern
and making certain that each system formation, and then spoken differently
output critical to task performance is l at e r, it may not be recognized
linked to an operator response, correctly. The subtlety of differencesI which can interfere with recognition

One of the recommendations from a becomes clear only after one hasrecent study of the training implications attempted to use an automated speech
of airborne applications of voice recognition device using today's
technology (12) was that task analyses technology. Differences which are not at
and other front-end analyses for training all apparent to the speaker may result in
systems employing voice technology should non-recognition or misrecognition by the
be performed by professional personnel system, leading to considerable
who thoroughly understand the human frustration on the part of the user.
factors of voice-interactive technology.
Furthermore, personal hands-on experience Differences between the context in
with voice-interactive systems was which reference pattern formation occurs
recommended as a means of assuring and in which recognition is attemptcd can
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result from changes in physical variability among individual users in

conditions, such as noise, vibration, the i r a b il it y to "talk to a
G-forces, and other factors. The machine." Some users are consistently
substantial research on the effects of well understood by Automated Speech
physical context has been summarized by Recognition devices, while others have
Coler (13) and others. Although not as persistent problems, probably in part
well studied, differences resulting from because their speech Is more variable
changes in psychological context have (16).
often been noted informally by many If we acknowledge that currently
researchers (14, ',5). available Automated Speech Recognition

systems, and systems likely to be fielded
Among the most widespread in the near future, do not always

observations are 1) that words trained recognize speech with high accuracy, it
individually may not be recognized when becomes necessary to assess the effects
later embedded in longer utterances, and of non-recognition or misrecognition on
2) that a speaker is often misrecognized the performance of man-machine systems.
when speaking in a stressful situation if In particular, we are interested in the
the voice reference patterns have been effects on the user and on interactions
entered in a non-stressful setting. Such with the speech recognition system.
misrecognition may be self-perpetuating,
since it induces additional stress, w.jich In the design of training systems
leads to fi.,ther misrecognition. If using voice technology, the design ofspeech recou+. titon is to work well in a system feedback on recognition accuracy
variety of psJchological contexts, it is is critical, requtiing exacting human
probably necessary to perform voice factors analysis for each specific
reference pattern formation under application. This is necessary becauseconditions that effectively simulate the recognition failure induces frustration
range of operational situations to be and stress in the user, increasing the
encounterec . It may be possible to probability that the next utterance will
obtain spe -ch samples which are be misrecognized, producing further
sufficiently typical of the trainee's frustration and stress in a vicious
normal voicing by collecting them during cycle. To break this cycle, we must
the practice of correct terminology provide the user wi th easily
during training, as was done for parts of interpretable feedback concerning
the GCA-CTS vocabulary (1). recognition accuracy and with natural

ways of responding to misrecognitions. A
It is desirable that trainees spend well-designed system will notify the

as little time as possible in -peaking operator that it has not understood, or
for the sole purpose of registering voice will display what was understood to have
reference patterns, an activity with been said, thus giving the speaker alittle training value to the trainee, chance to detect and cope with a
However, if voice reference pattern misrecognition problem. The speaker can
registration is well integrated into the repeat the utterance, or retrain the
training program, it can occupy system if necessary. A system which
considerable time, and that time will merely fails to respond appropriately to
also be beneficial to the trainee. It is an utterance will leave the speaker not
essential that this be done to avoid knowing what has gone wrong, nor what can
wasteful use of trainee time, and also to be done to set it right. This extremely
avoid trainee boredom or loss of frustrating experience can have a strong
interest. Fortunately, such integration negative influence on the user's
of reference pattern registration into acceptance of the training system and
substantive training exercises also attitude toward training. Thus the
serves to increase the likelihood of effectiveness of training systems using
proper psychological context for voice technology may be expected to vary
reference pattern registration, directly not only with recognition

accuracy but also with the usefulness of
Recognition and Re-training the feedback on recognition accuracy.

All currently available Automated The voice refe'ence pattern updatingSSpeech Recognition systems have or re-training capability of training
performance limitations which render them systems using voice technology must be
less efficient and less adaptable than a designed with reference to human factors.
human listener. Although some Because an effective training program for
limitations are not easily surmounted, a speech-based task will lead to constant
others stem from conditions which can be improvements and changes in a trainee's
controlled to minimize their detrimental speech behaviors, frequent updating of
effects on recognition, reference patterns may be expected. This

process may be performed openly, in such
We have already discussed what is a way that the trainee knows that it is

perhaps the most important of these taking place (and giving the trainee a
controllable factors, which is the measure of control over the process), or
context in which voice reference pattern it may be integrated into the training so
formation occurs. Another factor known as to be transparent or unnoticed by the
to affect recognition accuracy is trainee. If the updating is transparent,
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there must also be a provision whereby In the category of general factors,
the trainee can deliberately test and one of the more difficult problems to
update the voice reference patterns if deal with is likely to be resistance by
poor automated speech recognition experienced training designers and users
performance occurs at any time during to changes induced by the introduction of
training. A convenient test and update voice technology in training. Heavy
capability will aid in preventing the involvement in the design of the
frustration which arises from incorrect instructor interface by personnel who
recognition, and will foster trainee will use the system for instruction,
perceptions of control over the training coupled with thorough training in its
process. It will help prevent an use, can help combat this resistance.
adversary relationship from developing
between the trainee and the training Other difficult problems stem from
system, teaching users the reality of dealing

with limited intelligence machines, and
from tendencies to view the machine as an

Human-machine Interface for Voice adversary. These problems can be
Technology--Alice's Doorwa_ especially troublesome because voice

technology systems usually do not provice
In the report on training feedback and verification of the sorts

implications of airborne applications of people expect in interaction with another
voice technology (12), an analogy was intelligent entity. Simply stated, users
made between the user of voice technology may attribute too much intelligencr'c' a
and Alice in Wonderland. In one machine just because it talks and
adventure, Alice is trapped behind a listens, and they can become angry when
small door through which she can see a i t f a i s t o 1 i v e up to t he i r
marvelous garden with bright flowers' and expectations, especially if the basis for
cool fountains, just out of reach beyond its misbehavior is not readily apparent.
a narrow passageway. Reaching the full The human-machine interface must be
benefits of voice technology may also be designed to help the user suppress
seen as requiring a user to traverse a inappropriate responses that might be
narrow passageway, a channel restricted directed toward another human and to
by the human factors peculiar to current strengthen appropriate responses that
speaker-dependent voice-interactive take into account the limitations of the
systems, as suggested by Figure 1. Human machine.
engineering of the man-machine interface
can provide the "magic" to allow the user In the category of speech control
access to the garden of benefits, factors, the human- machine interface

must be designed to aid the user in
As Figure 1 shows, the human factors dealing with any constraints on user

that must be reflected in the design of speech patterns peculiar to that
the man-machine interface for voice automated speech recognition system. For
technology are not limited to speech example, it has been pointed out that
control factors resulting from the recognition accuracy can be critically
characteristics of present-day automated dependent upon characteristics of speech
speech recognition systems. They also utterances that are not usually attended
include general factors resulting from to by a speaker. Feedback on user inputs
use of auditory and voice channels for may have to be structured to help
information exchange characteristic of speakers attend to such subtle
artificially intelligent systems, characteristics.

GENERAL FACTORS

Lack of ConventionalUser Resistance Feedback/Verification

to Change User Expectations VNon-Conventionalfor Artificially M|•a-achine Strategies .
Inelien yse Competition Reu Resd n

Learner of .Re__ • onstoen
Speech-based Task Molnn • nitFeediag

anid Feedback

CoMputer eanurement

__•Voice-Interactive. Channel P r n arurtmont

J Sequenc ing

Etc.

Constraint,% on Voc Rfrnce Spee.ch Recognition
User Spe ech Patr o atton Performance
Patterns Limitations

SPEECH CONTROL FACTORS

Figure 1. Human factors constraints resulting from use of the voice-
interactive channel in training systems.
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V o ice re fe re n ce p a tt ern to the particular hardware and vocabulary
formation/updating, and speech recogn~ition being used. Then, logical substitutions
performance limitations also have an can be made by the system itself when a
impact on the design of the human-machine trainee's decision doesn't m'ake sense.
interface. Even for a system in which
voice reference pattern formation and Similarly, the instructor nwodel Must
updating are sequenced within training evaluate decisions of the trainee and
program content so that little or no provide appropriate feedbafck, re'medial
trainee time is spent solely for those training, and critique. Tho. voice
activities, recognition failures may be technology specialist must ensure that
perceived by the trainee as correctible the model is properly integrated with
by better reference pattern formation, both the task model and speech subsystem
To maintain user acceptability, the so that the trainee doesn't become
system must permit a user the option at confused or frustrated. For example,
frequent intervals or at will of voice confusion resulted in the GCA-CTS
recognition test and reference pattern prototype system during a particular
update. two-part maneuver. The first part

requirec4 a number of decisions in a
If the human-machine interface for relatively short time. If any were not

voice technology in tr~aining systems is recognized precisely, the trainee was not
engineered with t~he user's capabilities told why and also could not proceed.
and limitations as a guide, t he Since the task was timed, there occurredIrestrictiveness of the voice-interactive a build-up of stress which reduced
channel can be minimized. Human factors further the trainee's chance of being
engineering and a well-designed training understood. Thus, the integration task
program can provide the "magic" to allow of the voice technology specialist
the user access to the garden of benefits requires identification of potentially
made possible by creative application of stressful situations. Then, the voice
voice technology. recognition subsystem can be designed to

relax recognition accuracy requirements
until the trainee becomes proficient at

VOICE TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIST the task.

The emergence of a Voice Technology Voice Technology. Certain areas
Specialist is required for success in within voice technology are constantly
complex applications and high payoff in improving and changing. The voice
voice technology. To encourage that technology specialist must keep abreastI
trend, a short course is being developed o f d e v elop me n ts in sp ea ke r
at the Naval Training Equipment Center, dependent/independent systems,
Human Factors Laboratory, to provide isolated/connected word recognition,
hands-on experience with voice vocabulary size vs. system cost
technology. It is expected to be ready trade-offs, accuracy of recognition, and
for evaluation early in 1982 by a select software access to voice recognition
group of Naval Training Equipment Center parameters such as a confusion matrix,
instructional systems design personnel, threshold values, and timing of incoming
then to be offered Government-wide, speech.

Skills of the Voice Technology Specialist Human Factors. One area of human
factors has been concerned with training

Models. Training tasks to which panel layout design. In the voice
voice technology can be applied are technology area, however, the other
characterized by requirements for the design criteria, discussed earlier in
trainee to process information, manage this paper, become important. In
data, and make decisions. The model of particular, there is a learning-to-
the task which must generate the data talk-to-the-machine phenomenon in which
required for proper training is most people can achieve 99.9% recognition
characterized by requirements for accuracy with a few hours practice. What
generation of variability. For example, appears to happen is that a person

4 a pilot/z.ircraft model for a controller develops consi stency in speaking a
trainee must be capable of flying various particular phrase and develops uniqueness
approach profiles which exhibit typical in how that one is said versus how

I]situations. The voice technology another acoustically similar phrase is
specialist must ensure that the model is said. Exaggeration of consonants is the

*properly integrated with the voice simplest technique.
subsystem so that the decisions of the
trainee as spoken to the system are The voice-technology specialist must
accurately reflected in the response of analyze the application for critical
the model. For example , v o ice voice technology featuires, then optimize
recognition systems often confuse "port" the man-machine interface design for user
with "four" (they may sound different to friendliness. Stress is particularly

* .you and me, but electronic ears hear important to consider in training system
things differently). Thus , t he design. The higher the stress, the lower
integration task of the voice technology the likelihood of recogni tion.* In
specialist requires identification of training, stress often comes about from
potential recognition confusions unique p4 oor, erroneous, or no feedback, or from



too fast-paced responding. The voice FL: Naval Training Equipment Center,
technology specialist must design a In press.
system that combines the "intelligence"
of the task and Instructor models with 7. Barr, A. & Davidson, J. Representa-
the recognition parameters of the voice tion of knowledge. In A. Barr &
subsystem to produce a dynamic, E. A. Feigenbaum (Eds.), Handbook ot
interactive, voice-based training system, artificial intelligence. Stanford,

CA: Stanford University, 1980.
CONCLUSION

8. Chatfield, D. C. & Gidcumb, C. F.
This paper has concerned itself with Optimization techniques for automated

technology transfer. An emerging adapt yv trainijng systems. Techn'i6al
technology, computer voice technology, Report NAVTRAEQUIPCEN 77-M-0575.
has been described in terms of the skills Orlando, FL: Naval Training
required to apply the technology to Equipment Center, 1977.
real-world training situations. Transfer
to engineering is being conducted via 9. Lea, W. A. (Ed.) Trends in speech
development of design guides for system recognition. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
models and subsystems. Transfer to Prentice-Hall, 1980.
instructional systems development is
being conducted by development of Human 10. The coming wave of electronic ears.
Factors principles of feedback and Business Week, April 6, 1981, 4OB,
exploitation of available voice quality 4OF.
data from the system. A Voice Technology 11. Cotton, J. C. & McCauley, M. E.
Specialty appears to be emerging from a Voice technology design guides for
combination of the System Engineering Iranin s
skills and Human Factors skills. This Report NAVTRAEQUIPCEN-80-C-0057-1"emergence is required for cont inued n F L : N a v al T r ai ni ngSOrlando, FL: Naval Training
application of voice technology. Equipment Center, in press.
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INTERACTIVE MULTI-MEDIA SYSTEM
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Interactive Television Company

Dexter Fletcher
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ABSTRACT

Increasing systems sophistication and limited personnel resources are dramatically
demonstrating the need for cost effective training, operations, and maintenance assistance at the
work site. The Interactive Multi-Media System (INNS) addresses these needs by providing
training, technical documentation, and operations Information In a highly Interactive format
using advanced microcomputer end optical videodisc design. IMMS uses Spatial Datla Management as
a means to provide users with rapid and natural access to varied types of information in an easy-
to-use and unified format. There are no languages to learn or typing required with INNS.
Optical vldeodiscs are used In INNS to provide users with Immediate access to Interactive video-
based Information. Some of the Interactive videodisc functions supported by IMNS Include
diagnostic procedures, step-by-step assembly, maintenance, and operations activities, and
technical Information support. Other multi-media aspects of IMMS Include the use of variable
data sources such as microfiche, videotape, remote data systems, and teleconferencing to support
changes In technical Information and procedures as well as off-site Instruction. Finally,
embedded subsidlary Incentives in IMMS stimulate the learning and usage of IMMS by users.

INTRODUCTION

The productivity limits of our current rapid presentation of pictures at a rate of 30
training technology may have been reached. Massive Images per second, each side of a videodisc
efforts to improve "stand-up" lectures, printed contains 54,000 still pictures In color.
training materials, and "hands-on" laboratory
experience have begun to yield too few significant The player for a videodisc is much like a
returns. We need revolutionary new techniques that turntable except that under computer control the
will break through the constraints posed by player can rapidly find any particular part of the
existing training technologies and allow us to beat videodisc. Specifically, any one of the 54,000
the current tradeoffs that must be made among Images, or any part of the 30 minutes of television
costs, quantity and quality. Videodisc technology on a videodisc, can be located typically In a
is one of the most promising sources of these new fraction of a second. A videodisc provides a
techniques. combinat Ion of moving and still images, any part of

which can be quickly located.
Videodisc technology is creating opportunities

for new kinds and forms of training devices at Videodiscs are made like audio records using
surprisingly low cost. At the heart of this original materials that can be movies, videotapes,
technology is the capability to access tens of pages of text, tables of numbers, graphs, charts,
thousands of color images, including stereo sound, maps, drawings, diagrams, or photographs. From the
In seconds of fractions thereof. When coupled with original materials, a master disc Is produced that
the new uniquitous microprocessor, videodisc in turn Is used to "press" multiple copies speedily
technology offers new opportunities for training and at low cost.
applications as well as new issues for the training
specialist. Three types of videodiscs and videodisc

players are now available. The players are
In this paper we share some of our ideas and characterized by the market they are targeted for:

experiences in the application of INNS to training, general consumer usage and industrIal/educat Ional
Specifically, we will examine three new Ideas for applications. Various potential manufacturers such
training appllcatioihs which use videodisc as JVC, IBM, Xerox, Zenith, to name a few, are
technology. We then consider Issues relevant to waiting In the wings, but only six are now
these applications and their Implications for marketing videodisc players.
training. We begin a brief review of the
characteristics and capabilities of the optical - Magnavox, a wholly owned subsidiary of Philips,
videodisc. began selling a consumer model player for about

$800 In December 1978.
OPTICAL VIDEODISC TECHNOLOGY

- Discovision (OVA), under license by MCA, began
A videodisc Is similar to an audio record general sales of an Industrial player for about

except that each side of a 12-inch disc contains 30 $3,000 In June 1979.
minutes of television. Since television Is the
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- Thompson-CSF began sales of an Industrial pleyer laser focused on the track and thereby generate a
for about $3,500 early In 1980. signal that Is processed and passed to a standard

video monitor (I.e., to the antenna terminals of a
- Pioneer began sales of a consumer player for TV set).

about $700 late In 1980.
One video frame Is stored on each track and

- RCA began sales of their consumer videodisc there are 54,000 tracks per disc. Video, aLdio,
player early In 1981. and still photographic Information can all be

Intermingled on these discs. These videodisc
Sony began limited sales of an Industrial systems effectively provide rapid access to 30
videodisc player In mid-1981. minutes of video information, 30 minutes of

analogue audio Information, 54,000 still
Some of the aforementioned companies have announced photographs, well In excess of 400 hours of
marketing plans for their videodisc systems. digitized audio information, 30 minutes of motion
Matsushita (which markets under brand names such as picture Information, or various combinations of the
JVC, Panasonic, and National) and several other above. The point t-o be made Is that videodiscs
Japanese companies have announced marketing dates provide rapid random access to a lot of Information
of first quarter 1982 for their consumer videodisc whlcic can be inexpensively stored and rrplicated.
systems. Table II presents a summary comparison of the

videodiscs discussed In this section.
The differences between consumer and

industrial systems are significant as Table I There are at least two Important differences T
shows. For instructional settings, the Industrial between the DVA/Sony/Philips and the Thompson-CSF
players Incorporate microprocessor control for fast videodisc systems. First, the Thompson Disc is
random access, pre-programmed branching, and frame "transmIssive" while the others are "reflective".
selection. Microprocessors have also been Light from a laser passes through the Thompson-CSF
Installed in the less expensive consumer players to disc and Is picked up on the other side. On a DVA,
provide random access, branching, and frame Sony, or Philips system, the disc reflects light
selection. However, the servo-mechanism In these back up so that light is sent from and received on
players requires from 15 to 20 seconds to locate a the same side of the disc. Three implications of
frame In the worst case. Maximum access times for this difference In technical approach are: (1) the
the industrial players are under four seconds. The Thompson-CSF disc Is "floppy", it can be rolled up
consumer players lend themselves to instructional In rmg~z!nes and newspapers, and tha reflective
application, but the functional capabilities of the disc is rigid; (2) by adjusting the focus of the
Industrial players may be sufficiently greater than laser, either side of the Thompson-CSF disc can be
their higher cost Is justIf led. With experience, read without physically turning the disc over. If
we should die-over what various videodisc features both sides of the reflective disc are to be used,
buy in terms of Instructional achievement and will It must be physically turned over-- or there must
thereby be able to recommend commercial or be a light source for each side; and (3) the
industrial players depending on Instructional Thompson-CSF disc is more sensitive to dust and
settings. dirt than the reflective disc.

r PIndustrial/Educational
Features Consuaer Players Players

Cost $800 $2500-$3500
Still frame Manual or automa- Manual or prograumied•

tic
Frame random Manual Manual or programmed
access Visual idensiti- Visual,

cation keyboard selection, or
progranmed

Frame-by-frame Manual Manual or programmned
"stepping"

Variable speed Manual Manual or programmed
motion (forward
or reverse)
Two discrete Yes Yes
sound channels

IProgranmned control may be through an on-board video disc player
microprocessor or an external computer.

Table I. Comparison of Consuriwr With Industrial Video Discs

With the exception of the RCA system, the The second important difference between the
videodisc players discussed above are all optical, two discs Is that the Thompson-CSF disc systems
laser-based systems. They use a 12-inch disc with observe European PAL/SECAM television standards as
a spiral track. The track is pitted with oblong well as U.S. standard NTSC. The reflective disc
depressions or micropits about 1 micron deep that observes only American NTSC television standards.
vary In accordance with the audio or video When used in PAL/SECAM mode, the Thompson-CSF disc
Information they represent. During playback 'lie therefore provides more lines per display. The
disc spins at 1,800 revolutions per minute while major Instructional Implication of this difference
these micropits modulate a low power helium-neon seems to be that because of the better resolution
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Magnavox/Phillips Discovision DVA Thompson-CSF

Cost $800 $2,900 $3,500
MarkeL Consumer Industrial/ldu- hiidustrial/Edu-

cational cational
Cost of $1,500a $1, 5 0 0 a $1,500a

Master b
Cost of $5-$10' $5-$I0 $18

Copies
Technology Optical-reflective Optical-reflec- 0ntical-trans-

(two-sided alumin- tive ( missive (two-
um disc) sided aluminum sided plastic

disc) disc)
Standard NTSC NTSC NTSC, PAL/SECAM

Cost per side

bCost includes $1.00 for protective plastic co'rer

C
Depends on quantity.

Table II. Summxary Comparison of Three Video Disc Systems
with PAL/SECAM standards, programs that display relatively Inexpensively.Slarge amounts of text may be better suited to the
Thompson disc. On the other hand, If Instruction 2. Random access to arbitrary points on a videodiscdesigners want to take advantage of the mIllIons of Is much faster than similar access using
already purchased television sets In American videotape. Random access on industrial
homes, schools, and Industries, they may be well videodiscs is less than 4 seconds compared with
advised to use NTSC encoded videodiscs. 20-100 seconds on videotape. Moreover, accuracy

of random access on videotape leaves something
S °nd~zarA±.Lwa D.lsc ehnol~y to be desired.

Two second generation developments in 3. Still frames are possible using either videodisc
videodisc technology appear to be particularly or videotape, but It Is exceedingly expensive
notable for Instructional applications, and cumbersome on videotape and single stepping

through a series of still frames Is essentially
First Is the anticipated appearance of cirect Impossible. A far more comprehensive andread after write, or DRAW, technology. The detailed comparison of videotape and videodiscImportant aspects of the DRAW disc is that It has been prepared by Heuston (2).

stores 1010-1012 bits of digital Information on
each side of the disc. This development Is being APPLICATIONS OF IMMS TO TRAINING
undertaken by btth RCA and Phi II Ips. In the near
term, videodisc systems using DRAW technology are One of the most exciting aspects of IMMS Is
IlIkely to be very expensive. However, DRAW disc that It makes possible an entirely new set ofsystems may be better suited for the small volume training experiences. This section describes such
experimental development that is characteristic of new applications ranging from new kinds of training
many Instructional settings. movies to low-cost simulators.

Second Is the development of still frame Interactive Movies
sound. All zurrently available disc systems only
provide sound when the disc Is played at 30 frames Interactive Movies, Illustrated In Figure 1,per second. Unfortunately, this detracts translate movie viewing Into an active
considerably fror the disc's Instructional value participatory process. In effect, the viewer
during slide-type presentations. DVA and Sony have becomes the director and controls many features of
both indicated that some form of compressed audio the movie. A sampling of feature controls
providing 3 to 30 seconds of sound per frame Is available to the viewer Is the following:
under development.

1. Perspective. The movie can be seen from
Videodisc Versus Videotapa different directions. In effect, the viewer can

"walk around" ongoing action In the movie orA brief comparison of videotape capabilities view It from above or below.
with those of vIdeodiscs may be in order at this
point. After all, videotapes represent a rapidly 2. Detail. The viewer can "room in" to seematuring technology, and they can offer many of the selected, detailed aspects of the ongoing action
features of videodlscs such as random access, or can "back off" to gain more perspective on
variable speed play, and reverse motion. Three the action and simultaneous activity elsewhere.
points appear to be salient:

3. Level of Instruction. In some cases, the1. Tapes can be edited and current videodiscs ongoing action may be too rich In detail or It
cannot. This difference Is likely to be removed may Include too much Irrelevant detail. Thewith the appearance of the DRAW technology viewer can hear more or less about the ongoing
discussed above. DRAW technology wll , of process by so Instructing the Interactive Movie
course, provide editable vldeodiscs quickly and System.
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Fk: I II I ust r aLi v:l an Itit e r ac t i ve :.,v ir Fig. 2. Ilus.tratn, of Surrogate Iravel.

4. Level of abstraction. In some Instances the speed of advance through the area using simple
viewer may wish to see the process being controls. The videodisc frames the viewer sees
described in an entirely different form. For originate as filmed views to what one would
example, the viewer might choose to see an actually see in the area. To allow coverage of
animated line drawing of an engine's operation very large areas, the frames are taken at periodic
to get a clearer understanding of what is going Intervals that may range from every foot indldea
on. In some cases, elements being shown in the building, to every ten feet down a city street, to

line drawings may be invisible In the ongoing hundreds of feet in a large open area (e.g., a
action-- for Instance, electrons or force fields harbor'.

can be shown.
The rate of frame playback, which is the

5. Speed. Viewers can, of course, view the ongoing number of times each video Is displayed before the
action at a wide continuous range of speed-- next frame is shown, determines the apparent speed
including reverse action and no action (still of travel. Free choice In what routes may be taken
frame). Is obtained by filming all possible paths in the

area as well as all possible turns through all

6. Plot. Viewers can change the "plot" to see the Intersections. While it might first appear that

results of different decisions made at selected this would be a time consuming and expensive
times during the movie. technology, It Is In fact relatively efficient

because of the design of special equipment and

A typical application for Interactive Movies procedures for doing the filming.
would be in training (and aiding) equipment
technicians. The technic'an could not only see how Demonstrations of this technology have been

a particular part is located and Installed from developed for building Interiors (MIT, National
several points of view (e.g. top versus bottom) but Gallery of Art), a small town (Aspen, Colorado), an

could interactively control how detailed a indusrial facility (nuclear power plant), a weapon
description Is either seen or heard regarding that site, and San Francisco Harbor. In progress is the
maintenance activity, production of a prototype video mapping library of

broader scope for selected areas worldwide.
Several Interactive Movie videodiscs have been

completed using hand to hand combat (i.e., karate) To provide training In reading and
as the subject area. These discs let the viewer understanding maps, the photograph-based Surrogate
not only control playing a particular karate move Travel Is linked to different sorts of maps of the
backward and forward at any rate, but also Include area. In effect, the viewer can travel across a
multiple views and closeup views following every map, can fly into it getting greater and greater
move from four different positions. In progress detail from what can be presented by standard map
are several interactive Movies that focus on symbology, and then "fall through" the map to see
equipment maintenance tasks, photographically what the map depicts. In

addition, the viewer can switch among different

SurrI±e Travel types of maps (e.g., topographic, Infrared, etc.)
to develop an understanding of how different map

Surrogate Travel, Illustrated In Figure 2, symbol[gies and representations Interact.
forms a new approach to local familiarization and
low cost trainers. The basic principle Is simple. In addition to ground level travel, Including
On videodiscs are stored up to 108,000 Images the inside and outside of buildings, aerial flight
showing discontinuous motion along a large number experience can be produced and used for flight
of paths In an area. Under microprocessor control, training and airport familiarization. Similarly,
the user accesses different sections of the disc, other forms of travel experience, such as anchorage
simulating movement over the selected path. piloting and low level nap of the earth flying, are

also easily accomodated.
The user sees with photographic realism the

area of interest. Unlike a travel movie, the user Surrogate travel can also be used to provIde

is able to both choose the path and control the training on routine and emergency procedures,
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- jphysical plant maintenance, safety, security as The same video materials can be used for
well as other training requirements found In ships, hundreds of different users. The only thing that
military and Industrial facilities. In these must be changed from user to user Is the magnetic
applications blueprints, floor plans, procedures, storage medium which serves as the user's private
and up-to-date reference materials are linked with librarian for the videodisc.
the photography of the site to provide a powerful
and easy-to-use training system. The U.S. Marine Corps Education Center Is

using the videodisc and SDMS technology to create
Electronic Libraries the electronic library which we have discussed.

The low cost replication characteristics of the
E videodisc make this medium an attractive
Electronic libraries, Illustrated in Figure 3, alternative for the distribution of previously

In the form of Spatial Data Management Systems erchived information.
(SOMS) provide students and Instructors with quick
and easy access to an assortment of multi-source ISSUES
and multi-media information (3). Users literally
"fly over" Information and select what they want by
simply pointing. Spatiality is use to group Development and use of training applications

materials into lesson plans so that different employing the videodisc such as those discussed In
informat~on spaces represent course concepts, the previous section raise a set of Issues to be

additional instrurtion, and assessment procedures. considered by the training community. A few of
these Issues are briefly discussed below:

1. What are the authoring requiremeriTs In producing
videodisc based training systems? Probably the

_ _most important requirement is the need to work
.... . freely with the capability of storing and almost

instantaneously accessing over 50,000 frames of
information. Our experience is that many
videodisc first-timers make only incremental use
of the technology because they do not take

advantage of Its random access character istics.
Inexpensive authoring systems that would enable

authors to put together and try out new
videodisc program concepts. Bunderson and
Campbell (1) have prepared a more complete
discussion of this Issue.

2. What is the role of digitized sound and
synthesized speech In videodisc applications?
Currently, several groups are experimenting with

. ],, rat or.ofitLlrn,.0.,r a number of means to overcome the lack of still
sound in videodisc systems. Future videodisc
systems will almost certainly Incorporate still

Stored on a videodisc are tens of thousands of sound capabilities. However, synthesized speech
frames consisting of photographs, diagrams, charts, may have an Important place In videodisc
texts, movies, spoken speeches, music, graphs, etc. applications given the rapid, random access
The pages can be organized, reassembled, segmented, capabilities of videodiscs. For example, In the
and/or duplicated in accordance with the user's Surrogate Travel application discussed earlier,
need and growing sophistication wit the subject the control I Ing computer also generates
matter. The pages can be annotated, highlighted, narrative descriptions that accompany the
drawn-on, underlined, etc., at the user's viewer's travel. Speech synthesis is used as
convenience and pleasure. the audio channel because It Is not reasonable

to prestore all things that could be said for
For the Instructor, the SDMS provides ready all possible routes that the viewer iright take.

access to a wealth of material which might
otherwise be unaccessible. Instructors can access 3. How does videodisc technology affect the
the SDMS to create their own Information spaces accessibility of training devices? A lot. With
(I.e., courses or lectures) and subsequently the videodisc, the training device designer gets
present such materials to large audiences in single a comparatively low cost (potentially less than
locations via large screen television projection or $1,000) system that brings together an array of
to multiple locations through cable distribution media (slides, text, graphs, movies, sound) in a
systems. compact and robust form. In some Instances,

very expensive computer graphics based systemsStudents can independently use the SOMS for myb elcdb nxesv ieds
may be replaced by Inexpensive videodisc

self paced Instruction by either working through players.
previously designed Information spaces or by
browsing on their own. When students and 4. How "smart" a videodisc training device Is
Instructors are In remote locations, offsite needed? Smart, yes, but not bri[liant. The
Instruction is facilitated by linking two or more applications discussed earlier all use videodisc
SDiNSs together us!ng regular telephone lines. In players controlled by small, inexpensive
this manner, a student or instructor can literally microcomputers. Future videodisc players ray
fly the other to a topic of interest, sharing at Incorporate sufficiently capable microprocesor
geographically remote sites a large library of systems to allow the necessary functions to be
information.
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LI completely on board. While It is true that the
players available today Include a small
microprocessor which can support branched
Instruction�- usage In this mode Is far removed
from the real potential of the videodisc as a
training device.45. How can training take advantage of the "super
realism" offered by videodiscs? In the
Surrogate Travel and low cost trainer
applications, the viewer sees the real place
(e.g., a real tank and, If appropriate, a real
explosion). This Is all made possible by
storing a faseimile version of events and
materials on the video disc. Thus, instead of
seeing a simplification (although at times this
may be beneficial), the user Interacts with the
object or process as It w Ill be encountered In
the work place.

6. Are videodisc training devices Inherently "fun"?
Stated In another form, since television Is fun,
will videodisc training devices find greater
acceptance? Without attempting a full analysis
we state our experience: Users enjoy working
with these systems. We cannot say If this is
because the systems are well designed, because
they Include color, sound, and motion, because
they are a familiar medium (television), or
because of something else. Nonetheless, the
overwhelming Impression we and others have
gained from working with videodisc systems Is
that users like them.

The lI st ot Issues above Is In no way
complete. What we have attempted to do Is alert
the reader to some of the questions which have
arisen through our own experiences. We feel that
the area of videodisc based training devices Is
extremely promising and deserves considerable
attention by the training community.
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ABSTRACT

0 Performance errors conmmitted during the acquisition of a
carrier landing task in the simulator resulted in the occurrence
of a freeze. Pilot subjects exposed to the freeze developed
control strategies which were distinguishable from those of a
no-freeze control group in terms of throttle, rudder, aileron,
and elevator activity. Neither rate of learning nor level of
performance was affected. Use of the freeze, howevir, was
reported as initially "frustrating" and as adding to the overall
difficulty of acquiring the task. With certain applications, the
freeze appears to be aversive, altering pilot motivation for
learning the task. Methodologically, the study's use of a probe
trial technique represents a departure from the traditional
transfer of training methodology for the assessment of alterna-
tive instructional treatments.

INTRODUCTION consequences of errors has a powerful
self-correcting influence in perceptual motor

Error-free and trial-and-error approaches learning, but the natural consequences of
*represent extreme positions with respect to errors in carrier approaches may not beI

the treatment of errors during learning, sufficiently negative with the required
(6,13,14) The traditional approach to flying frequency to give full force to this effect.
training lies scinewhere between these

*extremes. Not until the recent widespread use The present study sought to address those
of flight simulators did the instructor even instructional approaches to teaching the
hiave a choice with respect to how errors could carrier approach task that are possible given
be dealt with instructionally. Now that the instructional environment of the flight
instructional options are available, one simulator. The carrier landing task was
questinn that arises is the extent to which considered ideal for the present study.
errors should be permitted to freely occur Control behavior is strictly constrained by
during training and the extent to which errors the demands of the task, and errors can be
actually affect subsequent performance. (13) clearly specified. Navy pilots and instructors

almost unanimously agree that error detection
The specific role of errors in skill and correction are fundamental to safe and

acquisition is unknown. Holding has expressed consistent carrier landings.
the concern that frequently commilttedi erro-s
may 'he learned, or if not actually learned in Specifically, thi' study addresses the use¶the sense nf being committed more frequently, of the simulator's FREEZE feature to interrupt
that they may become embedded in the student's an otherwise continuous perforimance whenever
response repertoire. (5) This outcome appears an error is aetected. The simulator
possible in the case nf the carrier landing environment also makes it possible following
task studied here since errors often seem to an error to iither allow the errorful
he reinforced. For example, a marginal performance to continue or to make some
approach, although heing severely criticized correction (e.g., putting the aircraft back on

*by the Landing Signal Officer (LSO), can course) prior to continuing the task. A
result in a safe touchdown. Although Navy potential instructional advantage of using the
pilots are consciously and explicitly FREEZE Is that of allowing the student to
concern-i with techn'que in making carrier attend to instructional feedback without at
approaches, successful completion of a the same time having to continue to fly the
dangerous task ýy any means is, in a strict aircraft. A potentially negative aspect,
sense, reinforcing. Undoubtedly, the natural however, is that the FREEZE may function like
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a Time Out (TO), a behavior modification advantages for the initial investigation of a
method frequently used to suppress novel training method. However, for
inappropriate or undesirable behavior, evaluating its savings in relation to a

standard instructional paradigm, the
An inmpo-tant methodological issue is also traditional transfer of training paradigm

addressed by the present study, that of how to would still be preferred.
assess the differential effectiveness of
alternative experimental treatments (in this Summary of PrimaryObjpctives
case, instructional conditions) upon
subsequent ability to perform the criterion 1. To assess the relative
task: the familiar transfer of training effectiveness of three instructional methods
problem. One important issue in transfer of differing in the degree to which each alters
training research is related to the selection the instructional environment following an
of an appropriate training period. Training error.
to a proficiency criterion has often been
used, but in a study of differential transfer, 2. To determine the effects of
the average time for various groups to attain displacement-only versus displacement-
proficiency almost invariably differs. Thus displacement-plus-rate error criteria on
training time tends to be confounded with the acquisition of the approach to landing task.
expe-imental effects of interest. Fixed
training times resolve that problem but 3. To assess the extent to which
selection of an appropriate period can be criterion performance sampled periodically on
critical, and necessarily relies heavily on probe trials is sensitive to what is being
the Judgement and experience of the learned on training trials.
experimenter. Training times cotild be too
short to allow 4ifferences to emerge. METHOD
Alternatively, they could be so long that
worthwhile training d~fferences are worked out SubJects
by subjects attaining a high level of
proficiency with even the poorest training Five groups of experienced Air Force
conditions. Thus training times should be pilots were taught carrier landings in a
extended into, but not beyond, that period in flight simulator at the Naval Training and
training that shows worthwhile learning Equipment Center under a control or one of
differences between instructional methods. four experimental training conditions. Pilot

subjects averaged 35 years of age, had
Pre-experimental work could ascertain the approximately 2400 flying hours, 300 simulator

most appropriate training period but it would hours, and approximately 20 hours in their
require expenditure of a large portion of the assigned aircraft (F-4 or F-16) in the 30 daysexperimental resources to obtain a reliable preceeding the study.
answer. Furthermore, in a study of more than
two training conditions, the selected training Apparatus
time may be appropriate for only some of the
comparisons. A range of times could be used, The Visual Technology Research Simulator
but to do so would only reduce the power of (VTRS) consists of a fully instrumented T-2C
the experiment (i.e., its capability to reveal Navy jet trainer cockpit, a six
differences between conditions) to the extent degree-of-freedom synergistic motion platform,
that some of the selected training periods are a 32-element G-seat, a wide angle visual
inappropriate, system that can project both computer

generated and model board images, and an
The alternative addressed in the present Experimenter/Operator Control Station. (5)

study is that of a "probe" technique. A probe The motion system, G-seat and model board were
technique in which learning trials are not used in this experiment.
interspersed with test (criterion) trials
could avoid the problems liscussed above. Visual System
This technique, which appears to have been
used only once in applied transFer of training The background subtended 590 above
research (15), miight effectively map the to 390 below the pilots' eye level, and
course of learning and this allow an estimate 800 to either side of the cockpit. The
of the optimum training period for each carrier image, which was a representation of
instructional method. Smith et al. (!;) used the Forrestal (CVA 59) was generated by
a single trial probe stratey-l----nwhich they computer and projected onto the background
alternated training and probe trials; a through a 1025-line video system. A carrier
strategy that was probably not optimum. wake and FLOLS were also generated by this
Presumably, an experimental session should be method. Both day and night carrier images
weighted heavily with training versus probe could be displayed.
trials to limit dillition of the training
effects. Nevertheless, probes should be Average delay between control inputs
frequent enough to ensure that critical and generation of the corresponding visual
differences are not missed, and sufficient scene was approximately 116 msec. Calculation
data would be required at each probe to of new aircraft coordinates required 50 msec
achieve worthwhile stability. Probe while calculation of the coordinates for the
methodology would seem to offer distinct visual scene corresponding to the viewpoint
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from the new aircraft coordinates required instructional period lasted approximately 4S
approximately 50 msec. Generation of the new minutes. Where convenient, subjects were
scene required 16 msec. An updated visual given their preliminary instruction in pairs,
scene was displayed every 31 msec. but the remaining experimental work was

undertaken with only one subject in attendance
The sky brightness for the day scene was except that sublects were occasionally

0.85 fL (foot-Lambert) and the seascape permitted to monitor the performance of others
brightness was 0.6 fL. The brightness area of from outside the simulator if they had
the day carrier was 4.0 fL. Except fo- the entirely completed their experimental work.
horizon, there were no features represented in Subjects were assigned to training conditions
either the sky or sea. The night background as they arrived at the simulator facility in
luminance was 0.04 fL and the horizon and accordance to a predetermined sequence.
seascape were not visible. The night carrier
appeared as light points of 0.8 fL brightness Training Conditions
outlining the landing deck and other features.

Two experimental training procudures in
Fresnel Lens Optical Landing System (FLOLS) addition to a control (CONVENTIONAL) procedure

were used in the experiment. For both
In contrast to a carrier FLOLS, experimental procedures, the subject pilots

which is generated by incandescent lights, and were frozen during the approach if their
can therefore he much brighter than other vertical deviations from the glideslope broke
parts of the carrier, the simulated FLOLS was specific criteria. Under one procedure, known
generated by the same system as the carrier as FREEZE/RESEr, when the pilots were frozen
image. It was, therefore, only as bright as they were instructed on how they had incurred
the brightest areas of the ship (e.g., the their vertical error and were then reset to
white lines on the landing deck). To the glideslope with the simulator in its
compensate for Its lower relative brightness, optimum approach attitude. Longitudinal
the FLOLS was enlarged by a factor of three distance from the carrier and lateral distance
when the distance behind the ramp was greater from the extended centerline of the landing
than ?950 ft. From 2250 ft the size o. the deck were not changed. Pilots continued their
FLOLS was linearly reduced until it attained approach from the reset position. Under the
its normal size at 750 feet. The FLOLS was other experimental procedure, known as
centered 414 ft down the landing deck and 61 FREEZE/FLYOUT, pilots were instructed on how
ft to the left of the centerline. It was set they had incurred their vertical error and how
at a nom lnal 3.50 glideslope and with a to correct it once they were released. They
lateral viewing wedge of 520. then continued their approacii from the

position and attitude in which they had been
Simulator Coniguration frozen.

The simulator was initialized with the Two different experimental training
aircraft at 9000 ft from the ramp, on the conditions were derived from each FREEZE
glideslope and centerline, and in the approach procedure by applying two different freeze
attitude and configuration (hook and wheels criteria. The first froze the system if
down, speed brake out, 15 units AOA, and power 19iO1iej where
at 83%). The T-2C is normally landed with
full flaps, hut flaps were set at half 91 = angular displacement of the
extension for this experiment to more closely aircraft from the 3.5 degree
simulate approach speeds of typical fleet glideslope,
aircraft. Fuel was set at 13.0 lbs to give 9 c = 0.5625 - (.3125 x 10-4), and where
10,000 lbs gross weight. A landing trial was
flown from the initial condition to wire r = range in feet from the carrier ramp
aerestment or, in the case of a bolter, to
1000 ft past the carrier. The carrier was set This algorithm linearly increased the
on a heading of 3600 at 5 knots. criterion in meatball units from 1.0 at 6000
Enviromental wind was set at 349.0 with a ft from the ramp to 1.5 at the ramp. Freezes
velocity of 20.1 knots. This combination of did not occur beyond 6003 ft or past the ramp.
carrier speed and environment wind prodiced a
relative wind component of 25 knots directly The second criterion mould result in a
down the landing deck. Turbulence was used to freeze if vertical deviation from the 3.50
increase the difficulty of the task. The glideslope, or decent rate error, or some
turbulence model buffetted the simulator with combination of the two was excessive. Freezes
a random forcing fuction. would occur if I' i _ l8c for

PROCEDURE Mi - ei + 0.5625 6iec

Two subjects arrived at the simulation 9i - angular rate of displacement in
facility each day, Monday through Thursday, degrees/second from the glideslope
during the experiment. They viewed a video
tape on carrier landings .Aich described the 9 c 0.405 - (.49 x 10- 4 )(r + rk)
FLOLS and carrier landings. They were then
given detailed instructions by a Navy LSO on
carrier laroding techniques. This
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rk 524 feet, the distance of the pedal, and throttle positions were sampled at
carrier from the FLOLS 30 Hz. The distance of control movement from
origin. one sampling point to the next was accumulated

over one second periods and averaged over four
This algorithm established a criterion that equal segments of the final 6000 ft of the
was a weighted sum of the previously described approach.
displacement criterion and a descent rate
error limit that decreased linearly from 600 RESULTS
fpm at 6000 ft from the ramp to 200 fpm at the
ramp. Day Versus Night Performance

None of the experimental training The data showed little evidence for
conditions permitted a freeze within 10 significant improvements in student pilot
seconds of restarting the approach after a performances during the night carrier
freeze. In adddition, a freeze would not approaches. Isolated effects during the night
occur if, at the end of this 10-second period, trials included a significant reduction In
the subject was outside of the performance aileron movement in the area of 6000-4000 ft
criterion but was descreasing his error, to the ramp; a reduction in glideslope

variability from 1000 ft to the ramp; and a
In a fifth training condition, designated reduction in throttle movement from 3000-1000

as CONVENTIONAL, subjects were not frozen ft to the ramp. Since performance appears to
during the approach but were given their error have stabilized during the day carrier trials,
feedback, equivalent in nature to that given results are discussed for the day trials only
the FREEZE/FLYOUT group, during and at the end except as where noted otherwise (specifically,
of each trial. the correlational results on the probe vs.

training trial performances and the
After preliminary i nstruction, subjects discriminant function analysis).

were familiarized with the controls of the
simulator. They were then given a brief Use of Displacement Versus Displacement-
flight of approximately two minutes before Plus-Rate Error Criteria
they commenced their carrier landing
training. The training sequence consisted of Neither rate of learning nor level of
24 approaches to the day carrier on the performance was significantly affected by the
afternoon of their first day at the simulator particular error criterion in effect; that is
facility, and 24 approaches to the night to say, whether the freeze was occasioned by
carrier on the morning of their second day. deviations in vertical displacement or
The two 24-trial blocks were divided into deviations in vertical displacement from
6-trial sub-blocks, the first 4 trials of glidepath plus rate of descent. Although Kaul
which were flown under the appropriate et al. (8) found significant differences for
training condition. The last 2 trials of each experTenced Navy pilots using displacement-
sub-block were used as probe trials to assess plus-rate information displayed on the FLOLS,
the progress of learning, and were flown under the Kaul study and the present study were
the control condition. The LSO gave no different in several respects. (8) First, the
instructions during or following probe displacement-plus-rate information in the Kaul
trials. Subjects were given a 10-minute rest study was presented to the pilot continuously
after the twelth trial of each 24-trial block, via a modified FLOLS display. In the present

study, the conventional FLOLS was displayed
Performance Measurement regardless of which error criterion was in

effect. Second, the present study contained
Parameters of aircraft position and no condition which exactly paralled the

attitude were sampled at 30 Hz and used to displacement-plus-rate condition in the Kaul
derive altitude and lineup error scores from study. In the present study, there was no
the desired approach path, and deviations from condition where subjects performed under the
desired AOA (15 units). Root Mean Square CONVENTIONAL (i.e., no freeze) criterion with
(RMS) error, mean algebraic error and feedback provided in terms of displacement
variability around that mean were calculated plus rate. Although the subject population
for these three dependent variables or four (experienced, carrier qualified Navy pilots
equal segments of the final 6000 ft of the versus experienced, but not carrier qualified
approach. Air Force pilots) also differed, the

similarity of the glideslope maintenance
GlidesloF. and lineup errors at 4500, portion of the task was highly similar for

3000, ?000, 1000, and 0 ft from the ramp were both groups of pilots.
used to derive means and standard deviations
at these five points in the approach. Relationship Between Performance on Training
Distance from the deck, distance from the Trials and Probe Trials
centerline, and descent rate were measured at
touchdown, and the Landing Performance Score Pearson product moment correlation
(LPS) was calculated. (3) The LPS is a score coefficients were computed between measures of
assigned to each pass, ranging from 1.0 performance on training trials and subsequent
(technique wave off) to 6.0 (#3 wire trap), probe trials for subjects in both the

FREEZE/FLYOUT and CONVENTIONAL conditions.
Lateral stick, longitudinal stick, rudder Data were combined across both day and night

Sr. ,
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landing trials. No cnrrelations are reported consistently in all segments of the task from
for the FREEZE/RESET condition since use of 6000 ft to the ramp.

-Ithe RESET feature precludes use of variability
data. Correlational data are not presented Process Versus Product Measures of Performance
here due to limitations on published
presentation length. Nevertheless, the A step-wise discriminant function analysis
following observations can be made from these (BMPO7M) was performed on the performance
data. measures. As the data set did not conform to

rules normally required for a discriminant
1. During the approach portion of the analysis (e.g., the size of the smallest group

task, a high degree of consistency was should exceed the number of variables), its
observed between pilot control movements (i.e. use here should be considered as purely
pilot inputs to aileron, pedal, and elevator) exploratory. (16) The cumulative proportion
on training trials and subsequent probe of total dispersion accounted for by the
trials. This was true to a lesser extent for discriminant function was 48%, and the
throttle control. This suggests that for variables that contributed most to separation
subjects within a given instructional of the grdups were those of control movements
condition the same or similar control (pedal movement from 4500-3000 feet from the
strategies used during training were also used ramp, throttle movement from 1500 feet from
during probe trials, the ramp to touchdown, and aileron movement

from 4500 to 3000 feet froxn the ramp). The
2. Even though control inputs appear to discriminant function tended to distinguish

have been consistent across training and probe the control (CONVENTIONAL) group from the
trials, the consistency of training and probe experimental groups, and in all cases the
trial touchdown performances differed as a trends in the data were towards smoother
function of inmstructional method. The control inputs for pilots in the CONVENTIONAL
correlation between the wire caught on probe (no freeze) condition.
and training trials wis highly correlated for
the CONVENTIONCAL group (r=0.60) but not for The results of the discriminant analysis
the FREEZE/FLYOUT group (r=0.17). Likewise, agree with those of the correlational analysis
pitch, vertical velocity at touchdown, and in so much as they point to pilot control
angle of attack at touchdown were significantly responses as being the dimension most
correlated for the CONVENTIONAL group significantly affected by variations in
(correlations of 0.64, 0.78, and 0.53, instructional approach. It appears from the
respectively) but not for the FREEZE/FLYOUT data that those pilots exposed to the freeze
group (correlations of -0.11, 0.32, and adopted control strategies that were different
-0.l0,respectively). The extent to which than those adopted by pilots in the
performances acquired during training CONVENTIONAL instructional condition. It is
transfered to the zriterion conditions of the hypothesized that these differences were

iprobe trial is also expressed in terms of the acquired during training as part of the task

correlations between Landing Performance of "coming-off-freeze." The probe trial
Scnres (LPSI on training and probe trials. For procedure was sensitive to the transfer of
the Conventional group this correlation was variations in control inputs from training
0.35; for the Freeze/Flyout group, 0.18. trials to probe trials even though customary

training outcome measures of performances on
[Did Learning Occur probe trials were not found to differ as a

function of instructional condition.
The data showed a small but statistically

significant reduction in freezes (errors) Questionnaire Responses
across successive blocks of probe trials,
F(3,60)=3.62, p-0.018, indicating that Following participation in the study, each
learning did occur. Comparisons by pilot subject in the FREEZE/FLYO1JT and
instructional condition, however, revealed no FREEZE/RESET groups completed a questionnaire
signficant differences due to group (see Appendix'). The results are sunmarized
assignment, F(4,20)-0.94, p=0.46. The below.
learning effects are small when considered
from an operational standpoint. The On the General Role of Errors In Training
opportunity for measured errors to occur wa.';
bounded by the 10-second limitatioi imposed on Pilots generally disagreed that
the freeze as well as by not freezing when a "errors served little purpose" as well as with
rate error was in effect but the pilot was the notion that "students may actually learn
correcting. Neither can the effect of the error- 'hey commit" (Item 12). Pilots
subjects' experience be overlooked. Based on also disagreed with the contention that
their experience with constant airspeed, angle "instructional methods that allow errors to
"of attack approaches, one might expect that occur are inefficient" (Item 14). Instead,
the carrier task differed only in close to the pilots in the study pointed to error
ship (e.g., 3000 Ft to the ramp). This is recognition as a basis for the development of
supported by the data which show significant correct performance (Item 18). Errors were
practice effects occurring most often in the seen as helping the student to focus on the
1000 ft to the ramp segment of the task. Only critical elements of task performance (Item
in the case of aileron movenent did 13), as well as exposing the student to
significant learning effects occur out-of-tolerance situations which may under
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later conditions result from factors such as time share than less experienced pilots or
adverse weather, visibility/ceiling non-pilots would suggest that differences
limitations, etc. (Item 15). On the issue of might have emerged had subjects come from a
whether correct performance Is best thought of less experienced subject population.
as resulting from a process of eliminating
errors or from a process of shaping desired The specific relevance of the information
responses, pilots were undecided (Item 17). processing notion to flight instruction has

not been fully established. Other-
On the Instructional Use of the Freeze psychological processes may play a role in

Feature mediating the effect of the freeze. For
example, the freeze could well be aversive,

Pilots agreed that it was functioning in the same manner as a "time-out
significantly easier to attend to the LSO's from positive reinforcement" (usually referred
feedback while the simulator was frozen than to simply as T.O.) has been shown to function
while trying to listen and fly the aircraft in the control of undesirable or inappropriate
simultaneously (Item 3). Pilots also agreed behavior. (2) Pilot comments in the present
that use of the the freeze aided in the study support the view that the freeze may be
development of error recognition (Item 5). viewed as aversive and that some applications
Pilots, however, were undecided as to whether of the freeze (e.g., the FREEZE/RESET) may
the use of the freeze might be used to even significantly alter the nature of the
significantly decrease the overall training student's motivation to learn the task. All
time required to learn the landing task. On agreed that use of the freeze was
the negative side, pilots indicated that the "frustrating" early in training. That one or
occurrence of the freeze early in training more of these processes can affect the
was "frustrating" (Item 8). In fact, pilots acquisition of a psychomotor task is also
in the FREEZE/RESET condition indicated that indicated by the work of Payne and his
they were more motivated by "trying to avoid associates. (10, 11,12)
the freeze than by trying to fly the task
correctly" (Item 7). Reponses of pilots in Furthermore, there can be no certainty
the FREEZE/FLYOUT condition to the same item that the freeze effect will facilitate
did not reflect this implied aversive aspect. learning. The interruption caused by the
Regardless of the freeze condition to which freeze may disrupt the integrity of the task
subjects were assigned, all indicated that in a manner reminiscent of part-task
regaining control of the simulator following a learning. It was clear in the present study
freeze significantly added to the difficulty that the use of the freeze produced
of the flying task (Item 21, and that the differences in how pilots' performed the
difficulty increased the closer the freeze landing task even though analyses of customary
occurred to actual touchdown (Item 2). performance measures failed to clearly

discriminate between instructional
In general then the questionnaire data treatments. Pilots were in general agreement

indicated that pilots perceived errors as that the freeze added to the difficulty of thecontributing positively to training; that the task and suggested that this difficulty is, in
oresent use of the freeze was in some part, traced to the task of
Instances aversive and that it served to add "coming-off-freeze," a task that becomes more
to the difficulty of learning the task in the difficult the closer the freeze occurs to
simulator despite the fact that the freeze touchdown. It thus appears that the effect of
,nade it easier to attend to the feedback from the freeze is more than that of simply halting
the LSO instructor. So far as being able to the simulation. Instead, it seems to add a
ootentially reduce the time needed to learn new task component and to contribute, as well,
the task, pilots perceived the present to the overall difficulty of the primary task
ipplications of the freeze to have little being learned.
value in this regard. Lastly, from a methodological standpoint,

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS the present study is significant in that it
demonstrates the utility of the probe trial

The view of the freeze as an opportunity technique as an alternative to the more
to review past events and to plan for the traditional transfer of training methodology
future is consistent with an information for the preliminary investigation of
processing approach to learning. (9) Under instructional treatment effects. In the
this view, competing information processing present case, the probe technique proved to be
ictivities can interfere and retard sensitive to learning effects as well as to
scquisition of perceptual-motor skills. There subtle differences In criterion performance
was n Pvidenre thAt thit wAc tho o4 in fha *sqe".aI ae "p' -"esu1 i 'he use o' the
present study, even though pilots indicatPd freeze.
that it was easier to attend to the LSO's
instructional feedback while frozen than to Jo Recommendations
so while continuing to perform the task
simultaneously. Subjects in the present study 1. Avoid use of the flight simulator's FREEZE
were, however, experienced Air Force pilots Feature during the performance of a continuous
even though naive with respect to the carrier control task such as that involved In the
landing task. Those studies which suggest approach to landing task. Other tasks to
that experienced pilots are better able to which this advice might also apply are aerial
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refueling training and weapons delivery 6. Holding, D.H. Learning without errors.
training. In L. Smith (Ed), Psychology of Motor

L . Chicago: The Ath•Teic
2. Consider as an alternative to use of the institute, 1970.
FREEZE the use of the simulator's IN-FLIGHT
CONDITION STORE feature whereby events 7. Hughes, R., Hannan, S. and Jones, W.
captured at discrete points in a maneuver can Application of Flight Simulator
be stored and later recalled for student RecordiFlayback Feature. AFHRL-TR-
review. Consider also use of the simulator's 79-5, Williams AFB, •Z; Operations
RECORD/PLAYBACK feature. In doing so, Training Division, Air Force Human
however, remember that in some instances the Resources Laboratory, December 1979.
training time consumed in using the PLAYBACK
may be better used to provide the student 8. Kaul, C.E., Collyer, S.C., and Lintern,
additional practice time. (7) G. Glideslope Descent-Rate Cuing to

Aid Carrier Landings. MAVTRAEQUIPoCLI
3. Response chaining as a training Technical- Report IH-322, Naval
methodology Is not ruled out by the findings Training Equipment Center, Orlando FL,
of the present study. The data would simply October 1g80.
suggest that once a response sequence is begun
it is advisable to allow the sequence to 9. Newell, K.M. Knowledge of results and
proceed to completion. This Is true whether motor learning. In J. Keogh (Ed),
chaining is conducted in a forward direction Exercise in Sports Sciences Reviews,
wit'i termination of the sequence occurring as vol 4, Sant a Barbara CA: Journal
the result of an error, or whether chaining is Publishing Affiliates, 1977.
conlucted in a "backward" direction (2) where
termination occurs with performance of the 10. 9ayne, R.B. Functional properties of
.inil link of the chain, supplementary feedback stimuli.

Journal of Motor Behavior, 1970, 2,
4. The probe methodology is strongly 37-43.
recoimmended as an alternative to the
tra'litional transfer of training paradigm, 11. Payne, R.B., and Artley, C.W.
esp.cially for exploratory studies where Facilitation of psychomotor learning
training effectiveness may vary not only as a by classically differentiated feedback
function of instructional approach but also as cues. Journal of Motor Behavior,
a flinction of amount of training. 197?, voF-4T-,4--95.
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Dr. Gavan Lintern is a psychologist for Canyon Strongly Neutral Strongly
Research Group and was under contract to Disagrie Agree
NrEC at the time of this study.

6. Compared with the usual practice of giving
Appendix detailed feedback at the conclusion of a task,

providing feedback immediately following an
Student Pilot Questionnaire error is more effective.

14STRUCTION4S: Circle the number on the scale 1 2 3 4 5
tViat best describes your response to each of
the following items. Strongly Neutral Strongly

Disagree Agree
1. Use nf the freeze feature may be used to
significantly decrease the overall training 7. In learning the task, I was more motivated
time required to learn to landing task. by trying to avoid a freeze than by trying the

fly the task correctly.
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
Strongly Neutral Strongly
Disagree Agree Strongly Neutral Strongly

Disagree Agree
2. Regaining control of the simulator
foillowing a freeze signficantly added to the B. The occurrence of the freeze was
difficulty of the flying task in the simulator "frustrating" early in training.
(,then responding, consider each of the
fqllowing phases of the maneuver separately): 1 2 3 4 5

(a) "In the Middle" (first 1/3) Strongly Neutral Strongly
Disagree Agree

1 2 3 4 5
9. A helpful feature would be to present a

Strongly Neutral Strongly "warning" signal (such as an auditory tone)
Disagree Agree prior to freezing the visual system.

W "i~e~In the Groove" (second 1/3) Are10 Nih aprace wer moedfiutt

1 2345Strongly Neutral Strongly
Disagree Agree

Strongly Neutral Strongly
* learn than the day approaches.

()"nClose" (5-10 seconds from the ramp)
1 2 34 5

1 2 3 4 5
Strongly Neutral Strongly

*Strongly Neutral Strongly Disagree Agree
Diare gre11. Errors were more difficult to detect

(d) "At the Ramp" during the night approaches than during the
day approaches.

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Neutral Strongly
Disagree Agree Strongly Neutral Strongly

4. Improvements in performance were higkly Dsge ge
correlated with a decrease in the number of 12. "Errors serve little purpose, since
freezes, students may actually learn the errors that

the 2 3mi4 5
1 2 3 4 5

Stonl Neta Strongl
DiareAreStrongly Neutral Strongly

Disagree Agree
L 5. Using the freeze feature to explicitly

identify pilot errors during the "training" 13. "Errors help the student to focus on the
*trials made it easier to detect errors on critical elements of task performance."

"test" trials when no feedback was given and
when no freezes were in effect. 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 Strongly Neutral Strongly
Disagree Agree
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it. "Instructional methods that allow errorsti freely occur are inefficient, since

students spend valuable time practicing
i~correct responses."

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Neutral Strongly
Dis agree Agree

IS. "In committing errors, students learn how
to recover from situations which at some later
time may he caused not by task-specific errors
but by conditions beyond their control (for
.xample, by adverse weather, visibility,
turbulence, etc.")

1 3 4 5

Strongly Neutral Strongly
Disagree Agree

l1. "Pointing out 'errors' frustrates
students, whereas pointing out what a student
is doing 'right' is reinforcing."

$1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Neutral Strongly
Disagree Agree

17. "Correct performance results f rom a
process of elimininating errors and not from
a process of shaping--desi.-ad performance."

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Neutral Strongly
Disagree Agree

18. "A student's recognition of what is
coqsidered correct is dependent upon his being
able to recognize what is incorrrect (that Is,
an error)."

1 2 3 4 5

St-ongly Neutral Strongly
Disagree Agree
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A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THREE APPROACHES
TO THE MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE PROBLEM

AT THE FLIGHT SIMULATOR INSTRUCTOR/OPERATOR STATION

Joseph L. Dickman
Sperry Systems Management - SECOR

Fairfax, Virginia

ABSTRACT

This paper analyzes the principles of instructor/operator station (IOS) design employed
in three flight simulators recently produced by the same company, Sperry Systems Management -
SECOR. The analysis brings out major differences among the three; comments on the reasons
for the various approaches selected; examines the experience of users of each trainer, to
the extent that data is available; and draws conclusions regarding the comparative merits
of each approach. In addition, it discusses the problem of objectively evaluating the
efficiency of lOS designs in general.

INTRODUCTION that do not include a full crew. In addition,

the trainer is used for training ECM operators
Concurrent with other trends in flight simu- (ECMOs) alone, and supplements a part-task

lator development, e.g., improving the fidelity trainer, the 15E22A, which is available at Whidbey.

of aerodynamic simulation, inc¢easing the detail
and realism of visual scenes, and increasing lOS Configuration
the variety and sophistication of instructional
programs, there has been growing interest in As is fitting for a trainer with a complex
improving the efficiency of the instructor/ mission, the instructor station is quite Unrge.
operator station (lOS). There is new awareness With a wide wrap-around configuration (see
of the fact that a knowledgeable instructor, Figure 1), it is designed to accommodate three
assisted by easy-to-interpret displays and instructors--one (designated the Flight Instructor)
easy-to-operate controls, is central to the for monitoring the pilot, one (the ECMO-l Instruc-
effectiveness of a trainer. tor) for the ECMO--i, and the third (the Tactics

Instructor) for the ECI4O-2 and ECMO-3. In the
In the past two years Sperry Systems Manage- aircraft, the ECO10-I, who sits in the right front

ment - SECOk has produced three trainers--one seat, cperates the navigation radar and the
is still to be delivered--whose instructor- ALQ-92 communications jammer; the ECMO-2 and
operator stations, for various reasons, differ ECMO-3, who sit in the aft cockpit, operate the
widely in design. These trainers are Device ALQ-99 tactical jamming system.
2F119, the EA-6B Weapon System Trainer (WST);

Device 2F122, the A-6E Night Carrier Landing The instructor station is equipped with

Trainer (NCLT); and Device 2F132, the FiA-18 five alphanumeric-graphic CRTs and a visual
operational Flight Trainer (OFT). monitor. Two of these CRTs and the visual

monitor are intended for the Flight Instructor,
Each of these trainers has a remote JOS, and lie can also use a third CRT, which is in

i.e., one in which the instructor's ccnsole front of the ECMO-l Instructor position.
is loc-ted outside the cockpit and the instructor

monitors student performance with his own Each instructor has a row of control panels
displays, indicators, and instruments rather than containing an assortment of push-button, thumb-
by direct, over-the-shoulder observation. In wheel and other switches. At the Flight
other respects, however, each instructor station Instructor position there are the Visual System
is significantly unique, and each presents a Control Panel, with controls for initiating and
different approach to the problems of man-machine varying certain visual effects (but not all);
interface that occur at the JOS. the Mission Control Panel, by which the instructor

selects and enters initial conditions, demonstra-

tions, and "programmed missions"; the Trainer
EA-6B WST Control Panel, with controls for operating the

motion system, varying sound, ground roll and
The EA-6B WST is located at NAS Whidbey rough air, initiating starting air and external

Island, Washington, and achieved final Government power, removing chocks, operating trainer freeze

acceptance in December, 1979. Its primary mission and crash override, and performing other similar
is to train the members of the four-man crew in functions; and the Aircraft/Communication Control
all aspects of a combat mission, including pre- Panel, containing controls for communicating with
flight preparations, engine start, carrier launch, the students and other instructors. Miscellaneous

navigation to a target area, penetration of controls for other functions not mentioned above
enemy defenses, utilization of electronic jamming are also included on these panels. There are,
equipment, defense against hostile counter-action, in total, 47 operative controls on the four panels.

return to the carrier, and landing. Most of the

utilization of the trainer, however, is for In addition to the various control panels,

training pilots in emergency procedures, instru- each instructor has a function keyboard consisting
ment flight, carrier landings, and such operations of 32 illuminated but untitled keys. The titles
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of the keys, defining their functions, are con- listing all of the programmable malfunctions
tained on an overlay which the instructor inserts (the trainer can simulate over 700 malfunctions,
at the beginning of the mission. There are six including 220 open circuit breakers), 98 displays
different overlays available for the Flight of normal and emergency procedures, a display to
Instructor, one for each of the principal modes initiate "parameter recording", a series of
of operation: Operate, Plan (Disc File Genera- map displays for monitoring "computer-evaluated
tion), Plan (Demonstration), Display Printout, missions"*, two displays listing input codes, and
Critique, Test, and DRED (DRED is an acronym several other specialized displays for programming
for Daily Readiness Testing). The Tactics and maintenance purposes.
Instructor has a unique set of overlays; the
ECMO-I Instructor uses overlays identical to The input code displays represent one of
those for the Flight Instructor. the most controversial characteristics of the

trainer--the use of non-display dependent formats

When the Operate overlay is installed at for data entry. All on-line parameter changes,
the Flight Instructor's position, the keys are such as increasing or decreasing the fuel load,

used for calling up displays and for performing adding or removing external stores, varying the
certain control functions, such as storing CRT wind direction and velocity, and changing the
displays for later print-out, enabling map ceiling and visibility in the visual scene, are
slew and aircraft slew (operated in conjunction accomplished by entering an input code followed
with a "joystick" control), deleting the display by a numerical value. To enter a surface wind
of radio facilities not tuned in by the pilot, velocity of 20 knots, for example, the instructor
and overriding imminent malfunctions. Half of types WB 20 with the alphanumeric keyboard and
the keys are used directly for calling up depresses the RETURN key. Any entry can be
displays; the remaining half are for control made regardless of what, displays are on the CRTs,
functions. as long as the instructor knows the proper input

code.

The use of overlays at the IOS is not
standard in Sperry SECOR's design philosophy. A total of 112 input codes are listed on
The function keyboard installed in the EA-6B WST, the two input code displays (one of the displays
and its attendant collection of overlays, was is shown in Figure 2). They are organized into
chosen in order to maintain commonality with six categories--Flight Parameters, Aircraftthe sub-contractor (the AAI Corporation) who Configuration, Environment, Nav/Comm, Visual, and
was providing the Tactics part of the trainer, Others. Most of the codes are composed of two

derived from their part-task ECM trainer, the letters; however, there are eight one-letter
15E22A. In fact, Sperry SECOR procured the codes, one three-letter code, and nine four-
keyboard from AAI. letter codes. The codes are designed to facilitate

memorizing as much as possible; typical codes
Because the function keyboard has a limited are AA for angle-of-attack, RC for rate of climb,

number of keys, it cannot accommodate all LA for latitude, D for display, and C for carrier.
required control functions. Some are assigned Most visual codes start with V; VC is for ceiling,
to the Trainer Control Panel. Those retained and VI for visibility. A number of visual codes
on the function keyboard are ones with the related to intensity of lighting start with 1;
closest relationship to CRT displays, since examples are IT for intensity of taxiway lights,
management of displays is the principal function and IF for intensity of flood lights. Inevitably
of the function keyboard. there are instances where the best code for a

parameter has already beeit assigned to another;
It would not have been practical to use an the second choice is not always as logical. For

additional overlay for these "overflow" functions example, IP had to be used for intensity of
because of the undesirability of requiring the droplights since ID was already assigned to
instructor to change overlays in mid-flight, intensity of deck lights.
so to speak. Changing overlays requires going
off-line and interrupts the mission. On the Most of the, one-letter input codes are used
other hand, the use of separate overlays for in combination with the two-letter codes. For
Plan, Display Printout, Test and the other modes example, LA and LO, used to change the latitude
is not an inconvenience beuause a natural and longitude of the aircraft ("ownship"), apply
interruption of the mission continuity occurs to the carrier when prefixed with C; and when
preceding those activities, used with G tney will relocate the center of the

gaming area. The letter I, when used as a prefix
To complete the array of controls at the to a two-letter code, applies to the parameters in

1OS, an alphanumeric keyboard and a light pen
are provided for each instructor. Also, each
instructor has a CRT Select Switch for desig-
nating the CRT where a display is to appear. *Paraweter Recording produces a continuous

strip chart depicting a student's ability to
maintain one or more flight parameters within
specified limits--an airspeed of 140 knots + or -

The EA-6B WST has an exceptionally extensive 10, for e.cample; a Computer-Evaluated Mission,
library of displays. There are ten displays also called a Progranmed Mission, automatically
for initial conditions sets (one for each set measures student performance over a preplanned
available), three displays depicting the instru- flight profile containing a number of legs, or
ment readings and control or switch positions segments, designed to facilitate operation of
in the cockpit, four types of map or map-like the computer program without instructor inter-
displays with four possible scales, 13 displays vention.
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INPUT CODES D7

FLIGHT PARAMETERS ENVIRONMENT

ANGLE OF ATTXCK AA BAROMETRIC PRESSURE BP

ANGLE OF BANK AB WIND DIRECTION AT 20000 FT DL

ACCELERATION AC ICING IC

ALTITUDE AL MANUAL MAGNETIC VARIATION MM

INDICATED AIRSPEED AS MAGNETIC VARIATION MV

HEADING HD RAINSHOWER DENSITY RN

LATITUDE LA RUNWAY SUKFACE RS

LONGITUDE LO SEA STATE SS

MACH NUMBER MN TEMPERATURE, FREE AIR TF

PITCH ANGLE PA WIND DIRECTION AT SURFACE WD

PITCH RATE PR WIND VELOCITY AT 20000 FT WL

RATE OF CLIMB RC RADAR WEATHER SET WS

RATE OF DESCENT RD WIND VELOCITY AT SURFACE WV

ROLL RATE RO
RPM LEFT RL NAV/COtM
RPM BOTH RP

RPM RIGHT RR ACLS ELEVATION AE

RATE OF TURN RT ADF BEARING AF

TRUE AIRSPEED TA ACLS CENTERLINE AR

YAW RATE YR ACLS AZIMUTH AZ
ARTCC FREQ AT

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION APC FREQ AP
NDB ON/OFF BO

STATION, CENTERLINE CL GCA/CCA AZIMUTH GA

EMERGENCY LANDING GEAR EG GCA/CCA CENTERLINE GC

AIR REFUELING ENABLED FE GCA/CCA ELEVATION GE

FLAPS FL RADIO FACILITY SET RF

FUEL LOADING FU RUNWAY IN USE RU

STATION, LEFT INBOARD IL TACAN REARING TB

STATION, RIGHT INBOARD IR TACAN ')ME TD

LANDING GL.4R POSITION LG TERMINAL AREA TE

STATION, LEFT OUTBOARD OL TACAN ON/OFF TO

STATION, RIGHT OUTBOARD OR
SPEEDBRAKE SB

Fiqure 2. Input Codes Display
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an initial conditions set. For example, by Flight ind TacL'LB Instructors because he wouldentering ILA and ILO, followed by the appropriate have to use two Operate overlays on his functionnumerical values, the instructor can change the keyboard--an impractical procedure, as explained
latitude and longitude of the ownship as indicated previously.
on any initial conditions set being displayed.

In general, the users of the EA-6B WST
The letter B ia used to activate malfunc- are satisfied with the3 design philosophy of the

tions. The instructor enters B followed by the I05. They have no significant adverse opinions
number of the malfunction, which he can obtain regarding the function keyboard and overlays,
from the displays listing all available malfunc- the non-display dependent formats and input codes,
tidons, unless he remembers the number or has and the alphanumeric keyboard. Since they
previously determined it in his pre-mission expect the device operator to be the principal
planning. To remove the malfunction he enters R, user of the alphanumeric keyboard, they are not
followed again by the number, concerned about the reputed antipathy of

instructors, particularly pilots, toward typing.
Until development of the EA-6B WST, Sperry They agree with the need for consistency between

SECOR had never used input codes and non-display the Flight and Tactics sides of the IOS, and
dependent formats, except for specific purposes being familiar with MlI's designs in Device 15E22A,
such as entering malfunctions. The rationale they accept those approaches as being the appro-
for adopting input codes for the EA-6B WST was, priate ones to use.
again, to be consistent with MAI, whose Device
15E22A uses this approach (their term for an They rarely use the light pen as an input
input code is "command word"), device, except when it is the only method avail-

able. A major reason for the light pen's
The light pen is available as an alternative unpopularity is the fact that it is relatively

input method for many IOS functions. For slow and difficult to aim precisely at a desired
example, it can be used to enter malfunctions point on the display.
by illuminating the number of the desired mal-
function on the Malfunction Display, and to Also, the users are dissatisfied with the
remove the malfunction by illuminating the title. Pilot's Instrument Monitor Display. This
It is the only method for activating simulated display depicts the various instruments in their
antiaircraft fire and surface-to-air missiles relative positions on the aircraft instrument
via the Hostile Environment Display. It is panel, but the readouts are digital with a one-
also the most flexible method for removing the hertz update rats. The users are considering
dotted aircraft track (to reduce clutter), adding a number of repeater instruments to the

instructor station, or substituting for the
User Experience digital display a pseudo-instrument display with

The principal user of the EA-6B WST is aao edus
VAQ 129, a squadron at NAS Whidbey Island whose The Flight Instructors and Tactics Instructors
primary mission is the training of replacement who are experienced in use of the trainer do not
pilots and ECHOs. Currently (June 1981) have difficulty in coping with the complexity of
there are 12 instructors (four pilots and eight the IOS. However, they are limited in number,
ECHOs) trained in the operation of the trainer, considering the intense training program at
In addition there are eight other personnel able Whidbey, and are being subjected to continual
to function as device operators. turnover. The trainer is too complex to be

Whena ful-cew mssin isflon intheoperated by unqualified personnel. The device
Whena ful-cew mssin isflon intheoperators are useful, especially during trainer~

trainer, the instructor station is usually turn-on and problem set-up; however, instructors
manned by an instructor at each of the Flight must be thoroughly familiar with the trainer's
and Tactics Instructor positions, a device capabilities in order to give effective direction
operator at the ECMO-l Instructor position, and a to the device operator.
supervisory instructor seated or standing bahind
the other three persons. The use of a device
operator has evolved since the trainer was A-6E NCLT
delivered. The original Specification for the

traier id nt cll fr tat psiton.Two A-6E NCLTs have been delivered, one to

NAS Whidbey Island, Washington, and one to NAS
Because the ECHO-l Instructor position Oceans, Virginia. The acceptance dates were

does not have a full set of controls (there is December 1980 and March 1981, respectively. The
no Mission Control Panel and the Trainer Control primary mission of the NCLT is to train pilots in
Panel is considerably abbreviated), the device carrier landings. It can also provide training in
operator seated there has limited utility, launch procedures and in a limited number of
However, he has a function keyboard and an emergency procedures.

4 alphanumeric keyboard, and he can call up displays
on his CRT and take actions involving use of JOS Configuration
the input codes, including entering and removing
malfunctions (at the Flight Instructor's The instructor station is designed to
direction). Since he has a CRT Select Switch, accommodate an instructor and a device operator
the device operator can generate displays on the (see Figure 3), while complying with the stipula-
Flight instructor's two CRTs, but in practice tion in the Specification that the 105 must be
the Flight Instructor handles his own displays. able to be operated by one person. There are
The device operator cannot assist both the two CRTs, one for each position, and a visual
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I NSTRUCTOR OPEVICER
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Figure 3. A-6E NCLT Instructor/operator Station
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monitor for the instructor. An alphanumeric key- one of the two alphanumeric/graphic CRTs; insures
board is located in front of the device operator, that the CRT Select Switch is indicating the
and an LSO (Landing Signal Officer) hand control proper CPT; types the line number for FUSELACE
is provided for the instructnr. FUEL QTY (in this case the instructor must

decide whether to increase the fuel in theThere are two control panels. One, called fuselage tank, wing tanks, or external tanks);
the Left-Hand Control Panel and located below types a coma as a separator; and then types

the Visual Monitor, contains an indicator to the desired value of the parameter. Finally he
warn of a malfunction in the simulated oxygen depresses the RETURN key on the alphanumeric
system in the cockpit, a "beeper" to announce keyboard to complete the entry. To fill the
an over-temperature in the computer area or fuselage tank to 9000 lbs, the complete entry is
at the student station, three push-button "1,9000", plus RETURN.
switches related to the visual system, and
three rotary controls for varying the volume There are five pages containing numbered

in two of the IOS headsets and in the intercom lines enabling parameter-changings the Program
speaker. The other, the Function Panel, Mode Control Page, the Initial Conditions Page,
contains five switches and indicators related the Monitor/Control Page, the Visual System
to Lhe motion system, three communications Control Page, and the Performance Evaluation

switches, and eight function switches. The Page. Some of these pages also contain unnumbereA
function switches include those for launch, lines which are for monitoring purposes only,
freeze, reset, playback, etc. The Function rather than control (i.e. parameter-chaaging).
Penel is located below the instructor's CRT, On the Monitor/Control Page approximately half of
thus the device operator has only the alpha- the lines are for monitoring only (see Figure 4).
numeric keyboard.

The Malfunctions Page lists the 48 available
Displays malfunctions and assigns each a number. However,

the method of activating a maltunction is to
The NCLT's repertoire of displays is rela- type the letter A plus the appropriate number

tively limited, containing a total of 23 (followed by the RETURN key). To remove a mal-displays. The first display is an index bf function, the letter R is used similarly. These

all subsequent ones (the displays are called actions can be taken at any time, regardless of
pages and the index page is identified as PO). what pages are displayed, as long as the user
Tb- next display, P1, is the Program Mode knows the number of the desired malfunction. This
Control Page, and it is used for entering the approach resembles the input codes of the EA-6B
principal modes of operation: Mission, DRED, WST; the reason for such a deviation from the
Display Printout, and Demo. It also enables a other, display-dependent formats of the NCLT is

number of specific functions, such as previewing to give the instructor, or the device operator,
displays before printing, clearing stored dis- more flexibility.
plays from the memory, and recording for a
demonstration. The Index Page is used in a similar way.

If the instructor or device operator knows the
P2 is the Initial Conditions Page; it lists number of the display that he wants to view, he

the principal parameters for five sets of can obtain it by typing P and the number without
initial conditions. With the alphanumeric having the Index Page displayed.
keyboard, the instructor can change the values
of the parameters before any set is entered; Sperry SECOR's rationale in selecting the

he enters the desired set by depressing the IOS design used in the NCLT was that it was
proper switch on the Function Panel. simple and proven (a similar approach had been

used by the same company on previous trainers).
P3 is the Monitor Control Page; it enables Also, there were no external factors influencing

the instructor to monitor the pesition of the choice, such as maintaining commonality
certain controls in the cockpit, such as the with another contractor.
throttles, the air start buttons, the RAT handle,
and the arresting hook. It also allows the User Experience
instructor, on-line, to modify parameters, such
as fuel quantity, external tank configuration, The A-6E NCLT is used by a number of attack
wind speed and direction, and carrier speed and squadrons at Whidbey and Oceana. At the two

heading. stations there is currently a total of approxi-
mately 15 instructors and 15 device operators

Other displays (pages) include Visual System trained to operate the trainer.
4 Control, Performance Evaluation, Malfunctions,

Instruments, Area Map, CCA, Parameter Recording, Normally both an instructor and a device
and 13 displays for monitoring selected emergency operator are used during trainer exercises (it

procedures. Forty-eight malfunctions generally should be noted that the trainer has been
4 related to carrier launch and recovery operations operational at each location a limited amount of

are programmable. time). The instructor is able to devote most of

his attention to monitoring student performance

"On-line parameter changes are accomplished while the device operator is concerned primarily

with display-dependent formats, which is a with using the alphanumeric keyboard. The
major difference between the A-6E NCLT and the instructor also uses the switches on the Left Hand
EA-6B WST. To change the fuel quantity, for Control Panel and the Function Panel, but this
example, the instructor calls up the Monitor responsibility is not too demanding. The motion
Control Page, if it is not already displayed on system switches, which are on the function panel,
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are sometimes operated by the device operator, Function Display (MFD), and the Horizontal
but he can reach them easily with his left hand. Situation Display (HSD), which are six-inch CRTs,

While individual preferences vary, usually the called Digital Display Indicators (DDIs), located
instructor keeps the Instruments Page on the un the front instrument panel in the cockpit,
left-hand CRT, leaving the other CRT for all are located at the 10S below Lhe visual monitor.
other displays. The HUD is the primary flight instrument in the

aircraft, and the MMD, MFD, and HSD are the
At each location, copies of the Index Page primary system and navigation displays. Thus the

and the Malfunctions Page have been taped to the presentation of these displays at the IOS is
top of the work surface. This practice may optimized for the instructor, who will normally be
offend purists but it is an effective way of devoting much of his attention to the visual
avoiding tedious display-manipulation. It can scene.
be expected, furthermore, that device operators
will quickly memorize most of the page numbers. The instructor will be seated in front of

the visual monitor, and the device operator,
In general, the users of the NCLT are when utilized, will be seated to the instructor's

Ssatisfied with their 1OS. They have no reason right. When the instructor is alone at the IOS,
to desire non-display dependent formats, par- both CRTs, which are rotatable, will normally
ticularly since the principal disadvantage of be turned inward; when the device operator is
display-dependent formats has been solved by the also present, the right-hand CRT will be turned
expedient cited above, as well as by having, in so that it is facing to the front and can be more
effect, input codes for entering and removing easily viewed by him.

malfunctions and calling up display pages.

Nine function keys are grou,.ed around the
The users at Whidbey have a criticism of visual monitor. They include freeze, reset,Sthe parameter recording procedure which they malfunction override, crash override, normal

inted tocorect ithan EP. aramterarrest, barrier arrest, and other such functions

"recording is a two-minute program for recording requiring rapid access by the instructor. The
and graphically displaying student performance remaining controls, which are quite limited in
during a carrier approach. number, are arranged on panels below the two

alphanumeric/graphic CRTs. The instructor has
The procedure for starting the recording three function keys for communications; the

requires that the CRT page be displayed while device operator has two for varying sound volume
the device operator enters the line number for and lamp intensity. Each person has a 12-key

START PECORDING and a "1" for activation. This keypad; a function key for calling up the Menu

process occupies the CRT, although briefly, during Display, which is the equivalent of an Index
a critical part of the exircise; the instructor Display; and a function key for saving any
normally wants othir displays (the Instruments display for later printing. The instructor has
Page and the GCA/CCA Page, for example) on the a "joystick" for control of map slew and aircraft
two CRTs at this time. What the users want is slew.
simply a function switch to start the recording.

Each alphanumeric/Graphic CRT has a light
pen and the visual monitor has an LSO hand

F/A-18 OFT control. An alphanumeric keyboard is available

at the device operator's position for non-training
The F/A-18 OFT, Device 2F132, is scheduled functions, such as activating Plan Mode and DRED

to be operational at NAS Lemoore, California, and "debugging" software.
in March 1982. An additional trainer will be
delivered to NAS Cecil Field, Florida, approxi-
mately two years later. Typical of OmTs, the
primary mission of Device 2F132 is to train pilots Basically, the F/A-18 OFT uses display-
in all aspects of instrument and visual flight dependent formats activated by the light pen.
except tactics and weapon delivery (the trainer The displays are designed to progress from

has a limited air-to-ground weapon delivery general to specific, so that the instructor or
capability, however), device operator, in effect, merely follows

"go to" instructions on each page. A back-up
IOS Configuration method, enabling activation via the keypad instead

of the light pen, is available; it ugee numbered
The instructor station is a radical departure lines and entry formats identical to those on

from conventional approaches. As described in the the A-6E NCLT.
Trainer Configuration Report, the concept of the
design of the lOS is to provide the instructor The initial display is the Menu Dispi;ay

"the means to conduct and monitor the training (the title comes from a similar display in the
mission with visual cues that are familiar to him F/A-18 aircraft); it is displayed automatically
in the F/A-18 cockpit". With this objective on both CRTs when the computer is initialized,
specifically in mind, the F/A-18 OFT's IOS is and can be called up at any time by the Menu
configured so as to resemble the F/A-18 cockpit Display Switch, which is located on each of the
as much as practicable. The visual monitor is panels below the two CRTs.
"placed in the center and an alphanumeric/graphic

CRT is located on each side (see Figure 5). A The Menu Display (see Figure 6) enable3 the
repeater of the cockpit Head-Up-Display (HUD) is instructor to call up a number of index displays:
superimposed on the visual monitor; and repeaters Mode Selection, Map Displays, Malfunctions,
of the Master Monitor Display (MMD), the Multi- Procedures, Cockpit Monitors, Environment/Aircraft
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MENU

M1. MODE SELECT

M2. MAP DISPLAYS *5. COCKPIT
MONITORS

&3. MALFUNCTIONS M6. ENVIRONMENT
ACFT DATA

M4. PROCEDURES M7. PROGMISSION
DISPLAYS

38. ASSIGN OTHER CRT

Figure 6. Menu Display
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Data, and Programmed Mission. The method of and showing an aircraft symbol and track; the map
operation is to "illuminate" with the light pen a coordinates are established by the initial condi-
small square (called the "strike area") to the tions set entered by the instructor. The

left of each title. If the light pen is malfunc- instructor can change the scale, operate Map Slew

tioning, the back-up method is to enter the line and Aircraft Slew, change the visual scene, ini-

number (I for Mode Select, 2 for Map Displays, tiate two levels of declutter, and take other

etc.) with the keypad and depress the ENT key on actions by illuminating appropriately-identified
the keypad. At the bottom of the page, and on strike areas at the bottom of the page. He can

most other displays, there is a line entitled exit only to the previous display.

ASSIGN OTHER CRT. This enables the instructor
to assign the display to the device operator's The Approaches and Departures Displays con-

CRT, and vice versa. tain indexes of 42 published approaches and 22

standard instrument departures. If the instructor

The organization of displays is intended to selects any of these, a depiction of the DOD
carry on the analogy with the F/A-18 aircraft. approach or departure plate is shown.
In the aircraft, the MMD, MFD, and HSD have a

number of push-button switches around their The GCA/CCA Display shows the glide slope

peripheries. The function of each switch varies and course line, as is standard for this type of

according to the display in use, and the title display. This display, as well as the display of

appears on the CRT beside the switch. This individual approaches or departures, contains a

concept is repeated on the trainer displays; the functional control capability similar to that on

strike areas are intended to represent the the Cross-Country Display, although it is tailored
switches and the light pen the pilot's finger. to fit the individual display. For example, the

GCA/CCA display does not have Map Slew, Aircraft

From the Menu Display the instructor goes Slew, scale-changing, and declutter.
to the Mode Selection Display where he chooses one

of seven possible modes: Freeflight, Checkride, The method of controlling malfunctions and

Automission, Dynamic Replay, Minute Replay, Demo, the display of emergency (and normal) procedures

and Print. Selecting any of these modes leads is intended, again, to minimize demands on the

to its own hierarchy of displays. For example, instructor. The instructor's first step in

if the instructor selects the Freeflight Mode, activating one or more malfunctions is to call

the Freeflight Mode Initial Conditions Index is up the Menu Display from which he can go to the

displayed. This page lists 25 sets of initial Malfunctions Display. Nest he selects the sub-

conditions .and enables the instructor either to display for the category of malfunction that he
enter immediately the set desired or to call up desires; the categories are Flight Control,

a descriptive display of the composition of any Engines, Fuel, Hydraulic, Electrical, Comm/Nay,

set, i.e., a list of the aircraft and environmen- Display Subsystems, Aircraft Systems, and EMI.

tal parameters and the navigational waypoints The display that he selects contains a list of

programmed into the on-board computer. The malfunctions with related strike areas, one
instructor can review these elements but he is for the left engine and one for the right when
not able to make on-line changes to an initial applicable (the display for the engine malfunc-
conditions set before entering it. tions is shown in Figure 7). At the Lop of the

page are a list of three "options" and four

At the bottom of the Freeflight Initial "events". The options are labeled IMMEDIATE

Conditions Index, in addition to the ASSIGN EFFECT, REMOVE, and TIMED, and the events are

OTHER CRT line, are two other lines entitled FLAPS UP, FLAPS DN, GEAR UP, and GEAR DN. By
COCKPIT MONITOR and MAP DISPLAYS. These lead illuminating with the light pen the appropriate

the instructor to the indicated displays, which strike area the instructor can activate a mal-

are additional indexes, from which he can select function immediately or in the future. Future

appropriate sub-displays. malfunctions can be related to a mission clock
time, which the instructor must enter with the

All of the displays have similar exit lines, keypad, or to one of the four events. From this

each set designed to provide the most logical display the instructor can exit to Lhe previous

options based on the purpose of the display being or next display in the same category, if there is

st-own. If the instructor reaches a dead end, more than one available, or he can return to the

he can always select the Menu Display Switch on Malfunctions Display, where he can find his way
the panel below his CRT and go back to the through a similar route to another list of mal-

beginning of the display structure, functions.

If the instructor selects the Cockpit When the instructor calls up a map display
Monitor Display, the Main Instrument Panel after entering malfunctions, he can observe up to

Display is shown. From there he can progress ten current and future malfunctions listed at the

to other displays entitled Left Vertical Console, bottom of the page, in an area called the All-Modes

Left Console, Right Verti.cal Console, and Right Area. Strike areas are provided for the current

Console. These displays depict the position of malfunctions so that the instructor can' clear them

switches and other controls on the indicated whenever he desires.

panels and consoles.

I n rH s hEmergency and normal procedures are displayed
"IIf the instructor selects Map Displays, he in a way that is consistent with other displays.

can go to a series of graphic displays entitled The Procedures Display, which the instructor

Cross-Country, Approaches, Departures, and GCA. obtains via the Menu Display, enables access to

The Cross-Country Display is a map depicting the four sub-displays containing lists of procedures:

radio navigational facilities in the gaming area Noimal, Ground Emergency, Takeoff Emergency,
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ENGINES - PAGE ONE

OPTIONS EVENTS

al. IM•EDIATE EFFECT N4. FLAPS uP (FLU)

N2. REMOVE 85. FLAPS DN (FWD)

:3. TIMED) 06. GEAR UP (GUP)

N?. GEAR DN (GDN)

OIL PRESS LO n 8. L

*9. R

OIL PRESS HI 510. L
all., R

RPM OVERSPEED 812. L

OVERTEMP 041. L

ll15. R

LOW T/O TIMUST 516. L

127. R
EXCESS VIBRATION 1118. L

519. R

FLAMEOUT 0120. L

§21. R
FLAMEOUT WINDMILL -NO START 022. L

S• 123. R

ENGINE SEIZURE O3L PRESS 0 P 24. L

@25. R
NOZZLE FAILURE M26. L

027. R
NiH LOCKUP @28. L

829. R
BLEED 03.0. L

33. MALFUNCTIONS

01:130O6

Figur'e 7. Engine Malfunctions Display
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Inflight Emergency, and Landing Emergency. After operate a sophisticated IOS. It was stated that

the instructor selects (with the light pen or the demands of flying the aircraft and operating
keypad) the procedure that he wants, it appears its advanced systems would be so engrossing that
in a "ready" status on a divided display another substantial learning task would be unduly
entitled the Procedure Monitor Display (see burdensome. Sperry SECOR was then charged with
Figure 8). The instructor can place it in developing the cockpit-oriented approach.
"active" status so that it indicates whether
the student is accomplishing the steps in the There are some questions to be answered when
correct sequence; advance the steps, if there the users acquire experience with the IOS. The
are more than 16 in the procedure, so that the first is whether the intended use of the light
second half is displayed; retract from the pen will be more successful than this method has
second half to the first half; and clear the proven to be with the EA-6B WST. Sperry SECOR
malfunction related to the procedure, if it anticipates that the use of strike areas, plus
is an emergency procedure. These actions are faster processing, will correct the previous
taken by illuminating with the light pen the problems, which appear to have been caused pri-
strike areas in a list of instructions at the marily by attempting to illuminate individual
bottom of each procedure. numerals or letters, much smaller targets. Pre-

liminary testing of the light pen has shown
Emergency procedures are displayed auto- encouraging results, but the proof will be

matically, also, when a related malfunction whether the instructors and device operators,
occurs, under the stress of a fast-moving training

problem, use that method or resort to the back-up
Additional displays include those used to method, the keypad and line numbers. Use of the

ivitiate and control the progiams entitled keypad will not be unusual for the instructors
Dynamic Replay, Minute Replay, and Print; an because they will have experience with a similar
extensive series of displays for Prograsmied device on the aircraft's Up-Front Control.
Missionsl a display for controlling and monitor-
ing Parameter Recording; an inidex of available The second question is whether the elaborate
demonstrations; and a family of sub-displays "cascading" of displays will result in too much
originating from tb Environment/Aircraft Data manipulation. There are many successive indexes
Display and containing the parameters for in the display structure, and they may delay the
varying the weather, visual system conditions, instructor's finally obtaining the display that
aircraft configuration, external stores and he desires. Also, it appears that there are
carrier conditions, and for recording and very few choices available in the exit lines. A
displaying landing and ejection data. Since the more liberal use of options would possibly enable
F/A-18 OFT has generally the same instructional the instructor to find short-cuts.
programs as the EA-6B WST, its repertoire of
displays is equally as large. Finally, there is a question regarding the

function of the device operator. Because of
User Experience the design of the OS, his role will be limited

to those functions that can be exercised through
The F/A-18 OFT will be used initially by the displays. The functions accomplished by the

VFA 25,a relacmen tranin squdro atswitches grouped around the visual monitor are

Lemoore, and later by a similar organization reserved for the instructor--there is no redundant

at Cecil. Follow-an trainers, if procured, will capability available to the device operator. This
be used by operational squadrons. approach requires that instructors be uniformly

well-trained; if one is not capable of operating
The first trainer is currently in PSI his portion of the instructor station, there is

(hardware/software integration), and until no way for the device operator to compensate

Government testing cotinences there will be no Fortunately, the instructor's controls are
user experience to draw on for analysis purposes. relatively simple, and this situation may not
Operational user experience, of course, will not become a problem.
be obtainable until after final acceptance,

scheduled for early 1982. At present it is
pcosible only to estimate, based on an assessment CONCLUSIONS
of the trainers' characteristics, what user
opinions will be. It is impossible to state conclusively that

on! of the three designs is the "best" or the
There is no reason to conclude that the "most efficient". The users of each trainer are

users will not be satisfied with the general generally satisfied with their own IDS, assuming
features of the OS. Navy pilots in the Fleet that the opinion of the F/A-18 users will be as
Project Team have been closely involved in its expected; there are valid reasons for having

development, commencing with the initial mock-up, selected each of the designs used; and there
In fact, the concept of emulating the F/A-18 certainly is no reason to conclude that one
cockpit originated with them. Sperry SECOR's design should have been adopted for all three
initial design, presented at the Mock-Up Confer- trainers.
ence, envisioned a conventional OS liberally
equipped with push-button switches for control of The input codes and non-display dependent
functions and displays and featuring nen-dieplay formats of the EA-6B WST seem to be appropriate

dependent formats wit! input codes similar to for that trainer, in view of its many instructional
those on the EA-6B WST. At the end of the features and the complexity of its lOS. Addition-
conference the Government coucluded that the ally, the use of function keys for calling up
F/A-18 pilots who were assigned to be instructors displays and for controlling operating functions
on the trainer would resist Learning how to and instructional programs serves to facilitate
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V PROCEDURE MONITOR

ELAPSED TIME 00:06:12

ljI IITWO-ENGINE APU START

1.* FIRE WARNING AND BLEED AIR KNOB - TEST AA ;CCEOF HNBT

2. AI'U SWITCH - ON; READY LIGHT ON (30 SECONDS)
3. ENGINE CRANK SWITCH - R
4.* RIGHT THROTTLE - IDLE (MAXIMUM EGT 815 CC)

*5 * ENGINE CRANK SWITCH -L; LEFT THROTTLE IDLE

RUN 1 - 1 2 43 1l. ACTIVE E04. ADVANCE
RUN 2 - 1 2 3 4 5 12. READY N5. RETRACT
RUN 3 - 03. REMOVE MALF

ELAPSED TIME 00:00:00

GENERATOR FAILURE

1. GENERATOR SWITCH - CYCLE
2. IF STILL FAILED GENERATOR SWITCH OFF

3. LAND AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

RUN 1 06. ACTIVE *9. ADVANCE
RUN 2 *7. READY e10. RETRACT
RUN 3 08. REMOVE MALF

E1N. PREVIOUS DISPLAY
212. ASSIGN OTHER CRT

S8Figure 8. Procedre Monitor Display
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and expedite the operations involved. On the state and wind speed and direction, modifying
other hand, the simpler design philosophy visual system parameters such as ceiling and
adopted for the NCLT suits the limited mission visibility, and modifying aircraft parameters such
of that trainer. Finally, the cockpit-oriented as fuel load and external stores configuration.
LOS of the F/A-18 OFT can be considered to be An additional function worth evaluating is the
successful if it results in instructor pilots control of instructional programs such as demon-
wanting to become trainer instructors. If the strations and programmed missions; however, all
light pen proves not to be preferred by instruc- three trainers do not have the same instructional
tors, the back-up method is merely another capabilities and any comparisons in this area
version of the input method used on the NCLT-- would be incomplete.
display-dependent formats.

An approach worth noting is that taken in a
obviously, improvements can be made at report prepared by the Boeing Aerospace Company

each LOS. For the EA-6B, the greatest need for the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
appears to be to increase the capability of entitled "Instructor/Operator Display Evaluation
the device operator. This can be accomplished, Methods" (1). The 20 subjects participating in
at least initially, by adding the mission panels the study observed flight indications on two
at the ECMO-l Instructor position; further design types of displays--digital readouts and repeater
changes, particularly in the organization of instruments--and were required to answer questions
the function switches, may be helpful. In demonstrating their short-term recall of the data
addition, the digital readouts on the Pilot's displayed. The use of digital versus analog
Instrument Monitor Display should be changed readouts is not an issue with the three trainers
to a pseudo-instrument display; and, if the discussed in this paper--the digital instrument
strike areas on the F/A-18 OFT displays solve displays of the EA-6B WST have already been found
the light pen problem, the EA-6B WST displays wanting--but the question-and-answer approach
should be changed accordingly. with a large number of subjects involved would be

a useful technique in any investigation.
On the NCLT, apparently the only major

improvement needed is the addition of a function A major difficulty in making objective evalu-
switch to start the parameter recording ations of the three lOS designs with which we are
procedure. concerned is that the process of obtaining data

would require considerable effort and would tend
Regarding the F/A-l8 OFT, it is too early to disrupt the normal training activities at the

to predict what improvements will be needed, device sites. If the users participate in the
The most likely candidate, however, is the data-gathering effort, the disruption would be
organization of the displays, particularly the major. Measurement of elapsed time and calcula-
number of levels of indexes. tion of error rate could possibly be done with a

computer program that would operate unobtrusively
The principal single conclusion that can while training is in progress, but such an approach

be drawn from the foregoing analysis of lOS would be expensive.
designs is that it is very difficult to design
an LOS that meets the operating requirements of It is anticipated, in this case, that there
a modern trainer with sophisticated instructional would be a question regarding the significance of
features and yet is so simple that it can be observed differences. It can be concluded, from
operated by an instructor pilot who, perhaps casual observation, that the time to make an
through no fault of his own, cannot keep average entry with a keyboard will not be more
current in the use of its controls and display. than two or three seconds more than with a light
The F/A-18 OFT is an attempt to solve this pen, assuming that the latter is operating
dilemma by using an LOS that resembles a cockpit optimally. Such differences are not important,
with which the instructor is already familiar, particularly when the operations can be performed
Another solution is to design the LOS so as to by the device operator while the instructor is
maximize the role of a device operator, who can concentrating on observing the student's perform-
be thoroughly trained and kept current, and to ance.
allow the instructor to concentrate on teaching
and monitoring the student. In any evaluation of the efficiency of

display-dependent formats, the time to call up
the display should be added to the time to make

LIMITATIONS OF THE PAPER the entry. If the displays are designed to use a

maximum number of lines per page, there will be
The only investigative method used in the less need for display manipulation, and this factor

development of this paper has been interviews will have a lessened impact on efficiency. Thus
with designers and users of the trainers. These dislay designw d bepa var ienthatTwuldcontctshav bee vey podutivebutsubec- display design would be a variable that would
contacts have to be considered in the evaluation
tivity is always a factor to be considered.

Unfortunately, it has not been possible to try In sp - of the limitations of the interview
to develop objective measures of efficiency. method, thi 2proach is probably the one best

suited to the problem of evaluating an instructor
Some thought hs been devoted to the subject. station. Additionally, a detailed study and

Possible approaches are to measure the time careful analysis of the design features involved,
required to accomplish representative conttol accomplished conscientiously by the investigator,
functions and to determine the associated error are necessary elements of the evaluation. This
rate. Typical functions common to all three has been the case in the development of this
trainers are activating and removing malfunctions, paper.
modifying environmental parameters such as sea
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ABSTRACT

The training of combat vehicle crews and corn manders via Interactive Computer Graphile Is a feaW~
and effective method to maintain readiness agai the existing threat of Nuclear Bflogical-Chemical (NBC)
warfare. Data and computer programs have been generated which provide real world chemical battefed
scenarics. The system ties encounters dierent battlefeld scenarics and can select varu defenve
responses (e.g. initiate overpressure). Dosages encountered and casualties (for uLp.otected r emvers)
suffered in the chemical battleffeld sim ulation are tabulated.

RAC KG ROT' ND environment is the bast deterrent to the Soviets initiating
a chemical attack. Adequate readiness requires both

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC) Threat develoment/fieltlng of NBC protected hardware and the
improvement/development of training procedures to

Little attention to Chemical Biological (CB) war- prepare troors fct operations in NBC o'm-m-ings.
I fare threat has been exhibl•ed in the last decade. This

lack of concern was due mainly to the a&-umption that
any Chemical/iclIogical actiCon would escalate directly INTRODUCTION
into a full scale nuclear war. Current irformation indi-
cates that the Soviet Union Is well prepared and equl;ed Need for Combat Veicle Crew Training
to fiqht a sm all scale tactical NBC offensive. This fact
was ptaclaimed in an overview statement of the US The NBC envlrnnmer.t is a ma-ir change from the
military pcstu.re for FY82 by the chairman of the Joint normal batlefied. Posafly more devastating than toxic
Chiefs of Staff: agent casualties will be the physiolcgical and p'cho-

"-The Soiet Unin is the best prepared nation cation, restrlcted tactile deftness, and thermal loading,

to conduct offensive chemical warfare along with latent claustrophobia and fear will make
operaticois. Doctrinally chemical warfare extremely difficult the rational thinking required for thecapabilities are tied to employment it. a combat vehicle crew on a NBC battlefield. To counte
nut-lea war. However, the evidence of a this problem combat vehicle crew and commanders must
Soviet use of chemical weapons in a non- be trained not only to survive a CB attack, but to react
nuclear scenario iL not dear, but the pcssi- correctly to all expected situations. Since conducting
bfty cannot be discounted. The Soviets and practice maneuvers in a NBC environment is unrealistic
their surrogates may have usd lethal and due to limitations impcsed by the Surgeon General, a
nonlethal chemical agents in Afghanistan, supplemental training method is required that will
Las, and Kampuehan." (1) properly indoctrinate these combat vehicle crews to the

requirements and limitations intrinic to NBC warfare.
It is contended that after the chemical release This paper proposes that an Interactive Computer

decison is made, auuitrity for use would be delegated Graphical Training Aid can provide such a system.
down to the Soviet divisional commander level where
chemical weapons could be used freely as a nrtmal com-
pliment to conventional weapons. The Soviets employ THE INTERACTBVE GRAPHICAL TRAINING AID
50,000 to 80,000 chemical troors whose mission it is to
support (technically and in training) each military divi- Development
sion.

The Interactive Graphical Training Aide, an exten-
Sources estimate fifteen percent of all Soviet sion of previous chemical battlefield computer

warheads contain chemical agents. Many Soviet combat simulation, predicts mathematically the chemical threat
vehicles employ collective protection and troop training to armored combat vehicle crews (tanks, armored person-
in a CB environment is extensive, including expodng nel carriers, etc.). This model, designated CHEMVVAM
troops to actual toxic chemical agents. Soviet prepara- (Chemical Vehicle Vulnerability Analysis Model), was
tion for NBC warfare Is indeed awesome. initially developed to be an aid to combat vehicle ol-

lective protection developmental engineers and as a tool
to assess current chemical and biological threat readi-

Need for United States Chemical Warfare Readiness nes. (2) Use of CHEMWAM for a graphical computer
training aid was later proposed by the authors. To

It is clear the Soviets have the capability to fight a accomplish this last proposal software for an interactive
tactical NBC war. US preparedness to fight in a NBC graphical simulation of a chemical battleield was

rieslqnei.
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* I

Use of the Interactive Computer Grahitcal Training Aid

system users will require no knowledge of either
com puter program ming or lanquaqe. All neceamry para-
meters are queried by the computer. The system uIsr
also has the option to request a more detailed explanation
of each parameter required. The system r selecP s the iouin oiPNSER

battlefield scenarios (stipulating; weather, temperature,
agent, mutntion type, number of munitions), and the
speed and operational configuration of the vehicles. The
computer then initiates the simulation. The system user
then chocses the output desired. Among these outputs
are graphical representations of the battlefield (vehicle SECONDARY EVAPORATION GRID LIQUID$|CONDARY~~ -VPR~O RD "-- . .. --- - --DSOSTO

postions and aqent concentration gradients) and listings .. v. ACCUM DOsE

of crew dosages and vehicle internal concentratics. "- AND VAPOR

Histcries of the vehicle internal concentration and crew
dosages can also be tabulated. From these varied outputs
the system I can assess the requirements and limita-
tido irnerent in fightLig on a chemical battlefield. It is
anticipated that this type of training can prepare the
combat vehicle crew to make appropriate response to
NBC situations as they arise. Furthermore the eage of
administrating this training enables one to train often and
thereby reinforce proper reactions in given situatLorv.
However, to minimize physological stress field training
mustsupplementthistraining. PARACOMPT. The PARACOMPT Model takes the

effects Of a single munition as computed by NUSSE and
aggregates the effects for a multiple weapons attack.

Mode of function Weapon delivery errors and fixing rates are included. The
resulting output represents the effects o0 the entire

By inruting selected parameters into the mathe- multiple munition chemical attack in a time series of
matics model, CHEMVVAM generated battlefield dsage grids analogous to those produced by NUSSE for a
conditions at various times after attack can be single munition. This is shown schematically below:
observed. This data can be listed numerically or repre-
sented graphically on a battlefield. CHEMVVAM,I
programmed in FORTRAN, Is executable from the
Chemical Systems Laboratory UNIVAC 1108 computer.

Mathematical Model (CHEM-AM)

CHEMVVAM is an integration of four mathematical.
models: 1. NUSSE - Non Uniform Simple Surface Evap-
oration Model, 2. PARACOMPT - Parametric Analysis Of DOSAGE " TARGET RANDOM
Respiratory Agents Considering Operations, Motivation, GRID AIM POINT
Protection And Time Model., 3. Data Analysis Model, AND DOSAGE
and 4. Vehicle Track Mode].

Input- Time series of secondary evaporation doeage
These fair models interact to generate effects from grids are produced by the N USSE Model

the time the attack begins until the vAtxr cloud has
disipated. The generated effects include: concentration Output. Time series of aggregate dosage grids,
levels at each point on the battlefield, vehicle movement, each such grid reflecting the total dosage resulting from
vehicle interior concentrations, and crew dosages. A the set of munitions analyzed, at each point on the grid,
desc-ption of each model is presented. (3) at the point in time with which the particular grid isassociated.

NUSSE. The NUSSE modelsimulates the delivery of
a chem--T---agent from a single munitic, onto a target The PARACOMPT Model was developed in 1963 at
area. Agent dissemination can be either an air burst Chemical Systems Laboratory. Modifications were made
(breakup of a liquid mass along an inclined line) or a to accept the input from NUSSE and present the output in
surface burst (a point source). Given an air burst, NUSSE a format acceptable to the third modelin this system. It
simulates the fall of liquid through the air and liquid should be noted that a specific target has noit been
evaporation dring its fall to the surface dlspcsltion addresee in the system of models yet. Chemical agent
pattern. For the surface burst, only the disposition effects have been computed and aggregated with refer-
pattern Is calculated. Then cdsages are computed for ence to a specific grid.
each point on the target area et various times after the
agent contamination. This series of dosage grids presents Data Analys Mode. This model was developed
an accurate history of the dispersion of a chemical agent based on test data from combat vehicle sAmulant chal-
from a single muiltion. The NUSSE model is itself an lenge testing. The following concept for ingr and
integration of three separate models developed at egress of chemical aqents fo. combat vehicles is a math-
Chemical Systems Laboratory in 1978. A plcboial I ematical representation of observed test results:
representation of the N USSE model is shown.
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Xk+l - f X + g Uk+1
Ce-Aft

II g ab/a (l-e
A IV

+
F2  EXTERNAL CHALLENGE

S2
Xka Internal concentation at time k, X (t) for t-k

Cx External Concentration Uk a External concentratlun at time k, U (t) for t-k
Ci Internal C oncentrationV ]Yteml Voumef, g •Transition m atricsi
V Internal volume
S1 Capacity of Chanrels for Ingress T

of Agent The regression model
S2 Capacitv of Channels for Egress F'Xj. 1  + gui beromesthealgorlthmfcr

of Agent X W
F 1  Flow of Agent into Vehicle tg
F 2  Flow of Agent out of Vehicle predicting agent ingres,

Assumptions concernlng the above procesm V T Model

(1) Agent ingress is the product of the The la of the four majr models of the system,difference between internal and external vehicle concen-Thlsto efur aormres(tesye,
drftic betweeniernalandexternal vehiclthis model calculates the internal vehicle dcsage history

as the vehicle is pasing through a contaminated area.

(2) Vehicle internal concentraticn changes as The time histories can be calculated for a group of
a ratio Of agent net flow o internal volume f ar. twenty-five combat vehicles. The combat vehiclesagainst which chemical effects are to be assessed are

(3) Agent egress is the product of internal described in terms of location, direction of movement,

vehicle concentration and vehicle leakage outward. speed and configuration (ventlaticn parameters).
"Vehicles that move and react as a group can be described

The assumption as equations are: as a group, however, individual vehicle dosage historie
will stl be calculated as the vehicle follows its own

F = S (C C) route acrcss the battlefield. Vehicle operational ccnfig-
F ~1 (C Curatlcn (hatches open, blowers cw/acf) can be varied as

C. =1 (F 1  _ F) vehicle moves through the PARACOMPT grid.
V

F 2 =S 2 C FUTURE

S- + S SC Planned development co this system at Chemicaland Ci C. + -Cx Systems Laboratory will cooitlnue until the CHEMWVAM
V V program has the capabilt to simulate a chemical battle-

field for a battalion level force.
The equations are the basis for a simple first order

model representing chemical vapor ingress/egres for a It is suggested that simulatiors employing sinmar
combat vehicle. Although the proces of agent ingres/ techniques as CHEMVVAM be developed to better repre-
egress is continuous, this process u a discrete formu- sent the actual tank environment on a total NBC battle-
lation. The two levels of this model are shown below: field. This would provide a uxque stlmulus-tesporse

reinforcement for the system user and further insure
Xk proper reactions to situations encountered on a NBC

f Abattlefield.

CONCLUSION

Xk+ =fXk By affording combat vehicles crews andk a kt commanders the opprtunity to actually see (If only
f = e-a tgraphically) the results of many possble NBC battlefield

scenarics, they can determine what their decisics will
whereat = tk+l - tk have on the combat vehicles capability to effectively.fight in a chemical battle. Additionally the training

, j system is practical and inexpensive to operate, thereby
INTERNAL CHALLENGE making continued retraining feasible. Continued expo-

sure to chemical battlefield scenarios will better ersure
Uk+l Xk+ 1 Xk that through both field exercimes and simulation training

the US combat ehicle fleet will be effective on a NBC
contaminated battlefield.
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2 ABSTRACT

Training Effectiveness, both in terms of measurement and prediction, has become an issue of
increasing concern to training system users, acquisition managers, and contractors. The analytic
tools available to address this issue have generally come from the realm of Human Factors and
have tended to focus on individual training devices rather than total training systems. This
paper describes a training system effectiveness model that addresses all elements of a jet
pilot training program (academics, simulators and aircraft) which was developed through the
application of Operations Analysis and Instructional System Development techniques. The
processes used to identify and validate characteristics which drive training effectiveness
are described, as are the methods used to relate these characteristics to training objec-
tives. The techniques used to quantify the training value associated with various design
options are presented along with a discussion of how the model was actually used during the
training system design process.

INTRODUCTION

Within the training community the concept of plans as well as supporting the Army during Train-
training effectiveness has emerged as a major issue ing Effectiveness Potential Tests to be conducted
influencing virtually every aspect of the training as part of the trainer acceptance process. The
equipment procurement cycle - from the initial user planning and implementationof both activities are
definition of need; through the specification pro- documented in formal plans submitted in response
cess; and into design, development, test and ac- to specific contract data requirements.
ceptance of the equipment. The reason is clear:
The continuing proliferation of training devices All of the above training effectiveness ef-
in terms of numbers, complexity and cost has forts have one important common characteristic:
reached a point where "mistakes" in the form of de-
vices and systems which are ineffective and/or in- They focus on a single training device rather

efficient simply cannot be afforded. Military than a total training system. The responsibility,
training equipment procurement agencies have re- therefore, for effectively integrating the train-
sponded by incorporating training effectiveness ing device within the context of the total train-
clauses in recent defice specifications and by in- ing system (classroom, actual equipment, etc.) re-
cluding training effectiveness "tests" as part of mains principly with the user.
the government acceptance process. Our experience
with these new requirements began in Mid 1978 with The Navy's Undergraduate Jet Flight Training
the Navy's A6 TRAM Detection and Ranging Set System, VTXTS, marks a major departure from this
maintenance trainer. Here, and for the first time approach. This program encompasses the sirrul-
in our experience, the contractor was required to taneous development of all four major elements of
deliver a plan, including test objectives and flight training: academics, simulators, aircraft
criteria, for the empirical demonstration of im- and a training management system. The Alternative
proved student performance following training with System Exploration (ASE) Study phase of the VTXTS,
the device. Satisfactory completion of this demon- which was concluded in March of this year, in-
stration was required prior to Navy acceptance of cluded a requirement to include consideration of
the trainer. training effectiveness throughout the concept de-

finition process for all constituent system ele-

A similar and more extensive demonstration/ ments. Contractors were specifically required to
evaluation is planned as part of the Army Main- balance the training effectiveness of each can-
tenance Training and Evaluation Simulation System didate system element design concept, with their
(AMIESS) Program, under the cognizance of PM TRADE. anticipated Life Cycle Cost. The training ef-
The concept definition phase of this program in- fectiveness model described in this paper was de-

1 cluded the specification, by the contractors, of veloped as a tool to assist the Grumman/Beech/
"programs of instruction to be used with the trainer Link Team in addressing these requirements for our
during an Army evaluation program. These progra'ms entry into the VTXTS competition, called System
are currently under contractor development and will 730. The model was developed and implemented
be delivered with the prototype trainers in early through the joint efforts of personnel from both
1982. The results of the Army's assessment of the our Operations Analysis and Instructional Systems
relative training effectiveness of the two compe- Development groups.

4._ !ting AMTESS designs will be a major factor in de-
termining the future of the program. Evolution of Our Approach

S.Even more extensive training effectiveness re- Based on our own training system experience
quirements have been incorporated by the Army in we knew of no overall approach to Training System
the trainer programs for the U. S. Roland missile Effectiveness. Indeed, no agreement existed as
system. For ooth the Roland Operation and Main- to the definition of the term. In terms of the
tenance Trainers contractors are being rc4uired to specific issue of jet pilot training we were
implement formal training effectiveness program familiar with the work of Bazzocchi on the cost
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*1 effectiveness of trainer aircraft. (1) Bazzocchi
assumed that the teaching effectiveness of a train- Training System Effectiveness
ing aircraft can be correlated to a certain number Logic diagram shows flow of analysis.
of important characteristics related to performance
and equipment. He then interrogated expert pilots A G
to rate the importance of each characteristic via- TASKYI SYSTEM 730 -INA GROUP

a-vis the mission listed. Bazzocchi concentrated BASELINE NAVY SMEi
TASK 2 CH • GRUMMANonly on the aircraft, not the entire training TRADES CHARACT STUDYTEAM

system. Moreover, his selection and definition of L _2J
characteristics seemed to focus more on the per- IO-
formance of the airplane rather than on its role as
a trainer. Nevertheless, the concept of polling NEW TRACS SELECT
experts offered a quantitative technique for eval- SYSTEM DATA ELEMENT
uating effectiveness which looked attractive, es- CHARACT BASE CHARACT I

pecially since this type of decision theory had L -- i -J
been used successfully by the operations analysis
members of the VTXTS team. (2) (3) Thus we set
out to develop an analytical tool by which we
could poll and evaluate the opinions of "experts" CRITICALITY OF CHARACTSTLOT
and quantify, in a relative sense, those at- FACTOR FACTOR (Fi) RELATION
tributes of a training system which make it more (Vi)(RIP
effective. We emphasized the system, and sought
to go beyond what Bazzocchi did. A system is more
than a training aircraft. Hence we included in
our model not only proposea aircraft designs but UTILITY
also the simulators and academic programs and RATING
equipment which will ultimately make up the system. FACTOR

(Aii)
THE MODEL

The model is described by the logic diagram of

o An "importance rating" relating system
characteristics to the 87 Terminal
Learning Objectives (TLOs) provided by
the Navy for the VTXTS FIGURE OF MERIT- ELAiixV1

WHERE:
"o A "criticality factor" which weighs the Al: UTILITY RATING FACTOR - Ril x Fi

significance of each of these learning Vj: STELIFICATIN FACTOR ALUE ROt oJ ctiesVI: SYSTEM AMPLIFICATION FACTOR (VALUE RATIO OF
objectivesi CHARACTERISTIC)

o A "system amplification factor" which Rij: EXPERT RATING OF TLOICHARACTERISTIC INTERFACE

compares an alternative system to a Fi: CRITICALITY FACTOR

baseline.

From these three assessments a relative figure
of merit (FOM), or relative effectiveness is
generated. Figure 1

Selection of System Characteristics

The core of the approach is a matrix relating simulators) and eight courses (for academics).
system characteristics to learning objectives. The final matrices employed in the ASE are shown
The purpose of the matrix is to provide a format in Fig. 2 and 3.
whereby Navy SMEs could rate the importance of a
selected group of aircraft, simulator and academic Matrix Rating Procedure
characteristics against the learning objectives.Those attributes of a training system which make The SMEs were asked to rate each of the boxes

it more effective are identified and quantified of the matrices on a scale of 0 to 3, as follows:
through the evaluation of polled "expert" opinion.

o 0 = not applicable
The chosen characteristics are not neces-

sarily simple performance measurements but, rather, o 1 = desirable
the salient features of a system for ensuring ef-
fective training. The final set of characteristics o 2 = important
was selected through discussion with the Grumman
team and with Navy Sit.s. This resulted in a o 3 -- essential
characteristic set which was comprehensive, but
not too lengthy. An overly rigourous list would Thus, if a partizular characteristic was absolutely
enlarge the matrix and increaae the time required necessary for attairing the objectives of a learn-
for the ratings. For similar reasons, the set of ing stage, a three would be inserted in that box.
learning objectives used was not the 87 TLOs, but If it had no bearing at all, then a 7ero would be
the set of 13 learning stages (for aircraft and the appropriate entry, and so on. Many in-house
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VTXTS Rating Matrix (Aircraft and Simulators)
Mean importance ratings of 82 SMEs1

Aircrft Chanrlmsierics?. Sl~mrCher"Wtmda

Familiarization; Stage 1 1.18 1.38 1.44 2.19 2.39 1.74 2.81 1.82 1.75 2.41 1.95 1.86 1.87 2.08 2.89

Familiarization; StaV 2 1.67 1.74 1.38 1.8P 2.44 1.53 2.64 1.98 2.19 2.26 1.97 1.78 1.82 1.99 2.67
-. Basic Instrumentation 0.71 1.14 1.44 1.12 1.99 1.53 253 .18 0.96 2.46 0.83 0.79 1.56 2.32 2.44

Radio Instrumentation 0.83 1.18 1.75 1.36 1.71 1.51 2.41 1.90 0.92 2.42 0.80 0.83 1.51 2.30 2.25

Airways Navigation 1.26 1.42 2.64 1.15 1.61 1.44 2.3Q 1.86 1.03 2.38 0.87 0.88 1.50 2.33 2.27
"" Formation 1.46 1.41 1.38 0.93 1.Ft3 1.48 2.73 1.79 1.84 f.97 1.07 1.72 1.49 1.55 1.95

Gunnery 1.94 1.97 1.37 0.79 1.94 1.84 2.81 2.05 2.56 2.01 2.22 1.83 1.82 1.86 2.00

Night Familiarization 0.96 1.19 1.42 1.90 1.74 1.44 2.46 1.81 1.23 1.95 1.67 1.53 1.41 1.67 2.28

Operational Navigation 1.88 1.46 2.53 0.88 1'.54 1.56 2.55 2.01 1.79 1.87 2.01 2.10 1.45 1.34 2.11

Weapons 2.24 2.29 1.67 0.81 1.90 l2.10 2.78 2.32 2.64 2.28 2.36 2.34 2.12 2.30 2.13

Air Combat Maneuver 2.72 2.81 1.89 0.81 2.24 2.27 279 2.40 2.94 2.20 2.54 2.13 2.17 2.18 2.09

.Carrier ,al 1 0.65 1.49 1.75 2.44 2.21 1.7.1 2.37 2.26 1.35 2.51 2.22 2.37 1.93 2.18 2.47

Carrier Qual II 0.65 1.48 1.78 2.20 2.17 1.64 2.26 2.32 1.58 2.50 2.22 2.37 1.98 2.18 2.48

MEAN RATINGS 1.40 1.61 1.72 1.28 1.98 1.68 2.57 2.02 1.77 2.25 1.82 1.73 1.74 2.06 2.31

3: Essential

2: Important

": Desirable

0: Not Applicable
RaI .nOOI.024(1.P)e .

Figure 2

trial runs of the model showed that the scale of-
fered a wide enough spread to allow for distin-VTXTS Rating Matrix (Academics) guishing between ratings. It was compact enough 4

Mean importance ratings of 82 SMEs. so that results were not haphazard considering the
sample size.

Flight Instructors and academic experts were

:: o polled at four Naval Air Stations. In addition,
officers at CNATRA participated in the ratings.
In all, 82 SfEs filled out the matrices. The

Learning arithmetic means of their ratings are the numbers

entered in each cell of Fig. 2 and 3. The numbers
S.....at the bottom of each column are the mt~ans for each

Flight Support 2.08 1.72 1.86 2.06 2.10 characteristic. The value of each of these numbers

Aviation Student Info 1.23 1.30 1.41 1.78 1.86 dictates the importance of that characteristic to
the entire learning process. They are the basis

Enineering ,2.14 1.76 2.02 1.70 1.90 for the bar chart in Fig. 4 which vividly port,'ays

Aorodynamics 2.12 1.70 2.04 1.90 1.78 the expert assessment of the Navy SNEs.

Meteorology 1.54 1.40 1.72 1.58 1.62
- - - -£importance Rat~ngs - For the aircraft, there

Flight Rules & Reg 1.61 1.42 1.54 1.70 2.16 is no doubt that "student-instructor interface"

IFR Nay 1.98 1.58 1.84 1.92 2.08 was the most importo'nt characteristic. The Sls

Oper Nav 1.98 1.64 1.88 2.10 2.02 clearly indicated tht.t the ability of the in-
- -T-G 18 - structor to demonstrate flight maneuvers, com-

MEAN RATINGS 1.84 1.8 1.29 1.4 1.94 municate wizh and observe the student, act in a

3: Essential safety role, and in general, to provide close

2: Important super-rvision and control are of prime importance.
1: Desirable Figure 2 shows that "student-instructor interface"

not only has the highest overall rating, but in
0: Not Applicable every learnig stage its significanie is domin-

atlng.

1'wo other characteristics which rate highly
Figure 3 are "student-environment interface" and

"stability index". The first of these deals with
human factor issues within the cockpit.
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was placed on improvement in cockpit design, whichVTXTS Mean Characteristic Ratings resulted in improved visibility, communication,

Relative importance of system characteristics, based on composite supervision and control.
judgment of 82 USN training command SMEs.

NOT APPLICABLE OESIRABLE IMPORTANT ESSENTIAL Aircraft performance was not overlooked.
0 1 2 3 Despite the low overall ratings, there are areas
" "W . . . . . where the Navy SNEs deemed performance character-

won " istics uf importance. For example, maximum speed
and maximum rate of climb rank respectively, 8 and"STUDENT-IN TA R A 7, in overall importance of aircraft character-
istics, rather low evaluations. Yet, for the
learning stage, "Air Combat Maneuvers", both of
these characteristics were rated almost essential
by the SMEs. This type of information served as

A a guide to the designers Juring this study. As
refinements are incorporated, the dialogue between

.:EDURANCE AIRCRAFT system designers and ISD/operations analysts con-
tinues to encourage the development of a more

.INST, STOR LO FAT effective traiting system.

Ratings for Simulators - The ratings for
simulators once again show the SMEs' concern for
safety and communication with the student. The
leading characteristic in overall rating, and

X high for all learning stages, is "emergency capa-
bility". This is a measure of the number of
possible aircraft malfunctions and the type of

EI malfunctions that are built into the simulator
Fi system.

The next most important characteristic is

"fidelity to aircraft performance and stability".
SIMULATORS This characteristic also rates highly across all

learning stages, and would seem appropriate given
6 the basic purpose of simulator training.

"Instructor console interface" follows closely
I behind. This, again, relates to the communication

between instructor and student and the ability
of the instructor to monitor, augment, observe,MEI UPDTECA and control the activities within the simulator.

T It also rates well across most of the learning

A stages.

PERFORA A ACADEMICS There is a drop in characteristic rating after
. this. "Visual field of view", "motion cueing",- and "visual characteristics" have evaluations that

are somewhat lower. These figures can be used as
E an overall indicator of relative figure of merit

Oio-0001-o26I11P)B (FOM) for comparing systems. However, if we take
a closer look at "visual field of view" and

Figure 4 "visual characteristics", we see that they are
rated extremely low with regard to learning stages
involved with instrumentation and airways navi-
gation. For the learning stages involved with

Stability index involves the ability of the air- weapons, gunner, ACM, and Carrier Qual they rate
craft to fly honestly and predictably, with
controllability during stalls and slow flight, quite high.
and positively controlled entry into and easy re- There

:oveThey from spis.th types of simulators employed
in the system. Not all are used in every learn-
ing stage. For example, ACM is accomplished in

Following these three characteristics in im- the "dome" of TFT (Tactical Flight Trainer). Hereportance are a set of four which are grouped field of uiew (FOV) is obviously of importance.
closely together; important, but not nearly so as It would be an erroneous conclusion if FOV would
the first three. Beyond these, and trailing far be treated as unimportant in the design of simu-
behind in importance are "maximum speed" and lators simply because of its overall rating. It
"approach speed". is important for the ACM stage ard the ratings

Sshow it as so.
Some overall conclusions are drawn from so ta o

these ratings. The SNEs feel that for the train- These observations in no way diminish the
ing process, an aircraft is required which importance of "emergency capability" or "fidelity"
stresses human interactions and overell safety to the overall training process. They rate
over performance factors which are associated
with operational fleet alrcraft. These were im- highly across the board. It does accentuate that

portant considerations in refining the baseline care must be used in applying the data.

design during the VTXTS ASE Study. Emphasis
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Ratings for Academics - In reviewing the SMI a matrix technique, the weighting factors are cal-ratings of academic cO•ra~cteristics, we observe culated taking in~to account the relative strength

some spread between the leader, "media update of the individual "wins".
capability", and the lenst important characteristi,
"multiple instructional strategies". However, The two basic parts of the weighting factor
reviewing the bar chart in Fig. 4, we see that the (criticality) calculation are the pairwise com-
differences are not as striking as in the aircraft parison of the learning stages, and the formu-
and simulator areas. In any event, from an over- lation and manipulation of a dominance matrix.
all system effectiveness viewpoint, the ratings Since the comparisons are made on a pairwise basis,
are valuable for reaching conclusions regarding the total number of "matchea" is the combination
design options. of the number of learning stages taken two at a

time. A list of all the pairings is prepared,
Criticality Factors then the rater indicates which one of each pair

is the more important. The degree of importance
The concept of criticality as used in the is not asked. The relative importance is taken

effectiveness methodology addresses the uniqueness care of by the dominance matrix manipulations.
of each learning stage. The question asked is; Ideally, the rater should be able to support his
"How important is each learning stage or course choices. A consensus of several raters is desiredrelative to the others"? If the raw SME ratings In this case all of the raters were our consultant
were used in the analysis, we would be assuming pilots. Differences were resolved by round-table
that all learning stages had a criticality factor discussions with each rater defending his choice.
of one; that is, they were all of equal importance. Assuming the choices are properly supported, a
However, there is a history of concern among train- degree of objectivity is realized.
ing people about this point. Indeed, a report was
published by CNATRA dealing with a related study Perhaps the easiest way to explain the
(4). This report describes the use of a task in- philosophy of the weighting calculations is to
ventory questionnaire that was utilized as a data draw a parallel to a "round robin" tournament.
collection vehicle. Evaluators rated training In the scoring system, we wish to take into
tasks as to their frequency, criticality and ads- account not only the number of wins a team
quacy. The results are interesting, but not di- has, but the strength of the teams beaten.
rectly applicable to the new system under cnn- In general terms, we credit a team with its
sideration here. We are faced with the problem of own wins, and the number of wins of each
developing a weighting scheme for measuring criti- beaten team. Assume that teams A end B have
cality in the VTXTS program. one win each, over C and D. The we differen-

tiate between A and B by counting the C and
Time Value Ratio - The Time Value Ratio at- D wins and adding these to the A and B wins.

tempts to determine learning stage criticality by The exact procedure with required derivations
relating it to time consumed per learning stage. is described in Reference 3. The resulting
At the beginning of the study this technique was criticality factors are shown in Figure 5.
planned for use on the TLO basis. When the matrix
was modified to incorporate learning stages rather The product of the importance rating and
than This, the Time Value Ratio was modified ac- the criticality factor is defined as utility
cordingly. The relative importance of the learn- rating. Utility rating for aircraft, simu-
ing stage was calculated by taking the ratio of lators, and academics were calculated and pre-
time devoted to it divided by the total training sented In our study report in a matrice format.
time. For example, if a partic-.lar learning
stage consumes 70 flight training hours and the The values within the matrices are a measure
total flight training consists of 17$ hours, then of the importance of characteristic in accomplish-
the Time Value '.tio would be 0.41. For the ini- ing a learning stage combined with the relative
tial runs of the Effectiveness Model, criticality significance of the learning stage in the overall
factor was defined as Time-Value Ratio. Mobdi- training curriculum. The larger the rating value,
fications were to be incorporated during the study, the greater the training utility associated with
as time alone is not the only 'actor in determining the rating.
the importance of a learning stage. This was at-
tempted with a questionnaire that introduced such &ystem Amplification Factor
factors as task performance difficulty, task famil-
iarity, extent to which task must be completed be- To evaluate how well alternative systems
fore progressing in the training process, and accomplish the training goals, some measure of
eventual mission impact. The questionnaire was their value must be introduced. For any charac-
not exhaustive; to include all the factors would teristic of the system, the ratio of an alterna-
be a prohibitive task considering the scope of tive value to the baseline characteristic value
the study. The pairwise comparison discussed in. is defined as the system amplification factor,
the following subsection provided an approach or value ratio, for that characteristic.
which directly evaluated learning stage criti-cality. Effectiveness Computations

Pairwise Comparison for Criticality The Training Effn.ctiveness Model performs

two separate and sequential computations: the
SThe general approach is to make a comparison utility ratings of the system characteristics

by pairs of all of the learning stages, and judge and the training effectiveness ratios of al-
which is the more important (i.e., critical) of ternative systems. For the VTXTS, the utility
each pair. After all the possible pairs have been rating computation is performed once and the
compared, with no ties permitted, the number of results remain fixed. However, the effectiveness
"wins" is counted for each learning stage. Using computation is performed repetitively in develop-
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potential of two systems, each consisting of a

Learning Stage Criticality Factors training aircraft, a simulator suite and an
(Palrwlse Comparison) academics program. Once the characteristic

utility ratings are established, it remains to

Weighting factors applied to learning stages. evaluate the characteristics of both systems,

_____ l________________ late_ one of which is taken to be the reference or

baseline system.

Familiarization - Stea 1 0.191

Familiarization -Staop 2 0.024 Figure 6 illustrates such a comparison. The

Basic 0.113 baseline system is the Grumman/?oerbh c,-•em 730
as envisaged at the start of the . ., ASE study.

Radio Instrumentatlon 0.073 The alternative system is the refined Grumman/

Airways Navigation 0.042 Beech/Link Cystun 730 as it emerged at the cumple-

tion of the study. An increase in training
Formation 0.109 effectiveneos ratio has been achieved in all

Gunnery 0.025 three system elements. Individual element improve-

Nlight Famlillartzation 0.029 ments amount to 18.7% in the aircraft, 28.8% in
the simulators and 4-1.1% in acad-mics. Overall,

Operational Navigation 0.044 the refiz,ed System 730 shows a 29.9% increase in

Weapons 0o0oa training effectiveness relative to the baseline

Air Combat Maneuver 0.086 system.

Carriar Quail I0.148 A similar comparison was made between the

Carrier Ouel 11 0.028 baseline System 730 and the Naval Integrated

ning Sta Ateriks Flight Training System (NIFTS). NIFTS is the
current undergraduate Flight Training System.Flight Support 0.232 Since NIFTS utilizes two aircraft, the T-2C for

Aviation Student Info 0.014 intermediate training and the TA-4J for advanced

Engineering 0.170 training, characteristic values for both aircraft

were used. Therefore, the computation of training
Aerodynamics 0.109 effectiveness ratio for NIFTS was based upon the
Meteorology 0.109 proportional contribution of each aircraft to the

Flight Rules & Reg 0.148 individual learning stages in the program.

IFR NAV 0.126 The results of this comparison are summarized

Operational NAV 0.02 in Figure 7. The results show that the baseline

System 730 envisaged at the start of the ASE study

provided a 31.9% improvement in training effective-

Figure 5 ness over NIFTS and the refined System 730 offers

a 71.4% improvement over NIFTS. Improvements in

the individual elements are indicated ',lso.

ing and refining the baseline system FOM and in

comparing alternative systems to the baseline. A Se saiiety featueofteTriinifecie
The output format of the effectiveness computa-
tions is shown in Fig. 6.• . ' A salient feature of•'the Training Effective-

ness Model is its ability to compare concaptual
In the figure ALT VAL and BAS VAL are the systems. If the ct-aracteristic measurement values

characteristic values for the alternative and are not established, parametric value ratios are

t baseline systems respectively. BAS Frac is the used to determine training effectiveness sensi-
as training utility of each baseline characteristic tivity to v-riations of characteristic values.
as obtained from the utility rating computation Figure 8 shows the training effectiveness sensi-

tivity of the aircraft, simulators and academics

SThe amplification factor or value ratio, to value ratio variations. The relationships are

VAL eRTO, is the ratio of AI.T VAL to BAS VAL of established by varying the value ratio of one

each characteristic. The product of BAS FOM and characteristic at a time and recording the per-

VAL ET0 is the corresponding training utility, cent change in the system effectiveness ratio.

ALT FOM, for each characteristic of the alter- This type of senritivity analysis identifies the
native system. The effectiveness ratio of an element characteristics offering the greatest

alternative system element is the average alter- potential for improvem~nt in effectiveness ratio.

native system. The effectiveness ratio of an
alternative system element is the average The Training System Effectiveness Model, is

alternative FOM divided by the average baseline being used as a management tool to evaluate the
FOM. relative merit of competing systems. The major

the alternative system effective- comparison considered the growth in effectiveiets

SFinally, is cm terndtisyed asethe- of the Grunmman/Beech/Link System 730 as it pro-

ness ratio is computed and displayed as the sm gressed from the baseline to the refined design.

Sof the average TO~s of the alternative system The characteristic changes accounted for a growth

"elements divided by the sum of the average FOMs of 29,9% in effectiveness by the conclusion of the

of the baseline system elements. ASE study. The refined System 730 is shown to be

Sstem comparisons 7.
1

4%more effective than NIFTS.

The Training Effectiveness Model has the

capability of compari.ng the relative training
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VTXTS Training Effectiveness Output Format
Measures an alternate system's potential to Implement the training
curriculum relative to that of an established baseline system.
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System Comparisons Effectiveness Sensitivity to Value Ratios
Compares training effectiveness of baseline and Show training effectiveness sensitivity to changes In
refined System 730 with NIFTS. aircraft, simulator, and academlcs characteristic values.

STUOENTINSTRUCTOR
4 INTERFACE

TRAINING STABILITY INDEX
TRAININGSTUDENT-ENVIRONEFFECTIVENESS INTERA

3.0 SIMULATORS AIRCRAFT MANEUVERABILITY
INDEX
INSTRUCTOR LOAD

TOTAL 2FACTOR
2.0 SYSTEM ACADEMICSENDURANCE

AIRCRAFT REFINED

uSYSTEM 7301.0-~ I BASELINE S ALTERNATE SYSTEMVALE

RIFTS MOTO RTUEO<SYSTEM 730LT BAIRCAFT INESSTEMUCTORE

C EMERGENCY CAPABILITY
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WRITING AN ISD TRAINING PROGRAM4 CONCURRENTLY
WITH FULL SCALE DEVELOPMENT

CAPT JOSEPH C. STEIN
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OAS/CRUISE MISSILE TRAINING MANAGERS
CARSWELL AFB, TX 76127

ABSTRACT
Developing a training program concurrently with full-scale

development of a new system has been looked upon by several
educational professionals as being impossible. The US Air Force

r desire to shorten the time from drawing board to full operational
phases whenever possible. Therefore, the 4235th Strategic Training
Squadron was tasked to develop a training program for the Offensive

~rjAvionics System (OAS) and Ai r Launch Cruise Missile (ALCM)
Modiicatonsto the B-52 G and H fleets concurrently with full-scale

development of hardware and software for the aircraft. Having written
the training program using the ISO approach, the squadron provides
insight into the problems of such an effort and the solutions it

*developed to overcome those problems. Areas addressed in this paper
*1 include:

(1) Developing a core of knowledge about a new system without
an established working model.

*(2) Selecting an organizational method for presenting the
training program.

(3) Developing training devices.
*(4) Developing technical orders.

(5) Handling of changes to system operation and implementing
them into the training program.

(6) Selecting instructional media.
*(7) Selecting instructors.

INTRODUCTION DEVELOPING A CORE OF KNOWLEDGE

Since 1977 the U.S. Air Force has prepared to One of the most obvious problems that arises
integrate the Offensive Avionics System (OAS) and when trying to create a training program
Air Launched Cruise Missile (ALCM) into the B-52 simultaneously with full-scale development of the
G and H model aircraft. With the date for equipment is building a core of knowledge about
delivery of the first operational aircraft set the system. Early in 1980, almost 8 months
for August 1981, preparation for its arrival had before the first OAS/ALCM equipped B-52 flight,
to be expedited drastically. To do so several seven instructor radar navigators were assigned
phases of normal system development had to be to the 4235th Strategic Training Squadron at
accompiished simultaneously. Carswell AFB, Texas to begin preparing the

training program.
Along with full-scale development and flight

testing the prototype system, a training program First, all the training program developers
had to be wri tten for the aircrew member. completed an Instructional Systems Development
Despite the fact that many educators believe such course given by the squadron. This course
a simultaneous effort is impossible it hod to be provided the basic understanding necessary for

done. The 4235th Strategic Training Squadron al' the writers to work toward the same goalsII(STS) actually began working on the training using the same methods. This proved to be an
program using the ISD approach in April 1978. extremely essential ingredient in developing
The traini~ig program developers have experienced continuity and uniformity in the various training
numerous problems throughout. their three years of blocks.
work. *However, they have overcome them and are

3ready to implement their program to the Next, the training program developers bgan
crewmembers for the conversion to the new reading the numerous engineering documents
equipment. The squadron can now provide insight published by the contractors. These documents
into the problems they encountered, the solutions provided in-depth explanations of all the
they used, and additional suggestions to help in OAS/ALCM operations. However, it must be made
similar circumstances. clear that it was not necessary to have an

engineering degree to understand these documents.
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The ISD course proved valuable during this phase development it is essential that the test
also because each training developer was now able personnel for the system be highly qualified and
to evaluate each bit of knowledge as to its later knowledgeable in the expected system operation
usefulness to the student. After six weeks of prior to the actual test phase. Since the
studying documents the next phase began. engineering documents are the only basis for

training programs development, test personnel
A task analysis of each activity the must be intimately familiar with them. Then they

navigators of a B-52 would perform was compiled. can not only identify system errors and
This included both the tasks associated with the shortcomings but also p~rovide timely information
new equipment and those in which the new to training personnel about discrepancies from
equipment did not come into play. This phase of the documents. Early identification of such
preparation served two purposes. First, it dircrepancies can be handled by changes to the
identified the items that had to be taught to the training program or by placing the demand on the
navigators so they could convert to the new contractors to correct the problem. If a strict
equipment. Second, it translated the operation deadline is set for bringing the system on line,
of the OAS from engineering vernacular to it becomes more difficult to make such changes to
understandable English. This phase took the equipment. Therefore the equipment is
approximately four months to complete. delivered with less than the original

capab iIi ties and/or the operator must use
The final source of information prior to the workaround procedures~--o achieve his objective.

first simulator or aircraft having OAS equipment
was the familiarization course and operator's (5) When descrepancies are identified by the

course conducted by Boeing (Type I Training), test or training personnel the system manager
Although the course that was taught encountered must support the effort to rewuire the correction
aircraft to verify the system's actual operation, all deficiencies be corrected, a weekly report of

*1it did provide some additional inforimation. It such deficiencies must be published. This
also allowed the training personnel to meet the provides all other agencies with data to modify
engineers who wrote the software. This was their efforts.
important because when questions arose later the
training developers knew wl.o to call for a SELECTING AN ORGANIZATIONAL METHOD
possible answer.

After developing a core of knowledge about
When the aircraft finally made its maiden how the OAS and ALCM operated the training

flight training personnel had already begun the program developers had to choose an
actual development of their program. As the organizational pattern for the training program.
aircraft continued its test program, daily phone The decision came down to two alternatives - the
conversations with the flight personnel provided systems approach and the phase-of-flight
constant updates to the training program. approach. Traditionally, the Air Force has used
Ironically, the information flow was also the systems approach for most aircrew training
reversed at times. The training developers programs. Using this approach the training
having spent so much time preparing to build program breaks the large system into subsystems
their program were able to provide flight test (radar, doppler, heading, etc) and then teaches
personnel with information how the engineering the student all he needs to know about the
documents said the OAS should operate. This subsystem.
allowed flight test to identify numerous actual
system operation errors which needed correction. After all the subsystems are explained the

student is expected to have an understanding of
Combining their early efforts in learning the the overall system operation. However, more

engineering documents and the updates from flight often than not this approach leaves the student
test, the training program progressed on with fragmented system knowledge and requires a
schedule. Having almost completed the training lengthy period of time for complete knowledge of
program several recommendations can be drawn from the system to be obtained. The other
the 4235th STS experience: alternatives phase-of-flight provided a much more

task-oriented approach for the training program.
(1) All training program developers Beginning with mission-planning the student would

should use the same basic instructional approach proceed through prefli'ght, enroute procedures,
within a program. descent, landing, and post-flight. This approach

allowed the program developers to concentrate on
(2) The training program should start as developing procedures and checklists as well as

early as possible so personnel can develop a transmitting knowledge to the student.
sound knowledge of the system to be taught. Therefore, the student left each segment of

* Itraining Knowing both the knowledge he needed and
(3) Training program developers should how to use it. Because the conversion of each

attend all available contractor training but only crew member to the OAS/ALCM was to be done in
after they know a good deal about the system only three to four flights, the task-oriented
operation. This provides a framework for phase-of-flight approach was selected for the
understanding the system rather than mere training program organizational pattern.r acceptance of the contractor's claims.

As was stated earlier the initial step in
(4) In the case of simultaneous actually jri ting the training program was

accomplishment of several phases of system completing a task analysis for each activity
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accomplished by the crew members. Formatted andi excessive time to maintain purity of the training
entered in a word-processor this document formed approach is inexcusable. In the OAS/ALCM
the skeleton for the body of the training training program this flexibility saved
progr'am. Figure 1 shows a task analysis for one Invaluable time in meeting the deadline set for
of the tasks during preflight. The key explains aircrew training. It also provided a period of
how this document was used for the conversion time to review the program and publish last
training and how it will be used for the Comhat minute errata.
Crew Training School curriculum which must be
especially well-suited for organizing this task
analysis which now could be used as an outline of As the training requirements for the OAS and
the training program. AL.CM were developed, it became apparent that

lower level tasks and systems functions would
Regardless of which pattern was chosen the have to be trained in a ground simulator. The

simultineous accomplishment of full-scale first question that arose pertained to what
development and writing a training program would simulator could be used. The WST designed for
have caused problems. The systems approach would the 8-52 would not be ready for the OAS
naturally be more suited to handling the constant conversion and the present T-10 could not be
changes of the OAS software. A training program modified due to current training requirements.
developer could simply find the training block Using the ISO approach, the 4235th ST5 developed
devoted to the changed equipment and make the a list of tasks which required training in this
required changes. The phase-of-flight approach ground slimulator. These tasks and trainer
involved with a particular change and making the conversion program and the Combat Crew Training
corrections. Although the task analysis format School program in mind. The tasks were

ueinthis program aided in the change process, prioritized from simple to hard. A simple task
corrections did take more time to insure all consisted of anything from knowledge of switch

tsswere correct. However, once made, the locations to a 3 - 5 step system operation
change helped stimulate reexamination of proceudre. The hearder tasks consisted of
checklists and procedures. These crosschecks weapons supervision and OAS system management.
aided in delivery of a training package that Investigation of these tasks determined that a
agreed with checklists and the operator manuals. series of training devices could be developed.

For the OAS/ALCM program two devices were
The problems of handling the constant changes necessary. The first device would be used to

to OAS software required flexibility in train simple tasks or lower level objectives.
curriculum development. As each change notice The second device would be used to train simple
arrived the appropriate task analysis and tasks or lower level objectives. The second
training lesson was updated. However, it device would be quite sophisticated and would
surfaced that Just teaching the basic tasks to train higher level objectives. The two devices
the crew members failed to give him the "big would compliment each other and the weapon
picture" of managing the navigational computers. system.
To provide this insight required a departure from
the task-oriented format. After the functional The OAS training managers decided to use a
descriptions of the switches aind equipment used Cockpit Familiarization Trainer (CFT) for lower
during preflight and before takeoff, the student level objectives and a Part Task Trainer (PTT)
needed an understanding of what he was trying to for the higher level objectives. As the
achieve in programming the navigational computers requirements and designs of the devices began to
and the best way to go about doing so. take shape, it became readily apparent, that
Therefore, a lesson was written which explained these devices would be the backbone of the OAS
the techniques and theory of inertial Conversion Training Package.
navigational equipment. However, this theory was
extremely limited in scope and operator oriented. The CFT was designed as a wooden mock-up of
Collecting the data for such a block proved the B-52 OAS/ALCM modified Radar Navigator and
difficult because empirical data did not exist Navigator stations. All the panels in the CFT
due to the limited experience of flight test. are inoperative with visible pushbutton switch
Instead, the procedures for basic management of legends. Two of the four multifunctional

4the system had to be derived from software displays are also Inoperative; however, two are
documents and telephone conversations with Boeing replaced with Singer Caramate 11 Tape/Slide
prograimmers and engineers. The important aspect Projectors. As stated before, this device will
of this effort was not the magnitude of the work be used to teach switch locations and m~inor
involved but the realization that training procedures.

* personnel must be flexible. The objective should
be to make the student as capable of performing The student will select a tape/slide program
the desired task as possible. With limited time and view it on the projector in the CFT. As the
to achieve this objective willingness to depart program directs him to a certain switch or series
from standard procedures must be present. If a of switches, he is able to locate them in a more
systems approach is more suitable for a training real environment. The student caim run checklists
block then it must be used. If theory must be and even take step by step actions necessary to
taught in a task oriented program - do it. The perform minor OAS procedures.
student performing the task is the ultimate. To
argue over educational concepts or delay The design of this device is simple but the
completion of a training program to spend training impact is great. Another important
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design feature in the CFT Is mobility. Thi s completion of the prototype software effort, any
device must be capable of being moved to the rem~ining changes would be implemented In the
various sites where the OAS/ALCt4 training program baseline software effort for the first production
will be conducted. device. By developing a prototype and a baseline

software a minimum number of crews would be
The B3-52 UAS/ALCM Part Task Trainer is a effected by differences between the PTT and the

sophisticated device that addresses some of aircraft.
tasks, procedures and conditions the crew miembers
onust handle with the actual weapon system (see The software design of the PTT was hased on
FIGURE 2). because the aircrews receiving the modular design concept which made software
training will be highly experienced with B3-52 changes easy. This gave the PTT the flexibility
navigational functions, the focus of the PTT will necessary to incorporate changes.
be on procedures training; specifically, those
procedures unique to the new OAS. As an example, DEVELOPING TECHNICAL ORDERS
the PTT must respond exactly as the OAS would to
all commands (button pushes, switch activations, One of the associated items involved with
etc.), but only those features used directly in bringing a ny system into operation Is the
navigational and weapon procedures need be development of manuals (tech orders) for the
displayed in radar video, operator. Recognizing that manuals written for

~ I other aircraft systems often became bogged down
The physical layout of the, the PTT provides in engineering Jargon and a conglomeration of

stations for the two crewmembers required to useless facts, Air Force personnel involved in
operate the OAS, as well as for an instructor, the early stages of the OAS/ALCM integration
The PTT is a physical mockup identical to the OAS insured training personnel would play an
layout. The mockup is comprised of 16 important role in the new manuals. Even before a
operational panels, two of which include a working model of the OAS was available or the
keyboard and trackball (one for each crewmember). ALCM had flown, meetings were held to organize
Four monochromatic display monitors provide up to the development of the aircrew manuals.
33 different display formats, three of which
include synthetic radar imagery. The These meetings were essential for several
instructor's position is equipped with a CRT reasons. They established that the books were to
console for setup and monitoring of the training be written for the OAS/ALCM operator not the
sessions, staff planners or weapons officers. Therefore,

extraneous material was deleted or placed in
The only problems in training device other manuals used by those individuals.
deeopetoccurred when changes were made to Readability and functionality of the manuals was

the OAS hardware (panel s/aircraf t configuration) also stressed to Boeing writers. This ensured
and software (program and systemi operation). the engineering language would not be present
Since the CFT was being constructed locally, any since most crewmembers lacked such backgrounds.
changes that were received were incorporated Also important was the fact that the books would
directly to the design. The panels being static be used by the fully-qualified crewmembers.
could be changed or rebuilt with relative ease. Therefore, the books did not have to take a tone
Any change in cockpit configuration could be done of training documents. This eliminated the need
easily. Software changes did not effect the CFT. for repeated explanations of basic operations

such as keyboard entries. Through the meetings
The PTT with its full-working mockup was these cosmetic changes became easier to make as

effected greatly by both software and hardware Boeing writers learned the desires of the Air
changcs. A system to handle these changes was Force. Each published change underwent editorial
established between the 4235th STS and the other and technical reviews by Air Force and Boeing
agencies involved in the project. As in the CFT, personnel. As each change was published these
the PTT crewstation was constructed locally so reviews required less time due to the parties
changes could be implemented with minor understanding each others problems and desires.
coordination efforts. The software changes had a
much greater impact on the PTT design. A change However, the largest pay off from these
in the OAS operational system put the PTT meetings came from the communications established
software one step behind the aircraft. between the Boeing writers, flight test

personnel , and the 4235th STS. Sometimes
To handle this problem the simulator manager bordering on harassement, the interplay caused

set up coordinated communication between all several hundred questions to arise about the
agencies to determine how the changes impacted system's operation. Procedures and checklists
the software design. The 4235th S15 received were developed which would have otherwise taken
changes from Boeing and determined what impact months to evolve without the collective knowledge
they had on the PUr and the training program. If of the grouos. However, despite the success
the change was significant, a written change brought by early efforts there is no denying that
request was forwarded to the other agencies simultaneous accomplishment of several phases of

involved. The software specialist would act on system development created problems.
the request and forward a yes/no proposal forU
implimentation. For the prototype software a Software implementation of the OAS/ALCt4 did
freeze date finally had to be established. All not proceed as easily as anticipated. Daily
software changes were accepted until this date. changes to the software programs became
After this date, all changes were held at the commonplace. This caused changes to the
4235th STS for further evaluation. After engineering documents. The lag between actual
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change of operation of the OAS and changes to the will more than likely evolve. This means not
engineering documents required tech order only the actual writers for the training program
development to be extremely flexible. To keep up but also the instructors who will teach it-, the
with these changes not only in the training graphics people who must prepare new slides for
program but also In the manuals required almost what seems to be a miniscule change; the
daily telephone communication between the three individuals who are building trainers, oitc. This
groups. Without tnis constant conversing, an OAS preparation lets everyone know that the changes
would have been delivered that bore little are not generated by the training developers'
resemblance to the engineering document, the errors but by actual changes In the system. This
training program, or the tech orders. understanding not only leads to increased

credibility for the training developers but also

In addition to the meetings to establish the unites everyone into the challenge of preparing a
early groundwork for communications, several quality program within the time constraint
other actions could ease the task of developing imposed.
operator tech orders. First, tech order writers,
test/test flight, and training personnel should (2) Establish communication lines
all become extremely knowledgeable concerning the between all parties involved in the program. The
information in the engineering documents. Then system manager, system test personnel, training
they all should attend contractor training for personnel. system enginers, manual w~riters and
the new system (Type I Training in Air Force any other groups concerned with system operation
terminology). This allows them the opportunity must meet often to resolve how the system is
to ask questions concerning unclear areas and to operating and how it will operate once in the
be questioning students rather than naive field. Communications lines must also be
listeners during the training. Once having established to allow more rapid reaction to
completed the contractor training all individuals problems if it is required between such meetings.
involved in testing, training, and publication In its program the OAS training developers
writing are on equal ground and can be valuable conducted numerous telephone conferences with any
inputs at subsequent meetings. agency that could pro~ide up-to-date information

concerning OAS/ALCM.
Finally, tech order witers, training program

developers, test/test flight personnel, and a (3) The use of a word processor was
system engineer should meet as often as possible essential in keeping the training lessons
to discuss how the system is actually working. up-to-date. When a writer changed a lesson it
In the case of an aircraft, this should be was immediately put into the word processor.
required after each flight. This provides the This provided a current printout of any lesson
forum for discussion of system operation of the when an instructor asked for it.
engineering documents. It also provides feedback
to all parties f rom the system engineer (4) Realizing that it is often easier
concerning any changes made or to be made to and cheaper to change an engineering document
those documents, on a more timely basis than rather than hardware and/or software, curriculum
normal printed distribution which normally takes developers must develop the flexibility to .hange
weeks, any lesson. However, at some point a "freeze"

must be implemented on courseware changes. At
HANDLING SYSTEM CHANGES this point coursebooks or multi-media programs

should be completed and all changes snould take a
Ideally training programs written after a form of errata. This prevents "the last minute"

system is developed do not encounter serious publication of courseware. If such last minute
problems with changes in system hardware or efforts are allowed editorial and reproduction
software. This luxury does not exist in a errors will create the appearance of lack of
training program developed simultaneously with professionalism. As was said e~rlier - changes
the full-scale development of the system. The due to system development can be explained.
daily changes in the Offensive Avionics System Sloppiness in controllable areas can not be
had numerous effects on the training program. excused.

Anticipating a system resembling the SELECTING INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA
engineering documents, personnel of the 4235th
STS had written a task analysis, lesson outlines, Using the ISO concept, the curriculum
and simulator mission profiles based on those development manager usually has a number of

Idocuments. Each change called for adjustments to instructional media choices to deliver his
all these efforts. The changes initially caused training course. In selecting the proper
consternation and frustration in the training instructional media, the curriculum manager must
program developers. However, when it became select the media that is the best to convey his
apparent that changes would be part of the daily subject matter to the student.

* routine, the developers learned to adapt more
quickly. In developing the OAS/ALCM Conversion

A fe sugesionsto iniize he robems Training Program, the selection of instructional
A fe sugesionsto iniize he robems media was limited by certain constraints. Many

associated with the handling of changes to the media options were not available, became to
system follow: comolex, or were not flexible enough to handle

program changes. Because the curriculum was
(1) Prepare all individuals involved being written and produced during system

with the training progF-am for the changes that full-scale development, the instructional media
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had to be simple and easy to update. The instructors also completed a course in ISO so the
training manager had to anticipate system changes philosophy of the coursaware was more meaningful
and be able to update the courseware quickly. If to them. Both organizations became confident
the media chosen for a lesson was to complex, it that the other was doing Its job.
became costly in both time and dollars to change. In the third step, the 4235th STS established
The curriculum development managers of the a procedure to have at least one C4M present at
UAS/ALCM program used simple but effective each base for the entire length of the

-i instructional media. The three forms of media conversion Thi i ndiiu len there toeconversion. This individual would be there to
that proved flexible enough to use were oversee the training program and to inake note oftape/slides, coursebooks, and trainers (CFT or valid changes. He will not be an instructor but
PTT). All three of these proved effective and valuator He ciclum re staton t
withstood the constant change of a developing an evaluator of the curriculum presentation. The
whstodt h 4235th STS three step program has thus far been
system. successful. These efforts have averted a

SELCTLG NSTUCTRSpotentially serious situation. However, future
programs requiring sinultaneous curriculum
development and full-scale development shouldAernnts were OAS speificatios ad s3 tem SSake ever effort possible to use the curriculum

devloprsas the Initial cadre ofInstructors.established an initial cadre of instructors. deeorss h tntlcaeofisutr.
Theyhavethe most current knowledge of systemThese seven instructors were to function as bothseriou stuatin. Howede fute

tMatter Experts (SME) and Curriculum operation and courseware. Serving as instructors
Development Managers (CDM). Once assigned, the they could also discover changes between system

instructors began to establish a core of operation and courseware more readily due to the
knowledge by studying the OAS/ALCM specification longer amount of time they have been involved in
and Boeing documentation. Using the ISD the system.
approach, the seven instructors wre tasked to
develop the entire OAS/ALCM Conversion Training CONCLUSION
Program. In the program plan, additional people
"were to be added to the OAS program and with the
original seven instructors these individuals program simultaneously with full-scale
would form a "road show" instructor team. The development of the system requiring the training.
teams would travel to each SAC base and conduct Is has certainly not been as easy as conventional
the conversion training. They would provide both training program development; however, it is
the ground and inflight instruction, possible. Evaluations of the OAS/ALCM training

program by Strategic Air Command's 1st Combat
Due to assignment priorities for fliers and Evaluation Group and the Griffiss Air Force Bass

shortages of qualified instructors, the above staff have been highly complimentary. With the

did not develop. The 4235th STS and SAC long lead times required to bring
were faced with the problem of conducting todays'sophisticated systems into operation, the
werese f race witn wthe problem of cond.uctig combining of full-scale development and trainingextensive training with minimum insti~uclto rgan dvlomn ngt beoe a cmoresources. A new concept of training was program development might become a common
developed which created a less then optimum occurrance. Hopefully the suggestions made inthis paper to solve the typical problems of suchsituation. The responsibility of the curriculum
development remained with the 4235tn STS but the an effort will help in the devleopment of future
responsibility of the "road show" was given to training programs.
the 4017th Combat Crew Training Squadron (CCTS), ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Castle AFB, CA. The problem arose that a
training program was being produced in one Captain Joseph C. Stein is assigned to the 4235
organization but the instructors to conduct that Sateic tr in sqadron ed quarters
training would come from another. Strategic TrainCng Squadron, Headquarters a

Strategic Air Comiand SAC). He i s assngned as
A three step solution was formulated to an OAS/Cruise Missile Training Manager and SAC

eliminate this problem. First, a channel of Project Manager for the B-52 OAS/CMC Part Task
communication was established between the OAS Trainer. Captain Stein holds a BS degree in
project officers at the 4017th CCTS and the Economics from the University of Southwestern
4235th STS. Boeing documentition, task analysis, Louisiana, Lafayette, La and an MBA of Management
and system specifications were sent to the 4017th from Golden Gate University, San Francisco, Ca.
CCTS to establish a core of information for the
initial instructor team. This impr3ved the Captain Walter P. Petrofski is assigned to the
communications between the two organizations 4235 Strategic Training Squadron, Headquarters

j since the 4017th CCTS now knew something about Strategic Air Command (SAC). He is assigned as
the OAS/ALCM. an OAS/Cruise Missile Training Manager andProject Officer for Technical Orders Development.

The second step to solve the problem fell on Captain Petrofski holds a BA degree in English
the 4235th STS. A training proyram for the from Wilkes College, Wilkes-Barre, Pa and an MS
initial "road show" instructors was established, in System Management from University of Southern
In this class, the 4017th CCTS instructors would California, Los Angeles, Ca.
take the entire conversion course. Doing this,
the 4235th STS was able to perform validation on
the curriculum and the 4017th CCTS instructors
were able to learn the system plus see how the
course was produced and delivered. 4017th CCTS
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THE SIMULATOR TRAINING MATRIX
Michael P. Scher

Hughes Aircraft Company

ABSTRACT

There are five basic questions that should be tnswered by various DOD personnel prior
'r selection and procurement of a training device. The sequence of these questions and who
do,ý the answering is a critical determinate of whether or not the ultimate user actually

gets vohat he wants or needs to fulfill the training requirement. An example of a simpli-
fied s!'quence of events or matrix is included, which can be applied universally to all new
simulator procurements, modification to existing devices (CILOP - Conversion In Lieu Of
Procureiwent), or new concepts incorporating "non training" requirements.
The rapidly changing threat environment has new aircraft buy or modification, the funding

created a technology race that has finally reach- level asked takes trainers (new or modifications)
ed a point in which the human factor must be re- into consideration. In cases where modification
moved from mundane operations. New weapon sys- is no longer applicable or the trainer is pro-
tems being delivered have attempted to accomplish cured after the prime is operational, a new line
this by increasing system capability and complex- number is assigned and funding must be justified
ity, but the results have been an increase in based on the merits of the trainer itself.
the operators task loading. Although the manual
manipulation of knobs and processing of infor- Maximizing the ut.e of each budget dollar is*1 ation may have been decreased under routine easy to say, but difficult to accomplisf_~ Align-
conditions, the assimilation of data from several ment of priorities within the DOD budget starts
sources and abnormal situations which occur only after the known personnel costs are deducted.
in combat scenarios have actually increased the What is left is hardware and R&D. Training is re-
operator's task. To properly evaluate the equip- legated to the bottom rung of the ladder. This
ment within the limited time frame of combat re- is where training dollar utilization is scrutin-
quires thorough knowledge and working experience ized. This is also where I believe the injustice
with the individual black boxes and the whole is done. A system that uses checks and balances
for a training program capable of realistically decisions, but in this case provides for waste by
reproducing as much of the actual combat sconaric contractor and military alike. No one can
and equipment capabilities/deficiencies 4nd ab- effectively argue that good training does not add
normalities (malfunctions) as possible. to the effectiveness of any combat system. Re-

gardless of the weapon system's age or complexity,
We have now reached the point where the training of some degree (whether operator, main-

training system is necessarily more complex than tenance, or both) will add to its utility and
the actual prime equipment it simulates. At efficiency. The waste comes from the different
some point in the not so distant past, this directions each agency takes. In each service we
phenomenon would have resulted in instant turn- can account for at least four inputs, the
off and the training would have been scaled to a Washington community that has to justify the
point less than necessary, Fortunately, the in- budget figure-, the using Command that inputs its
creased training system complexity commanded priority list-, the procuring Command (NTEC, PM-
more budget attention, which opened the doors to TRADE, AFSC), which may be further subdivided,
more professional educators. These professionals and the user who has to actually utilize the de-
then proved that the advantages of the super vice.
training system far off-set the heavy initial
investment. The breakdown and subsequent confusion re-

sults from the importance each agency attaches to
Many people hame asked why systems are not the issues relevant to the requirement. I can

made simpler, requiring less training, and there- think of five basic questions which are pertinent
by causing less budget strain. This paper will to any requirement:
not dispute the virtues of either side, but only 1 http eiei ett aif h
state that U.S. defense policy is to compete 1 http eiei ett aif h
against "numerical superiority" with "qualitative requirement.
superi ori ty". It is a plain and simple numbers

gaeweete aethe manpower numbers in 2) Sophistication/fidelity required?

3) Number of devices needed for best return?
The problem is to supply the needed training

device with the sophistication required within 4.) Value of the trade-offs (savings
the available budget. Since funding for specific possible)?
programs of significant size is either funded
within the prime budget or assigned a separate 5) New concepts availability/adviseability?
line number, timing of the requirement can be
significant. If the program is new, such as a Each of these questions is asked and partial-

ly answered by at least one of the directing
agencies. In some cases, the answers will cause
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program delays, late RFPs, or even total re- -ntation changes to reflect the B-52 environment.
direction of the program. The priority given Analyzing the CTA program, it becomes very easy
each factor is the key issue, Who should control to see how it was sidetracked so often. The prob-
the priority assigned is the key problem, and lems started with Congress were aggravated by
just as significant, where should the compromise the contractors, and finally ran into internal Air
be made? Force problems related to solving the first two

conflicts. Problems from Congress came in funding
The first question of what type device is profiles, foreign politics, and basic civilian

best to accomplish the objectives appears easy trust of the m>'4tary objectives. Normally non-
to answer for the uninitiated. The user almost defense contractors jumped in early to exercise
always will opt for the most elaborate innova- their political muscle to see this now avenue of
tive new contraption "available". Available Is potential sales start up. In this innovative
an important word because he wants it now. The new approach to training, civilian products would
budgeteer attempts to use the existing device find a relatively large market not previously
with a minor modification effort. This is the open. Finally, the user (SAC) and the buyer (ASD)
CRLOP (Conversion In Lieu Of Procurement) prin- fought over' the requirements and procurement
ciple and is a very effective method of getting method.
a needed training capability at a relatively
inexpensive price - sometimes. A third approach Back to the type of device to be utilized,
comes from the engineering faCL'lty that tends to Assuming no non-training aspects are apparent, the
push technology that favors an innovative real requirements should be decided by the user,
approach, and a full scale development. Neither then negotiated with the buyer. Only after this
of the three methods should be eliminated but procedure is complete and fully egreer' to by both
they should be harnessed into a useable matrix parties should contractors be allowed entry. Now
where they are treated fairly in accordance the draft RFP and industry comments. Unfortunate-
with operational priorities. ly it never seems to happen this way. In most

cases the user states the requirement in general
Agreement can be reached on the correct type terms and the buying erngineers attempt to design

1of devics for most situations when no present 'de- the product within budget constraints. The user
vice exists and funds are either limited or does not object strongly to the procurement
capable of sustaining the latest technology. approach or the specific requirements the buyer
Throwing a hitch in at this early stage is the described in the RFP.
non-training requirement. This elusive non-
training related capability can come in several With this scenario, the emphasis is placed
flavors. Another important aspect affecting on budgetary constraints and how the service

relatively large programs is politics. Politics estimates the program profile. Whereas this may
play an obvious part in the budget cycle, but be a totally realistic approach, it is not in the
often forgotten are the issues of foreign buys, best interest of the service.
State favoritism, and reelection commitments/
promises. Images and morale are also aspects to Quite often the cost estimating by the service
be considered, is off considerably in either direction. This can

serve to slow down or kill a particular project
A good example of a program caught in the before it has a chance to beqin. If the project

clutches of both the non-training requirements is assumed to cost more than the budget will allow,
and the conflict between agencies is the Air the requirements may be cut to a minimum. This
Force's Companion Trainer Aircraft (CTA) program. leads to a mediocre training device that won't do

the required job, but the user has no choice-
Originally heraloed by Strategic Air take this item or none at all. When the RFP is

Command as the answer to several near and far issued with the reduced requirement, industry will
term problems, the CTA has yet (as of I July bid the budget less the winning price strategy. If
1981) to be clearly defined and into a contrac- the original requirement had been pursued, perhaps
tors hands. the competitive nature of our system would have

produced the project ,,ithin budget by innovation.
Senator Barry Goldwater spoke at the 1st in effect, the Government is robbing itself and

Interservice/Industry Training Equipment Confer- stifling innovati~e competition.
ence in 1979 calling the CTA program "..
an innovative way to have real flying training Back to the five basic questions, question two
with significant fuel and dollar savings." The is asking for a qualification of the sophistication
original concept did that. It would save in fuel or fidelity to do the job. Again the problem
by providing B-52 crews training in an aircraft rests with who should answer the question. En-

¶at less than one-tenth the fuel of a B-52, gineering can certainly investigate or evaluate the
and unlike a ground trainer it provided actual competitiveness of analog versus digital, but they
flight training that could be judged as a should not have the final say in training fidelity.
positive for pilot morale as well as proficiency. This should be answered by the direct user. The

direct user is not the using Command, it is the
The CTA program utilizes an off-the-shelf siuao-uevsro iuao instructor.

business jet with both real and simulated equip- These are the individuals who can answer the
ment in the passenger compartment to train a B-52 question of device requirements better than any-
crew. The electronic warfare portion was to be one. Let the Instructional Systems Development
closed-loop simulation whereas the offensive sys- (ISMI personnel determine the training goal for
tem would use simulated bombing controls, but the device and the simulator supervisor determine
real-time radar. what "he" needs to achieve that goal.

The cockpit would receive only minor instru-
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The third question is for those staffers MX, CX, Trident, IRCA), but It might eliminate
that have finally seen the "big picture". The buy-ins and products of lesser value than orig-
number of devices needed is related to manning inally requested. This concept will seem totally
and the particular operation. This question irresponsible if not closely thought over.
must be coordinated between the user and buyer. Isn't the DOD budget already decided this way?
The user can state the number of places the Real growth is projected against the inflation and
devices will be required and the time required when added to the previous years figure. a new
on each per day. The buyer can utilize this budget is born. For those of us not involved in
requirement, combine it with the engineering the budget process, isn't it odd that the yearly
assessment of life-cycle cost and MTBF (Mean budgets always increase by a small, but semi-
Time Between Failure) rates, and a fairly predictable growth factor. Can anyone remember
accurate number can be arrived at. Although when the DOD budget showed radical movement,
the questions of number is usually an-l'.ýred by either up or down, in response to real weapon
a pseudo-reliable method, problems arise in system costs (except possibly during actual war -

funding profiles and force structure changes. periods)? Don't major weapon system costs get
Since multi-year funding is probably a dream spread over a period of years to alleviate major
in simulator procurement and changing ad- deviations in the upward straight-line graph?
ministrations bring new modernizing ideas for Now, without changing this methc.d, let's lump all
the military, stability in numbers will pro- minor cost (relatively speaking) items such as
bably be no more accurate in the future than training devices into a pot, large enough to com-
they are now. pare favorably with the overall budget increase,

and draw our individual allocation by program
Evaluating the trade-offs for training priority after the costs are in. Costs are now

(question 4) can be hazardous to one'b career real and the user gets the required capabilities
in government service. Although the weapon on his "top priority" devices.
systems training expert may evaluate procurement
timing as the important factor overriding a Back once-more to the question of trade-offs
cost penalty, the final result may not even or savings, the question today is loaded with
consider the device availability. Again, as in problems. Who decides the trade-off at any
the other questions, the value assigned to point during the program acquisition cycle? The
specific features or requirements are generally difference between a full visual system or
stipulated too late in the game (causing them motion base can be significant in cost, but the
to be slanted due to cost, politics, or other training obtained or lost by elimination may be
known inputs) and by the people least affected of a much higher value. Negotiation should not
by the outcome. Up-front assignment of values have to occur once the requirements are written.
to different aspects should be completed and If the front-end analysis was done correctly in
agreed upon at the same time the requirements the beginning, the training requirement is a true
are laid out. The value points should be requirement and should not be reduced or eliminat-
assigned by requirement priority, rather than ed to achieve cost trade-offs.
realistic expectations. Too often cost becomes
predominate. The question of how much will be The question of whether to proceed or not
allotted to spend on this system should not be with a new concept should be answered within the
utilized as a criteria for establishing re- engineering faculty of the procuring agency. They
quirements or priorities. The training needs are best suited to decide the merits and risks
are first. Potential savings should be evaluat- in a new approach to solving the requirements.
ed after realistic cost and performance data is This question must not be asked until all require-
evaluated in response to the requirement. ments are defined, costs are evaluated, and the
Looking for the cheap way out or the paper say- procurement timing is agreed upon. The tendency
ings that everyone claims have jeopardized some for engineering to explore new areas and concepts
trainin; programs and on occasion have produced a is natural, but must be avoided if it will de-
product of little actual training value because stroy the integrity of the program structure
the program structure was decided before the such as operational vi.ahili+, or cost.
facts were in ur the requirements were defined.

These brief discussions of the five basic
Many times the contractors will bid to the questions are incomplete at best, A full answer

budget rather than to the requirements, or to each question would take an entire paper in
even worse, bid for the "buy-in" with the ex- itself. By utilizing a matrix of decision flow
p ectation of ECP's (Engineering Change Pro- and assigning the responsibility for the
posals) to pull them out of the "red". When decision points, the questions are put in pers-
this occurs, the usual result is the end user pective, thereby eliminating some of the current

4gets an inferior product with idle hopes of problems and reducing others to manageable
recovery far down stream. Perhaps the answer levels. The crude matrix I have drawn here is
sis a complete reversal of DOD buying strategy. elementa'y, but is should serve as an adequate
Don't set a budget for individual items, but example. Tt arues the dimensions enclosed by
rather a total figure for each service with the five questions, and the relative sequence in
further breakdowns for such categories as stra- which the decisions should be made.
tegic or tactical. Issue the RFP's for projects
deemed worthwhile on a priority basis each Rather than following the matrix point-by-
year and assign budgets to the programs when point to the conclusion, I will ooint out only
the proposals are evaluated. Perhaps a tougher specific areas and relationships. Note first
way to do business, maybe impossible to convince that funding is considered last. The entire
Congress (for major sums of such projects as basis of my paper is that we have short-changed
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ourselves by purchasing the wrong item becauseIit "fit the budget profile." Define the productfirst, then budget to accomplish the task.

The inclusion of a non-training requirement
is a significant factor normally left out. Ob-
viously more detail could be placed between the

decision of a non-training requirement to be
fulfilled and the resultant buy of a new concept.
CILOP also has a place up front. This block is
where the initial "training" requirement should
or the buyer engineers to determine the applica-
bility of the CLIOP principle.

The rest of the matrix involves a simplistic
decision tree that need not be detailed in this
paper. The necessary factors to be consideredI: in any acquisition cycle are listed; the order
or priority and the decision maker are the im-
portant concepts. It is the obligation of both
industry and DOD agencies to assure the public
that each dollar spent is based on a real need.
Purchasing a device because it fits the budget
does not guarantee that the dollar was spent
wisely. Only when the total training require-
ment is satisfied and an industry's competitive
nature is exercised is the public being assured

of getting its money's worth.
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ABSTRACT

Determining alternative curriculum sequences is a tedious task involving many individuals
and analysis of large amounts of curriculum-related information. Because these tasks are not
readily reduceable to mathematical operations, and because educators and curriculum designers
are generally not so inclined, computer intervention into this design process has been meager.
Nevertheless, the power of the computer to handle vast amounts of information coupled with its
high speed manipulation ability makes it an ideal instrument to use in the instructional design
process. The project reported herein describes the development and application of a model by
which a curriculum may be analyzed to determine alternative instructional sequences based upon
curriculum objectives and limiting constraints. The project's primary goal is to ultimately
apply the model to the analysis and design of instructional sequences for 16 closely related

courses currently under development by the U.S. Navy Recruiting Command.

THE PROJECT

The U.S. Navy Recruiting Command has under- ever, a model exists in the literature which is
Laken the task of devieloping training programs capable of dealing with complex systems of
for 16 individiual, yet closely related jobs (or interacting variables.(1) This model, known as
billets) within the duty called recruiting. Interpretive Structural Modeling (ISM), has
Although development of training programs is not been successfully applied to the sequencing of
newq to the military, the approach to this partic- process elements in a number of design projects
ular curriculum design problem is. Due to the in the fields of engineering, agriculture as
close interrelationship between and among each well as a host of other complex scientific and
of the 16 courses under development, there is social problems. (2) Unfortunately, ISM has seen
heavy reliance upon instructional sequence. For limited use in the field of education as a tool
example, several competencies have been identi- for planning and design. In fact, this writer
fied which overlap in many of the 16 courses, has found only one such use. And this has been
Because such overlaps parallel real-lit-, recruit- accomplished primarily by Sato and his colleages
ing practices, they were not avoided. It is in Japan. (3,4) It is the intent of this project
educationally sound practice to structure student to adapt ISM to the instructional sequencing
learning experiences so as to simulate reality as problem and build upon the work that has already
much as possible. Some educational psychologists been done in this area with the hope that success-
believe this produces maximum learning transfer. ful development here may spawn more educational

However, the payback comes in the form of an ue fIMi hscuty

increased demand on curriculum sequencing. A As the initial project report, this paper
PNnon-sequitor or ill-sequenced curriculum can will present some basic theory underlying the ISM

damage the realism of learning experience. It concept as well as a method which shows great
can also reduce the student's ability to internal- promise in assisting the curriculum designer in
ize the concepts presented. The student may determining appropriate alternative instructional
appear to perform satisfactorily in the school sequences.
environment but become disoriented in trying to

perform a similar task in the real-world environ-Nment. Thus the need for well-sequenced instruc- COMPLEXITY IN THE DESIGN PROCESS
t ion.

The instructional systems approach, or any
The c 4ica~t approach to determining accept- systematic approach to instructional design for

able instructional sequences has Fharacteristic- that matter, is anchored in mathematical modeling.
ally been human intuition. Such an approach is It has long been recognized that a systems

4time-consuming in that it seldom produces an approach to instructional development is patterned
adequate sequence on the first attempt. Addition- after the scientific method(5) which is in itself
ally, considerable work is involved with each a modeling approach. (6) The question then arises
iteration. In this current project, intuition is as to why the design of instruction is not treated
simply not sufficient for the task of aligning 16 by a mathematical approach to approximating the
courses into a unified sequence. shape and scope of a curriculum! In their text,

Programmed Learning in Perspective, the authors
In any curriculum design problem, there are allude to the mathematical character of curricu-

a myriad of variables which may dramatically lum. They describe a quasi-mathematicAl Lechnique
affect the ultimate instructional sequence. How- (termed the matrix technique) which is useful in
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determining optimum unit sequencing within example of the kinds of information stnred, anda

progranmmed instructional material. (7) Davies generally gleaned from typical objectives trees,

further generalized this procedure, demonstrating consider the hierarchy of a hypothetical curricu-

its utility in optimizing presentation sequences lum containing 15 interrelated objectives as shown
*for objectives of an entire course of instruc- in Figure 1 below.
:J tion. (8) The logical extension of this work

leads one to believe there may be a method by Several bitA of information are implicitly
which a complex curriculum composed of disjointed stored in this hierarchy. For example, OBJECTIVE
competencies might be alternatively sequenced. 1 appears to be the terminal objective for the

curriculum. That is, all other objectives either
Successful instructional design models call directly or indirectly terminate at OBJECTIVE 1.

for some sort of determination of sequence at some Also, OBJECTIVEs 3,8,10,11,12,13,14, and 15 are
time during the design process. Often this is at base levels with no supporting objectives.
achieved through construction of objective trees Thus, these are ideal starting points for sections
(or hierarchies). In fact, instruction in the or modules of instruction. Yet another biLt of
building of such hierarchies is often in great information available from the hierarchy is
detail (9) -- testimony to its importance in the implied by Ehe arrows connecting the various
iastructional design process. To anyone familiar objectives. Their pattern indicates the existence
with such a task, it is immediately obvious that of partitions between objective clusters (though
instructional hierarchies are complex structures such partitions are purely arbitrary). For ex-
not only to build, but also to interpret. The ample, one such partition could be OBJECTIVEs 11,
casual observer is often unable to visualiz.e the 6, 2, and 1; another, OBJECTIVEs 13, 12, 7, 2, and
many possible sequencing strategies from the maze 1; another, OBJECTIVEs 8, 4, and 1; still another,
of lines displayed. Such insight requires a know- OBJECTIVEs 15, 14, 9, 5, and 1; etc. Although
ledge of the course content and at least some such partitions are arbitrary, these groupings
grounding in basic learning psychology. Yet, even give some indication of the amount of information
if this prior knowledge is assumed, the task of potentially stored in an objective hierarchy. All'Ichoosing an appropriate sequence from all the these "4Z of informati*bn taken together represent
possible sequences displayed on the hierarchy is a detailed picture of how each objective interacts
still not easy. Mathematical modeling and opera- with all the rest in this particular hypothetical
tions research provide some interesting algorithms, curriculum.
however, which demonstrate the potential to assist
in solving complex instructional sequencing Yet, a completely different class of inter-
problems. actions exists which also come to bear on a

curriculum. This class contains such instruction-
In their paper Unified Program Planning, Hill related items as resource constraints (money, man-

and Wart ield describe a method for reducing complex power, and time), student needs, types of learning
systems of elements (in cur case, objectives) into activities available to students to meet course
a matrix which describes their mutual relation- objectives, types and timing of measurement tests,
ships. (10) They call this a set6--ýnteirc~tion etc. Each of these has a effect on whether or not
mat't-x because it contains information relating to a given instructional sequence will work
the interaction of each element with itself and effectively. However, these interactions cannot
the others in the system. The authors define such be stored or displayed on a typical objectives
a matrix as containing enough information to con- hierarchy, such as that in Figure 1. Even by look-
struct an objectives tree. ing at the hierarchy, it is impossible to discern

if such Interactions were taken into consideration
For this project, their matrix method is used in the hierarchy's development. Of course, this

in developing an objectives hierarchy from an information could be superimposed onto the hier-
initial set of course objectives. The worth of archy, however, this could very easily complicate
this matrix method is in its ability to produce a the diagram to the point that interpretation

*hierarchy which actually contains more information becomes impossible. The reason for this is that
than hierarchies developed by other means.. As an there seems to be an upper limit on the amount of

OBJECTIVE I

Figure 1. An objective& hierarchy containing 15 interrelated objectives
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information that one human can process and operate an identity matrix. Thli is also a binary matrix
on at any gi'en time. "Research tentatively shows with Is along the main diagonal and Os everywhere
that the amount of information man is capable of else.
processing is limited, and more data... do not
necessarily increase the quality of decisions ir. The rows of a matrix are usually referred to
the same proportion." (12) It must be made clear by the letter i, while the columns are usually
at this juncture that the self-interaction matrix referred to by the letter j. Every matrix element
is not intended to replace the objectives tree, but occupies a position which is at the intersection
only to enhance it. "The self-interaction matrix of a row and column. Thus, any arbitrary element
... is not as clear as the objectives tree for view- of a matrix can be referred to as the (i,j) ele-
ing the relationships among objectives, but it ment. If a matrix element (i,j) and itz "mirrir-
incorporates significant advantages in relating image" element (j,i) are the same value (either 1
objectives to constraints, alterables and needs" or 0), then the matrix is said to be symmetric.
inherent in the instructional system. (13) Thus, The degree of symmetry depends upon how many ele-
in this project, both the matrix and the objectives ments (i,j) are matched to their "mirror-images".
tree are utilized to their maximum advantages. To illustrate this more clearly, note the mirror-

image quality in the binary matrix in Figure 2 on
In actuality, the curriculum designer, the both sides of the main diagonal. For clarity, the

teaching staff, and the management personnel each zeros have been removed
recognize a different set of such interactions as
mentioned above which impact on the curriculum. 1 2 3 4 5
Thus, the designer must spend considerable time
with teachers to develop an instructional hierarchy 1 1I 1 1
which takes into account as many of the ancillary 2 1 1 1
interactions as possible. And when they finally 3 1 1
come to an agreement on a reasonable teaching se- 4 1 1
quence, they may find (to their dismay) that the 5 1 1 1t1
administration rejects the plan because of some l

constraining factor neither the designer nor the Figure 2. Mirror-Image Symmetry Above and Below
teachers knew about. Such situations are common the Main Diagonal (dashed)
and illustrate the need for a model which can con-
tain and process much more curriculum-relevant A binary matrix may have a few assymetric points
information than is currently possible. The major and still be considered symmetric for purposes of
requisites of such a model would have to be: con- this method if the number of assymetric points
venience, simplicity and utility, are kept to a minimum. In reality, an assymetric

matrix yields the best instructional hierarchy.
Convenience can be described as the ease of Thus, the degree of assymetry in the matrix deter-

applying the model to the design problem. Simpli- mines the richness of the resulting hierarchy.
city refers to the quantity of information that However, this depends upon the nature of the
must be provided by the user for the model's oper- objectives under consideration and the nature of
ation. And utility can be expressed as the model's the interactions among objectives - both of which
adaptability to a general class of curriculum are dependent on the type of curriculum being
design problems - from the relatively simple task designed.
of sequencing information within a programmed text N
to the highly complex task of determining the
sequence for effective learning in a ApiutuLed "K TRANSITIVE RELATIONS AND DIRECTED GRAPHS
through 12" educational network. ISM, the model 11
used in this project, posesses these primary In determining an appropriate curriculum se-
requisites in varying degrees and is thus a likely quence, considerable thought must be given to how
candidate for the curriculum design problem. each instruction.l objecti- relates to all other

objectives in the curriculL.-. During the so-called
"front-end analysis" phase of a design project,

CHARACTERISTICS OF A BINARY MATRIX relationships between what the student needs and
what the curriculum will offer to meet those needs

Before detailing the results and current are more likely to be philosophical intuitions
status of the project, we should first clarify the than rigorous proofs. The mathematical character
terms used. The literature on the subject is of ISM, however, requires a more detailed analysis
primarily mathematical. For this discussion, the of such relationships. These relationships are
mathematics have been simplified in some places, logical rather than mathematical.
and eliminated altogether in others. In its place,

intuitive arguments have been used. Readers inter- Consider the logical relationship among three
ested in the actual mathematical derivations are objectives (a, b, and c) as illustrated in Figure
referred to the work of Warfield. (14) 3. Figure 3A shows that objective a relates toobjentive b, and that b relates to c. However,

A binary matrix is a square array of elements objectives a and c are not directly related to
whose values are either 1 or 0. If all the main one another. Clearly, if objective b were removed
diagonal elements (from upper left to lower right from the curriculum, objectives a and c would exist
in the array) are Is, the matrix is said to be as isolated entities. Such a relation among objec-
reflexive. Thus, an irreflexive matrix has some tives is called intransitive because there is no
Os on its main diagonal. An irreflexive matrix direct relation or, or connection, between objec-
must be made reflexive in order to be analyzed by tives a and c.
the matrix method. Fortunately, this is easily
accomplished by adding to the irreflexive matrix Figure 3B, on the other hand, indicates that
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A Once a transitive relation has been identi-
fied, it remains to be discovered how the relation

a specifically affects each pair of objectives.
Does, for example, the relation link objective a
to objective b, or vice versa? A simple example

a should serve to illustrate this point. Consider
b the transitive relation depend upon pkioi

accompt"hment od. If objective a depend6 upon
p4tiok accompti6bment 06 objective b, then clearly,

cb c bI cannot possibly depend upon p&ioi accomplhhme.nt
C 06 objective a. In addition to illustrating

assymetry, this example also illustrates the
concept of directability. In the above example,

Figure 3. Two Types of Relationships an arrow could be drawn between objectives a and b
Among Objectives a, b and c with the arrowhead pointing toward objective a to

show that a dependA upon pxZor accomp bhmen;-od
b.

all objectives are directly related to each other.
If any one of them is removed, the remaining two If all such directed relations between

are still linked together through a binding objectives are considered, a picture of the inter-

relationship. A transitive relation is one in actions can be obtained. Such a picture is known

which each objective relates, or is somehow linked as a directed graph. Warfield has shown that any !
to the others in the group. directed graph or -ig4aph possesses an associated

binary matrix (16). A given binary matrix, how-

Though we have used the term "relation" ever, may produce a number of alternative digraphs.

numerous times, we have not yet clearly defined it. Any one of them could be used as an objectives

A relation is a phrase or term that shows how two hierarchy to describe the interrelationships among

or more elements (or objectives) interconnect, or instructional objectives. The binary matrix needed
link, to one another. Whether or not a relation to produce the digraph is called the reachability
is transitive depends not so much on what relation matrix. If transitive and assymetric, this matrix
is used, as on the situation in which it is used. can be manipulated to produce a digraph (otherwise

known as an objectives hierarchy). The procedure,
For example, consider the relation "is described by Warfield, requires the formation of

contained within". If a "is contained within" b, tables consisting of various arrangements of objec-
and if b "is contained within" c, then it follows tives (17). The actual procedure followed for this
that a "is contained within" c. We can visualize project will be described in greater detail in the

this relation in Figure 4. Any objectives a, b next section. This cursory overview of the under-
lying theory supporting the matrix method will
suffice for our purposes here.

b •THE PROJECT'S METHOD

The process of generating a digraph from a
set of curriculum objectives is a straight-
forward approach composed of the following steps:

1. Identify the objectives of the curriculum._J 2. Determine a transitive relation which

applies to the objectives in the context
Figure 4. Visualization1 of the relation of the instructional situation.

Scontained witkin 3. Place objective relations into a matrix
format - termed a self-interaction matrix.

4. Manipulate the matrix into a suitable
and c for which this relation holds true is form - termed a reachability matrix.
considered a transitive set of objectives. It must 5. Re-order the rows and columns of the
be borne in mind, however, that even though the reachability matrix and partition it to
'tation is transitive, not all objectitve will reflect hierarchical levels - termed a
suit it. If one particular relation is not modified reachability matrix.
transitive across an entire set of objectives under 6. Compute a hierarchy (or digraph) from the
consideration, a relation that does apply must be modified reachability matrix
found. Each new relation chosen, of course, must
be similarly tested to insure transitivity within The curriculum design project described in
the entire objective set. this paper follows this six step process for

generating hiera,-chies and determining instruction-
Some relations are intransitive in all but the al sequences. Since the approach is both complex

most specific of situations. For example, Warfield and time consuming, computer algorithms have been
has reported that the relation "obeys" fails the designed to perform most of this work. The remain-
transitivity test (15): if a "obeys" b, and if b der of this paper details the process followed in
"obeys" c, a may not necessarily "obey" c. In fact, the Navy curriculum project.
most relations are situation specific. They must be
carefully considered in the context of the entire
objective set.
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Step I DISPLAY "Now many objectives are

After the front-end analysis had beeni 
s t

completed for the 16 courses under development, a
listing of tasks required for training were PUT W.
"identified. And from these, a series of learning
objectives were developed for each cot=se. One
course was used for the pilot study In this
project. DDIMZSIGN

ALL ARRAYS

_ _ 2 N or NO

The transitive relation iA ece.46Oay to
accompUih was agreed upon by the subject'matter
specialists, the curriculum design statf and 'Vat would you like to

the approving board for curriculum development. DISPLAY call objective"; 1;

This relation was used in the analysis of the "Etor leee dchriptor"

relationships between every possible pair of

objectives. Since 18 objectives were originally
identified for trainin3 in the pilot course, j

18 x 18 (-324) distinct objective pairs were NAMES

analyzed via the agreed upon relation.

Step 3 X NL 71
For each of the 324 objective pairs, a I was IP

placed into the corresponding cell of a matrix,
if the relation was true. If, however, the
relation was false for a particular pair, a 0 was
placed in the appropriate matrix cell. The OBJECTVE PAIR A(I,J) 0
resulting matrix required approximately four RATIONSHI

manhours to accomplish. The self-interaction

matrix which resulted is shown in Figure 5.

Objective Number
£(lJ) = I

111111111
123456789012345678

O 2 010100078 900000001000 7

b 3 001010000 00000000 01
j 4 00010000000000100 0 0
e 5 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
c 6 00000 1000000000000
t 7 000010110010011011 l1

i 8 000010110110010000 0 Coce:
v 9 00 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 DISPLAY 1. ave •atrx o dic
e 10 0 000000001 1 000001 0 2. Make changes to matrix

11 000010100011010010 3. Disard mtri

N 12 0 00 00 00 00 0 01 00 1 00 0
u 13 001110001100100000
m 14 00001 010000011001 PRINT OBJECTIVE

b 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 TH s=1D•

e 16 000000000001 001100M
r 17 000 000000 1000000 1 0

18 000000001 000000001

Figure 5. A Self-Interaction Matrix 3 2 M CHAN

for the pilot Course C O E IE

Warfield describes an algorithm with which a
computer can be programmed to accomplish this MRSVE

data entry step with reduced effort on the part
of the user.(18) Currently, the algorithm is IMINE
being modified for use in this project, but was
not used for the pilot project. After creation
of the self-interaction matrix of Figure 5, it
was loaded into a BASIC language microprocessor
via a prompting routine developed by Orwig. The
flowchart of this routine is shown in Figure 6. Figure 6. A Prompting Routine

for Matrix Data Entry
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Step 4 Objective Number

Th-s self-interaction matrix of Figure 5 must 11 1 11
Sbe manipulated into a reachability matrix before 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 84 further analysis can be performed. This manipu-

lation involves raising the self-interaction 1 1 0 000 1 1 0 00 1 00 1 1 0 1 0
matrix (M) to successive powers (squared, cubed, 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0o 0 0 1 0 0 0
etc. by Boolean multiplication) until the b 3 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
following equality is met: Mn . Mn+l. An J 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

algorithm used to accomplish this multiplication e 5 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

process is presented in flowchart form in Figure c 6 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 00

7. (A flowchart of the entire computer program t 7 00 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 00 1 10 ( 11

developed by the authors appears in the Appendix.) i 8 000 0 1 01 1001 000

According to theory, if there are N objectives in v 9 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 00 1 00 00

the matrix, the reachability matrix will be 10 00 00000 0 0 1 100 0 0 0 1 0

derived in P'-1 or less iterations. (19) The self- N 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
interaction matrix for the pilot course (Figure 8) N 13 0 0 1 00 0 0 0 0 0 100 1 0 0
was converted to reachability form in four itera- u 0011 0001100100000
tions. In other words, the matrix of Figure 8 m 14 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 n 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1

b 15 0 00 00 00 00 0o00 001 00 0
multiplies out in four iterations to form the e 16 0 0 0 0 o o 0 o o o o 1 0 0 1 0 0
reachability matrix in Figure 9, which satisfies e 16 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 00
the equality: M3 M4. 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 10

th qaiy H3 -H
4  8 00000C0001 000000"001

Figure 8. The Self-Interaction Matrix of Figure 5
I(N,.) - (N W

Objective Number

S1111111111
123456789012345678

- 00 1 0 1 11 0 0 1 1 1 11 1 0 1 0 I 0b 2010100000000001000~

. 3 0011101 1 111111 011
e 4 000100000000001000
c 5 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 1
1 6 000001000000000000
i 7 0011 101 1 1 1 1 111 011
v 8 0011101 1 111111 011

"Nest 9 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 0 1 1
?' N 10 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

Ny 11 001110111111111011

b 14 u 0l11l10l11l11l1ll1l 1 l1
yes e 15 000000000000001000

N West I r 16 0000000000 0 1001100
17 0 011101111 1 1 111011
18 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1

Figure 9. The Reachability Matrix De-ived
-,*ato 4-0d I0 From the Matrix of Figure 8

Step 5

The purpose of this step is to partition the
reachability matrix into submatrices which reflect
the levels within the instructional hierarchy.
The resulting partitioned matrix will be the

F 7 reachability matrix modified by row and column
A SeFigure 7. An Algorithm To Convert interchanges. To determine the eventual order of
SA Self-Interaction Matrix A(N,N) Into this interchange, a table is created which

A Reachability Matrix PR(NN) contains a reachability set, an antecedent set and
the product (or intersection) of both sets.
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The reachability sat for element I is found Table 2. Reduced Table - Level I Removed
by inspecting row I of the reachability matrix lownR PRODUCT

(Figure 9). Every, 1 in row I corresponds to a 3803(8 814CKU13L3ST 8l? 8383 I). t tT 8e(S) M(A) MI)

column index, and every such column index will be 3 A s I0 1 9 0

in the reachability set of element 1. To find the _______ '-antecedent set of element 1, inspect column 1. To -_ _3 $43 89 3033 1•3 3 931307 3$051

every entry of 1 in column 1. there is a corres- 33 10 , 34 t l 33 ,7 , 313 i 1710
ponding row index; and the set of such row indices
is the antecedent set of column I. Each row and ' 1. , 133 114

column is similarly considered in turn thus I, *o 07S7l9 30

producing a table of reachability and antecedenc 33 33 10 3 .37 38 11 33 i4 37 18 33 33 .4 17
sets for each row of the matrix. 3 33 3 71 3 3 61 1 1 113 1 1

.1 .1 1.* . IS II .1 1 .131 i1 4 7i

533 3 0 103 11 3 5 1 9 10 3 7

In Figure 9, the row and column indices (1-18) 1241 1 1Bii 14 17 it 11 93 14 1? is

are used to identify the respective elements of 343 031 3,37893 33,7130

the reachability and antecedent sets. TaL a I is 33 12 31 i ? It 11 3S373 -- 3333 17 33

constructed from Figure 9 by inspection. - 5 7 4 ; iv 3"0930 337191o
3lu 33 14 1 173I 1.333 718 333343114 173i

Table 1. A Reachability Table1 347 783 0 3 1 7 80 3 1 9 101 12 1 3 1 , i 1 1, 1i3 1 , o 14 st s .1 9 .1 N1

-SE-T 12 ,1 ,3t.¢ )l 15,011011

_____(S) IACKABILITY $It_ R( __ TIC_ ENT SIT AM 3) ) A(M) .12 I 13 33 33 4 73i 2
4 S- 7 a}3 0 0 1 9 1 5 0 1 0 1 1 $ $ 5 7 8 1 9 1 0 3 3 1 a 9 t

"I'l 11361 l' 15 t•17 is to 1. 1 1 7 a i s 1 11 )1 /* Is 1 0 I 1113 14 it is

2iI 2 A 15 1-• 1 I011. 351.1 10 51 3Il ! I'l0

11 311 .16 11 8 '. 1" ,s 16 2 161 8 I 161 1 1
341 2 1 4 10 4I 3 73 4 9 10 11 1. 3 U, 10" -"1-- 1 1 1 1:1. 411oi l

is31 9S 171 11 1 31 1 1 1 14 1 4 l 12 13- 5 70 -- 11 " to 3 1 0 7' 910

1As before, these rowS

o L111 15 :171o It 13 14 17 18 11 13 16 17 INI 3| 1 18 I 3 4 7

- --- 1- are removed from thetable and the reachability

.131 "I'll, is i, :11 n 13 t141•7 Is matrix to become the second level in the modified
I-1-1- 1 matrix. Again, removing all references to 4 and

L10 1.1,ý 1170 is i3 13 13 It 1151 19 13 18 12 from the above table results in the formation

10 4 7 1.4.130 33 . 3 I 7 .1.0 3of Table 3.32 12 33 4 3 ? 33* 5331 11 34 37 38l 113 33 34 37 i

3437813033 33780910 35 7 9903 Table 3. Reduced Table - Level 2 Removed
11 1.1 - 1_ _131710 1 . 11 1) 1417 16 11 13 14 18 Row 'I? PRODUCT

12 3 6 7 1 30 131 IM9z(S) l1ACM4AL3Tn Si? IT(3 ) X•'TIC rI? 8t A(S • 8(1 )0 A(S)

" _ _ ___ _ .5_1 3 3 II 1311 9178930

S 13 1.1-1,11111117018 6 1 13 4t7 a I'I 1 111 1. 1 I "
3 45709'011 3 7 910 314 10

12 13 14 15 17 is 11 13 14 17 1 a ItI, .3l 17 18 3 3 7 8 1 0 11 1 ) 5 7 1 9 to 3 $ 7 a 9 1013___ 1 4 1 14 113 14 17 3 I 11 13 14 17 to

33738 37 811 0 31_______ I1 1 I 16 7 I 1 33 34 37 38 33 310 34 3? 35 33 3 3 37 11 10
ý1I ,S 1 .1 . 17 IS I . ,1 1 . I'll, 13 14 1

3 0 7 8 9 30 13 3 3 S 7 8 9 10 3 3 7 & 9 10

3 3310 14 17 IS 1113 14 17 38 1133 437 (9
120 13 St 16 07 1. .1 4 I N 1715•1) S13 I917 16 '"1

3635781013033891335789308 000101 I0010 3378930

I 1 1. 17 10 11 1 .3 1• 1 7 10 I1 13 14 1 7 1 8
1213 1I 13 S11 1 0 1. 7| 117 1 1 17 10ý A ",I , ,I

_j . 4 10 11 13 7 0 10 3 3 3 3 10
Fr 15 4 8 1 30 I 1 13 14 17 is 11 13 33 17 It
3579310311 1378910 1578130r"10 3 1, .1 1? 1. 11 13 1, 17 18 $ 11.13 11% IN I

SFrom Table 1, it is immediately apparent that 11 3 o7811 Q11n 1.3o17*oIoS ' 3 $ ? a io
the only rows for which the set product equals the 33 31 4 1373 13 I3 I I4 117 343 I73

teachability set are rows 6 and 15. These two 33 3 37I 3 33o 33 3 37 a3o 3 3 4 37 381
rows are therefore removed from the table along . .,, .7 IN I 1_ 14 17 1_ 11_ 1" is_

with all references to numbers 6 and 15 everywhere 14 3334 31 1710 1131343738 11 3 3739 10

else in the table. Thus, rows 6 and 15 from the
reachability matrix (Figure 9) become the first 14 1' 1, 1,

*,4, two rows of the modified eachability matrix780 7830

These two rows will be considered the top level in , 1, 17 IN 13 33 34 17 is 1 13 14 17 14

the instructional hierarchy (or digraph). is 370 3 1 0 7.811 0 3 7, lo

331 34 37 38 3 1 1331413738 i13313 4 37138From Table 3, the third level of the modifiedOrdinarily, the references to rows 6 and 15 matrix is shown to be composed of rows 2, 16, 3, 5,can simply be erased from the table, and the next 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 17, and 18. Deleting all

iteration begun. For the purpose of illustrationin tis ape, hwevr, achnew(reuce) tble these references from Table 3 results in the forma- l
in this paper, however, each new (reduced) table to fTbe4 oeta nyrw1rmistwil beenueraed.tion of Table 4. Note that only row I remains to
will be enumerated. make up the fourth and final level of the modified

Removal of all 6s and 15s results in the matrix. The resulting modified matrix is shown in

reduced form of Table 2. This time, the Figure 10. The heavy black squares clarify various
submatrices which denote the four levels identified
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from the tables. Note that both row and Begin by laying oit each of the four levels
column designations in the modified matrix have identified by the heavy-lined submatrices (levels)
been identically interchanged. Thiw is automatic- and starting at the bottom of the matrix. Level 4
ally accomplished by the computer algorithm. contains only row 1. Level 3, the largest level,

contains rows 2, 16, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14,
Table 4. Reduced Table - Level 3 Removed 17, and 18. Level 2 contains rows 4 and 12. And

,~,;j~jj~ level 1, the highest level, contains rows 15 and 6.
1 te UA•tMILIIT? S umcIDI•t S s 1 AI(L4 By referring to the dashed submatrices (communica-

I 1,,. tion submatrices) to the left of each level
_____submatrix, connecting paths between the objectives

of one level and the objectives of each higher
level on the hie:archy can be determined.

Objective Number For example, the level 4 communication sub-

I , I I I I I matrix (bottom row in Figure 10) has the following
0 5 6 4 2 2 63 5 7 S 90 1 3 4 7 8 1 pattern: (0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1). This
b pattern matches the patterns of rows 3, 5, 7, 8, 9,

15 1 0 00 0 10 0 00 0 00 0 00 00
S 1I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Level 1 10, 11, 13, 14, 17, and 18 in the thiro level.

e 0 0 o 0 0 o oLe2 Thus, a connecting path from objective i to each
C 121 0 0 0000 0 00 00 n 0 o Of those mentioned above can be drawn on the

t 2 1Q 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 digraph. Note here that no connecting path exists
16 01 0 OU ý .Q~gQA..01D_..D..-- _i 0 1 1 between objectives I and 16 or I and 2 because

I 0:1l 0 01 0
v 5 1 oil I o 011 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 their communication patterns do not match.

e 0h11 0 0!111:1 I 1 1 0
91 o01 i d 11111111110 -- Level 3 On level 3, there are three separate parts

N 10 1 1 00.-1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 (or Con6tituexta) within the level. One constitu-
u I 0 I 101 1 0 01 1 I 1 I I 1 I I I 1 0 ent ie composed of objective 2; another is composed

1I I P of objective 16;2and the third is composed ofm 134 ",l 1 O:1 11 1 1111 ! 11 1 0
b 17 1Ol5 1 0 Oi l I I 1 I I 1 I I 0 objectives 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 17, and
e isI oI m I• I o I I I II 1 0q 18. As stated earlier, this third constituent is
r I I .1 !; 0 1 1 1 1 I - Level 4 called a maximal cycle. Thus, interconnection paths

can be drawn on the digraph between objectives 3,
5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 17, and 18.

Figure 10. The Modified Reachabilitv
Mutrix Containing Four Hierarchical Levels To get from level 3 to level 2, the level 3

communication submatrix (the dashed matrix to the
The dashed lines within the level 3 submatrix right of the level 3 submatrix) is analyzed

identify constituents, or interior links, within gainst the level 2 submatrix. Since level 3, asthat level. The largest of the three constituents was shown, possesses three separate and unique

is called a universal submatrix becau:je it constituents, there are three unique communication
contains all Is indicating that each of the patterns to consider. For instance, the maximal
associated objectives in that submatrix are cycle constituent (the largest within level 3) has
mutually reachable to each other. In the litera- a communication pattern of (1 1). This pattern
ture, this is more commonly known as a maximat matches the Is in both row 12 and row 4 of level 2.
cye•t. The dashed lines to the left of each of Thus, connection paths can be drawn on the digraph
the four heavy-lined submatrices outline what we from any member of the level 3 constituent to each
in the project have termed communication aub- of objective 12 and 4 in level 2. It is suggested
ma'tlic.• which essentially describe how one level here that only one menber from level 3 be connected
communicates with the level above it. These to level 2 since each member of the maximal cycle
submatrices become useful in determining paths in is already connected to all others in that
tile eventual digraph. constituent (by virtue of it being a maximal cycle

set). In addition, a single connecting path allows
Step_6 the resulting digraph to appear considerably more

simple. However, the choice to do or not to do
At this step, all required information exists this is completely arbitrary. Also in level 3, the

in the modified reachability matrix to compute the row 16 communication pattern (0 1) matches only row
digraph. Warfield has noted that a given 12 in level 2, while row 2's communication pattern
reachability matrix does not produce a unique matches only row 4. Thus, two more connecting
digraph. (20) This implies that more than one paths can be drawn. Continuing in this manner, a
"digraph can be constructed from the reachability complete digraph can be drawn to represent the
matrix of Figure 10. All tae digraphs constructed reachability matrix. The finished digraph is

4 in this project are generalized digraphs which are shown in Figure 11.
actually composites of all the possible digraphs

, contained in the reachability matrix. We should digress here for a moment to make an
important point. Tatsuoka contends that a digraph

The construction method is illustrated using can be constructed merely by analyzing the self-
Figure 10 for reference. The following illustra- interaction matrix (he terms it the adjacency
"tion represents the process used to manually matAix). This writer, however, believes that
construct the digraph from the modified matrix, although Tatsuoka's contention is valid and logic-
The computer algorithm accomplishes this entire ally consistent, the adjacency matrix contains only
process in a manner which is •tat6paen• t to the enough information for one unique digraph, whereas,
user. The process is presented here for those who the reachability matrix yields a more generalized
wish to develop their own algorithms. digraph. In a manner of speaking, the reachability
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matrix is a composite of a fami. of adjacency ion with a user's transition selections.

matrices. This is intuitively true since the A usae, can, in fact, experiment with various
reachability matrix is computed by raising the instructional sequences - transitioning from one
adjacency matrix to ccnescutive powers, objective to another until an entire course is

created. By comparing user-selected transitions
This can also be shown mathematically. Take, with the permissible transitions stored in memory,

for example, the number 16. There are two numbers the computer will inform the user if a particular
whose consecutive products will equal 16 - they instructional sequence is, or is not, advisable.
are, of course 2 (2x2x2x2) and 4 (4x4). Both It will even printout the sequence created by the
consecutive products result in the same number - user in hard copy, if a printer is attached.
16. Howoeer the original numbers 2 and 4 are Figure 13 is an actual, though partial, computer
obviously not the same. This same analogy trans- printout of the interactive instructional sequence
fars to thf problem of whether to use the adja- creation routine.
cency or reachability matrix in determining a NMic OVICs WMsAv' TU Lt 7 TO STAT in I pcUa? I

suitable instructional digraph, 1W " Mw1is "1 0"ISIDb , mos oo arm am to WUIM t

3 1 7 a 0 £0 li 13 14 17 is 17
A digraph computed from the adjacency matrix

will undoubtedly be more simplified than one • £019

derived from the reachability matrix, although 1W POLIM£0 ,T1AM55 hi is ADIum. COm, ORS OR m ,21110 O I sMU tS,

the level of complexIty does not begin to become 350 10 11 13 14 12 1 J

a hinderance until very large numbers of M. 1 .7 3

objectives (40 or more) are to be manipulated. US OANG iANIm.S An Alf.flAi. cons as sm am SI m To m"a ,
In other words, the digraph derived from the 411 0 11It13 14 17 16 74

reachability matri.x will usually contain more
paths than that computed from the adjacency .1
matrix. VIA POUUL00P mjssITIS MRa ADsSM, m310" 0m as sFIlk SAW TO M III Iao

Is 7 7

Each path on the digraph can be thought of mis oasn" is am or s:ipIC. MO sO aTELL Wt TO SU-CT IT (a O1)? 1

as a legitimate transition from one objective to OK. N.sm, IT W.ILL U A omTOm IV& oUT OfsMM.
another within the curriculum. Looking at the I . I . 3 4 .

digraph in this way, one can begin to see that by 11 FOUO1fl76 MAJISItI055 AM Amman, USOW fi P. ZT 3 TO ISO 75 SIMMS:

developing such a transition-laden digraph yields
a more fertile data base from which alternative 4 74

instructional sequences may be derived. 09. 1 - 7 3 *4.£ -

155 PO5£NC ThM5ITIai AU AD,1501. 0055 OW OR VITI Z82O TO 00 INS SOOSIC

In the pilot project, it was recognized that is
the digraph of Figure 11 could be redrawn to IL
yield more meaningful information to the curricu- 09m. CrmW 15 aUT WIL IS .FL 701 sTO ADt YOU sIar OT OF as M )M
lum designer. This alternate digraph is shown in . 1 IT 0.5 5 1 40 t m a 7 I,' O OF 1 0 C.

Figure 12. This type of digraph is 2alled a '.73e'W°']j
minimm edge eptaeentatitn of the hierarchy (22). 1W FOOuVms tismotsuxS AM ADISm. mass11 OWOlt917113 am Too AM gl,

3 5 7 9 10 11 13 14 £7 18 t £6

Note in this figure that the maximal cycle O. 1 3; -0 A *(1 1*

constituent of level 3 is represented by a
bi-directional circle interlocked via objective 1. "1 POLLOVIN TIMSITI55I AM 0511. amaSS = as 10 10 TO 10 Ss5£uS

From the viewpoint of the actual course curriculum 3 $ 7 8 £ 0 11 13 14 17 T 16

there is, in fact, a great deal of coherence among TSo1ACv 1 OUT OF SIMo751. m 00 YU VSTI to. SICT IT (V 01)7
objectives 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 17 Os 1051 IT WILLIS PLAG011 TO MIND YOU ITS OUT OF SIM S.

and 18. Thus, it is not coincidental that such
a pattern has emergel. Note also that objective £.7.3.4A.4.E. tI
6 can only be reached by objective I. Therefore, 74 FOLLOWING iJrSITIOns ASK 0AD5, 010. m1OR OR s ZSJt am 130 T mas 51JCt5
any instruction concerning objective 6 must rely 1 ? a
on information presented during instruction on 0K. 51 is IS 0M1IICULLU stIr~II 7 n CRU 0M,

objective I - if, th.t is, the students are to ]* 4 .]•s* I 0

see a logical transition from one lesson to the A ISQUINI!J(I Ok 11)?.£4

next. Since objectives 1 and 6 appear isolated OKI016US0IIIA•U II(otI) Po5. N

from the rest, instruction relating to these two is, s1 1£ 000,

"objectives could very easily form a module of
instruction. Indeed, other modules begin to Figure 13. An Interactive Instructional Sequence
emerge from the digraph upon closer inspecticn. Dialog Between User and Computer

j It will be left to the reader who gains pleasure
from such activity to discover these other
modules. LIMITATIONS WITHIN A CURRICULAR SYSTEM

This in and of itself is a remarkable tool
for the curriculum designer - to be able to iden- Naturally, the ultimate decision as to bow a
tify "natural" groupings of objectives via curriculum is to be arranged rests with the
mathematical analysis. However, this is merely managers or administrators of the curriculum, It
a fringe benefit of the matrix analysis technique. has been this writer's experience that a major
"As the computer analyzes the reachability matrix deficiency of front-end analysis is the inadequate
and its communication patterns, a data base is attention paid to the interplay among the numerous
Zormed which contains all possible legitimate internal and external constraints and limitations
transitions from any given objective to any other, placed upon a given curriculum. Limitations such
Once computed, this data base is used for compar- as facilities, personnel, time, money, social
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factors, etc., if nrot anticipated in advance of APPENDIX
establishing a curriculum sequence, could result
in the ultimate alteration of an otherwise A Detailed Computer Flowchart for Developing
logical instructional sequence. A Sequence Digraph From a Set of

Curriculum Objectives
It is admittedly a complex task to consider (continued next 2 pages)

the effects of all possible limitations affecting
a curriculum without some means to organixe and I
manipulate very large amounts of data. The
project described in this paper has illuutrated a
method with the power to expand and accomodate
the analysis of such limitations - and thus
produce an ultimate curriculum sequence which is
sensitive to those limitations. The work on this F1,II.f
expansion forms the basis for Phase II of this suw ,
project planned to be completed later next year.

The ultimate goal of this project is to
develop an integrated curriculum for 16 closely
related courses. Each course possesses certain
characteristic limitations which are either
reinforced or overcome by the remaining courses. ,i,,...
It is desired that this project will produce a 9. k....i

curriculum which will reconcile the majority of
those limitations. Such a goal is common to
curriculum designs both in the military and .............
civilian sectors of education. In that respect,
at least, those of us associated with this project
feel a bond with educators in every sector of too
society.
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ABSTRACT

A Key concept in evaluating the training effectiveness of any training device is the
difference between its use to achieve positive transfer of training and its use to evaluate
student performance. As simulators are becoming more realistic, there is a trend towards
using them not only to reduce training on the operational equipment (e.g., aircraft), but
to eliminate entirely all training and evaluation on the operational equipment, for selec-
ted tasks. In order to eliminate all operational equipment training, we must be certain
that evaluations of student performance in the simulator provide a valid assessment of
actual student capabilities on the operational equipment. The assessment of the validity
of student evaluations on the simulator does not have the same data requirements as a
transfer of training study, although they are similar. Unfortunately, the differences
between the two types of studies have been virtually unrecognized by the training device
evaluation community. This paper will discuss the theoretical and practical differences
between the two types of studies, differences in da~te requirements, and an example of the
differences which were observed in a study involving the KC-135 Boom Operator Part Task
Trainer located at Castle AFB, CA.

INTRODUCTION The alternative to a training system manager's
iiatuition is empirical data. In fact, it is becom-

As the fidelity of training simulators has in- ing increasingly common to collect empirical data
creased, the use of simulators for evaluating for many aspects of training effectiveness (e.g.,
trainee proficiency has also increased. Previously, Hagin, Osburne, Hockenberger and Smith, 1980;
simulators lacked sufficient face validity for Ditzian and Laughery, 1979). However, most of the
training system managers to allow final trainee per- literature pertaining to the ways and means of con-
formance evaluations to be conducted in t ihem. The ducting training effectiveness studies primarily
simulators did not look or feel enough like the ac- address the measurement of transfer of simulator
tual equipment for most tasks. The only major ex- training to the operational equipment. The issue
ceptions to this were evaluations of emergency pro- of verifying a simulator's adequacy for conducting
cedures which could not be performed on the actual performance evaluations has rarely been addressed.
equipment for safety or other reasons. Recent If the data collection and analysis techniques of a
advances in simulation technology have led to signif- simulator transfer of training study automatically
Icant fidelity improvements. Now, many simulators verified the validity of conducting trainee perfor-
look and feel enough like the real thing to allow mance evaluations, there would be no problem. Un-
training system nanagers to consider conducting fortunately, this is not the case. While there is
trainee evaluations (e.g., checkrides) on the simu- commonality between the transfer study and valida-
lators. The airlines are now doi-ig this on a tion study, there are also differences, If the
routine basis. transfer study is not specifically designed to as-

seas the validity of the simulator for performance
is In many training environments, however, there measurement, it may not be possible to accurately

isdoubt as to the validity of an evaluation of a assess simulator validity. Therefore, to respond
trainee conducted in a simulator, regardless of the to the concerns of training system managers, the
fidelity. "I won't believe he can do it until he theoretical and practical issues of simulator

,* Idoes it in the real thing," will undoubtedly be measurement validity ought to be addressed.
heard more than once, even though these evaluations
can usually be conducted much more efficiently and The remainder of this paper will focus on these
inexpensively in the simulators, While the skep- issues. The next section will discuss some of theVticism is healthy, the rest of the sentiment is not, theoretical issues of evaluating simulator perfor-
Face validity, in terms of looks and feel, is not mance measurement validity. A central focus of this
the appropriate assessment technique to determine section will be to highlight the differences between
the evaluative capability of the simulator. evaluating simulator transfer of training and vali-

dating performance measurement. The third section
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will focus upon the practical issues. These are prediction, and transfer of training refers to the
issues which must be considered by a test manager device's utility towards faci.Iit~ati learnpig. In
during the simulator training effectiveness evalue- operational terms, a smatr ability to make
tion. Finally, the fourth section will present a valid performance predictions relates to its utility
study conducted on the Boom Operator Part Task in assessing terminal performance (e.g., checkrides),
Trainer, where high positive transfer of training and its transfer of training utility relates to the
was observed, but valid simulator performance simulator's ability to substitute for operational
measurement capabilities were not. This example equipment training in the training curriculum.
demonstrates that the concepts of simulator transfer
and validity are not equivalent, and that assump- These concepts can also be perceived graphical- i
tions to the contrary may be dangerous. ly. In evaluating a simulator's validity, me are

only interested in correlating performance in the

THEORETICAL ISSUES simulator with performance on the actual equipment,
not with respect to learning acquisition rate. The

If a simul..Lor is to be used as a predictor of g-raph in Figure 1 describes a simulator which could
Pfuture behavior in actual equipment, then it must serve as a valid predictor. Transfer of training,

be a valid predictor. This means that we must be on the other hand, need not imply a relationship
able to obtain a performance score from the simula- between observed simulat-or performance and expected

5 ~ tor and use it to predict what that person's score equipment performance. Figure 2 identifies' a situe-
will be on the actual equipment. The simulator may tion where transfer occurs without the simulator
not be able to teach the subjects a thing (although being a valid periqrmance predictor. The top graph
this would be unlikely), but if different student describes the number of equipment training trials

simulator scores correctly predict different student required to obtain proficiency without prior simu-
equipment scores, then the simulator is valid as a lator training. The second graph describes the num-

totraining in P. simulator. The third graph demon-

device, however, validity is not necessary. What validity from simulator aircraft. 4
must be demonstrated, in this case, is that the

simulator produces transfer of behavior or transfer In this case, determining transfer of training
of training (Caro, 1975). Transfer of behavior requires careful observation. Clearly, there is4
simply means that the simulator and equipment tasks transfer of simulator training to tile actual equip-
are identical, therefore, the student does not me~ntin that far fewer equipment training trials
change a single thing when he goes from simulator were required to achieve standard level performance.
to aircraft. Transfer of training implies that the However, if only the first observed equipment per-
simulator will permit a student who is unskilled at formance subsequent to simulator training were
the actual tasks to obtain these skills with prac- examined, we would conclude that the simulator was
tics in the simulator. Practice in the simulator ineffective. It is necessary to look for transfer
improves performance on the equipment, but the on more than the first equipment trial. The rate of
actual behaviors practiced need not be the same. learning was affected, probably due to the learning
Transfer of training is analogous to doing calis- of basic skills which required significant refine-
thenics and windaprints to improve one's football ment to be useful in the equipment, but did not
playing skills. require complete relearning.

No matter what the measurement validity of the Despite the difference between validity and
device, and no matter what the training simulator transfer of training, the concepts derived for
tasks, if the student group using the simulator measuring the former are often applied to the latter.
emerges from it better able to perform actual equip- A number of approaches to assessing transfer of
ment tasks, transfer of training occurred. If the training are presented by Caro (1975). In the next
relationship (i.e., correlation) between simulator section, we will outline the basic concepts of
performance and actual performance is zero, then the validity assessment, and Identify issues which need
simulator is not a valid predictor, but it still may not be addressed for a transfer of training
be an excellent device vt.eu viewed from the transfer assessment.
of training vantage point. To recapitulate, validi-
ty refers to the device's utility in performance

,Z EXCELLENT

*0 GOOD

FAIR
IL

POOR-

POOR FAIR GOOD EXCELLENT
SIMULATOR PERFORMANCE

Figre 1 EXAMPLE OF A SIMULATOR WHICH HAS PREDICTIVE VALIDITY
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PRACTICAL ISSUES at the same level on the operational equipment. If
we do not use the same measures of trainee perfor-

Considerations During Data Collection mance on the simulator and operational equipment, it
will be impossible to prove that simulator and oper-

There are two considerations to address during ational equipment performance are equal.
data collection, both of which relate to the measure-
ment of student performance in the simulator. First, The second consideration is when to meesure
trainee performance measurements collected in the trainee performance. In a transfer study, simulatorsimulator should be the same as those collected on performance is sometimes ignored; only performance
the operational equipment, in order to test whether in the operational equipment is measured. However,
observed simulator performance is highly correlated the only way to obtain an estimate of the degree of
with observed performance on the operational equip- correspondence between observed trainee simulatorment. If there is no common measure, this relation- performance and expected trainee operational equip-
ship will be difficult to identify. Theoretically, ment performance, is to compare transfer of skills
we can correlate two variables which measure differ- trained in the simulator to first trial performance
ent dimensions, like age and height. In order to in the actual equipment. The two dimensions to be
create intuitive acceptance, however, it is best to correlated are the observed performance of the
show that an observed level of trainee performance trainee the last time he performed the task in the
on the simulator implies that the student can perform simulator, and the performance of the trainee theI; 216
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first time he performs the task on the operational predicted actual osre iuao
equipment. If a high correlation is observed between equipment trainee -2..5 + 0.5 x trainee grade
these two performances, wecan assume that the simu- grade
lator is a good predictor of concurrent performance
In the actual equipment. Note that this need not be In this example, a trainee virtl~ally always
his final performance in the simulator, only his performs better in the actual equipment than on the
last performance prior to his first operational simulator. This could be because of simulator con-

equipment training on the task. In fact, there may trol difficulties which are not present on the actual
be a numiber of times where a trainee switches from equipment. Therefore, the actual equipment is easier
the simulator to the aircraft and then back. If a to operate than the simulator. The opposite case is
portion of the training program Involved a six of also possible, and perhaps more likely (i.e., actual
simulator and operational equipment training, every equipment trainee performance is always something
time the student switches from simulator training to less than his simulator performance). This is3

Voperational equipment training there will be a useful depicted in Figure 4.
data point. We measure last simulator performance *

14prior to the next set of actual equipment training If the regression equation. are known, and a
trials, and first performance on the actual equipment high correlation exists, this approach to predicting
after simulator training. However, for the sake of actual equipment trainee performance is indeed valid
brevity, we will use the terms "last simulator" and and useful. However, convincing management of this
"first operational equipment" performance. may be another story. Someone without a background

in statistical analysis may have a difficult time
Another related issue is the amount of time be- believing that the simulator is a good predictor of

tween the last simulator and first actual equipment performance only if we take the- score, divide it by
training and what occurs during this time period, two, and add 2.5 to that value. One might ask, "If4

Basically, the shorter the time period, the better. the simulator is such a good indicator of capabili-
This will avoid the confounding factor of forgetting, ties, why aren't skill levels displayed in the simu-
or losing the skill. Ideally, we would measure lator perfectly representative of skill levels on
trainee simulator performance and then immediately the actual equipment? Why do they require an in-
measure trainee performance on the actual equipment. direct functional relationship?" The training system
This will usually be impossible. This time period manager may be incredulous, or, at worst, disbeliev-
should be minimized, although the body of literature Ing and suspicious of the study.
on complex skill retention indicates that periods of
less than one week Are tolerable. There is no simple answer to the problem of

knowing an answer but being unable to convince some-
During the period between last simulator trial one else of it. of course, if the means and standard

and first actual equipment trial, the task should deviations of the actual equipment performance and
not be practiced or reinforced on other training the simulator performance are Indeed equal, then
devices. Learning or skill refinement could occur using the raw simulator scores to predict actual
between the two trials during which performance was equipment scores presents only the problem of regres-
mekpsured. That being the case, we would then be sion. To the extent that correlation is less than
correlating simulator performance to actual equipment +1, this technique fails to optimize the least

leanin isan undesirable confounding factor. How- regression using unit weights suggest that this may
eve, wenthe trainee is measured on his last simu- be lees of a practical problem than it appears to be
latr rilhe may learn from this trial itself, theoretically.
Thi isliklyparticularly Ink the early phases of

skill acquisition, where the rate of learning per To test equality of means and standard devia-
practice trial is much higher. This type of learning tions, we find ourselves in the unenviable position
cannot be avoided. It may be possible to account for of trying to accept the null hypothesis. One way
this learning statistically if we examine the learn- to deal with this is to set up confidence intervals
Ing curve for the trainee at this point in the pro- around the mean and standard deviation of the simu-
gram, His simulator performance score could be lator scores (Hays, 1963) and compare the actual
increased by the amount of improvement which would equipment performance means and standard kCeviation
be expected from that trial. If the measurements to these intervals. If the means and standard devi-
discriminate among levels of performances, this may ations were identical, and the correlation were
be possible. However, if the learning rate at this r-+l, then prediction would be perfect and scores
point in training is reasonably low (e.g., less than would be equal. If the means or standard deviations
5% expected improvement per trial), or our meassures were overly different, then the experimenter should
are not sufficiently discriminating, we may ignore take caution before recommending the use of raw simu-
this effect. lator scores to predict raw actual equipment scores,

Consdertio: DringDat Anlyss rentar Thes of the value of the correlation coeffi-
ConsideratinsDuring_ ataAnalysicient._Th statistical analyses required for these

decisions go beyond our present scope. In fact, it
Thecoreatonto be computed during analysis may be possible to derive statistics designed to

isthat between last trainee simulator performance evaluate these problems and aid in decision making.
and first trainee actual equipment performance.
However, a simple correlation analysis is not enough. Now let us present an example of a training
A high correlation indicates that we can predict effectiveness study which included an examination
trainee performance on the actual equipment by ob- of the utility of the simulator for trainee perfor-
serving simulator performance. The data presented mance assessment.
on the graph In Figure 3 indicate a high correlation
(above .85). However, a regression analysis would
indicate that the best predictor of the actual
equipment performance grade is determined as follows:
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.A EXAMPLE: LdE BOOM OPERATOR PART TASK TRAINER circuit TV camera and displayed on a CRT screen

CATEGORY QUALIFICATION STUDY placed about 20 inches outside the boom operator's
window. Other fighter, and cargo aircraft models
are also available.

Boom Operator Part Task Trainer (BOPTT) System The model boom is located between that screer
Description at _round and the window, and is designed so that the trainee- ' operator can position and, extend the boom and can

The KC-135A BOPTT is a fixed-base ground simulate connecting it to the B-52. Clouds and
trainer designed to duplicate essential air refuel- ground terrain are displayed on the screen as they
ing cues used by the boom operator. Major compo- would be seen from the rear of a KC-135A. Engine
nents of the BOPTT are: a student station complete noise and boom noise are produced electronically
with boom operator pallet, window operator controls and played through speakers into the boom operator's
and indicators; a 1/100 scale model of the B-52 station.
aircraft; and a 20 inch model of an aerial refueling

boom. The instruments and controls operate as they The BOPTT portrays the B-52 or other aircraft
' would in actual flight. The boom operator's window as it approaches the tanker from 1.25 miles through

is actually an optical system which makes the boom hook-up for refueling; the boom reacts to control
and receiver aircraft appear as they do in the real inputs and aerodynamic forces. The simulation
world. equations permit variations in refueling speed and

altitude, amount of air turbulence, and the approach
The B-52 model is mounted on a three-axis gim- trajectory of the receiver aircraft. It is alsoSbal that simulates aircraft pitch* roll, and yaw. possible to simulate five levels of piloting skill,

"A 1,,deo image of the model is captured by a closed which range from novice to expert.
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In early 1980, Strategic Air Command (SAC) Subjects
Headquarters conceived that the BOPTT might prove
to be an effective environment in which category The subjects were 30 Initially qualified boom
qualification training and evaluation could be operators from the Castle training program. These
conducted. The BOPTT had been in use at Castle subjects were derived (5 each) from six classes,
AFB. CA for B-52 refueling training since 1978. during the period July through December 1980. It
Several studies (Gray, 1980; Walker and Rutzebeck, was originally planned to use 6 subjects in a con-
1981) indicated that the BOPTT provided a highly trol group and 24 in an experimental group. These
effective environment for initial training of boom subjects were selected from the first six students
operator air refueling skills for several receiver of each class assigned to the flightline phase of
aircraft. However, in the initial training program training and randomly assigned to one group or the
at Castle AFB, most training and all checkrides other for the study. Upon completion of the first
were performed with a B-52 aircraft receiver, half of scheduled testing, the decision was made to
There are significant differences in skills and increase the number of the control group, in order
techniques required of the boom operator to refuel to gain a more accurate assessment of transfer,
different aircraft, particularly small fighters particularly in fighter air refuelings. The final
(e.g., F-4, F-16, A-10) as contrasted with large sample consisted of 10 subjects in the control
tanker/cargo aircraft (e.g., C-5). After a student group and 20 in the experimental group.
completed initial training at Castle AFB, he could
only refuel B-52 aircraft. Subsequent to further Procedure
aircraft training and evaluation, the student would 4
become catgory qualified (i.e., qualified to re- All of the subjects in the test followed the
fuel aircraft rom other categories). The other normal training syllabus through graduation and
major categories most frequently encountered were solo flight. The control subjects received only a
the fighter category and C-5 category. Only after categorization qualification briefing prior to each
a student wa3 evaluated and considered qualified flight, in accordance with SACM 51-135, Vol I. The
in a particular category could he then refuel the experimental group received the same categorization
associated aircraft without an instructor present briefing plus simulator time, which served as a
in the KC-135. It was proposed that the BOPTT be practice meditm prior to each flight. The experi-
used for both training and evaluation for C-5 and mental group received two one-hour C-5 and three
fighter category qualification. Therefore, both one-hour fighter simulator periods in the BOPTT.
transfer of training and the ability of the BOPTT Table 1 illustrates the study design.
as a student performance assessment device were of
interest. A test program was commenced by the 4200 For the experimental group, the existing BOPTT
TES and the 93 BMW/DO5, both located at Castle AFB, mission scenario was used for the appropriate cate-
to evaluate this concept. The following subsections gory aircraft to be refueled. The 93 BMW/DOTDK
discuss this study. provided the necessary BOPTT missions as well as

the instructor personnel. A 90 minute block was
Study Design used for each training period, a one-hour refueling

mission profile and thirty minutes for pre- and
Two phases of studies were conducted, using post-mission briefings. As a result of some diffi-

boom operator students as subjects, which related culties encountered during the first half of the
to evaluation of training effectiveness. The first test (with the fighter refueling portion), changes P
phase was conducted at Castle AFB and the second at in the BOPTT instructional technique were imple-
the subjects' home stations. The first phase in- mented in an effort to overcome problems associated
volved the training on the BOPTT for C-5 and with fighter refuelings. The areas of boom control,
fighter refueling. After the subjects had been nozzle cocking, communications, lack of confidence
trained on the BOPTT, they were given one evaluation and aggressiveness were specific areas of concern.
flight each for refueling fighters and C-5s. The The BOPTT instruction was modified to include a
second phase involved an evaluation of the number demonstration of fighter refueling techniques, the
of actual flights required for qualification, com- use of multiple receivers, and creation of a sense
paring control (no BOPTT training) and experimental of urgency closer to Fhat found in the real world.

L (BOPTT trained) groups. The task difficult ',was Increased to parallel actual

Table 1. Study Design: Categorization Research

C-5 F-4
CATEGORIZATION CATEGORIZATION

GROUPS TRAINING EVALUATION TRAINING EVALUATION

Control Categorization Actual C-5 Categorization Actual F-4
k.lO Subjects) Briefing Air Refueling Briefing Air Refueling

Experimental Two 1-Hour Actual C-5 Three 1-Hour Actual F-4
(20 Subjects) BOPTT Missions Air Refueling BOPTT Missions Air Refueling

Categorization Categorization
Briefing Briefing
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or -.'roe conditions as would be encountered in the what remained was to determine what proportion was
areas of rendezvous, receiver closure, cammunica- qualified in the aircraft.
tions, and receiver stability prior to and during
contact. Two specially constructad objective per- For fighter category qualification, the follow-
formance tests were used to evaluate the tasks, one ing data ore presented for in-flight performance:
for the C-5 and the other for fighter refueling.
These tests, collectively named the Boom Operator Considered Considered

* ~~~Category Qualification Performance Measurement Form,QulfeUnaiid
were used as the criterion of subject ability in GrupInalirafte Inquairafte
tasks relating to category qualification. The GropIArcrftnircaf
items on these scales were taken from the threeCotl2(0% (8 )
skill areas (procedures, communications, and boom Cotl2(0)8(0)I.control and operation) critical to qualification. Experimental 10 (5332) 9 (472)
The item measures were either quantitative measures
or qualitative ratings, depending on the item Teeoe vntog l 9eprmna
(task) evaluated. Teeoe vntog l 9eprmna

group students were considered qualified in the

Evalatin PontsBOPTT, only 533% were subsequently considered
Evalution ointsqualified in the aircraft. Clearly, this wasJ

Measures of training effectiveness for the not sufficient to consider using the BOPTT to
perientl Goupwer takn a eah smultorevaluate a student's ability to refuel fighters.

period and flight. The Control Group was measured Almost half of those considered qualified in

on the actual flight only. The Instructor/Evaluator the BOPTT would then be unable to perform the

graded each item attempted. These evaluations were task in the air. 2

rating. The data for the C-5 are as follows:

Subsequent to their departure from the castle Considered Considered
AFB traininig environment, test data from the sub- Group Qualified Unqualified
ject's eventual home base were obtained for the
entire student population of the six classes in- Control 8 0
volved in the test. The data were gathered by a
q uestionnaire mailed to each subject's home unit. Experimental 13 0
This questionnaire provided baseline data for
making a more accurate assessment of number of
flights required to qualify, using a larger control Obviously, since all students were con-

group for comparison. The home unit instructors sidered qualified in the actual C-5 refueling,
were also given the opportunity to express their discrimination was impossible. Any B-52 quali-
thoughts on the categorization program as it affect- fied boom operator is apparently capable of

ed their personnel. Although data of - is nature performing air refueling on a C-5.
are highly subjective, they provide insight that
is otherwist. difficult to obtain. The opinions of It seems, therefore, that the BOPTT was not a

Vthose who chose to answer this item were very good means of measuring boom operator performlance
positive. These instructors generally believed during category qualification for fighters. The
that the scudenta who participated in the program issue remains unresolved for C-5 qualification.
performed better than the students who did not However, the data did indicate that the BOPTT af-
participate in the categorization training. fected transfer of training. Phase two of the

study clarified this issue.
Data Analysis

Performance of Subjects at Their Rome Units
All of the items on the performance measurement

f orm were evaluated, To summarize, BOPTT trained The second phase of the test program dealt
*individuals did significantly better than those with the performance of the test subjects at their
*not trained in the BOPTT. Of great interest was home units. Questionnaires were sent to the home

the question of whether all the students who were units to obtain information regarding the categori-
graded as qualified in the BOPTT were graded as cal status of the subjects.
qualified in the aircraft, and vice versa. This
would allow the BOPTT to be used to measure category Table 2 illustrates the number of flights to

Alperformance. Since all of the experimental group qualification and the percentage of each group for

students had been graded as qualified in the BOPTT, fighters:

Table 2. Flights Required to Qualify

Groups One Two Three Four Five

Control 3 (37.52) 1 (12.52) 2 (25.0%) 1 (12.5%) 1 (12.5%)

Experimental 6 (42.852) 6 (42.85%) 2 (14.32)

Other (See Note) 5 (17.9Z) 11 (39.3%) 8 (28.6%) 2 (7.12) 2 (7.12)

Note: These individuals did not participate in the test program but were
classmates of the participating members.
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i ,infer the other. We must be cautious and keep these Program, prepared for SAC Headquarters
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TEAM PERFORMANCE MEASURES FOR COMPUTERIZED SYSTEMS
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AB3STRACT

A theory of system performance measures that permits evaluation of the
effects on mission performance of the performance of each constituent mission
task was extended to tactical data processing systems. This system performance
measure permits the evaluation of both teamis ana individual team members on
either a mission or any portion of a mission, including specific tasks or task
types.

INTRODUCTION from a search of the lIteraturo that performance*1 feedback (knowledge of results via performance
Organizations both civilian and military measurement) is critical to the learning of team

often rely on teams to identify/, examine, and skills, as well as to the learning of individual
solve complex problems. Some teams are skills.* The reviewers strongly warn that team
formed to solve short-term problems such as performance measures must be developed before

*an ad hoc committee, and other teams are "1substantial improvement in team training evalu-
formed for long term continuous problems, such ation can occur." To support this conclusion,
as departments of research and development or they cite the Defense Science Board's 1975(3)
military campaigns. review of research and development programs in

military training which stated that "the team per-
For any particular problem, the members formance measurement problem was a fundament-

of a team bring certain skills, viewpoints, and at stumbling block to progress in improving team
limitations that are wholly individual, yet it will training."
generally be from the interaction of the members
that the team's effectiveness and worth will finally A research program suggested by Wagner to
result. With this idea in mind, it is significant overcome those deficiencies included the develop-
that previously no rigorous method existed for ment of a method for establishing team performance
evaluating a team's performance at any given standards for both the isolated and interactive
point during its mission. It is not possible to behavior of team members. The claim that inter-
eftzctively structure teams, train teams, or to active behavior produces a result that is not the
specify team performance levels without a team sum of individual efforts, but is rather more
performance measure and a systematic means like the product of them, has been voiced also by
for applying such a measure. In an evaluation Baker (1976)C4) and by Jones (1974).(5) Neglect
of Navy team training, Rizzo (1975)(1) states of this proposal, however, has led to an emphasis
that basic problems exist in knowing how teams in research on individual skill training at the ex-
function, that teaming skills themselves have pense of research on team training and on co-

*been left undefined, and that current training operative behavior. The claim is that an effective
methods often involve throwing individuals to- measure of team performance cannot be a simple
gether with the hope that "the needed team skills summation of the measures of performance of
will naturally emerge." Also, he suggests that the individual members. Indeed, the team mea-

*team performance, as it is envisioned by many sure-of-performance function must be sensitive
training personnel, is related more often to how to such non-itnear effects as the quality of inter-
well individuals know each other than to what action among them.

4 they do together. Further, he stresses the
evident lack of objective measures of either in- EXISTING METHODS FOR CALCULATING
dividual or team performance during training. TEAM PERFORMANCE

A review of the state of the art of team train- The absence of team performance measures
ing and evaluation strategies (Wagner, 1 976)(2) and the need for a rigorous method of developing
confirms the lack of definition of teaming skills a team performance measure are well documented
and affirms the need for a team performance in the literature. Since the effective interaction
measure. The review furthermore concludes of team members is regularly cited as the factor
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that distinguishes an effective team from a mere Problems of Performance Measurement for
assembly of ineffective individuals, the coordtna- Computerized Systems
tion of the members' effcrts becomes important

both to teaching and to maintaining team effec- For clarification we must distinguish three
tiveness. In order to minimize the amount of important entities when considering the perfor-
wasted or misdirected effort, the amount and mance measurement of a computerized system.
quality of the effort produced by each team They are: 1. the performance measures used,
member to enhance in some (as yet unspecified) 2. the scores that are obtained from using the
way the overall task effectiveness or "goal system and the measure, and 3. later tests
attainment." :hat may be performed using the ccmputerized

system. Here, our interest is in the develop-
On certain tasks a team may be able to ment of a performance mea•-ure for" teams using

operate at the level of its most competent a computer to accomplish a goal, and within
member (a disjunctive. model); on other tasks, that context we are interested specifically in
the team's performance may depend upon the how well the computer equipment is being used.
effectiveness of its least proficient member, or Only physical variables, such as the time used
even, at other times, on the level of its "average" to perform a given task or an indicator of the
member. But whenever the efforts of individuals quality of the task performance, are involved,
must be coordinated for task accomplishment, even though mental effort (selecting a data
there is inevitably some "slippage" that prevents format, for example), as well as manual effort
optimal task accomplishment by the team (data entry using a keyboard, for example),
(Hackman & Morris, 1975).(6) As team size may be required to operate the system. Since
increases, this slippage or "process loss" be- the performance measure developed here is
comes greater, because the job of getting all intended to reveal only how well equipment is
the members to function in a coordinated manner operated, there are no variables that correspond
becomes increasingly difficult. When Hackman to psychological or psychophysiological factors,
and Morris claim that team task effectiveness such as intelligence or fatigue. Nevertheless,
generally has not been as high as it should have the system (computer equipment and team
been, based on an extrapolation of individual members) along with its performance measure
scores, the clear implication is that the com- can be used to test individual and team per-

munication/coordination process through which formance levels, to evaluate training programs,
the talents of team members are first assessed and to determine the effects of operator fatigue.
and then brought to bear upon a given task must
in some way be inadequate. Such process losses Since a performance measure for a comput-
may be insignificant when the required specific erized system is concerned only with measuring
knowledge or skill is obvious, or, when obtaining how well equipment is used, questions generally
a desired result does not involve complex team- issociated with psychological tests (their re-
work; but, at other times, when sophisticated liability, validity, etc.) are not of immediate
or subtle interactions are required to identify concern to us. Only later, when the system is
the necessary talents and apply them to the task, tested, will they be of direct interest.
the role of communicatiorvcoordination becomes
much more substantial, and the risk of process Replactng these concerns, however, are
loss becomes c•onsequently much greater, two others: measure comprehensiveness and

measure sensitivity. Measure comprehensive-
Current Military Training and Testing ness is evaluated by the ability of the measure

to respond to each factor that affects the mission

Following basic training, but before the performance of the system. A measure with
"new soldier goes through advanced individual little comprehensiveness responds to only some
training, his aptitude for a particular Military important factors and is often referred to as a
Occupational Speciality (MOS) is evaluated by "rule of thumb" measure. Measure sensitivity
means of the Skill Qualification Test (SQT). is evaluated by the degree to which the measure
The SQT scores for an individual are designed reveals the effect on mission performance of

j to give a diagnostic profile of the examinee's changes in the performance of individual tasks
strengths and weaknesses in a given MOS, and or types of tasks. Measure comprehensiveness
to determine whether that person is at least and measure sensitivity are controlled by the
minimally qualified to perform the jobs within that way tasks are defined and by the method of cal-
MOS. But the SQT scores do not predict by culation of the effect on mission performance of
themselves how well that person will perform as the performance of each constituent task.
a team member whose skills must be integrated
into overall team performance. The current, The fundamental principle to be observed
and still evolving Army procedure for evaluating in the performance measurement of any system
team performance - that of a tank crew, for ex- is that the performance of each constituent task
ample, or a platoon, etc. - is the Army Training always has a unique effe~ct on total mission per-
and Evaluation program, known as ARTEP. formance. Even the same type of task performed

at different time• during the mission can dif-
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ilerently affect mission performance. For in- Loental (1969)(7) is used here to develop a I
stance, a data entry er-ror occurring early in a measure foundation of the overall measurement
mission that is retained in the local computer performance in terms of the individual task
memory is likely to be easier to correct than a performance effects. This theory was first
data entry error oc~curring later in the mission applied to flight control problems in which the
and distributed to many units. The lateness of factors limiting performance originated in the

the data entry error puts a time-stress on de- hardware and were known. It was extended for
tecting and on cor'recting it, since wide dispersal this current study (Conneliy, Comeau, &
of erroneous data increases the difficulty of Steinheiser, in press)(8 ) to permit its applica-
making corrections. Thus, even though the task tion to team-computer systems where the factors I
(data entry) may be the same in both instances, limiting performance are not always known ex-
its effect on mission performance (e.g., on the plicitly, but are known to exist.
probability of mission success) zan be greatly
varied. Since the factors limiting performance are

not always explicitly known, demonstrations of
This measurement difficulty, of determining tack performance at various levels that exhibitSthe unique effect on mission performance of the the effects of= those limiting factors must beperformance of each constituent task, leads used in developing the performance measures.

frequently to two types of errors in the develop- This empirically based method for developing
ment of performance measures. The most com- measures is described by Connelly, Knoop,
mon error derives from the false assumption Bourne, & Loental (1974)(9) and is the foundation

that the significance of the level of performance of a computer processor known as MAP, for
of a given type of task is independent of when Measurement and Analysis of Performance.

that task is performed during the mission. This MAP extracts information from the performance
results in the specification of a performance demonstration data and then constructs the per-

measure which considers tasks as though they formance measure.
were perfor'ned independently rather than as
coupled components of a total mission. There are three alternative processes

contained in MAP for constructing the measure,
The second type of performance measure- yet it is known that one process, in which the

ment error derives from the false assumption mission task sequences are represented by

that the varying importance of task performance means of a matrix called the Transition Matrix,
can be accounted for by a single scenario which provides the most compact, efficient way of
describes a fixed sequence of mission states, computing the measurement function coefficients.
starting from the initial conditions and proceed-
ing to the final objective. The error here is in In order to describe the method for calculat-
not recognizing that once the actual mission has ing a team performance measure, tt is necessary
deviated from the fixed scenario, the prede- to first define two types of tasks and two types of
termined task performance ratings no longer performance measures.
apply. For example, consider again the data

entry error which occurred with the computer- Classification of Tasks
ized system. The team that is now attempting to
recover from that error may be demonstrating The goal-oriented, or "terminal," task
superior error recovery performance, but, due begins with a variety of initial conditions and
to the fact that a data entry error was not In- ends when a specified objective is obtained.
cluded in their- scenario, their superior error An entire mission might consist of multiple,
recuvery performance cannot bo properly rated sequential tasks for which the terminal condition
or utilized. of one task is the initial condition for a subse-

quent task. The point is, that with terminal
Objectives of the Paper tasks there is :.lways a specific goal to be

achieved, such that when the goal has been
The objective of this paper is to present a achieved, the task ends.

method for measuring the performance of teams
using computerized systems. The measure is Continuing tasks, on the other hand, have no
to be a function of the performance of each mis- end objective, but instead require performance
sion task, Including any interaction among team specified by certain criteria at each instant of
members that may be required to complete the t:rne. For example, the well-known pursuit
mission. Also, the measure shall permit the tracking tasks used in psychological studies
quantitative evaluation of teams as units, as are continuous inasmuch as the participant must
well as the quantitative evaluation of individual constantly manipulate a control device to track
team members. a moving reference point in an attempt to keep

his error as small as possible over the total
METHOD OF APPROACH test time. Typically, thu error is the distance

between a moving reference symbol (such as an
The theory of performance measurement in- "x") and a tracking symbol (such as an "o"),

troduced by Connelly, Knoop, Bourne, & controlled by the participant. The test is con-
225
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ducted for as long as the experimenter has may involve, for example, statements about cer-
planned, and a performance score is developed tamn desired terminal and safety conditions that
as the avorage error over the test. must be satisfied by the exercise. But whatever

the factors are, the subjective form of the SUMPM
Many applied human factor problems can must then be converted into a quantitative form in

be cast as terminal control problems, even which specific rules determine the SUMPM value
some that are spoken of as continuous tracking from the exercise data.
tasks. For instance, in the sighting of anti-
aircra|L guns Lhe term "tracking the target" In many studies, performance measurement
is often used. But this problem can also be development is terminated at the summary level,
broken down into a sequence of terminal, even though SUMPM's cannot provide sensitive
goal-oriented, tasks. First, the operator performance discriminations, nor reveal the
attempts to acquire the target in his sight, a effect of individual and team technique on task
task which requires the reduction of large performance.
errors by the operator. Then, once the target
has been acquired, the operator attempts to System Performance Measures. The

track it smoothly and with sufficient lead to per- theoretical development of a system performance
mit a hit. If automatic lead prediction circuits measure (SYSPM) which reveals the effect ()f
are available, the operator must still continue the performance of each constituent mission task
to track the target smoothly until the initial on summary performance, and, as a result,
transients in the prediction circuits can die out provides senstti\a performance discriminations.
and the tracking aids can calculate accurate pre- This theorywhich was developed by Connelly,
diction. In either case, the operator must next Zeskind, & Chubb (1977),(10) recognizes that:
commence firing and, if tracers are used, must performance is limited both by machine factors
adjust his tracking to make use of the tracer in- and by human factors. Recognition that such
formation. Finally, when a hit is scored, or the limiting factors exist, whether or not they are
enemy aircraft moves out of range, the tracking explicitly known, leads to a measurement equation
task ends. that permits evaluation of the effect o, either

instantaneous or of interval performance on the
Still other tasks may be viewed as either performance of the entire mission. The theory

continuous or as terminal. Thus, for example, has been successfully applied to aircraft and ship
maintaining aircraft altitude and heading control problems (Connelly, 1977),(1 1) and is
over a long period of time, such as in the applied here for the first time to teas-n-computer
constant-altitude cruising phase of a lengthy systems.
flight, could be viewed as either a continuous
tracking task or as a terminal problem, de- Once having selected a particular SUMPM -
pending on the availability of a relief pilot or that set of rules used for scoring each (necessarily
of an autopilot, among several possibilities, completed) mission exercise - the SYSPM re-
It is only when the fundamental purpose of a lates in mathematical terms the effect of the
task is the achievement of well defined final performance of each constituent mission task
conditions that the task (or mission) must be on the SUMPM chosen. With the SYSPM, the
considered terminal. effect on mission summary performance of the

way each constituent task is performed can thus
Types of Performance Measures be assessed. This is an important property

since the effect of operator task performance can-
Summary Performance Measures. A sum- not be expected to be uniform over all team-

mary performance measure (SUM-M) is a set computer system states. The SYSPM function has
of rules for scoring each mission exercise, also the further ability of being able to discriminate
(Note that in order to describe the measure it is among the many ways both good and bad team
necessary to use two terms: "mission" and performance can be achieved. And, sirce team
"exercise." A mission is the set of tasks that members can and do cooperate in various ways
must be completed to accomplish a goal. An to achieve high performance, this property

exercise is one demonstration of the mission.) becomes important when measuring the per-
A SUMPM provides measurement only of the formance of teams that are to be compared.
total mission performance, and, as a result,
the complete information required for a To obtain these properties, the SYSPM
SUMPM is not available until the exercise has function utilizes "reference-task performance"
been completed. This property is a fundamental and, in addition, the effect on the summary per-
limitation of all SUMPM's. formance of deviations from reference-task per-

formance. A reference-task performance is
Typically, SUMPM's are first formulated defined here as an established way of performing

subjectively, and reflect the judgmeot of an a particular task. It may include, for example,
individual or group concerning the objective the time required to complete the task, the
of the mission and the factors believed to be number of errors permitted in attempting the
important in scoring exercises. These factors task, and so on. A reference-task performance is<1 226



simply the established, though not necessarily the separate state transitions, which may be further
best, way to complete the given task. broken down into their constituent tasks. The

intervals then correspond to the state transitions,

SYSPM's provide a sensitive and compre- or, in a more fine-grained approach, to the time

hensive performance measure for tasks and actually taken to complete each task. As the
mission segments. By utilizing reference-task mission progresses, a sequence of ini ervals is
performance and any significant deviation from generated as each transition or dtscri _e task is
such performance, SYSPM's provide information accomplished.
that enables them to identify critical task compo-
nents. Critical mission states in which accurate Discussion of Equation 1. According to
or iaptd task performance is essential can be equation 1 the SYSPM over the ith interval is
revealed by an analysis of the mathematical equal to the change in the resources required to
structure of the SYSPM function. Finally, complete the mission assuming that reference

SYSPM's permit rapid assessment of perfor- performance will be exhibited throughout the
mance and provide a basis for KOR (knowledge remainder of the mission plus the resources
of results) feedback for training enhancement, actually used during the Luitnterval. When re-

sources have been utilized effectively, the value
A Rule for Calculating the SYSPM of Rui will be equal to the absolute value of ZARi,

and the SYSPMi over the interval i will equal
From the theory of performance measure- zero. Thus the SYSPM acts as a penalty function,

ment there follows as a major result a rule for since its value, the "penalty," is zero when
calculating the SYSPM over an interval of time. actual performance equals or improves upon
Given this rule, performance can be assessed expected performance, but is positive otherwise.
over any length interval of time desired - over If the resources actually used exceed the absolute

the total mission itself, for example, or over value of the reduction in resources required

any portion of the mission - by summing over to complete the mission given reference per-
successive (preferably short) time intervals. formance, resources have been wasted (in

terms of the standard set by reference perfor-
The rule for calculating the SYSPM over the mance) and a penalty is assigned equal to the

ith interval is the following: excess resources used. It is the property of

the SYSPM function over each interval of time
SYSPM. =AR . + Ru. forARi + Ru. N 0 (for example, over each task) that permits cor-

SYSPM. = 0 for A R. + Ru._ 0 (1) rect performance measurement of each constituent
1 ttask of each transition independent of the level

of performance of any individual(s) on previous
WhereA R1 (R. + 1 - R); tasks.

R. = the resources required to complete For example, suppose we are working onthe mission from the beginning of

the ith interval, given that reference a project that should require 30 days to complete.
If we work effectively for one day, the project atperformance is exhibited throughoutpherfomaincer is exhibsitednthroughthe end of the day should require 29 more days
to complete. Thus Ri= (29 - 30) = -1, Rut= 1,

Ru. = the resources that are in fact used and the SYSPM. 0. If, however, we do not

Sduring the th interval, Note that work effectively', and we require one and a half

by convention Ru 1 ) 0, i.e., the days to do a day's work, R = (29 - 30) = -1 as
resources used are always specified before, but Ru. = 1.5, and so th#- value of

SYSPM. = 0.5, We have wasted half a day, and
by a positive number.I

the value of SYSPM. penalizes us accordingly.

The sum over all intervals of the SYSPM is

the value of the SYSPM over the entire mission; It is important to note here that the SYSPM
does not require the questionable assumption of
equal sensitivity of mission performance to

sV/SPM SYSPM. = SUMPM each type of task, nor does it require measure-
ment of deviation from a fixed scenario L-ath.

all i The SYSPM will properly assign each penalty as
it occurs without applying to a given task a

Similarly, the value of the SYSPM over any penalty due to poor performance on previous

specified portion of the mission is the sum of the tasks.

SYSPMi over the intervals constituting that With regard to equation 1 we now note further
that the measurement of the effect on mission per-

In practical situations it is not generally formance of the performance of a specific task

convenient to think in terms of equal-length in- does require a statement of how the remainder

tervals defined by a running clock. Instead, the of the mission ought to be accomplished. To

actual mission is first broken down into its satisfy this requirement, we have developed the
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concept of reference-task performance. When and from a field study to be described subsequently
reference-task performance continues throughout (Connelly, et al., in press), only some
the remainder of the mission, we are required to of the generic tasks have been well defined.
state exactly what amount of reference resources More work in this area is still required.
(such as time, funds, fuel, ammunition, and so
forth) will be used in each one of the mission's
remaining stages. This formulation of the REVIEW AND DISCUSSION
quantity R1 is the major source of difficulty in
calculating the SYSPM. This study utilized a model of an Army

tactical data processing system (TACFIRE) in
The Specification of Reference Performance which the performance of each team member on

each task of a specific mission (the High Burst/
Essential to the validity of using equation 1 Mean Point of Impact Mission) was represented.

for calculating the SYSPM over the ith interval In order to implement the SYSPM, one must
is the assumption that reference-task performance assess for each task as it is accomplished its
will be exhibited throughout the remainder of the effect on overall mission performance in term.,
particular mission. In this respect, reference- of deviations from expected task performance,
task performance may be regarded as a prediction which, in turn, is based entirely upon reference-
of activity yet to be demonstrated, as a prediction task performance and the transition probabilities.
of the capabilities of the present system. As a result, reliable and (preferably) extensive

data are required to specify the reference-task
Originally, the flight control systems to values and the transition probabilities. The

which the SYSPM was applied were limited in results of the study are too voluminous to
their performance entirely by the hardware in discuss at this time. For further discussion
use, rather than by human factors. Because see Connelly, et al. (in press).

these limitations were fully represented by known
equations, it was possible, given the SUMPM, to
define exactly the optimal performance and tc CONC LUSIONS
use it as the standard for reference performance.
Where the SUMPM was a function of response By presenting in full detail both the develop-
time, for example, reference performance for ment of the SYSPM as an evaluative tool as
the system was regarded as the time-optimal well as it- application to a problem of continuing
performance; where the SUMPM was a function interest to Army team training, this report
of fuel use, reference performance occurred has sought to draw attention to several broad
when the least fuel was used. The reader is and, at the same time, practical conclusions.
referred to Connelly, et al. (1977) for a detailed Narnely that:
presentation of the computation of the SYSPM for
flight control systems. 1. Data collection in the field can be

satisfactorily accomplished by inter-
In a computerized system iLvolving human viewing system experts.

operators, where the factors limiting performance
are as a rule not embodied in any known equations 2. The utility of the generic method of
governing the system, optimal performance classifying tasks now having been
simply cannot be determined analytically. demonstrated, the method can be
Nevertheless, the SYSPM may be determined by extended to include virtually all tasks
recognizing that the factors limiting performance involved in the operation of any team/
are embedded in actual demonstrations of the computerized system.
computerized system, i.e., in real-life demonstra-
tions given by human operators using the 3. The System Performance Measureý,
computerized equipment. From such demonstra- SYSPM, can be applied successfully to
tions, the limited performance can be docurmented any tactical data processing system.

and the reference performance can be empirically
established. 4. Computer scoring of the SYSPM for

most tasks may be easily accomplished

To provide a framework for the collection of with only moderate compute-time and

the necessary data, and to facilitate its collection memory demands. With the storage of
from a variety of computerized systems so that the expected resources required for each
it may be applied to the specification of reference- task at any point in a mission complete,
task performance, a set of parameterized generic the only work remaining to be done is
tasks has been developed. Ultimately, it is hoped the rather simple, simultaneous evalua-
to have tables for each of these, so that the tion of equation 1. Of course certain
execution time and error rates for each task type tasks, particularly those interactive
(entering data via keyboard, selacting a data tasks not involving a computer, may
format, etc.) and each parameter of a task (the always have to be scored manually in
number of keys on a keyboard, for example) are some check-list fashion.
readily available. Thus far, from the literature
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5. The information automatically provided a for man-machine systems. Paper
computer-scored version of the SYSPM, presented at the 18th Annual Meeting of
particularly with respect to the speed/ the Human Factors Society, October
accuracy trade-off, is exactly the type 1974.
required by an automatic team training
system for effectively instantaneous 10. Connelly, E.M., Zeskind, R.M., & Chubb,
conditioning feedback. G. P. Development of a continuous per-

formance measure fur manual control
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ABSTRACT

Since World War II, the U.S. Army has considerably expanded its use of the helicopter in
a variety of military functions. As new missions were defined, new tactics, extended perform-
ance requirements and increased number of subsystems have imposed extreme demands on the pilot.
Ground-based flight simulation is the only safe practical way to investigate the tradeoffs be-
tween a better-trained pilot and a more complex aircraft. In 1975, a joint U.S. Army and NASA
study was performed to establish the future needs for the simulation of rotary-wing aircraft.
As a result, a program was initiated to develop a facility that could be used by government
and industry in research and development. That facility is being developed jointly by the U.S.
Army and NASA at the Ames Research Center.

In 1978 the Franklin Research Center completed the development of the concept for the
motion generator to satisfy the requirements of the new simulation facility. In 1979 they be-
gan the design of the unit which is to be installed at the Ames Research Center in 1982. The
Rotorcraft Simulator Motion Generator (RSMG) is a new four-degree-of-freedom system to replace
the synergistic motion system presently mounted on the Vertical Motion Simulator at Ames. Its
extended capabilities will satisfy the requirements for research involving both fixed-wing and
rotary-wing aircraft. In this way the Army/NASA goals for an advanced facility for rotorcraft
simulation are to be satisfied most efficiently.

INTRODUCTION cost and complexity, and adversely affect reliability
and maintainability. To be cost effective, the

Although the U.S. Army accepted delivery of its military helicopter must make full use of its pilot
first helicopter 40 years ago, it was not until and his capabilities. However, he must not be over-
af÷-)- the Korean War that the necessary doctrine and loaded to the extent that his mission performance is
exverience were available with which the development degraded or his margins for error are decreased un-
of a military helicopter could begin in earnest. til there is an increased susceptibility to accidents.
The greatest impulse to progress in helicopter de- Ground-based flight simulation is the only safe and
velopment resulted from the requirements and experi- practical way to investigate the trade-offs system-
ences in the Korean, Viet Nam and Middle East wars. atically before hardware is developed.

In the three decades since the end of World Over the last 20 years or so, ground-based
War II, the U.S. Army has considerably expanded its flight simulation has become a recognized and widely
use of the helicopter. Originally, tnR helicopter accepted training tool. In the fixed-wing aircraft
was thought of as being a reconnaissance, evacuation industry, the cost effectiveness of ground-based
and general-purpose aircraft that was capable of flight simulation in research and development has
performing missions similar to those that had been also been demonstrated (1). Flight simulators have
performed by the light, fixed-wing aircraft. As been used to a far lesser extent by the rotary-wing
the potential of this vehicle began to be appreci- industry. In 1975, a joint U.S. Army and NASA study
ated, its use added another dimension to the battle- was performed to review the functions, status and
field by enhancing the Army's ability to conduct the future needs for ground-based flight simulation of
land combat functions of mobility, intelligence, rotary-wing aircraft. In the course of this review,
firepower, combat service support, and command, con- the deficiencies in current simulation capability
trol and communication. Helicopters are now recog- relative to rotary-wing aircraft requirements were
n'zed by the U.S. Army as important replacements for identified. As a result of that review (2), a pro-
traditional ground vehicles in the performance of gram was initiated to develop a high-fidelity rotor-
certain missions that are beyond the capability of craft simulation capability that could be exploited
fixed-wing aircraft. As the helicopter has acquired by both government and industry in research and de-
these new missions, it has also acquired new tactics, velopment. The simulation capability is being de-
new performance requirements, and a tremendous in- veloped jointly by the U.S. Army and NASA at Ames
crease in the number of subsystems, most of which re- Research Center.
quire some degree of management or control by the
pilot. USES OF A ROTORCRAFT SIMULATOR

IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Training alone may no longer enable the pilot to

cope with the situation. It is possible that regard- The 1975 Army/NASA study concluded that the needs
less of the extent of training, we dre approaching for a helicopter R&D simulator fell into the follow-
the limit of the human pilot's capability. Of 'ourse, ing two categories:
the helicopter could be made easy to fly or even to
fly itself in these new missions, but such benefits 1. In support of basic technology. This work
are costly. Automation can significantly increase consists of generic studies of stability
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and control, handling qualities, controls Rotor systems and their associated controls
and displays, and other aspects of the offer the most direct method of improving flying
man-machine interface, qualities and reducing pilot workload in the missions

and tasks typically assigned to Army helicopters.
2. In support of the development of new avia- Chen and Tal bot (5) investigated four major rotor

tion systems or improvements to fielded system design parameters to assess the handling
systems. These efforts start early in an qualities for 44 configurations of main-rotor systems
aircraft acquisition cycle by assisting that cover teetering, articulated, and hingeless
the user and the developer in performing families of' rotor systems with a wide range of blade
design studies, system integration evalua- inertia. They concluded that within each family
tions and trade-offs. of rotor systems, satisfactory handling qualities

could be obtained with the appropriate combination
The first of these uses permits us to address of rotor parameters. However, no single rotor

the fact that current h'--licopter flying qualities system was uniformly superior in all aspects of
specifications are based on an obsolete design handling qualities during typical operations.
standard. For our newest helicopters, we have had Additional experiments such as these are require-I to
to devise poorly substantiated criteria for new optimize the handling qualities for specific mis-
missions and tasks. Therefore, in our current R&D sions.
program we are pursuing the development of a tech-
nological data base in rotorcraft handling qualities
that should enable us, for the first time, to gen-
erate the criteria and the specifications on flying.........
qualities for rotary-wing aircraft designed to per- COET ~
form military missions (Figure 1). Ultimately, the -.
intent is to provide the designer with the matrix
of information he needs to relate effectiveness to i )9

life-cycle costs. A7111i
"ROTOR SYSTEMS HN.Re TROO T.M~ ErI~e. TFM M"

4r EtR SIGCRI EA *I f,RAR...-;i Nt. Wfl.n

MANEOVEA'RILITY'(ZX~r~~Ž< WECFICATIONS AC~lIf~~lf 1

NORCR505 uI

ROVE 5150511PILOT
WORKLOAD

FLIGHT CONTROLS

IMULTI MOOC SCAS

*INTEGRATE 0 Figure 2. Systems Development Cycle

The second use of R&D flight simulators, during
the development of new aviation systems for improve-

Fingthe 1.LY Heiope Handling QuaitisVeserc ments to fielded systems, follows the entire life

program initiation phase, the simulator can be used
The eveopmnt o a anding-ualtie toevaluate new aviation concepts or tactics that

specfictio fo useby elioptr maufaturrs avebeen developed by the U.S. Army Training and
in te dsig phses oul beefi bot th inus- Doctrine Conmmand (TRADOO) to meet a specific threat.

try adtegvrmn.Eprecha hwtht TeR&D simulator also provides an ideal environment
the use of the current handling-qualities specifi- for evaluating the threat from both ground weapons
cation (MIL-H-8501A) has failed to provide more and enemy helicopters. The probability of air-to-
than basic guidance to industry and attempts to air combat between helicopters on the future battle -
meet the requirements of that specification have, field is extremely high. Success in these engage-
in many instances, resulted in undesirable flying_ ments may depend on exploitation of weakness in the
qualities (3). Individual specifications were de- threat helicopter's handling qualities or in the
veloped for the Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft optimization of our own flight maneuvers. It may be
System (UTTAS) and the Advanced Attack Helicopter in this approach to establishing requirements that
(AAH) in an effort to Pliminate this deficiency; ground-based simulators will play their most effec-
but both helicopters, although judged to have tive role in minimizing the life-cycle cost of our
superior flying qualities, also failed to meet cer- future aircraft. Such evaluations can help answer
tamn requirements of their specifications (4). the questions and support the rationale leading to
From an aeromechanics point of view, our most modern a Mission Element Needs Statement (HENS). After
U.S. Army aircraft, the UTTAS and the AAH, are based the HENS is approved, the R&D simulator can be used
on technology that is 10 to 20 years old. These in the demonstration and validation phase for evalu-
aircraft, like their predecessors, will impose work- ating the flying qualities of competing designs as

loads on their aircrews during typical Army missions wdl as for easing future systems integration ef-

maximum the full capabilities of his aircraft, es-
pecially at night or under adverse weather condi- Manned simulation also plays an important role
tions. in establishing hardware configuration during the
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development of the helicopter. During the evalua-
tion phase of a baseline design, test pilots and
operational pilots are provided the opportunity,
through mnned simulation, to evaluate the baseline
and mission scLnarios with full operational freedom.
This is the last point in time when changes to the
baseline design can be wade without extremely costly
hardware retrofit. Also, actual prototype flight
hardware can be incorporated into the flight simula-
tor. Although standard bench integration test will
verify electrical and, in some cases, software com-
patibility, only a dynamic simulation can completely
exercise the equipment. Even more important, all
aspects of the software can be tested in a mission # @ COTou, ® LOWLEWL @
enviroment well before the aircraft flies.

SNGINE OFl

TATON Figure 4. Terrain Flying Regimes

REQUIREMENTS OF A RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
i "*)' ROTORCRAFT SIMULATOR

A# OThe modern battlefield has become a highly
lethal place for both fixed- and rotary-wing air-

TAILR craft. The formidable array of weapons that can be
PAL ~used against aircraft has forced pilots to abandon

"their normal operating altitudes in the vicinity of
RTHAFT a battlefield. The only air space that can be con-

SC FAILURE sidered relatively safe is below 100 feet and then
only if a sufficient amount of ground cover is avail-
able. The helicopter is naturally a ground contact
machine par excellence and its mission use in Army

Figure 3. Aircraft Accident Investigation aviation is more characteristic of a flying jeep or
tank than of an airplane. Helicopters fly low and
slow and, especially during military missions, are

Finally, the R&D simulator can be used to in- close to the ground during most of their flying
vestigate unusual accidents (Figure 3), the under- time. The term nap-of-the-earth (NOE) (Figure 4)
standing of which defines normal investigative has been coined by the helicopter community to des-
techniques. One such investigation has already cribe operations in which helicopters fly'only a
been accomplished at Ames Research Center. In few feet above the ground and fly around obstacles
March 1976, a Bell Helicopter Textron Model 214 rather than over them. The environment for the
helicopter crashed during hardover-control-signal pilots flying these missions is rich in detail--
testing of its Automatic Flight Control System trees, bushes, hills and valleys. Although these
(AFCS). The subsequent acci, investigation did terrain features offer protection from the enemy,
not conclusively establisK . cause of the accident they can be lethal to an unwary pilot. In addition,
but did indicate that it was not caused by a mech- visibility factors associated with weather and
anical, electrical, or hydraulic failure. It was darkness, and atmospheric characteristics of wind,
decided to continue the investigation using the turbulence and ground effect are all elements of
six-degree-of-freedom Flight Simulator for Advanced the environment that may significantly affect the
Aircraft (FSAA) at Ames Research Center. The re- helicopter pilot's tasks. The helicopter crew must
sults proved that removing the hardover-control- maneuver around and between obstacles, and navigate,
signal at the same time the pilot was taking correc- communicate and proceed with the mission while
tive action causes large spikes in blade flapping maintaining awareness of threat weapons.
and was the probable cause of the accident. The
procedure for hardover-control-signal testing was Current simulation capabilities cannot meet
subsequently modified and similar accidents have the requirements of rotary-wing aircraft when one

not occurred. considers all the aspects, including mission, task,
aircraft characteristics, environmental conditions,

In summan-y, flight i. tition i'.i important instrumentation and displays, performance and work-
tool in helicopter research and development, both load. Many of these aspects impose requirements
for technology-base development and for aircraft de- quite different from those met by even the most

.velopment programs. There is no question that sophisticated fixed-wing simulators. The most ad-
ground-based simulation has been and will continue vanced ground-based simulators in the world are
to be an invaluable tool. The flight simu'.ntor is available to the U.S. Army's Aeromechanics Laboratory
to the flight dynamicist what the wind tu Is to (through agreements with Ames Research Center), but
the aerodynamicist. The emphasis on the ul of even these are not adequate to meet the Army's need
development costs and operational traini:y, ýosts to simulate nap-of-the-earth flight operations. The
suggests that flight simulators will play an in- visual display is required to represent much more
creasingly important role in future research and de- detail in the terrain and vegetation. Low flight
velopment of Army rotary-wing aircraft, speeds and high maneuverability allow rapid changes
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of flightpath to be achieved so that the field of s atimlta,,,s axis posion. I -xim
view required for the helicopter pilot to see where , -x
he is going is wider than that of a fixed-wing air- pYositi
craft. This paper, however, concerns itself with Rl pitch Yaw sug 0,a Heave

the requirement for motion. Deel and Rue discussed
visual concepts (6) during the last conference. 4100 0 31 0 $2 73

0 60 100 6 £3 46 14

0 67 22 100 28 54 41

Motion (Platform) Requirements 1 33 33 19 100 0 so
Y 57 33 38 63 100 77

There is no obvious and accepted measure of 2 47 33 0 56 69 100

motion cue requirements. It is generally agreed
that motion simulation is required: (1) when Table 2. Examples of Simultaneous
expected motions are above human sensory or Excursions (from Reference 7)
indifference thresholds; (2) when expected
motions are within the sensory frequency range,
that is, above 0.2-0.5 rad/sec; (3) if full RSIS PROJECT PLAN
pilot performence (e.g. tracking) is desired;
and (4) when a degree of face validity or real- Under joint agreement, Ames Research Center
ism is required to gain pilot acceptance of the and the U.S. Army Research and Technology Labora-
total simulation. tories, Aviation Research and Development Command

(AVRADCOM), have agreed to acquire the Rotorcraft
An example of relating simulator motion sys- Systems Integration Simulator (RSIS) to be in-

(tem capabilities to the maneuver envelope of an stalled at Ames Research Center. The program is
aircraft is presented in a paper by Key et al now in its final phase. The definition phase
(7). which includes a description of the develop- started with an Amy/NASA study in 1975 which led
ment of the requirements for a motion system to to additional studies to address the issues raised
be used in a helicopter flight simulator. by the special requirements of rotorcraft simula-

tion. A feasibility study of a wide-angle visual
- simulation system, completed by Northrop in 1977,

Parameter showed that a wide field-of-view display (1200
Posa.,,o, velocy. Accelerato,. horizontally by 600 vertically) was feasible.

A.is rad. ,ad/s.c. rad/.e 2. Analyses of fixed-base and motion-base simulations
a a/,c =, of NOE flight operations have defined the cab ex-

cursions required for high-fidelity simulation
motion. It was determined that the Vertical

Yaw 0.. +0.6 +1.0Motion Simulator (VMS) at Ames Research Center
Pitch +0.3 +0.5 +1.0 could be modified ar.1 used as the motion base of
Roll 40.3_ +0.5 +1.0 the RSIS (Figure 5). Independent design studies
Surge ±1.3 ±1.3 ±3.0 to assess the possible modification to the VMS were
Sway ±3.0 +2.6 ±3.0 performed by Franklin Research Center and Northrop
"Heave +7, -14 +5' -11 414, -12 Corporation in 1978. Specifications were developed

from those two studies, a competitive request for
proposal was issued to industry and the contract

Table 1. Motion (Platform) Requirements for was awarded to Franklin Research Center in 1979.
Critical Terrain Flight Maneuvers The modification, known as the Rotorcraft Simula-
(from Reference 7) tor Motion Generator (RSMG), will be delivered in

late 1982. The remainder of this paper will dis-
The criteria that were adopted for these re- cuss the design and the fabrication of the RSMG

quirements were based on the opinions of ex- by the Franklin Research Center (FRC).
perienced researchers, which in turn were supported
by limited test data. Flight maneuvers resulting
from fixed-base simulations of NOE flight opera- ,
tions were analyzed to define the platform excur-
sion requirements. These time histories were
played ?off-line) through a drive logic represent-
ing that of an advanced six-degree-of-freedom

simulator, with the fidelity boundaries and selec-ted operating points for each axis. The results
of the analysis, in terms of the maximum excursion, \
velocity, and acceleration of each axis, are pre-
sented in Table 1. The requirement is that all
axes produce these quantities simultaneously; this
requirement is amplified by the data of Table 2,
where the position of each axis at the instant
that one axis reached a maximum is presented. The

4 data are from a typical maneuver case. The sig-
nificance of the data is then when one axis is at
"a maximum, some of the others are at large values
also. A nonlinear drive logic is needed to vary ,XITwURE• W 1TH,,.hM1aTw ",M
the gains and washout frequencies with amplitude N ,,ORCRAPCAb ,KIA -5Vxt1

of motion in order to obtain as much fidelity as
possible for lower amplitude tasks. Figure 5. The Vertical Motion Simulator
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DESIGN STUDIES FOR THE
ROTORCRAFT SIMULATOR MOTION GENERATOR (RSMG)

Motion Generator Specification

As a result of the analyses performed by the
U.S. Army Aeromechanics Laboratory and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration at the Ames
Research Center, specifications were developed for
the Rotorcraft Simulator Motion Generator (RSMG)
as shown in Table 3. The severe limitation on
1. Pertfirra~ncc , oetit~

S Da III t -vII.u•s

Longitudinal W + .72 + 1o22 M/-ec + i.05 ri/e- 2

~2
(+ 4 ft.) (4 4 ft I/i t') ( 1 I0 ft/.c,. )

Roll (0) + 0.314 rad + 0.7 r ad/nec . + 2.0 red/nec
2

(+ 18") (+ 40
0

/mec) (± 115°
0

/ec2)

Pitch (Q) ± 0.3t4 rPd 4 0.7 red/sc + 2.0 tad/sr..2

(+ j 8 °) (+ 4 0 ' / 4r c ) (+ I t 2O/n e c2)

Yaw (0) + 0.418 red + 0.8 rad/nee + 2.0 rad/.ec
2

(+ 240) (+ 46°/-ec) (4 115 8/"ec 2)

2. Payload

0 Configuration 20.5 ft. dtai sphere "ection

G Oross Weight 800n - 12,000 lbi.

M Momenta of Inertia 3000 - 20,000 lbs. ft. .-,.1

1. Frequency Response

* Second order system natural freq. 3 Hz and damping factor 0.7

* Toterancen. + 2 db and + 20 degrees

4. Weight Limitation

Total weight of 4DOF system < 16.000 lbs.

Figure 6. Synergistic 6DOF Motion System
Table 3. Specifications for the Rotorcraft

Simulator Motion Generator (RSMG)

the weight of the RSMG was imposed so the erform- The opposite extreme is a cascaded system asance of the Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS) would shown in Figure 7 where the sphere is carried on
not be degraded from its original performance three rotational gimbals which are, in turn,
goals. In addition there were severe constraints mounted on a longitudinal carriage. This config-
on the operating envelope of the RSMG due to the uration captures the sphere within the range of
internal dimensions of the existing VMS building the longitudinal motion under all operating or
structure. Most critical, of course, is in the emergency conditions. However, the weight of the
direction of longitudinal motion where the 20 foot
diameter sphere must be allowed a total displace-
ment of 8 feet within a building dimension of 31
feet.

Studies of RSMG Candidates

A number of RSMG configurations were analyzed M~
in an effort to meet all requirements in the most
cost-effective manner (8). Brief descriptions
follow.

Since the synergistic type of motion system,
illustrated in Figure 6, is the most efficient
machine for generating six-degrees-of-freedom 0-A'-
(6DOF) motions it was considered first. Design 0

calculations showed that the actuator lengths re- .t -
quired to provide all displacements simultaneously
were unreasonably long (30 feet). In addition, a
failure mode analysis showed that under certain asne Se
emergency conditions, the platform could assume an
attitude that would cause the 20 foot sphere to
strike the building wall. Figure 7. Cascaded 4DOF Motion System
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cascaded gimbals and carriage structure not only Recognizing the need to restrict actuator
severely escalated the power requirements of the lengths, FRC elected to separate (or decouple) the
drive system, but also far exceeded the allowable translation motion from the rotational motions by
limit imposed on the total RSMG weight. using a carriage moving on linear ball bearings as

shown in Figure 9. Here the rotational motions are
produced with a synergistic arrangement of three
actuators with a rigid center post restraining all
translational displacements. A detailed design
study of this 4DOF configuration revealed that all
specified performance requirements for the RSMG
could be met or exceeded. However, the overall
height of the RSMG with th. cockpit and dome in
place required an unacceptable compromise in the
available vertical displacement of the VMS.

YAW
POLL PITCH

Figure 8. Synergistic 4DOF Motion System

A synergistic 4DOF configuration, shown in
Figure 8, was investigated next. It has a hinged4
center-post that eliminates lateral motion and
limits vertical motion, both of which are available
from the basic VMS. Because of the minimization
of moving mass, it is the most efficient configura- Figure 10. Final RSMG Configuration
tion for generating the remaining 4DOF motions.
However, again the actuators required to produce The overall height was reduced by decoupling
the specified displacements simultaneously were un- the yaw motion from pitch and roll as shown in
realistically long (34 feet) so the concept was Figure 10. Here the center-post is mounted on a
rejected, large diameter ball-bearing carried on the longi-

tudinal carriage. The platform is coupled to the
center-post with a simple 2DOF universal joint
restricting its motion to pitch and roll only.
Since the actuators can now be positioned verti-
cally and their length is relativeij --"hrt, the
overall height is reduc:d to meet the original
goals for vertical motion of the VMS without

y. impacting the ceiling of the building.

Cents,
Post

• . Acluatof

'- Longitudinal Plaitor-

LonO~tudln&I -J

Longitudinal
eitarng,

Figure 9. Synergistic 3DOF on Longitudinal Carriage Figure 11. RSMG M3del (without 20 ft. sphere)
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The final configuration of the RSMG is shown e Motion Base
in the model photos in Figures 11 (without the * Controls and Instrumentation
20 foot sphere) and 12 (with). e Hydraulic and Electric Power

* Dedicated Computer
* Safety Systems

4,Each of these subsystems will be described in
greater detail in the sections that follow.

. Motion Base

A sketch of the configuration of the motion
base was shown in Figure 10 defining the four
axes of displacements. The + 4 feet of longitu-
dinal motion is achieved witF a carriage mounted
on 32 linear recirculating-ball bearings on 2
linear tracks. Cross-sections of these bearings
manufactured by THK Japan are shown in Figure 14.
These bearings are precision-ground and pre-
loaded to provide smooth noise-free operation
without lost motion.

Figure 14. Cross-Sections of Linear Bearings
Figure 12. RSMG Model (with 20 ft. sphere)

ROTORCRAFT SIMULATOR MOTION The longitudinal carriage is driven with a
GENERATOR (RSMG) DESIGN single hydraulic cylinder centrally-located be-

tween the tracks under the longitudinal carriage.
Description of the RSMG System The design of all the cylinders on the RSMG is a

patented telescoping configuration that provides
The total RSMG system is made up of a number equal effective hydraulic operating areas in

of subsytems as defined in the le'k diagram in both directions within the overall length of
Figure 13. The motion base is, if course, the standard commercial unequal area cylinders.
central element to which all other elements are This provides for the symmetrical application of
dedicated. It is driven with a set of four inde- forces, minimizes the size of the servovalve re-
pendent electrohydraulic actuators with feedback quired and optimizes the smoothness of motion.
control loops and instrumentation for stabilizing
and monitoring performance. The control systems The design of this unique equal-area cylin-
are serviced by a hydraulic power supply and der configuration is shown in Figure 15.
electric power. The control systems are commanded
from a dedicated minicomputer which, among other
things, provides the interface with the NASA host
computer. The entire RSMG system is integrate4

with a set of built-in safety systems to protect
men and machines in the event of any foreseeable
emergency situation. The subsystems defined inr/
Figure 13 are:

DEEC.TMEO..TIONAL COMPUTER "

I Figure 15. Typical Equal-Area Cylinder

HYDRAULIC JI CONTROL& I DO TO ... FR6OM
"-A I RoIC INsT*M s I COMPUTER NASA The fixed portion on the left is made up of

COMPUTER two concentric hollow tubes slightly shorter thanthe retracted length. The moving portion is a
SAFETY SYSTEMS closed-end hollow tube with an annular flange

that telescopes inside and between the fixed tubes.
A seal is required around the moving tube and

Figure 13. The RSMG System Complex piston rings are required around its annular flange.
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The left cylinder port allows the hydraulic Since the RSIG is a research simulator intended
fluid to enter the fixed center tube and impact to be used with a variety of cab and visual dis-
the closed end of the moving tube. The right play configurations, these analyses were per-
cylinder port conducts fluid into the annular area formed with two extreme loads; one the cab and
between the moving tube and the fixed outer tube spherical screen described in the specifications,
to impact on the annular area projected by the tne other the NASA Interchangeable Cab (IC) with
flange. By proper selection of design dimensions no external visuals. As an example of the re-
it is clear that the effective area of the closed sults obtained, we will describe the design and
end of the moving tube can be made equal to or analyses of the roll control system.
different from the effective area of the annular
flange.

The + 240 of yaw displacement is provided by
rotating a truncated-cone center post on a large
diameter crossed-roller-bearing located in the
center of the longitudinal carriage. It is
approximately 48 inches in diameter and preloaded
to avoid lost motion. It is driven by a single,
equal-area hydraulic cylinder lying horizontal
and attached between the longitudinal carriage
and the outer radius of the center post.

Pitch and roll motions of + 18o are providedwith a two-gimbal system mountel on top of the

rotating center post. The equal-area drive cylin-
ders are connected between their respective gim-
bals and the base of the rotating center post. Figure 16. Block Diagram of Roll Control System

From the above description it is clear that,
except for a minor geometrical interaction be- Figure 16 is a block diagram of the roll
tween pitch and roll displacements, the RSMG clos e ct sstem. It use rmns
motion base is an "uncoupled" motion system. closed-loop control system. It uses a Trans-
That is, individual motions are commanded inde- Tek angular position transducer as the primary

feedback element. It also employs a Systron-pendently, without the need for on-line coordinate Donner angular accelerometer to provide theconversion. This minimizes the requirements of
the dedicated computer. It does not mean, how- compensation necessary to accommodate the wide
ever, that there is no coupling of the dynamics range of expected loads. The position command
of the individual motions. Since the center of is an analog signal from 0 to 10 volts dc. Itmass of the payload does not correspond with the is compared with the actual position feedback
center of rotation in the gimbal system, pitch to generate an error signal which is compensated

accelerations will couple reaction forces into with acceleration feedback and shaping networks
to command servovalve spool position. The

the longitudinal system and vice-versa. servovalve has a Schaevitz LVDT spool position

Controls and Instrumentation transducer in a minor loop to extend its band-
width and responds accordingly to the error

The first consideration in designing the command to deliver flow to the roll actuator

electrohydraulic control systems is the servo- to reposition the load and minimize the error.

valves. Over many years of experience, The
Franklin Institute has developed a proprietary
servovalve design that yields electrohydraulic OL RVO AT 2 LOADS (ROPS,4)
controls that have a minimum of unwanted accel-
erations, commonly known as "hydraulic bump" or FuL1---- Full LOWI

"acceleration noise". Current experimental iP. LIMOS - C. LOW
tests under an Air Force contract indicate "
"smoothness" and/or "stability" better than "N
O.Olg peak. The servovalves for the RSMG -re-
electrohydraulic controls are all of this spec -...- _/\

ial design. It involves an unconventional lay- -

out of the outlet ports of the third stage, A \
which provides for more positive control of the a \
outlet flow under the conditions of low actuator z\-evelocity. u

45E _611
To insure that the specified dynamic per- -.

formance will be achieved in the operational -11.
system, each closed loop control system was
carefully designed, mathematically modelled and a0 - ,-..... -, r,. .-r'

simulated for computer analyses. The analyses -6 .

performed on each of the four closed loop con- ratWec I"

trols systems were:
* Frequency response
* Root locus plot
e Step response Figure 17. Frequency Response of
* Force disturbance Roll Actuator System
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The frequency response of the roll actuator The 3econd electronic console is a tall re-
system is shown in Figure 17 together with the lay rack containing a POP 11/34 computer with
lines defining the limits set up in the speci- disk unit, computer interface electronics, a
fication. The analyses of the response to ex- system monitoring panel, a signal output panel
ternal force disturbances, such as coupling of and the safety interlock relays. It is to be
reaction forces due to VMS lateral motion, located remotely from the vicinity of the Opera-
indicate completely stable behavior. tor's console and addressed only during software

changes and hardware troubleshooting.

Dedicated RSMG Computer

(D The central element of the RSMG computer
. ... system as a standard POP 11/34 minicomputer with(D SW D"o-' a CRT terminal and dual disk memories. To couple

() this computer with other subsystems three special
'- i E• ,": •-circuit cards have been designed and built.

T ..- [.These cards are:
0)

. analog to digital (A/D) converter
* digital to analog (0/A) converter
* interface circuits

The A.D card is a 32 channel, 14 bit con-
Figure 18. Operator's Control Panel verter with analog multiplexers and instrumenta-

tion amplifiers. It accepts analog inputs from
the NASA host computer, the safety systems and
the maintenance test panel, and converts them to

Control Consoles digital signals.

There are two electronic consoles required The D/A card is a 16 bit converter with
to operate, monitor and maintain the performance chopper-stabilized operational amplifiers. The
of the RSMG system. One is a sloping-front con- interface card contains circuits for accepting
sole containing the Operator's control panel, NASA 28-volt logic and operating lamps. It also
the maintenance test panel, the control system operates the "time to go" display.
electronics and all necessary DC power supplies.
The Operator's panel is shown in Figure 18 in- The RSMG computer system performs three
dicating the simplicity of starting-up and con- major functions:
trolling this complex machine under normal
conditions. Figure 19 shows the maintenance test e signal extrapolation
panel with the means to address each axis of s safety monitoring
motion separately and perform tests to insure * maintenance
proper performance. In the upper right corner
is a computer-aided warning system that monitors The NASA host computer provides incremental
critical system parameters, detects trends to- analog position and velocity command signals
ward allowable limits and indicates the time to that are updated only every 20 milliseconds.
go until the RSMG is automatically shut down. The RSMG computer uses the velocity signal to
This allows the Ope-rator to use some judgment extrapolate intermediate points every 2 milli-
when he is in the middle of an important simu- seconds, thereby making the step change in posi-
lated test run. tion undetectable.

The RSMG computer is one link in a redun-
dant safety system. It not only conducts an
orderly start up or shut down, it also monitors

,,NTE , TBI /EL all interlocks, limits incoming signals andS- .. cnrperforms self-checking routines. The computer
I isupplements the maintanance control panel in' .... aiding set-up, troubleshooting and demonstra-, Ition of the RSMG system. It also contains the

software to aid in setting up and checking out
S- _the computer system itself.

I T1 . , . Safety Systems

il LL-, I, The RSMG is designed with safety as a pri-
mary goal. Emergency systems are designed to

-• nhandle three levels of potentially-dangerous
'- , >', *~. * .,,situations:

' • -*U W' " excessive commands
- '' --.- # subsystem malfunctions

* total loss of power
Figure 19. Maintenance Test Panel
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Level 1 systems are built into the electronic designed especially to maintain stability and
circuits. At the input to each electrohydraulic performance with a wide range of payloads. A
actuator control loop there are limiting circuits computing system is dedicated to the RSMG to
to prevent excessive commands for position, aid in signal handling, subsystem winitoring and
velocity and acceleration. There are also maintenance. The entire RSMG systsm and its
"smart" circuits for limiting the impact of run- test subjects are protected by a sophisticated
ning into the displacement limits of the actua- 3-level safety system that returns it to a safe
tors. They continuously monitor position anl1 attitude in the event of any foreseeable mal-
velocity to determine the point where the actua- function.
tor must start decelerating at a safe level as
it approaches the end of stroke. The RSMG promises to be a key element in

the utilization of the VMS to implement the
Level 2 systems are those that incorporate U.S. Army's Rotorcraft Systems Integration Simu-

interlocks from all critical subsystems and lator (RSIS).
inputs which automatically shut the motion
system down in a safely-controlled manner. Shut- REFERENCES
down can be triggered by a variety of interlocked
inputs such as: 1. Mathews, R.H. and Englehart, J.D.: "Manned

Air Combat Simulation: A Tool for Design, De-
e loss of control power velopment and Evaluation for Modern Fighter
a low hydraulic pressure Weapon Systems and Training of Air Crews", pre-
* high oil temperature sented at AGARD FMP Specialist Meeting on Piloted
a excessive system error Aircraft Simulation Techniques, Brussels, April
1 operator's command 1978, AGARD Conference Proceedings Number 249.
* pilot's command

2. Burke, J. et al.: "A Technical Assessment of
Shutdown occurs in a controlled sequence. U.S. Army Flight Simulation Capability and Require-

Solenoid valves close to trap the fluid in the ments for Aviation Research and Dvelopment",
cylinder. Excess pressure is bypassed with U.S. Army AMRDL ASRO Report 75-1, April 1975.
relief valves across the cylinder ports. When
the system stabilizes the condition is analyzed 3. Ashkenas, I.L. and Walton, R.P.: "Analytical
and the system returned to a safe position under Review of Military Helicopter Flying Qualities",
manual control. Technical Report Number 143-1, Systems Technology,

Inc., August 196,'.
Level 3 emergency systems are designed to

accommodate the most severe case of failure; 4. Key, D.L.: "A Critique of Handling Qualities
the complete loss of electrical and hydraulic Specifications for U.S. Military Helicopters",
power. For this case a set of accumulators are AIAA Paper 80-1592, Danvers, Mass., 1980.
provided to store enough energy to return the
system to a safe position. The initial action 5. Chen, R.T.N. and Talbot, P.D.:"An Exploratoryis to trap the hydraulic fluid in the cylinders Investigation of the Effects of Large Variations

by closing fail-safe solenoid valves, relievin9 in Rotor System Dynamics Design Parameters on
excess pressure through the cross-connected Helicopter Handling Characteristics in Nap-of-
relief valves. Also included are automatic the-Earth Flight", Journal of the American Heli-
mechanical devices on the servovalve spools that copter Society, Volume 24, Number 3, July 1978,
control the pressure in the accumulators to pp. 23-36.
"park" the system with all cylinders retracted.
These devices are programmed to move the most 6. Deel, A. and Rue, R.: "Conceptual Design of
extended cylinders at twice the velocity of the a Rotorcraft Advanced Visual System", presented
shorter ones to avoid any hazardous attitudes at the 2nd Interservice/Industry Training Equip-

-' on the way to the totally-retracted position. ment Conference, Salt Lake City, Utah, November
18-20, 1980.

SUMMARY
7. Key, D.L., Odneal, B.L., and Siaiacori, J.B.:

In summary, we have described the specifica- "Mission Environment Simulation for Army Rotor-
tion and design of the Rotorcraft Simulator craft Development - Requirements and Capabilities",
Motion Generator (RSMG). The system is intended presented at AGARD FMP Specialist Meeting on
to replace the existing 6DOF motion generator on Piloted Aircraft Simulation Techniques, Brussels,
the NASA Vertical Motion System at Ames Research April 1978, AGARD Conference Proceedings Number
Cer~ter. The extended capabilities of the RSMG 249.
will make the VMS suitable for simulating rotor-
craft as well as fixed-wing aircraft. Its per- 8. Belsterling, C.A., Chou, R.C., Davies, E.G.,
formance will then satisfy the requirements of and Tsui, K.C.: "Feasibility and Concept Study
the U-S. Army's long range rotorcraft R&D pro- to Convert the NASA/Ames Vertical Motion Simula-
grams. tor to a Helicopter Simulator", Final Report on

Contract No. NAS2-9884 by Franklin Research Center
The RSMG is a 4 degrees-of-freedon (4DOF) September, 1978.

motion generator to be mounted on the 2DOF
Vertical Motion Systen. To fit within the ex- ABOUT THE AUTHORS
isting building, the RSMG was designed as a
relatively uncoupled mechanical system, with Col. Arlin Deel is the Development Project
independent electronydraulic actuators for each Officer and the Army/NASA Program Manger for the
axis of motion. The control systems have been Rotorcraft Systems Integration Simulator (RSIS)
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INTERACTIVE FLAT PANEL INTELLIGENT DISPLAY TERMINALS AND TECHNIQUES
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Fort Monmouth, N.J. 07703
and
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses fully operational, user-interactive automated training equipment
with sophisticated computer graphics and video that can be packaged into hardware no
larger than a suitcase. Such systems have been assembled using thin-film electro-
luminescent display panels and transparent touch-panel overlays coupled with interactive
software and microcomputer and memory technology. The display quality is comparable to
or better than that of most CRT installations and the system intelligence can exceed
that of many minicomputers. Incorporated touch interaction enables users to be facile
with its operation without undergoing undo specialized training. Systems of this type
can be used to satisfy a great majority of the Services' needs for sophisticated training
and test equipment, while being completely portable and usable in a tactical environment.

INTRODUCTION

The continued growth of battlefield automated achievable using thin-film electroluminescent
systems and generation of large quantities of data, (TFEL) display technology. Figure 1 depicts a
makes it essential for users ýo be extremely cross-sectional view of a TFEL display. The dis-
facile with the operation of such systems without play is fabricated on a single sheet of glass
undergoing undo specialized training. To satisfy using inexpensive vacuum deposition techniques.
this requirement, while maintaining operator con- When a potential of approximately 200 volts is

trol, such systems must have a convenient means placed across selected row and column electrodes,
for the user to communicate with the data base a yellow-orange emission as defined by the elec-
and central processor. Also, for such equipment trode intersection is seen through the trans-
to be useful for tactical applications, it should parent columji electrode. By utilizing a multi-
be highly portable and rugged. There are many plexing (x-y address) partial selection scheme,
definitions of portable, but in this context, we one can address the entire display, row-at-a-time
refer to hardware that is easily carried by one in frame times comparable to standard TV rates
man. There have been a nurber ot demonstrations (60 hertz (Hz)) or 4astcr, if desired. MOSFET
of effeccive computer based systems which meet technology can handle the required voltage levels
good user-interactive standards for training and integrated versions of such row and column
purposes, configured in relatively large installa- drivers are available. Live television as well
tions. However, the type of system described here, as graphics have been demonstrated on a 240 by
has comparable capability, while entirely packaged 320 pixel resolution display panel at a pixel
in a small suitcase. The following sections will spacing of 68 lines-per-inch (Ipi). Various
discuss hardware and software aspects of such a other display panels, ranging in size from 2½
system, describe a sample scenario for automated inches by 4 inches at 80 lpi to 10 inches by
test equipment use and discuss expected further 12 inches at 50 lpi are in different stages of
developments, development. A 100 lpi panel with a total of

512 by 640 pixels is near completion.
SYSTEM HARDWARE

A display monitor incorporating the 240 by

The system hardware can be subdivided into 320 pixel panel dissipates a total of approxi-
five categories: mately 10 watts and weighs only 3 pounds. Recent

work in developing new drive schemes is expected
(1) Flat panel display to reduce that power substantially. Some thermal
(2) Touch interactive mechanism tests have been performed and indications are
(3) Microcomputer to process and retrieve infoima- that complete compliance with military temperature
tion, control the display and respond to user specifications is expected. Currently used epoxy
requests. seals between the display substrate and a protec-
(4) Easily replaceable, non-volatile memory to tive back cover glass indicate satisfactory pro-
hold specific software. tection from moisture, however hermetic sealing
(5) Miscellaneous components including case, techniques are presently being developed. Life
power, supplies and the like. tests performed on some sample displays indicate

operating lives in excess of 10,000 hours. More

The following subsections will discuss the complete life testing is being conducted.
first four of these categories.

Another important feature of these displays is
Flat Panel Display contrast. Referring back to Figure 1, it will be

noted that there is a black, light absorbing layer

High quality graphics and video imagery are behind the light emitting surface and in front of
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the rear metallic electrodes. This layer absorbs on the order of 32 kilobytes (Kbytes) of read only
in excess of 99.9 percent of the light impingent memory (R0M), 64 Kbytea RAM, and serial and
on the display, resulting in a high degree of parallel Input/Output (I/0) ports on a single
legibility at relatively low luminance levels, moderately sized circuit board. This is suffi-
Legibility in a direct sunlight environment cient to meet expected needs for the type of
(10,000 footcandles (fc)) has been demonstrated equipment being discussed, other than the mass
with only 15 footlamberts (fL) luminance, storage which will be discussed in the next

section. It is not the intent of this paper to
Touch Interactive Mechanism suggest a particular CPU, memory or software

architecture, but simply to point out that auffi-
The incorporation of a touch-interactive cient processing and memory capability is present-

mechanism over the display, converts it from a ly available in components sufficiently small to I
one-way to a two-way communicator. The effect of be completely packaged in a suitcase-sized con-
the touch interactive mechanism is to allow the tainer, including the display. As the micro-
operator to touch the surface of the display computer technology evolves over the next few
screen with his finger or other passive device, years, the capabilities will grow further, while
and have the system recognize where it has been power dissipation and size shrink. Exemplary of
touched. By correlating this touch with the this expectation is the Military Computer Family
displayed information at that point and with single-board-computer, which will execute the
corresponding data or proceases that the micro- highly structured language Ada, have a 32-bit CPU
computer can perform, the operator can query or and dissipate only 5 watts, all on a single board.
instruct the computer via the touch. It is not
necessary for him to use a keyboard or any other Memry
interactive devices such as buttons, switches, Mo

light pens, or the like. With properly written The mass storage device must be capable of
software, the touch panel can make the system storing all of the information needed for the
completely self-instructing since the display can particular task being performed, such as field
communicate with the user in his language and testing of a piece of equipment.
remove all ambiguity in the particular operations
that the user has to take through the provision In the case of automateu testing of battle-
of various types of menu selection, field equipment, it is necessary that we have

stored all of the pertinent test and diagnostic
A number of touch panel mechanisms are possi- information about that oystem. Depending upon the

ble. A common one involves the incorporation of complexity of the equipment to be tested and the
two transparent layers (glass or plastic) with level of testing to be performed, this informs-
transparent conductive coatings on their insides. tion would typically occupy the equivalent of a
The pressure of a touch completes electrical con- number of field m.-nuals, although in certain
tact between the layers. The Central Processing cases much less infoanation than that would be
Unit (CPU) can then determine where the touch required.
took place based either on the transparent con-
ductor pattern or on a resistance calculation. For less complex tasks, storage of the order
Another mechanism involves an array of infrared of ;-1 megabytes (Mbytes) of information could be
(IR) light emitting diodes (LEDs) and correspond- satisfactory. This is readily accommodated with

Rdetectors around the periphery semiconductor or magnetic bubble memory occupying
of the display. The finger touch then breaks the the equivalent of one or two circuit boards.
Invisible IR array, identifying where the touch Because of the required versatility of the pro-
Stakes place. posed equipment, it would be packaged as a plug-

in module. For the more complex tasks, such as in
In a later section we describe a sample the example given in the next section, memories in

scenario utilizing touch panel operation. excess of 10 Mbytes could be required. This may
be provided by magnetic disc technology which can

Microcomputer now store 50 Mbytes in e 5 inch by 9 inch by 14

inch package weighing 20 pounds. Optical disc
Microcomputers have sufficient computing power technology can store up to 500 Mbytes in a

to perform training and test functions and drive slightly larger package. Both of these tech-
the display while keeping cost and power consump- nologies are evolving to smaller physical sizes
tion low. The one chosen should have at least a in more rugged packages.
16 bit word length to enable it to perform fast
graphics on the display and for rapid access to SiSTEM SOFTWARE
the mass storage. On-board Random Access Memory

(RAM) should be capable of storing the operating The software required to supprt this equip-
system software and programs necessary to inter- ment falls into two cctegories. The first is
pret the operator's commands to access more that -oftware which is the same, regardless of
information from the mass storage device. There the particular applications beir4 performed (a.g.,
should be sufficient input and output to inter- independent of equipment being tested). When
face to the display and the mass storagc device, contact 1v made to the toucn panel, the transla-

tion of that touch to an x-y coordinate is done
There are a numberdcially available with this type of software. Once an x-y pair is

microcomputer boards available that adequately meet calculated, the computer -an make a (control)
the above criteria, decision based on it. The choices that the

computer has to pick from may be 'n thc form of
The boards with 16 bit CPUs typically contain a menu. The selection of one choice from the menu
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is zoned to a specific window of x-y coordinates operator that a failure baa been detected and
(e.g., 50 < x <6,10<y<20mhtinstructs him to proceed to the module level

define the PROCEED function). The definitions test. Not taking anything for granted, the oper-
of these choices and their windows fall into ator is then instructed, as shown in Figure 7,
the second category (equipment dependent). how to open the defective module, and to tell the

computer when he has finished this task. Figure
Also in the first category (equipment 8 then presents to the operator, a drawing of the

independent) is the software that controls the circuit board that he is confronted with. Sub-
display. As described In the hardware section sequent frames will step him through testing the
above, the electroluminescent (EL) display is various components until the failure is localized.
matrix addressed (point-by-point). In order When it is necessary for the operator to coummu-
to use the display, a means of accessing one nicate alpha symbols or numeric readings to the
pixel element and turning it or or off is computer, his choice of symbols or a number pad
needed. Also, a means of providing end points will appear on the display, for touch interaction.
for line segments, and having the line appear Obviously, with a scheme like this, it isn't
on the display is necessary. In addition, a necessary for the operator to make any signifi-
character set for textual messages must be pro- cant decisions, nor understand anything aboiat
vided. Because these features are required in ADP equipment other than the location of the
all equipment tests, they also fall into the on-off switch.
first category. All of the software in this
category would reside in a small (approximately CONCLUSIONS
8 Kby tesa) amount of ROM that would be permanently
placed in the unit. We have described the critical elements of a

suitcase-sized system that could be a vital
The second category software depends on the element for training and testing on battlefield

pairticular equipment being tested, and therefore automated systems. There is nothing original
is resident in the removable storage referred to about the mode of operation of such a system
in the previous section. It could require other than the fact that it can be performed,
millions of bytes. This removable software with presently available hardware, in a very
package (or personality module) would hold the small package. With conventional technology, the
data on measurements to be made, their nominal display alone would occupy a larger package size.
values, and the graphics of the various stages We are convinced that the hardware and operations

to be shown on the display, as well as the described here can be revised many times over by*1instructions indigenous to that particular interested workers, offering substantial improve-
piece of equipment. ments, and hope that this paper might act as a

stimulus in that regard.

SAMPLE SCENARIO

As an example of how such a system might
function, we include a simulation of a possible

test sequence for fa'.lure isol~ation in an
AN/PRC-77 P1M transceiver. We are assumming a
airect support activity where an operator is
using his suitcase-sized system to analyze the
equipment being tested in a relatively hostile
environment. The figures are actual photographs
of the 240 by 320 flat panel display menetioned

j earlier. The operator turns his system on and
is presented a menu selection asking him to
identify (by touching the proper word) the
particular unit !nder tesz: (UUT). The menu
selection presented to him would include what-
ever system software is presencly in his auto-
matic tester, or might ask bim to insert a
memory element corresponding to that unit.
Figure 2 is a photograph of the next display to
appear, which instructs the operator by words
and graphically, how to connect his automatic test
equipment to the UUT. eihen he has completed

initial hookup, he is instructed to press5PROCEED. In developing such a scenario, it is
important to realize that there is complete
flexibility as to the location and size of the
1touchn" boxes Res well as the nature of the alpha-
numerics and graphics. This means that while the
particular test equipment is being developed.
user feedback and human factors considerations

can strongly influence the final configurations

Figure&. 3 and 4 step the operator through visual
examination of filter FL3 and Terminal Block A57,
as indicated by Instructions and cursor.
Figure 5 begins instruction on probe testing and
at Figure 6, the test equipment notifies the
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ABSTRACT

5 The Department of Defense (DOD) is speVding an estimated $6 billion on
software each year, and this budget is forecasted to increase by 15 to 20
percent annually. In recognition of this software cost spiral and to halt
the proliferation of computer programming languages, DOD has sponsored the
development of a new language--called Ada--to provide a standard,
computer-independent high order language for major defense systems software.
Ada is expected to have widespread application throughout DOD and will
require training for thousands of individuals. Control Data is dgveloping a

I solution to the Ada training problem using the Control Data PLATO
computer-based education system.

THE PROBLEM DEFENSE COMPUTERS
"(S CURREWT BILLIONS)

The U.S. Department of Defense S-LUOU

initiated Ada, the new high order
language (HOL), in 1976 with the
objective of eventually standardizing
programming languages into one HOL. 3
The five-year design effort involved TOTAL
defense departments, academia and
industry from fifteen countries. Ada
is currently going through American
National Standards Institute procedures
to become a U.S. standard and is 10
expected to become an international -
standard through the International
Organization for Standardization. _ _TOTAL
There is widespread interest in Ada, W V U a I7 a V

and it is believed that a rcquirement
for it will evolve in commercial as
well as defense applications. Figure 1. Software budget forecast

DOD's Software Problem

DOD is spending an estimated $6 billion
on software each year and as indicated procured as part of weapons systems and
in figure 1, the software budget is controlled by the DOD 5000.XX series of
forecasted to increase rapidly. (1) directives. Ada is initially being

hosted on automatic dRta processing
In recognition of this accelerating computers used in support of weapons
software cost spiral, DOD established systems. Furthermore, Ada is perceived
policy framework (DOD Directive as being a system design language wnich
5000.29) in 1976 for advanced computer opens the door for training of hardware
technology, including the requirement and system designers, program managers,for a DOD approved HOL. The resulting as well as software designers.

development of Ada is now history, and
the design of Ada culminated in the DOD As indicated in figure 2, the costs of
"Ada Debut" on September 4, 1980. computer hardware are continuing to

decrease, but softwere costs, being
Ada began in DOD as one of the labor-intensive, are rapidly
initiativ-s aimed at controlling the increasing. A sizable portion of
"embedded computer" software costs. software life-cycle costs can be
Embedded computers are those equipments attributed to maintenance and training.
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COST TRENDS At least four classes of education and
,.- training are needed to successfully

implement Ada throughout DOD:

SOFTWARE (HOURLY RATE) 1. An overview of Ada must be
provided for managers and executives

"oL GASOLINE and as a first course for softwore and
100 systems personnel.

7 A2. A retraining course for
SOLAIE MAINFRAME COPUTERS programmers who are 3lready

- / cknowledgeable on another HOL, such as
FORTRAN, is required.

M 3. n complete training prcram t
from computer fundamentals through the

, " in 4 10 IS 11116 Ada language is needed for the
thousands of computer neophytes who
must be trained to relieve the labor

Figure 2. Hardware vs. software shortfall problem facing industry and
cost forecast DOD.

4. Unique application training on
how to use the Ada HOL effectively in

A Fundamental problem confronting solving specific computer system
industry and DOD is the shortage of requirements must be provided.
computer programmers. Figure 3 shows
that the number of computers in the
U.S. is growing much faster than the THESOLUTION
number of programmers and,
unfortunately, programmer produc- Control Data is a leader in
tivity is not significantly improving. computer-baseo education ano is

currently providing hundreds of courses
via the Control Data PLATO system.COMPUTERS & PROGRAMMERS IN U.S.- Control Data is planning PLATO-nased

"1200 courseware for Ada in three types of
IN THOUSAD courses. The first will address the

"1whats and whys" of Ada and will
culminate in an Overview of Ada
course. The secon-course w]T addressthe "how to's" of Aoa and will be a.

,00 Ada ProgrammA2LFndamentals course !

based on the PLATO system. The third
Sarea of training will a.;tually be a
Sseries of courses designed to provide

9100.000 COMPUTIERStri ng
S240,00•• RAMMERs DOD application unique training, such

as "How to use Ada effectively in
solving a digital signal processingproblem-" !

' 19 Iso 1965 1970 1975 1 These courses will satisfy the four
7 5 ciasses of Ada training previously

ioentified.
Fioure 3. Growth rate of programmers

vs. computers IndiidualiedInstruction

Unlike traditional lecture-based
instruction, where a single instructor

The software labor shortfall is likely speaks to a captive group of students,
to get worse. There is an individualized instruction allows

j industry-wide need to recruit and train students to learn independently from
more computer people. sets of structured learning resources.

Each learning resource is a carefully
TheAdaTrainlng Problem designed package of instructional

materials presented by one or more
More and more computers will be used by types of media such as
DOD, requiring more application computer-assisted instruction, text,
software. Adding this to the labor and audiovisual products (audiotapes,
shortfall problem, and the rapidly videotapes, filmstrips, or slide
escalating cost of softwere resources, shows). These materials communicatemakes the need for training apparent, thL same knowledge presented by
aetn a tInstructors through lectures.
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Extensive research by educators and e Attrition can be reduced because
psychologists proves the importance of students are not forced to learn
interaction to improve learning and at an externally imposed pace
strengthen retention. Multimedia they may be unable to meet.
individualized instruction checks More attention can be given to
students' understanding just as specific learning problems
instructors do--by asking questions. unique to individual students;
Strategically placed questions or other this decreases chances of
response requirements elicit failure resulting from
Jnteractions from each student. The difficulty In only one area.
purpose of the interactions may be to
check for understanding of concepts, Deficiencies of the training
require relationships to be drawn program itself can be
between concepts, emphasize important Identified, diagnosed, and
points, illustrate rules, or simulate corrected quickly as a result of
procedures, the concrete structure of

modularized learning
Students progress at their own rate as activities. The result is more
they work through each learning cost-effective, efficient
activity. Because the burden of training.
delivering information is shifted from
the instructor to the learning * More precise control of training
activities, instructors can give is possible because
individual attention to each student, instructional materials
Instructors are freed to answer contained in learning activities
specific questions, provide are not subject to instruc-
encouragement, provide additional tors' reassignment, Illness,
explanatlcns to meet unique needs of lack of training, or
individual students, and get to know forgetfulness.
each student on a personal basis.
Students also receive Immediate In computer-managed instruction (CMI),
feedback on how well they are the functions of testing, study
learning--they are not made to wait for assignments (prescriptions), and record
quizzes g~ven at arbitrary times keeping are assumed by the computer.
whether or not they are ready. In this application, the computer

becomes a powerful tool for relieving

Numerous benefits are gained from instructors of administrative tasks.
individualized instruction. FolIloving In CMI, all tests are Ldmlnistered
are some of the more important benefits: on-line (on a PLATO terminal). This

on-line testing enables the computer to
o Because students progress at immediately score tests, analyze item

their own rate, fast students responses, and store the data in files
are not held back and slow containing complete histories of
students do not fall behind, students' past performances and A

assignments. Decision logic tables, or
# Training to the desired skill algorithms, programmed into the

levels is more precise. Better computer can then use this pool of
students are not overtrained and information to make prescriptions
slow students are not tailored to students' needs. These
undertrained. prescriptions can assign remedicl work,

more advanced lessons, additional
sInstructors can spend more time tests, outside references or resources,
with students who need special or any one of a number of instructional
assistance rather than alternatives desired by an instructor.
attempting to teach to an
idealized average, or slightly Records of learning performance stored
below average, student. In student data files can be examined,

sorted, and arranged in any format
a Students are more active. They desired by an instructor or training

cannot sit passively while manager. This data may ticlude
instruction goes on around individual scores for a given student
them. This interaction improves per assignment, summary scores for all
learning and increases retention students on a given test or learning
for each student. activity, number of times a particular

activity is assigned, time elapsed
4 .bctween tests, and total hours in

training.
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The benefits of CMI thus lie in the development. Each of the principles
precision, control, and reduced that were applied in an attempt to
instructor burden it provides. Each overcome the problems and produce more
assignment is constructed from a known efficient end reliable software
data base. Therefore, if something is development Is explained, along with
wrong with a particular assignment or some of the language features that were
test, it can be traced to the logic developed to achieve these principles.
behind it and corrected. In The purpose of this course Is to
traditional management modes, decisions introduce the Ada language so that it
are often based upon incomplete is viewed as a viable alternative to
information or best guesses. These other programming languages.
subjective decisions make it difficult
to systematically improve a training The introduction illustrates the
program. A CMI program, however, can current economic problems faced in
be steadily improved by building upon software development and shows why the
objective data describing each design and development of a new
student's experience. The mass of data language were undertaken. It
available can be manipulated on the highlights the history of the language,
computer in a matter of seconds, while touching on key events and emphasizing
it may take hours or 0ays to do so the computing principles that were
manually. The chances of errors in applied in this effort to provide
transcription are also greatly greater productivity and reliability
reduced. This is very important when through the use of a new languaoe.
dealino with test results, where an
error could mean the difference between The course explains each of these
success or failure. computing orinciples intuitively,

illustrating how its application can
In short, CVI automates most of the facilitate software development. The
mechanical tasks of managing a training features designed to support the
program. This automation not only principle are also presented. For
enables instructors to spend more time example, modularity is one of the
with their students, it also increases principles that was applied in the
control over the training environment design of the Ada language. The
and improves accuracy and usefulness of concept of modularity is discussed, and
essential training information, the language feature--packages--that

supports this principle is presented,
The Control DataPLATOSystem along with the benefits that packages

provide, such as permitting theThe Control Data PLATO system is an division of labor and providing more
interactive computer-based education readable code.
system, which consists of hardware,
software, a computer system, and The course discusses other principles
courseware. The hardware portion incluoing reusable software, separate
consists cf graphic display terminals compilation, tasking, and strong
and a communicotions network. The typing. The features that were
software portion runs as an application incorporated in the language to achieve
package under the control of the these principles are also presented.
Network Operating System . This
software supports the PLATO Finally, there is a discussion of the
communications equipment, manages rationale for the design and
computer resources available at the development of an Ada environment. The
central site, and processes all functions that the Ada Programming
interaction between the central system Support EnvJronment will provide and
and the PLATO terminal. The PLATO the different levels of the environment
system runs on the CDC® CYBER 170 or are explained.
COCO CYBER 70 computer systems. Other
PLATO systems, such as Micro PLATO, can AdaProgramming Fundamentals
be used for courseware delivery in a
stand.ýalone mode and connected to the The second course, Ada Prourammin
central PLATO system for authoring Fuidamentals, is intended to provide
capability, the experienced programmer with an

introduction to the Ada language.
Overview of Ada Overview of Ada is a prereouisite to

this course, providing a background in
The first course, Overview of Adci, is the basic concepts underlying the
intended to provide programmers and language. The purpose of Ada
their manacers with an understanding of Programming Fundamentals is-to teach
the development and henefits of this a anguage to experienced
nFw proorammino language. The course programmers in a mariner that achieves
presents the rationale behind the the full benefits of the new Iangcage.
design of the Ada lanouage and . brief Teaching the syntax of the Ada language
history of its development, as well as is not adequate preparation for
the economic, productivity, anc programming with the languaoe.

reliability problems in software Instead, many programmers ne'ed to learn
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a new discipline of designing and
developing programs to achieve the ABOUT THE AUTHORSdesired benefits fr3m the language.

Mr. David G. Stephan, ManagerThe use of a top-down modular approach Planning Government Systemsin designing programs enhances the Control Data Corporation.effective use of the Ada programming Responsible for Control Data's Ada
language. A section of this course program.discusses top-down modular design of
Ada programs and the use of the limited Mr. Charles B. Johnston,
set of structured control structoires in Control Data Corporation.Sdesigning algorithms. The remainder of Responsible for designing the Ada

the cour~e emtphasizes these approaches. courseware on Control Data's PLATOte esystem.

The intention of this course is to
provide the experienced programmer with
a working knowledge of the Adalanguaqe, so that it is possible to use
it to wrlte programs. The course isnot intended to cover all variations of
every language feature, but instead
prepares the programmer for getting
started using the language.

An Exampl of a PLATO Coure

The addendum to this paper cuntains
screen prints made directly from the
PLATO terminal showing a lesson
sequence from the Ada ProgrammingFundamentals course. The lesson is on
the--da "IF" statement and the screen
prints show the following:

@ Lesson title
* Objectives for the lesson
* Flow charts of control selection
• Explanation of "IF" statement

syntax
@ Example of !'IF" statement
* Exercise using "IF" statement

The use of PLATO graphics greatly
enhances the learning po~ential of the
CRT, or display, termir, al by providinga "picture drawing" tool for the
author. Students assimilate ner
concepts more effectively through
graphics combined with text.

Rferenon

(1) Figures 1, 2, and 3 are from
the DOD Digital Data
Processing Study performed by
an industry team chaired by
Mr. David G. Stephan, Control
Data Curporation,
Minneapolis, Minnesota. The
study was performed under the
auspices of the Electronic
Industries Association.
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Screen Print 1: Lesson title

Ada
Programm i ng

Fundament a 1 s

A LESSON ON !F STATEMENTS

Pre-,s IhXT to begin

CONTROL
DATA

(_) 1981 by Control Data Corporation.
All rights reserved.
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Screen Print 2: Objectives for the lesson

IN•ITRWTM

The purpose of this activity is to familiarize
you with the if statement, its use and its
synta&x.

Rt the end of this activity you should be able
to:

o Identify when an if statement should be used4 as a control structure.

o Code the if statement with two branches.

o Code the if statement with multiple branches.II

Press EXT to continue

2i
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Screen Print 3, Display 1: Flow charts of control selection

The order of execution of statements in a program
is generally sequential. The execution proceeds
statement by statement through the program. There
are circumstances where it is necessary to alter
this seuential flow of the program. Conditional
statements permit the choice between several courses
of action depending on whether a specified condition
is met. If the condition is met, one sequence of
statements is executed.

se'Wlneo f_ se-quenoe_o f_

st ateme'nt s_. 1 st atunnt.-3r: 24

PressNET to continue
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Screen Print 3, Display 2

The order of execution of statements in a program
is generally sequential. The execution proceeds
statement by statement through the program. There

are circumstances where it is necessary to alter
this sequential flow of the program. Conditional
statements permit the choice between several coursets
of action depending on whether a rpecified condition
is met. If the condition is met, one sequence of Display 2
statements is executed. If the condition is not met, adds this
another sequence of statements is executed. sentence.

F1
condition

Display 2
lightens
the left
side of
figure anduence_of_ e ee _darkens the

statements_ statements_2 right side
correspond
with new

information.

Press NEXT to continue
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Screen Print 4: Explanation of "IF" statement syntax

i.I
The syntax of the if statement is:

if condition thMl

sequenoeo fstatments._ 1

elm.

sequence_o fstatements_2

Ond if;

When the condition is met, the first se.quence of
statements is executed, and when it is not the
seond seqluence ise executed.

The condition is any Boo 1ean expression, such as

Press 1ET to continue

I2
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Screen Print 5, Display 1: Example of "IF" statement

FMEXRUsPE

This is an example of an Ada function that uses the
if statement to return the values, ME or FALS,
depending on whether a weight is within a given
range.

funct ion C•E•EIIGHT ON HEIGHT) return SOE Is

reiun SEiGTrue ui1

ad I II
end ECHK .NEIHTs

In this function, if the weight N is within the acceptable
range, then the function returns the value TMU.

Press WEXT to continve
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Screen Print 5, Display 2

R EW~fRF~e

This is an example of an Ada function that uses the
if statement to return the values, TM or FALSE,
depending on whether a weight is within a given
range.

funct ion CHECKJ!EIGHT huNEIGHT) return MOBS Is
besin

if N in HEIGHT ranig 3MU.41U Display 2
ret uriTUL_.. removes

GinI I first boxa nd then
aeur FLM boxes the

an iI lower
and mL=.ahIm; information.

In this function, if the weight N is within the acceptable
range, then the function returns the value T1M.

If the weight is not within the acceptable range, then the Display 2

function returns the value FALSE. adds this
sentence.

Press NEXT to continue

Ii

LI
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Screen Pi'int 6, Display 1: Exercise using "IF" statement

Vou will assist in writinrg a function that conputes
daily pay. If the day worked is either Saturday or
Sunday, then the pay computed should be 1.5 times the
normal wage.

S£~~unct ion TE ' V.PA (He HOMI1% No WIME 11NRY, CY)
retur'n DOwJABIs

T mf TOY in TLIARY,. SUMOIYreturn 1.5 * H V Mi

return H * N
and CONPUTEPAYi

Enter the keyword that follows the condition in an if
statement.
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Screen Print 6, Display 2

You will assist in writing a function that computes
daily pay. If the day worked in either Satuy-day or
Sunday, then the pay computed should be 1.5 times the
normal wage.

function .MT .V (WHOMg NeW... TDMginOii
ret INi' isS

basin
If TODAY In miTU2AY..9IIAY then

return 1.5 * H N Pi

return H * N

and OIUTEJYI Uponcompletion
of first
directinn,
second
direction
appears.

Enter the keyword that precedes the second sequence of
statements in an i f statement.
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Sc~een Print 6, Display 3

I,. ~ You will assist in~ writing a function that compnutes
daily. pay,. If the day worked is either Saturday' or
Suvxiay, then the pay' computed should be 1.5 times the
no~rmalI wage.

function IMJTEeVA (HOWN% i M.Ge TOUDVAYY)
return COLL0 isa

beg in
if TOMY in SATUEMY. . UJI then

return I..H W N
r~eturn H.V

OWif,

Good, y~ou have con~l4'ted the coding of the it statement 1 for correct
answer
appears.
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SOFTWARE/HMOWARE INTEGRATION - "THE MOMENT OF TRUTH*1

R. J. Brousseau

Director of Software Engineering
Cubic Corporation

San Diego, California

ABSTRACT

Integration of system software and hardware is without a doubt the system development
activity which enjoys the greatest management visibility. It is during this phase of system
development that past sins of superficial analysis and design of both software and hardware
surface to be seen by all and where system completion often appears to follow an asymptotic course
to infinity.

This paper provides a brief summary of the software development practices followed in
implementing the software for the Multi-Environment Trainer (MET), a complex multi-computer naval
ship trainer, and an in-depth discussion of the procedures used to direct: the day-to-day
software/hardware intagration activity. Actual experiences, good and bad, are discussed and
findings expressed in terms of problem solutions and recommendations.

i ~INTRODUCTION 1

System Description control consoles, bathythermographic and depth
recorders, torpedo, MK-75 gun and Phalanx fire* The MET system is a tactical team/subteam control consoles, SPS-40B and 55 radar consoles,

trainer designed to simulate multiple-ship MR-92 fire control consoles and various and
tactical operations. The functions being sundry analog, synchro and discrete devices.
simulated span the under sea, surface and air
environments and include operations in the SoftwaLe Status
Bridge, Combat Information Center and Sonar
areas. The MET trainer is designed about the At the time of this writing, implementation
use of eight computers (SEL 32/75) configured in of the MET software has been completed and all
two groups of four processors, see Figure 1. program modules have been unit-tested and
Each group of four computers performs a set of submitted for integration. The software/hard-
dedicated functions in real-time which simulate ware integration activity is in its final stages
the operation of a single PCG or PGG class ship. and the system is rapidly approaching customer
Data exchange among the eight computers is acceptance testing..

accomplished via a block of shared memory, while
access to required peripherals is controlled by SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
a program directed peripheral switch.

Software Concepts
Software Description

Before getting into the discussion of
The MET software architecture is software/hardware integration, which is the

characterized by five subsystem areas: Master principal topic of this paper, I believe it will
Control, Passive Sonar, Active Sonar, Radar and be germane to the discussicn to briefly review
Off-Line Processes. The first- four subsystem the procedures which were adopted and enforced
areas represent the real-time portion of the MET during the MET software design and
software which resides in each of the two sets implementation phases. Software development
of four MET computers. The .emaining software, was accomplished by establishing Chief
which does not execute in real-time, is referred Programmer Teams for each of the five subsystem
to as Off- Line Processes and includes such areas. Each of the teams was fully responsible
programs as Diagnostics, Daily Readiness, Data for the design, implementation and test of all
Base Generators,etc. Execution of the MET the software required by a particular subsystem
software resident in each computer is directed and each contributed one or two of its members
by a simulation executive which operates under to participate on the software/hardware
control of the SEL Real-Time Monitor (RTM) integration team.
operating system. Computations performed by all
of the MET computers generate values which Devi'opment of the software was predicated
contribute to a large and resonably complex upon the preparation of a Unit Development
system data base which is made available to each Folder (UDF) for each unit of code generated.
of the processors in real-time. The MET The basic unit of code on MET was the Computer
programs, with very few exceptions, have all Program Module (CPM). The UDP served as the
been written using FORTRAN-77. central historical source of development

information for a given CP14 and the basis from
One of the more challenging aspects of the which contract deliverable documents were

MET software has been the fact that it interacts prepared.
with a large complement of operational shipboard
equipment, e.g. ship control consoles, sonar
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Figure 1 Met Computer System Configuration
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Figure 2 Met Software Work Breakdown Structure
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7

The MET software design was developed PDD constituted a "code-to" level document and
hierachically from the top down in accordance included a logic flowchart of each CPM and CPSM
with a software work breakdown structure of five in the system, accompanied by a narrative keyed
levels. These levels satisfied the obj,.ctives to the flowchart.
of grouping related functions and identifying
units of code down to the lowest level Data Base Design Document (DEDD) - The D00I
controlled. Figure 2 illustrates the structure was developed in parallel with the POD and
of MHE software and expands one of its subsystem included a detailed definition and description
areas, of each data item stored in the system data baso

and accessed by the real-time system software.
Program modules and submodules were made to Included were the definitions of variables,

satisfy stringent conditions of size (2M0 constants, tables, indexes and flags.
FORTRAN statements or less), function,
testability and reference to specific The unique characteristic of the MET
requirements in the contract specification. All software design phase was that a preliminary
were written using FORTRAN-77, which includes version of each of the above listed documents
the structured programming language constructs was prepared prior to the generation of a single
of IF, THEN, ELSE, DO UNTIL, DO WHILE etc., line of application code. This procedure was
which contributed to the generation of clear, strictly enforced to maximize the thorough
easy to follow code. understanding of each CPM design and to minimize

the number and severity of problems which always
Software Design surface during the software/hardware

integration phase.
The software design was accomplished by the

preparation of five basic documents which Software Implementation
defined the system performance, design ana
implementation specifications. These documents Implementation of MET software was
were utilized as the basis for the conduct of accomplished in accordance with a standard
the Preliminary and Critical design reviews, procedure which included five activities: Unit-
The five documents in question were: Test Plan, Code, Code Review, Unit-Testing and

Unit-Tezt Review, see Figure 3.
Program Performance Specification (PPS) -

The PPS document was based upon an analysis of Unit Test Plan - The unit test-plan
the contract specification and described the consisted of: a narrative which described the
functions to be performed by the system. This manner in which a module was to be tested; a
description included the equations/algorithms list of the functions to be performed by the
which were to be implemented to simulate real- module in question including appropriate
time functions and the performance references to the contract specification items
characteristics/operational ranges of these being satisfied; and a series of test cases
functions. Data Input/Output diagrams were which had to be executed in order to demonstrate
included to illustrate the flow of inputs to and that each of the functions were being performed
outputs from the various system function correctly.
modules.

Code - The code was generated based uponInterface Design Specificaton (IDS) -The the flowchart and narrative contained in the
IDS document was based upon the PPS, the Program Description Document (PDD) and with the
contract specification and a description of the testing requirements of the unit-test plan in
system hardware. The IDS described in detail mind. In practice the unit-test plan and coding
the flow and content of signals and data were generated concurrently.
messages passing between the digital computer
processors which comprised the system. Code Review - A code review was conducted

following code generation and consisted of a
Program Design Specification (PDS) -The review of the code logic, to ensure compliance

PDS document was based upon the IDS, which with the logic contained in the module flowchart
defined the data interfaces between the digital and a review of the code commentary to ensure a
processors in the system, and the PPS, which direct correlation with the PDD narrative. At
specified all of the functions to be performed the time of code review it was a requirement
by the system. The PDS provided a description that all flowcharts and POD narratives had to be
of how the system being designed would satisfy "red-lined" to reflect the "as codedO condition
the performance requirements specified in the of the module in question.
PPS. Included was a definition of the software
architecture, the identification and Unit- Testing - Test of a module was
description of each computer program module to accomplished in accordance with the unit-test
be implemented, the inputs and outputs required plan for that module. All of the test cases
and produced by each CPH, and diagrams which were executed and all test results (console
illustrated the flow of control and data between outputs, memory dumps, etc) were retained in the
the CPMs. unit development folder for that module for

Program Description Document (PDD) - later verification.

Preparation of the PDD was based upon the three Unit-Test Review - A review was performed
predecessor documents described above and at the conclusion of module unit-testing which
included a detailed definition of the consisted of a careful inspection of the unit-
implementation characteristics of each CP1'. The test plan, all test cases (inputs and
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UNIT-TEST PLAN CODING CODE REVIEW

CASE N• CASE 2 1LISTING I |D ITN
CASE 2 "

SOURCE
PROCEOUAE1 ffCODE II

UNIT-TEST REVIEW
UNIT-TESTING

_____________ TEST PO PDDCASE N 0 0 RESULTS S
CASE2 TEST +

CASE 1 PLAN
TEST PLAN 1+ SOURC + /U

PROCEDUAE 1 CODE[J J S TW R
2CP
3

HARDWARE
INTEGRATION

Ii:jure 3: Software' Implementation

anticipated outputs) and associated documents, Weekly Status Meetings - A number of charts
(the PPS, PDS and PDD were required to be "red- and graphs were prepared to measure progress. i]
lined" to reflect the tested module). These were updated on a weekly basis and used to.*
Conclusion of a successful unit-test review illustrate the status of implementation. Weekly J
resulted in the submission of the module source status meetings were held with all members of
code to the project software library in the software development teams in attendance.
preparation for software/hardware integra tion. Status was obtained by reviewing each item due i

that week and determining if it had been
Conclusions Regarding Software Implementation completed or not and if not, why not. If

necessary a new promise date was established.
Documentation Before Coding -Software In this way, individual engineers were given an

implementation| was accomplished very nearly on opportunity to modify and sometimes establish
schedule. Several decisions contributed to its schedule dates. This process created an
success, not the least of which was the decision environment wherein the meeting of schedule
to document the design, to the PDM level, before dates became a matter of professional pride. In
the generation of application coding was begun. addition, the meetings provided a needed forum
The documented dbsign at the "code to" level where problems could be aired and resolved and
ensured that the various system problems were where management could applaud good individual
thought through completely before coding was and team performance.
started. As a result, coding of the MET
software was accomplished much more rapidly than SOFTWARE/HARDWKARE INTEGRATION
planned. THE PROBLD4

Review at Every Step - Standard development Software/hardware integration includes
procedures were established for program those activities which result in assembling all
implementation i.e., Unit-Test Plan, Coding, of the software components into subsystems,
Code Review, Unit-Testing and Unit-Test Review. exercising the functions of each subsystem with
This procedurn incorporated frequent review of attendant hardware, and isolating and resolving
the implementation activities which contributed interface and design problems. All subsystems,
significantly to identifying problems early. including hardware, are then exercised together
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producing a total system operated under various before, but forgotten or mislaid in the
load conditions to demonstrate that all meantime? Everyone involved resolves to improve
functions for which the system was designed the problem reporting procedure so as not to
operated in accordance with that design, repeat the experience of finding the same

problem over again.
Moment of Truth

Software/Hardware Instability
it is during this process of integrating

software with hardware that past sins of If wishes coul~i be granted during system
superfical analysis and design of both software integration one would opt to be given an
and hardware surface to ba seen by all. it opportunity to debug software on hardware known
often seems that the software/hardware to be operational or to trouble-shoot a hardware
integration process may never end, that there problem with the same piece of software
will always be just one more bug to resolve. (unmodified) which had uurfaced the problem.

Alas, all too frequently several pe-verted
Experience has shown that the integration permutations of the above conditions come to

phase of any system development is often pass. For example, a program performed a
C.characterized by several of the following types function successfully at 10:00 a.m., but would
tof problems with which the reader may not work after lunch. N4othing *really

emphathize. significant*m had occurred in the interim except
that a hardware engineer swapped several

Random Integration computer boards from one processor to another

and removed a cable I Is it ever possible to
Systems are comprised of many components, keep the hardware base stable?

both hardware and software. It is not unusual
translated into a frantic effort to leap forward been reported in excruciating detail 'W an
in asebigtevarious sytmcomponents in ltegration programmser. The hadaeengineer
order to make grand and glorious system pursued the problem the following morning only

itgainbreakthroughs. individual members to discover that he could not reproduce the
of the integration team may have specific problem, thereby casting considerable doubt on
knowledge of a particular system area which they the cred~bility of the problem report. Upon
may feel can be integrated independently rather closer inspection it was discovered that an
quickly, considering the expertise avaliable to "unrelated" modification had been made to one of
do the job. Some individuals are proponents of the programs used in the test which by chance
top-down integration while others are more altered the test conditions. Is it ever
convinced that botton-up is the only way to go possible to keep the software base stable?
for sure, hence, if not otherwise directed each
brings his or her particular bias to bear on the inadequate Planning
integration activity.

Regardless of competence, dedication and
It is not uncommnon that energies, enthusiam other sterling management qualities, every

and personal motivation of members of the project must suffer the occasional trauma of
integration team result in several aggressive inadequate planning, critical considerations
uncoordinated thrusts to get the system put that simply went unnoticed until some manner of
together. Frequently these efforts conflict crisis emerged. Consider the case where the
with one another and converge to a point where computer fails and the problem resolution is
the process comes to a grinding halt with no isolated to a particular circuit board which has
further forward progress possible. At this not been spared. That board, of course, is the
point the integration teams must fall back, type which enjoys a ninety day replacement time
regroup and resolve to do some planning, and is known by many to have been a high

failure-rate part, Or the situation where only
Recurring Familiar Problem one engineer is an expert on a particular aspect

of the system and no one is assigned to back him

The objective of the integration activity, up in the event, heaven forbid, he should
of course, is to surface software and hardware disappear from the project.I
problems so that they can be resolved. As the
reader is probably aware, the integration
environment is usually a frantic one, with sOFTWAR'Z/HRADWAP.E INTEGRATION APPROACH
personnel working multiple shifts to get the
system integrated within the schedule, which has The problems identified above are
usually been somewhat compressed by this stage undoubtedly familiar to the reader and in the
of the project. illusive problems are purstued final analysis, considering human nature being

r with stealth and diligence into the late hours what it is, they may be impossible to eliuinate
of the evening with notes being gen,3rated on entirely. Much, however, can be done to

4scraps of paper which identify various anomalies minimize their effect. The following paragraphs
surfaced in tha course of isolating a particular liscuss the procedures established and used on
problem. Who has not had the experience of the MET project and the actions taken which in
trouble- shoot Ing a problem which becomes more the author's view contributed in large measure
familiar as it is isolated only to eecognize to a reduction of the anguish asssomiated with
after several minutes or hours that it is a these problems.
problem which was discovered several days
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Integration Plans and Procedures it. As problems were surfaced each was
documented on a System Problem Report, a

In order to reduce the more bizarre aspects procedure discussed in a later paragraph.
of the random integration activity discussed
above a careful examination was made of the subsystem Testing (Level 2) - The testing
entire system and its components. A top-down performed at this level warn directed toward the
approach was used in viewing the system and it operation of a complete subsystem, (i.e., Master
was decided that four levels of testing were Control, Passive Sonar, Active Sonar and Radar).
required, if the integration process was to be As can be seen from Figure 4, level 2 teuting is

conducted in an orderly manner, see Figure 4. simply a further integration of all the module
groupings which together comprise a subsystem.

C554 Unit-Test Plans/Proceduces (Level 4) - Integration test plans, identical in format to
The lowest level, (Level 4), Unit-Test plans and level 3, were generated which provided guidance
procedures were developed for each computer for conducting a step-by-step demonstration of
program module (CPM). These unit - test an entire subsystem. Some interactions between
plans/procedures, as previously described, subsystems were exercised under conditions of
consisted of a test plan narrative, (which maximum load e.g., all aircraft active and being

deciedtetesting approach), a function tracked, all weapons being fired' at the saume
list, (all functions performed by the CP)and a time, maximum number of surface ships and

seres f tst:case descriptions (inputs, submarines active, etc. Once again as problems
ouptanticipated results) see Figure 5. were surfaced they were documented using the
Levl tstig asintended to demonstrate that system Problem Report.
a paticlarCPMsuccessfully performed all of
tefntosfrwhich it was designed. In Lessons Learned - Experience during the MET
ti waa eahCP?4 was entered inothe integration indicated that generation of
prjc otae library, following the Integration Test Plans (ITP) was instrumental in

successful conclusion of the CPM unit-test forcing the required attention and thought to
review, a hih level of confidence was the questions of integration sequence, schedule

established that the individual CPM components requirements for various hardware components
worked, and the need for moving from single to multiple-

shift operations.
Component Group Testing (Level 3) -Level 3

testing really constituted the first attempt at initially, level 3 ITPs ware generated in
integrating software modules with the equipment parallel with and slightly ahead of the
required to support the functions that the integration activities. There were occasions,
modules performed. To ensure that firm however, when working to resolve a problem took
direction was established for use by integration precedence over the continued preparation of
team members in assembling the various system integration procedures. When this situation
software and hardware components, detailed occurred a whiplash effect was felt. That is,
plans and procedures were developed for all after the problem was solved, the integration
level 3 testing. effort slowed down to a near halt while the

procedures needed to continue the integration
Level 3 integration testing consisted of effort were generated.

assembling a group of software modules within a
subsystem and exercising them as a unit. Module In retrospect, I am convinced that
groupings were selected on the basis of the preparation of the level 3 integration
functions they performed i.e., related procedures should have taken place prior to the
functions which could be tested independently of initiation of software/hardware integration.
other function groups. Availability of these prouedures would have

ensured a smoother integration activity and a
integration plans for level 3 consisted of: more efficient utilization of human and computer

a narrative, describing the approach used to resources. The level 2 integration plans and
aggregate and test the modules and related procedures, however, were completed prior to the
hardware; a list of functions to be demonstrated performance of subsystem testing. Level 2
in the course of integration, and a set of integration was accomplished more rapidly and
detailed step-by-step procedures to be followed without diversion.
in executing each functioral action, see Figure
6. The function list identified the function(s) Integration Team Responsibilities
to be demonstrated, the CPMs which would be
active during the exercise of the function in Computer-driven training systems such as
question, and the hardware and other support the MET are comprised of both hardware and
software required to run the test. The step-by- software, as a result development is most often

4 step procedures indicated: the action to be accomplished by groups of software and hardware
taken (e.g. , activate aircraft 6) ; the device 3t people who work in close cooperation to define
which the action was performed (e.g.., instructor functional interfac a during the system
console); and the expected r.,sult (e.g., definition phase. Following this phase the
aircraft 6 indicated as active on the vehicle groups generally work independently to
selection tableau), implement the system design. At a point in the

schedule (integration) the two groups come
If the anticipated result was observed to together to assemble both aspects of the system.

be correct, that procedure step was checked off, In an integration environment where software
otherwise a conment was entered which described people are responsible for software integrity
the actual result and what was incorrect about and hardware people for hardware Integrity it is
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not unusual to find a considerable amount of teams generated large numbers of SPRs while
finger-pointing. When a problem is surfaced others spawned but a few. It was discovered
which cannot be easily ascribed to either area that certain individual3 regarded the
the blaming of hardware by the software people generation of SPRS as an indication that their
and vice versa has been known to occur, a sogtware/hardware would be considered by
practice which is definitely counter-productive managment to have been poorly designed and/or
to getting the job done. implemectedl hence, they were not inclined to

generate SPRs. It became necessary to advise
all members of the integration teams that the

MET integration teams were established for only way to measure progress was by comparing
each subsystem and contained both hardware and the number of SPRs generated to the number
software people. The integration team leader, resolved.
whether of software or hardware persuasion, was
given responsibility for all aspects of
subsystem integration. This organization If SPRs were being generated and recolved
tended to lessen any parochial feelings among and the integration procedures were being
team members. A common motivation was executed at a resonable rate this was
established that all of the problems surfaced interpreted as progress. However, if few SPRs
were "team problems" and these were dealt with were generated and the integration procedures
in a remarkable atmosphere of comradeship and were not moving ahead very quickly this was
truly shared responsibility, interpreted as no progress and frowned upon. It

took quite some time to get the SPR procedure
Lessons Learned - Granting the integration accepted and used by all team members, however,

team leader full responsibility over both the once accepted it served the integration activity
hardware and software included in a subsystem well.
did provide him with the flexibilty to change
priorities of certain activities which
increased the probability of remaining on the Software Change Report (SCR) - The SCR was
integration schedule, utilized as a vehicle for closing out an open

SPR which found its resolution in a modification

to a program. The SCR contained information
Problem Reporting £ Resolution which described the change being made to the

program in question and identified the SPR which
ks was previously stated, one of the was being resolved by the SCR. The SCR was also

objectives of the integratton activity is to used by the project software librarian as a
surface problems and resolve them. Regardless request to perform an update to the software
of the difficulty of isolating a problem it baseline maintained in the project library.
seems as if it is even more of a chore to
document it. Claims of "It will take me less
time to just fix it than write it up..." or "I Figure 7 illustrates the procedure
won't forget this one, I'll fix it tomorrow..." followed to control SPRs and SCRs. The
are frequently uttered to salve the conscience integration team surfaced problems which they
of an integration team member who has decided recorded on the SPR form which was then
that he or she does not have to document a submitted to the software (Q/M) representative
problem. who maintained and published SPR log, SPR list

and SPR status reports. Integration team
members pursued the problem and devised a fix

Problem reporting during software/hardware which would resolve the problem. If the fix was
integration is a time when benevolence in implemented in software, the SCR was written and
management is a self-defeating indulgence. No the source code updates generated and submitted
exceptions should bu tolerated - all problems to the software Q/M representative who tasked
large or small must be documented as they are the project librarian to perform an update of
encountered during integration. If this rule is the library source code for the module being
not enforced it is certain that problems will be changed. The modified module was then
forgotten only to be rediscovered time and time recompiled and the updated version placed on the
again at great cost in both time and integration disc to support continued
frustration. integration activities.

System Problem Report (SPR) - An SPR form
was designed for use on the %MT project which Lessons Learned - It became apparent very
served as a vehicle for documenting all early in the integration phase that given any
problems, software and hardware. The form was opportunity, integration team members would
used to record a problem identification number often opt not to document problems. It is

•.'I and descriptor, date encountered, originator, a recommended that a firm practice, requiring that
brief description of the symptoms and an all system problems be documented, be
educated guess as to the cause. The SrR was established and rigorously enforced throughoutsubmitted to the software Quality/$Wnagement the integration period. The status of SPR
(Q/M) group representative who maintained the generation versus SCR production provides a

problem log and other status charts, see fairly accurate picture of integration
Figure 7. progress. When the rate of SCR generation

excaeds SPR production it may be fair to assume
An interesting attitude developed among that integration is converging to a state of

so-e members of the integration teams. Some completion.
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Figure 7: SPR & SCR Control Procedure

As problems were encou: tered and resolved,

software/Hardware Configuration Control integration personnel prepared source update
commands for each resolution and completed an

Integration testing is frequently SCR which not only described the change, but was

described as the checking-out of marginal also used to close a corresponding SPR. On a

software on marginal hardware. There may be periodic basis (sometimes daily) the librarian

some truth in such characterizations. If that performed an update of the programs in the

be the case, no effort should be spared to library, increased the revision number of the

minimize the number of variables in the modules which had been changed, recoMpiled these

integration environment which contribute so modules and resubmitted updated loa.1 modules to

much to confusion. The integrity of the the integration teams for continued use. No

software and hardware baselines being used by changes were accepted for library update unless

the integration people must be preserved. That accompanied by an SCR.

is, no change should be made to programs or

equipments unless they are strictly controlled A similar procedure was followed to control

Iand made known to all members of the integration the system data base. On a periodic basis

team. (usually weekly) the accumulated data base

changes were gathered up by the librarian and a

"Project Software Library - Control of the data base update performed. Copies of the

software baseline during integration was revised data base were then made available to

accomplished by the establishment of a Project each of the integration teams for use.

Software Library. As modules successfully Representatives of the software Q/M group

completed the Unit-Test Review process they were performed all of the functions concerned with

entered into the library. The software project the configura .ion control of source code and
librarian, who was a member of the software QM( data base.
group, was tasked with providing a copy of the
controlled programs (load modules) to the Hardware Change Control - The MET trainer
integration teams. As a result all integration hardware configuration is comprised of eight SEL
was performed on a known software baseline. 32/75 computers with attendant peripheral

devices, several cabinets of CUBIC developed
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interface equipments, sonar sound generation prior to the initiation of software/hardware
hardware, digital radar landmass video integraton.
generation hardware and a large amount of
government furnished shipboard equipment. Some Integration Status Monitoring
thirteen hundred or so cables are required to

interconnect the various equipments, which The integration activity is by nature an

provides some indication of tit configuration effort which suffers advances and reverses.

complexity. Becaure of its proximity to the end of the
contract and the fact that it is a culmination

The software/hardware integration activity of the design and implementation phases, it

was initiated somewhat prior to the completion enjoys a wide management interest. Providing
of the hardware development effort, which meant management with a tangible assessment of

that software people were testing programs on integration status is a delicate undertaking, to

available hardware while engineering personnel say the least. In fact, it is rather difficult
continued to install and power-up other to predict the number of problems which will be
equipments. Many strange occurrences were encountered in the course of integration, or how

observed during this period which required a long it will take to isolate any given problem.

considerable effort to decipher. Some events Several techniques, which are described below,
were never explained. Supposedly trivial tasks were utlilised to monitor the status of the MET
like disconnecting cables to affix integration.

identification labels or 3wapping of like
circuit boards between cabinets occasionally Configuration Control Board (CC•) - A
had a disruptive effect on the integration configuration control board was established

activity. Cable identification, which should which consisted of software, hardware and

have had no effect on the integration in management personnel. Participating on the CcR
progress, was occasionally accomplished by were the program manager, engineering manager,

tugging on a cable which might have been tangled software manager, integration team leaders and
""with another cable which, when jerked to and the software Q/M representative. Other

fro, tended to disturb system operation. individuals were requested to attend as their
Likewise the swapping of boards often resulted contributions warranted. The CCS was convened

in moving a problem from one place to another. at least once a week and on occasion several
times a week, depending upon integration

3everal actions were taken to stabilize the progress or lack thereof.
hardware configuration. Hardware status boards

were posted wit.a the current condition of The CC- reviewed integration progress

various equipments. Cabinets were sealed and against the plan, and the progress made in the
log books attached to each cabinet with a closing of SPRB. Specific problems encountered
standing rule that authorxaation to enter the during the week were discussed and action items

cabinet had to be obtained and if any change at allocated to various individuals. 0CC meetings
all was made, it had to be entered in the log were chaired by the software Q/M represenative
book for that cabinet. This ensured that a who was also responsible for the preparation of

migration history of moving boards was meeting minutes and SPR reports. The board

available. An access list to particular successfully dealt with the prioritizing of many

cabinets was maintained identifying only those activities which contributed significantly
engineers who coull be granted permission to toward keeping the integration activity
break the seal and enter a cabinet. Hardware reasonably on schedule.

quality control tasks were scheduled to be
carried out during specific periods (usually Integration Activity Charts - Three
weekends) to eliminate the conflict with on- principal mechanisms were utilized to assist in
going integration activities, tracking integration progress: integration

activity charts, PERT-type graphic charts and

Lessons Learned - The control of the SPR/SCR generation curves. An integration
software baseline was effectively maintained activity PERT-type chart was prepared which
with the procedures described; howevor, control identified the integration activities which had

of the lata base was not accomplished as well as to be performed before the system could be
it could have been, due to the fact that the considered ready for acceptance testing. This
Uata base update tools available were too slow chart graphically portrayed activites, duration

(took too long to run on the computer). This and time sequence and was updated regularly.
situation caused lata base updates to be Updating was accomplished by indicating percent
performed on a weekly basis for a time, when in completion of an activity using a color code of
reality it would 'have been more productive and BLACK to indicate effort accomplished, GREEN to

L 4supportive to the integration activity to have indicate effort accomplished ahead of schedule

performed lata base updates more frequently. and RED to indicate effort which had not been
accomplished and was behind schedule.

SAs regards tie control of the hardware
baseline, the ovirlapping of the integration kn integration activity chart was prepared

activity wit' that of equipment installation is in columnar fjrm, as shown in Figure 8, which

not especially productive ,id is, it fact, listed All of the integration activities along

counter to one of the baaic axioms of with their scheduled completion date and space

incegration, niamely, minimization of the number to record the actual completion date. This

of variables during testing. All equipment chart was heavily used by the CCB during each

should be installed ani verified to be integration status meeting. Activities on this

operational, to the maxijaum extent possible, chart were highlighted (in colorl as they were
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completed. No percentage activity comIPletion 8imilar attention must be given to the design,
was reflected on this chart, hence, it provided fabrication, installation and test of all
a conservative view of integration status. hardware components.

*Graph* of the number of Sf.s and SCRR Even after all reasonable precautions have
*generated, plotted as a function of time, been taken to reach the point of system

provided an insight into the progress beinag integration, a formidable task remains to be
made. The general slope of the SCR curve contended with, one which is frequently attended
indicated whether or not the integration teams by problems of planning and configuration
were successfully closing problems out and management and problem monitoring. These
provided an approximation (by extending the problems were alleviated on the NET project by:
curve) of when all problems would be resolved the development of detailed integration plans
and integration completed (see Figure 9). for the various levels of the system

architecturet the organization of integration
Lessons Learned - The techniques utilized teams possessing both software and hardware

to monitor the status of integration have proven skills and the authority over all aspects of a
very useful in indicating not only where the subsystemp and the establishment of firm
integration activity was but also how it was procedures to control not only problem reporting
likely to proceed. The accuracy of presentation and evaluation, but also the software and
and utility of the techniques is directly hardware baselines.
proportional to the amount of energy applied to
the identification of the integration The MET software/hardware integration
activities. if the integration activity chart effort was significantly enhanced by the active
Is accurate and truly represents all of the participation of customer personnel from the
tasks which are required to integrate the Naval Training Equipment Center (NTEC) who were

system, the chart will be Invaluable in present as observers during much of the level2
assessing sau.and 3 integration testing. Their participation

The PR/CR gaphwas eltto b a oodresulted in the generation of meaningful
indicator of overall integration status when provided a basis of commson knowledge which was

cosdre nlight of the activity chart. if taken into the formal system acceptance
the activity chart indicated a low activity activity.

comleton nd he PR/CRgraph showed low SPR
generation it was a clear indication that the
integration was staggering and required review ABOUT THE AUTHRR
and assistance. On the other hand if the
activity chart indicated a reasonable Mr. Robert J. Brousseau
completion of taks and the SPR/SCR graph showed Director of Software Engineering
a brisk SPR/SCR generation one could conclude Cubic Defense Systems Division
that integration was progressing without San Diego, California
serious impediment.

SUMMARY

Software/hardware integration is an
activity which is eagerly approached by all
members of the system devlopment team because it
embodies the sweet challenge of making the whole
system work. As exhilarating as integration is,
it is nevertheless an activity which is
frequently besieged by all manner of pitfalls,
each of which contrives to extend the schedule
and complicate the job to be done. Successful
integration is certainly enhanced by orderly and
thorough software and hardware design and
implementation. Without a doubt superficial
analysis and design of system software and
hardware components will surface to haunt the
integration activity. Valuable time and effort
will be expended going back to effect redesign
and modifications.

Considerable emphasis was placed on a
thorough design of MET software. rn fact, the
detailed software design was completely
documented before the coding activity was
started. Software implementation was heavily
monitored by the conduct of design reviews, code
reviews and finally, unit-test reviews. All Of
these activities , I believe, contributed to
increasing the confidence that each software

* component had been thoroughly tested before
being made available for system integration.
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1ECHNIQUES FOR AlERTING PROBLEMS IN DEVELOPING
TRAINER SYSTEM SOFTWARE

Carole J. Kuruma
Manager, Training Systems Department

Technology Service Corporation
Santa Monica, California 90405

ABSTRACT

Short schedules and changing requiraments are common problems encountered when software
is being developed for training systems. This paper explores techniques used by Technology
Service Corporation (TSC) to overcome or avert such problems while developing the B-52 OAS
Part Task Trainer for the Training Services Division, Keesler Air Force Base. Techniques
for dealing with limited resources (time and budget) include carefully exploring, and assign-
ing priorities to, system capabilities to determine the more important requirements; and
employing a top-down approach. Planning for ch~nging requirements calls for identifying capa-
bilities that may change; constructing a well-documented software design with application-
oriented modularity; and scheduling a design freeze, with late requirement changes incorpora-
ted after completion. The paper presents step-by-step descriptions of each technique and
p~ovides examples relating directly to the part task trainer.

INTRODUCTION The second problem, requirement changes during
development, commonly occurs because both the

The U.S. Air Force B-52 bomber is receiving a trainer and the system are being developed at the
major modification in the form of the Offensive same time. Any changes to the system under develop-
Avionics System (OAS), scheduled for deployment in ment must be reflected in the trainer; and, by
1981. Used by the B-52 radar navigator to perform extension, since modifications to the system are
navigational and offensive weapon delivery tasks, likely, these same modifications must be supported
the OAS replaces older ASQ-38 equipment and auto- by the training device.
mates some previously manual functions.

This paper presents techniques that TSC ha.i
A weapon system trainer (WST) is being built found to be effective in minimizing, and sometimes

for the B-52 as a part of the major weapon system averting, the impact of these problems. These
modification. The WST is scheduled to be com- techniqut; are now being used to develop the B-52
pleted in the 1983-1986 timeframe, which leaves a OAS Part Task Trainer (PTT). Before detailing them,gap between deployment of the OAS and availability we describe the trainer as a point of reference.

of the WST. Crews using the first OAS-modified
B-52 will need a trainer in the interim. To meet
this need, TSC, in conjunction with the Training DESCRIPTION OF THE PART TASK TRAINER
Services Division, Keesler Air Force Base, has been
contracted to design the software and configure The interim trainer is a part task trainer,
four E-5^ OAS interim trainers to be used by the addressing some of the tasks, procedures, and
Strategic Air Command (SAC) in their OAS conversion conditions the crewmembers must handle with the
training program. OAS. The crews receiving training will already be

skilled B-52 navigators. The focus of the PTT will
In approaching this assignment, TSC recognized therefore be on procedures training; specifically,

that, in developing software for the interim those procedures unique to the new OAS. For
trainer, two major problems also found in other example, the PTT must respond exactly as the OAS
software projects would be encountered: limited would to all commands (button pushes, switch
resources (short schedules and budgets) and activations, etc.), but only those features used
changing requirements. directly in navigational and weapon-targeting

procedures need to be displayed in the simulated
Short schedules are a function of the relation radar video.

between the training device and the actual system.
A training device cannot be specified until the The PTT is laid out physically to provide
actual system is designed, but it is needed as soon stations for the two crewmembers required to operate
as the actual system--either a new one or a modifi- the OAS, as well as a position for an instructor
cation to the existing one--is operational, if not (Figure 1). Included in this layout is a mockup of
before then. the OAS crewstation, comprising 16 operational

Danels, four monochromatic display monitors, and two
Meeting the schedule and cost constraints is trackballs. The instructor's position is equipped

then complicated by deciding which functions can with a CRT console for setting up and monitoring the
reasonably be provided by the training system. The training sessions. The hardware configured for the
first choice of the users may be a trainer that part task trainer is composed of the five indepen-
gi%,es a completely realistic simulation of the dent subsystems depicted in Figure 2.
device. It is, after all, difficult to identify
those skills that can be effectively trained with Before we describe the software and the
other methods, such as classroom instruction, low- approaches to lessening the impact of major
cost training aids, or the system itself. The cost problems in developing it, an overview of what is
of such a trainer, however, may be beyond the actually simulated by the software is necessary.
available time and budget.
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Figure 2. OAS Part Task Trainer Block Diagram
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The OAS will automatically navigate the B-52 and computer system, and incorporation of a pro-
according to a predefined flight plan. The crew- granning design language also contribute to
members will be able to monitor, update, and averting schedule problems and are discussed at

4override this automatic navigation system, using the end of this sect'on.
the OAS equipment and a variety of navigational
procedures supported by the PTT. The trainer will Assiqrjnin Priority
also support OAS procedures to perfor-iii in-flight
refueling; preparation and delivery of Air-Launched The system specification usually details the
Citise Missiles (ALCMs), Short Range Attack functional requirements; these functions, however,
Missiles (SRAI~s), and conventional bombs; and can be further ranked by the user into such
backup procedures used when certain OAS failures categories as:
occurl.

1. Necessary for training.
As envisioned in the PTT, the instructor will

be able to select a flight plan from a set of 2. Important function without which the
canned scenarios or modify any canned scenario to system will be marginally useful.
generate a new flight plan. The canned scenarios
are representative of actual training missions, 3. Important function definitely desired
and scenarios of up to five hours of flight time by the user but which could be taught,
can be generated within a region covering the if need be, using another mediumi.
Western United States. Sufficient terrain features,
navigational fixpoints, and target areas are 4. Nonessential or desirable function.
included within this region to define at least 100
different realistic scenarios. Navigational charts The user's initial ranking of system functions
are used to generate synthetic radar imagery for may place all functions in Category 1, and
display of these features, fixpoints, and target convincing the user of the importance of ranking
areas. them may be difficult (or even impossible) until

schedule slips occur. It is hoped, however, that
The instructor will also have the capability discussions with the user will be fruitful for

to inject faults and malfunctions at any time identifying the more critical training functions.
during the training session. With the ability to This ranking can then be used in top-down develop-
steer the aircraft off the flight plan and to ment as part of the process of identifying the
accept corrections from the OAS crewmembers for successive versions.
recovery, the instructor will be acting as the B-52
pilot. He will also monitor crewmembers' actions Top-Down Development
and will be able to freeze the training session at
any time, give additional instruction, and then In top-down software development, described by
resume the session. Vourdon, (1) the high-level design of the system

is followed by implementation of a barebones
As this brief description indicates, the PTT system that performs some of the required func-

is a complex training device. This complexity can tions, followed by versions that successively add
be further increased when the development of soft- more capabilities until the system is complete.
ware for such a device is constrained by brief
schedules and changing requirements. In the By contrast, in the classicial, bottom-up
following sections, we present a collection of ipproach, the entire system is designed, coded,
methods that vie have found beneficial in a number debugged, and then integrated. If a scheduling
of applications. We first discuss methods for problem occurs, the developer and user may find,
reducing and overcoming schedule problems, and then when the deadline arrives, that although 100
techniques that facilitate incorporati,:n of percent of the code is written, nothing works.
requirement changes. The same schedule slip with the top-down approach

will find a working ver'sion that may provide 75
percent of the total system functions. And

SOME SOLUTIONS TO TIME AND BUDGET PROBLEMS although the user will not be satisfied with 75
percent of a system, that 75 percent will be more

As mentioned in the Introduction, completion acceptable than 50,000 lines of code that are
of the training device must coincide with or useless because they have not been integrated.
precede that of the weapon system, often resulting
in short schedules. In addition, schedule slips Furthermore, a user is more likely to have
may occur, owing to inaccurate estimates and the confidence in your ability to finish the job if
vicissitudes of daily life: illness, employee he can see a working version of the partial system.
turnover, machine failures, and requirement changes. For example, Version I of the PTT, described
Specific methods TSC uses to anticipate potential below, was valuable because we were able to
schedule problems and to avoid cost overruns demonstrate it to the customer, which was more
include carefully exploring, and assigning priori- effective than telling him 10,000 lines of code
ties to, system capabilities to determine the most had been written. And, if the versions are care-
important training functions; and employing a top- fully defined, the customer may be able to start
down approach so that a very limited, skeleton training with the current version while the
system that perfoyrms some of the required functions training device is being completed.
is developed first, followed by versions that
successively add more capabilities until the system The most important functions, decided by the
is complete. These two techniques are actually priority ranking discussed above, are scheduled
interconnecting, with assigning of priorities to for implementation in the early versions, the less
different functions contributing to the definition important, in the later. This scheduling of
of development stages or versions in the top-down functions in versions is a compromise between the
approach. Careful choice of programming language logical steps required to develop the softwar,ý and
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the desire to provide intermediate working versions because, for one, this version required that two of
that are useful for training. For instance, the the four system interfaces work: input received
radar position fix procedure may be the most from the instructor's console, and output generated
important training function; however, since it to the display subsystem. Yourdon discusses in
requires panel inputs, radar graphics, trackball detail the advantages of top-down development in
control of the crosshair, simulation of aircraft testing major interfaces early in the development
flight and navigation systems, etc., intermediate cycle.(1) Often these interfaces are where prob-
versions are defined to develop the basic building lens occur, and such problems are usually the most
blocks, and then the position fix procedure is difficult to correct. Second, in this first
scheduled for implementation in the next version, version, although only three of 12 tasks are

implemented to any degree, these three tasks are
On the PTT project, the users (SAC) were very scheduled and communicate with each other, exer-

cooperative in ranking the priority of training cising a majority of the system executive routines
funcions. From this ranking, we defined seven that handle task interfacing, another area where
versions (Table 1) for the top-down development of significant problems often occur.
the PTT. The first three versions provide a
logical development of the basic functions of the Version 2 added considerably more capabilities:
system required to support the operational pro- all subsystei, interfaces were exercised; inputs
cedures scheduled in Versions 4 through 7. Versions from one switch panel were processed by the soft-
1 through 4 have been implemented, and Version 5 is ware, allowing evaluation of response times; and
under way. The estimated time to complete each most alphanumeric display formats and static radar
version ranges from four to nine weeks. video were displayed. Version 4 should be adequate

for training the first B-52 crews, because ALCM
Version 1 may appear so basic as to be trivial, and SRAM procedures training is not required for

Its completion, however, was a significant event them; ard Version 5 is expected to provide 90
percent of the necessary training functions.

TABLE 1. OAS PART TASK TRAINER VERSIONS

Version 1 Version 5

Instructor starts system in Run mode Procedures:
Aircraft flies in a straight line ALCM weapon procedures
Display prime mission data, left-hand-side SRAM weapon procedures

data High altitude calibration
Radar position fix

Version 2 OAS initialization
Crewmember inputs:

Instructor maneuver aircraft commands Weapons Control Panel
Aircraft flies default scenario
Crewmember inputs from Integrated Key Version 6

Boards (IKBs):
Select MFD Instructor commands:
Select Format Fault
Select Menu Wind
FLY TO Command Alternate nav heading error

Display: Missile all/none status
Static radar video Freeze/resume
Static alphanumeric data Procedures:

Alternate true heading calibration
Version 3 OAS bus failure

Panel failures
Instructor select/preview command Crewmember inputs:
Instructor's real-time parameters display Remaining panels
Navigation errors modeled
Crewmember inputs: Version 7

Remaining IKB functions
Radar Navigator's Management Panel Instructor capabilities:

Display: Edit/save scenario
Dynamic radar video (default format) Post-run mode
Dynamic alphanumeric data Procedures:

Point parallel rendezvous
Version 4 Alternate bomý run

Terrain correlation fix
Procedures: Low altitude calibration

Bomb run Display altitude ribbon
Auto fixpoint sequencing

Crewmember inputs:
Bomb panels
Special weapons panels

Display:
Crosshair and residuals
All radar video formats
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To show how the top-down development relates team having a feeling of accomplishment and enthusi-
to the actual code written, Table 2 tabulates the asm to tackle the next version. Having several
estimated effort to complete each task and library such cycles makes estimating the time to complete

fof routines for each version. It shows that, in the remaining versions easier. By contrast, in
Version 1, a major portion of code in the library the bottom-up approach, knowing how long it took to
routines for error handling, data passing, input, design and write all the code does not help to
output, etc., was developed and exercised to sup- estimate how long it will take to integrate.
port a very small amount of task code. By Version

Ir-2, nearly all library routines were operational. Progranmming Language and Computer System Choice
This information is also beneficial in explaining
to the customer how much effort goes into a Short schedules also encourage careful choice
Version 1 to produce what may be a small subset of of programmiing language and computer system and
visible functional capabilities, support software. Coding time is significantly

reduced when high-level languages are used instead
TSC has found that, using top-down development, of assembly language. Any inefficiencies in

the high-level design for the system should be program size caused by the high-level language can
completed before any versions can be implemented. usually be offset by purchasing more memory. As
That is, the system executive routines which per- for inefficiencies in execution time caused by the
form such functions as input/output, data base high-level language, those portions of code
control, and intertask commiunication must be detected as causing timing problems can be rewrit-
defined, as well as each task and data base. These ten in assembly language.
definitions should include the functions of each
entity, and all inputs and outputs at the func- Using a language with which the prograrmmers
tional level. For example, the task that provides are already familiar also helps. In the B-52 OAS
the instructor's display should identify the PTT, the IFTRAN language was used. IFTRAN is a
current aircraft parameters of speed, heading, and structured FORTRAN language used by TSC for nearly
altitude as inputs from a named data base, but all progranmming projects.
would not have to specify the format of the data
base. Given this high-level design, implementation The minicomputer selected for the PTT is
of each version can proceed and the developers can compatible with TSC's in-house system; therefore,
be assured tiat no major problems will be dis- the PTT project was able to draw upon a pool of
covered in Version 5 that could, for instance, prograrmmers experienced with the system and a
necessitate a redesign of code developed for library of routines and software tools. The
Version 1. vendor-supplied operating system also provides

many of the capabilities required for real-time
Top-down development also makes estimating systems: multitasking, semaphores, priority

easier, as well as having other advantages. The levels, mapped 1/O, etc., thus minimizing the
software staff prefers it because, instead of one number of executive routines to be generated. The
long cycle of design, coding, and integration, the vendor-supplied software includes capabilities to
project is segmented into shorter cycles of design, facilitate software development: timesharing with

[.coding and integration for each version. The virtual memory management that allows several
comDletion of each version results in the software progranmmers to develop and test code simultaneously,

TABLE 2. PERCENTAGE OF SOFTWARE DEVELOPED FOR
EACH MAJOR MODULE, BY VERSION

VERSION 1 [2 3 4 6 6 i 7

TASKS:

CON 5 30 40 50 60 70 100
IND 70 170 70 70 100
CRW 80 90 90 100 100 100
RIK 40 50 60 70 80 I100
NIK 40 50 i60 70 80 100
RNM 20 40 80 90 100
WPN 15 70 90 100
AIR 5 30 40 80 90 100 lo10
MFD I20 50 60 80 90 lo10

aPMD 30 40 40 80 90 90 I100
XHR 5 50 80 90 100
RDR 30 40 75 90 100 100

LIBRARIES:

10 LIB 30 70 90 100 100 100 100
EXEC LIB 50 90 100 100 100 100 10or
DB LIB 80 100 100 100 100 100 100
Q LIB 100 100 100 100 100 100
NAV [LIB 80 90 100 100 100 100 100
ERR LIB 60 75 75 100 1100 100 100
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and a source-level debugger that allows programmers On the PTT project, the OAS was being built
to debug on-'line in the high-level language. while TSC, with considerable help from SAC,

was writing the functional specifications for the
Another suggestion for speeding up progress in trainer. This task required an understanding of

software development is to have project management how the OAS would work in order to define how the
intervene when design discussions drag on. When PTT should support the procedures identified as
the prograrmming staff is undecided over alternative training requirements. Difficulty in obtaining
methods and no outstanding risks are identified, and understanding existing OAS documentation and
the chief designer must pick one method and con- coping with changes to the OAS resulted in a
tinue. The method that is most straightforward to significant schedule slip. Working with these
implement should be the one selected, specification changes had one benefit: the soft-

ware team recognized the need for a flexible
Program Design Language software design to accommnodate the inevitable

changes in the future and obtained a good under-
Finally, it is important that development standing of where changes might occur in the OAS.

standards not be abandoned because the schedule is
short. For instance, at TSC, the first step in Even when the actual system is stable through-
software development is to express the design in out development of the trainer, future changes to
PDL (program design language). PDL is an English the weapon system which must be reflected in the
language description of the design with a few trainer are likely. Accepting the fact that
structured programming keywords such as IF, ORIF, changes are unavoidable, the trainer developers
ELSE, REPEAT, WHILE. Expressed in POL, the design should be encouraged to provide flexibility for
is structured, machine-independent, and understand- future changes. Design tradeoff decisions should
able by nonprograrmmers, such as the user. Figure 3 favor the straightforward, easily modifiable
is a sample PDL listing of a routine that controls approach over a more efficient method requiring a
cursor movement on a menu-driven display. complete redesign if one of the requirements

changes. As an example, one technique used by TSC
The entire software team reviews the POL to is to provide many of the system Parameters in

ensure that the PDL is understandable by everyone, separate data files that can be easily changed
to detect errors and omissions, and to suggest without affecting aniy of the code which uses
improvements in the design. Once the design is this data,
approved, code is generated and also reviewed.
Code is inserted in the same source file with the Some of the techniques suggested for helping
PDL, and preprocessors allow the listing of PDL to meet short schedules also facilitate incorpo-
only, code only, or code with PDL inserted as rating requirement changes: producing PDL ensures
comments, that the software design is documented, making it

easier to see the impact of a change; using a
Use of PDL and reviews significantly shortens high-level language and PDL as comments in the

the integration and documentation phases of the code makes the code more understandable, facilitat-
software process in the following ways. First, ing coding changes; and reviewing PDL and code

PDL design reviews eliminate many of the errors resultsin a more flexible design and code to
that are normally not detected until software inte- accommodate future changes.
gration. Second, reviews of PDL and code ensure
ware tu detect and correct many errors quickly SUMMARY
without involving other team members. Third,
software debugging is easier with PDL embedded as We have discussed why shor'tened schedules and
explanatory comments in the code. Fourth, keeping changing requirements are often associated with the
PDL and code together ensures that coding changes development of training systems. These conditions
are also reflected in the POL. Thus, at project increase the probability of schedule slips and
completion, POL listings can be used as final cost overruns or delivery of an unacceptable
program documentation. Finally, the requirement training device if the development plan does not
that the software design be expressed in POL adequately provide means of dealing with them.
ensures that the design is documented--and not in a Several techniques used by TSC to minimize the
disorderly set of notes or stored in a programmer's impact of problems caused by schedule slips and
head. Thus, if the programmer becomes ill or requirement changes were presented. These
leaves the project, the disruption is minimized techniques are being applied to the B-52 OAS Part
because another programmer can get "up to speed" Task Trainer, which was briefly described.
more easily.

A major technique for dealing with potential
schedule problems is top-down development. As

SOME SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEM described with specific examples from the PTT,
OF CHANGING REQUIREMENTS top-down development entails the implementation of

successive versions of the ýrainer so that, if
Repuireme~it changes during development of a delays occur, a working version of the partial,.1trainer' device are unavoidable when the system system is available on the original deadline while

simulated by the trainer is undergoing simultaneous development of the complete device continues. An
development or modification. In such a situation, important part of the definition of versions for
a freeze should be invoked on the trainer design top-down development is ranking the priority of
so development can proceed without upheavals and training requirements to schedule the more critical
delays caused by changing specifications. Follow- functions in the earlier versions, maximizing
ing completion of the software, an update phase usefulness of the working versions while tiie
should be planned to allow incorporation of trainer is completed. Program design language as
backlogged change requests. well as design and code reviews are other
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T'TLE BUFFER KEYBOARD INPUT (BKI) 8:55:13 06/22/79

C

CD NAME: CURSOR TAB TASK: BKI
CD PURPOSE: POSITION THE CURSOR ON THE MENU IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
CD CURSOR POSITION ENTERED BY THE USER.
CD METHOD: A CIRCULAR SCHEME IS EMPLOYED. THE CURSOR ALWAYS CIRCLES
CD AROUND IN THE SAME COLUMN OR THE SAME ROW. WHEN AT THE
CD BOTTOM OF A COLUMN, A DOWN TAB CAUSES THE CURSOR TO
CD 'CIRCLE' TO THE TOP OF THE SAME COLUMN. WHEN AT THE
CD TOP OF A COLUMN, AN UP TAB CAUSES THE CURSOR TO 'CIRCLE'
CD TO THE BOTTOM OF A COLUMN. THE LEFT
CD AND RIGHT TABS HAVE THE SAME EFFECT. THAT IS IF THERE
CD EXISTS ANOTHER COLUMN (POSSIBLE ONLY IN COMMAND SELECT)".
CD THEN LEFT OR RIGHT POSITIONS THE CURSOR IN THE NEXT
CD COLUMN.
CD INPUT PARAMETERS-
CD CURRENT INPUT STATE (FOR BKI)
CD COMMAND ID
CD PARAMETER ID
CD CURSOR KEYSTROKE (FROM MOC KEYBOARD)
CD OUTPUT PARAMETERS:
CD COMMAND ID (UPDATED)
CD PARAMETER ID (UPDATED)
CD COMMANDS FOR THE MOC TO POSITION CURSOR
CD DATA BASE USAGE:
CD NONE
CD INVOKING METHOD:
CD INVOKE CURSOR TAB

CD INVOKED BY:
CD COMMAND SELECT KEYSTROKE (TO POSITION CURSOR)
CD PARAMETER SELECT KEYSTROKE (TO POSITION CURSOR)
CD BLOCKS INVOKED:
CD NONE

D 

* BLOCK CURSOR TAB
1 IF DOWN CURSOR KEYSTROKE
2 IF AT THE BOTTOM OF A COLUMN
3. PUT CMNDS IN MOC BUFFER TO POSITION CURSOR AT TOP OF COLUMN
2 ELSE : NOT AT THE BOTTOM OF A MENU
3 PUT CMNDS IN MOC BUFFER TO POSITION CURSOR AT NEXT ROW DOWN
2 ENDIF
1 ORIF UP CURSOR KEYSTROKE
2 IF CURSOR IS AT THE TOP OF A COLUMN
3 PUT CMNDS IN MOC BUFFER TO POSITION CURSOR AT BOTTOM OF COLUMN
2 ELSE : NOT AT THE TOP OF A MENU
3 PUT CMNDS IN MOC BUFFER TO POSITION CURSOR AT NEXT ROW UP
2 ENDIF
1 . ORIF KYSTRK IS LEFT/RIGHT AND NOT IN PARAMETER SELECT INPUT STATE
2 IF THERE ARE TWO COLUMNS & MENU COMMANDS IN THE NEXi COLUMN
3 PUT CMNDS IN MOC BUFFER TO POSITION CURSOR INTO NEXT COLUMN
2 l. ENDIF
1 . JRIF KEYSTROKE IS A HOME KEYSTROKE
2 .NDIPUT CMNDS IN MOC BUFFER TO POSITION CURSOR AT TOP OF MENU
1 . ENDIF
1 IF CURREN( INPUT STATE IS COMMAND SELECT
2 MODIFY COMMAND ID
1 ELSE : CURRENT INPUT STATE IS PARAMETER SELECT
2 MODIFY PARAMETER ID
S1 . ENDIF

ENDBLOCK : CURSOR TAB

CD

Figure 3. Program Design Language (PDL)
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techniques that help to avoid schedule slips and
facilitate requirement changes.

Programmer familiarity, ease of use, and
availability of required operating system functions
and software tools are factors which should be
considered in selecting the computer for the
training device in order to help meet shortenedschedules.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a missile flight simulator developed to train DRAGON gunners. It is
also being adapted to a variety of similar anti-armor weapons. The system employs a terrain
board with enemy armored vehicles moving in a variety of attack scenarios. When the gunner
fires the missile he hears computer generated rocket sounds and experiences the weight loss,
recoil and smoke of the missile launch. When the smoke clears he views the missile as well
as the target. The gunner's aiming error Is measured using a microprocessor controlled diode
matrix array. The matrix detector senses an IR emitting diode which is located on the minia-

4 ture target. The flight equations of motion for the missile are solved by a 16 bit micropro-
cessor every 0.02 seconds in each axis using gunner aiming error, gravity, drag and side
thruster accelerations as inputs. A second coordinated 16 bit processor controls a display
that plots both vertical and horizontal aiming error for analysis of the gunner's perfor-
mance. Experienced DRAGON gunners have tested the system and attested to the realism and
training potential.

INTRODUCTION During missile flight the instructor can
monitor two displays. These displays show;

Training in the firing of modern anti-armor *
weapons is expensive. Each live round coats 1. The gunner's sight picture and the
thousands of dollars. DRAGON's location

This paper describes a system that uses 2. A plot of gunner aiming error versus
Ladvanced electro-optics and microprocessor tech- time and the gunner error tracking limit enve-

nology to enable training of DRAGON gunners at a lopes. Thruster firings are annotated on the
reasonable cost. display.

The DRAGON is a command-to-line-of-sight This system uses a 16 bit mic,-oprocesaor to
guided missile system. Fired from a recoilless solve the flight equations every 0.02 seconds in
launcher, the missile is tracked optically and each axis using the gunner's aiming error,
guided automatically to the target by electrical gravity, drag and thruster rocket acceleration
impulses transmitted via a wire link. Firing as inputs. The solution also incorporates the
the missile is accomplished by depressing the dynamic performance of the tracker (See Artist's
safety and squeezing the trigger. No other concept).
action is required of the gunner except to keep
the sight cross hairs on the target. However, Key features of the system are summarized
to score a hit the trainee must overcome many below.
perturbations that can spoil his track.

0 Smoke Obscuration
When the trainee fires the training device

he hears the gyro wind-up noise and then t~he o Recoil
*initial explosion of the rocket motor. He

experiences a weight loss due to the rocket o Weight Loss
exiting the tube as well as a recoil force.
Momentarily he is blinded in ths sight by simu- o Missile superimposed on gunner's view
lated smoke. The trainee must overcome such of scenario
launch transients. He must then track the tar-
get smoothly and ignore the simulated missile o Sounds - thruster firings, launch, hit
which he can see in his sight. Thruster rocket and miss explosions
firing sounds are included as well as the final
hit or ground impact explosions. A visual indi- o Gunner aiming errors versus time dis-
cation of hit is also inserted into the gunners played In real time
sight.
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o Can operate for night scenes to simu- display plots GAE versus time, In real time.

late a thermal night The DRAGON Flight Simulator Processor produces
launch and target explosions, thruster rocket

0 Missile position versus time which can firings and gyro noises. The thruster rocket
be recalled along with gunner aiming firings are delayed to allow for the speed of
errors in azimuth and elevation for sound versus the visual ph'enomena of the rocket
analysis firing which ib optically inserted in the DRAGON

gunner's sight. Rocket thruster noises are

0 Cost of expensive tank target and mis- attenuated as a function of distance.
sile not required for training

A CCTV is located on the DRAGON tube and

o Target hit or miss distance determined boresighted to the gunner's 6X slght. This TV
by solving DRAGON flight equations in provides the instructor the same view seen
real time through the gunner's might. The Gunner's Sight 4

Picture Display is located on the instructor's
o Number of thruster rockets ideal versus console. The DRAGON rocket as seen by the

actual displayed for each scenario trainee is also mixed into the gunner's sight
picture visusl display.

o Portable
SUBSYSTEM DESIGN APPROACH

o Record and play back capability
Electro Optics Subsystem

0 Can operate with and without an in-

structor Gunner aiming errors are determined using a
100 x 100 matrix camera. Functionally the cam-

Operator's pull down force on DRAGON era is similar to a Vidicon camera except that
launcher and eye cup pressure is the sensor has been replaced with a solid state
"measured photodiode array matrix having 10,000 pixels.

The choice of lens determines the field viewed
Variety of target speeds and motions by the camera. Using a 125mm focal length lens

Lsimulated and a model distance of 22 feet, the available

field of view is 1.05 ft or 48 milliradians.
o Trainer flies like real missile because This FOV will accommodate the maximum, excursions

of computation of flight parameters allowed for DRAGON i.e., 32 mr horizontal and
22 mr vertical.

The system has been tested by both U.S. Army
qnd U.S. Marine Corps DRAGON gunners. Further For a 1.05 ft FOV one pixel represents 0.126
development of the trainer is now being accele- inches on a terrain board.
rated.

Since the array is square the lengths in the

SYSTEM APPROACH X and Y axes are identical. The magnification
of the camera is the ratio of the FOV to the

The system is shown In Figure 1. length of the array:

Targets in this system are miniature Magnification FOV

models. Models were chosen because they have Array Length
better resolution than either computer generated
Imagery or a movie display. In DRAGON a 6X where the array length is - 0.24 in. (0.60 cm
scope is utilized. In other weapons even higher total width/height) in both X and Y.
power sighting scopes are utilized, thus demand-
ing a high resolution visual scenario. M .1.05 x 12 52.5

0.24

Models are moved on a terrain board using a
stepper motor under the control of a single chip The static resolution is the array element
microprocessor. Located at the center of aim of spacing imaged into the object plane.
the target is an infrared emitting diode
(IRED). Engagement scenarios are stored in the Resolution - Magnification x element spacing
Personnel Interface Processor (PIP) and one is

selectable from the instructor's console by an Resolution - 52.5 x 0.0024 in - 0.126 in.
input terminal. The stored scenario programs
contain the tank target's velocity, direction This is equivalent to + 7.5 inch resolution
and range. Located in the DRAGON launch tube is on a real world tank at a-scaled range of 2640

a photo diode array camera. This 100 x 100 feet.
matrix camera is boresighted to the gunner's
sight and used to determine the gunner's aiming This means the smallest detectable change in
error (GAE) which is input to the DRAGON Flight a stationary object we can detect is 0.126
Simulator Processor (DFS). This processor inches using a 125mm focal length lens. If a
solves the DRAGON flight equations and provides longer focal length lens is used the FOV is de-

DRAGON status to the Personnel Interface Pro- creased and the resolution is improved.
cessor (PIP). The PIP controls the graphicIs
units which inserts the missile, smoke, hit, Accuracy also depends on: image sharpness,
etc., into the gunner's sight. This processor contrast, vibration or movement of the object,
also controls the Gunner Aiming Error (GAE) light level and threshold setting of the cam-
display on the Instructor's Console. This era.
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The camera used is blemish free. 1. Missile dynamics should be represented
by a point masa solution,

An IRED in located on the target and the
center of the IRED's energy calculated to deter- 2. Small angle approximations to be used,
mine hit location.

3. The effect of tracker sampling on mis-
Because the IRED produces uniform illumine- mile trajectory while in the linear field of

tion, the threshold setting on the camera can be view to be neglected.
adjusted to a fixed level, thus eliminating
background interference. The six-degroe-of-freedow equations thus modi-

fied were exercised and compared to results
Data from the photodiode array are eloe- obtained from the complete equations of motion-

tronically scanned to produce a sampled-and-held Modification to the thrust level and guidance
video output signal. The amplitude of each parameters were made to tailor the trajectory to
pixel is proportional to the incident light in- the more exact results. Suificient comparative
tensity integrated over the interval of one analysis was conducted to sqeure that the sim-
frame period. The camera essentially detects plified equations gave acceptable results over a
light to dark transitions of the digital area. range of crossing and stationary target condi-
The scene present on the camera Is a light cir- tions and with a variety of gunner aiming
cle on a dark background. Transition data from errors.
the camera, stored as a digital line-by-line
picture of the array, is handled by an interface Figure 2 is the DRAGON simulation block dia-
unit. The DRAGON Flight Simulator Processor gram. The variables correspond with those of
determines the GAE from the transition data. Figure 3 which defines the important horisontal

angles. These, and a similar set of vertical
Microprocessor Subsystem anglea, were used in the McDonnell BASIC program

which iterates the differential equations of mo-
The microprocessor subsystem includes six tion using a "Delta Time" of 20 milliseconds.

units with five being housed in the system Thus a 10 second missile flight requires the
chassis. The principal function of each of the generation of 500 solutions of the equations of
separate units is: motion.

1. Personnel Interface Processing (PIP) The BASIC program w3a rewritten for an Intel
Microprocessor Development (MDS) System. The

2. DRAGON Flight Simulation (DFS) resulting program, while able to reproduce the
McDonnell results, required several minutes to

3. Sound Generation (SG) complete the 500 soiutions for a simulated 10
second missile flight. It was, therefore, un-

4. Target Control (TC) suitable for real time training.

5. TV Display (TVD) An investigation of other floating-point-
math techniques usable with Intel SBC-86/12,

6. Photodiode Array Processing (PAP) 8086, computers showed that real-time solutions
of the missile flight could not be accomplished

System I/O is processed by the PIP, which is without using an 8087 coprocessor. The non-
covered in the Computer Graphics and Video Sub- availability of the 8087 made it necessary to
system section. abandon the convenience of FP-math and recast

the equations using integer arithmetic. This
Target control is detailed in the Miniature required close attention to the choice of suit-

Target Board section. able units for the variables because of the
limited range of integer numbers: (-32,767,

Descriptions of the DRAGON Flight Simulator +32,767). Down-range distances, for example,
and the Photodiode Array Processor follow in the are expressed in 2-inch units; 1000 meters

next two sections. (39,370 inches) being considered to be 19,685
"Down-range" units. Crossm-,ange units are 0.05

DRAGON Flight Simulator inches for distances and •.l milliradians for
angles. Unit selection is a compromise between

The McDonnnell Douglas Astronautics Company, the conflicting requirements of the desire to
Titusville Division, under Contract display variables over a wide range and the need
N61339-80-M-3518 provided a set of simplified to redune the quantization distortion while not
equations and a computer program that approxi- exceeding the allowable integer range. Many
mate the DRAGON missile flight as directed by comparisons between the integer and BASIC pro-

'1 the gunner. gram results have verified that good approxima-
tions to the DRAGON Flight characteristics are

Six-degree-of-freedom equations are required provided using integer arithmetic. Comments by
to express the complete missile dynamics. Solu- experienced DRAGON gunners also support the va-
tions of such equations were examined and aim- lidity of the approximations.
plifted as much as possible by McDonnell while
still mai-a.Lning a statistically accurate rep- The DRAGON Flight Simulation Program in-
resentation of weapon performance. Some of the cludes five modules:
simplifying assumptions were:

1. Main-DRAGON-Module: A "Driver" module
which calls other modules.
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2. DRAGON-utilityl Includes a number of transfer of data from each line of the next 100
start-up and other general procedures. x 100 photodiode array frame. The data read-out

is then halted by the next occurrence of the

3. DRAGON Flight Modu'e: Includes the last-line flag. The 100 x 100 frame data are
integer math missile dynamics, provides missile ignored during the next frame data analysis.
location information to the PIP, stores location New frame data are thus provided every other
data for possible reprise, and does the initial- frame.
isation of flight variables.

The frame rate of the Reticon camera is 100
4. DRAGON IR: Analyzes the IR-epot data frames per second so new IR-spot position data

array provided by the DRAGON XF module. are provided 50 times a second or with a 20
millisecond period. Occurrence of the last-line

5. DRAGON XF: Transfers line-by-line data flag acts as the master system clock with all
provided by the photo-detector line array pro- data processing starting with its assertion.
cessor into a complete picture array.

Computer Graphics and Video Subsystem
The first three modules are written in PLM

86; an Intel high level programming language. The DRAGON computer graphic visual presents-

The last two are in 8086 assembly language. tion io prepared by the Personnel Interface Pro-
Total program code require slightly under 4K of cessor. In addition to this processor a com-
ROM memory. Variable memory requires about 1K puter graphics board, a phase-locked-loop sync
of RAM. board, and an EIA composite sync generator is

used. Figure 4 shows the complete graphics and
As noted previously, the program ROM is lo- the video subsystem.

cated on an Intel SBC 86/12 board. This board,
along with four others are housed in an Intel Computer generated graphics provide two
SBC 86/12 system chassis which provides eight major functions:
card slots, power supply and ventilation. Cards
within the chassis can communicate via the mul- 1. Real-time video graphics are generated

tibus motherboard. An SBC 86/12 provides dual- for the gunner sight. These graphics include a
port RAM which can be accessed by both the simulated missile which includes thruster
on-and-off-board processors. Missile position firings, smoke obscuration during initial launch
data resulting for the solution of the missile and a final explosion.
equations of motion are transferred to the PIP
via the multibus for further processing and out- 2. Real-time graphics are generated for
put; Date status bits are also read and written the instructor which indicate both vertical and
across the multibus as required. horizontal gunner aiming errors. Also. for fol-

low up analysis, graphics may be presented for
Target motion is provided as described in gunner aiming error versus time and missile po-

the section on Miniature Modelboard. It is pro- sition versus time.r grammed via a stepper motor controller into
which the desired target maneuver is input from Gunner's sight computer graphics are gene-

a suitable menu item located in program memory rated on a 256 x 256 x 4 graphics board. Six-
of the PIP. Identification of the selected teen levels of gray scale provide for a full
maneuver is posted within dual-port memory and range of visual intensity which allows for smoke
therefore may be read by the DFS in order to generation which varies from fully transparent
make possible appropriate target position calcu- to completely opaque. The computer generated
lations as required by the missile equations of graphics are passed directly to the gunner's
motion. sight through a one and a quarter inch closed

circuit television (CCTV) monitor. The optical
The DFS also provides control signals to the arrangement is shown in Figure 5. The televi-sound generator for side-thruster pops, ground sion screen appears at infinity along with the

explosion and target hits. It also provides viewed scene through the 6x scope. The CCTV is
signals for weight loss in response to trigger mounted inside the DRAGON IR tracker housing and
pull. electronics for the CCTV are located where the

IR tracker electronics were located at the bot-
Photodiode Array Processor tom of the tracking unit.

Line scan data from the 100 x 100 photodiode The instructor console graphics subsystem is
array are initially stored in a set of ping-pong composed of two units, a television representa-
memories on a Reticon RSB 6020 board housed tion of the gunner's sight picture and a graphi-
within the system chassis and aLtached to the cal plot of gunner aiming error versu,. time
multibus. Data are alternately read into ping and/or gunner aiming error versus missile posi-
or pong memory under control of a clock located tion.

within the Reticon RS 520. Data within the
memory units gives the location of light level The television representation of the gun-
transitions and indicates whether it i6 a ner's sight is accomplished by mixing the gun-
light-dark or dark-light transition. The stored ner's sight TV camera, which is boresighted to
data also indicate when the last scan line is the 6x gunner sight, with the video graphics
read. presented to the gunner's sight. The composite

picture presents to the instructor an image of
After initialization, a last-line flag is the gunner's sight which includes the target,

output across the multibus to the DFS which missile, smoke, crosshairs and final explosion.
causes the DRAGON XF program to begin the
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The graphical plot of !he gunner aiming er- Psdado-random noise may be mixnd to any or
ror (GAE) versus time for both horizontal and all channels from a noise generator with basic
vertical error are presented in real-time during frequencies of 4 Kliz to 125 KHz. Two modes of
the missile flight. The graphs indicate the output control are availlble for each channel.
actual gunner aiming error during the flight as The fixed level amplitude mode selects an ampli-
well as the limits for a 95% probability of hit tude specified in the array by the microcompu-
performance. The guidance rocket thruster fir- ter. For use in this system the variable ampli-
ings are shown when they are fired as well as q tude mode is selected, forcing an envelope
final actual count of the thrusters fired versus generator to control the shape and cycle of all
the ideal number of thrusters that would have outputs. Controlling the envelope generator is
been fired for a given target distance with per- a lb bit tone period within the array allowing
fect aim. At the end of a flight displayed re- ' e frequency ranges of 12 Hiz to 7812.5 Hz and a
suits show the miss distance, in feet, where the ive bit shape/cycle control register. Three
missile passed the target. If the missile D/A converters supply 0 to 1 volt signals to the
strikes the ground before passing the target, a output channels.
message is displayed stating "ground impact" as
well as the remaining distance to the target To accurately represent the flight of a
when grounded. If a hit is scored :k hit message DRAGON missile as it moves down-range two sound
is displayed to mark the event, phenomena must be simulated:

After a missile flight a reprise of the 1. Time delay due to the difference in the
flight may be called. A horizontal reprise re- speeds of light and sound, and
plays the horizontal GAE and the horizontal mis-
sile position versus time. Likewise the verti- 2. Logarithmic sound amplitude decay due
cal reprise replays the vertical GAE and the to distance sound must travel through air.
vertical missile position versus time. The re-
prises indicate all the hit/miss summaries of Software developed for the microcomputer closely

the first real-time plot. approximates these conditions within a 1000
meter range.

Any of the computer graphic plots may be
made into a hard-copy printout. The hard-copy As shown in Figure 6, the outputo of the
may include the gunner's name or other pertinent PSGs are input to circuits which function to
data as desired by the instructor, control the amplitude of the sound. These cir-

cuits consist of operational amplifiers with
Computer Generated Sound System closed loop gains under direct cortrol of the

microcomputer. The DRAGON Flight Simulator pro-
Simulation of sounds produced during an cessor initiates a timer within the microcompu-

actual DRAGON missile firing is accomplished by ter upon request of a launch explosion. There-
interfacing an Intel 8748 microcomputer to a after, each request for a sound by the processor
General Instruments AY-3-8910 Programmable Sound causes the microcomputer to inspect the timer.
Generator (PSD). Data necessary for the PSG to Assuming the missile travels at an average speed
reproduce sounds is acquired from the permanent of 280 feet per second the microcomputer is able
memory of the microcomputer. During missile to approximate the distance covered and set the
flight time the DFS processor simply selects the appropriate gain. For rocket thrust-r firings,
sound to be made and communicates its choice to the microcomputer selects one of thirteen levels
the microcomputer. This approach allows the of amplitude, decreasing logarithmically from a
processor to handle sound-making decisions with gain of ten to one over a time span of 11
minimum time taken from its primary functions. seconds corresponding to a distance of 1000

meters.
The choice of sounds available to the DFS

processor are: Time delay associated with distance covered
by the missile is accomplished upon inspectior

1. Gyro start-up of the timer for each requested sound after
launch. Before signals are passed to the PSG to

2. Missile launch explosions create a sound, software completes a sequence of
three delays. The first delay renresents the

3. Rocket thruster motor firing real-time between requests from the DFS pro-
cessor. This timeout occurs only when two or

4. Target missed explosions more requests are made before the first request
is serviced by passing signals to the PSG. The

5. Target hit explosions, real-time between any two requests represents
distance traveled by the missile and is decoded

The General Instruments Programmable Sound Gene- into the second time delay as determined by the
rator (PSG) is a 40 pin, eight bit device with time required for sound waves to travel this
microprocessor compatibility. The device fea- distance. The incremental time delays are ac-
tures three independent analog channels each cumulated in t'te microcomputers data memory.
with access to its own tone generator. A 16 The third time delay before a sound is made is
control register array communicates to the the cumulative total of all the second time
microcomputer through an eight bit bi-direction- delays that have already been decoded. The com-
al port. Four lines are allotted for bus con- plete algorithm produces a series of logarithmi-
trol logic (read and write). Each tone gene- cally decaying, time delayed, sound waves that
rator looks to two registers within the array approximate the actual conditions within a 1000
for a 12 bit tone period. A range of frequen- meter range.
cies covering the full eight octaves of the

cqual tempered chromatic scale is available. 292



Miniature Target Board and A. J. Boudreaux - PH TRADE for their valu-
able suggeations and help.

Because most anti-armor devices use high
power telescopes to view the targets, a minis- ABOUT THE AUTHORS
ture model was chosen. The target model has an
IRED ucatee at the center of the target mass. MR. ALBERT H. MARSHALL is a Research Physi-
The model is moved using a stepper motor. The cist at the Naval Training Equipment Center. He
stepper motor controller is a stand-alone in- has specialized in developing weapon fire simu-
telligent controller that is independent of the lators using lasers, electroptics and microcom-
host computer, the Personnel Interface Pro- puters. He holds ten U. S. patents. He has
cessor, except for loading the scenario. The Master's degrees in both physics and Electrical
stepper motor controller uses a high level lan- Engineering from Brown University and the Uni-
guage for control of the stepper motors direc- versity of Central Florida.
tion, position, speed and acceleration. Scaled
to the real world the tank location is known to MR. BON F. SHAW is an Electronics Engineer
0.9 inches. at the Naval Training Equipment Center

(NAVTRAEQUIPCEN). Since joining NAVTRAEQUIPCEN,
Weight Loss and Recoil Mechanism he has participated in sevzral projects includ-

ing Thermal Signature Targets for Live Fire
Launch effects of the DRAGON simulator are a Training with Thermal Sights; Air-to-Air Gunnery

very important facet of the training mission. Simulation; Infantry Weapons Trainer; Marksman-
Two of the launch transients which must be over- ship Potential Evaluation; and the Anti-Armor
come by the DRAGON gunner are the weight loss Missile Flight'Simulator.
due to the missile leaving the launch tube and
the recoil of the launcher due to slight uncom- MR. GARY H. BOND is an Electronics Engineer
pensated differences in the pressures at at the Naval Training Equipment Center. He
launch. Weapon launch effects of weight loss holds a B.S. degree in Electrical Engineering
and recoil ar. simulated via mechanical attach- from the University of Central Florida and is
ments to the DRAGON bipod. currently working on his Master's degree. Since

Joining NAVTRAEQUIPCEN, he has participated in
The recoil mechanism is a sliding platten such projects as the Infantry Weapons Trainer,

upon which the DRAGON bipod and gunner's feet Marksmanship Potential Evaluation, and the
are supported. The platten is covered with a Anti-Armor Missile Flight Simulator.
rubber and steel hybrid material that allows the
gunner to firmly plant the bipod legs in posi- DR. HERBERT C. TOWLE is a Professor of
tion and stabilize the launcher using his boots Engineering at the University of Central Florida
to press against the bipod supports. At launch and a consultant to Mr. Marshall at the Naval
the platten is given an impulse from a pneumatic Training Equipment Center in microcomputer
solenoid thus imparting a sensation of recoil to development. He has many years of engineering
the launcher, experience at both the Republic Aviation Corpor-

ation and the General Electric Company. He re-
The weight loss simulation is accomplished ceived his Ph.D. degree from Lhe University of

by a weight mass that is attached to the bipod Michigan.
via a pvot and pneumatic cylinder. When the
DRAGON simulator is armed for launch, the pneu-
matic cylinder Is energized which in turn raises

the weight and places an additional equivalent
weight of the DRAGON missile on the shoulder of
the DRAGON gunner through mechanical leverage.
When the simulated missile is launched, the
pneumatic cylinder is relaxed, thus releasing
the weight and effectively removing the equiva-
lent missile weight from the gunner's shoulder.

CONCLUSION

This simulator has undergone preliminary
evaluation by a United States Marine Corps Fleet
Project Team of experienced DRAGON gunners. All
gunners were favorably impressed with its real-
ism and tea:hing attributes. Testing of the
device is planned for the fall of 1981 by both
t.he United States Marine Corps and the United2 States Army. Results of these tests will be
reported at the conference.

The authors wish to gratefully acknowledge
the support of both the Marine Corps and United
States Army, PH TRADE on this program. We
specifically wish to thank Major Don Head, USMC
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STUDENT STATION

STVCAMERAL

DRAGON MOUNTED AND
BORESIGHTED TO

DRAGON SIGHT

INSTRUCTORS CONSOLE

VIDEO GUNNERS EIA

SIGHT PICTURE aY0
DISPLAY GEN

STUDENT STATION

MINI TV 1
MONITOR

"FOR VIDEO
INSERTION IN

DRAGON SIGHT"|

• ~GRAPHICS

UNIT

GRAPHICS DATA FROM
PERSONNEL

INTERFACE PROCESSOR

FIGURE 4. COMPUTER GRAPHICS AND VIDEO SUBSYSTEM
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PHANTOM RANE - AN EW TRAINING SYSTEM

Morton T. Eldridge
Teledyne Brown Engineering

Huntsville, Alabama

ABSTRACT

Confronting NATO tacLical air is a spectrum of Warsaw Pact defec-- including SAM., AAA, and
airborne interceptors plus jamming of comnunications, fire control radars, and navigation
equipment. Aircrews faced with this array, trying to perform their primary mission, must be
trainled to cope with the total anticipated task-loading and at the *eme title hocome neither
casualties nor disoriented such that they fail to achieve their mission objective. Current
training on large EW ranges is considered inadequate due to the limited accessibility and the
infrequency with which aircrews can experience such training. The Phantom Range, an onboard,
computer-generated threat simulator, can be programed to provide thr2ats at given geographic
locations, independent of ground emitters, with appropriate envelopes modified by actual existing
terrain. It allows the aircrew to defeat the threat by exercisin$ proper procedures, or be
"killed" if their actions are inappropriate. The whole scenario is recorded for ground
debriefing.

INTRODUCTION

Phantom Range is an onboard, computer- ability of the aircrews to cope with all of the corn-
generated threat simulation gystem that enables air- posite stresses of a combat situation and still
crews to interact with defensive scenarios during function effectively to perform their primary offen-
actual combat training missions and perfect their sive missions (Figure 2). This last, considering
techniques in exercising appropriate defeat pro- the anticipated threat, is a momentous task.
cedures independent of ground emitters (Figure 1).
The system offers the capability to incorporate The threat consists of a very dense and effec-
scenarios of varying complexity, in terms of varying tive array of surface-to-air weapons (SAMs and AAA),
locations, numbers, and kinds of threats. It pro- airborne interceptors, and electronic counter-
vides real-time feedback of success or failure in measures (Figure 3). Communications jamming not
accomplishing the proper procedures in a timely only impairs command and control, it also serves as
manner. Finally, it records encounters so that the an annoyance and a distraction to aircrews. Jamming
aircrew can debrief, observing the actual displays of forward-looking radars inhibits the ability to
that were seen during each engagement. use this system for terrain avoidance or following.

And of course jamming of navigation systems, or even
worse, sending of false signals, makes radio naviga-

THREAT tion systems unreliable or erroneous. Together,
these add significantly to the task-loading of

Readiness of tactical air forces combines the crews -- many in single-seat fighters -- crews who
availability of weapons systems, ordnance, and are already heavily stressed just to navigate, main-
logistics support; the inherent capability of the taim flight integrity, and accurately deliver their
weapons system itself; and most important, the ordnance.

-N DJUST ANOTHER DAY AT THE OFFICE

• . (........ S ,OU . TIAT

PHANTOM I. PHNOMRNAeIUTIN

-- PO (PRP1

'4 4

FIGURE 2. THE COMPOSITE STRESSES OF A COMBAT
FIGURE 1. PHANTOM RANGE .SITUATION
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SURFACE TO AIR MISSILES " DENSE, IN-DEPTH, NETTED REALISTIC SCENARIO
AAA RADAR CONTROLLED, ACCURATE £ INTEGRATED OFFENSIVE/DEFENSIVE
AIR INTERCEPTORS - INTEGRATED DEFENSE (LESS THREAT TO LOW FLYERS)

& VARYING DENSITY
COMMUNICATIONS JAMMING - INTERFERES WITH FLIGHT INTEGRITY AND CONTROL,

DISTRACT1ING CREW INTERACTION
AIR.RINAVIOATION JAMMING - INCREASED PILOT WORKLOAD AND VULNERABILITY

& RECOGNIZE, ASSESS, ACT
RESULT: DEGRADED NATO AIR EFFECTIVENESS a REAL-TIME FEEDBACK

LOST AIRCRAFTIAIRCREWS
DISORIENTATION AND MISSION ABORT & NO NEGATIVE TRAINING

FIGURE 3. THREAT CONTINUATION TRAINING

& FREQUENT

READINESS OVJICTIVE & COUPLED TO COMBAT TRAINING MISSIONS

To achieve the requisite readiness, aircrews
must learn to accommodate all of the stresses and FIGURE 4. TRAINING REOUIREMENTS
distractions and still perform effectively. They
must be able to do the following:

Crew Interaction

* Navigate by dead reckoning only
Crews must be able to exerdise prescribed doc-

* Reorient themselves and still reach their trine, be it maneuvers or employment of onboard
targets after performing defensive maneuvers that countermeasures systems, so as Lo defeat threats.
have driven them off their planned route When actions are correct and timely, crews must

receive feedback in terms of negation of the threat.
9 Maintain flight integrity. Flight leaders When inappropriate, they should receive indications

must be able to direct the flight even though radio of failure, such as becoming simulated casualties.
communications is unfeasible. And most important, they should not receive nagative

training. They should not experience success if
a Learn to respond to threats in a timely, they ignore or react incorrectly. Conversely, they

correct manner so as to minimize loss potential should not continue to be subjected to a threat if
they follow the correct procedure.

* Concentrate on employing their weapon

systems while responding to defensive threats and While it is true that in real life exercise of
ignoring distractions. proper procedures may not always guarantee success,

it is most important that the training system not
In summary, they must become completely accli- instill in aircrews ouch subjective scepticism that

mated to the conditions of the defensive scenario they not try. For example, if a simple emitter were
such that they can continue to function effectively put on a route and it were to activate the aircraft
in carrying out their primary mission, radar warning system, and if the aircrew were then

unable to defeat it by employing their counter-
measures in conjuncticn wita prescribed maneuvers,

TRAINING REQUIREMENTS they might eventually learn to simply ignore it.

Since following prescribed procedures would add to
To achieve the above, the training program must the difficulty of concentrating on their navigation

provide realistic scenarios, crew interaction, and under such conditions but would do nothing to
continuation training (Figure 4). increase their perceived safety, they would be

tempted to do the wrong thing.

Realistic Scenarios To acclimate crews properly, they should have

to interact with defensive scenarios every time they
These scenarios should incorporate as near real fly combat training missions so as to bo psychologi-

conditior.s as feasible. Needless to say, as in any cally prepared each time they start planning a corn-
training situation, the envirornent should ini- bat sortie.
tially be somewhat simplistic: for example, one-on-
one. Then, as proficiency grows, the scenarios
should become increasingly complex until the air- Continuation Training
crews are able to cope with a maze of defensive
threats and distractions and still achieve their Since learning procedures that must be imple-
primary objective. Surprise (encounter with mented almost as an instinctive reaction requires
unanticipated threats) should be inherent in such a constant iteration and practice, it is most
scenario. Implicit in providing realism should be important that the prescribed readiness criteria
the effect of terrain. Since terrain masking must entail frequent, continual training of this sort.
be considered one of the most effective ways of No one would suggest that a Navy pilot could shoot
evading or defeating a threat, aircrews should be 10 carrier landings in a 2-week period, once a year,
trained to use terrain, taking it into account dur- and still be proficient 9 months later -- not unless
ing mission preparation and instinctively including he were practicing the equivalent on a continuing
it in reactive options during flight, basis throughout that period.
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Since most units do not have access to major This navigation system is capable of locating the
hardware ranges on a continuing basis, routine local aircraft position at all times, even during and
training today, particularly for tactical air farces after hard maneuvers.
stationed in Europe and the Far East, does not per-
mit integrated offensive/defensive training as The PRP also contains a minicomputer within

various simulated threats and the lethal envelopes

modified by actual terrain surrounding those loca-
PHANTOM RANGE tions (Figure 7). Additionally, in memory are

The hanom ang, wich rovdesforthe stored threat defeat procedures, be they maneuvers
The hanom ang, wich rovdes forthe or switch positions of countermeasures equipment.

desired training on a continuing basis at local
installations, consists primarily of a pod -- When the aircraft penetrates the lethal
Phantom Range Pod (PR?) -- cardced on a fighter air- envelope as discerned by the Loran (Figure 8), the
craft standard wing pylon (Figure 5). Ground comput.ar, having computed azimuth and range, com-
suppor,. hardware for the system consists of a mnands the radar warning system to display the proper
Mission Planning and Debriefing station (MPDS) and a video signal on the radar warning indicator. It
Flightline Support Unit (FSU). also lights the appropriate lights on the control

p anel and sends the proper audio signal through the
intercom system. If communications jamming is

___ desired, noise can be generated by the audio
generator, which is used to construct synthetic

Inside the PEP (a 6-ft-long by 8-in-diameter radar warning audio signals and which can be
pod) is a navigation system consisting of a Loran injected concurrently into the intercom. (While the
receiver and a strapdown inertial unit (Figure 6). system &as currently ronceived does not provide jam-

ming of the aircraft radar or navigation system,
this capability could be added if desired.)
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The computer also infers a launch after a ties unrelated to the EW portion of the mission,
nominal period subsequent to track radar lock-on, while relevant data are sampled every I see. The
Depending on distance from launch site to aircraft, displays (the Radar Warning Scope and Control Panel
missile fly-out time is computed, and if the threat plus a speaker for audio) are activated as they were
has not been defeated within that time, the video in flight, while other significant parameters are
flashes and a busier sounds in the intercom to indi- shown on the alphantmeric display (Figure 10).
cats the aircraft has been hit. After I sec, the
system reeumts normal operation so that the exercise
can continue. FSU

Finally, all visual and audio cues are The Flightllne Support Unit (Figure 11) serves
recorded, as are significant aircraft and relevant to preflight the PUP, initialize the Loran, check
aircrew threat defeat actions. These can then be the input of the mission module, and provide a go,

insetted in the MPDS for crew debriefing, no-go check. It also serves to diagnose and isolatefa'dlto or moll fnt'tions to the Line-Replaceable-Unit

level.

MPDS
, MS The FSU consists of a microprocessor, an

The Mission Planning Debriefing Station alphanumeric display, and a keyboard for operator
(Figure 9) has two functionss 1) preparing a RAM control.
mission module for insertion into and control of the
PUP during flight and 2) reconstructing the mission
for debriefing. PRP/Aircraft Interface

For mission preparation, the MPDS, consisting The PRP uses aircraft wiring currently existing
of a minicomputer and input/output devices, receives at wing stations capable of carrying a jamming pod
generic threat data: i.e., lethal and audio charec- (Figure 12). It mounts on a standard stores pylon.*1 tetistics, envelopest geographic positions of each
threat, significant terrain features surrounding Electrical power (28 Vdc) existing at this
each threat, and prescribed threat defeat station is used to power the PRP, with the PRP
procedures. These are inputted by EPROM in the case
of generic threat data or threat defeat procedures,
and either by EPROM or manually in the case of posi- TIMi -.
tion location and terrain. Thus, if positions of AI^CAV I LATI,,UOF LUON1IULt ALItUUt 1400 All U.
several threats are to be changed, the operator need ...... ...............
only delete the original locations and surrounding ECMSWITCH POSITION CHAFF.SWITCHPOSITIO

terrain and insert new locations of such threats and -...... -- rE N aIAl ,,tOCK MIIE

the terrain surrounding the new locations. An ,IIFI.AI . NOM .... S POSITN TIME 1-M.tTIE POSIT r•ONy ,
alphanumeric display is used to call up information L L EL SEiRIN,4O.NOE

from the computer and display to the operator --------. ...-
results of his normal input. A strip printer pro- .
vides hardcopy of relevant data, such as threat ._ -

locations. s . . . .. ..

Once the computer has received inputs, it pre-
pares the mission module so that it contains the . .. .
appropriate threat and threat defeat data. Then the
mission module is removed from the MPDS and inserted
into the PRP on the flightline. "ANIFROM AIRCRAFT

01 ME ANS KILLtlIMI

For the debriefing portion, a digital tape is
removed from the PRP and inserted into the MPDS. FIGURE 10. PHANTOM RANGE DISPLAY INFORMATION
Data on the tape are compressed for flight activi-

fC 'C..."F"F
[At'ui 5 ' ,

6o'6 -W- I

FIGURE 9. MISSION PLANNING DEBRIEFING STATION FIGURE 11. FLIGHTLINE SUPPORT UNIT
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PHANTOM RANGE EQUIPMENT
FIGURE 1?. F-4E ECM CABLE HARNESS

LOCATION

operating any time power is available at the pylon. NTSUWACISR tooSL -,

(A small rechargeable battery in the PRP maintains oas
volatile memory when aircraft power is off or if ALN41 CAILE TroacwCStO
there is a momentary interrupt.)

Command& for the video displays are sent TO ..

FTGURE ~~ ~ ~ CI 2 F4 EICALEHRNS

through the radar warning system, which in turn uAMIN
generates the appropriate symbology and lights
(V'igure 13). Audio is generated synthetically since
no actual PR? is available. The audio is then
carried to the cockpit over existing wires and
inserted into the intercom system (ICS) by means of
a small jumper cable (Figure 14). The synthetic
audiW generator also creates noise representative of
communications jamming and inserts this into the ICS
in a similar manner. FIGURE 14. JUMPER CABLE PROVIDING AUDIO INTERFACE

By use of such an interface, the operational
radar warning system can function normally, intelligence briefitig would become more and more
displaying real threats detected by the receiver unreliable and threats would pop up where least
simultaneously with Phantom Range threats. Thus the expected. The ultimate condition would be for the
aircraft remains operationally ready at all times. aircrew to fly a mission in which all threats appear

at locations other than those briefed or where no
Finally, pilot action discrete signals, such as expected location information was provided prior to

chaff deploy and jammer switch positions, are flight.
monitored at the pylon and introduced into the
processor. These, together with aircraft maneuvers, Aircrews would be forced to take hard evasive
provide the basis for determining whether the action, deviating from and reacquiring planned
aircrew has performed the proper threat defeat pro- routes, while at the same time finding and turning
cedures within an allowable time. switches on and off as appropriate. (Jammere would

be turned off as soon as a lock was broken so as not
to allow the simulated threat to reacquire through

TRAINING UTILITY on implicit home-on-jam feature.)

The Phantom Range would be located at wing Once aircrews had achieved and were able to
level with 10 to 12 PRPs, 2 MPDSs, and 2 FSUs per maintain requisite proficiency, they would be
wing. Mission modules would be prepared locating prepared to engage in periodic Red Flag exercises
threats along locally accessible, low-level routes where ground personnel operating realistic threat
used as ingress corridors to ordnance delivery emulators would be able to interact with the
ranges or for photo-reconnaissance missions. A aircraft, fire simulated smoke rockets, and provide
number of such modules of varying complexity would the ultimate in realism.
be prepared ranging from one threat at a time and no
coumunications jamiing to a thicket of up to 10
threats displayed simultaneously and heavy CONCLUSIONS
communications jamming. As aircrewe became more
proficient, they would fly more and more complex The Phantom Range permits continuous training
scenarios until they are able to cope with each in all normal tactical air force flying areas,
situation that would have been accurately pre- independent of ranges or ground emitters; it permits
briefed by intelligence and planned for by the the aircraft to remain operationally ready at all
mission leader. times; it provides realistic, increasingly complex

scenarios; it enables the aircrews to interact on a
At this point, threat locations could be real-time basis in flight; and it furnishes the

altered such that the information received in the capability for reconstruction during debriefing.
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By eoins of frequent local training using
Phantom Range, aircrews can be exercised in all
phases of mission planning, flight operations and
tactics, and detailed debriefing so as to maintainthe desired state of proficiency at all times. They
can learn to react instinctively to near-real-world
conditions of high stress loads and surprise.
Should war occur, they would not have to endure the
losses associated with on-the-job training during
the first 10 combat missions, as experienced in
Vietnin.
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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a candidate model for development of wargame-based training systems
and describes the application of that concept during development of the Naval Tactical Came
(NAVTAG) Training System. A wargame-based training system combines the inherent educational
advantages of simulation and gaming with the best features of more formal or conventional meth-
ods of instruction.

Research indicates that gaming simulation has the potential to afford significant advan-
tages over conventional classroom methods of training. This appears to be particularly true
for complex skills such as goal-oriented decision-making. Wargames can be made more effective
by using an integrated development approach based upon the systems approach to instructional
development, and the addition of a complete set of courseware.

Some key features, or characteristics, of wargame-based training systems are that they:

"* Utilize an Instructional Systems Development Approach

"* Provide a Complete Wargame Training Package

* Are Usable in Game or Nongame Modes

"* Are Scenario-Independent

"* Provide Realistic Threat Portrayal

"* Provide Basic and Advanced Modes

"* Are Easily Modified

Other design features include a reasonable level of complexity, realism and playability;
and a requirement for a minimum number of support personnel.

Wargame-based training systems are a unique approach to the special challenges of tactical
decision-making training. The concept is applicable to all services and can easily be expanded
to accommodate the introduction of new technologies, weapons systems and tactics.

The authors illustrate how the design and development of a wargame-based training system
is accomplished by reference to NAVTAG (Naval Tactical Game). NAVTAG will be used aboard ship,
probably in the wardroom, to afford officers an opportunity to enhance through practice (or to
learn, then practice) skills associated with tactics and tactical decision-making. The NAVTAG
Training System is intended to complement other methods of tactical and team training, but
will not attempt to simulate the physical environment or provide a basis for team training.
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INTRODUCTION The development of computers has added another
dimension to the design and use of wargames. Our

Tactical training was an early casualty of the Defense and State Departments make extensive use of
, restrictive budgets and decreased operational tempo computer wargames to plan and analyze policy deci-

of this past decade. As valuable operational train- sions and options. Foreign policy crises have also
ing time declined, the initial tendency was to com- been gamed by civilian and military planners. A
pensate through increased use of real-time simula- recent example of this application of wargaming
tion techniques for team and subteam training; with was the use of gaming by both military and politi-
tactical training an adjunct to other types of cal planners prior to the Isreali raid on Entebbe.
training. In the face of accelerating technological Today manual and automated wargames are in use by
advances and introduction of new systems, tactical all the services. The cost/benefit advantages of
training itself has become more complex and, there- games for training are becoming increasingly spar-
fore, increasingly more expensive. Wargaming has ent as instructional designers become more familiar
been recognized as one way in which to complement with the medium and its applications; often in what
and enhance the overall value of tactical decision- might be considered as new or nontraditional set-
making training. In fact, wargames have been used tings.
for training, in a variety of forms, fora long time.

Published literature contains many articles in TRAINING WITH WARGAMES
the area of instructional systems development and
the use of simulation and games for training pur- An understanding of some of the characteristic
poses. There is, however, very little in the lit- features of wargames is important to an understand-
erature on the development of wargames to be used ing of their use for training.
for training. Recent developments and growing in-
terest in the use of wargames for tactical training Wargames put players in situations that model
applications have underscored the need for a model real world systems or portions of systems. The in-
for development of wargames and related instruc- tention is not to completely duplicate reality, but
tional materials. This paper presents a candidate to provide experiences which are transferable to an
model for development and implementation of wargame- actual operational problem. The important point is
based training systems, within the general frame- that wargames are intentionally not totally realis-
work of the systems approach to development of tic, at least in terms of physical realism. Just
instruction. For our purposes here, a wargame- as we would not want to rely upon a wargame to spe-
based training system is defined as an instruction- cifically predict the outcome of future conflicts

al system which has a wargame as an integral part. (primarily because of the number of variables mod-
The wargame may be used as instructional media re- eled and the assumptions made), we also would not
quiring direct interface with students, or as sup- want our wargame player-students to assume that
port for a simulation exercise, based on indirect their performance in a game, and a specific outcome,
interface with students. are totally transferable to the real world. There-

4 fore, an understanding of the artificialities im-
posed by the wargame is essential to successful

BACKGROUND transfer from the game to the real-world operation-
a] setting.

Wargames combine the elements of both simula-
tion and games in a military context. Simulations Wargames may involve only one player or they
involve the imitation of real-life systems or oper- may involve groups of many players. The players
ations through the use of a variety of techniques strive to achieve certain goals through
including terrain boards, computers and other aids. their participation. At the same time, players are
Games involve some element or level of competition constrained by the scenario and operating proce-
among individuals for the purpose of achieving cer- dures. Successful play sometimes involves agree-
tain pre-specified goals. Wargames bring together ment to abide by conditions which may not exist inthe two concepts of simulation and games in appli- the real world. For example, time may be expanded

cations that Include operational planning, analysis, or compressed during play of the game. In addition,
evaluation, and training. Wargames used for train- players may be assigned roles in the game which do
ing can be of several basic types, Including manual not necessarily conform to those assumed in real
wargames and computer-assisted or automated war- life. Regardless of other characteristics, most
games. (1) wargames include some method to record events,

decisions and results; and to determine winners.
Conflict simulations have long been used to

prepare for combat. One of the better-known In the past, wargames often have been viewed as
accounts of the use of wargames is that of Japanese valuable analytical tools, but lacking in suffici-
preparations for the Battle of Midway. In this ent effectiveness for serious training applications.
elaborate game, Japanese naval officers plaving the It Is the authors' contention that this view is not
role of Americans launched an attack on the Japa- supported by recent experience with the use of war-
nese carrier force, inflicting devastating losses, games by the various services.
When two of the Japanese carriers were sunk, Admiral
Ugakt objected to the umpires' ruling, and the car-
riers were declared safe. In effect, the two car- WARGAME-SPECIFIC ISSUES
riers were "refloated." The game then went on to
indicate the victory at Midway that senior Japanese Although answering questions about the effect-
officers felt wýas inevitable. During the real bat- iveness of wargaming as an instructional medium is
tle, the Japanese carrier force was struck almost outside the scope of this paper, a brief discussion
precisely as indicated by the earlier wargame, but of the advantages and limitations of wargames may
with even more disastrous results for the Japanese, help to set the context for the discussion of the
as all four carriers were lost. (2) development of wargame-based training systems that
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follows, simulations are successful, but not necessarily
superior to, more conventional techniques for teach-

Wargames used for training exhibit advantages ing facts or bodies of knowledge. (5) Simulation
that may be considered in two broad categories: requirements also can be expensive and, therefore,
(1) enhancement of the learning environment; and cost-prohibitive in certain applications.
(2) improvements in instructional management.

Wargames can also be time-consuming and diffi-

Instructional wargames provide opportunities cult to learn how to play. While this limitation
for students to experience, in a controlled environ- has in large measure been overcome by computer auto-
ment, the consequences of decisions which may be mation, automation has its own limitations. For
encountered in an operational setting. A wargame instance, computer automation is expensive and can
can provide the valuable experiences of learning introduce additional artificialities and obstacles
through participation that otherwise could be ob- to transfer of training.
tained only through real-time, full-scale simula-
tions, field exercises, or actual combat operations. Unless a wargame is carefully constructed and
Wargames can help avoid/reduce the costs and diffi- monitored as part of an instructional system, it may
culties often associated with full-scale simula- have a tendency to lead student players to develop
tions, exercises and operations, while providing unrealistic attitudes toward the real world opera-
much of the training value of the more expensive tional environment or their own abilities. Of re-
alternatives. lated concern is the fact that the outcomes of mod-

els incorporated in a wargame rarely can be fully
Proponents of games or wargames for instruc- validated. Empirical validation of models through a

tion point to advantages of increased student moti- "preponderance of evidence" is perhaps the best
vation. Actually, little is known about the moti- means available to validate wargame models.
vational power of games beyond the indications that
the elements of chance, competition and excitement In addition to the potential for development of
tend to stimulate learning. (3) There is little unrealistic attitudes, or expectations, there exists
disagreement that, at a minimum, these elements with wargames the potential that students will use
stimulate participation and, therefore, can the game to reinforce existing biases. The student
enhance the opportunities and potential for learn- thus may bring to the game a "favorite" solution, re-
ing. gardless of the nature of the problem or may tend to

view all problems as being essentially identical.
Because wargames establish situations that (6) Kapper has noted that "the most blatant abuse

evolve with student interactions, they seem to be (of wargames) today...is advocacy." (7) This in-
an effective way to teach the structure and opera- cludes the use of wargames to "sell" programs where
tion of systems. (4) Decision-making skills can be vested interests are at stake, or to denigrate pro-
strengthened through opportunities to see the grams over which there is a disagreement or uncer-
results of a series of decisions unfold. The avail- tainty. An example of this could be the justifica-
ability of such results in the form of near real- tion of a new tactical doctrine through the "re-
time feedback is an advantage of wargaming that sults" of the wargame.
does not always exist in other instructional media;
even including field exercises. The possibility that these limitations and

potential disadvantages will have negative impacts
In addition to the potential for enhancements on training can be lessened through a systems

to thc learning environment, the use of wargames approach to development of wargame-based training.
for instructional purposes has physical and logis- systems.
tic support advantages for instructional management.
Wargames can be designed to be both exportable and

transportable. In fact, the entire instruccional IMPORTANCE OF A SYSTEMS APPROACH
system package can be made relatively small and
light-weight for ease of transportation in the The development of instructional systems has
field or aboard ship. Small packaging also can long been recognized as a complex process. Systems
ease maintenance and repair support requirements. engineering accounts for and demands a reasoned

transition from precise needs statements, to vali-
In certain applications, wargaming can be more dation of problem environment and situation,

cost-effective than other media. The potential to through identification of all alternative solution
bring the instructional package to the individual, candidates and optimal selection, implementation
and to require minimal instructor resources, are and continuing refinement. The instructional sys-
examples of the cost benefits of wargames. tems development procedures followed by the services

are, in fact, the application of systems engineering
Wargaming complements other forms of decision- principles to the problems of training systems devel-

making or tactical training. A wargame can provide opment. The application of these procedures repre-
opportunities to review tactical experiences or to sents the transition from art to quasi-science in
prepare for future exercises. Areas of individual the development of instructional systems. When the
weakness in prerequisite knowledge can be easily problems of the unique characteristics and varied
identified in a wargame environment. Wargames may implementation philosophies of wargame-based train-
also be tailored to specific needs; such as time ing systems were confronted, it was logical that the
available for training. Thus, wargames can provide instructional systems development model be utilized
for regular proficiency and refresher training for as the basis for development of a tailored model.
tactical decision-makers; working easily around
other demands on an individual's or group's time. One of the challenges in the adaptation of the

instructional systems development model is that the
Although there are numerous advantages, there media selection process often has been obviated by

are also limitations to the use of wargames for decisions which preceded analysis of the training
training. Research indicates that instructional needs. Validation of the results of wargame
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exercises present yet another challenge. This situ- The authors have developed a candidate model
ation is further exacerbated by the paucity of real for development of wargame-based training systems.
data to validate model and strategy effectiveness. This model includes appropriate parts of the model
For these reasons, considerable effort has gone in- for the systems approach to development of training
to ensuring significant subject matter expert inputs materials. As currently configured, there are 12

A and reviews during the development process. Further, steps in the model, as discussed in the following
because of the additional impact of new weapons/ se'.tion.
sensors technology, much more emphasis has been
placed on the evaluation and management phases after
implementation of the wargame-based training system. DEVELOPMENT OF WARGAME-BASED TRAINING SYSTEMS
The known complexity and problems in the development
of cost/training effective and efficient instruc- Figure 1 illustrates the 12 steps in the
tional systems, when coupled with the unique prob- development of wargame-based training systems. Al-
lems and characteristics of wargaming, underscore though the model is portrayed in a linear fashion,
the requirement that the technology of instructional it is not a requirement that each step be conducted
systems development be adapted to produce an opera- sequentially. Some activities may be accomplished
tional model for development of wargame-based concurrently, or even out of sequence.
train.ng systems.

STEPS IN DEVELOPMENT OF A WARGAME-BASED TRAINING SYSTEM

CONDUCT CONDUCT DESIGNDELOCNUT
TRAINIIPG TRAINING WARGAME-ASED INITIAL INITIAL
PROBLEM ANALYSIS TRAINING INITOTYPE EVALUATIOIA
ANALYSES 1 AND 2.0 PROTOTY EVALUATIONSI SYT

PRODUCE 
CONDUCT 

PROOUCE

LIMITED EVALUATION OPERATIONAL CONDUCT CONTINUING

PUANTITY OF OF TRAINING FINAL MANAGEMENT STEP 1.0PR OTOTYPE 6. O PR OTOTYPE li.0 SYSTEM S.OU T CI I 1S.PPOR.0

I P E E TIM PLEM ENT 
.,

US FIEPoMNT OPE RAIO AL.

PROTOTYPE TRAINING i7.0 SYSTEM 10.01

LEGEND

DEVELOPMENT
PATH

FEEDIIACK
PATH

'I,

Figure 1. Steps in Development of a Wargame-Based Training System

Discussion of the model will focus on the ac- Step 1.0 involves the analysis of the training

tivities to be accomplished during each step, and problem, and is similar to the first two steps out-
the products which will result from those activi- lined in MIL-T-29053B (Military Specification: A

ties. Where the mcdel closely follows the instruc- Requirements for Training System Dev;elopment). The
tional systems development model, little informa- primary products of this step are a Problem Analysis
tion will be presented, as this information is Report and a Iraining System Development Plan,
available elsewhere. Instead, unique activities which together specify the approach required for

and/or products of this model will be described in development and implementation of the training
some detail. Considerations for development of system.

automated systems are also presented.
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Step 2.0, training analysis an~d design, in- decisions imposed on the use of the model) the de-

volves the analysis activities included in Phases I velopment of a wargame-based training system may

and 1I of the instructional systems development begin with Step 3.0. A considerable stress, how-

ever, will be placed on the development process
(and on the developers of the system), since the

The primary products of Steps 1.0 and 2.0, results of the decision, or lack of sufficient an-

then, should be a list of tasks selected for train- alysis, can create problems later in the process.

ing and a list of hierarchial, or sequenced learn-

ing objectives. These become primary inputs to Step 3.0 - Design WarRam-Based Training System

Step 3.0, design of the wargame-based training

system. 
The activities that take place during Step 3.0

are illustrated in Figure 2. Activities 3.1 and

Although not unique to the development of this 3.2 involve the specification of learning activi-

type of training system, it is important for the ties (emphasizing the type and methods of feedback

reader to recognize that, given the exigencies of to be provided to students) and specification of

operating in the "real-world," it is possible that the instructional management plan. Through these

some decisions - including media selection - may be activities, the instructional developer should look

used in place of original research. If the activi- to verify the selection and appropriateness of the

ties required in Steps 1.0 and 2.0 have been com- wargame medium and to determine how the instruc-

pleted (o the need for such activities obviated by tional system is to be packaged and implemented.

STEP 3.0 - DESIGN THE TRAINING SYSTEM

WARGAM1ASIED
TRAINING

~ I
LEARNING ITRVIAL DEVELOP DN SIMULATIOS/GUIDELINES A14 MAAEMEN FUNCr IONL INRTRUTIONAL GARMING

S EMI T|FORTiM 3, • EPLAN ANDDiVR ET.Cv. :

EFINE EVEL EVALUATE DESIGN ACK al D EMATON4

1EALITY OEL MODEL SUIMYSTIM IIUYETEM UIRSYSTEM

383. S.. 3J.10 2.11

Figure 2. Step 3.0 - Design the Wargame-Based Training System.

Activity 3.3 focuses on the wargame, itself. • Should the game be in the open or closed mode?

The functional characteristics of the wargane (and

the total system) should reflect the results of The game's functional characteristics, instruc-

many decisions, all made in the context of the tional management plan and learning objectives will

learning objectives. Some of these decisions in- serve as the primary inputs to the design of the

clude resolution of these issues: training system. The remaining steps involve the

design o various subsystems of the training sys-

• Is the game to be used for practice only, or tems. The subsystems of a wargame-based training

will it be used as an instructional delivery system, illustrated in Figure 3, include:

device? d Instructional Subsystem

0 Should the game be manual, computer-assisted
or fully automated? * Simulation/Game Subsystem

* Should the wargame be free-play or scripted? * Critique/Feedback Subsystem

• Should the wargame be one-sided or two-sided? * Implementation Subsystem
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COMPONENTS OF SUBSYSTEMS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARYSCNRO

ISTRUCTIONAL

SX SUBSYSTEM

;~/ f
IMPLEMENTATION • CRITIQUE/FEEDBACK

~ IFigure 3. Wargame-Based Training Subsystems and Components

documentation for the model, including a bibliogra-
Activity 3.4, design of the Instructional Sub- phy and list of references and a record of the

system, results in the curriculum outline, lesson decision processes involved in model development
plan and scenario requirements, and design criteria (i.e., assumptions and rationale).
for the Implementation Subsystem.

The Critique/Feedback Subsystem is primarily
The specification of the simulation/gaming concerned with student and game performance moni-

requirements (Activity 3.5) results in design cri- toring and evaluation. The design of the Critique/
teria for the wargame, using as primary inputs the Feedback Subsystem should provide preliminary an-Swargame functional characteristics and the planned swers to such questions as: How will the instructor/Scurriculum outline. controller use the gaeand instructional materials

to beat instructional advantage? What should be:• Prior to completion of the design of the Simu- the methods of recording critical events, decisionsS~lation/Game Subsystem, the model requires develop- and outcomes?

ment of various models of reality. This develop-
ment requires a definition of reality in the form The Implementation Subsystem design should

.. of a conceptual model (Activity 3.6), the develop- provide for complete implementation guidance for
•'•ment and documentation of an operational model instructors, controllers and players. The design,

(Activity 3.7) and the evaluation of the model, in therefore, should include development of a list of
i terms of completeness, content validity, level of tasks selected for training and a set of learning

. specificity, and fidelity (Activity 3.8). Once objectives for those positions.
Sagain, throughout the activities culminating in the

Simulation/Came Subsystem design, there should be Step 4.0 - Develop Initial Prototype
constant reference to the goal of the system as
evidenced by the learning objectives and other prod- This step is illustrated in Figure 4. The sub-
ucts of earlier activities. In addition, it is system designs from 3.0 provide the primary inputs
essential that these activities result in detailed to the development activities in Step 4.0.
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STEP 4.0 - DEVELOP THE INITIAL PROTOTYPE

INITIALO
PROTOTYPE

44.0

-DEVELOP EVALUATE DEVELOPDELODVLP

UMULATION/AME UIMULATION/OAME INSTRUCTIONAL CRTO IWLEMENTATION
SUBSYSTEM 4.1 SUSYSTEM 42 SUBSYSTEM 4.3LSUBSYSTFEEDBACK - Y5

COMPLETE

INTEGRATE DEVELOPMENT
SUBSYSTEMS OF PROTOTYPE STEP 5.0

TRAINING
4.6 SYSTEM 4.7

Figure 4. Step 4.0- Develop the Initial Prototype

The Simulation/Game Subsystem development The Implementation Subsystem developed through
should result in development of the game rules and Activity 4.5 will consist of instructor's guides,
procedures and physical components. Model hardware controller's guides, player's guides and the exec-
and software, as required, will also be developed utive guide or executive summary.
during this activity. Before completion of develop-
ment of the Instructional Subsystem, Activity 4.3, Upon completion of initial subsystems develop-
the Simulation/Game Subsystem should be evaluated ment, the subsystems must be integrated into an
in relation to the design criteria of workability, initial prototype training system. Integratioui

playability, validity and fidelity. The Simulation/ activity should point to additional changes required
Game Subsystem evaluation report will provide valu- in the initial prototype subsystems and components
able input to the development of the Instructional prior to commencement of initial prototype evalua-
Subsystem; particularly in the development of sys- tion in Step 5.0.
tem training capabilities and limitations. Step 5.0 - Conduct Initial Evaluations

In addition to the lesson plans, scenarios, and
training capabilities and limitations, the Instruc- The primary purpose of Step 5.0 is the overall
tional Subsystem should provide a matrix, or cross- effectiveness of the initial prototype system prior
index,, of learning objectives and lesson plans. to a decision to produce limited quantities of the

prototype. These evaluations can best be arrangedThe development of the Critique/Feedback Sub- in three phases: (1) in-house evaluations;

system in Activity 4.4 will result in the instruc- (2) appraisal by subject matter experts; and (3) one

tions and procedures necessary to evaluate student or more sets of external evaluations.
performance. Because the instructors and control-
lers, as well as players, will be principal users The initial evaluations should be directed to-

of the Critique/Feedback Subsystems, the develop- ward answering questions such as:

ment of this subsystem can be expected to impact

the development of learning objectives for these 0 Are the lesson materials and game mutually

positions and, therefore, the design and develop- supportive uf the prescribed learning objec-

- ment of the Implementation Subsystem. tive?
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0 Do the instructor, controller and player A second evaluation step (step 8.0) should

guides provide sufficient guidance for game follow distribution of the prototype games to se-
play, player performance evaluation and lected units. This evaluation should be conducted
critique? by unbiased sample groups from the target popula-

tion. The primary purpose here is to evaluate the
0 Is the game reliable in that the simulation training system in its intended setting and without

model yields consistent results? interferences on the part of the system developers.
Final modifications to the training system may be

* Does the system exhibit the degree of fidel- required, based on analysis of the utilization
ity intended (i.e., are the simulations data.
realistic and reflective of the real world)?

Steps 9.0 and 10.0 of the development model
* Is the system playable in a physical sense? involve production and implementation of the oper-

Are the procedures easily understood and ational training system. Step 11.0 provides for
does the system meet prescribed criteria for "final" evaluation over the long-term following
such considerations as readability, time to full-scale implementation. This evaluation can,
play, and physical characteristicsl Is the and should be conducted using a variety of infor-
game/simulation interesting? mation sources, including regular feedback, period-

ic sampling of users, questionnaires and personal
0 Does the system have validity in terms of observations. A specific goal of the ongoing eval-

reasonableness, realism, and comprehensive- uation activities should be to ensure that the sys-
ness? Is the appropriate mix of simulation, tem game, scenarios and courseware continue to
automation, activity and player interaction accurately reflect real-woild operational capabili-
provided? ties and doctrine.

In house evaluation should be an extension of Step 12.0 involves the various well-established
the iterative processes of design, develop, test activities associated with providing continuing
and revise begun in earlier steps. A design review management support/services to the users of the
checklist should be developed for use in this acti- training system.
vity, which can, and should, begin prior to comple-
tion of the initial prototype system.

DEVELOPMENT OF DATA PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS
Subject-matter expert appraisal can be accom-

plished with the assistance of the Fleet Project As mentioned earlier, the design of a wargame-
Team, Reserve Training Units, Tactical Training based training system may require use of a digital
groups, or similar activities, as appropriate. It computer. Use of the computer is generally speci-
will be necessary to carefully plan and schedule fied for many reasons: to speed up play; to allow
this activity, as well as to provide a complete for utilization of more sophisticated models; to
package of data collection materials and appraisal permit storage and use of much more data; to pro-
guidance. vide for more complex interaction with the player;

to allow for easier employment of stochastic mod-
The third activity in this step requires one or els; for ease of gathering statistical and analyti-

more series of external evaluations. Actually, cal data; and/or to eliminate the need for many
"external evaluation" is a misnomer in that these human player/decision-makers.
activir~.es involve implementation of the system
usin': representative members of the target popula- Automated wargames fall into three general
tion. An intensive data collection effort is re- categories of increasing difficulty and implements-
quired, focusing on each aspect of the training tional sophistication: Computer Assisted, Inter-
sy"' i. Depending upon the results of the first active and Computerized wargames. In each of these

i. il evaluation, a second or even third evalu- categories, the data processing (DP) requirements
may be required. that must be addressed are: iprocessing, fast mem-

ory, input, output, software language, and oper-
"-9 6.0 involves production of limited numbers ating system. This section will address a method

of t. rototype system. The initial activity is for developing an accurate needs estimate for a
the development of a production strategy, to include generic wargame-based training system's data pro-
identification of government and contractor- ceasing requirements. It is assumed that once an
furnished -'terial requirements and a production accurate data processing needs estimate has been
plan. Su equent activities require the prepara- developed, implementation of these requirements
tion of p. ocurement packages and tasking for cogni- will be accomplished in the generally accepted
zant go,.ernment activities. The remaining activi- fashion for computerized training devices (ortiessio ii. !opteie stepin invilve cotatoraemn n
ties ii. Is step involve contract management and training devices with embedded computers), and ac-
completion of the prototype. Step 6.0 is an adap- cording to the established procedures for such de-
tation of the "fly before buy concept" employed vices, Military Standard for Trainer System Soft-with success in other areas. ware Development, MIL-STD-1644 (TD) 7 March 1979.

SThe prototype training system is implenented Proper development of the device data process-
in Step 7.0. The first activity is to develop an ing requirements requires integrated analysis per-
implementation plan that will establish the sched- formed in a linear, staged fashion of increasing
ule and procedures, and assign responsibilities for effort and sophistication. The authors have devel-
prototype implementation. Prior to distribution of oped a nine step model defining the data processing
the prototype systems, one or more courses of in- requirements effort (See Figure 5). This process
struction will be required for those personnel as- will answer the critical questions in the seven
signed as instructors/controllers, data processing areas detailed above.
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DEVELOPMENT OF DATA PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS

INTEGRATE AND DESIGN TESTS IMPLEMENT AND
ANALYZE IDENTIFY, FOR PERFORM TESTS
OPERATIONAL -- 1wDOCUMENT AREA IN HIGH RISK
REQUIREMENTS HIGH RISK AREAS ARESOLUTIONHAREASK

1 3 4

AAYETEST IDNIYMJR DESIGN IMPLEMENT
RU TASKIO INTEGRATED FEASIBILITY

REFINE ESTIMATES 0INTEGRATED FEASIILITY MOOEL ANDRESOLVE RISK FEASIBILITY AUTOMATION AND PERFORM TESTS

AREAS S TESTING a TESTS5

"- - - - - LEGEND:WOKP

ANALYZE TEST - MAJORImL• RESULTS ,WORK FLOW
REFINE ESTIMATES FEEDBACK9----m• LOOPS

Figure 5. Development of Data Processing Requirements

In the processor area, analysis and tests are Referring again to Figure 5, the first step in
conducted which integrate size and weight limita- the development of the wargame-based training sys-
tions with model complexities to determine the re- tem data processing requirements is integration
quired speed of computation. These tests must and analysis of the device operational requirements.
necessarily also address the issue of language, This activity will result in a list of automation
operating system, and mass and fast memory. These tasks and an initial DP needs estimate. For NAVTAG,
processes will define, for example, whether a this process resulted in preliminary selection of a
micro-, mini- or main-frame computer is required. micro-computer using a high order language in an off-
The issues of higher order language vs. machine the-shelf operating system environment.
language and standard off-the-shelf vs. a tailored
operating system will also be addressed. The war- In Step 2, the list of automation tasks is re-
game model complexity, supporting data requirements, viewed in the context of the initial DP needs esti-
number and sophistication of participants and en- mate to identify the high risk areas for the chosen
vironment will be analyzed to provide inputs to the approach. The list of high risk areas for the
mass and fast memory requirements. Options avail- NAVTAG device included the capability of a micro-
able for player/participant inputs include type- computer to store, position update and legibly
writer keyboard, joysticks, light pens, trackballs, geographically plot the positions of an adequate

resistance pot.,, push buttons/switches, graphics, number of platforms within reasonable time and
tablets and voice recognition. The capabilities memory limitations, and the capability of micro-
must be matched against the wargame input require- computer peripheral storage devices to store all of
ments and user skills. Typical output character- the required information.
istics include printer/hardcopy and cathode ray
tube units; their speed of operation, number of The third step of the development effort de-
lines and characters per line, graphics resolutions signs tests which will aid in resolution of the
(line drawing or raster), colors and the number of high-risk issues. A representative micro-computer
words/phrases for voice output. Output require- and disk storage system was selected to implement
ments address the system's need for communication test programs for NAVTAG. Software design specifi-
of instructions, computation and interaction re- cations were developed which addressed the storage,
sults, and situation reports/plots to the players position update and geographical plotting of a vari-
and controllers. Data access speeds and transfer able number of platforms. In general, this step
rates within the processor and to its various per- results in test specifications designed to generate
ipheral devices are important concerns for proces- the timing, storage and graphics data necessary to
sor timing, mass and fast memory selection, and adequately lower the initial risk level for the
input/output operations. identified tasks.
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In the fourth step, the test specifications the feasibility model test results and documents-
from the previous step are implemented in software tion. This analysis refines and completes the es-
and performed on the representative hardware. The timate of the wargame-based training system's DP
timing, storage and graphics data and results gen- requirements. This step also results in the iden-

Serated by the test are captured and documented. tification of interrelationships and system overall
These data are analyzed and used to refine the ini- integration and communication (input/output) re-Stial estimates of the DP requirements in the fifth quirements. The analysis of the NAVTAG feasibility
step. rhe outputs from this stage are the interim model produced many significant results that drama-
DP needs estimate and the documentation of the re- tically aided in procurement of the pre-production
solution of the high-risk issues. It is at this prototype. It was at this stage that the need for
stage that high-risk automation tasks can be use of a compilable higher order language, instead
dropped, modified or used to justify more capable of an interpreted language; and the need for an 80
equipment/software, depending upon their priority column (rather than a 40 column) display was demon-
and complexity, Analysis of the results of the strated. Other important results included an ac-
NAVTAG high-risk area software demonstrated that curate data base, fast memory and source code esti-
reasonable, effective and low-cost solutions exis- mates. This information proved to be of great use
ted for these issues. during the competition prior to award of the con-

tract.
With the high-risk automation issues resolved,

the sixth step addresses the identification of the Utilization of this procedure to define the
major automation tasks that require integrated wargame-based training system data processing re-
feasibility testing. In this step, the interrela- quireitents produces a low-risk, low cost system,
tionship and dependencies of the major tasks and while maintaining the desired level of performance.
the special input/output requirements are analyzed. This process saves money and lowers risk through
This study produces a list of those critical links studied efforts to improve the device through
and input/output functions that require feasibility early identification of high-risk areas and refine-
testing to more completely define the system DP re- ment of DP requirettents% based on hardware evalua-
quirements. For the NAVTAG training system, major tions and Foftware development and testing. A
automation tasks were movement, electronics, weap- further benefit is that the amount and complexity
ons utilization and damage assessment. The feasi- of the device's final source code can be much more
bility issues concerned the interrelationship of accurately estimated.
these varied tasks through the rules of the manual
game and the common database required. Of concern
was the computer reaction and computation times for CONCLUSIOIS
the varied tasks, and the form and format of commu-
nications with the system user(s). This paper has presented a candidate model for

the development of wargame-based training systems.
The design of a limited, yet integrated feasi- This model is evolutionary; its application to real

bility automation and test plan is accomplished in world situations has been limited. It is under-
the seventh step. The tests are constructed to going revisions as it is currently being used and
validate the interim DP requirements and to evalu- evaluated for future applications,
ate the feasibility of the critical linkage and
communication concepts contained in the system de- The model was developed based upon the broader
sign. The automation tests and design for the principles exemplified by the instructional system
NAVTAG feasibility model were developed in an iter- development model and the large body of research
ative fashion between computer scientists, train- already completed on instructional games and simu-
ing and education specialists and a naval subject lations. The experiences of both the Army and Navy
matter expert. This approach assured validity of in developing wargames for training during the past
design prior to feasibility model implementation, ten years was also a significant factor.
It was decided to model two ships for surface in-
teractions only because of time and cost consider- The need for a detailed development model for
ations. The game, however, still contained all of wargame-based training systems was recognized bythe major automation tasks to be tested, the authors after they jointly became involved with

the development of the Naval Tactical Game (NAVTAG).
The eighth step is the implementation of the It was also considered to be of benefit to the

feasibility model designed in the previous step, various services and to industry because of the in-
and utilization of that model to accomplish the creased interest in the use of wargames for train-
limited testing specified. The output of this step ing and the numerous potential applications for
is the feasibility model and documentation of the such systems throughout the Department of Defense.
success of the tests, including data on the perfor-
mance and acceptability of the critical automation
tasks, linkages and communication strategies. It The need for regular proficiency training for
is interesting to note that, in spite of consider- tactical decision-making has long been recognized.
able subject matter expert input in development of Wargames are one way of providing combat leaders
the NAVTAG feasibility model, significant .ework was with experience in the operational impact of their
required after the initial implementation. Rede- decisions. When properly developed and implemented,
sign was necessary to achieve correct terminology wargames can provide valuable training to tactical
usage; to assure straightforward and complete pre- commanders in all the services. However, it is im-
sentation of the results of computer activities, portant that the reader understand the authors do
and background data and options available to the not offer wargame-based training systems as a pan-
user. The requirement for this redesign pointed to scea for all tactical training problems. Applica-
the need for a model for development of wargame- tions of this model (or appropriate variations) will
based training systems. increase the probability that such instruction will

be both cost and training effective/efficient. The
The ninth and final step includes analysis of use of the instructional systems development model
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as a basis for this model allows for simultaneous (2) Somers, D.W., Clark, H.H., Watson, R.C.,
optimization of both the wargame and the instruc- Hopkins, H.V., Sweetser, W.E., and Keller, G.J.,
tional system. Interfacing Navy and Marine Corps War Gaming

Systems. The Naval War College for Advanced
Variations of this model are being used as the Research, The United States Naval War College,

basis for development of a number of wargame-based June 1979.
training systems at the Naval Training Equipment
Center. The success achieved through application (3) Boocock, S.S. and Coleman, J.S., Games with
of the model to date has been excellent, with the Simulated Environments in Learning. Sociology
Naval Tactical Game (NAVTAG) most notable. Spe- of Education 39, no. 3, Summer 1966.
cific examples of the application of this model to
NAVTAG development program have been included in (4) Abt, C.S., Serious Games. New York: The
this paper, where appropriate, to further explain Viking Press, 1970
and demonstrate the intent of this model. Notable
benefits to that program from use of this model (5) Cherryholmes, C.H., Some Current Research on
have been reported. A subsequent effort will ad- Effectiveness of Educational Simulations:
dress the application of a variation of this model, Implications for Alternative Strategies.
including each of the twelve steps to the develop- American Behavioral Scientist 10, no. 2,
ment of a manual wargame-based training system for October 1966.
the USMC.

(6) Interservice Procedures for Instructional Sys-
Consideration should also be given to utiliz- tems Development, NAVEDTRA 106, (Phase III:

ing the model presented in this paper for defining Develop). I August 1975.
the data processing requirements whenever computers
are used as part of the training system. (7) Kapper, F.B., The Simulation of Crisis.

As noted earlier, this paper does not attempt
to define all the advantages and disadvantages for ABOUT THE AUTHORS
using wargame-based training systems, nor to de-
scribe in any great detail the media selection pro-- Mr. L. Robert Ogus is a Training Systems Ana-
cess which would result in identification of the lyst in the Training Systems Analysis and Design
need for a wargame-based system. It is the authors' Division at the Naval Training Equipment Center
opinion that the criticality of the duties of our (NAVTRAEQUIPCEN). He is currently Acquisition
tactical decision-makers, in all services, requires Director for the Automated Naval Tactical Game
that any and all reasonably effective approaches be Training System and development Team Leader for a
pursued, and that no one solution be offered as a family of manual wargame-based training systems for
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leaders. The fact that wargames - or wargame-based EQUIPCEN, Mr. Ogus worked for the U.S. Army, con-
training systems - can be used to provide a partial tributing to the research and development of vari-
solution to those needs is well recognized. The ous battle simulations. He received his B.A. degree
model presented herein provides one possible frame- from Widener University, and completed additional
work for achieving those goals in a cost/training course work in the Georgia State University System.
effective and efficient manner. The validity of
this model will be tested in the cauldron of real Mr. James R. Jancaitis is a Computer Scientist
world application during the coming year, and the Consultant with Advanced Technology, Inc. and the
results reported in a subsequent paper. Director of Computer Science for Phoenix Corpora-
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"solution of scientific problems in the areas of
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A UNIQUE RADAR WARNING EQUIPMENT TRAINER CONCEPT
BASED ON DIGITAL STIMULATION

Daniel Marcheqiani, Alfred Tesler, and Andy Werhack
Applied Technology, A Division of ITEK Coproration

ABSTRACT

Prior techniques in EW training equipment desiqns have used either the approach of signal injec-
tion into operational EW equipment or the approach of %oftware real-time modeling of the EW equipment
and environment. The analog injection approach preserves the signal processing characteristics and
anomalies of the EW equipment, but is costly and difficult to maintain and keep calibrated. The soft-
ware model approach is easily maintained and offers excellent simulation repeatability, but the real-
ism is limited to the deqree in which the math model simulates the equipment and environment. The new
approach presented in this paper offers the realism advantages of the signal injection approach plus
the repeatability and maintainability of the software modeling approach. Instead of injecting analog
RF signals or video level signals into the operational EW equipment analog to digital (A/D) signal
converter, the new approach bypasses the A/D converter and injects digitally formatted signals
directly into the EW processor data collection buffer. This approach uses general purpose digital
computer equipment to generate the real-time digital pulse data and uses the operational EW equipment
to process the data. All the processing characteristics and anomalies are preserved in the EW equip-
ment, and the repeatability and maintainability of digital versus analog signal generators are pro-
vided.

INTRODUCTION

Ibis paper describes a new and unique environment, R$S and training exercises
trainer design concept for a simulator to are provided by an instructor's console
be used in training pilots and electronic interfacing with the simulation computer.
warfare (EW) officers in the use of radar
warning system (RWS). Past approaches Whether designed for application as a
have either employed RF level stimulation, task training device or integrated into
video level stimulation, or software simu- operational flight or weapon system
lation of the RWS. However, with the trainers, this digital stimulation concept
state-of-the-art trend toward digital RWS should provide the foundation for low
and digital signal processing, a new ave- cost, realistic, reliable and easily main-
nue has been opened up, digital stimula- tainable EW training devices.
tion. As used in the text of this paper,
digital stimulation is defined as the in- REQUIREMENTS
jection of digitized radar data into the
direct memory access (DMA) buffers of an Performance Requirements
operational RWS. This new design incor-
porates the operational signal processor A radar warning system trainer (RWST)
with its complex software, threat library, must meet a number of performance
I/O units, displays and control boxes. requirements to be an effective training
The operational equipment analog to diqi- device. It must be able to reproduce (on
tal signal converter is replaced by an in- a real-time basis) all the visual and au-
terface to a general purpose simulation dip cues that the actual system produces
computer. The simulation computer qener- in the same conditions of flight and
ates digital words which the RWS signal threat environments. All character move-
converter would have generated under the ments or strobes on displays, lighted leg-
same operating conditions. All RWS re- ends, audio tones and beeps, and system
sponse times, reactions to ambiguous reaction to control switches must function
threats, and simulation of most system as if the operational equipment were ac-
anomalies are guaranteed, since the actual tively being used. Realism, accuracy, and
on-board signal processing equipment is repeatability of the cues are important to
used. the trainee. However, the degree of real-

ism should not extend beyond the threshold
Simulation of the EW environment and of cue discernment for most pilots for the

accurate modeling of the RWS antennas, re- system to be properly cost-effective.
ceivers, and signal digitizing modules are
performed in software on the general-pur- The specific performance requirements
Dose computer. Real-time line-of-siaht, of an RWST can be divided into several
relative posi.tion, aircraft orientation, categories, as follows:and emitter propagation effects are also
performed by this simulation computer to S Airborne Equipment Simulation
provide a continuous stream of information All displays, controls and audio tones as-
to the RWS computer and signal processing sociated with the RWS during both normal
software, and failure modes of operation must be

realistically simulated, including signal
As in most training devices, monitor- processing anomalies such as delay times, 4

inq and control of the simulated threat false alarming, misidentifications and DF
wander.
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0 EW Environment Simulation (ECbi) must be taken into account, alonqK'Radar threat models need to be simu ated with the measurement of pilot reaction
with those characteristics which influence tim-es to enqaae the Dr-Onet E(4 or make
the resnocse of the RWS, such as pulse re- nrwor evasive aircraft maneuvers to mini-
netition initervals, transrnittinq frequen- mize the probability of kill.Icy, scan modulation, correlation of mis-
sile quidance Uplinks, and oulse synchron- The development of on-hoard equioment
ization with other threats. simulation requires an understandina of

the elements of an airborne radar sys-
* RWS and Environment Interaction tern. Fiqure I shows the physical Com1o-

Emitter mode `swiTTchln~qas a function nents of the AN/ALR-67. a typical airborne
ranqe from the aircraft, and the reaction system built by ATI. Fiqure 2 presents a
of Pemitters to electronic co untermea sutres hlqhly simplified block diaqrarn of a

~jFila, 1. Cnloin'vnnts -f tqe A'J!ALR-67 Radar 'Warn ini System.

A
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representative airborne RWS consisting of are simulated or stimulated, certain char-
directional antennas, RF cables, radar re- acteristics must be preserved if the pilot
ceivers, a signal digitizer, a signal is to he given realistic cues. As a mini-
analyzer, a threat library, a control/in- mum, the following factors must be taken
dicator panel, an azimuth display, and into account to achieve realistic system
audio output. An EN'4 system may he a part performance:
of, or directlv interfaced with, the RWS.

u Antennas - Three-dimensional re-
Free-space radar signals are picked ception gain p-a-tt-ern as a function of ele-

up by the antennas, sent through RF.cables vation and azimuth incident angles and

to receivers, and converted by video am- signal carrier frequency, movement dyna-
olifiers into voltage level signals. The mics: and masking of the aircraft
signals are then digitized into a set of
data words containino time of arrival, an- 0 RF Cables - Signal power loss as
qle of arrival, amolitude, pulse width, a function of-cable length and siqnal fre.,
transmitting frequency or hand, and var- quency
ious tags or flags. The diqital pulses
are deinterleaved and processed by the . Receivers - Milliwatt inout to
analyzer to determine pulse repetition in- millivolt outputp transfer characteristics
tervals (PRI), amplitude modulation chay- for video amplifier: triolexer or quadru-
acteristics, and other siqnal siqna- plexer filter skirts: characteristics of
tures. These processed siqnals are then local oscillators or mixers
compared to the signatures of known
threats in order to make an identification 0 Signal Diqitizer - Millivolt in-
and assign the appropriate display sn- PUt to diqital word output transfer func-
bol. The azimuth display and control/in- tions, including effects of signal walk-
dicator panel are driven by the analyzew throuqhs and dead times between pulses
to display to the pilot the presence of
the detected threat, siqnal angle of ar- 0 Analyzer - Siqnal processing al-
rival, relative threat lethality, and sys- qorithms, TTii ays, reaction to missing
tem status. Fiqure . shows a typical azi- pulses and pulse walkthrouqh effects:
muth display from a modern RWS system. In threat ambiguity resolutions-, reaction to
so-e systems, audio identification, alert, pilot 'node selection
and warninQ tones are also oroduced.

* Threat Library,- Specific threat
Whether the elements OF suich a svsten parameter limits
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Figure 3. Typical RWS Azimuth lisnlav

0 Displays and Controls - Refresh Frequency Modulation - Band
rates, uopate rates, symbology, intensity switching and frequency hopping effects
effects, synchronization of display sym-
bols. with lighted legends and audio tones 0 Guidance Siqnals - Realistic

pattern and correlations
The requirements for equipment simu-

lation also apply to threat environment Simulation of the RWS/environment in-
simulation. All possible modes of a teraction may vary widely. A simple model
threat emitter that may emanate from a pi- would require that each threat have pro-
lot's warning equipment must be simulated qrammable modes of operation as a function
to provide a sufficient level of real- of range to the aircraft, including line-
ism. Some of the threat environment char- of-sight and space loss propagation ef-
acteristics that must be considered are: fects. A more sophisticated model would

orogram threat emitters to change modes of
0 Radiating Beam Patterns - Beam operation and interact with other emitters

shape, and radiated power as function of as a function of passive and active ECM
modes of operation employed by the pilot of the simulated

aircraft. It should also be noted that
0 Scan Pattern - Searching and whatever the degree of interactive simula-

tracking scan patterns such as circular, tion required for an RWST, the effects may
conical and raster scans need to be coordinated with other training

or simulation systems. For examnle, the
* Pulse Modulation - High and low number of threats, location, orientation

pulse repetition frequenicy modes; stag- and modes of operation must be coordinated
gered, jittered and pulse frequency modu- with simulated visual and radar land mass
lation systems, when such systems are part of a

trainer.
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Instruction Control Requirements

To be an effective training tool, an threat environment data base and set of
RWST must possess certain on-line and off- instructor control functions. A trainee
line instructor control features. The re- can optimize his mission effectiveness
quired on-line features include: only when his RWS proficiency is mastered

in coordination with other on-board sys-
0 A tactical situation display tems in a variety of tactical situations.

(TSD) showing the current position of all
threats in the environment along with the In addition to the regular instructor
RWS aircraft position and heading consoles, some RWSTs may have special aux-

iliary control terminals to permit maneu-
0 Means of monitoring and con- vering and control of special emitters

trolling the location and modes of (e.g., airborne interceptors) in real time
operation of each simulated threat to simulate realistic dynamic engagement

scenarios.
* Real-time duplication of dis-

plays and audio tones sensed by the Another important interface is with
trainee, the flight simulation computer. RWST

training is generally performed in con-
* Means of injecting and deleting junction with flight treininq to allow the

simulated RWS equipment malfunctions trairee to perform simultaneous ,ehirle
;ontrol alonq with EW engagement. The

* Mission record and playback con- host simlator computer must provide per-
trol functions, along with situational ioJdic information to the RWST indicating
freeze and reset controls host vehicle position, speed, headinq, al-

titu~e, attitude (e.g., pitch, roll, imin
A part from the on-line instructor yaw of aircraft) and other pertinent ve-

control features which provide the general hiclk effects. In turn, the RWST will
training exercise and simulated mission provide to the host vehicle system simula-
monitoring and control functions, there is tor inputs that might affect subsystems
the category of off-line instructor con- within the host vehicle simulator (e.g.,
trol features. The creation of training acoustic signals to the operator, sound
scenarios is the primary off-line func- effects, status of threats as they would
tion. Prior to training exercises, the affect radars in the vehicle).
instructor must be able to conveniently
build, modify, or select simulated threat If the host vehicle simulator has a
environments. This requires an interac- visual display to provide the trainee
tive threat data base editing capability realistic images simulating the opera-
as well as mass storage facilities to hold tional environment, it is extremely
and reload previously constructed scenar- important that the EW engagement stays
ios. synchronized with the appropriate

images. For example, to simulate the
Interface Requirements destruction of emitter sites, it is

necessary to coordinate the visual images
The RWST may need to interface with a with loss of signal on the RWS display and

number cf the following external systems: possibly loss of target on the host
simulator's radar landmass display.

* Host simulator instructor's

console The earth effects simulator provides
inputs to the EW simulator on terrain or

* Auxiliary control terminals environmental factors which will establish
whether emitters are hidden and whether

* Host simulator computer system their respective signals may have delays,
attenuation, distortion, and/or multiple

* Earth effects simulator reflections.

* EOM subsystems If E04 effects are to be included,
the deployment of [04 by the trainee must

* Other detection subsystems be sensed and the likely effects of emit-
ter track loss or mode chanqes must be

0 Weapons subsystems superimposed on the threat scenario. In
addition, the effects of chaff on the RWS

* Special test facilities must also be imposed onto the RWST simu-

lation.
In addition to the instructor's con-

sole, which is qenerally an inherent part The RWST must also be designed to
of the RWST (as was described in the ore- permit special test subsystems to be
vious section), there may be an integrated hooked up to provide for various checkout
tactical instructor's control station as- and maintenance operations. Such test
sociated with the host flight or weapon subsystems might be used to verify the
system trainer. In such applications, the operational readiness of the trainer, and
RWST must work in a fully integrated mode to aid in isolation and repair of failed
with other systems, sharinq a common trainer components.
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Other Requirements

Because such trainers are expensive The trade-off in performance gained
and generally not built in large quan- for added cost of realism is a major re-
tities, a replacement system or replace- quirement in the practical design approach
ment parts cannot easily be fnund. These to RWSTs.
systems must be designed for high avail-
ability. This calls for high reliability PREVIOUS DESIGN APPROACHES
and ease of maintenance: in essence, a
long MTRF and/or low MTTR. A number of design aporoiches have

been used to simulate radar A rninq equip-
By its nature, the design of the RWS ment and threat environments, rdnqing from

trainer calls for a system configuration various methods of signal injection into
that is flexible, readily modifiable, and operational RWS hardware to total software
highly adaptable. From the onset, the de- modelinq of the operational hardware. The
sign should be geared for change. This is former approach has been called "stimula-
true for several reasons: tion" and the latter, "simulation." Hav-

ing designed equipment using both of these
a Many of the functions to be sim- approaches, Applied Technology is inti-

ulated cannot be accurately defined during mately familiar with the corresponding ad-
the design phase (e.g., RWS detection vantaqes and disadvantages. Applied
characteristics as affected by aircraft Technology has developed two software
installation and EO0¶ factors). These RWSTs currently in use with operational
functions should remain variable until flight trainers, for both the Canadian Air
sufficient experience is gained in flying Force and another NATO country.
ore or more aircraft in a tyoical experi-
mental range. Signal injection, or stimulation, can

be at either the radio frequency (RF) or
• Th thr at nvir nme t an / orvideo (as converted b v the receiver)the software elements of the operational levels. In the RF approach, the RF

RWS system are likely to change with time, signals are injected into the operational
and the system performance will need to receivers (see figure 2). The advantage
change accordingly. of this approach is that most of the

operational equipment is used without
0 The EW system may be configured modification. If a part fails in the

within a number of different type host ve- trainer, it is possible to replace it with
hicles or interfaced with changing equip- aircraft parts. This approach also
ments (e.g., different jammers or weapons) provides for many of the subtle mixing and
over the lifetime of the system, requiring walkthrough requirements of signals which,
the design of subsystem interface as well if not met, could seriously affect the
as the operational characteristics of the displays and audio cues from a warning
system to vary with time. system.

For these and other reasons, it is The disadvantages of the RF level
necessary that the trainer operation be stimulation approach are numerous. It is
easily adaptable to meet broad and chanq- difficult and costly to obtain a good dy-
ing requirements. ndmic ~power ranqe, pulse width, and risetime characteristics and be able to mix

This adaptability factor brings up a several independent signal sources. Ex-
special additional problem: configuration tensive calibration procedures are re-
management. Provision must be made in the quired to prevent degraded performance.
design/development/adaptation cycle for Individual RF sources are costly and have
setting up and maintaining adequate knowl- a noor MTBF. A central computer system is
edge, control and documentation on the needed to control the individual emitter
configuration of each version of the sources and compute the antenna gain pat-
trainer that is built and separately in- tern effects on the RF injected signals.
stalled.

The video signal stimulation approachSince proper training requires real- models the receiver and antenna transfer
istic threat data, the EW trainer also re- characteristics and squirts video level
quires special security measures and con- signals into an analyzer or signal diqi-
trolled access of the classified data to tizer (see figure 2). The advantage of
authorized individuals. this technique is that it also uses oper-

As for other systems, cost is a major ational equipment. Thus, if ti ,eat li-
brary or operational analyzers are changed

consideration in the design. In general, on the aircraft, they can be installed in
increasing the realism of simulation (rep- the trainer with little or no reprogram-
resenting the threat environment, propa- ming requirements. Signal mixing and

gation and reflection effects, effects on walkthrough can be realistically estab-the signal of aircraft motion and body wlshed. a e elsialyetb

shadowing, and the different anomalies; lished.

process in real life) calls for more com-

puter power, more sophisticated alqor-
ithms, and much specialized hardware.
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The disadvantages of this approach the trainee's display. The emitter model
are similar to those of RF level stimula- is essentially a large data base which
tion, but are not so extensive. Banks of contains information on location, mode of
pulse and scan generators must be mixed in operation, and operational characteristics
a very accurate manner to ensure proper of all emitters to be included in the
walkthrough characteristics. The video training scenario. In addition to earth-
sources must be calibrated to ensure pro- referenced position information, the emit-
per power ranqe and angle-of-arrival simu- ter model indicates when the emitter is
lation. However, they have a much better active and the radar mode in which it is
MTBF and do not drift out of calibration operating. The scan and beam patterns of
as fast as the RF sources. Like the RF the emitters as a function of time, plus
stimulation approach, a computer system is transmission characteristics such as pulse
needed to program and control the video repetition intervals, radiated power and
sources. The antenna gain patterns, cable frequency are also identified. If the
losses and receiver transfer characteris- emitters are mobile, as are aircraft in-
tics must be modeled into the stimulated terceptors (AI), there will be special
siqnals to provide proper realism, control consoles for maneuvering them dur-

ing simulation. In any event, the in-
The software simulation approach has structor will be able to monitor and mod-

the primary advantage of & low recurring ify the status and mode of any emitter
cost for multiple training devices, plus a during the training session.
very good MTBF. Use of general-purpose
computers to model the entire RWS in soft- Using factors such as the relative
ware (with the exception of the displays position of the emitters with respect to
and control panel in the cockcits) the location of the trainee's vehicle, and
provides other significant advantaqes, the emitter's current status, the "signal
The ability to readily program and selection model" determines which emitters
reprogram any desired operational are visihle to the RWS, their effective
condition and/or anomaly makes this received power, and their relative angle
approach very flexible. Reproducing the with respect to the host vehicle's
same indications for record/playback course. All dynamic emitter selection is
purposes is easily achievable in digital made available to the instructor's console
computer-based systems. Simulating in the form of-a tactical situation dis-
equipment failures or common malfunctions play.
is also easy in the software simulation
approach. The "propagation effects model," for

every signal, computes what effective siq-
The main disadvantages of this ap- nal strenqth would be detected at the air-

proach lie in two areas. First, there is craft antennas based on space losses and
the difficulty in assuring that the soft- the respective sending and receiving an-
ware model can realistically reproduce the tenna lobe characteristics. Any other ef-
time responses, false alarms, DF wander, fects, such as moisture absorption or sig-
signal modifications and other anomalies nal reflections, are also introduced at
associated with the operational equip- this point.
ment. Second, chanqinq any Part of the
operational hardware in the aircraft would The "aircraft dynamics model" modi-
require a reprogramming effort in the fies the received signal characteristics
RWST. based on the current attitude of the simu-

lated aircraft. A six-degree-of-freedom
SELECTED APPROACH model is used to compute the relative in-

cident angles of all incoming signals with

The selected aporoach , which is cur- respect to the receiving antennas. The
rently under development at Applied Tech- output of this model goes into the "an-
nology, is outlined in figure 4 and de- tenna receiver model," and can be sent to
scribed in the following paragraphs. The other subsystems,
block diagram represents the functional
make-up of the system in its integrated The "antenna/receiver model" simu-
mode of ooeration (i.e., in conjunction lates the antenna gain patterns as a func-
with flight or weapons system training). tion of relative incident angles received
The stand-alone mode of system operation from the "aircraft dynamics model." The
will be briefly described later, emitter transmitting frequency also in-

fluences the antenna gains. Aircraft
Durinq the integrated mode of opera- masking effects are included in the an-

tion, there is a real-time input providing tenna model, as well. The transfer func-
the host vehicle's current Position and tion associated with the RWS receivers are
attitude as it is being flown through A a part of this model, and include such ef-
simulated 4aming area. The Position and fects as crystal video pulse compression,
attitude data could also be derived from a pulse shadowing effects and recovery
prerecorded simulated flight, times.

The "signal selection model" usinq The "effects generator" includes the
this information accesses the "emitter transfer functions inherent in the param-
model" to determine which emitters would eter digitizing unitc. of the radar warning
he candidates at this point in space for system. Various effects can be input on a
the RWS to detect, process, and present on
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statistical and/or ooerator-controlled by the RWS (e.g., noise, lookthrouqh con-
basis to simulate missinq signals, trol signals, support requests). Thus,

Sspurious siqnals, failures or other reactions due to on-board and off-board
special effects. The "effects generator" E0M equipment can be accommodated.
also interceots control siqnal inn-ts from
the trainee (i.e., RWS control panel As seen in figure 4, the instructor's
switches) and modifies system operation control station ':an control the modeling
accordingly. The outout of the "effects in a number of areas such as emitter sta-
generator" is real-time, digitized data tus and position, special propagation ef-
words representing the radar signal data fects to be included, special effects to
which the RWS signal diqitizer would send be incorporated such as equipment fail-
into the RWS siqnal processor. The ures, and E04 effects to be considered on
"effects generator" injects, at the appro- the emitters.
priate rate, the diqitized emitter para-
meters for the RWS software to process in Though not explicitly shown on the
a manner closely resemblinq the processinq diagram, a number of siqnal and data flows
normally performed in the RWS. The signal are routed back to the instructor; namely,
processing software uses the real threat the audio and visual displays to the
library to identify, classify, and prior- trainee as well as identification of
itize the receiver inputs. It then qener- trainee action. Furthermore, the system
ates and updates the display at the provides for recording and playback of the
trainee's station. The same display is threat environment, displays to the opera-
also presented at the instructor's console tor, and operator actions which take place
so he can monitor and evaluate the during a training exercise.
trainee's performance. Audio as well as
visual displays are appropriately gener- In addition to the integrated mode of
ated and kept refreshed. operation within a flight trainer, there

are two stand-alone modes of operation.
In a traininq system which has an in- In one mode, the RWST can be used as a

herent ECM• capability and/or is concerned classroom trainer where an instructor can
with E04 effects, an "ECM effects model" demonstrate most modes of RWS operation
can provide input to the "effects genera- aqainst various threat scenarios. Usinq
tor" to model the reaction to on-board or previous recordings as demonstration aids,
off-board E04 by individual emitters the instructor can play back threat sce-
(e.q., lose track, change frequency) and nario, aircraft position and attitude, and
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RWS control switch positions. The re- Interface to flight simulation
corded data would be retrieved from the computer, radar land massmass storage device and input to the "RWS simulator, and visual displaysignal processing model" to provide the system computer

real-time playback function.
0 Off-line threat scenario genera

The second stand-alone mode of RWST tion
operation concerns itself with the prepar-
ation of training scenarios and reprogram- The "simulation processor" includes
ming of simulated equipment or special ef- the following functions:
fects. The purpose of the emitter model
scenario preparation is to allow the * Antenna/receiver modeling
placement of emitters and basic changes to
their performance characteristics prior to * Effects generator
actual dynamic flight training. Having
reprogramming capability allows for a Real-time interface to the RWS
changes in the operational aircraft which
have an effect on the RWS, to be incorpo- 0 E04 effects
rated into the RWST.

In addition to the above simulation
DESIGN CONFIGURATION functions, trainer system built-in test

features are included into the design to
Figure 5 represents the design con- ensure daily operational readiness and

figuration being developed at ATI. The rapid fault isolation in the event of an
design incorporates a general purpose equipment failure.
"Master Computer" and a special-purpQse
high-speed "simulation processor." CONCLUSIONS

The following functions are contained This new digital stimulation aoproach
in the "master computer:" to RWST simulation is under development at

ATI. Detailed analysis is being performed
* Emitter model in the area of data storage and throughput

requirements for various threat scenarios,
* Signal selection model threat parameters, signal densities and

jamming lookthrough timings. At present,
* Propagation effects model the digital stimulation approach is quite

viable and offers several advantages over
0 Aircraft dynamics model prior approaches. Table 1 shows a compar-

ison of the digital stimulation approach
0 Instructor control function versus prior approaches.
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Table 1. Comparison of Alternative Aoproaches

RF Video Dinital Total Software
Comparison Item Stimulation Stimulation Stimulation Simulation

Difficulty to Highest Hiqh Moderate Hiqh
realistically
simulate all
operatinq condi-
tions includinq
RWS anomalies

Difficulty of Hiqhest High Low Lowest
attaining exact
reproducibility
of a qiven train-
ing scenario

Uodate difficulty
for chanqes in
- RWS antennas Moderat.e ModerAte Modprate Moderate
- RWS receivers Lowest Moderate Moderate Mnderatp
- RWS diqitizer Low Low Hiqher Hiqher
- RWS analyzer Low Low Low Highest

- RWS emitter library Low Low Low Highpst
- EC0I equipments Highest High Low Low
- Threat model Hiahest High Moderate Lowest

Difficult.v in simulat- Highest Hiqh Low Lowest
inn RW4S malfunctions

Failure rate Highest Hiqh Low Lowest

Need for daily Highest Moderate Low Low
calibration

Need for soecial Highest High Low Low
suonort equiement

Added cost for Highest Hiqh Low Lowest
multiple trainee
station simulator

Cost of expanding Hinhest High Low Low
threat environment

Time to repair Highest Hiqh Low Low

Snare requirements Hiqhest Moderate Low Lowest

FMI prohlems Hiqhest Hioh Low low

Facility requirements Highest Hiqh L.ow Low

Level of traininq Hiqhest Hioh Low Low
required to operate

and maintain

Non-recurring cost Hiah Moderate Low Moderate
(excluding software
development)

Software development Moderate Moderate Hiqh Hiohest
cost

Recurrinq cost Highest High Low Lowest
(procurement)

Life cvcle cost Highest Hiqh Low Low

Cost ner degree Hiqh Moderate Lowest Moderate
of realism
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The RF stimulation approach has an However, the software simulation approach
advantaqp in the ability to update future has hlqher software development costs and
chanqes in the operational hardware with impooses additional time delays and costs
minimal effort and effect on traininq to acconnmodate RWS equipment updates.
schedules. On the other hand, the QF
stimulation approach requires more spe- The diqital stimulation approach
cial-purpose hardware than the other an- shares most of the advantaqes of the video
proaches. This results in loqistics, we- stimulation approach and the software sim-
liability and maintainability prohlems, ulation approach, and practically none of
and will qenerally lead to a hiqh life cy- the disadvantaqes. Updates to most of the
cle cost. RWS components can he made with minimal

effort and delay to trainino operations.
The advantanes of the video stimula- Reinq computer based, the peculiar

tion approach with reqards to QWS equip- reliability and maintainability problems
ment updates are similar to the RF stim,- associated with RF qen-rators, pulse and
lation aporoach: however, future chanqes scan qenerators are minimized.
to the RWS teceiv-i would require repro-
qramnino. The required hardware for video In summrary, this new concept in RWS
stimulation is sinnificantly less than for simulation shows excellent promise. The
RF stimulation, thus imonvvinq the relia- qoal of hiqhlv realistic simulation at a
hility, maintainability and lifc cycle low life cycle cost, with a flexible hard-
costs, ware/software confiquration and develon-

ment schedule, is achievable. In addi-
The software simulation annroach uses tion, the trend in operational EW and avi-

the least amount of specialized hardwarp, onics equipment has been oroqressinq from

and essentially consists of off-the-shplf analoq-to-diqital orocessinq. In the
qenetal-puronse cnmnutPe conoonents,. Rt- world of trainers and simulatovs, the
tew reliability and hardware maintainabil- trend has qone from analog-to-diqital com-
ity, alonq with a low life cycle cost, are outers. There is no reason to believe

the hiqqPst advantaqps of this anoroach. that RWS simulators should not follow this
trend.
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LOW COST WEATHER RADAR SIMULATION
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ABSTRACT

There has been a growing interest in the use of Airborne Weather Radar
simulation from both military and commercial operators of transport aircraft.
This interest, in part, stems from the need to train aircrews to fly through
weather conditions, which at one time would have been given a "wide berth",
without sacrificing safety margins. This change in requirement has arisen due
to escalating fuel costs.

To date, the cost of full radar simulation has-restricted its use to the
more sophisticated aircraft simulators. The Link-Miles Division of Singer has
developed a low cost or simple Weather Radar Simulator for use on transport
aircraft simulators. This paper describes the simulation techniques adopted and
shows how recent advances in semi-conductor technology have been incorporated to
produce a system capable of being fully integrated into an ail~craft simulator.

INTRODUCTION Two such areas in which this has been
apparent are in the microprocessor and

The evaluation of the picture as it semi-conductor memory fields.
appears on the display of a weather radar
indicator is a skill that increases with This paper will show how these
experience. The information the picture technological advances have been exploited
yields when interpreted correctly can mean to produce a microprocessor based low cost
a significant reduction in operating costs, system.
and of even greater importance make a major
contribution to flight safety.
Discrimination between safe and potentially
turbulent areas in cloud formations early APPROACH
enough during a flight can avoid

*1unnecessary "dog-legging" with the inherent A flexible approach was adopted in
advantages in maintainability schedules and the'design of the weather radar simulator
fuel saving, so that its use would not be restricted to

a specific type of aircraft or radar
In a situation where a complete detour system. A stand-alone configuration was

is impractical the penetration of weather considered as this would facilitate
patterns may be required. Using a radar installation to existing aircraft
simulator, cloud pattern penetration simul-Ators with a minimum of modification.J
techniques can be mastered in the safety of Thus the simulator would store all cloud
the training complex. Also the weather inform~ation and perform those tasks
situations displayed are under instructor normal~y accomplished by the radar
control, which means both tropical or receiver,'transmitter and antenna sub-
temperate zone weather systems modified by systems.
seasonal variations can be presented at the
"flick of a sw'itch". It is this Whilst most radar systems use
flexibility coupled with the safety and performance characteristics to ARINC 564,
fuel saving aspect which renders this the simulator would not be restricted to
system a useful tool in aircrew training. these. In~deed the design described is

based on an EKCO E290 Radar System which
Despite the obvious advantages offered does not conform to ARINC 564

by weather radar simulation, in general characteristics.
this facility has not been fitted to
transport aircraft simulators in the past.
This is mainly attributed to the relatively DESCRIPTION OF DESIGN
high capital outlay of such a system.
However, recent advances in semi-conductor The weather radar simulator, a block
and micro-computer technology has presented diagram of which is illustrated in Figure
designers with the opportunity to develop 1, is intended for use with an aircraft
systems which would have been impractical simulator which is assumed to be controlled
or prohibitively expensive a few years ago, by a computer, referred to here as the
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FIGURE I. BLOCK DIAGRAM - LOW COST WEATHER RADAR SIMULATOR

"host computer" and serves to produce a azimuth position data.
simulated radar signal for display on a
standard weather radar indicator mounted in (c) calculation of the X-Y co-
the cockpit of the aircraft simulator, ordinates of points on the radar

beam path.

Input/Output System timing is derived from an
internal crystal oscillator from which are

The interfacing between the host obtained pulses at a pulse repetition
computer and the weather radar simulator is frequency (PRF) of 400Hz., which is the
achieved via an input/output section. Air- frequency typically used in the E290 Radar.
craft location parameters and also control
data, such as radar status information, are The beam position processor generates
fed from the host computer via a parallel angles, representing antenna azimuth
data path. The data are received and position over a range i900 of aircraft
distributed via output ports to other heading, in the form of a 12 bit data word.
sections of the weather radar simulator This is output to the video processing
under control of a 16 bit microprocessor. section, which will be described further
The microprocessor supervises the input of below. Assuming, as above, a 400Hz PRF
each data word and performs a software and a typical 120 /sec. scan rate, the
parity check to verify data validity. It antenna azimuth rotation between successive
then controls distribution of the data to radar pulses is 0.3g.
the relevant output port of the input/out-
put section. It also includes provision Using the X-Y coordinates of the air-
for manipulation of the incoming data so as craft position input from the host
to modify the aircraft position information computer, along with the simulated antenna
to give the impression of a dynamic weather position information generated as described
system. above, the X-Y coordinates of the radar

beam at successive positions over the range
Thus, although the embodiment under consideration are derived. Based on

described employs a store with data the E290 Radar performance characteristics
representing fixed cloud formations, cloud a range of 175 nautical miles is covered,
movement can be simulated by applying a and to achieve maximum resolution at short
progressive shift to the input aircraft range the simulated range increments are
position information, non-linear. Thus the beam position for

range values between 0 and 20 n.miles is
based on a 0.25 n.miles increment, while

Beam Position Processor values between 20-50 n.miles are based on
a 0.5 n.miles increment and for the 50-175

Aircraft location parameters are fed n.miles a 1.00 n.miles increment is used.
from the input/output section via an out- This produces a total of 265 range
put port to the beam position processor. increments per scan. With a PRF of 400Hz
This section performs three main tasks:- this gives a radar beam position update

rate of 9.4gS. The radar beam position is
(a) system timing, calculated for each of the 265 range

(b) generation of simulated antenna increments for every 0.30 azimuth scan.
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To take into account the beam width discussed in more detail. The cloud store
characteristicp of the antenna main lobe, contains three memories each with a
two other begm positions are calculated at capacity of 64K bytes provided by thirty-
angles i1.75 of the boresite. two 2K x 8 erasable programmable read only

memories (EPROMS). The first memory, the
The X-Y coordinates are calculated scenario memory, stores up to 16 scenarios.

using:- Each srenario occupies a memory space of
4K x 8, representing 4096 cloud pattern

X = Rsin(e+#)+Xasc n.miles locations on a 64 x 64 matrix. Each memory
location contains an 8 bit data word which

Y =Rcos(O+*)+Y n miles is a code specifying which of a pre-
a/c determined nwuber of possible cloud patterns

occurs in that particular cloud pattern
whereR = Range location. The six most significant bits of

each of the X and Y coordinates from the
8 = aircraft heading angle beam position processor provide a 12 bit

address to the scenario memory. The
# = antenna pointing angle remaining 4 bits, for selection of the

desired scenario, are input from an output
Xa/c' Y = X-Y coordinates of aircraft port on the input/output section. The

location, selection originating from the instructor'sfacility.

Therefore, for each 9.4gS period, three
values of X-Y coordinates are obtained. The 8 bit data format used in the

scenario memory is in principle capable of
selecting from up to a maximum of 256

Cloud Store patterns, but only 16 cloud patterns have
been provided for this particular

The X and Y beam coordinates are used application. The cloud patterns are stored
to read out information from a cloud store. in the second and third memories. Each
Basically the store contains a cloud map cloud pattern occupies a memory space of
in which the area covered is divided into 4K x 16 and represents an area of sky
cells in which information is stored of 32 x 32 n.miles to a resolution of 0.5
cloud intensity, together with base and n.miles square. Therefore, a cloud pattern
ceiling heights. The manner in which this consists of 4096 cloud cells on a 64 x 64
information is stored will now be matrix. The cloud pattern memories receive

'ICENARIO

64

CLOUD PATTElRNr
I If

°I i

(Cloud pal tern locatlons)

CLOUD CELLS

(Cloud cell locations)

FIGURE 2. CLOUD STORE CONFIGURATION
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a 12 bit address from the beam position directly from the control panel, or in
- Iprocessor (i.e. the least significant bits this application via the aircraft simuxlator

of the X and Y beam coordinates), and 4 linkage, to be output eventually by the
bits from the scenario memory. The 16 bit host computer. Using these data inputs
data format used in the cloud pattern the height of the instantaneous beam4memory contains information on cloud cell position is calculated. This height is
intensity, and cloud base and ceiling compared with the base and ceiling heights
heights. This data is formatted as:- of the cloud cell under consideration

(from the cloud store) . If the beam falls
3 bits - cloud intensity (8 levels) within these heights, the cloud cell

intensity data from the cloud store is
8 bits - ceiling height (in units of routed to the intensity processor.

1,000 ft.)
The intensity processor serves to

8 bits - base height (in units of determine the intensity of the "paint" on
1,000 ft.) the radar indicator. This can be achieved

by using the standard radar equation:-
1 bit - unused

This arrangement inabIt a three-~ _(__7=R

an area of 2048 x 2048 n.miles x 64,OO0ft. whereP. = reflective power
A scenario is configured by coding any of
the 16 cloud patterns into each of the 4096
locations in the scenario memory, as Pt = transmitted power

rprcae httetotepresentmavry G = maximum radiation power gain

susanil eucin nmemory require- A = effective receiving antenna areaments compared with that which would be e
required if a separate memory location were
provided for each cell of the total area to a= echo range of target
be covered.

R = range
It will be appreciated that the cloud

store arrangement described does not admit However, radar equation computation
the possibility of two or more discontinuous is avoided by following a simplified
sections of cloud within a single cloud procedure. The intensities of all the
cell. Obviously the cloud pattern memory cloud cells the beam has passed through
capacity could be expanded to permit the before reading the location under
inclusion of more than one set of intensity consideration are accumulated, and this
and height data per cell to admit the accumulated intensity along with the
possibility of overlaying cloud formations, range are used to address a look-up table,

(e.g. a read only memory) containing
K empirically derived weighting factors.

Altitude and Intensity Processor In this way a radar return intensity
signal is obtained as an 8 bit data word.

The cloud information from the cloud Although this involves a degree of
store is fed to the altitude and intensity approximation, it has been found in
processor. The first task of this section practice that the resultant signals are
is to establish whether the radar beam sufficiently accurate for the purpose,
height lies within the altitude range particularly when (as is usually the case)
specified by the base and ceiling heights the raw radar returns are processed to a
of the cloud cell under consideration. degree by the indicator unit before

actually being displayed on the cathode
The radar beam height is given by the tube. This is especially valid in the

aircraft height modified by the antenna case of colour displays which are now
tilt components. The latter is given by:- replacing the older direct view storage

tube (DVST) type displays.
= k.Rsin(ci) (feet).til

Normally the data corresponding to
= rage f bam (~mies)the centre (boresite) position is usedwhere R =rneobem(mis)unless this does not encounter any cloud,

in which case the intensities at either
ci =antnnatil ange (egres)side of the main lobe are considered.

k = conversion constant (feet/n.miles) The intensity' values are computedIt sequentially for the 265 range increments,
Thus the altitude processor receives and owing to the non-linear increments

aircraft height information from the host used, the resultant signal has a non-
computer via a output port of the input/ linear range/time relationship. For use
output section, range information from the with a conventional radar display unit
beam position processor, and antenna tilt these signals must be linearised and this
angle as selected by the user at the radar isahedbycokn teitniy
control panel. The latter can be inputisahedbycoknteitniy
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vialue for each range increment into a read/ beam position processor. These are
write memory at one rate and clocking them converted into signals which would normally
out at another rate synchronised to the be output by a synchro-resolver mounted on
display. To maintain continuity of data the antenna mechanism of an actual radar
flow, two memories are used which ar- system.
Iinterchanged after each radar scan.
Pinal ly, the altitude intensity processor
converts the calculat ;d 8 bit intensity
word for each range increment into at SUmMARY
analogue siqnal.

The weather radar system described
was developed to meet the requirements of

Video Processol one particular customer. There are several
enhancements which, although not taken up

The final stage of the weather radar by that customer, can be added to this
simulator comprises a video processor and system. These include:-
deflection section. The video processor
serves to receive the video signal from (a) Storm cell growth and decay: where
the altitude and intensity processor and storm cells appear to move in relation
to add a number of special effects required to each other, whilst increasing and
to add realism to the radar "paint", and decreasing in size.
these are mixed with the video signals.
The special effects include:- (b) Windsheer Vectors: whilst the present

system is capable of operating on the
(a) spurious noise entire weather map using a common

windsheer vector, this enhancemen-
(b) height ring will cause movement of the weathec

map using several windsheer vectors
(c) ground ieturns differing in both height and

direction.
(d) 1l.F. spoking The following photographs were taken
(e) radome icing of an E290 radar indicator driven by the

radar simulator. Figure 3 illustrates a
The composite radar signal is squall-line ahead and just to starboard of

amplified and output via a coaxial line to the aircraft track. Figures 4a-4f are a
the radar indicator. In addition a pre- sequence of six frames showing the
pulse synchronisation signal, derived from negotiation of a complex weather system
the beam position processor, is also generated by the radar simulator.amplified and output to the radar indicator.

The deflection section produces
indicator deflection signals corresponding ABOUT THE AUTHOR
to the antenna pointing angle, the latter
being output as a 12 bit word from the Mr. Dennis A. Cowdrey, is a Principal

Development Engineer with the Link-Miles
Division of Singer (UK).

FIGURE 3.
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FIGURE 4d.
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I SIMULATION OF MODERN RADARS IN FULL TACTICS SIMULATORS

LT.COL. MANFRED HAAS PETER M. GUELDENPFENNIG HANS G. WERNER
German Air Force Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm

-A Munich, Germany Munich, Germany

ABSTRACT

The correct use of modern radar in flight and attack aircraft is one of the main
tasks of the pilot and copilot. This means that tra;ning in radar operation and
image interpretation is one of the most important training aspects in a full
mission simulator. Realistic simulation of modern rada.'s is essential to achieving
the required training.

The state-of-the-art in micro-electronics, data processing, computer graphics and
other relevant areas make it possible to generate all necessary radar signals in
real-time using completely synthetic video generation methods. Based on digital
data bases and the appropriate aircraft and radar parameters, terrain and culture
profiles are generated. From these profiles, radar echoes simulating Ground Mapping
Radar, Terrain Following Radar and the Radar Altimeter are synthesized. Typical
radar effects such as range attenuation, shadowing, far-shore enhancement, and
pulse stretching are accounted for along with the antenna, transmitter, and receiver
characteristics of the actual radar in all operating modes.

The radar simulation is performed in real-time, with all comoutations up-dated at
a rate consistent with the radar characteristics and the flight control system of
the aircraft. The use of a high up-date rate allows all training missions tn be
performed with full freedom of manoeuvring in the simulator.

This paper describes the performance characteristics of a Digital Radar Landmass
Simulation System (DRLMS), developed for the TORNADO Flight and Tactics Simulator,
with an emphasis on its training role.

INTRODUCTION

The European Multi Role Combat Aircraft The format of the DRLMS simulated video output
Tornado is equipped with one of the most modern is compatible with the MRCA-OFTS interface for
and sophisti:ated PRdar systems. The system has each of the varius operating modes of the MRCA
been developed by Texas Instruments. For the nose ground map radar set and the terraiT, fo0iow-
Tornado Operational Flight and Tactics Simulator ing radar.

the German Air Force and Navy as well as the
Italian Air Force have decided to adopt a Digital Other functio's cf the MRCA DRLMS subsystem
Radar Landmass Simulation System developed by include the altimeter radar, the occulting of
Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm, Dynamics Division fixed site and moving platform threats, in-
with certain know how inputs from General Electric, corporation of mission and environment effects,
SCSD Division, Daytona Beach, Florida. generation of thunderstorm or chaff backscatter
In the meantime the first two systems have been :nd data base up-dating.
accepted by the customer.

Principal features of the MRCA DRLMS subsystem
include European gaming areas, accurate terrain

RADAR SIMULATION OF MRCA and planimetry data for each radar pulse width
and on-line data storage capacity for a minimum

The primary function of the Multi Role of 5,000.000 square kilometers (1,500.000 square
Combat Aircraft (MRCA) Digital Radar Landmass nautical miles).
Simulation (DRLMS) is to provide realistic simu-
lated radar display video for the ground mappinqI radar (GMR) and terrain following radar (TFR). MRCA-DRLMS
The smulated radar video is subsequently pre-
sented on the operation/maintenance station ra- The Digital Radar Landmass Simulator (DRLMS)
dar display and the flCA Operational Flight and is a subsystem of the Multi Role Combat Aircraft
Tactics Simulator (OFTS) simulator system dis- (MRCA) Operational Flight and Tactics Simulator
plays. Simulated video is also generated for pre- (OFTS). The DRLMS in the OFTS is shown in Figure 1.
sentation when either the contour mapping on-
oboresight (CMO) or target height finding (THFf) Interface data from the MRCA-OFTS that define the

mode of the GMR is selected. As selected by mode, current aircraft position, radar control functions
the content of the simulated video includes a and the threat, weapon, beacon and jamming re-
predetermin.d combination of terrain and culture quirements of the mission are supplied to the
returns, environmental and mission effects, shared core memory nortion of the MRCA-DRLMS
jamming and noise interference, air and seaborne computer. Interface data from 14RCA-DRLMS that
target skin 'aint returns, and beacon code video, define the GMR-Video and TFR-Profil are supplied
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date geometry. In addition to the region data,
the real-time data includes dynamic target and
occulting data from the OFTS-computer. These
data are sent by the DRLMS-computer to the moving
target memory. The moving target memory is also
holding weather and chaff data as established by

I the OFTS instructor selection.

I The data base processor includes region selector,
L segment stripper and segment memories. Segment

data are selected from the region memory by the
SVISUAL region selector in the region controller. Radar

INSTRUCTOR IMULATOR return response data for point targets in the word
IONSROLE format are target identity, directivity, reflec-

tivity, and target width. Radar return response
data for culture edge word contain reflectivity

COCKPIT & and edge type identity. Terrain edge words carry
OFTE DRIMS no reflectivity. The weather code replaces re-

C T flectivity for weather and chaff edges. For beacon,
dynamic target data, a beacon code is included.
For dynamic (or point) targets, the return is de-

T0 pendent on the cross-sectional area code.
T Figure 5 illustrates the home region of the air-

craft and the surrounding 8 regions that are al-
ways read by the region selector. The reminder of
the regions selected grossly apprmximate the seg-
ment width to be stripped ( 0 S2).

Figure 1: DRLMS in the OFTS
The segment stripper tests reduce the data to that
pertinent to the segment width (0 S2) for storage
in the segment memories.

S. Tl- data word type and X/Y position is used by the
scjment stripper in determining which edges and
targets (points) are to be selected for each si-

to the simulator cockpit, altimeter- and threat mulated antenna scan segment. All GMR and ALT edgE
occult-data are supplied to the OFTS main computer. or point words, passing the segment tests, are

stored in a common active edge ping-pong memory.
The physical system configuration is shown in Fi- A separate memory is maintained for TFR or TOP
gure 2. The major equipment items that comprise data. Each unique memory segment of data contains
the MRCA-DRLMS are the DRLMS-Computer system (CPU, tho data for the next set of scan lines.
tape, 3 discs, terminals and printer), the DRLMS-
radar processor with the power control and the The data sorter provides three functions (inter-
operator/maintenance station (operator/maintenance section processor, intercept orderer, and priori-
console with a summagraphics digitizer tablet, ty resolver and data profile storage). The inter-
graphic/alphanumeric terminal and hard copy unit). section processor determines points of intersection

on the process sweep line. In so doing, it con-
The system function block diagram (Figure 3) is verts the X, Y, Z cartesian verticEs received
helpful for explanation of the DRLMS function. from the second memories to range (R) and Z coordi-
Figure 3 shows the system block diagram w~lith the nates at the process sweep line angle of the in-
principal data flow represented by solid lines, tersection processor. These converted data are
and the basic control functions represented by ordered from near range to far range by the inter-
broken lines. cept orderer. Then, the data culture is resolved

by priority number where conflicts exists for
Interface data from the MRCA-OFTS that define which data are to reside in a particular range
the current aircraft position and radar control process element of the process sweep line. Then
functions are supplied to the DRLMS computer. resolved data are stored except for weather and
Regions of real-time digital data are selected as chaff. These data are sent direct to the weather
a function of aircraft pos-tion and read from one processor. The terrain data are processed and
of three 300 megabyte disc units, stored and require no priority resolution because
The selected region data are stored in the DRLMS terrain data carries no reflectance.
region memury. The regions stored there are for
the long-, medium- and short-range data bases. The power processor includes natural effects
A square set of region is selected about the air- processor (NEP), aeather processor (WEP), alti-
craft home region at the mission initial point meter processor (ALT), terrain following radar
for each data base. processor (TFR) and target occulting processorThereafter, the active real-time data base is up- (TOP). The ground range ordered terrain profile
dated by deleting regions out of range because and culture profile are output from the data sor-
of aircraft movement and by adding new regions ter to the natural effects processor. The natural
which are pre~ently within range of the radar. effects processor determines the slant range and
This is accomplished each time the aircraft crosses angle of incidence relative tothe radar antenna
a region boundary and thereby enters a new home (aircraft position) above xhe earth for each
region. Refer to Figure 4 for typical region up- successive simulation pointing angle of the radar

antenna. Using this data and transmitter power,
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Iii
antenna gain and assigned backscatter coefficients cluding airborne target dB. Weather is indepen-

in the culture reflectance codes or weather data dently slant range ordered. The pulse width error
codes, the natural effects function determines the (or pulse width integration effects), horizontal
solution of the radar return equation. Four ver- beamwidth integration, beacon, jamming, re-
sions of this equation are used to provide for ceiver noise, radar receiver characteristics,
areal target returns, point or line tarqets re- sensitivity time constant, and conversion from
turns, weather returns and beacon or jammer re- dB to volts are than accomplished. The output
turns. Radar shadow flags and special effects such is at the operating bandwidth resolution for dis-
as fare-shore enhancement, and sea state are added. play output to the video controller. Jammer dB
These returns, in decibels (dB), are sent to the levels and jammer type identifying flags are re-
radar effects processor along with the slant ceived by radar effects from the target occul-
range (SR). ting processor.

The weather/chaff processor provides weather/ The video controller (VC) receives the video
chaff backscatter return levels and weather levels in volts and in digital format from the
atmospheric attenuation for all GMR modes, and radar processor. The video is digital-to-analog
the ALT and TFR mode cycles. The weather/chaff (D/A) converted and is processed to output GMR
processor is not required for TOP functions. video to the OFTS. Either GMR or TFR outputs

may be selected for display on the maintenance
For altimeter (ALT) radar simulation, the alti- console.
meter radar return, simulator portion of the
natural effects processor tests are calculated Functional control of the DRLMS is directed from
return level in the 3600 altimeter antenna field the process controller (PC). The process con-
of view about the aircraft and saves only those troller function contains a control oriented
that are above the altimeter radar receiver sen- computer (CORC). The CORC synchronizes and directs
sitivity threshold. A further test saves the all of the DRLMS computer/processor activities.
first return with the nearest slant range in the It accepts radar parameter and aircraft data

1 field of view. These data are output to the from the DRLMS computer. The OFTS computer pro-
OFTS computer. vides dynamic control data for the radar control

parameters to the DRLMS every 55 msec. This in-
Terrain following radar (TFR) information selected formation is than distributed to the applicable
from the medium-range active real-time data base functions in DRLMS, in a manner that is trans-
is furnished to TFR processor by the natural parent to the OFTS system operators. The CORC is
effects processor (NEP). These data are subsequent- a iixed prooram, interrupt-driven device. Funda-
ly slant range ordered and are accumulated for 6 mental to the pipeline process timing in the
consecutive TFR scan line segments to obtain an DRLMS is the selected operating mode and pulse
average power level for the TFR antenna field of repetition frequency (PRF) of the radar. Also
view. Upon completing the sixth iteration of the function of the operating mode is the effective
order and accumulate process, a TFR slant range antenna scan rate. The PRF established the time
ordered profile is generated as a function of the between radar sweeps and, thus, the angle between
accumulated data, that is output to the OFTS inter- sweeps for a given PRF and scan rate.
face and the video controller portion of the video
calculator. The DRLMS computer/processor has two fundamental

operating modes: On-line and off-line. Selection
The threat occult processor (TOP) provides 2 of the operating mode is accomplished by the
functions: operator at the DRLMS operator/maintenance station.

Data base up-date and diagnostic and maintenance
(1) compuces the effect of jamming for up to 4 operations are conducted in the off-line operating

threats that are identified as being jammers mode. The diagnostic data base for these opera-
and tions is stored on a dedicated portion of one of

the 300-megabyte discs. Control of the DRLMS sub-
(2) records the occult status for up to 64 threats. system for the off-line operating mode is exerci-•i sed from the operator/maintenance console.
The threat data includes the occult status ele-

vation above mean sea level and threat/weapon The method of data base modelling is of criti-
identification number. The TOP performs the ne- cal importance in establishing the DRLMS design
cessary calculation to determine the occult status approach.
of each threat target. These data are identified
by threat target ID number from input to the mo- The digital data base is a set of numerical data
ving target memory until it is returned to the that defines the terrain elevation and the radar
DRLMS computer. The TOP provides jamming infor- significant featu. as on the earth surface for a
mation to the GMR video channel for each GMR sweep given geographical areal, which is prefered to
output. Jamming simulation data are also provided as the gaming area. The realism possible from a
for each TFR sweep. radar simulator is directly dependent on the

quality (or fidelity) of the digital data base,
The video calculator includes the radar effects for without a valid discription of the gaming
processor (REP) and the video controller (VC). area the best of software and hardware cannot
The radar effects processor (REP) receives the create a realistic radar image.
radar return dB levels and slant range for terrain/
culture, dynamic targets, weather and chaff, and The data capacity of the DRLMS for the on-line
beacon from the natural effects processor (NEP). data base is sufficient to store at least the
The beacon code, beacon flag, glitter flag, and data of a 5 million square kilometer gaming area.
CMO flag are also received from the NEP. The Out of a 1.996 x 1.996 nm square an arbitrarily
terrain/culture dB is slant range ordered, in- gaming area may be choosen. MRCA DRLMS real-time
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radar data base boundaries are shown in Figure 6. GING ARA OAMING AREA*1 TERRAIN CULTURE
SOURCE DATA (DMA) SOURCE DAIA DENA)

MAGNETIC TAPE MAGNETIC TAPE

TRANSFO mATIONPROESS DATA

JEPORTS/TRANSFORMED RADAR
DIGITAL DATA BARE

GAMING AREA RADAR DATA EASE

A -Lfl:l
t ,E %0 MEGABYTE DISC PACKS

ATA POINTS* /C' / EAt TIME

AL DATRADAR

REA-TMEDUAL ON-LINE DRIVESI

SINDICATORS

Figure 6: Aircraft 360 Degree Field-of-View Figure 7: Radar Data Base Flow
in Real-Time Radar Data Base

Transformation of defence mapping agency aero- CONCLUSION
nautical center (DMAAC) terrain and planimetry
source data and merging of these transformed Since the Trainings Simulator for Tornado
data into a single radar data base file are is used as a Full Mission Simulator the system
accomplished by the transformation program. The is equipped with a Compiter Generated Image
transformation program is fully automatic imple- Visual System (CGIVS) in order to train among
mentation of the terrain and planimetry compres- others weapon delivery and position up-dating
sion technics described. Three digital data base by means of the head-up display. Necessary
maps (DDM) are generated, one for each level of correlation of information presented by DRLMS
resolution to be simulated. Each DDM defines both and CGIVS is achieved by commion source material
the terrain elevation and radar reflectivity for used to generate the data bases. The source
the entire gaming area. Radar reflectivity is material is cartographic information in digital
defined in terms of a reflectance/texture code form (DMA-format). By means of a data base
associated with each discrete radar point/line generation system under development for the

and2 M DfLMSodare, esg bt
Starget and each bounded (areal) target. Targeterasrvcs GVSadRLSatbss

reflectivity codes, 32 for point/line targets will be created.
transformation program as a function of a DMAAC
feature identification codes. These feature iden-
tification codes describe all feantres in the
planimetry file with descriptive information set
characterizes the feature in terms of its surface
material, e.g. matter, stone/brick,water, snow/ice,

S~trees, rock.

The final step in generation a transformed DDBc )
from the DMAAC source data is to concentrate the
separately genera ted orrain and planimetry files
into a single sDB file for each DRLMS region of
the gaming area. This process consists oi merging
the two files to a single disc pack or tpe, as
required. The output of the merge process is the
transformed digital data base. Figure 7 summarizes
the data base data flow, processing and storage.

+) ODD - digital data base .t
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ABSTRACT

Mid-range trainers are designed to provide useful training at
significantly lower cost and development ti me than those for
full-capability (f ulI- sc al e) trainers. Mid-range trainers are
appropriate for use prior to development of full-scale trainers and as
supplements to full-scale trainers. With a mid-range trainer,
trainees may, for example, practice operational procedures, become
familiar with system control locations and reaction times, and learn
to recognize and handle system faults. This paper describes the B-52
OAS/CMC Part Task Trainer, detailing its function as both a conversion
trainer to provide the highest level of simulated training while the
full-range trainer is being developed, and as a "lead in" trainer
before the stuJent moves to the full-range device. Capabilities of
the Part Task Trainer are explained. Cost effective aspects of dual
use are discussed. Design features to provide lower initial cost and
flexibility for future modification and expansion, use of

minicomputers, off-the-shelf components, and modular structure are

INTRUUUCTION and training devices are undergoing change
concurrently with changes in the weapon system to

Mid-range tra'iners provide high training meet training requirements and objectives.
value with lower cost and shorter development
time then full-range trainers, such as weapons In this fluid training situation, the
systems trainers. They can be applied mid-range device will be used as an interim
effectively in situations requiring: 1) a device before development of a full-range trainer
conversion trainer, to train new or unique such as a Weapon System Trainer. These devices 1
procedures, tasks, and functions in the interim would be designed to train procedures, task and
during which the weapon system is being built or functions of a new system before moving to the
modified, or when no full-range trainer is weapon system itself. This training concept
available; and 2) an initial lead in trainer, for saves aircraft hours needed for training and
when the weapon system or full range trainer is effectively trains lower-level training tasks.

-'in complete operation but training is required With these devices, the students or trainees will
for the user to become skilled at lower-level become familiar with system controls and
tasks, such as becoming familiar with system locations, practice operational procedures and
controls and locations, practicing operational perform system malfunction training. All of this
procedures, and performing system malfunction training can be performed in a simulated
procedures. As conceived mid-range trainers real-time operational environment. The mid-range
provide maximum "hands-on" training in a trainer would represent the highest level of
well-ordered training program. In many cases, simulated training. It must be capable of
these mind-range training devices will be the complete lower-level training because the next
"backbone" of a well ordered, highly developed level would be training in the weapon system
training program. itself. The maid-range trainer to be cost

A effective, must take the load of training lower
TRAINING SITUATIONS level objectives away from the weapon system.

14id-range Training devices can be Another case for use of interim trainers
effectively developed and applied in two training would be during major weapon system modification.
situations: I) the fluid training situation, and When a weapon system undergoes a major

-I'2) thme static or established training situation, modification, the weapon system is usually
modified before the companion full-range

In a fluid training situation, the training simul ator is ei ther brought up to date or
program is being developed and produced while the produced. An interim device will be necessary to
weapon system is in full scale development. Thus train new procedures and new equipment before the
the word fluid is applied because the curriculum
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SIweapon system is used. This mid-range trainer As part of a major weapon system
would be used in conjunction with a highly modification, a total aircraft simulator/trainer
developed conversion training program. A will be built for the OAS. This full-range
simulator attached to this type of training trainer is scheduled to be operational in the
program would be a Part Task Trainer or Cockpit 1983-1986 time frame, which leaves a gap between
Procedures Trainer, a device specifically scheduled deployment of the OAS and availability
designed to train only the changes, modifications of the complete trainer system. Crews using the
and specific tasks and functions related to the first B-52 OAS modified aircraft will need a
operation of the new system. trainer in the interim to fill this gap. The

4235 Strategic Training Squadron (STS),
rIn the static training situation, the Headquarters Strategic Air Command (SAC), in

training program has both mid-range and conjunction with Air Training Command and
full-range trainers. The weapon system is static Technology Service Corporation of Santa Monica,
in that it has been delivered and all training CA, has been tasked to dievelop and build four
revolves around an established program and B-52 OAS interim trainers to be used by Strategic
continuous proficiency training situations. An Air Command in their OAS conversion training
example of the static training situation would be program.
the Combat Crew Training Program. In this
situation the mid-range trainer would be used to The 4235 Strategic Training Squadron (STS)
train at lower levels, preparing the trainee to was tasked to develop the GAS conversion
move to the full-range device. This one fact is curriculum. Included with this tasking, was the
important to the well ordered, established development of a new GAS/Cruise Missile training
training program to provide cost effective use of program and curriculum for the B-52 Combat Crew
the full-range device. In the simplest terms, Training School at Castle AFB, CA. Using the
the mid-range trainer provides cost effectiveness Instructional Systems Development C ISO) approach,
by allowing the training manager to use the the 4235 STS/Special Project Branch developed the
full-range device for what it was designed for; training requirements for the OAS and Cruise

~ 1to train higher level objectives. Mid-range Missile. With these training requirement in
trainers could be specifically designed to fit hand, a list of tasks outlined which were
into a highly developed Combat Crew Training essential for training in a ground simulator was
Program. It is conceivable that this type of developed (see Figure 1). These tasks were
device would be used as a "lead-in" for training determined with both the conversion program
missions in the full range trainer. If the (fluid training situation) and the Combat Crew
trainee is knowledgeable in switch locations Training Program (static training situation) in
system function and operation, the full range mi nd. As requirements and design began to take
trainer sessions can be used for real mission shape it became readily apparent that. an interm
profiles. If problems are encountered in student mid-range device was absolutely necessary to the
performance, that student can be given extra Conversion Program and would greatly aid in
training sessions in the mid-range device until Combat Crew Training.
proficiency has been attained. The WST trainingI.periods now become cost effective and can The interim trainer will be a Part Task
complement training in the weapon system itself. Trainer (PTT), one that addresses some of the
By moving through the hierachy for training tasks, procedures and conditions the crewmembers
devices, students become better trained and build must handle with the actual weapon system (See
the confidence that is necessary to perform in Figure 2). Because the air crews receivingI
the weapon system. training will be highly experienced in the B-52

navigational functions, the focus of the PTT will
The key to any mid-range trainer is their be on procedures training; specifically, those

low cost, high training value and short procedures unique to the new GAS. As an example,
development time. Use of minicomputers, the PTT must respond exactly as the GAS would to
off-the-shelf components and a modular design is all commuands (button pushes, switch activations,
important to reduce the initial cost of mid-range etc.), but only those features used directly in
trainers and provide the flexibility necessary navigational and weapon-targeting procedures need
for future modifications and expansion of these be displayed in radar video.
devices.

With only the limited GAS functions
As the next sections illustrate, the B-52 included, the PTT would reduce the Conversion

Offensive Avionics System (GAS)/Cruise Missile Training Program by two flights per crew, saving
Carrier (CMC) Part Task Trainer (PTT) fills all the Air Force $16,000,000. If applied in the
the necessary requirements of the concept of Combat Crew Training Program the device would
mid-range trainers as part of a sophisticated reduce WST periods necessary to train lower tasks
training program. and again savings would ariount to approximately

$400,000 a year in simulator training time. The
INTROVUCTION TO THE B-52 OAS/CMC PART TASK TRAINER above savings alone are significant, but when

compared with the cost of the four simulators
The U.S. Air Force 8-52 Bomber is receiving they becomir ipressive. The entire simulator

a major modification in the form of the Offensive project was given $1.9 million, which breaks down
-IAvionics System (GAS). The GAS, which is used by to $450,000 per device including software and

the 8-52 radar navigator and navigator to perform hardware.
navigational and offensive-weapon-delivery tasks,
replaces the older ASQ-38 equipment and automates Design features of the PTT hardware includee
some previously manual functions, mobility, so that the PTT can be moved easily
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TASKS FOR THE OAS PART TASK TRAINER

GENERAL NAVIGATION TASKS WEAPONS TASKS
ITO prepare and launch/

Naviation Tasks release weapons)
ITg perfomgeneral OAS
operation)

Destination Sequencing/Selection SRAM Alignment
Fixpoint Sequencing/Selection ALCM Alignment
Direct Steering SRAM Prearm
Centerline Recovery Steering ALCM Targeting

ALCM Retargeting
Position Fixing Tasks ALCM Prearm

Tupdaxe aircraft position and course) SRAM Ranging
SRAM Launching

Radar Position Fix ALCM Ranging
Terrain Correlation Fix ALCM Launching
Overfly Fix Procedure I.rregularnty

Recovery
Calibration Tasks Missile Jettisons
(TO calibrate navigational systems) Launcher Rotation

Synchronous Bomb Run
High-Altitude Calibration Alternate Bomb Run
Memory Point Wind Calibration
Alternate Heading Calibration
Low-Altitude Calibration MALFUNCTIONS

(To perfomalternate/back
Rendezvous Tasks up procedures when OAS
(To perform aircraft refueling) components fail)

Point Parallel Rendezvous. RN Management Panel
Alternate Air Rendezvous Fails IWCP Panel Fails •

Special Procedures Doppler Radar Failure
OAS Failure

OAS Turn On
OAS Shutdown

Figure 1
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from base to base to meet training schedule; and The OAS PTI automatically navigates the I-b2
use of off-the-shelf computer components. To according to a predefined scenario flight plan.
reduced the cost of hardware and make maintendnce The crewinembers are able to monitor, update, and
easy by service contract decreasing PTT down override this automatic navigation system, using
time. As to the software, it must be flexible to the OAS equipment and a variety of OAS
handle OAS design changes easily and make future navigational procedures supported by the PTT.
expansion possible. The PTT also supports OAS procedures to perform

in-flight refueling; preparation and delivery of
OAS PART-TASK TRAINER CAPABILITIES Air Launched Cruise Missiles, Short Range Attack

Missiles, and Gravity Weapon Delivery; and backup
The physical layout of the PTT (see Figure procedures used when certain OAS failures occur.

3) comprises stations for the two crewmembers Takeoffs and landings are not supported by the
(called the radar navigator and the navigator) PTT, but OAS startup and shutdown procedures are
required to operate the OAS, as well as for an functional.
instructor. Included in the PTT is a physical
mockup of the OAS identical to the OAS's layout In the PTT, the instructor can select a
and dimensions of panels, switches, displays, flight plan from a set of seven canned scenarios
etc. The mockup comprises 16 operations panels, or mrodify any canned scenario to generate a new
two of which include a keyboard and trackball flight plan. The canned scenarios are
(one for each crewmemiber). Four monochromatic representative of actual training missions,
display moni tors provide up to 33 different Scenarios of up to five hours of flight time can
display formats, including three with synthetic be generated within a region of 2-million square
radar imagery. Tne instructor's position is nautiGal miles, covering the Western and Central
equipped with a CRT console for setup and United States, Sufficient navigational fixpoints
monitoring of the training sessions. and target areas are included within this region

to define at least IOU different realistic

CREWS TATI ON
Figure 3
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scenarios. Actual terrain data are used to independent subsystems - of the hardware
generate synthetic radar imagery for display of configuration are depicted in Figure 4 and
these navigational fixpoints and target areas. described below. iney illustrate the use of off
Since radar scope identification is not a primary the shelf equipment.
training requirement the synthetic radar will _

contain only chosen fix points, target OAP's and Mainframt Processing Subsystem
radar returns on flight path for navijation
urientation. The Mainframe Processing Subsystem (MPS)

Theinsrucor lsoha th caabiityto consists of a minicomputer with disk drive,The instructor also has the capability to magnetic tape drive, and system console (Seeinject faults and malfunctions at specific times Figure 5). The disk is used for real-time
in the scenario, as well as at any time during storage and retrieval of radar imagery data; the
the training session. With the ability to steer magnetic tape is used for transfer of software
the aircraft off the flight plan and to accept and updates of terrain data.
corrections from the OAS crewmembers for
recovery, the instructor acts as the B-52 pilot. The MPS is the central processor for the
He also monitors crewmembers' actions and is able PTT. It is responsible for logical and numerical
to freE.ze the training session at any time, to processing plus control of all other subsystems.
give additional instruction, and then resume the The PTT Software runs on the MPS,
session.

The virtual console is a CRT required for
OAS PART TASK TRAINER DESIGN t;he PRIMUS Operating System. The disk drive is

required for the operating system, for software
The PTT has been designed in modules, to and data file storage, arid for real-time access

facilitate modifications as the OAS itself to display files for synthetic radar imagery
changes and as additional OAS trainer updates. The magnetic tape drive is required for
capabilities are identified. The five modules --

PART-TASK TRAINER SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM

MAINFRAME PROCESSING SUBSYSTEM

DISPLAY SUBSYSTLM [ U O

INSTRUCTOR'S CONSOLE

OA1 CONSOLE SUBSYSTEM

Figure 4
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loading terrain files and software updates on the Up to 63 Simultaneous Users
operational systems in the field. All
peripherals are standard PRIME equipment. PERIPHERALS

All peripheral devices on the PRIME 550 CPU PRIME Virtual Console (PT-25 CRT%disk drive, magnetic tape drive, and virtual Tentnal)
console) have standard interfaces supported by
PRIME hardware and software. PRIME 96 M Byte Cartridge Module Device

Disk DriveThe mainframe processing subsystem
capabilities are listed below for the PRIME SS PRIME 9-Track, 800 BPI, 45 IPS Tape
CPU. Drive

PRIME 560 CPU The MPS interfaces to the Display Subsystem (DS),
Instructor's Console Subsystem (ICS), and Switch

32 Bit CPU Architecture Control Unit (SCU). These interfaces are
described in the respective subsystem

128 Registers descriptions below.

512 K Byte Error Correcting Code Main Display Subsystem
Memory (expandable to 2 M Byte)

The Display Subsystem (US) Is tne primary
1 K Word Cache output device for the navigator and radar

navigator positions. The DS includes four
Single/Double Precision Floating Point monochromatic monitors (called multifunction

Arithmetic in Firmware displays or MFDs) mounted on the pan Is in the
crewstation. The display processor and refresh

Up to 32 DMA Channels memory interface with the mainframe processor to
generate imagery, graphics and alphanumerics on

16 Asynchronous Channels the HFDs. Two trackballs are also included in
the DS and are physically mounted in the

MAINFRAME PROCESSIMG SUBSYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM

MIN ICGNJERfAC TIOStMMl TAPE -- PURPIOS DISPL AY

COMRILRINTRrIER SUISYT

CO )I • Rnl I EkM UilTI-CIHANINI L

Y1R1J~1 ~ MIN MMORY - 3INSTRUCTOR'S CONSOiC

V I

KAI-4 MMURY -- / --

17H A ORIPS A - -lt L _ _(LID [z~ :1I 9 ?K~i),I...... .J _'

CACHE M[MIIHY 1K WI1I•RDS

ME WIRY MAIAGEiME N
128 ACOISlERS

PRIMT 5"0

iINICOMPUTWIER
SYSIIM

Figure 5
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DISPLAY SUBSYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
Toi MAIN1HPJ4E

INKI
k' II* It-iI I A,,I

' • Pkzlt:LS'GINW~ SIB 5L M

SI

Ill Id t

At 1.!O. II(LL M

Figure 6

crewstation to allow the cre~nembers t•o position The following is a list of the Display
crosshairs on the MFUs (See Figure 6). Subsystem Capabilities:

i Each crewmeinber has control of two MF~s and IMAGE

one trackball. Thirt.y-three different display -
formats may oe selected for presentetlon on any One Image Shared By Up To Four fMonitorsone or combination of I4Fus. Most display formats

Scontain only alphanumeric data, but some contain 4 Bits (16 Levels) t~ray Scale Image
: alphanum~eric data overlaid on radar video

imagery, which at any one time may include 4 Bits For Four Overlays (also shared by
•-crosshairs, ground track vector, and navigational monitors)
'LL markers (aircraft heading vector, range rings,
Sbezel rings). 1024 x 1024 Resolution (512 x 512

-'. displayable at any one time)
• % The display processor, refresh memory, and

Strackballs are a special-purpose system provided ALPHANUMERICSSby Grini~ellm Systems Corporation for th I

application. The monitors are model NDC-12 Independent Alphanumerics On Each Monitor
•-i provided by TSD Display Products, Inc. May Overlay Portions Of Image Data

I The DS interfaces with the mainframe
processor via two high-speed, unidirectinal Dual Intensity
16-bit paralel I nterfaces with

Sdirect-memory-access (DMA) transfer capability. Reverse Video
To accomplish 16-bit parallel data transfers, theGeneral Purpose Interface Board provided with the Underline
PRIME computer was modified by Grinnell to
interface with the display control er. Baink

a u7 x 9 pixel characters in 8 x 12 matrix
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OAS CONSOLE SUBSYSTEM CONFIGURATION

H MAINFRAMECOIN USlW141MI

WE SPCA "am
Figure 17iSmKD

WINN COU Is Fi wRMMO icrcnptrwh

MONITOR appropi ate sftware

SKCASIrewtaonSubystm iviin ese OAFS Pm MS.

PAN PAaNEL IucICAIS

IUVICAiM1 INIIUAI

r e t n heINIATI. T P RESEN eA TI O
?AIA~t ANIL PANEL

(ANIEMC K(M

MC I1(S NK INIM RACIISAIlt 
N, I

Figure 7

128 alphanumeric characters, special symbols The SCu block diagram is shown in Figure 7.
The SCx is a CROMEMCO Z2 inicroccmputer with

MONITORS appropriate software.

4 Monochromatic (P39 Pntosphor) Monitors The interface box (see Figure 8), which is
mated with the Crottbenco Z2 microcomputer to form

9' Viewing Area (or 12" diagonal) the Switch Control Unit, is being produced at the
3300 Technical Training Wing/Technical TrainingOAS Crewstation Subsysten Division, Keesler AFB3, MS.

Tne r AS c rewstathon Subsystem (see Figure 7) Instructor Console Subsystem
contains operational mockups of those OAS and
weapon panels required for the specified The Instructor's Console Subsystem (ICS)
procedures training in the PTT. This subsystem serves as a system monitor and control interface
consists of the 16 panels used by the for the instructor. It provides for interchange
crewiaebers. The panels are equipped with of textual data wit~h the Part Task Trainer
switches, buttons, lamps, and two keyboards. The control programs executing in the MPS. The
four i4FOs and two trackballs are physically following data are displayed at the Instructor's

located with the panels in the crewstatmon but Console on an alphanumeric CRT display:are logically part of the Display Subsystem.
Flight Parameters

Switch Control Unit
4,; 1Mission Data

The Switch Control Unit (SCU) provides an
interface between the mainframe processor and the Status of OAS-Emulated Subsystems
switches and lamps in the panels iii the
crewstatlon. The SCU is responsible for: 1) Operational Faults
sensing switch activations on the panels and
reporting them to the MIPS, and 2) generating Al phanumeric data and control codes are
appropriate signals to light/extinguish lamps on input through a keyboard. Functions which can be
the panels by request of the MPS. exercised are:
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START

RUNPOST-RUN EXIT

Figure 9

Trainer Session Control commands available to him, to begin the training
session. He will be provided with coummands that

kAlteration of Flight Parameters allow him to abort the session and return to the
Pre-Run mode, or interrupt for a time period and

Alteration of Mission Data then resume within the Run mode itself. Once the
run is complete, the instructor may enter the

Modification of OAS-Emulated Subsystems Post-Run mode, in which he may conduct limited
Status review and analysis, or he may return to the

Pre-Run mode to initiate another training
Fault Seeding session.

Recovery from Operational Faults. The software has a modular design, which
will aid in making future changes. Software

The ICS is a SOROC IQ 140 CRT terminal, development is performed on the mainframe
procesor in a high-level language. The PTT

The instructor can interact with the PTT in software package with the exception of the Switch
three operational modes: Pre-Run, Run, and Control Unit software is being designed and
Post-Run. The interface has been designed to produced by Technology Service Corporation of
facilitate moving back and forth among any of the Santa Monica, CA. The Switch Control Unit
three modes (see Figure 9). software is being developed by the 3300 Technical

Training Wing/Technical Training Division at
The Pre-Run node occurs prior to the Keesler Air Force Base, MS. The entire software

training (simulation) session and allows the package outlined in the above paragraphs will be
instructor to select and edit a scenario for an 18 month effort. Funding for the B-52 OAS/CMC
training, and complete setup and initialization PTT was received on 27 April 80 and first
procedures. The Run mode is the actual training production unit will be delivered to Strategic

I'period or simulation, during which the instructor Air Command on 15 Oct 81.
monitors the crewiembers actiovs and injects
changes into the session. The Post-Run mode SUMMIARY

4occurs after the training session, in which the
instructor can, initiate a limited review and A full-capability trainer cannot be
analysis. delivered prior to OAS deployment, yet procedures

training is essential for the OAS conversion
All sessions must go through some minimum training and operational use of the new system.

initialization via the Pre-Run mode of the user. The B-52 Offensive Avionics System Part Task
interface. After the appropriate initialization, Trainer is a powerful training system provided at
the instructor will enter the Run tnode, via a low cost and in a short-term schedule.
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Undoubtedly there are other military systems ABOUT THE AUTHORS
whose training requirements can also be met by a
mid-range trainer. Such systems are likely to Captain Joseph C. Stein is assigred to the 4235
require software control of switch panels, Strategic Training Squadron, Headquarters
real-time instructor interaction, multiple Strategic Air Command (SAC). His present duty
displays, and graphics displays--requirements title is OAS/Cruise Missile Training Manager. He
which are being satisfied by the PTT. The is the SAC Project Manager for the B-52 OAS/CMC
modularity and flexibility being designed into Part Task Trainer. Captain Stein holds a BS
the hardware and software of the PTT will degree in Economics from the University of
minimize the efforts required to adapt this Southwestern Louisiana, Lafayette, LA, and MBA
design to other applications, degree in Management from Golden Gate University,

San Francisco, CA.
REFERENCE

Captain Michael E. Shannon is assigned to the
1. Offensive Avionics System Part Task Trainer, 4235 Strategic Training Squadron, Headquarters
Software Performance IpTication, Strategic Air Command (SAC). His present duty
TOMMX748-6, December 8, 1980, Revsed 1 Marc title is OAS/Cruise Missile Training Manager. He
1981. is working on the development of the B-52 OAS/CMC

Part Task Trainer. Captain Shannon holds a BA in
2. Offensive Avionics System Part Task Trainer Economics from the University of Montana,
Specitication uocument, ITSC-PD-AZ48-J, August 15, Missoula, MT.
198U, Revised October b, L1980.

Ms. Carole J. Kuruma is Training Systems
3. Instructor's Manual, TSC-PD-A248-3, October Department Manager at Technology Service
7, 1980. Corporation, Santa Monica, CA. She is Project

Team Manager for the B-52 OAS/CMC Part Task
Trainer Software Development. Ms. Kuruma holds a
BA degree in Mathematics from California State
University at Northridge and a MS in Computer
Science from UCLA, Los Angeles, CA.
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FOREIGN MILITARY TRAINING PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Johnnie A. Butler
Head, FMS Training Acquisition Branch

Naval Training Equipment Center
Orlando, Florida

ABlSTRACT

Modernization uf the military posture of friendly foreign governments has placed

uncontemplated, challenging demands on training program developers. To minimize total
cost, foreign governments use existing equipment designs where feasible. By using existing
designs, the logistics support package has already been developed; however, this package
was tailored to meet the needs of United States military personnel. All items of the
loqistics package are satisfactory except -- training and technical publications. Problems
in these two areas become especially difficult when English is used as a second language by
the procuring country. Since their background and experiences are different, a training
approach that is different than the one used in the existing package is reqt'ired. Training
developers must modify existing curriculum to allow for these differences, to remove cultur-
ally offensive situations, and to tailor the training to learning patterns of the intended
student. Once the training program accomplishes its objective, problems with the technical
documentation disappear.

INTRODUCTION programs for use to train personnel who possessed

different qualifications than those for which the
Military technology is advancing rapidly training had been developed.

requiring continual updating of even the most
modern weapon systems. Many of our allies maintain As each problem was identified, the training
a modern defensive posture through procurement of program was revised in an attempt to eliminate
sophisticated weaponry from the United States and like problems for those groups programmed to
its No'th Atlantic Treaty Organization Allies. follow.

Existing equipments and support packages are The end result wau tha~t each group success-
usually procured, where feasible. Though most fully completed their respective training pro-
elements of the support package are universally grams. This was made possible because of the
acceptable, two of these can prove troublesomse. extreme number of hours that had been devoted to
They are: training and technical manual programs, program revision and increased training time.
These may prove troublesome because, of all However, students woul.d have suffered less frus-
elements of the support package, these two are tration and total cost would have been le.-,s if the
developed to fulfill the specific needs of a training programs had been initially developed to

gopof military weapon systems support tech'ni- satisfy the specific needs of this type of student.

c ians and operating specialists who share a common
core of training and experience. Unless the THE INITIAL ATT'EMPT
support technicians and operating specialists of
the procuring country share this commson training Program Development
and experience, attempts to use the training
portion of the support package can be expected to In the initial attempt, training courses were
result in less effective training, established around existing U.S. military curricu-

la in every respect, including course length,
A recent example where the use of existing course content, course subject sequencing, labora-

training programs to save time and money proved tory and classroom tine, and selected media. As
unsatisfactory was when students of the middle mentioned above, this consisted of nine courses
east were placed in nine different training pro- of instruction which was repeated to different
grams that had been developed for U.S. Navy classes.
technicians. Existing programs were used in an
attempt to save time and money. Each program was The Instructor
given to four different groups over an extended
period. To insure that problems would be In each case, experienced, highly competent
identified immediately, frequent evaluations of course developers and instructors were used.
training progress were planned. Because of Instructor personnel had been specifically
language, background, training, and experience, selected and their performance observed and eval-
differences which existed between the U.S. studen .s uated prior to the beginning of training. Those
the group for which the programs had been developed, personnel allowed to teach had been certified by
many problems were identified, the contractor and by the Government.

As it turned out, the first group of students First Indication of Trouble
served a dual role. In addition to becoming
qualified in their selected specialty, they became At the end of the first week, in each of the
a pilot group for validation of existing training nine courses, the instructors were behind the

planned schedule by 30% to 50%.
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Student Reports Evaluation of Learning

When questioned about their training, st, "nt U.S. military curricula is based upon a
"comments for all courses were similar, and con- pattern of continued feedback. To insure that the
sisted primarily of the following: student is learning sufficiently to enable him to

1 accomplish the objective, the instructor is
VA 1 - "Course is too fast" directed to provide interim summaries and evalua-

2 - "Instructor is no good" tions at strategic points within the lesson. In
3 - "Instructor doesn't explain well" other words, the instructor directs thought-provok-
4 - "Course is too difficult" ing questions at specific students in order to
5 - "We don't have enough time" determine whether that student has learned the
6 - "Don't need to take tests" subject to that point, and to insure that he does
7 - "W3 need to see and use the equipment" not have misunderstandings about key points of the

lesson. In order to insure an adequate sampling
ANOTHER ATTEMPT of student personnel for obtaining this feedback,

the instructor is trained to randomly select and
Override in U.S. Courses direct the question to an individual student.

Because of this procedure, a student that is notIn addition to the above nine courses, many understanding the subject will not evade detection

personnel with similar cultural backgrounds were by the instructor for very long. This system is
provided English Language Training (ELT) then used regardless of the rank or status of individ-
entered in U.S. military training courses, to ual memhcrs of the class. This works fine for
compete directly with U.S. military personnel. U.S. students because they are considered to be of

equal rank during that time when they are in the
tlearning situation. No one student has a higher
status than other students of the class.

The resulting attrition rate of these
personnel was intolerable, especially for those This same philosophy with Mid-Eastern
students enrolled in electrical and electronic students met with sudden, overwhelming resistance.
type c~urses. This attrition rate, in many cases, First, their cultural training seems to prevent
exceeded 50%. them from engaging in any act or activity that may

prove degrading to another member of their society.
Possible Problem Consequently, if one student does not know the

answer to a question, it would be degrading to him
Though all courses were written and pre- for another studant to provide the correct answer.

sented in English, this was not considered a Initial reaction of the student, when placed in
problem because the students were first cycled this situation, seems to be that if he doesn't
through English Language Training, at Lackland provide an answer he cannot be wrong. When ques-
Air Force Base, San Antonio, Texas. A requirement tioned about quizzes and exams, especially of the
for graduation from this course was that they oral type, theix reaction was that they were there
demonstrate attainment of an English Comprehension to learn, not to be tested. It is interesting to
Level (ECL) of 70. This ECL of 70 was initially note that this attitude is Lupported by the con-
equated to the 7th grade; however, later investi- cept of rote memory as opposed to the analysis and
gation revealed that this score was based on a synthesis process mentioned earlier. In other
test that primarily evaluated their use and words, if they are given the question and the
recognition of spoken English. Little reading correct answer, they can memorize it. This is
ability or reading comprehension was checked, their customary means of learning. If they learn

through this method of instruction, there is no
Research into the Problem need for tests or quizzes, and no competitiveness

occurs. Therefore, no student is caused to seem-
Because of this high attrition rate, the ingly degrade another student, especially one who

Government investigated the situation and con- has the higher rank or status. Usually when a
cluded that the problem was a maltifaceted one. question is posed to a class of stidents that has
The researchers surmised that background experi- mixed rank, the duty of pzoviding the answer falls
en.es, cultural traits, and different patterns of upon the ranking member. All subordinate members
learning were all factors which contributed to of the class then support that answer given by
their undesirable performance in the learning their leader.
situation.

When confronted with a written exam, whereby
Learning Pattern Differences each individual must provide an answer of his own,

the students often start talking among themselves
Researchers discovered that these Mid-Eastern in their native tongue. A natural reaction of the

cultures learn predominantly through rote memory, instructor is to believe that they are cheating.
whereas U.S. curricula was based on the premise However, when the instructor intervenes, the

that the student should first learn principles, ranking class member usually informs him that they
then he could be led through attainment of the were discunsing the time, or some other unrelated
training objective through analysis of the problem thing. They seem to feel that their group has been
and a synthesis of basic principles to provide confronted with a problem rather than each individ-
solutions to the problem. Consequently, an ual having been confronted with the problem. This
anomaly in training strategy had existed from the justifies their free discussion.
beginning.
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Dependence upon Instructor

Through observation and questioning of these Comprehension
students, their successful instructors, and train-
ing administrator personnel, it warn determined The use of English by the instructor did not
that the students come to see their instructor as seriously impede the students' understanding, as14a friend and confidant. They develop a dependence long as the instructor was careful to insure that
upon their instructor for everything, not just the presentation was preceded by an identification
training related problems. They bring any problem of new, unfamiliar technical words along with aIIto him, and they trust and rely heavily upon his definition of their meaning.
judgment. He is their friend, their counselor,

and their advisor as well as bcing their When the lesson dealt with a piece of equip-
instructor. However, not every individual ment, it was best to have the equipment or a good,
instructor was able to develop such rapport with complete picture of it readily available. Since[1them. Because of this, an instructor that their primary mode of learning is rote m~emory, it
possesses a great deal of experience, who smay even is best to have the actual equipment available so
be considered a leader in the field, and who has they can have the operation or procedure demon-
been an excellent instructor for U.S. military strated by the instructor, then they can perform
personnel may not be considered a good instructor the operation or procedure themselves, on that
by such students. This possibly resulted because piece of eqsuipment.
the foreign students did not feel safe in trusting
him with their individual problems. If the instructor feels they should take

notes, the only way he can get them to do so is
Similarity to the Job to write them on the board. It seems that they

write in their notes everything that their
Because U.S. military personnel could be instructor writes on the board tar them.

expected to operate any one of perhaps 100
different pieces of equipment that has been The students greatest impediment to learning
designed to provide a specific function, only a was found to be his reading comprehension. One
piece of equipment that is most representative of major problem was that he was given study
the group of 100 different types is selected for materials that had been written at or above the
use in the training course. For example, the twelfth reading grade level. Since the average
U.S. Navy may have within its inventory of active reading grade level of these personnel was below
equipment as many as 100 different types of the sixth grade, a built-in problem existed.
communication receivers. A type is selected for Additional problems caused by using this material

use in the training course that is deemed to be were attributed to the lack of illustrations. In
most representative of the'other 99 types, order for written materials to be effect~ive for
Though students are trained on this one type, they personnel who learn primarily by rote memory, it
are expected to relate their training to any type is necessary to frequently illustrate the written
with which they may be required to operate. They word through use of accurate, detailed pictures
are taught the function of the "SQUELCH" control or drawings of the equipment or system being
and, regardless of where the control may be found described.
on the panel, they can relate it to the Squelch
function. Consequently, they are considered FACTORS CONSIDERED IN CURRICULUM
qualified to operate the "SQUELCH" control to REVISION TO SATISFY FOREIGN TRAINING
achieve its intended function on any one of the
100 different types of equipment that they may The Training Situation

be assgned.For this type student, it was determined
Through conditioning provided by the "rote that the best training situation existed when

memory" type training which they have received the student was instructed on the equipment in a
throughout their life time, Kid-Eastern students laboratory type situation. This capitalizes upon
do not tend to learn the function of the "SQUELCH" one of their strengths -- that of rote memoriza-
knob. instead, they tend to learn the function tion. They are adept at learning by doing.
of the knob located in the lower left-hand corner
of the receiver that is labeled "SQUELCH". Of course, this is not always possible.
Because of this, they do not readily relate to a Sometimes it is necessary that principles be
different receiver that has a knob near the learned which cannot be readily demonstrated on
center of the panel labeled "SQUELCH". They have a piece of equipment. An excellent example of
not been trained to operate this new knob. This this is the theory of operation of an electronic
is, of course, oversimplified, but used to circuit. Try as one may, he cannot see the
illustrate a problem which has been identified electrons moving through the wires. It is
through external evaluation of their training necessary to resort to pictures, illustrations,
programs. movies, and chalkboard work to supplement a

~ j lecture dealing with analogies between alec-
Consequently, the Mid-Eastern student tronic theory and known principles which can

expects to have received training on that be readily viewed, such as water systems.
specific piece of equipment that he is expected
to operate. Since some instruction cannot be accom-

plished through equipment "hands-on", it is
necessary to resort to classroom presentation.
This type training situation should be preceded

3 8 by a demonstration of the job for which this
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training is designed to support. This allows each equipments which the graduate will be expected to~1student to become involved, to a limited degree, operate.
in the performance of the job; allows him to ask
questions regarding this operation, and answer Testing and Evaluation
those which can be answered. For those which-icannot be easily answered because of the lack of Because of the desire among students not to
background information, the instructor should show compete with each other, or disagree with any onw
here thu necessity of the classroom training, then of the others openly, it is desirable to have them
proceed to the classroom. complete individual tests on "easy-to-mark" answer

eheets. That way, no student will know the answer
Curricula developed to support this training given by the others in the class.

should include many pictures and illustrations and
should also make use of the actual equipment. This Planned Course Length
training should always be performance oriented.

To enhance the rote learning pro 2eas and adapt
Written Student Materials the presentation strategy to other unique student

strengths, requires considerably longer course
For training curricula developed to items, especially for non-mechanical subjects.

MIL-STD-1379A, written student materials include
Student's Guide, Tests, Equipment Utilization Reading Grade Level
Handbook, and the On-the-Job Training Handbook.

Those curriculum materials written for student
These materials should be written to take use in support of his training should be written to

advantage of the student's strengths. Since he a reading grade level (RGL) compatible with that of
has been found to possess highly developed visual the student personnel. For those which have just
memories, they can retain most readily that which completed English Language Training CELT) of the
they see. Consequently, this written material type given at Lackland Air Force Base, where the'Ishould be supplemented heavily with pictures and requirement for graduation is an English Compre-sketches which illustrate what the written word hension Level (ECL) of 70, this falls somewhere
is trying to say. between the 4th and 6th reading grade level.

Because of this, materials written for their use
In addition to illustrative oupplements, during the first six weeks of training, immediately

when the written material is trying to explain following ELT, should not exceed the 6th reading
something, the writer should attempt to draw grade level.
analogies between that complex thing he is trying
to explain and something that is similar in Because reading comprehension ran be expected
operation but less complex. to improve through use, and because the student is

rapidly increasing his technical vocabulary for
In selecting pictures, illustrations, and his field of study, the RGL of materials can, and

analogies, one should insure that no culturally should be increased as he progresses through his
offensive situations are created in this material, rate training.
For example, pictures should not be used where
individuals have the fingers of their loft hand However, care should be taken to insure that
near their face. Also, analogies should not be no sample of the student materials is allowed to
made between a series electrical circuit and a go beyond an RGL of 8.9, as measured by the Flesch-
string of Christmas tree lights. These are only Kincaid procedure for determining the Reading Gw-ade

-. Iexamples, to insure that materials are not devel- Level of written materials.
oped which are culturally offensive, developing
personnel should be made aware of differences Though most U.S. Navy technical wanuals, when
which exist between their society and ours. evaluated using the Fry or Fleach-Icincaid methods,
Editing personnel should also be made aware of prove to be written at or near the 12th reading
these differences, grade level, I do not believe that any attempt

should be made to raise the reading grade level of
Selection of Training Equipment this type student above the 9th grade because of

the amount of time it would take. Since their
Curricula written for U.S. military training basic military training, and all specialized rate

courses is normu~lly supported by equipments that training is being conducted in English, their
are generic to the field of equipments upon which reading proficiency can be expected to improve
the training is designed to support. This is through normal use as they progress through their
appropriate because the training approach is to specialized rate qualification training. I
teach principles, then allow the student to adapt believe that the motivated student who meets the
to specific needs through a recall and synthesis of sixth reading grade level requirement upon entry:1appropriate principles. These students learned into his rate training can be expected to increase
operation of a piece of equipment thoroughly his proficiency to the ninth reading grade level
through their rote memory learning method. A upon graduation. This leaves a three-gradeproblem arose if they were introduced to a version discrepancy between his reading proficiency and theVof this same equipment which functioned in an level to which his technical documentation is

- Iidentical manner, but which contained a different written. It has been my experience that this
I-Iarrangement for its functional controls. These discrepancy does not represent an insurmountable
students believed they should receive training problem. I am convinced, after having studied
on this new piece of equipment also. Consequently, this problem, that an individual can adequately

rthe training courses must be equipment-specific. comprehend materials written up to three reading
That is, the equipment selected to support the grade levels above his own, if provided sufficient
training must be a comprehensive grouping of those time.
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Standardization

When dealing with personnel of friendly
foreign governiments. there is much room for mis-
understanding Lecaube of differences in the way
in which the two counrries conduct business, and
communication difficulties which result from the
different languages.

Because of this, it is essential that all
deliveries of training material follow the same
concept and format as that with which thej are
familiar. Since previously developed curriculum
materials were developed to MIL-STD-1379A, and
its associated Data Item Descriptions, it is
recommended that this remain the standard which
governs the type of curriculum materials, their
content and format.

SUMMARY

Curricula developers and instructors, who
present the planned training for foreign military
personnel, must be recdy to change thought patterns
and complete considerable learning and research if
they expect success. They must temper their
thoughts relative to what constitutes a good train-
ing program in accordance with differences which
exist between their new target population, versus
the population for which they have been writing
and present1,.: training.

Educatore must become thoroughly knowledgeable
of cultural differences, i.e., different religious
beliefs, different patterns of learning, concepts
of training, and background experiences. They
must design the curriculum around a training concept
that takes advantage of the strengths of the target
population, while overcoming their weaknesses.
Much research will be required before they will be
able to identify these differences, strengths and
weaknesses, and this research must be completed
before they begin developing a concept of the
training situation.
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4 NEW FRONTIERS FOR COMPUTER AIDED TRAINING
In&. Roberto Podestl

Gajon Institute of Tec~hnology S.p.A.
Genoa-Italy

~ I ABSTRACT
Computers have been introduced in training since many years, but with good results
only for limited subjects. The main reason of the failure seems to be the passive
r~le of the student not sufficiently motivated by the simple contact with the ma-
chine. The System we are introducing combines the programmed learning method we de-

* veloped for military technicians through 30 years of experiences, in which the stu-
dent himself discovers the phenomena reaching the theory through experiments, and
the possibility offered by today Computer Science, getting the advantages of both,
in courses starting from basic subjects up to the most advanced electronic techni-
ques. In a classroom equipped by our system the individual computer gives the stu-
dent a procedure for the experiments he has to perform, but the student himself
has to work on an especially designed desk to set the circuit and to study it, mak-
ing measurements and giving the computer his conclusions. The computer can evalu-
ate student's answers, letting him proceed if they are correct, asking him to repeat
in the opposite case, adding other explanations to help him and keeping his score.
Furthermore, it controls an integrated audiovisual system, showing to the student
automatically films or transparencies connected with the current group of experi-
ments he is performing. Instructor's function has not been cancelled, but exalted,
because through his master computer he can control the complete classroom, checking
students' work at any step, and helping the one who really needs his presence, not
disturbing the others. Resuming, we realized a system in which the student has at
his disposal two instructors, the computer for the routine, and the teacher when
necessary proceeding at his own pace.

THE LIMITS OF COMPUTER AIDED APPROACH TO THE
TRANIN OFMILITARY TECHNICIANS.

Talking about Computer Aided Instruction could first one is the cost of such equipment, which
seem obvious today, as this kind of machines is must be able not only to store this amount of in-
more and more influencing our way.of life, formations, but also to identify and correct a

As a matter of fact the effort to apply compo- number of possible mistakes, which is very big due
ters to this important field started since a very to the wideness of the subject itself.
long time, probably with Computer Science itself, If, as we told above, it is relatively easy to
but if we look deeply inside the results, we can implement a program to teach a technician how to
see that these results are encouraging only when use a new component or a new piece of equipment, it
limited subjects are involved, could be more difficult for a computer to cancel *

It is not easy to resume in a few words the student's doubts about Ohm's Law, and in no other
reasons of this partial failure (which someone can field as in computer business the difficulty of the
call a partial success), but we think that it was problem is increasing the final price.
maiýnly caused by an originary vice, still uncancell But the second point is even more important. To
ed: the unlimited trust in the computer as in a maintain and to repair electronic equipment, a
sort of magic box, which is able by itself to solve technician does not only need theoretical know-
any problem, without taking into account that the ledge.
learning proce~'s is the result of a lot of elements, What he knows about electronics must be inte-
and that it is not realistic to pretend to repro- grated by his ability to use it to solve practical
duce this process simply by putting a student in problems; it means to be able to use measuring in-
front of a machine. struments, to correlate different phenomena and,

In this way we can explain the fact that good last but not least, to use his own hands.
results have been achieved when, for example, what Moreover, if the technician we are talking
we call "the student" was a previously trained about is a military one, the difficulty of his duty
technician whose aim was to get some particular is increased. not only by the complexity of the a-
specialization in his field. quipment he has to cope with, but very often by the

in this case it is possible to get positive re- particular conditions he is working in, which ask
suits due to the capacity of the computer to sort or better, force him to solve the problems in aIinformations and to show them to this special stu- time as short as possible.
dent, to its speed in evaluating his answers and To reach this target he needs what we can re-

to change accordingly its teaching strategy, toge- sume in a single word: experience.Ither with the limited extent of the subject. But Armed Forces, who need this kind of skilled
But let us corsidc~r anither figure: just to technicians, are seldom in the conditions to pre-

Ikeep close to my company's experience, and to my pare them, due, for example, to service reasons
own, too, let us take a student who knows nothing which often compell. to move experienced people to
about electronics, and who is supposed to become a different positions, but mostly because of the
technician able to maintain the sophisticated cir- shortness of time which is at disposal for training
cuits of a Fire Control System. together with the necessity to send people to their

Even if from a theoretical point of view we can final jobs as soon as possible,
imagine a computer able to manage the enormous
quantity of informations necessary to achieve this
goal, we have to face, at least, two problems: the
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A NEW COMPUTER APPROACH apply them without forgetting them.
The teacher's task is exalted as he has notThe Computer as an Element of the Training System. o hl to atermulae but he m am nd•'• only to dictate formulae but he must amplify and

'lheie problems cannot find a satisfactory solu- deepen the concepts and, above all, help the stu-
tion by trc tional training methods, neither a dent to develop his own capacity of observation,
computer ca, 0o it by itself, synthesis and reasonment, the real bases of know-

But really it can be done in an easy way using ledge.
a computer as a component, no longer as "the cumpo- The Onion Desk: an OpenSystem, To reach these
nent", of a training system iucluding other ele-

ments which a computer can coordinate and control targets a new training medium had to be designed
as most af the training systems employ pre-assem-

in the prayper way. bled block circuits which become obsolete because
Before starting the analysis of the Computer of the fast evolution of electronics.

Aided Training System we are introducing, it is of the contion ofelctron is.

better at this point to have a step backwards, be- On the contrary, the Gajon desk is an open-end

cause the system is the result of an evolution system as it allows the greatest liberty in assem-

lasted for years, and to understand it completely bling every.kind of electronic circuit, also the
it is usefull, perhaps necessary, to have a look most complex ones, employing standard components;

at the intermediate levels of this evolution, which on the desk even a complete TV set or a radar

are strictly interconnected with the development of bearing generator can be assembled.
All these things are tLe best guarantee that

the company which implemented it. the Gajon system will never become obsolete, say-
The Gajon Experimental Programmed Learning System ing customers' investments.
for Military Technicians. Another confirmation of this fact is that, ex-

The Gajon Institute of Technology, established cept for obvious technical improvements, Gajon

in 1949 and since the very beginning involved in desk has been maintaining for 30 years the same
miitary tec9nians thevryaginning, realiz ed the ine basic principles without losing validity, and the
military technicians training, realized the neces- desks built in the 1950s are still employed with
sity of studying a new training methodology to good results.
solve the problem of preparing skilled manpower at
the satisfactory level in a shorter time, and, if Main Characteristics of the Gajon Desk. The
it was possible, at a lower cost. desk provides a work surface which allows to as-

A basic point is the following one: the student semble even very complex circuits without solder-
has to partecipate to the learning process in an ing, using electronic tubes, transistors, inte-
active way. grated circuits, microprocessors and any kind of

This active behaviour can be resumed into two other components.
aspects:

1) the student has to reach the fixed level of ...

knowledge working according to his learning
rate

2) the student himself must be considered an
interesting teaching resource, both from the
self teaching point of view and as a useful
help for the real teacher.

On the other hand, the continuous increase of
scientific knowledge to be assimilated pushes the
students to accelerate their learning rate; but
unfortunately, very often the learning rate is
slower than the transmission of knowledge.

Deep changes in the methodology are therefore
necessary to improve teaching productivity.

Another problem is the growing of scholastic
population, and the increase of knowledge in quan- i .
tity and quality is not balanced by a proportional
increase in number and preparation of teachers.

To solve the problem, we have to work towards 1- The Gajon desk mod. 1001B, designed to match

two directions: a better use of the teacher as di- the necessities of a modern programmed learning

dactic means and the realization of an individualiz- experimental method.

ed autonomous teaching.
These considerations together with the study The work surface is composed by amovable plates

"carried on learning process, suggested to adopt t which may be taken out with the assembled circuits,
"The Gajon answer is a learning philosophy dif- leaving the surface free for other students.
Thren Gajon ansetraiisnal lnear g philosphy dift The desk power supplies give all the voltage

4ferent from the traditional one: through a direct values necessary to make the circuits work through
experimentation the student is pushed to observe an automatic feeding line integrated in the work
and to analize phenomena to reach the conclusions surface.i ~~~by himself,.ufae

On the contrary, the norlml training method is All the power supplies are electronically pro-
tected against short circuits; an acustic alarmcomposed ythoeia esnansusuntx- indicates overcurrent conditions and a control pa-

copsdby theoretical lessons and subsequent ex-
periments to apply and test the studied concepts. nel shows the overloaded power supply.

With the Gajon system tho student is brought to
discover by himself the laws regulating the pheno- A special turret is provided to keep -Aiasuring
mena following the same way of the scientists; it instruments and signal generators whieh are modu-
is evident that in such a way the student will un- lar and plug-in type.
derstand completely the laws and will be able to After the use, instruments and components can
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be stored into a special trolley supplied with the instructors prepared by us know; in our after-
desk. sale services training for several groups of in-

structors is included, but it seldom happens for
a lot of reasons connected to the rigidity of mi-

+V •litary organizations.
Therefore, we started trying to add something

u. . to the equipment to make easier for the new in-
Rf -Dk * . .structor to follow our training method.

Z. . . The solution of the problem could not have been
b-Vn 7 a simple manual, but it had to be something alive

and able to guide the instructor step by step
A~S keeping him close to the right procedure.

But we were also looking for something so flex-
ible to let the experienced instructor modify the

f•k medium itself according to its philosophy, once
|m Wa he got the complete control on the system.

We found out that a properly designed computer

could give a poritive solution to our investiga-
-V - tions.

SOf course, the possibility offered by the com-
puter added to the basic desk to avoid problems
connected to the change of instructors has not

2- Sample of the special emovable assembling been the sole reason why we took that decision.
plates which form the work surface of the As a matter of fact, the computer aided train-
Gajon desk. It is possible to see here the ing is a logical improvement of an experimental
components (mounted on standard supports) programmed learning system as the one we develop-
and the special connecting elements. ed; it adds to the system several advantages:

- it makes it easier to have a wider possibili-
ty of ramifications, with a consequent in-

How the Computet Can Improve the Gajon Method. crease of self-adapting capability and perso-
The results we h a,e been getting for twenty nalization of the course itself

years by the employ of our very special programm- - the informations, can be automatically stored
ed learning mathod have been satisfactory, but as and managed
a matter of fact, in the educational field you - through special algorithms the computer can
cannot: pretend to have reached the top, and that satisfy requests which ask for elaboration
is even more true for an Institute engaged in the (like execution of mathematical operations)
training of electronic military technicians. - with some restrictions, answers freely ex-

On the other hand, we realized that there were pressed can be accepted and evaluated
some problems due to the p.irticular market we were - it is possible to generate files of data,
working in: very often, the instructors we prepar- having a fast access to use or to correct
ed in our Center in Genoa, after two or three them. This is an important condition to have
years had to leave their schools for other desti- the necessary feedback in the program: the
nations because of changes in their careers and it changes which experience may suggest are not
was not easy to replace them. so easy to be done if the training means is

In our training philosophy, the equipment are a manual or a teaching machine
important, but evenl more imrortant is the method - taking ino account the previous curriculum
to use them, and this is something that only (preliminar test, results, previous answers,

SS~AJON DUSK 20MV

3- The Master Desk Mod. 2000M tcgether with its Accessories.
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etc.) autoatical ly stored iii the memory, it The Master Desk Mod. 2000M. The desk 2000M
is possible to adapt the sequence of the for tie teacher has ,I xatly tile same steeI struC-
Course to studeOlts' characteristits. tdrc as thiHe student desk, but it is missing all

Due to tile ,M•dulari ty of cur progrms and t o ti rcut t a;sembI iring systems, circuit feeding sys-
tile step by step procedure of our courses it did (tin, iastrumentation and components.
not seem ditficult to modify them slightly to On tile front panel, instead of instruments, all
transfer them in a computer memory. digital interfacing with the student desks and a

Moreover, we wanted to take the advantages of- 9" monitor used by tile teacher to preview audio-
fered by tile development of audiovisual aids, as visual programs are included.
well; our computer should have had t(le possibi lity On tihe surface there are two keyboards, the
to manage a complete audiovisual set, integrated computer, cassette recorder/player and a transpa-
in the classroom, including CCTV system, video- rent crystal used as an overhead projector thanks
slides, VCR andt automatically operated by the coin- to the CCTV camera placed on top of the crystal.
puter at the proper moment of tile course. Slides are projected on the same crystal from

Taking into account all these requisites we the slide projector placed underneath, allowing
had to make- a first important chlioice: a:- intelli- the pick-up from the CCTV camera.
gent terminal for each student connected to a main In the trolley beside tihe desk the video cas-
computer aanagin'., tile contplete classroom tor thic: sette recorder is mounted, and a storage area is
whole shool, or an individual minicomputer? provided for video-cassettes, transparencies and

We prefered the second possibility, as the best slides cartridges.
ore from tile eConoptclial poinlt of view and due to The desk includes:
its flexibility. - front panel with all controls

We could not find on the market a mir, inconmputer - 12" CRT video graphic alphanumeric display
matching al1 our requirements,, so we designed our - 9" CRT monitor
Own one; we solved a lot of technical problems, - alphanumeric keyboard
but we think that the results can be defined sa- - electronic symbols graphic keyboard
tisfactory. - computer and interfacing facilities
Gajon Conpiterized Traitting System. - computer cassette recorder/player

- intercom
In a classroom equipped by our computerizzed - CCTV camera

training systen. we have two different types ol - slide projector
desk: a master desk for the instructor and tile - video cassette recorder
student desk, each one computerized. - computer printer

In tile steel structure of the student desk is Monitor and computer ar-. plug-in modules, al-

included a complete computer assisted electronic lowing quick substitutions in case of breakdown.

laboratory. The computer is provided by an autodiagnosis
The student has at his disposal: the computer board to reduce trouble-shooting time.

with its keyboard, on automatic feeding system, There are some differencies between the stu-
a complete set of plug-in instruments, a special dent's computer (that we call CAT/S) and the tea-
work surface where, as in the previous model, he cher's one (CAT/M).
cat) assemble without any soldering any kind of
electronic circuit, starting fronm the simplest up TuLe Computer for the Student's Desk (CAT/S).
to tile most advatced ones, using tile standard Tile CAT/S is a dual processor microcomputer sy-
components which are stored in tile utility trolley, stem with a dual on-board/off-board multiple bus

4- Tih. Student.'s Desk Mod. 2000. "llie 1nstrrimtent,; it) the Turre t are Standord Plig-in Modules; O0l tile
To o Surtace sonL- Additional Instrumetits Can lie Placed.
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structure that allows each processor to use its tions are remote controlled by the teacher
own memory and input/output without utilizing a or by the students! computer according to the
common system bus. lesson program.

A common system bus is used only when either - slide projector: standard Kodak Carousel.
processor requires nccess to the common memory. - telecamera: Vidicon interlaced 1/2" camera

The system generates bus busy and bus reque- of medium brightness type; bandwidth lOMHzSst signal. Under these conditions two indepen- giving a resolution of 700 lines.
dent programs or data exchange programs can be - keyboards: ASCII encoded alphanumeric key-
run simultaneously. boards; special graphic keyboard; cursor con-

Both processors can accept parallel data from trol and special function keys.
any eight bit bus peripherals. - audio communications system: low power duplex

Serial I/O via UART is provided. Easy user speaker impedance 600 ohms.
access is provided via multipins connectors to A very interesting feature offered by our mas-
data and address buses. All control signals are ter computer is the possibility for the teacher
accessible. to modify the standard prograns we supply together

Main features: with the system, or to write brand new programs
- 8080A processor even if he is not a skilled computer programmer.
- crystal controlled clocks To make it possible we developed a very simple
- crystal controlled baud rate for cassette programming language and to solve the problems

load usually connected to graphic programs, we designed
- crystal controlled composite sine pulse for a special graphic keyboard.

CRT display To each key of the last a graphic electronic
- TTL compatible input/output symbol or a part of a symbol are corresponding in
- 30 Kbyte of static RAM memory the computer memory.
- system control program stored in ROM If the teacher reeds an electronic symbol to
All components are mounted on fiberglass drau a circuit on the screen, what he has to do is

through-hole-plated plug-in boards of double Euro- simply to press the key corresponding to it.
size with gold plated edge connector; each board If the symbol he needs is composite, it means
is mounted on a mother board with gold plated con- composed by several parts on different keys, he
nector sockets. can press a special sequence key corresponding to

All boards are housed in a metal cabinet with that symbol and automatically the computer shall
forced air cooling system. Connections between collect the single parts to draw the complete
computer and peripherals are made via flat ribbon symbol.
cable. Two symbols correspond to each key; the choice

The following peripherals are standard in the is made by pressing one of the two function keys,
basic student desk: the yellow or the green one.

- cassette: standard audio playback unit with
remote computer control. Tape speed is 4.75 The Gajon Computerized Training System at Work.
cm/sec.. No special cassette tapes are re- The philosophy of the training method is un-
quired. changed: the student has to work on the desk, mak-

- printer: matrix inpact with ink ribbon. No ing his own practical experiences and reaching the
special paper is required. Paper width 8". laws which regulate the phenomena correlating his

- monitor: standard 12" black and white video observations and the measurements he can take.
display with antireflection screen. Bandwidth At any step the student is guided by his own
not less than 8MHz. Composite video signal. computer.

- keyboard: alphanumeric keyboard ASCII encoded. In fact, as we told above, each student's desk
Cursor control and special function key. is provided by a microprocessor with alphanumeric

keyboard, display and cassette player; the lesson
The Computer for the Instructor's Desk (CAT/H). is stored on the cassette, ready to be transferred
The basic microcomputer system of CAT/M is the to the computer memory.

same as CAT/S. The instructions for the student and the gra-
Additional software control functions allow the phical representation of the circuit he has to as-

teacher to generate special graphic characters, to semble appear on the screen controlled by the com-
prepare lessons and to dump them on cassette tapes. puter.

The CAT/M contains audio cassette playback and This special display developed by Gajon can be
record facilities. used as a graphic terminal for the computer and

The teacher has at his disposal VCR and slide also as a normal video screen or the audiovisual
projector combined with telecamera as additional aids.
facilities for interconnections between his desk Through the keyboard the student gives the data
and the display units of any or all students, to the computer about the measurements he has done

Audiolinks enable contacts between teacher and on the circuit, answering the questions the compu-
any or all students simultaneously. ter asks him.

The following peripherals are standard in the In the student computer memory the complete
master desk: sequence of the experiments has been stored toge-

- cassette: standard audio playback/record unit ther wit•' the numerical results of the experiments;
with remote computer control. Tape speed 4.75 the stu, must perform them according to the in-
cm/sec.. ýt special cassette tapes required. structions received from the computer.

- monitors: same as monitor of CAT/S used as vi- A special program makes the comparison between
deo monitor or student's control monitor. Pre- students' results and the right ones in a range of
view monitor for VCR, telecamera and slide approximation.
projector. If the student's answer is correct, through the

- VCR: black and white and colour with three in- display the computer shows to him the next experi-
ternational standards of decoding. All func- ments to be performed; in the opposite case it
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8- Sample of circuit drawings executed by the CAT/M under special graphic keyboard control.
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2- s t y{ ~ o i r entn l i r l a A . e r

Vg 2v. t esre do tension, repetir Jo obsor-
SRvocion Y medir lo coida do

tension in R.

RA: 6. 8KV P'I: SOM Twsi.er CONCLUSIOIMES .
R2= 2.2KQ Cr1-Il4007 0tcil. El SCR en CR, controlodo opli-
R3= 47W2 SCR=S4003 condo al GHTE uno tension conti-
R-4: 47K' Ir7. t.r'uirnrnTlo liii nu1.. permite regular la corriente
RT,= I•(- 1112 en la cargo variando la Vg.

9- Sample of experiment sheet printed by CAT/S.
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asks the student to check again the circuit, to set - Logic Circuits
it up in the correct way. - Basic and Advanced Computers

If the results remain incorrect, automatically - Electrical Machines and Controls
the computer sends the student back to the point of - Synchro and Servosystems
the previous lesson he did not understand. - B/W Television

At the same time the machine keeps the score of - Colour Television
the student, which will be a part of his curriculum. - Antennae

To complete the subject the student is study- - Microwaves
ing, the computer automatically shows to him short - Radar
films or slides on the display. - Sonar

The complete system is controlled by the master - Pulse Communications
desk. - Wire Communications

At any moment the instructor can copy on his - Gyrocompass
screen what is appearing on student's one and vice- Of course, thanks to the flexibility of the
versa; he can also verify the individual score or system and to the experience of our company, new
the score of the complete class to check the gene- programs can be designed by our specialized in-
ral behaviour. structors according to customers' requirements.

At the end of the lesson the conclusions writ-
ten by the student using his keyboard are automati- Advantagesof the Gajon Computerized Training
cally transferred tu the teacher, to let him check Systems.
them. Beyond the advantages offered by other computer

In such a way the teacher gives the final aided programmed learning methods, the Gajon sy-
judgement about student's behaviour if it cannot be stem offers the following ones:
resumed by a simple numeric answer. Coherence - It is a big advantage to utilize

As the lesson goes on, everything the student the same didactical system from basic electricity
is writing is printed on paper automatically, so up to the most advanced specializations, because
that at the end of the course each student will in such a way every course gives exactly the know-
have his personalized manual. ledge required for the following ones, without

All the system is continuously checked by an useless repetitions, jumps and dangerous changes

autodiagnosis apparatus, allowing a fast fault- in the methodology.
finding and replacing of the damaged boards. Costs - To have a unique system covering dif-

Behind the previously remembered ones, the ad- ferent specializations avoids the necessity to
vantages of the system are very interesting, have multiple equipment and laboratories, with an

We have a program including all audiovisual evident saving. The additional kits are adding
aids, allowing the student to proceed at his own only the components and the specific instruments
pace, according to his learning capability; the for each technique utilizing the same space, the
proceeding of the course is the best available, be- feeding system, the standard instruments and the
cause it has been prepared by the Cajon specialized other facilities offered by the basic desk.
instructors. Up-to-dating possibilities - As it is of open-

In this way each student has an instructor at end type, the Gajon system is always efficient
his own disposal, the computer. Teacher's function because even the new techniques which will be de-
is not cancelled, but exalted, because his aim will veloped in the future can be integrated in it.
be to help the student where the computer, as a That happens also thanks to the modularity of
machine, cannot succeed without being bothered by the program which lets new lessons be inserted.
routine explanations; it will not be necessary to Flexibility - Even if each experiment is follow
keep the marks of each student, because this is done ing a careful planification according to a pro-
by the computer. grammed learning system, the instructor who %on-

The time the teacher can use to perform new siders it convenient can design different 'peri-
researches has been increased and he can modify the ments, as the system allows it.
program whenever it is needed. Training time - One of the most evident advan-

In fact, as we told above, he can change the tages of the Gajon system for Military Schools is

programs in the computer memory simply typing on the reduction of the training time, without com-
the keyboard the new lesson, even if he does not promizing the quality of the result.
know anything about computer programming, due to Realization of special courses - The Gajon In-
thespecial microprogrammed keyboard he has got at stitute can modify the standard programs'according
his disposal. to customers' requirements. This service is free

"of charge and lasts for ten years to guarantee the
Courses which Can Be Performed by the Gajon continuous matching of the system with school

System. The Gajon desk with the components, the needs.
_instruments and the computer programs supplied in Instructors' training - The cost of the equip-

the basic version allows to perform the following ment is including a one month training period for
courses: the instructors in Genoa Gajon Center, with board

- Basic Electricity and lodging to give them the practical experience
-Basic Electronics which is necessary to get the best results from
- Basic Digital Electronics the system.
- Basic Communications Furthermore:
Moreover, accoridng to customers' necessities, - it allows a self-tailored training; each stu-

"there are some standard advanced courses; to per- dent proceeds according to his capacity
form them additional components and instruments are - every student can call the teacher at any mo-
needed to complete the basic desk equipment. ment without disturbing his fellows

They are covering the following subjects: - it is not as cold as the other computer aid-
- Electrical Components and Circuits ed training systems because it is interactive and
- Electrical Machines teacher's presence is not cancelled
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-it allows continuity in the methodology even

when the teacher is replaced*1 - the instructor can dedicate more time to each
student because the routinework is done by the

computer
-it allows the continuous check of the class

eliminating the needs of periodical examinations
-at the end of the course the student will get

a complete personalized manual, automatically
printed by the computer during each lesson

-it allows an automatic and continuous commu-
nication between students and instructor

-the flexibility of the system allows also to
graduate the deor ness in which every subject has
to be studied. -a fact, the same circuit, for
eample, an operational amplifier, can be studied
at informative, technical or university level. The
choice can be done at the beginning of the course,
when a lot of elements must be defined: targets
and plan of the course itself, type and required
output level of the personnel, number of necessary
people to cover service needs, time at disposal.

Final Considerations.
The computerized system we presented above is a

brandnew product, and therefore we cannot pretend
to have in one-year experience on the field con-
clusive data about its success.

Anyway, we have to take into account that it
applies and improves the method we have been uti-
lizing for more than 30 years and which have been
carefully tested in several occasions.

The most important test consisted in comparing
in the various countries two different groups of
students.

The first group included students who had been
taught according to traditional methods while the
second group included students trained with Gajon
methods.

The first noticeable fact was that, even though
the initial level of instruction of the students

taught with Gajon method was inferior to that of
the other group, it was necessary to teach the

students following traditional methods for a pe-I
riod of 22 weeks as against only 9 weeks with the
Gajon method.

Traditional method trained students' final per-
centage of passes was 28%.

Gajon method trained students achieved 70%.
A much higher percentage of passes has been re-

gistered when students began their initial prepa-
ration with the Cajon system.

For what Computer Aided Training System is con-
cerned, the first courses are now in progress in
different countries and we can affirm that the par-
tial checks we are making are showing what we ex-
pected, confirming the advantages of the CAT com-
bined with the Gajon programmsed learning training
system.
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"TRAINING WITH A SHORTENED RANGE CARTRIDGE
FOR AUTOMATIC RIFLE"

JEAN CHEVALIER (Colonel S.T.A.T.)
FRANCOIS AMBROSI (Ingsnieur en Chef de l'Armement D.T.A.T.)

ABSTRACT

In order to allow for firing manoeuvre, on the ground, of the combat group in reasonably
safe conditions, a shortened range firing system, adaptable to the French automatic rifle, has
been developed.

In a first part, after having recalled the military requirements, the system's conditions
of use are exposed, and in particular those of its associated 5,56 ammuaition.

The second part is devoted to the description of the materiel which has been studied on
the ground of the military specifications issued from the requirements stated before.

The materiel is composed of a kit adaptable to the rifle and of a 5.56 cartridge with a
plastic bullet said "balplast".

This system is at the last stage of its development and should be proposed for evaluation
to the official services by the end of 1981.

INTRODUCTION

When adopting at the beginning of the century For obvious medium range accuracy and safety
high velocity small calibre infantry weapons, the reasons, the 22 LR system was left aside and an
French Army necessarily grew interested in original solution was preferred, consisting of a
shortened range training systems (Cf. fig. 1). lightened body and a specially designed round, with

a training purpose bullet.
Whereas service ammunition requires heavy

infrastucture (firing ranges) and large size The round is derived from the service
layouts (safety limits) which are more particularly ammunition 5.56 cartridge case, with a rebated rim
unpermissible in Europe, use of shortened range diameter.
ammunition brings forth notable reduction of A very light plastic bullet (10 grains
utilisation restraint and cost. boattail) is propelled at 4,000 ft/sec muzzle

velocity by 12 grains of fast powder, with external
In particular, in as i'zch as it has very ballistics matching exactly that of the service

short lethal range, such ammunition affords ammunition bullet up to 100 meters.
collective practice on the training ground, and
firing manoeuvre for combat groups, which cannot be The characteristics of the ammunition and its
thought of with service ammunition. subcomponents are described in detail.

Widespread adoption throughout the past ten The French automatic rifle can be classed as
years of automatic individual weapons ipso facto a delayed blowback type. With respect to the low
led to the necessity of automatic fire practice. impulse available, the weight of moving parts haJ

to be cut down consistenly so as to afford
In order to meet this particular military automatic firing mode.

requirement, viz., "combat group training to The lightened trainiug subcomponents are

automatic fire in open ground", a special shortened supplied as a kit comprising the breech block, the
range system has been elaborated which can be bolt hes4 carrier and the delay lever, directly
adapted without any tooling, by sub-assembly interchange.ble with the respective parts of the
replacement, on the service rifle, service weapon.tV

Fig. I The shortened range cartridges family since 190C
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In order to forbid use of service ammunition For firing vith a cine simulator in
(most unadvisable both for the gunner and the enclosures destined to this p-irpose
people around) during a practice session, the It is therefore necessary that the functions held
diameter of the recess in the bolt head of the kit by the service ammunition, in particular the

was reduced so that only a special profile balplast automatic firing, be possible with this shortened

cartridge with a rebated rim can be fired. range, yet real firing ammunition.

MILITARY REQUIREMENTS THE BALPLAST KIT

In fact the military need is not new, but It Therefore, in order to meet the requirement

has been modifided with the widespread use of corresponding to the tactical use of the automatic

automatic assault rifles, rifle FAMAS 5.56. a shortened range firing system
has been developed.

In France, the need for a shortened range aI
system able to work in the automatic mode has been a) it has been STUDIED on the ground of

confirmed by the adoption, in July 1977, of the military requirements the prioritiet of which are

FAMAS 5.56 Fl, and the wish to use fully for recalled there after.

training the potentialities of the new 5.56 weaponsystem. 1. Safety:

Military requirements - Dangerous range limit inferior to 600 a

The external ballistic characteristics of the - The kit design must not allow firing with

service ammunition are such as to lead, on the one service ammunitions.

hand, to important safety space requirements, on
the other hand, in the case of a use inside a - The pieces must be easily recognized as
military enclosure, to non negligible structures. well as the ammunitions.

According to these safety space requirements, 2. Firing
the firing grounds have to be very large, and so
are generally quite distant from the barracking of - the performances ere Judged in comparisonwith those observed for the rifle withthe troops, this heads to frequently important service ammunitions, on the same targets,
moving.. at the same ranges.

Besides, in the camps used in France for
manoeuvres as well as for firing, the execution of - In various respects, this also concerns
the firing course necessary for the infantry troops
individual and collective training makes it - probability of hit
compulsory to neutralize, for safety reasons, wide - the accuracy (group and zero) in the

spaces which are therefore not available for the case of firing with a rest (bipod, or

tactical zraining of the troops sand bag, and so on...

It was therefore necessary to elaborate an 3. Reliability
ammunition having the same ballistic
characteristics as the service ammunition, but with - ater trems
a shortened range (1,000 m) - climatic extremes

- fouling

This ammunition makes possible • the use of - miscellaneous incidents
light stractures inside the barracks.• i4. Life expectation:

The performance of instinctive fire practice
without blocking more space than is necessary. 15,000 rounds per kit (with the possibility

of exchanging the striker, springs, ejector,

Use of 5.5o balplast cartridges extractor...).

Due to its charact~ristics, the balplast cartridge b) it is COMPOSED of

has the same external ballistics as the service
ammunition between 0 and 100 m, but its terminal - an adaptable kit for the whole bolt unit
efficiency is very much reduced beyond this - a cartridge with a plastic bullet.

distance therefore a simple brick wall stops it - a magazine (which is in fact polyvalent,
beyond 100 m. as it allows the rifle to work with any

of the adopted cartridges : service

The safety area is limited to 500 m (instead of ammunitions, blank, dummy).
3,500 for the service ammunition). c) it ENSURES the different firing modes of

, This ammunition is used for the soldier's the rifle, with 5.56 plastic bullet

elementary training, the time of which being very cartridges, and a useful range of 100 m.

short during the 12 months "Service National". The Fundamentally, the problem to solve is not a

movings, which involve delays and wastes of time, simple one.Automatic firing requires a lot of
are livaited to a minimum, as the firings take place energy, and that is a priori at the opposite
inside the barracks of the troopsh of shortened range,let alone with the

requirements about accuracy.

For the infantry's individual as well as collective
further training, with as small safety areas as
9ossible.
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Nevertheless, the question once put, the and Pa - momentum of the single equiValent
firsideas to come forth In answer were these : moving part. (for breech, bolt carrier...)

For the ammunition, try to scale down and we find : Pa=-P Pp and Pg - (p-, ) Pp
adapt for the 5.56 automatic rifle, the existing
cartridge used for the 7.5 rifle, and in particular Another relation between the mass of the
its projectile. single equivalent moving part (Mr ) and the mass"

of the moving parts ( mh ) for the breech and

As for the weapon, considering the low energy ( mbc ) for the bolt carrier is obtained from the
hthe aplast, design a blowback conservation of energy : (Cf. fig. 2);

unit, the FAMAS being a priori suited for this *2 ;2 + 2
mr x = fhx + ibc y

The first idea, i.e. reduction of the 7.5 With _ 2_ Ratio of the arms length (upper
round, misfired, so to say... because of the shape OA anlo of the delay (ever
of the flat based bullet. As for the second idea, OA and lower) of the delay lover.

it was quickly dismissed for two major reasons : a o

technical one and a human one. So Y= PX

As a matter of fact, in the FAMAS the
automatic sear is controled by one of the lever In fact p is not a constant with the FAMAS.

a During recoil its value changes from P a 3.6 atlower wings, replacing the present bolt unit by a t bging to i a n value of P - 2.7 a
simple blowback lightened block meant that firing the beginning to 1, a ean value of P 2.77 is a

was suppressed I As this is precisely one of the good one in most cases.

safeties of the FAMAS. Moreover, it is necessary
that the soldier should acquire and retain the As a first approximation, these two equations

knowledge of one mechanism for this weapon, and represent the working of the rifle
this would not have been true any more had the
working system been transformed in the exchange Pa A Pp
between the pieces of the bolt umit and those of •'
the adapter. - 2

mr mh P mbc
This being said, and although the working

principle of the FANAS is well known, it is now
necessary to do some mechanics to understand the
whys of the retained solutions.

For example with the FAMAS 5.56 Mr 3.2 kg

The FAHAS, a small bullpup design works With "standard" ammunition Pp " 6 Ns.

according to the principle of delayed blowback with So for automatic firing the total mass of the

a delay lever. This lever couples the breech and moving parts should be less than 11.6 kg.
the bolt-carrier (1), (2), (3), (4). The kinetic energy of this mass (3.2 kg) with

In order to avoid the gripping of the case in service ammunition is ranging about 22 joules* ;

the chamber, there are canelures along the chamber and a minimum momentum of 3 Ns is needed to work "1

in such a way that the case floats in the gas with the FAMAS with this mass.

* an equal pressure on both sides of the wall of the
case.* To conclude, with a shortened range firing

system where the cartridge must give out a momentum

So, as the pressure increases, and as the ranging between 1.2 and 1.7 Ms, it is necessary

bullet moves down the barrel and the head of the that the equivalent recoiling mass should range

case pushes back the breech, the bolt carrier between .5 and 1 kg.

starts to shift back, linked by the delay lever.

ZSERVICE TRAINING
At this time the floating case acts as a Bolt head / Breech i1asl 109g

differential distributor of momentum. Bot carrier 24039

Leiv IverJfnnQPi 2 J 21 s

; =,surface of the HEAD of the case TotS3•h we4hI4
surface of the MOUTH of the case

Wk W,

So the conservation of momentum before and I- I
after the firing of the cartridge is expressed by

Pp + Pg + Pa =0 A(MI,

Where Pp - momentum of the bullet and T
propellant gas W WEIGHT OF BOLT PARTS

Pg - momentum of the rifle (in recoil) * 1 joule - .72 ft.lb.
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The adapter of the bolt unit (cf. fig. 2 and 3) At the time, the characteristics required for
thi, projectile were as follows

rIn the weapon, the adapter must substitute - a 7.5 bullet (.308)[for the following item. t - total weight of the brass base t 0.77 g
-the bolt (breech) - total mass of the bullet 1.25 g
-the bolt carrier

and ensure the functions of the existing parts. At first this cartridge (see. fig. 8) used
the service ammunition brass case, and this caused

For human engineering (E), technical (T) and many incidents. As a matter of fact, the pressure
industrial (F) reasons, the following solutions developed while firing being too low, the case
have been retained could not be an efficient gas seal in the chamber,

- to keep the working principle (E snd T) and this frequently caused discomfort for the
- to keep the breech (E,T and F) (Mh 140g) shooter. In order to put these Incidents right oht

the one hand, and to reduce the cost of the
The only alterations effected in the breech cartridge on the other hand, a much softer case

have been performed for safety reasons. made In a light alloy !as worked out, which is
- a smaller diameter for the recess in the still in service.

bolt head so as to avoid the accidental
firing of a service ammunition.

- the setting of a foolproof device so as to
forbid the improper exchange of one of
the breeches for the other.

Then again, as it was necessary to keep the
main spring & miscellaneous (Mty150 g) and that the
design made it quite impossible to lower the ratio
of the lever beyond 1.6, it was found that the
ammunition had to fire out a momentum superior to
1.3 Na, with a bolt carrier mass of about 150 g,
that is to say a total of about 300 g for.
(mbi a MI)

Concerning the mass of the rifle mobile unit
elements and of the adapter, see fig. 2, their
outline is shown on figure n* 3. Fig. 8 -Down scaling from 7.5 to 5.56 mm

The first idea was therefore to reconsider
this cartridge and adapt It to the 5.56 caliber. No

A!, sooner said than done and that was the beginning
of troubles all the more embarrassing as they
appeared late, too late. As a matter of fact, these
cartridges are loaded wtih an extremely fast
burning powder (the same as the one used In blank
cartridges). As it was not possible to rely on the
crimping of the mouth of the light alloy case for a
good ignition of the powder, the diameter of the
bullet had been slighly enlarged of 0.05 mm
(.002"). The forcing was sufficient and the
pressure regular (on the other side, this was a
great contraint from the industrial point of view
because it meant recalibrating the neck)..

And then, one day, it happened that the

impacts observed an a target were tipped and even

Fig. 3 -BOLT PARTS (left-Service items and keyholed and that dispersion was also aberrant.
"balplast" adapter at the right) After a few investigations it became obvious that

the profile of this projectile was not suitable
The balplast cartridge because it was far too sensitive to the barrel

state of wear (a phenomenon that un~known In the
Since about 1960 the French Army has been 7.5).

using with its 7.5 armament (HAS 36/51 and FSA-MAS
*149/56) an ammunition. This cartridge only allows Under this shape, it has not been possible to

hand operated firing, come back to a smaller projectile diameter and to
ensure a better ignition by using strong crimping

The projectile of this cartridge is a plastic only, in particular by changing the material of the

ogival bullet, made out of orange colored RILSAN, case because, with a steel case, ruptures of the
with a flat~ brass base. This base has a double projectile were observed to happen at the upper
fonction as a gas-check inside the barrel, and as level of the gas check due to the crimping.
a support for the crimping of the cartridge mouth.

Therefore, the whole study had to be resumed
from the definition of the bullet, and this
resulted in the "Fl" design.
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This misadventure explains you the presence At present, works are dealing with this
of two sketches on figure 4, where the diagram "X" magazine so as to make it really polyvalent with
is related to the projectile that was left out. ALL the cartridges which are used (service

ammunition, blank, Jummy, a.s.o.)
It is a 5.71 - boat-tailed projectile ; its

mass is of 0.65 g (10 grains). A real rotating band
constitutes the cylindrical part upon which the
Rilsan is moulded.

PERFORIVANCES OBTAINED

The results which are presented are relative
to the works state of ndvancement in May 1981.

"F1' With the objective of a presentation to the
technical official services by the end of the year,
the results of these works evolvi every day, and

Bk W*V "W '' -- will not be definitely fixed until December 1981.

[ .X 4 191 s • . This being said, the nature of some of the
[ FI" [%us to$ w.cd tests may surprise, but one should keep in mind

that this is about a pratice system where, up to a
certain extent, men and projectiles will have to
coexist with aomme reservations (it has not
happened so far, but this projectile can cause an
almost fatal wound up to 60 m and a certainly very

[CART 5.56 (•mbeto - fetast "Fi* I severe one up to 100 m).

It is obvious that this design is very much Interior ballistics
ill suited to create an important drag. Howewer,
after many tests, it is the only one which is At the end of this stage of the study, it
satisfactory with the arms on the field, and which should be possible to choose a powder and a charge,enables us to reach the level of performance so as to get In a way the required performances

required by the French H.Q.
- a momentum sufficient to allow

The CASE automatic firing

The service ammunition brass case has been - a maximum pressure compatible with the
chosen, since, as explained before, the steel one mechanical strength of the projectile
was not suitable. for all temperatures ranging from - 15"Cto + 40"C (5' F to 104' F)

In the FAMAS, there is no tightness problem

since, on the contrary, the chamber is designed so - taking into account the small mass of
as to allow the powder gas pressure to release the the projectile, the chosen powder had to
case thanks to longitudinal grooves cut a long the be very fast burning, with a low density
wall of the chamber (the cartriges fired with a so as to have a good loading density of
FAMAS are easy to recognize by the fluting on the the case, and therefore good pressure
neck). steadiness.

For obvious safety reasons, it is necessary The double base powders have been eliminated
that it should be impossible to fire service because they proved to be far too erosive. Within
ammunition in a rifle which has been modified for 400 or 500 rounds, the beginning of the rifling is
practice firing. Apart from the fact that the almost erased I
components are easily recognizable by sight as well
as by touch, it has been judged useful and safer to In the scope of this study, the results
reduce the diameter of the recess in the bolt head. obtained with various temperatures for the same
In such conditions, it is not possible any more to powder have been tabulated hereafter (table I).
fire unperposedly a ball cartridge.

In table II the temperature is constant but
This arrangement has brought about two other with a different powder in each case. The charge is

modifications concerning : the lowest possible providing reliable automatic
- the cartridge case which ressembles now a functionning, with less than 1 per cent jamming
small .284 WINCHESTER inc 4 dents. In fact, the charge from one powder to

another varies very little, about one grain
the lips of the clip, which have been differences (.065 g).

stretched so as to be able to grasp the cartridge
tightly while remaining compatible with the Conditions - Pressure gun with electronic
rifle's other accessories (loader, bandoleer...). transducer

-average firing - three series
On the other hand, it has been necessary to of ten rounds

study a new magazine, the clips of which are better - bullet :.65 g boattail Fl
suited to lead these rebated rimmed cases. -brass cases.
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Let us quote two observations in support of

TANLE I this assessment:

It V V ov Pm 00 TU of a at 100 m's range, the accuracy of such
- -- bullets is compalrable to, and maybe better than

4UW us 3 s 1o04 e 1.6 0.o7 3 that of ball ammunitions.

+1tin MI In we 40 1.06 CoA u

LI l7 on a 1.1 0.07 $

t° " Ielrvair .*C/F
VU "V811oty at 25 M ft "mule (Md) In
a (v.II~t) -- intiodw

Pm - Prne ( oi I- *i b•r)tb -. berr tina (wmh,) Simi bWM

s-/l1+ all

In both tables, accuracy is quoted for
information only. however it can be derived from WNkM -
the values mentioned in table I that accuracy 14
remains satisfactory in the whole range of
temperatures, it can hence be concluded that bullet EU' VELOCITY V DA (sw di *kI
material and design are suitable.

Reversely, at 300 m's range, whereas

accuracies of 10 cm s 15 cm are frequent for
service ammunition, out of 10 balplast fired at a 6TABLEII by 6 m target standing at the same range, 3 bullets
only impinged the cardboard.

Pw. VS ft a 
0

P l UT +1Again, during the maximum range evaluation

M, 1o0 1o0s 20 IS iess 1.01 0.06 12m tests, the proving ground had to be chequered on a"- large area to help recover the bullets on the
U300 ste Is m 40 1.00 ISM 4 -2.0o ground. In particular, 3 m/s gusts of wind may

alter the range by over 100 m, which is easily
01111 us iS 134 53 o.9 0.0 :2.12,5 explained by the low weight of the projectile,

- I I which has approximately the same bulk as the M

te =21*C/?OeF 193.
(NI -queey emough, the highet up, yet the owest
**)= dI dd(tool)osive)

(+) Indoor nmsat 100m M

EXTERIOR BALLISTICS

Ballistic tables -

Traditionally, the designing work for a new
cartridge always results in a greaL number of test is
data being collected in two large families

on the one hand interior ballistics,
on the other hand exterior ballistics, the

latter resulting eventually in a ballistic table.

The case of terminal ballistics in definitely

beside the question for the moment. U RAM

The interior ballistics data could be This summer, (198!.) an extensive testing
gathered with little difficulty. program is scheduled for determination of the

velocity vs range data as far as the flight can be
Reversely, it has not been so far possible to detected, this being capital information for

establish complete ballistic tables beyond 200 m's reliable determination of safety area.
range.

Last year during trials with a view to
Actually, beyond this distance, the determine the ballistic table of a 5.56 bullet,

trajectory becomes so randomly that it is doppler radar (type vezero-graph lambda 10) was
practically impossible to display the measurement used to follow the trajectory of the projectile up
facilities, to 900 m's range.
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Today this facility seems to be our only hope
to try and determine tho velocity of balplast atthe end of flight, without having to close the• •

horizon with acres of cardboard. a m Il$1°

The results obtained up to now are gatheredin table III hereafter and are also to be found In "• -
figures 5 and 7.

TABLE III

iM) (M/41 (A (Jaa) h.sWmin t/"qloft do

5 1060 330 12900 G
26 610 216 150 3970

50 s5o 100 390 1020

100 32 34 133 0

200 11o 10 39 140 Fig. 9 Shifting of the mean point

Table IV is a report of the results obtained
S 130 6.6 21,5 () 10 on rifle firing in the conditions below

i •indoer rang

(.) On the basis of GI. JOURNEE's works (7) It is considered in tfir on *4 benah with bipoe ea a rte
Frenre that tew limit of bruim and wounds In the soft parts of a naked man .mIwl doit
is reched wh he doener • desty of he bullet is 21 .J/cm 2 rifle Nr P 127 quipped with BMIpIat adaprt,

.10 rounds aria fired *bt by .bt
• 030 se Powd,,

Considering this value, the velocity
threshold should be about 130 m/s ( 425 ft/see),
and hence the limit of the hazardous area should be TABLE IV
about 250 to 300 a (1,000 ft), which confirms the
result of the safety area determination led in 1964 =

for the Mle 61 bullet of the 7.5 mm cartridge. W(NS() (mu) H + L S Z Y & Z A y

In order to give a more precise idea of the

magnitude of this energy density 14.1 2 2. 7.0 4 141

t Ib/sq.in.), this corresponds approximately 20 8.3 ,.1 p /g
to the energy of a No 7 % pellet 70 yards from the 20.3 3.3 1-.3 8.. (- r-t
shooter. I- -_ -

Nora: Unleu Otfe'rwi' menfioned, all rnsiures we in cm.
NOTA : For this and the following paragraphs, all

data quoted refer to firings performed with
rifles equipped with a balplast kit ; the

the production line, and have fired about Time of flight
1,500 rounds in previous tests. All firings
are performed by able shooters (not The system being designed for elementary training
marksmen), using the production type and practice to automatic firing, its utilization

should in no case develop in the shooter reflex
bipod. behaviour differing in any way from that implied by

firing service ammunition.
Accuracy

We have seen above what concerns accuracy (group
On firing balplast cartridges with the rifle, and zero). For time of flight, all data obtained

a displacement of the mean point of impact is are tabulated versus time of flight of the service
observed with respect to the results obtained with ammunition in fig. 6.
ball amunition.

At 100 m's range, the time of flight of balplast is
This displacement results in a target at 0.05 sec longer than that of the ball amtmition,

100 ma's range by : (cf. fig. 9 hereafter) which would result in a necessity for 25 cm
correction in the case of a target moving sideways3 to 5 cm drift to the right at 5 m per sec velocity (which is a maximum).

15 cm rise in elevation
In the same conditions, between ZERO and 70 m,

"It is most likely that nothing can be done as target correction is less than 10 cm (plus or
regards the drift, the latter being inherent to minus).
flight physics ; on the other hand, it has been
observed that by adding a muzzle mounted device, it Such values should prove a hindrance for the
was possible to decrease, and even suppress the probability of hit, as well in shot by shot firing
rise in elevation. Works are being led in that as burst firing.
line.
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b) beyond the above mentioned limit angles,
the projectile more or less deformed, will skid
along the surface. Use of metallic plates for

Sprotection is therefore not advisable if grazing
fire is likely to be performed.

Foolish interferences

Experience unhappily proves that every year,

in spite of all advice, some tunconscious people
(the term is euphemistic) will meddle with
cartridge modification, and get spectacular
ballistic results endangering not only their own
lives but also their neighbours'.

6
It is worth knowing what will happen if a

Eh TIME OF FLIGT service ball is mounted instead of the balplast.

Considering the type of powder used (BS 30, hence
fast burning), we may wonder which end the whole

SAFETY stuff is to be expected to pop off... We plan to
film the experiment for training purpose.

The maximum range is about 500 to 700 m,
according to wind velocity, but at such distances,
the danger is null.

300 m is likely to be the limit retained for
the hazardous area (according to the criteria taken CONCLUSIONS
in consideration).

The system being liable to be used in firing
course practice, the necessary protections and the
behaviour of the projectile at short range had to
be determined This communication is the syntheses of works

led by the research teams In 4 ars~enals of GIAT
At 45 m (50 y) and for a remaining velocity

of 800 m/sec (2,620 ft/sec) under zero incidence,
the minimum thickness of protective material is Pyr:otmdm• eandewtidg A.L.M. AtM wdofsbiestion duMans

- 100 mm for poplar wood PdmcmuiditgWy AT.S. Aufwldso wwctlon a
- 6 mm for 2017 A light alloy (AU4G) deTARBES
- 3 mm for A 33 mild steel

Rifle M.A.S. Mmanuhcwd NatIonalE
50 % penetration of 41 mm thick poplar wood dAmwdSAINT-ITIENNE

is obtained at 600 m/sec velocity, that is at Proj-tmaMagment E.F.A.B. Etabwmmentd'Etudestd
65 m's range (71 yards) Fobdefations d'Amsmsn

do WOURGES

Rebounce

Still in the scope of firing coucse practice
and more precisely !or street fighting, or cine
simulator the behaviour of the balplast on impact It reports the present stage of development
against various msaerials was observed in May 1981 of the "shortened range practice

system" adapted to the French assault rifle.
a) in all cases there is no rebounce or

fragment projection beyond 7 m above the limit The system definitely maintains the same
angles of impact given hecaafcer : human engineering and performance criteria of the

service weapon, and provides the same types of
- mild -teel 100 firing modes as with the bell ammunition.
- light alloy 30*

- concrete 60' In particular, the system will allow training
- wood 80' of the combat group to instinctive automatic firing

in adapted firing courses with a hazardous area
As concerns wood, the projectile sticks deep limited to 300 m.

into the protector and does not get through, even
should 5 or 6 projectiles stack up in the same There still remaJns much to be done before final
hole. For other materials the projectile breaks up homologation, yet the characteristics of the system
into unsignificant fragments with less than 7 m are already definetely settled and production
lateral range.
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SURVIVING THn PITFALLS AND TROLL BRIDGES

TN STATE-OF-THE-ART CBI DEVELOPMENT

Dr. Robin Halley, Member of the Technical Staff, L)gicon, Inc., San Diego, California

Ms. Mary Hicklin, Member of the Technical Staff, Logicon, Inc.. San Diego, California

ABSTRACT

Most computer-based instructional (CBI) system development is done using proven technologies
in proven ways. Sophisticated development models are availabl.i for determining software (e.g.,
top-down design) and cuurseware (ISD) decisions and structures in these systems. For state-of-
the-art (SOA) CBI system development, however, there are additional probelms peculiar to that
form which require specific considerations and solutions. This paper is designed to define the
specific characteristics of this type of development and to discuss some of the problems, con-
siderations, and solutions involved in SOA training system research and development. These
include personnel concerns, quchaswork environment characteristics and the type of people best
suited to it; management concerns, such as the style of management required; communications
concerns, such as the required interaction between different staff disciplines; and the
different technical approaches required for this specific form of development.

INTRODUCTION This paper has been structured to move,

more or less, from general to specific. The
first three sections deal with more general concerns.

Logicon specializes in the integrated appli- These sections are titled "State-of-the-Art,"
cations of advanced technologies and advanced "Computer-Based Instruction," and "People."
concepts to system engineering problems. Within The final two sections delve into more of the
this context, the Tactical and Training Systems specifics of CBI development. These seotions
Division has undertaken several state-of-the-art are titled "New Hardware to USE" and "New Things
CBI (cemputer-based instruction) system development We're Doing."
projects. (1,2,3) The purpose of this paper
is to present some of the problems associated
with doing work in this area and some possible STATE-OF-THE-ART
methods for avoidlng those problems.

There are generally two sets of attitudes
The problems covered in this paper are of regarding SOA technologie&. These can be categorizedbasically two types: pitfalls and troll bridges. as "bandwagon" and "tradition-based.4 4 goodPitfalls are those problems which occur where example of the bandwagon approach is the present

you don't expect them. You think you're on solid "love affair" going on with the videodisc. It
ground and then suddenly you're at the bottom seems that lately just about every other training
of a hole with a lot of angry natives looking system RFP has requested the use of videodisc.
down at you. Troll bridges are generally problems In many cases, however, traditional technologies
which you know about. The trolls have a unique could provide better performance with less risk.
way of conducting business: they peacefully

accept whatever payment you believe is reasonable The tradition-based approach is characterized
for crossing the bridge. Then, when yotu're at by peopleno using new technologies solely becausebye people, M&e desand new tehnloie solre becausy
the riddle, they demand you pay more or they the technologies are new or using them as an
toss you off. expensive version of the more traditional media.

An example is the use of videotape in the classroom.It is important, at this point, to define Initially, there was a great deal of resistance
some terms. SOA development means attempting from teachers because they thought they were
to implement the most recent technologies available
within a given field. This is, by definition, going to be replaced. Then, when television

finally was accepted into the classroom, if was74 ~~~~a h ig h ri sk e n d e avor !Ti th u nk now n com •a¢ d ities .of e us d t p r e n l c u e . .j st F h ug
It rakes the developer vulnerable to many levels often used to present lectures...just as though
o! non-success. A CBI system is based upon computers there was a teacher standing there.
and associated peripheral devices such as CRTs, Because there is no body of experience upon
printers, audiovisual delivery systems, and compu- which to base design and development decisions,
terized speech generation and voice recognition it is important to realize that state-of-the-
hardware. The techniques used include computer art development involves taking risks and makes
assisted instruction (CAI), computer-based performance you vulnerable to failure. Thus, there must
measurement (PM), and computer managed instruction be a commitment to this vulnerability. RAdm. Albert
(CMI). J. Baciocco provides this perspective:

"When I state a willingness to take risks,
In an area as diverse as state-of-the-art I am simultaneously stating a willingness

(SOA) development of CBI, there are lots of pitfalls to accept some failures. In my view, failure
and troll bridges. They come in large (general) is also a measure of success in basic re-
and small (specific) sizes and can appear anywhere. search...as long as it's not 100% failure."
This paper attempts to present some of the ones (4)
of both sizes that Logicon has encountered in
several different development areas.
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If you get involved in producing a wsuo- PEOPLE
cessful product" the first tine out, you'll most
likely limit your use of the technologies to
the more familiar realms rather than exploring There are several sets of people involved
the further limits of their capacities. If the in the development process of SOA CBI. In addition
decision has been made to do SOA development, to staff, there are managers and users. The
it is important to apply the knowledge that has users can be further categorized into students
been accrued from work in similar areas. This and instructors. This section addresses pitfalls
knowledge should be used as a starting point and troll bridges associated with each of these
for identifying means for using the SOA technologies sets of people.
in way most amenable to their inherent character-
istics. If there is no commitment to vulnerability kiaugAste
in the use of the new technology, you would probably
be better off adapting an older, more familiar SOA CBI development of ten lacks much of
and secure approach. the extrinsic structure common to training systems

which use more traditional methods and media.
Early in the project a meeds assessment Additionally, the stress levels will typically

should be done. In this case, you are assessing be higher as a reflection of the risk (chance
your need to actually utilize new technologies: frot error) associated with exploring new territories.
how are they appropriate, what do they add, and
are they cost effective, In some oases, you Many of the problems associated with this

may be responsible for providing a technology area may be avoided by maintaining a more active,

test bed. In that case, you should catvefully more psychological project management approach
examine the possible applications for ones that than usual. It is important to reduce staff
will stretch the limits of the techaology. When stress. This may be done by supplying strong
you're not responsible for testing the technologies, leadership to provide structure where it is absent.
you should carefully analyze your application Managers will want to encourage innovation and
and choose the technologies (be they new or be analysis at the outset to insure that the technology
they old) that most closely fit your identified is being utilized in the best Possible way.
needs, resources, and allowable risks. They will want to ensure communication between

the groups (hardware, software, courseware).

COMPUTER-BASED INSTRUCTION Perhaps most importantly, managers should'*1 identify "inch pebbles" (as opposed to milestones)
In CBI, as with most instructional approaches, for identifying project progress and should be

it is important to define a task that, can be very aware of places where the inch pebbles are
accomplished with your given resources (people, not being reached. This will provide a methodology
time, money). The task itself should be driven for forestalling the large crises to which BOA

by considerations of the instructional system development is more vulnerable.
outcomes: what is the system supposed to do,
how quickly, for how many people, how well.Stf

In most instructional approaches the instruc- In attempting SOA CBI development, your
tional designer knows the medium sufficiently choice of staff members becomes a little more
well to make many intelligent decisions concerning important. Of course you will want to choose
equipment, budget, and approach. CBI, because people with as good skills and experience as
it involves complex and expensive components, are available to you. However, staff members
requires three sets of specialists who must be for Boa development ebould, If possible, be flexible
involved in most of the initial system decisions persona with loy efinal produet" attaehments.
and who must communicate continuously during SQA work does not lend itself to obvious first
the design and development process to insure time success and often reqiiires multiple iterations
that everyone understands what, precisely, is or complete redesign in order to derive a useful
going on. product. Indeed, sometimes you may find that

success with a particular technology configuration

The hre set ofspeialits re hrdwre, is impossible. Therefore, a person working on
Th the esoSpcait r adae OA CBI would be better served to get satisfaction

software, and courseware designers and developers, from getting a job done as well as they can,
JSince they represent entirely different Parts rather than depending on traditionally successful

of the system development process, communication end results.
to ensure understanding becomes imperative.
These people must establish a mutually held concept
of the system and its capabilities before the aL"Afl=
limiting, defining, and restricting decisions
(e.g., what hardware, what software language, In terms of the student-systemn interface,
what instructional outcomes) have been made. CBI presents the design/development team with
Then they must continue the cross discipline a new set of considerations. Major amongst these
communication to ensure that the picture stays considerations are the learners# attitude toward
congruent for' all three staff disciplines, automated instruction, how to supervise information

Presentation, and how to teach the learner to

use the system.

Learner Attitudgs. There are two main attitude
P.-oblems. Up until the recent past the average
person has stood in awe of computers. Learners
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have been initially reticent to use computer Instructors will generally resist the imple-
systems for fear cf "breaking" the very expensive mentation of a CBI system within their teaching
equipment. With the rapid inclusion of computers realm. This is a result of fears that they are
into many aspects of day-to-day life this concern going to be replaced by the system or that they
13 diminishing, but still must be considered, will become simple technician adjuncts while
Fears have also been voiced, on a more or less tte system does the important tasks. In our
cortinuous basis, about computers dehumanizing experience with CBI, the instructors generally
the learning experience, become comfortable only when they see they have

some control over the system (6) and that they
The designer must take both these factors are still involved in important Instructional

into consideration. The 'BI system must be user system tasks.
oriented. It is wise to go to the learner population
and poll their attitudes about computers. By It becomes very important, therefore, to
concentrating on identifying any fears the students make the system as easy to supervise as possible.
have about CBI, you can know where to start in It also becomes very important to provide the
providing a stress reducing introduction to the instructors with training on the roles that they
system ano the experience. Both the computer are expected to fulfill and to accentuate how
fears and the possibility that the lack of human important these roles are to system success.
intervention will degrade the instructional effec- In one system presently under development, we
tiveness can be at least partially solved through are developing an instructor tutorial using the
(1) careful inclusion of humans into the system syst tem to teach the instructors as well as the
design and (2) giving the computer a "person- students.
ality." Building a human-system rapport can
serve to reduce both the potential effects of In any case, the current SOA CBI system
dehumanization and learner fears about system tends to put the instructor into three roles:
use. system manager (controlling and logging system

operation), instructional facilitator (overseeing
P~resetJA rr#kJJ.oqu. A comp'.ter-based and smoothing system-student interactions), and

instructional system can provide the learner tutor. Since most instructors are only familiar
with information in a variety of ways. These with being in the role of primary instructional
include CRT, various audiovisual media, printers,
and computer generated speech. Guidelines about reource, the three new roles must also be taught.
how to present information using various media
already exist. 1nstkujiul•.tgu D_@1gn NEW HARDWARE TO USE
(5) is one good example.

The new hardware which is mentioned belowHowever, when you have ape than one infcrmation is but a small sample of the wondrous things
source available in your CBI system, your problem which are becoming available for use in instructional
becomes one of directing the learners' attention systems. In this paper the two types of hardware
from one source to the next And ensuring that discussed are automated speech hardware and the
the learners know precisely what behavior is videodisc.
expected of them at all times. Not knowing
how to initiate the next step can cause the learner An, &.eP •.PJX.d. •'e
to experience a sort of stress-induced paralysis
or may result in a random pushing of keys and Automated speech includes speech generation,
buttons until ammtbing happens, speech recognition, and speech understanding.

Speech generation and recognition are mostly
Lear~njni.gj.Uowtoge.Aht*yatpt. The use hardware based and will be discussed in this

of cemputer-based systems provides you with another section. Speech understanding is mostly software
new problem, that of familiarity. The student based and will be discussed in the NEW THINGS
will not usually be familiar with computerized WE'RE DOING section.
instruction in general and your system in perticular.
You, therefore are left with the task of teaching Automatqd..Sau .sur n. There are
the student how to use the teaching system, a variety of devices available wh.lh can produce

speech under computer control. Most of these
This is a very important problem inasmuch devices fall into two general categories: speach

as, if the student cannot use the system, the synthesizers and speech encoder/deooders.
system cannot train. It is critical that you
identify what the student will need to do to Speech Synthesizers. The synthesizers produce
use the system and then carefully teach those artificial sounding but intelligible speech by
behaviors. It is a good idea to separate this combining electronically generated sounds which
instruction from the general instruction so the correspond roughly to English phonemes. Some
student may review aspects of system use whenever synthesizers are capable of performing the translation
he is unsure of what he is supposed to be doing from English text to speech directly; others
to make things go. require human intervention to specify the phoneme

strings and inflections. The devices also vary
inukriw•wa in cost and in the intelligibility of the speech

output. The synthetic quality of the speech
As with the students, the instructors are has been identified as a disadvantage, but the

users of this system. Their responsibilities small data storage and I/O processing overhead
will usually extend to managing system use and requirements make nynthesizers an attractive
providing a human control over system use and solution to many speech generation problems.
misuse by the students. Their attitudes and
knowledges must be considered in your system

design and development.
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The one outstanding drawback to the synthesizer or at trainee request. Theoretically, the technology
encountered in certain applications is the fact could provide the basis for a talking, moving
that the simulation of many different voicea book, with a sophisticated indexing and retrieval
is impossible. Another difficulty is that It capability.
is usually impossible to vary speech rate under
program control. Even at the highest available The disadvantages to the technology include
speech rate, the aynthesizers tend to speak relatively that, unlike videotape, the production aspect
slowly. This caused difficulties when they were is akin to audio record mastering, hence the
used to simulate air traffic controllers because audiovisual materials cannot readily be changed.
the synthesizer was sometimes unable to provide The unreliability of early devices also has proved
enough control information in the time allotted, problematical.

Speech Encoder/Decoders. These devices utilize It is very important to carefully identify
a technique which digitally encodes and compresses precisely what kinds of graphics and sound you
of human speech in such a way that it otn be wish to present in your CBI system and then make
subsequently decoded to produce speech. These sure that videodisc is the proper presentation
devices provide a range of fidelity from superb medium for your needs. Once that's determined,
(and expensive) audiophile quality, to lower your next concern is choosing the videodisc player
cost units which provide correspondingly lower appropriate for your application. There are
fidelity. Even the low fidelity units produce several varieties of this technology presently
speech which is unmistakably human and sufficien- available with othslrs undergoing prototype develo-
tly intelligible for many applications. These pment.
devices can easily be used to simulate different
voices simply by recording voices of different Another important hurdle is prodaction.
talkers. Depending upon the encoding technique Since this is a relatively infant medium, many
used, these devices can offer the advantage that of the production bugs still must be worked out.
speech is simply recorded, and there is no need Premastering, mastering, and quality assurance
for painstaking encoding of phoneme strings. are all areas to which you should pay attention.
Others require off-line processing of the encoded (7) It is also important to note that, as of
information to reduce the data requirements to the beginning of this year, none of the videodisc
practical levels. The disadvantage of the encoder/ production companies had the ability to do classified
decoders lies in their relatively much larger premastering or mastering. If you have security
data storage and I/O processing requirements, related materials to show you should check carefully

to see if this problem has been overcome.
S eech. Dg•lt• n Commercially available

hardware ranges from inexpensive units which
recognize a few words spoken in isolation to
more expensive devices which recognize a large NEW THINGS WE'RE DOING
vocabulary of isolated words or phrases with
high accuracy, to even more expensive devices
which recognize continuous speech. Most units This section describes some of the parts
are still "speaker dependent" which means they of the CBI system such as cou..seware, automated
must be configured to recognize an individual instructor model, and automated speech under-
talker's voice by having the person repeat each standing. Herein are described some of the problems
vocabulary item one to ten times, associated with working in these SOA areas.

Our experience has shown that recognition -otC9ewre
accuracy is affected by several factors, including
the vocabulary itself. In some applications, In a CBI system the courseware materials
the vocabulary is defined a priori. In many are mostly embedded in the computer memory.
others, it caz, be defined by the system designer. Therefore, the courseware language you use becomes
In the latter case, great care should be devoted very important. Because of the iterative nature
to the development of a vocabulary tailored both of SOA CBI development, it becomes practically
for user acceptance and for machine recognition. a necessity to be able to a quick, easy review
The optimization for machine recognition almost of the materials you have developed. As you
has to be done by experimentation because the add hardware devices (e.g., videodisc, simulated
machine ear has different characteristics from Job station) or capabilities to your system,
the human ear. The inability of many systems it lw(raies increasingly important to hava a supporting
to distinguish reliably between "five" and "nine" courseware language which offers simplicity in
is often cited. In our applications, we have your specification of devices, what they do,
also found many other pairs which cause trouble, when they do it, and how long they do it. The
including "above" and "below," "left" and "right," language, if possible, should also provide for
and "port" and "four." easy revision of materials.

A typical CBI system development will require

The videodisc Is a marvelous tool for providing parallel development of software and courseware.
color, still, or moving pictures and high quality Unless you have a very long timeline and can
audio under compuiter control. It could, of course, develop and test the whole system before you
be used to provide lecture material, but its have to write and enter. ry of your materials
great advantage lies Jn the fact that demonstrations into computer memory, it is a good idea to devise
by experts, mini reviews of specific topics, your system so that you can see and revise pieces
etc., can be randomly accessed by the computer (i.e., text pages, scenarios) before the entire

system is finished.
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4 1 There are several different couraeware lmnguages Hociv ri, it would be a mistake to conclude that.
available on different systems (e.g., Pilot, othet mearures were of nio use. In fact, a riot'
Decal) and others under development. If none :I' ot-itcr-ft laiet vpor tiev teask analyste
of those you cen find offer what you need, you I riede to enabtle the trailning syrrcir
itay went to do as wie have done and develop your tv ;6der.tify the trainee mistakes which leu
own vourseware language to precisenly t'it your t.( an undesirable outcome and provide indicatic-ri

application. If you choose to develop a language, of Qorrect procedures.
define very carefol l) eriga~iet the three workI
specialties (courseware, software, and hardware) Like any test items, these performance measures
what the instructional system will be designed ms etsevldtd eieadtse

to o, ive yor prtiulr rsouce araetes, again. When this has been done, it is necessary
to (combine the measures to provide various overall

Au.tktppa.ts'd. jtp.trlLQ= measures of trainee performance. Again, these
(0141 r~ec1 ii~vrure wtisut tit vf-lidat ed at,( refi ned.

The simulation of any corplex human behavior It. is foolhardy to Ignore this basic princ~iple~
is certainly riot. a triviail task. In the course of test instrument development just because the
of our work !it rutomating the instructor's task test Items do not look like standard test items.
of evellatli% it ty-Edrae, wc huve come tv tippreciate
just how ricn-triviLl the aaserz-.E*.cet of htir~r
pvc-rortr~ance car. 1-0 The fc~llowirte 6,ci'it.s~icr. The validation procedure may reveal problems
hMghli1~hti some of the pitfalls an~d troll bridges not encountered in the validation of standard
we have encountered. items. For example, in evaluating oni~oine perfor-

manve, there can be a "domino effect" In which
~ fail ure on one mini-teat can catccade and cav~e

.b~i14.t. At, automated instructor capability should ct.Ii: t~rrcirE to t;(- ored For- -exam p I a, r
have several components. It should: procedure maý involve severel actions which have

to be performed !n vequenc" Rnd 'dthin a certain
0 Provide an objective measure of trainee time limit. If the learners take too long onperformance on a particular problem the first step, they'll also Ifail the second

relative to objective criteria; and suciequent i~teps.
0 Collect data sultatle for statfttical

sri ic~.oi~rcrD(e'lormnt;Another difficulty which can arise is that,
0 Fr(-viele the huLar ins3tructor With L on occasion, the trainee will be unable to perform

meaningful ast~esstrert cif trainie etrorfonace a required action because another, more important
at a particular stage of instruction, atinirqued Thscnldto obe
as well as an overall assessment; bind situations in which the syster, reportt: at,0 Provide positive and negative feedback eNrror no matter whait the travinee does.
and annotated replay;

0 Provide adaptively tailored learning fg~bk Care must be devoted to the design
mat~~al 5.of the feedback given to the trainee. An automated

pcrformunce measurement system can detect every
*Distinguishing all these capabilities maices minute violation of every obscure rule. If the

it clear that the specification of the raw 1-rtformr ytmmrl cot or ,svrlpolm
otsa which the system is to collect requite: sse e~yrprserrsvrlpolu

edeta n-u-t te E-rrly2;ed in various way.,. 1, The feedback can become overwhelriir~gly
.- , e meaningful ends.neti.

Tan Anlyzli Th CB syte deigrr It becomes difficult for the tvtircee

I.at a grat.disadvathge Cwit syspete toesigrr to appreciate the di-it.Jiotion betucer.
~t agret dsadantge wth espct o oterserious errors and nit-picking errors.

training program developers. When one hbas a 0 If' feedback Is provided during a performance
human instructor to deal wi th, one can a iw 3'J task, It can be distracting; yet if
say, "t-ach this." The computer is obviouz-iy provided after the problem, it can

ratl todo tat. It cn b a pofond ~cokbe difficult to correlate with behavior.
t, t~he subject matter expert (SHE) to find tnat * Aseilpolmwihaie nsec
the task analysis has to be specified to an increa: bly r secgnitionbased system aise tha sperech

aetailed level to satisfy the needs of the I ac err cnb acmlae u
eystem. In fact, SHEa are asked to quart it fV to thk fai'.t tbut tht vy.stk-umirsrecognizet
those qualitative Judgements which they make the trainee's speech.
almost automatically. This can prove to be very * Tesernme ferrrprsecuae
difficult. The system designer must be especai,'y tetanet tppyn n teto
seiprdtive to the fact that the SHE is being the trie oso ayn n teto

to them at all.A' think in a new way and that revisions
~1the task analysis outcomes will be inevitablý- Ad~i$Ik.lu-4~--l4 5GAtQ1 We

have been striving to develop an automated instruc-

Measucc; pr..Pqr~fri.& On the one iai, tional capability which can diagnose problem
stat J St~ii i ~ e c e o sr t w t a te o et areati, prescribe remedial work, recommend further

perfrmace ealutionan xper intrucor rovies rractice at a given. level, and advance the trainee

c eeuae ycnidrnrnyavr ml to the next learning task. A successful implemen-
ca eeuae b osdrn nl eysal tation depends first of all upon well validated

number of measures of performance. StatisticalI.Itechniques like these are very useful for the performance measures. Secondly, it requires
specific purpose of providing an overall grade. a thorough understanding of what learning problem
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a particular constellation of errors represents. simulation, control can be exercised over tho'
This is st best difficult to achieve for a complex fraet of the environment. In the preolsioor approach

i.rformanee task, radar controller train.ing system for exesl le,pilot ability was an adaptive variable. When
the trainee was just beginning to learn the task,,4 ~ ~ ftmnutr. JAeA.04.4 ol Al tpA. Lparning a per-

formance task has Its purely cognitive aspects, a very good pilot wee provided. As the controller's

but achievement of proficiency requires practice, proficiency increased, a few poor pilots were

Often, supplying such practice can be costly introduced to give the trainee experience in

and can even involve nafety hazards. Air traffic dealing with a variety of control situations.

controller training is an example: the novice
controller cannot be entrusted with responsibility The modelling of these other persons in
for "l've" aircrtft urtil he or she has attained he environment requires that miili task analyses

to a certain minimum level of proficiency, and of their respective jobs be conducted as well.

yet practice is needed to attain that proficiency. The cost of this analysis is easily offset by

Simulation provides the obvious fulfil lment of eliminating the need for pseudo pilots, and a

this training need. significant training advantage is gained in being
able to control the responses of these simulated

Simulations of operational environments individuals.

vary in the degree of fidelity which they provide,
and the question the training system designer A.tAtpd. §DIAJL PJP~rP.tAPALU
continuelly faces is. what degree of fidelity

in simulation in required to. assure transfer Speech understanding is a far more difficult

of training to the operational environment? technical problem than speech generation. There

To be safe, the designer can specify that a perfect are two main aspects to it: speech reoooltion

simulation of the environment is necessary. (performed more or less accurately by hardware
This can not only prove to be expensive, but devices), and speech understandiag (the procest.

has been shown ýo be unnecessary in many cases, of mek~ng ar appropriate verbal or other response
Some SOA issues we consider in develop!ng simulattiCMs based upon the sIeech input).
for tradning Sy~st.rti ore descrit~d in the paragraphs

which follow. The advent of the speech recognition techtology

has led us into new realms of adventure in training
Environment Simulation. Environmental simu-

lations need not be extremely complex to provide automate the training of the primarily verbal

sufficient fidelity to assure transfer of training. tasks of the air traffic controller. If the
For example, Just because the AIC must learn omputer oan understand the c advisories,
to control a variety of aircraft which differ it can effectively simulate pilot responses ard
greatly in response characteristics, it does obviate the need for hu.an pseudo pilctt ii) training.
not mean a training system needs complex simulations In our attempts to do this, we have learned a
of these various aircraft. The sweep rate on bit about how to evaluate a speech understanding
the radar indicator is only one sweep every twelve application on the one hand and how to assess
seconds, and a simple model of aircraft speed hardware speech recognition systems on the other.
and altitude and pernaps radar cross sectior The speech understanding concerns are discussed
provides all the information the AIC can normally immediately below. Speech recognition device
distinguish on the operational gear. Thus e
relatively simple environmental simulation eAr, concerns were presented in the NEW HARDWARE TO

support trbInIng in a cost-effective way. Furthem. USE section under S*e~ob a are.

more, aspects of the environmental simulaticr.
can easily be manipulated to vary the difficulty

of he raiingprolemin wa tht culdnotSpeech understanding, as defined above,ot' the training problem in a way that could not reter3 to the entire process of responding intel- .
be done at all in the operational environment,
For example, in the precision approach radar' ligently to speech inputs. This involves determining

controller training system, wind speed, direction what was actually spoken, and then generating

and gusting characteri-tics were varied adaptively appropriate verbal replies and queries, and modifying

because thls controller'6 job becomes more difficlt the simulated environment. The problem of determining

in windy conditions. In the AIC training system, what was actually spoken is necessitated by the

more bogeys (bad guys) could oe added to increase fact that recognition errors will occur. Manu-

problem difficulty without the expense of sending facturer's claims of 99"$ speech recognition
Sup more F-4s. acouracy will probably not be realized, especiallyp mr Fin the training environment where the trainee

Team Member Simulations. The simulation is just learning a verbkl task. Thus, it is

of the other humans who interact, with the learner crucial for the speech understanding algorithm

is one of the more interesting training system to expect misrecognitions and to check on the

A ,.design problems. The traditional approach of reasonableness of any input before ta'ling action

using human pseudo pilots is not necessarily on it.

the moat cffective because these pseudo pilots
may not have ueen trained to respond as a pilot
-would. Often the trainees themselves take turns in our experience in the automation of this

.. w .ind pefotrmainceweet rie isenad
serving as pseudo pilots. This is good insofar .. ind of training, where the trainee is engaged
as the trainee gets some sense of what it is in a performance task and the computer is providing

like to he on tho receiving end of control infer- the simulated environment, there is a great deal

mation, but it can be less helpful when one trainee of information in the system which can be used

acting as a pseudo pilot decides to make life to check the reasonableness of an input and either

either easy or miserable for his buddy. When automatically correct the input or request that

the human pseudo pilot is replaced by a computer the trainee "say again." This latter technique
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has to be used with caution, for there is nothing 6. Laura Joplin.
more frustrating than hearing the computer repeatedly A. Final Report. NAVTRADQUIPCeN
demand a repeat. 79-C-0066-1. 9 August 1980.

7. Robin Halley. "Some Pragatic Considerations
When the system designer is faced with the of Videodisc ProductJon," is.aLkan..j.

need to incorporate a continuous speech recognition March, 1981. Pp. '-3.
device, the speech understanding problem becomes
vastly more omplex. The training system developer
must be aware of this fact. The decision to
use such a device must be based not only upon
user acceptance considerations, but also upon
ability to employ talented software engineers
to design the speech understanding software and
the ability to commit significant computational
resources to the speech understanding process.

CONCLUSION

The above discussion of pitfalls and troll
bridges in SOA CBI development is not nearly
comprehensive, as it reflects only our particular
experience with this field. It does show some
general principles to keep in mind: use a systematic
approach, define your need for and uses of the
technoloeies at the outset; use flexible, creative
persons to stafr the project; insist on cross
discipline comunioation throughout the project;
and leave plenty of resouroes for iteration and
reiteration.

It's also a good idea, when you encounter
problems, to try to find someone who's been ther-e
before so you can avoid reinventing the wheel.
There will be plenty of new mistakes left for
you to make.

State-of-the-art computer-based instruction
systems represent a lot of risks and a lot of
work. But, as we have found out, if you're diligent
and careful, they're very satisfying to build
and to use.
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ABSTRACT

The primary objective of the digital sensor simulation investigations being conducted
at the Defense Mapping Agency %DMA) is to establish an editing and analysis capability
for the digital culture and terrain data baens. For purposes of quality control and
data base applicability investigations, DMA has developed the Sensor Image Simulator (SIS),
a very high speed data base edit station and static scene simulator that allows for
interactive query and maniputlation of individual features in the data baso displays and/or
simulated sensor scenes to determine the corresponding data base elements responsible
for the simulated features. The SIS was installed at DMA in 1981, and is designed to play
a key role in determining the applicability of prototype data bases for use in advanced

training simulators, as well as to ensure the quality of, and coherence between, the
various digital data bases prior to new data Insertion into the master cartographic

data base files.

INTRODUCTION cultural data is in lineal (planimetric boundaly)

format and, although feature sizes may vary
The primary objective of the digital sensor depending upon local circumstances, reflects a

simulation investigations being conducted at the resolution on the order of 500 feet. Smaller
Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) is to establish an features are aggregated into homogeneous features
editing and analysis capability for the digital described by predominant characteristics. The
culture and terrain data bases. These data bases current high resolution (Level II) data bases
are being produced by DMA to support advanced contain small area cultural information and
aircraft simulators by providing an improved digital terrain elevation data sampled at a I"
high, medium and low level radar training capa- interval. This translates to a resolution of
bility offered by the digitally generated Lddar about 100 feet, with smaller features aggregated.
landmass images. As a result of the technology Detailed information is available in "Product
developed for the aircraft simulator support, Specifications for Digital Landmass System (DLMS)
sensor guidance reference scenes are also being Data Base" (1).
generated.

The terrain elevation data is produced by
In addition to radar scenes, visual and contour digitization from charts or directly

multi-sensor scenes are being digitally generated. from stereo pairs of photograp!s using advanced
For purposes of quality control and data base analytical stereoplotters. The cultural data is
applicability investigations, DMA has developed produced from both charts and photographs with a
the Sensor Image Simulator (SIS), a very high much higher level of manual effort required in
speed data base edit station and static scene order to perform the complex feature analysis.
simulator that allows for interactive query and Because of the labor intensive nature of the task,
manipulation of individual features in the data the production of Level II cultural data ranges
base displays and/or simulated sensor scenes to from 10 to 50 times the production cost of Level I
determine the corresponding data base elements data, depending upon the area. The current
responsible for the simulated features (see Level I data base programn covers 'oughly 24
Figure 1). The SIS was installed at DMA in million square nautical miles, with estimated
1981, and is designed to play a key role in data base completion dates in the 1985 to 1995
determining the applicability of prototype data time period. Level II dat. is programmed only
bases for use in advanced training simulators, for small selected areas of interest.
as well as to ensure the quality of, and cohereace
between, the various digital data bases prior to The DLMS data bases have been shown to be
new data insertion i:1to the master cartographic adequate for support of long and medium range
data base files, radar simulation, and for short range radar

simulation where Level II data is available.
DATA BASE CONTENT In addition, these data bases have shown some

applicability for multi-sensor simulation (3,4).
The current DMA standard production data bases

(Level I) contain large area cultural information TWE SENSE SYSTEM
and digital terrain data sampled at a 3" interval.
The cultural data consists of point, linear, and SENSE (2) is a software package developed for
areal features described by characteristics such sensor simulation investigations by the Defense
as surface material category, generic identifi- Mapping Agency Aerospace Center. A powerful
cation, predominant height, structure density, simulation tool, it runs in batch mode on one of

and percentages of roof and tree cover. The DMA's Univac 1100 series computers.
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Figure 1. The Sensor Image Simulator
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The SENSE process begins by defining the arfea The SIS brings together, in a self-contained
for which an on-line data base is to be constructed, integrated hardware/software facility, a
Either center coordinates and areal extent or significant capability to evaludte the DLMS data
limiting geographic boundaries may be entered, base. All operations are conducted under inter-
In both cases, output spacing is specified. Trans- active control. Both the software structure
formation to a local coordinate frame for a number and operations sequence reflect a top-down
of point coordinates may also be specified. implementation philosophy wherein principal

control functions are resident at the top of
The second step in the process is concerned the hierarchy and functions concerned with

with transforming the off-line data base to processing individual data elements (I/O,
on-line format. Two formats for input terrain computation, etc.) are at the lowest. The system
(i.e. DLMS or DMA standard) may be accepted. The is implemented in such a fashion that future
latitude and longitude boundaries of the area are changes in processing can be accomplished at the
also input. For the input cultural feature files, higheut level of system software support.
a variety of options may be exercised to define
which manuscripts or features are to be utilized. Basic input data to the system consists of
Synthetic feature breakup of the data base in the off-line DLMS data base tapes and operator
accordance with feature characteristics may also commands specifying which tape data available
be specified. Output displays for terrain, is to he transferred to secondary storage (the
culture or merged data may be generated for the system disk). Editing commands revising the
line printer or an Optronics film recorder. The off-line data (on secondary storage) may also be
principal output of this step, however, is the utilized, and a designated portion of the changed
on-line data base in blocked matrix format, data may be transferred back to tape, with

appropriate optional diagnostics documenting
Once generated, the on-line data base may be transfers in either direction.

processed by four separate program structuresi
(a) the data base may be reblocked to provide an Once resident on the system disk, any portion
on-line data base of different spacing, (b) it may of the off-line data may be transformed into a
be input to a plot module to provide a variety of viewabla on-line format. In order to permit
plot types, (c) it may be unblocked to provide a viewing of the data base, a sensor module must besingle large data base, and (d) it may be used as specified to transform feature data to sensor-the input for sensor simulation software, related quantities (reflectivity, albedo, etc).

The local coordinate transform may also be
For sensor simulation, considerable variation specified. The on-line version is constructed

in the SENSE output is possible by appropriate in such a fashion that the operator may easily
selection of input variables. These include: interrogate and change the data base and relate

these revisions to the off-line data base.
1. Input data base characteristics and portion

utilized. The final step of processing under normal
interactive control is concerned with senpjr

2. Sensor coverage and characteristics (type, simulation. Two types of scenes are generated
receiver characteristics, antenna pattern, etc). during this stage. The first of these (selectable

by the operator) is the perspective view. This
3. Constants defining s-ýnsor position and the option permits selection of position and line of

projection coordinate transform, sight for mapping the (three dýmensional) database into the observer's image display coorlinate

4. Weather options and atmospheric variables. frame. The second type of scene generated is
the sensor display. Data used is common to that

5. Output plot options. generated for the perspective view, MoWificationswhich may be introduced into the sensor display

A number of deficiencies result from the include sensor parameters (e.g. beam error) and
computer environment in which SENSE operates% sensor display variations (e.g. gain). An

important char-xcteristic of the display transform
1. DMA's 1100 Series computers cannot be is that the operator can easily establish the

totally dedicated to quality control/validation. relationsh'p between the sensor display and the
on-line data base.

2. The system is not interactive; editing is
therefore not feasible nor are the results of In addition to the processing stages
processing stages immediately available. (including editing), normally under operator

control, software development and maintenance is
3. Both the off-line to on-line transforma- also an interactive function using the system's

tions and sensor simulation tasks are slow text editor and FORTRAN compiler.
(typically 10-30 minutes).

SIS OPERATIONS
: •4. Program structures are not optimized.

The Sensor Image Simulator performs five
THE SIS CONCEPT major functions:

The natural evolution of sensor simulation at 1. Digital Data Base File Input and Output.
DMA led to the design and fabrication of the The capability of loading operator designated
Sensor Image Simulator (SIS), a dedicated mini- sections of the DLMS off-line data base (both
computer-based image processing system capable terrain and/or culture files) onto the system
of performing simulations in an interactive mode. secondary stoýrage device is provided. The
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capability also exists to off-load such data a. Analogic AP400 Array Processor.
(including modifications) onto tape in DLMS
standard format. A line printer listing docu- b. Data General 6026 1600/800 FIn Tape
menting the loading process may (at the operators Unt
discretion) also be provided. c. AVVTFS 70'6--125 6250/1600/800 FPI

Tape Unit.

2. 0ff-Line to on-Line Transformation.EdThe 515 system performs the processes (coordinate d. Data General 6061 190 MB Disc
transformation, area fill, etc.) necessary to Storage Unit.
transform the off-line DLMS data base, stored as

~1described above, into an on-line format capable e. Data General 6070 20 MB Disc
of being viewed, and modified by the operator, Storage Unit.

J as well as used in subsequent stages of processing.

UThe transformation is accomplished in approximately f. Data General 6040 Terminal Printer.
S two minutes for a 1*x 16 Level I area.

3. Sensor Simulation. The SIB facility 9 eeye4 iePitr

generates simulated sensor displays using the SIS SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

that data from intermediate stages of processing The development of software for 515 was

is available for viewing and/or the introduction determined by the following requirements:
of operator controlled variations.

1. The software structure must be user

4. Interactive Data Base Editing. As a programmable to support changing data base and

quality control tool for DLMS, the SIB provides sensor support requirements.

the operator with the ability to both define the 2. The throughput capabilities of the hard-
characteristics of and modify the three principal wr lmnso h ytmms eacsil

141 atastrcturs peset (of-lne LMSon-ineat the highest levels of software development.
DLMS, and the sensor display).

5. Sftwre eveopmnt nd ~inenace.3. User interaction with the system must be
5. Sftwae Dvelomen andMaitenaceaccomplished in such a fashion that personnel not

In oderto povie te fuureevoltio ofintimately familiar with digital processing are
sensor simulation, the 515 is structured to permit cablofuizngtsucin.
changes in function by modification of the
appropriate software module/sub-modules affected. orderly development of SIS software was
Whole modules may also be inserted or removed, accomplished via a top-down implementation
This allows for variation in future data base piooh hri h otaesrcuei

formats. The commercially supported real time strongly reflected in the operations sequence.
multi-tasking operating system supports software All application functions are accomplished via
development via system utilities (text editor, interactive control. The hierarchial system
assembler and FORTRAN compiler). structure guides the operator in defining a

processing requirement with an increasing level
515 HARDWARE of detail until all necessary parametric entries

axe available. The defined processing then takes

The SIS hardware may be discussed in four place, after which the operator is given the
general areas (6). choice of returning to a higher level in the

system or repeating the processing sequence with

1. Host Computer. The host computer is a a redefined set of parameters.
Data General "Eclipse" S/250 with integral array
and floating point processors. Accommodating a variety of users within the

system has led to the development of entry and

2. Soft-copy Image Display Subsystem. menu display software which combines fail-safe

Data base and sensor images are displayed on operation and comprehensive explanation capabil-

either the Aydin 8026 color monitor or the ities with features designed to reduce redundancy

Aydin 8037 Monochrome Monitor. Both units for highly knowledgeable personnel. Although the

display 1024 x 1024 images and are controlled principal application language is FORTRAN, the

by the Aydin 5116 Display Editor Keyboard and decoding of operator entries is handled via

joystick and the Aydin 5216 Display Computer. application routiness rather than standard FORTRAN

Graphic data may be displayed on the Tektronix formatted I/0. Thus, the detection of errors may

400(.-l Graphic Display Terminal, be handled by the application program, rather
than at the systems level thereby avoiding

3. Hard-copy Image Display Subsystem. execution abort due to input error. In addition,

jColor hardcopy images are obtained from the the operator is given the oppt.rtunity to revise

Matrix instruments 4007 Color Graphic Camera entries before proceeding (via a simple carriage

yielding both 8 in. x 10 in. instant copy and return on the system console) . At the level where

35mm film output. For quick inexpensive s large number of entries(ecwihavrtyo

monochrome copy, the Tektronix 4634 Video Hard possible settings) is required, submenus for each

CopyUnitis ued.parameter are not initially displayed unless
copyUnitis ued.requested by the operator (by simply entering the

4. Peripheral Devices. The SIB config- parameter number). In addition, an entry of

Vuration is completed by the following several parameter values may be made simultaneously
perihera devces:with repeated menu displays. At the same time, a
perihera devces:detailed explanation of possible entry values for

various parameters is available directly at the
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system console via a simple procedure for
each level of the process. ABOUT THE AUTHORS
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ABS TRACT

With the development of increasingly complex weapon systems comes the need to train
personnel to operate these systems, which now require an increasing array of aircrew skills.*1 This paper focuses attention on the need for development of Part Task Trainers (PTT) which
enable aircrews to acquire these skills in a timely and cost-effective manner. It presents
a multidiscipline view of PTTs, as perceived by an Engineering Psychologist, a Fighter Pilot,
and a Design Engineer. It briefly reviews the record of PTT development, focusing on the
importance of front-end analysis of training requirements as the basis for considering and
selecting training approaches that may effectively be met by PTTs. Target areas for PTT
applications are discussed and proposals are offered for the development of some unique
PTT concepts including the potential for increased use of generic and specialized PTTs.
Potential solutions, cost savings benefits, and improved training expectations are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Aerospace weapons systems (and military equip- therefore, have become much more complex and
ment in general) are becoming increasingly complex sophisticated ... and increasingly expensive. The
as growing technology provides increased total new B-52/KC-135 Weapon Systems Trainers (WSTs) are
system capability. Modern military aircraft examples of highly complex training devices which
employ a sophisticated and complex integration of are representative of current state of the art for
digital avionics, sensor systems, fire cbntrol and full-mission training. The approach to simulating
weapons delivery systems. The degree of complex- various subsystems for electro-optical(EO)/infrared
ity is illustrated by aircraft such as the F-15, imaging, fire control and weapon~s delivery has also
F-16, and F-18; sensor systems such as PAVE TACK been driven by a similar desire to replicate the
and LANTIRN; and Precision Guided Munitions (PGM) "real-world." Without definitive analysis to prove
such as the GBU-15 Guided Bomb and AGM-65 Maverick otherwise, a fully integrated system has generally
Air-to-Ground Missile. been the requirement. This approach is usually

based on the general user feeling that only a
Operation of these complex systems requires "fully operational" cockpit will provide effective

an increasing array of cognitive, manipulative training.
and psycho-motor skills. Methods for training the
associated tasks have received considerable atten- Recent trends in training systems design have
tion, but only recently has much notice been given therefore emphasized the large WST systems with
to organizing the tasks so that specific behaviors intensely accurate visual and sensor simulation
are treated in specific devices. For a long time, subsystems that attempt to emulate the "real-world"
the main thrust of trainer design has been toward environment. This can result in a costly develop-
designing for maximum training potential ... and a ment and production program when (for example)
much worn out phrase...Just like the aircraft. Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) or Digital Radar
The response to simulator (training) requirements Landmass Simulation (DRLMS) is required to be inte-

*for the newer sophisticated aircraft has also been grated into an existing simulator to produce full-
generally to produce simulators which will fly mission simulation over an extensive gaming area.
like the aircraft. Lacking sufficient quantitative We believe that not enough consideration has been
data on training effectiveness, simulator users given to identifying related sets of training
and developers have played it safe and opted for requirements suitable for smaller, less complex
maximum fidelity in simulator engineering, devices to be used as PTTs. This paper focuses
Simulator techniology, particularly in the visual attention on the possibilities for part-task
area, has made rapid advances and some current training to cost-effectively train many of the
simulator programs are pushing the state-of-the-art, unique and complex tasks associated with the opera-
sometimes beyond technology limits. Simulators, tion of modern aircraft and their weapons systems.
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Basically, the USAF defines the use of becomes particularly important when acquisition
trainers into several categories. Weapon Systems and maintenance costs limit the quantity of
Trainers (WSTs) are the most complex (and trainers and result in training "bottlenecks."
expensive) simulators, but they permit each crew
member to practice a full-mission task and become An operational definition that we have come
proficient in a very realistic environment, to use for PTTs is: a device, limited in scope,
Operational Flight Trainers (OFTs) provide that is designed to treat a specific set of

training in basic flight maneuvers and aircraft behavioral events that will...at some time...be
systems operation as well as normal and emergency integrated with other behaviors to perform a

procedures. Cockpit Procedures Trainers (CPTs) broader task. Part Task Trainers are not new;
permit pilots to develop proficiency in routine in fact, they represent possibly the earliest form
procedures and to react to emergency procedures of "active participation" training aid to be
like engine failures, fire or electrical malfunc- employed (WWI Aerial Gunnery). Groups of PTTs
tions. Cockpit Familiarization Trainers (CFTs) have been known as trainer "families:" 'ouilding ]
provide basic practice on location of switches and blocks," and more recently "modular" approaches
indicators, and are normally used to initiate to training. Some recent PTTs have also become
pilot training for a particular aircraft. Part large systems, nearly as complex as WSTs...because
Task Trainers (PTTs) permit crew members to master of the extensive list of cues apparently required
and maintain currency in specific tasks like by the training task. An example of a complex PTT

aerial refueling, gun sight dynamics, sensor system is the B-52 Aerial Refueling PTT (by Redifon),
interpretation or system tuning. Such mastery can which has a full cockpit with a Duoview visual
often be achieved in less complex trainers more display system mounted on a hydraulic motion base
effectively than using a single WST or OFT. This (Figure 1).

OPERATOR
FLIGHT STATION COMPUTER STATION
ON MOTION BASE SYSTEM

VERTICAL RANIGEBED,
CAMERA, MODEL,
LAMPBANK

€I

HYDRAXULIC ' ..
,' ~ ~~PUMP UNIT "•~ -J

FLT STAIO VISUAL SYSTEM

FLT STATION/ ELECTRONICS

HYD MOTION 60/400 HZ
CONTROL CAB PWR CONV pWR DISTRIBUTION & CONTROL

Figure 1. B-52 Aerial Refueling Part-Task Trainer
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The KC-135 Boom Operator PTT (by ASO and SRL), successful construction and use of the MA-1 Fire
with a true perspective visual display and range Control System PTT for F-106 aircraft demonstrated
bed camera/model image generator, represents an a high training value in proportion to overall
intermediate level of PTT complexity (Figure 2)(4). size and facility requirements (Figure 5)(16).
The Functional Integrated Systems Trainer The prototype ARN-101 Navigation System PTT for
(FIST) (by SRL) for the AC-130H Gunship is the F-4 aircraft represents a smaller, but fully ]
another example of a medium complexity PTT i-teractive training device (Figure 6). This PTT
(Figure 3)(2). This PTT is somewhat unique is an attachment for existing ARN-101 mission data
because it provides for simultaneous training of preparation consoles, utilizing spare computer
tasks associated with several crew stations, capacity for training the aircraft system
and is the equivalent of multiple interconnected operation. The smallest part task training devices
part task trainers. The recently delivered F-106 are represented by the desktop EW trainers produced
Aerial Gunnery PTT (AGPTT) (by Honeywell) by several different companies. They allow inter-
represents a part-task training system of modest active student instruction not possible with video
complexity (Figure 4). Prior to AGPTT development tape or classroom lectures.

STUDENT STATION
(BOOM POD)

VISUL WIDOW SSYOPERATOR STATIONVISUAL WINDOW ASSY /r-,/OEAO TTO

&MODEL BOOM

COMPUTER SYSTEM

LIGHT VALVE. _-; ,'r

PROJECTOR

STV CAMERA ELECTRONIC
AIRRAF HOELON CARRIAGE CABINETS

ON GIMBAL STAND

RANGEBED

Figure 2. KC-135 Boom Operator Part-Task Trainer (BOPTT)
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Figure 3. AC-130H Functional Integrated Systems Trainer ('FIST)

Figure 4. F-106 Aerial Gunnery Part-Task Traine. 'AGPTT)
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Note: Trainer prototype is attached as an optional
peripheral to the ARN-1Ol Mission Data Transfer
System (MDTS) housed in the portable travel case.
The trainer can be disconnected to allow immediate
MOTS deployment with associated aircraft.

Figure 6A,B. ARN-1OI Navigation System Trainer Prototype

In a time when worldwide commitments for short cal approaches to trainer design. The ISO task
notice deployment are typical of operational analysis was not designed to define performance
requirements, the status of crew daily missi~n specifications for training devices. As a result,
readiness could be determined by the regular use much interaction has occurred in each of the
of a capable, effective training system. The services about how to accurately and completely
capability of the training system is frequently provide training requirements to trainer acquisi-
driven by cost considerations and the time tion managers in terms useable by design engineers
required to manufacture and deliver a system. The and program managers. Additionally, we in the
future looks like a move is appropriate toward USAF simulator acquisition business have sometimes
more low cost devices available to more students found it difficult to get the simulator user to
simultaneously. This approach would enable better choose a set of training tasks (or cues) realiz-
use of fewer high cost, full-mi~sion trainers. able with near-term technology...and within
By using a family of modular training devices, available fiscal constraints. Although the
the training and operating commands could have a acquisition management process has been amply
better potential for keeping the air crews mission "procedureized," the needed work to tie training
ready, while reducing the training backlog created analysis and acquisition management processes for
by the part task use of scarcs WSTs (where avail- training devices together is still in a growing
able) and eliminating the reluctant necessity to stage.
do "training" in powered-up aircraft parked on the
ground. Growing interests in clarifying initial

descriptions of training requirements and updating
THE FRONT END PROCESS on-going training has come from in-depth studies

of the analysis process. The current term for
From the early start of the Systems Approach this evolving process is being called front-end

to Training (SAT) (19) in the Air Force through analysis (FEA) (8, 14, 15, 18, 23). In fact, what
growth of the Instructional Systems Development is happening is a closure of awareness betweenProcess (ISD) (24), emphasis has been given to training managers, design engineers and acquisi-

development of the academic process. Analysis tion managers of the varying approaches each takes
of training requirements concerned teacIing steps, toward doing their part of delivering a useable
course content, supporting equipment and media training device. By somewhat getting into each
mix. From some of the comments by Montemerlo (13), other's business, we are, in fact, beginning to
the Navy took similar approaches. Acquisition understand the larger process.
managers picked up on the process and wrote
training requirements into need documents as Since training analyses were not designed to
though the ISO process was designed to describe specifically describe training devices, a holistic
training in terms of specific equipment and techni- view has existed that designing a trainer to meet
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most training event requirements was the best described in the following paragraphs.
approach. This generally led to the evolution of
designs fov OFTs and WSTs. Task Difficulty/Training Time:

For several existing weapons systems, PTTs In modern aircraft, despite the technological
were designed to deal with specialized training sophistication, or perhaps because of it, there

4 needs that either could not be satisfied in the are an increasing number of tasks which take a
WST or that saturated the WST schedule while disproportionate amount of time to train. In other
doing skill level training. As overall skill words, a student will spend extra missions in a
levels increased, training managers found the simulator to reach the required performance stand-
PTTs to be useful assets and relatively easy to ard in a few tasks, each of which may occupy only
maintain. Successful use of these PTTs (such as a short time in the real-world mission. Addition-
the F-106 Aerial Gunnery PTT) has spurred many ally, the demands of the more difficult tasks may
discussions and-proposals for use of PTTs, and has be such that the student's necessary attention to
caused the Aeronautical System Division's Deputy other tasks is degraded, thereby reducing the total
for Simulators (ASD/YW) to place more emphasis on value of the training session. Some of these tasks,
the use of PTTs as alternative solutions to such as air-to-air target tracking and air-to-
training requirements. Additionally, the current ground weapons deliveries, traditionally require
economic situation is driving consideration of extensive training in the aircraft. With modern
low cost training devices as interim solutions to simulator technology they can be trained in a
training requirements. simulation device, and because of their criticality

and required training time, mighl well be trained
The USAF approach to developing technical in a PTT. Other unique tasks which require

solutions to training requirements has been considerable training time, mainly in initial
couched in a multi-discipline team approach to training, include Heads Up Display (HUD) interpre-
provide functional specialists to analyze the tation, Hands on Throttle and Stick (HOTAS)
requirements. The team performs an evaluation at operation, radar and Infrared (IR) image interpre-
an early stage in evolution of the weapon system tation, PGM operation and control, Inertial
or changing mission. This team then utilizes Navigation Set (INS) operations, and Electronic
their collective experience and the wealth of Warfare (EW) operations. These are the more
available information on simulktor design to look obvious tasks; for each aircraft there may be
for innovative solutions to training requirements. unique tasks which require extensive training time.
In addition, they are guided by documented policy Provision of PTTs for these types of tasks should
to ensure that Air Force goals in training, reduce total WST training time and therefore reduce
supportability, costs, etc. are met. A program required WST numbers. However, analysis of student
is now underway to develop a systematized concept throughput rates, task training times, training
for analyzing training requirements and comparing device costs, initial versus continuation training,
the analysis to various technical solutions. etc. will be needed to provide the correct mix of
Using models that may be automated, an iterative training devices.
cycle of analyze-compare-andlyze-compare will
occur until functional managers are satisfied that Visual Discrimination Tasks:
the best alternatives have been described.

There are many operational tasks which require
It is in participating in the FEA process that a high degree of visual discrimination. While some

the authors have perceived the forthcoming impact aircrew members may have a greater inherent ability
of digital avionics and "smart" weapons systems on for visual discrimination, the more difficult
training requirements, have seen the opportunity processes have to be learned through practice and
for PTTs to meet these requirements and have seen knowledge of the mechanisms by which the visual
the need for the trn-services and industry to look i nýge is rec.aived. These visual discrimination
for some common grcund in the development of tasks involve out-the-window scenes as well as
training devices for these systems. As a start imagery presented on various cockpit displays such
point, we now need to consider some of the tasks as radar and IR. Although out-the-window discrimi-
and system applications common to modern weapons nation tasks such as low-level flying could merit
systems which are particularly applicable to PTT some discussion, we will consider only the on-board
solutions. imagery such as radars, EO, and IR. In general,

the development of high fidelity simulation of this
SOME TARGET AREAS FOR PTTs type of imagery is extremely expensive. However,

depending on a complete analysis of the primary
Many of the newer airborne weapons systems task requirements and any associated tasks, it may

possess a high degree of complexity but have be possible to train the basic task on a PTT,
similar components. Features such as digital using such media as slides, videotapes, movies or
entry keyboards, displays, computers, laser range- a combination of media. A complete training
finder/designators, radars, and inertial navigation program including lecture, written and PTT training
interfaces, provide some possibilities for cost will insure that the aircrew member, upon reaching
effective combinations or re-use of engineering the simulator or aircraft, does not spend a
effort to model and simulate one particular system. disproportionate amount of time on visual discrimi-
Most new systems are also controlled by a digital nation tasks.
computer, which can facilitate the resolution of
interface problems. These weapons systems are Further complications arise when considering
also intended to be "modular" or "add-on" in the provision of simulated radar and IR imagery in
nature, a feature that should also leaid itself to a WST. The question of fidelity becomes vital,
the concept of a PTT for the weapon. To illustrate because for some visual discrimination tasks,
possible use of PTT's for these systems, some negative training could result from poor simulation.
selected tasks and system applications are State-of-the-art radar simulation is generally
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regarded as providing positive training for the recognition/decision/reaction. The air-to-air
radar discrimination task; FLIR interpretation engagement of an enemy aircraft will almost
is a more difficult technical challenge to train certainly be. mission critical for a fighter
by simulation. "Real-world" IR imagery has a high aircraft with an air offensive/defensive mission.
dnamic range, and the variable scene conditions, However, the same task may not constitute a mission
weather effects, time of day, seasonal effects, critical task for a ground attack aircraft. These
and other peculiarities are very difficult to are the sort of considerations which must be
simulate fully. At present, no system can examlned when determining 'Le required type of
provide full training for IR imagery interpreta- training devices. The transition between radar
tion while simultaneously allowing random low- and FLIR sensor systems is another task which may
level flight over a large gaming area. be deemed mission critical. The system operator

must correctly correlate target appearance on both
It may be more cost effective, or simply sensors iii minimum time, acquire and identify the

provide better training, to use a PTT device for proper target so that a successful attack may be
IR imagery which uses videotape or film to provide completed. Again, there may only be a matter of
real-world training in IR interprc ation for a seconds to correctly carry out this task.
limited gaming area. Further analysis will indi-
cate the degree of interaction of other tasks Precision Guided Munitions:
with the discrimination task. Frequently there is
a requirement to lock-on to an image so that By its very nature the systems application area
lock-on parameters can be fed to the aircraft's of PG1 training readily lends itself to the concept
navigation system. The trainee may learn to lock- of part task training. PG6s are add-on weapon
on to a representative image in the WST while the systems that, although utilizing aircraft systems
target discrimination task is trained separately and data, and requiring varying degrees of hard-
on a PTT. Alternatively for full-mission training ware Installation in the parent aircraft, may be
in a WST, it may be possible to reduce the cost of regarded as complete systems on their own account.
radar and IR simulation by confining the high Hence, the development of a PTT to train PGM
fidelity simulation to limited gaming areas or weapon systems readily (and even intuitively)
corridors, with a lower fidelity generic simula- comes to mind. Other factors combine to strongly
tion elsewhere, so that the trainee having suggest the development of a PTT to meet P(1M
learned target discrimination on a PTT, need spend training requirements. Mciny of them utilize high-
little time actively performing this task in the resolution imAging sensors for target acquisition
WST. For simulator mtssion training and evalua- and homing, and have associated cockpit displays
tion, the aircrew need oniy perform the task in which require the training of operator visual
defined critical areas such as navigation way discrimination skills. Some, such as the GBU-15
points and target discrimination. It may also be and PAVE TACK, require special manual skills for
cost effective to use the aircraft system for tracking and weapon control...skills which are
final training and validation. Finally, as will perishable and which require continual training.
be discussed later, there are a number of PGMs Usually the delivery of a PGM is also a mission
which utilize visual displays, and whether inte- critical task and requires intensive training so
grated in a WST or as stand alone PTTs, the that successful delivery of the PGM is virtually
requirement to train the visual discrimination guaranteed.
task * 'ill need a critical analysis. Many of the
above considerations could well apply. Other factors resulting from the increasing

proliferation and complexity of PGMs and related
Mission Critical Tasks: systems need to be considered. Newer aircraft

with digital avionics are being developed with
Part task training is particularly applicable provision for a range of add-on systems and PGMs.

to mission critical tasks. These are tasks where For example, some tactical aircraft will be capable
successful task execution at the first attempt of carrying the PAVE TACK IR sensor/laser desig-
is essential to mission accomplishment, for nator, with some combination of GEU-15, AGM-65
reasons of surprise, hostile environment, or other. Maverick, and laser-guided ordnance. Each of these
The following examples illustrate some mission complex weapon systems requires extensive system
critical tasks suitable for PTT training: PGM knowledge by the aircrew and also requires consid-
terminal delivery/guidance; electronic warfare erable continuation training in the associated
terminal threat warning recognition; air-to-air cognitive and manual skills. For example, the HUD
gunnery/missile engagements; and FLIR/radar target and Multi Function Display (MFD) may display
identification, different symbology and different alphanumerics

for each weapon system. The tracking handle may
With modern PGMs, strike aircraft will carry perform different functions for different systems.

fewer of these complex weapons (due to weapon cost Different radar functions will be required to
and compatible stores position availability), so support different PGM operations. Apart from the
the accurate delivery of a single weapon is task of individually learning to operate each
inherently mission critical. Targets that would system, a requirement to remain current in more
previously have required multiple passes with than one system also adds weight to a PTT approach.
conventional bombs to assure destruction, must be Ideally, crews should be designated for one parti-
"taken out" by a single precision-guided weapon. cular PGM system; however, this may not always be
Another mission critical task involves the rapid possible. If crews are required to be proficient
recognition of a surface-to-air missile (SAM) in more than one PGM system, careful thought will
radar mode change from search-to-track (or have to be given to the training program so that
especially from track-to-launch) that may be all the tasks required for one particular PGM
required to save the mission aircraft from system are trained as one training unit. This is
imminent destruction. In some cases, only seconds to ensure that the operation and interaction of
may be available for the proper sequence of switches, function displays and controls are
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learned to be associated with that specific PGM point data during pre-misslon ready-room prepara-
system and are not confused with other functions. tion. Since one MDTS will be colocated with each
This training of PGM systems as a separate unit ARN-101 equipped unit, and the MDTS computer
again suggests a PTT approach. system has spare computational capacity available,

the construction of an interface assembly to drive
"Also, given that the delivery of the PGM is a subset of thL aircraft mission avionics "black

normally a mission critical task, a PTT may well boxes" and indicators has produced a very profit-
be appropriate so that extensive pre-mission able training device in minimum time with little
training can be provided on the PGM tasks. Thus, additional new hardware. The prototype device has
the system operator will be trained and "hot" received excellent reviews from users, who look
on PGM delivery tasks prior to each mission. In forward to the completion of several more of the
this context, the possibility of crew room PTTs MDTS add-on trainers. We must be alert to these
suggests itself as means of encouraging aircrews opportunities to provide current, effective
to attain pre-mission peaks in their PGM skills, training devices, and attempt to utilize skilled
A light-hearted extension of this training system resources (oftAn from existing programs) to assist
envisions a scene where PTTs, dressed up as the timely development of training equipment. This
arcade machines with flashing lights and sound opportunity is often neglected or ignored during
effects, line the walls of a crew ready room. aircraft hardware development and integration. By
Utilization would not be a probleml such neglect, the operational user is often denied

an effective means of training assigned mission
A major concern for PGMs, of course, lies in tasks for the life of the weapons system, and may

the individual weapon cost. With some weapons even resort to sending aircrews TDY to the weapons
costing hundreds of thousands of dollars, it system contractor's plant to train on any available
becomes a very costly exercise to train regularly device. Such an arrangement is not attractive to
using live weapons. Dependent on relative cost, the using command, which experiences loss of air-
it is likely that a realistic PTT may be more cost crew availability and uncertain training effective-
effective. However, there may also be a ness, nor to the weapons system contractor who is
requirement for a PGM training capability to be "coerced" into maintaining a training facility...
integrated into selected WSTs for full-mission often by conversion of a portion of internal R&D
training. Depending on requirements, a range of facilities and resources.
training devices including WSTs and PTTs may be
required. Some suggestion in regard to mixing Electronic Warfare:
WSTs and PTTs will be discussed later.

A third applications area where PTTs have
Digital Avionics: already been applied with resounding success is in

EW training. Practical EW PTTs have ranged in
A major area for PTT application is digital size from a desktop device (the size of a hi-fi

avionics familiarization in both pre-flight receiver) used principally for equipment familiari-
and flight areas. Many new systems now require zation by individual students, to a multi-station,
significant data entry (way points, targets, multi-computer driven electronic "classroom,"
delivery modes, etc.) in the pre-takeoff period, with multiple, individual student positions
and in-flight data alteration due to mission (Simulator for EW Training (SF.WT) (by AAI) at
changes. Modern aircraft, particularly tactical Mather AFB CA). The two basic simulation techni-
aircraft, can have several of these sophisticated ques of software modeling and equipment "stimula-
systems arrayed at each crew station (pilot, WSO). tion" have been used alone and in many hybrid
The training problems inherent in these systems, propartions to produce a variety of EW training
which eventually are control centers for all equipment. Some of these PTTs can be (or are
missions, are extensive. A complete understanding presently) attached to a WST or OFT to produce a
of the operating modes, interactions, and anomalies realistic, correlated cockpit EW display as a
of each system will allow the crew member, with segment of an overall integrated training mission,
regular practice, to perform the assigned mission or used in a "stand-alone" mode as true PTTs if
task using alternate or backup modes as n.cessary. the scheduled WST training mission does not

involve EW in the scenario. An example of such a
Single copies of unique PTTs for some of these device is the EW section of the A-10 OFT (Figure 7).

avionics systems have been produced through a Included with the basic A-10 OFT configuration is
variety of means (organizational, inter-unit a dual section console desk/equipment rack, with a
projects, contractual, research, etc.). Often the sliding partition between the two console sections.
driver was a desperate need from the field for an Although the computer which operates the EW
effective means to allow operators to master the section is one of several that also operate the
skills associated with new, unfamiliar, complex OFT, and is not readily separable from the balance
systems. The effectiveness of these part-task of the OFT, the concept of a "modular," multi-use,
devices has usually been high, possibly because attachable PIT is worthy of further exploitation.
the crews perceived a real need for a trainer, and In the examI.r above, the sliding partition allows
were willing to live with minor inconveniences and student and instructor, seated side-by-side, to
non-relevent inaccuracies where correction would work closely together without interphones or other
have increased trainer complexity and cost. A distractions for an initial period. When student
recent example *of such a device is the ARN-101 evaluation is desired, the partition is extended
"Navigation System Trainer prototype assembled by between the student and instrijctor positions so
Ogden ALC for the Tactical Air Command (TAC). The that the student is not aware of instructor actions
ALC personnel, with depot ARN-1OI hardware and except those visible on the student EW displays.
software experience, assembled an add-on crew Thus, the A-1O OFT (by Reflectone, with EW by AAI)
training device as a peripheral for the existing can provide a separate EW part-task training mis-
Mission Data Transfer System (MDTS) already used sion to another student when the primary student in
by TAC aircrews to prepare and load ARN-10 way- the OFT cockpit does not require EW displays.
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Figure 7. A-10 Operational Flight Trainer EW Auxiliary Station

Recently, a generic EW PTT has been announced (SAC) has proposed the Companion Trainer Aircraft
(Figure 8) (20). This device is reprogrammable, (CTA) program to retain flying hours for B-52
through its own keyboard (an option with associated crew training while lowering the operating cost {

optional software), and thus can be self-supporting of the training flight vehicle. Initially, two
at individual sites for many aspects of operation. T-39 aircraft will be temporarily fitted with
If a careful choice is made for the PTT system B-52 crew training facilities, including an EWO
components (Computer, displays, interface equip- station with a subset of the EW systems found on
ment, etc.), commercial supportability can be the actual B-52. The reduced size of the CTA
facilitated for many years. At the user site, training station is primarily due to the size
if operational hardware is available, the utility limitations in the T-39 passenger compartment.
of the device would then be a function of the The proof-of-concept EWO station will provide a
effort raised by Air Force instructor personnel, pre-canned playback of a pre-determined mission
many of whom have proven to be skilled innovators scenario, with threat signals appearing at pre-
in using less capable systems to a greater degree scripted times. The student EWO actions will be
than the designers had expected, noted by the controlling microcomputer and logged

on a miniature paper tape printer for post-
EW PTTs will soon become airborne in an mission analysis and debriefing. No outside

innovative experimental program to provide in- signals are radiated or required. During initial
flight training for B-52 Electronic Warfare operational test and evaluation (IOT&E), SAC
Operators (EWO) while reducing flight hours in will test whether this simple PTT concept can
their rated aircraft. The Strategic Air Command provide the required training.

L

Figure 8. EW Part-Task Trainer for Individual Self-Paced Instruction
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AN APPROACH FOR CtaS1DERATION deal of flexibility in the utilization of such
devices. As a basic satisfaction of training

We have illustrated some of the areas of requirements, it means that the PTT can be used
modern digital weapons and avionics systems where as a stand-alone device...perhaps even in a crew
PTTs can be effective solutions. The point to be ready room...or it can he integrated into a WST
made at this stage is that these types of digital at some central location. Thus, Initial and
systems are being developed at an increasing rate. qualification training can be conducted on the
The use of digital systems, micro-miniaturized PTT, full mission training can be trained on the
computers and technology advancements, particularly integrated WST, and continuation training of
in the optical and sensor field has facilitated perishdble and manuat skills can be carried out on
the rapid development of on-board and modular the PTT.
weapon systems. The adoption of a simulator
interface bus could facilitate integration of Another benefit of the modular PTT approach Is
modular PTT systems in a similar manner as the that the developed PTT can be utilized across the
MIL-STD-1553 Aircraft Internal Time Division range of aircraft which utilize the weapon system.
Command/Response Multiplex Data Bus has assisted For example, the AGM-65 Maverick Missile Is
airframe/subsystem integration. An added spur presently used by at least seven aircraft types.
to the development and use of modular systems is A point to be made here is that it will not always
the rapidly increasing cost of modern aircraft, be possible for the PTT to hAve a common interface
With the high cost of new aircraft, we are looking definition with a series of WSTs, particularly
to higher technology to provide improved avionics, older aircraft WSTs such as the F-4. However, if
missiles and guided weapons to enhance the basic future PTTs are developed with common interfaces.
parent aircraft capability. A classic example of one side of the interface problem is deterwnined,
this process is the adaptation of the cruise and a later upgrade or change of PTTs is facilita-
missile to the B-52. For other examples, consider ted. Another benefit of standard interfaces is
some of the modifications to our current aircraft, that it may be useful to combine certain PTTs into
such as the F-111F, F-15, A-l0, F-18, and another a combined trainer to utilize a common student
classic example.. .te F-16... originally designed station, common data bases and common display
as a lightweight, visual fighter. This increasing equipment such as radar or FLIR displays (where
proliferation of digital weapons affects all our practical). This would be particularly useful
Armed Services, and unless we plan carefully, we where the parent aircraft utilizes both systems.
may well be swamped by the training impact of
these complex systems. Already, we are starting The flexibility of modular PTTs should allow
to feel the impact. Within the Deputy for them to be relocated easily if a squadron or wing
Simulators, we have recently considered training moves or is equipped with a new weapons system.
devices for PAVE TACK, G.BU-15, AGM-65, LANTIRN They can also be rotated through operational units
and the ARN-10 Navigation System. The Navy and (and maintenance/upgrade) on a regular basis. A
Army and other DOD components have obviously been further refinement could provide that the PTT be
looking to similir training requirements. Since designed so that the various PTT components (con-
most of these systems require the type of training trols, displays, etc.) fit into appropriate
tasks described earlier, which are particularly removable blank panels on a CFT or CPT. This
applicable to PTTs, we suggest that development of would provide an even more realistic training
PTTs to meet the training requirements will be environment.
effective solutions for cost, schedule and
training value. Development of PTTs for these One approach to assist the modular/common
systems should allow for the integration of these interface problem is for the WST and PTTs to be
devices into a WST to provide full mission designed to accept control and interface signals
training. Ideally, PTTs should be designed to over a standard simulator interface bus. This
facilitate this integration when and if required. could give the simulator and PTTs some commonality

with the weapons systems being simulated. The
As a first step, we believe the Services and parent simulator or PTT may not need to have iny

Industry should collectively expand their studies actual aircraft avionics control computers within
of unique training problems presented by these it, because MIL-STD-1553 interfaces for several
weapon systems. Many of the tasks such as the types of general purpose computers have already
visual discrimination tasks apply across a range been designed, tested, and introduced as standard
of aircraft and weapon systems. There may be some products (21, 22). These interfaces allow soft-
general solutions where a basic development ware simulation of functional portions of an active
program may provide a solution which is useable on multiplex bus within a general purpose computer,
different systems. As a fundamental approach and thereby facilitate interconnection of varying
however, we believe that many of these PTTs for amounts of airctaft hardware such as HUDs, air data
digital avionics and weapons systems could be computers, stores management system displays, etc.,
developed according to a modular concept and to a basic simulator or PTT (9).
therefore interface requirements need to be deter-
mined and defined across the total simulation We do not believe that the full potential for
spectrum. "Modular" and "standardize" are almost utilization of aircraft multiplex bus equipment to
dirty words in the simulator world, so let us augment simulator performance has been examined.
point out that by modular we do not necessarily Avionics system design adherence to MIL-STD-1553
mean two units connected by cables. In our and other recently published standards may
context, modular means a device which can be indirectly facilitate the interface of PTTs with
stand-alone, but is also relatively easy to inte- one another and with WSTs because of the common
grate into a WST or multi-task trainer if required. design features. These standards are: MIL-STD-
This concept for PTTs may require considerable 1589B (JOVIAL J-73 Programming Language); MIL-STD-
innovative engineering for some task combinations. 1750A (16-Bit Computer Instruction Set Architec-
A modular concept for PTTs should provide a great ture); MIL-STD-1760 (DRAFT) (Standard Store
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Interface" Aircraft/Stores Electwical Interface aircraft system program office as proof-of-concept
Definition); and ADA (The new DOD standard for the new systems before design freeze. From
programming language for command, control, and the simulator procurement point of view, early
avionics systems)(3). The tmpoct of these stan- involvement of the simulator design team with air-
dards on simulation must be thoroughly examined to craft development will produce a better, more
determine optimal design policies before the timely training simulatiot, product. When the air-
increasiny development of new weapons systems and craft design is "frozen," experience gained with
the resulting call for simulator upgrades/modifi- the proof-of-concept devices can then be used as
cations becomes an avalanche, the basis for competitive acquisition of the fintl

training devices from interested simulation
THE PAYOFF contractors. A further advantage of this approach

is that the training effectiveness of particular
The success of training devices is usually PTTs can be assessed before conmnitment to a

measured In terms of cost, schedule, and training production program. This assessment should
value. Training value has various meanings to include the intended users of the training devices,
different people, but generally will include the and should allow some re-definition of training
elements of training effectiveness, aircrew requirements. One result may be suggestions for
acceptability, and inherent availability. alternative-concepts for production PTTs or WST
Historically, PTTs have been successful in these integrated systems, thus avoiding training devices
areas, probably because they were generally less of low or minimal utility. Because, under this
complex and because they were directed at training concept, the initial development work on the
one particular task or set of tasks. PTTs of experimental PTTs may be carried out by the air-
modest scope and complexity have also been craft prime contractor (whose personnel should
successful in terms of acquisition cost and have maximum access to development data), and
schedule. For example, a recent device, the F-106 because of the early involvement of engineers and
Aerial Gunnery PTT, was delivered 2 months ahead others from the government simulator procurement
of schedule and has received favorable reports activity (to ensure proper documentation of para-
from the users. In looking at the impact of an meters used for the PTTs), cost and schedule risk
increasing number of complex weapons systems on for the delivered production training devices
current and future training requirements, we have should be reduced. There will be some limitations
described some typical tasks and systems where we with lsck of problem control (i.e., freeze, mal-
believe PTTs will be particularly useful in the functions) on contractor R&D engineering simulators,
future. Because of the scope of these applications, but any action to move simulator engineers up fiom

we have also suggested a coordinated and planned the "tail end" of the design data stream could
effort in the development of these PTTs... .including help to shorten the multi-year cycle of simulator
the standardization of interfaces to facilitate procurement.
integration (modularity). We believe the pursuit
of these approaches will provide opportunities for For systems such as PGIs, the cost and schedule
reducing cost and schedule during development and benefits accrue from the development of modular
production, while meeting training objectives. PTTs which can be used in several modes: as stand-

alone devices; integrated as combined trainers; or
For any new program, the concept envisages a attached to WSTs for different aircraft types.

spectrum of training devices, with lesser numbers These benefits are realized from common PTT devel-
of complex, costly WSTs.. .because of the effective opment requirements and thereby a reduction of
use of PTTs to train certain tasks. Ideally, the future integration effort. The modular approach
PTTs which are developed for any program would be should also provide a dea ee of flexibility to
modular so that they could be readily integrated "swap out" PGM PTTs when required. This is an
with a WST where required. WSTs will still be important consideration, as modern PGMs are
required for full-mission training, but they will essentially modular by design, allowing change of
tend to be more centralized, with an optimum mix weapons load mix to suit individual aircraft
of WST/aircraft for full mission training. The missions while preserving the precision guidance
thrust here is that the WST and aircraft should be capability. PGM systems may also be rotated
utilized more for full-mission training and evalu- among units as the overall planning situation
ation than for individual skill training, dictates, or they may be replaced by even newer

PGM systems. The modular PTT, whether it is
One approach to simulator development which stand-alone or integrated with another device,

has proven useful is to develop the simulator should be capable of being swapped out with a
capability either ahead of, or in parallel to the training device for another similar class weapon.
aircraft development (e.g., F-15 program and the
McDonnell Douglas F-15 Engineering Simulator). Cost savings will also be realized in the life
Although this concurrency requires extra cost and cycle of PTTs since considerations will include
coordination, the simulator may primarily be used designing the training devices for a specific,
as a design tool or prototype, and can also be realistic life (maintenance and logistics). Also,
used as a training device for test pilots and by using engineering design guidance, common core
initial aircrew cadre. The same principle is very components can be adapted to other requirements as
relevant to the development of PTTs. Initial necessary. Conversely, if a PGM system is being
front-end analysis will identify target areas for integrated into an existing aircraft, the remaining
PTTs (e.g.,HOTAS and HUD operations and displays; service life of the parent aircraft will obviously
EW operations; avionics operations and displays). be an early consideration. If the parent aircraft
The prime aircraft contractor could be required has only a short service lifetime remaining, some
to build hot mock-ups or proof-of-concept devices of the unique simulation tasks requiring complex/
for these systems(15). This type of process would high cost engineering solutions will have to be
have several advantages. The tust devices are use- identified and consideration given to finding more
ful to both the aircraft prime contractor and the simplified, but effective PTT solutions. In some
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cases, it might be determined to be more cost- Standardization in engineering design and the
effective to complete full-mission training in the modularity concept should facilitate integration
aircraft. where required. We have suggested that innovative

approaches in the design and utilization of PTTsCurrency of operational, in-use training will produce cost and schedule savings for a
devices is another area for examination. Important particular set of training tasks. However, the
to the update of PTTs, as well as other training bottom line is that we must be prepared to meet
devices, is a continuing analysis of training the training requirements of an increasing number
requirements to determine modification needs. This of complex and sophisticated weapons systems.
point is frequently overlooked and becomes the
loose thread that brings about loss of confidence We perceive the part-task trainer as a viable
in existing trainers. When the device no longer answer to the dilemma of providing timely, cost-
matches the actual equipment, both students and effective training.
instructors immediately recognize the difference
and soon resort to using the actual equipment as
a trainer. Since most PTTs can usually be updated
at reasonable cost (or in many cases replaced),
the problem is less noticeable and causes less
loss of confidence in the training system.
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ADVANCED GROUND MAPPING RADAR SYSTEMS

A SIMULATION CHALLENGE FOR THE 80's

John D. Stengel, Jr.
Aeronautical Systems Division

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

ABSTRACT

The role of the airborne ground mapping radar has been dramatically changing over the
last several years due to great technological strides in the science of radar design.
Great improvements have been made in both the accuracy and resolution of radar systems
primarily due to the influence of high speed digital signal processing and the development
of synthetic aperature radar design. As a result of the many improvements to both radar
system performance ane flexibility, the role played by radar systems is also expanding.
As advanced radar become part of aircraft avionics systems, the requirement for high
fidelity training systems immediately follows. Changes to existing digital radar landmass
(DRLMS) specifications will therefore be required. In order to meet the training require-
ments for advanced high resolution systems both enhanced revisions of current DRLMS systems
and alternative technologises may be required.

INTRODUCTION

Digital radar landmass simulation (DRLMS) modes for weapon delivery as well as terrain
technology developments over the last ten years avoidance/terrain following modes to permit low
have hrought the simulated radar system from not level penetration flight. However, performance
much more than a procedural type trainer to a limitations of older multimode systems are
point where world wide mission rehearsal can be rapidly being reduced on newer systems by virtue
accomplished. The current state-of-the-art DRLMS of high speed digital signal processors and on-
capability permits radar imagery to be generated board computer systems which permit a great deal
that, in many cases, is indistinguishable from the of flexibility to be exercised in terms of how a
actual aircraft radar image. Unfortunately for radar signal can be processed, analyzed, enhanced,
the simulation community, the state-of-the-art for and ultimately oisplayed. As a result of the
aircraft radar systems is not static and can be enhanced flexibility that is inherent to the
expected to dramatically cnange over the next ten digital signal processing capability, an advanced
years. In response to these changes to aircraft radar system need no longer be limited to the
radar systems, significant changes and improve- basic capabilities for which the system was
ments to DRLMS technology will bn required. originally designed. Both new modes and enhance-

inents to existing modes will be possible to add
Advanced aircraft radar systems will become to advanced radar systems without major modifica-

increasingly more capable of generating high tions or redesign. The multimode capability will
resolution imagery. This paper describes the further be enhanced with the inclusion of the
future role of radar systems with particular phased array antenna. (1) Antennas of this type
emphasis on the anticipated changes and additions will permit rapid changes from one mode to
to DRLMS specification requirements as a result another and precise pointing at desired targets
of new aircraft radar system, and upon the poten- by electronically steering the radar beam without
tial impact on DRLMS design. the delays inherent to conventional mechanically

scanned antennas. Examples of different capabil-
Future Role of Radar "Ities that will be a part of an advanced multimode

radar system include conventional real beam ground
Future radar systems will be called upon to mapping, enhanced high resolution imagery using

do an increasing number of tasks as the role of doppler beam sharpening, synthetic aperature
combat aircraft expands with new mission require- antenna with signal pulse compression techniques,
ments while having to contend with more sophisti- terrain following, doppler ground speed measure-
cated enemy defensive capabilities. The following ment, air-to-air and air-to-ground target identi-
paragraphs examine the new roles and requirements fication, and rendezvous beacon interrogation.
that are currently being identified, and several
of the advanced capabilities that are being Both existing and future aircraft will be
developed to meet these requirements. called upon to carry out an increasing number of

mission roles and objectives. Bomber type air-
The treihd for future advanced radar systems craft will be required to accomplish not only the

has already been established by the multimode more traditional low altitude penetration and
capabilities of the FB-lll and the advanced capa- bombing role but also a standoff missile launching
bility B-52 radar systems. Systems such as these role. Although accuracy for weapon delivery has
employ not only the basic ground mapping modes always been a goal, the requirement for high
used for general navigation but also include accuracy is continually becoming more critical
special spotlight/offcenter type high resolution due to the decreasing vulnerability of many
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target areas. An inertial navigation system In summary, the role played by advanced radar
integrated with the aircreft weapon delivery systems will continue to include the traditional
computer is capable of providing the desired tasks of general navigation and weapon delivery.
accuracy, but only when system initialization However, many enhancements to the basic capabili-
and periodic updates have been provided by an ties and the addition of new specialized modes
accurate sensor source such as radar. A synthetic will permit advanced radar systems to meet the
aperature mode will be capable of providing the requirements for a high performance sensor capable
desired high resolution input for both direct of operating in a wide variety of environments and
weapon delivery modes as well as the capability capable of reducing the crew member's workload.
for precise air launched missile programming.
These advanced radar modes will also permit DRLMS Requirements for Advanced Radar Systems
accurate position updates to be accomplished at
much greater ranges than with conventional radar The requirements for the simulation of advanced
systems. Accurate position updates will be radar systems will be based primarily upon current
l-•tted only by the radar line-of-sight and will DRLMS specifications. Although current s•.ctifica-
ennance the stand-off capability and permit tions have evolved since the first DRLM specifi-
greater flexibility for target aiming point cation In 1972, experience gained in more recent
selection. years, as well as the more demanding requirements

of future radar systems, dictates that a number of
Advanced radar design will be affected by significant modifications be made. (3)-j

both the natural and artificially induced environ-
ment. A hostile enemy environment will place many From the standpoint of the actual . .dar system
demands on the radar system that could not be being simulated, the most obvious typ(r -f changes
handled with a conventional radar. The flexibil- to current simulator specifications will be the I
ity and inherent capabilities of advanced radar Inclusion of the new types of modes and require-
systems will permit a realtime analysis of the merits for any system unique characteristics.
electromagnetic environment to be accomplished Characteristics that may be required include such
and to initiate the appropriate response. The items as the effects of radar platform motion
radar will be required to not only counter active compensation or digital signal processing anomolies
jamming and interference techniques specifically on the resulting radar imagery. Analysis of a
directed toward the aircraft but also analyze the specific radar system's operation will dictate
environment and to avoid detection from ever which unique system requirements will be required.
taking place. The inherent characteristic of A requirements emphasis will be placed on a DRLMS
microwave energy to penetrate weather has long design approach that will permit expansion when
provided aircraft with all weather, day/night additional modes and capabilities are added to the
operating capability. However, advanced radar aircraft radar system. It becomes highly undesir-
systems must also permit penetration of ground able for a DRLMS system to require a total redesign
foliage. Built-in flexibility will permit or possibly have to be replaced if the existing
advanced radar systems to keep pace with the aircraft radar is modified with the addition of a
continuously changing environment of the future, new mode or capability.

It is readily apparent, for advanced weapon Requirements chanqes that will most likely
systems in general, that crew member task loading affect DRLMS processing capability include accuracy
is of vitel concern due to both the complexity of and data density. In both cases, an attempt will
the equipment and the ever increasing number of be made to further definitize and more quantita-
tasks that the crew member is called upon' to do. tively specify the level of performance required.
(2) As a result, the design goal of all advanced DRLMS accuracy (processing and data transformation)
radar systems will be to simplify the basic will continue to be specified independently for
operation and to provide assistance to the crew both terrain elevation and planimetry, as well as
member. In general, the operation of advanced independently for each mode of operation. Of great
radar systems will be simplified by virtue of the significance, however, will be tighter planimetry
programmable capabilities of both the navigation positional accuracy requirements for the high
computer system and the radar digital signal resolution modes. Data density processing require-
processor. A terrain following mode when tied ments will need to be modified to consider both
into the aircraft flight control and navigation real beam conventional modes and synthetic apera-
computer systems is one existing way of assisting ture high resolution modes. Conventional real beam
the pilot. An example for future radar systems mode density requirements will remain relatively
will be automatic target acquisition and classi- stable; however, the high resolution data density
fication modes for both air-to-ground strikes processing requirements can be expected to become
against both stationary and moving targets, and more stringent. However, when considering both
air-to-air modes for enemy aircraft intercepi•on. accuracy and density processing requirements,
The inhereut high resolution characteristics of several important factors must be kept in mind.
synthetic aperature radar (SAR) and doppler beam First, data processing times for individual radar
sharpening (DBS) modes when integrated with the frames on actual aircraft SAR modes are typically
accuracy of navigation and weapon delivery compu- several seconds long with an update rate that may
ters also reduces the crew members task load by be even longer. Second, the individual frame
providing an automatic means of accurately classi- location will most likely be fixed without the
fying a target or aiming point. This capability need to process data in real time as cross hairs
Is essential in single seat fighter aircraft where are slewed virtually anywhere within the aircraft
the workload is high or in any high speed air- field of view. Also of concern when considering
craft operating at low altitudes where the limited DRLMS processing capability is the extent to which
radar range results in a short time for the crew world wide flight will be required. Recent
member to react to a target. programs have emphasized the need for mission

rehearsal encompassing potentially the entire
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northern hemisphere. This requirement will have into areas of high resolution interest and, to go
to be reevaluated in terms of training utility and a step further, generate a complete generic data
effectiveness -especially when reviewed in light base. Such a generic data base might be based
of DRLMS design complexity and demands that will upon thc DN4A data base (e.g. Level 1, 2, or V) on
be placed on high resolution data bases, which extensive synthetic enhancement and generic

modeling is added or might be entirely artificial
A goal for future DRLI'S specifications will be in content - realistic in appearance but not

the addition of as many quantitative requirements representing any real world area - but tailored to
in place of areas that are now subjectively meet a specific training need. In any case, moreIdefined. This will be especially true in the areas detailed data bases are the primary reason whyof radar effects and special effects where words data density processing requirements will be higher
as "shall be realistically simulated" predominate, for the simulation of high resolution radar systems.
It is also important to note that quantitative
requirements will be based upon training effective- Although not directly related to the require-
ness studies whenever possible. Since it is ments for advanced high resolution radar simula-
realized that quantitative performance characteris- tion, DRLMS test requirements will also undergo
tics can tend to drive both design and production extensive modifications. For the most part,
costs of DRLMS, careful attention will be paid to current test requirements are general in nature
the desired fidelity as a function of training and a great deal of interpretation is left to the
requirements. DRLMS system designer. As part of the same effort

to quantify the requirements for DRLMS fidelity
The OKA digital landmass system (DIMS) data and processing, DRIMS test requirements will also

base has been the primary source of data for the become more quantitative and more definitive as to
simulation of conventional ground mapping radar how they are to be performed. The goal wfill be to

th LS aabase possesses certain limitations achieve the most quantifiable picture of system
DRhat data influence both the requirements for performance as possible.DRLM daa bsesand the eventual design ofadacdOLSsystems. These limitations are In summary, modifications and additions tocetrd rudthe basic content of DLMS data. DRIMS specifications for advanced DRLMS systemsDLSdgtlfeature analysis data (DFAD) is as described in the preceding paragraphs areprdue t stof resolution and feature type "la goal" to be accomplished in various states

icuincriteria which results in a chart like during the next five to eight years. It is hoped
rereetain fthe earth's surface where homo- that certain quantitative performanc~e and test
geneus ypeareas (e.g. soil, trees, desert, water, requirements can be added in the next two to three

ec)aerepresented; however, a more precise years. However, advanced radar system unique
decrptonofhow soil is contoured or plowed, or requirements will not be available until an
ho resadfoliage are distributed in natural advanced aircraft radar system is fully defined.
vegeatin aeasIs not contained. As a result,
Leel1 FA, ndto a lesser degree Level 2, will DRLMS System Design Impact
be iadeuateformeeting the data content require-
mens or hghresolution SAR mode. As indicated one can only speculate as to the total impact

inapirdiscussion, areas of high resolution advanced radar systems will have on DRIMS design.
interest for a simulator training mission will be After looking at the anticipated changes to DRIMS
restricted to relatively small areas selected specifications, however, it does appear that the
during mission generation. Various methods will, two primary areas of concern for advanced DRLMS
therefore, have to be developed to either enhance will be the data processing capability (i.e. data
the basic DMA data in these areas or to provide an volume and processing speed) and data base
alternate data source for the high resolution modes, adequacy. It can be anticipated that for conven-
One alternative currently under evaluation is the tional ground mapping radar modes, current DRLMS
use of synthetically enhanced DMA data. (5) technology will suffice. Current DRLMS technology
Synthet-*c breakup is an automated process of may also serve as an interim in the near future
replaciig large homogeneous DFAD features with for high resolution modes; however, several
smaller, more realistically sized, individual enhancements and several alternatives can be
features. (Figure 1) Although very encouraging considered.
results have so far been obtained, certain limita-
tions do exist. The data., when broken up, is As discussed in the previous section, synthe-
random in nature and not necessarily representative tic breakup, when fully exploited. is one way ofIof what actually exists in the real world. This is enhancing the data base. One alternative to
a result of the limited number of descriptors breaking up the source DMA data base would be to
assigned to an individual DMA feature (e.g. feature accomplish the breakup of cultural features during
type, surface material, predominant height, etc.). realtime processing thereby reducing the amount of
For example, for a residential area digitized as a on-line storage and data base transformation time.
single feature, the feature descriptors will not However, careful attention would have to be given
provide any indication of what variations, to the to the capability of generating a desired pattern
basic fe~ature type exist in the real world or if of artificial features and do so in a repeatableI-'there are any unique characteristics. The capa- manner from scan to scan. Similar to the concept
bility to generate more realistic synthetic breakup of synthetic breakup would be the realtime genera-
should be realized when more descriptive data bases, tion of texture to be applied to terrain and
such as DMAs experimental Level V, becomes an avail- agricultural areas. Texture patterns should also
able product. Other alternatives to theneed for a be selectable and repeatable but would probably be
more detailed data base are the inclusion of less critical than for cultural features. Generic
generic models (i.e. small areas hand modeled to modeling might also be a means of providing the
the level of desired feature content and fidelity) high data content and detail necessary for high
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resolution modes. Generic models of small towns,

industrial complexes, residential areas, etc, SUMABI
could be hand modeled as part of a generic library
collection to be inserted in the data base either During the next ten years, we will see a
before transformation or during realtime DRLMS quantum jump in the performance of airborne radarprocessing. systems as compared with the last forty years.

As a result, innovative new ideas will be required
It appears that current DRLMS technology will to advance the state-of-the-art in DRLMS system

be adequate for conventional ground mapping radar technology in order to meet the performance
modes. Figure 2 illustrates a comparison between requirements for advanced radar simulation train-
simulated and actual B-52 radar Imagery. In order ing needs. It now appears that either significant
to accomplish data retrieval and processing for improvements to existing DRLMS technology or
advanced high resolution radar modes, however, alternative approaches resu',ting in hybrid systemseither a higher performance DRLMS processor wtllI be required as well as a substantial increase
(parallel to the conventional ground mapping to the content and detail of the radar data base.
channel) or an alternative high fidelity image Just as a technical challenge existed in the
generation capability would be required. This 1970's to develop digital radar simulationwould then imply that hybrid DRLMS systems may be technology to meet the training needs for conven-
a solution for the simulation of advanced multi- tional radar systems, an even greater challenge
mode radar systems. Computer image generation now exists to meet the training requirements
(CIG) techniques, used for out-the-window visual expected for the advanced high resolution radar
simulation, might be explored. This possibility systems of the 1980's and beyond.
is appealing from the standpoint that high resolu-
tion SAR modes are capable of producing imagery
that in many cases contains the same detail and
resolution as a visual scene. (Figure 3) In
addition, high resolution modes typically utilize
digital scan converted video which is output to a
raster scan type display. This display format is
also utilized for CIG image display.

An alternative to be considered from both a
data base and processin~g standpoint is realtime
processing of an array of still photographs. (6)
This process, successfully demonstrated for the
simulation of airborne forward looking infrared
(FLIR) systems, also seems to hold possibilities
for high resolution radar modes. High resolution
aircri t t radar imagery (e.g. synthetic aperture)
dopK'g'r beam sharpening, side looking, etc.)
could be processed in a similar manner as that for
a forward looking infrared or visual system,
tV- ,by providing a simulation capability with

, jilly the same level of fidelity as the
vial aircraft imagery. However, a significant

at t of effort would have to be devoted to the
qu '-)ns of dynamic shadow processing, dynamic
syý i controls interaction by an operator, and
the processing of radar data base photography
at very low grazing angles (i.e. low altitudes
and lon- ,anges).

In order to accommodate future growth of
DRLMS s';tems as a result of aircraft radar system
modi t ions, DRLMS system architecture will need
to be designed with an understanding of what
potential changes may exist in the future.
Although it is certainly naive to think that all
contingencies can be "designed in" thereby elimi-
nating the chance of DRLMS system redesign, good
design planning should help to increase the
chances of a more graceful transition to the new
capabilities. For example, if additional process-
ing power is required, what level of effort would
be required to expand with a parallel processor
or, if additional data storage is required, what
level of effort would be required to add addi-
tional memory? Similar type questions should be
asked of the basic radar effects. If aircraft
radar performance is increased, how easily can the
antenna beam pattern or receiver effects be
modified? Just as modern digital radar systems N
provide growth capability to aircraft radar
systems, it is hoped that modern DRLMS systems
will also inherit this flexibility.
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ABSTRACT

This paper will present the results of a study which was conducted on the R-52/KC-135 Celestial Training
Device (CTD). The CTD is really nothing more than a moderately equipped microcomputer with special
software which was developed in-house by the Strategic Air Command. Total cost of the system is less than
$5,000. The CTD is used by B-52 and KC-135 navigators to maintain proficiency in celestial navigation
skills. In the study to be reported, twelve measures of navigator celestial navigation performance were
examined before and after the CTD training. Findings indicated that even with a 30% reduction in
in-flight celestial navigation training, performance on several key variables showed significant
improvement after the CTD was delivered. No variables showed a decline in performance. In summary, the

ndings supported the effectiveness of the CTD beyond the experimenter's initial expectations.

INTRODUCTION Headquarters, Strategic Air Command (SAC), while
the actual feasibility of the concept was
determined by the 4235th Strategic Training

The purpose of this report is to describe the Squadron (STS) in August 1978. The favorable
method and results of a study conducted to recommendation from this evaluation resulted in a
determine the training effectiveness of the proposal for the procurement of celestial training
Celestial Training Device (CTD). The CTD is now devices in January 1979. Final approval for the
being used by all operational squadrons of B-52s acquisition of the CTDs was given in February
and KC-135s within Strategic Air Command (SAC) to 1979.
provide continuation training for navigators in
basic celestial navigation. When the CTD was The 4235th STS was designated as the command
introduced in late 1979, aircraft time for program manager and given the responsibility for
celestial navigation training was being program implementation. CTD delivery started in
significantly reduced. An immediate question was August 1979 and was completed by January 1980.
whether this would adversely affect navigator
in-flight performance. The study reported herein The Training Device
seeks to answer this question. The next section
will discuss the origin, design, and operation of As presently configured, the CTD is simply a
the CTD. The third section will discuss the Northstar Horizon micro- computer with a 48K
training effectiveness study conducted for this primary memory, a 5 1/4" floppy disk drive, an
device. internal clock, a printer, and the associated

software. A picture of the CTD is presented in
BACKGROUND Figure 1. The program is written in BASIC.

Essentially any microcomputer with the required
In early 1978, two KC-135 navigators, peripherals could be programmed as a CTD with only

stationed with the 384 AREFW, McConnell AFB, KS, minor software modifications. The software was
developed the concept and software to perform designed to enable a navigator to call up the
celestial training using a micro-computer. The computer program with very simple commands. The
ccrcept was approved for evaluation by
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computer plays the part of pilot, aircraft, and TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS STUDY DESIGN
celestial observer.

When the celestial training device study was
The Training Profile conceived in January 1980, most CTOs had already

been delivered to the Air Force units. Due to tiie
The training profile is similar to actual shortages of flight crews, aviatioi fuel, and

celestial navigation in the aircraft with some heavy operational demands, a foriralized study was
exceptions. The navigator is in a classroom not considered practical. Howeier, the Air Force
environment that lacks the realism of excessive had objective navigator evaluacions in the form of
noise, vibrations and other inconveniences of in-flight performance skills on AF Form ,151 (see
actual flying. Charts, logs, reference books and figure 2). It was then determined that a
required equipment are available to be used realistic study could be conducted NY comparing
simultaneously with the computer. The navigator in-flight navigation skill measuremei'ts, as
follows the mission in real time, completing all recorded on the AF Fo.rm 157s, before 'TO practice,
routine work required on the charts and logs, with similar skill measurements after the
Instead of coordinating with real people in the navigators had a chance to practice on the CTD.
pilot and observer stations, he must cormmunicate Also, reductions of in-flight celestial navigation
with the computer via the computer keyboard. training occurred after the delivery of the CTDs.
Also, the computer has "built-in" errors that will
cause the navigation to be in error, thus The plan called for the flight record office
requiring continuous corrections, at each base to send copies of all AF Form 157s

for flights prior to the beginning of CTD training
Mission Sutmmary to the 4235 STS. These forms were reviewed for

completeness, and if they met predetermined
At the end of the training mission, the criteria, they were used in this study.

computer will provide a print out of the mission
actions called the Mission Summary. The Mission A single reviewer selected all forms to be
Summary provides airc'raft position (FIX) for the included in the CTD study. The predetermined
following positions: (1) Approximately every selection guide "Evaluation Procedures for
five minutes of flight time, (2) At each heading Selecting Qualifying AF Forms 157s for the CTD
change, (3)' When the heading mode of operation is Study" was used to ensure selection consistency.
changed, (4) At the start and termination of the The control data consisted of the responses from
navigation legs, and (5) At the mid time of each the 19 February 1980 request for all AF Form 157s
celestial observation. prior to CTD training. These data yielded over

1,000 Form 157s. Initial review eliminated 700 of
Each FIX, with the exception of number 5 these that represented integrated flights,

above, will provide the time, geographic because these flights allowed the navigator to use

coordinates, true course, wind direction and additional navigation aids such as inertial
velocity, drift, true heading, magnetic or grid computers. Since only celestial navigation data
heading, true airspeed and groundspeed. is presently available on the Celestial Training

Device, it was determined that evaluated flights
Summary provides the mid-time of each celestial
observation, geographic coordinates, average True The 300 AF Form 157s that remained were
Course (Track), average Ground Speed (GS), sextant reviewed according to the "Evaluation Procedures
altitude observed (HO), one minute motion for Selecting Qualifying AF Form 15;'s for the
correction, True Zenith (ZN) of body at mid -time Celestial Training Stu~dy". Certain omissions of
of the observation, and name of body observed. If less critical data points were considered
the body was not the Sun, Moon, Mars, Jupiter, acceptable. The data points considered to be less
Saturn, Venus, or one of the 58 navigational critical were: (1) final heading, the actual
stars, the SHA and DEC of the body will be given, direction to destination at the end of the
If the navigator selects between more than one mission; (2) control time, the predetermined
planet or star in the field of view, they would be estimate of arrival at destination; and, (3) DR
listed in the Celestial Star Data printout. Error, errors made in the position plotting on the

chart that were also included in computation and
The final portion of the analysis printout plotting error. This was in concurrence with 4235

provides the time logged on the trainer this STS resident subject matter experts. When these
mission, time in freeze mode this mission, total omissions were allowed, 121 of the Form 157s
time logged on diskette to date, and total time in qualified for inclusion in the study and were used
freeze mode on the diskette to date, as control data.

IPerformnance Measurement On May 28, 1980, CT~s had been in place long
enough to justify acquiring the remaining data for

At the end of the simulated celestial the Celestial Training Device Study. A request
navigation mission, the student or his instructor went to all SAC squadrons using a CTD to provide
can take the Mission Summary data and replot the the numiber of basic celestial navigation flights
flight. This reptot allows the student to compare flown from Oct 1979 to May 1980. In addition,
his solution of the navigation mission with what they were to send all AF Form 157s for basic
the simulated aircraft, the computer, actually navigation legs flown during the months of April
flew. and May 1980 to the 4235 STS.
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Since the operational units understood that more tha,, 8 but less than 15 knots.
"only basic celestial navigation flights were to be
included, only 300 forms were received. These 12. Minor Error: A celestial computation,
forms were reviewed under the same conditions and celestial plotting or any air/DR/assumed position
by the same person as the control data. error of 3 through 6 N4. A celestial computation
Ninety-nine of the AF Form 157s qualified and were or plotting azimuth error of 3 through 6 degrees.
used as the experimental data for our celestial A wind error of 5 through 10 deg,'ees and/or 4training device study. through 8 knots.

Figure 2 presents a copy of a completed AF ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Form 157. A total of twelve performance measures
can be obtained from each form (i.e., for each Of the twelve variables described earlier, all
flight). These are as follows: of the variables except instructor ratings yielded

interval data (i.e., data for which an analysis of
1. Final Heading: Heading flown to group means and variances would be appropriate).

termination point and used to determine the final Instructor ratings were ordinal in nature;
DR position. Used to determine difference between therefore, .means analyses would not have been
planned and final TRACK. appropriate. Consequently, chi-square

goodness-of-fit tests were performed on these
2. Celestial Control Time: The difference data.

between the planned and actual celestial
observation. It was proposed at the outset of the study

that data from B-52s and KC-135s should be
3. Percent Reliability: Percentage score combined into one group. This was felt to be

determined by comparing the number of positions valid since there is no logical reason to
scored within the distance tolerance, to the total differentiate between navigators of the two
number of positions scored. Distance tolerance aircraft with respect to the celestial navigation
varies according to type of navigation leg flown task. Procedures and training methods are
and equipment authorized. essentally identical for both aircraft. Also,

some of the Form 157s, which were to be included
4. Computation Error: Error incurred in in the study, did not indicate which aircraft was

celestial computation of an intercept of azimuth involved. Therefore, a significant proportion of
or in pressure pattern computation. Also includes the data would have been excluded if it were
adjustment errors incurred as a result of not necessary to discriminate between aircraft types
recomputing information when actual TRACK and within the data. To ensure the validity of this
ground speed differ more than ten degrees or 30 commonality assumption, the data for which the
knots, respectively, from precomputation aircraft type was known were analyzed for
information, potential differences. This ensured that no

performance differences existed which were
5. Plotting Error: Error incurred as a attributable strictly to aircraft type. Tables 1

result of misplotting a line of position (LOP) in and 2 present these comparisons between the
either range or azimuth. pre-CTD and post-CTD groups, respectively, on the

instructor ratings.
6. Dead Reckoning (DR) Error: Error incurred

as a resillt of misplotting a dead reckoning DR Chi -square goodness-of-fit tests conducted on
position, including the final DR, in either range these data yielded values of = .771 (p>. 5 ) andor azimuth. An assumed position error is also = .636 (p>.5) for the data contained in tables
considered as a DR error. 1 and 2, respectively. Table 3 presents this

information for the cumulative error score. Two
7. Computation and Plotting Error: Distance planned independent one-way ANOVAs were conducted

measured from replot final position using correct to compare B-52 and KC-135 performance on the pre
information computed and plotted cumulatively from CTD data F(1,52) = .0076 (NS); and on the post
the start navigation position to the termination CTD-DATA F(1,52) = .34 (NS). The analysis of
estimated time of arrival (ETA). these two critical measures of performance support

the contention that B-52 and KC-135 data could be
8. Cumulative Error: Distance between replot combined for analysis on an empirical, as well as

final DR and aircraft scored position, a logical basis.

9. Rating: Grade awarded after using the Table 4 presents means of the data comparing
number of error points and LOPs accomplished to pre- and post- CTD performance with respect to the
enter the Celestial Error Point Scoring Chart first nine variables. From this table, we can see
contained in SACR 50-4, Vol 1. that significant improvements were observed for

Percent Reliability and Cumulative Error as a
10. Major Error: Any error exceeding the consequence of CTD Training. No measures

criteria of SIGNIFICANT. Failure to plot an air indicated a deterioration of performance. Table 5
or DR position for each heading change of 20 presents the data for a chi-square goodness-of-fit
degrees or more. test for the instructor rating data. The test

statistic for this table is = 9.4 (p <.025).
11. Significant Error: A celestial Table 6 presents the data for the major,

computation/plotting or any air/DR/assumed significant, and minor errors to determine whether
position error of more than 6 but less than 15 NM. a shift had occurred in the type of errors made
A celestial/computation/plotting azimuth error of (i.e., relatively more minor and fewer major
more than 6 but less than 10 degrees. A wind errors). The statistic for this table is
error more than 10 but less than 30 degrees and/or = 3.01 (p <.25). However, also of potential
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interest was whether the mean number of each type collected, a reduction of 3.27 celestial
of errors made per student had changed with the navigation legs per flying day. This represents a
introduction of the CTO. Table 7 presents these reduction of 30.6 percent. The number of
means and indicates the test statistics and navigators at these bases remained cunstant
associated reliability of differences existing thoughout the period of th study.
between the means of pre-vs. post-CTD training

4 groups. It appears from Tables 6 and 7 that a
reduction in the number of major errors may have
occurred, although the effect was only significantat the .25 level.

pre is. POt CIDO celestial Navigation

Table I In-fi i9lt Perfortrlnce

Instructor Ratings - 8-52 vs. KCo135, Pre CID delivery

Highly Qualifled with Mean Mein SignIficance

Qualified (H) Qualified (0) Training (T) Unqualified (U) Peasure Pre CTO Post CTO df FIdi Level

9 -52 8 (i /.1) 4 (28.6) 1 (7.1) I (1.1)

KC-135 28 (70.0) 8 (23.0) 2 (5.0) 2 (5.0) Final Heading 6.78 6.05 203 .24 HS

)(. .771

PNS

Celestial Contrbl Tine 1.66 1.70 104 .01 .6

Table 2

Percent Reliability 97.57 99.76 ?07 7.5$ (.01
Instructor Ratings B-52 vs. KC-135. Post CTO delivery

Highly Qoa1iled with
Qualified (H) Qualified (Q) Training )T) Unqualified Connutation Error .24 .32 209 .84 NS

9.52 22 (71.0) 7 (22.6) 2 (6.5) 0 (0)

KC-135 67 (76.0) 18 (20.5) 3 (3.4) 0 (0)

Plotting Error .53 .62 209 .6? NS
X'. .636

P.16

Dead Reckoning Error 2.07 2.04 200 .007 NS

Table 3

Cumnulative Error Score - 8.57 vs. KC-135 Comiputation and Plotting 6.21 4,90 207 1.42 (.25

Error

Cuiulative Error 11.24 8.79 209 4.53 (.04

Pre CTD 11.5 11.825

Post CT0 8.19 8.97

F(I.52) -.0076 P N S0

F(I.52) - .34 P •7

Table 5

Another question which had to be answered was Instructor Rating

how the number of in-flight celestial navigation
legs had changed subsequent to the introduction of
the CTD. The desirability of the CTD is very much Highly Qualified witha function of how large these reductions can be. Qualified (H) Qualified (0) Training (T) Unqualified
SACR 51-52 and SACR 51-135 were modified so that TOTAL
the required number of celestial navigation legs Pre CIT 63 (68.5) 18 (19.6) 4 (4.3) 7(7.6) 92
were reduced. However, to ensure that this
reduction had occurred, data were collected Post CTO 69 (74.7) 25 (21.0) S (4.2) 0 (0) 119

pertaining to the number of aircraft celestial X'- 9.4
navigation legs flown per month at each base. Some NOTE: Percentages Indicated In parentheses. P * 0 .025

months had more flying days available due to the
number of weekends and holidays. Consequently,
these dates were adjusted to reflect the number of
celestial navigation legs flown per available
flying day.

Table 6
Table 8 presents these data. To summarize, Error Types

there was an average of 10.17 celestial navigation
legs flown per available flying day at all of the ,• Sig Min Total

"". bases studied during the months of October and
November 1979, when the pre-CTD data were Pr. CTD 35 (28) 33 (26) 58 (46) 126collected. There were an average of 7.43
celestial navigation legs flown per available Post CTO 33(20) 48 (21) Al (64) (6
flying dey during the months of April and May NOTE: Percentages in parenthese. 'X 3.01

1980, when most of the post-CTD data were P- <.25
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deterioration of navigator performance. The
answer is an unequivocal "No." In fact, we can
surmise, with some degree of confidence, that
in-flight performance has in some ways improved as
a consequence of the CTD.

Because a performance improvement was
.Table7 observed, any estimate of the Transfer

oMajor Significant and Effectiveness Ratio (TER) will probablyAnalysis of Maor% 'Signif Ic9ht n

Minor Errors ade pe- Flight underestimate the value of the CTD. The Transfer

Error T p, Mean-per CEO Standard Mean Standard t Significance Effectiveness Ratio, as defined by Roscoe (1971),
Oeviation Post-C<T Deviation Level provides a measure of the relative training

M jor .40 .5 .282 .585 1•14 (.2S effectiveness of training device practice as
sigoFiCan, .367 .785 .38s .693 .11 • compared to training on the actual equipment. For
Minor .644 .928 .744 1.16 .69 NS the purposes of this study, this translates to

following formula:

Numaber of in-flight celestial Number of in-flight Zelestial
navigation trairlng legs per - eavigation training legs per

TER unit ti. prior to CTO delivery unit time subsequent to CEO delivery
u I M .ber Of .TO clestial n....t.lon

training legs per unit time
subsequent to CTO delivery.

We were unable to obtain precise data on the
Table8 number of CTD celestial navigation legs "flown"

per unit time. However, SAC Regulation 51-52,
.anber of Available Flying Days and Volume 7 requires that each navigator fly a

Celestlal NovIgat loq Legs Fl oin per Day by Month minimum of one, and a maximum of three per
quarter. If we use the "three per quarter per
navigator" figure, we will obtain a conservative
estimate of the transfer effectiveness ratio. To

110TH FLYING OAYS CELESTIAL MAV LEGS CELFSTIAL MAV L(GS/DAY allow common units, we must correct the total
1919 23 261 11.61 number of navigators and days per quarter as in

the following equation:
November 20 193 9.65

eCenbe r 16 ].8R.l3 CEO van legos/uarter/navi ator 0 30 ngavlators)/90 daysfoarte.

Dcme16126 7.88 7oconylg

January 1980 22 167 7.59 18R- 10.70 celestial nay les da - 7.43 celestnal na, legs/day
1.69 . C 0 nay "egs/day

TEP • .33
February 18 181 10.39

Parch 21 143 6.81 This indicates that .33 in-flight celestial
Apri 2navigation legs are equal to one CTD celestial

21r,•z ,2 8.19 I navigation leg in terms of training value. Stated
M. another way, it requires 3 CTD navigation legs to

_ __May 25 170 6.80 substitute for 1 in-flight celestial navigation
leg. As was previously stated, however, this
probably underestimates the value of the CTD since
this substitution ratio appears to have resulted
in better performa.nce. One of the assumptions of
this formula is that the pro- and post-training
device groups are equal in terms of -kill. In our
sample, the post-CTD group seems to have performed
better. We can probably assume that skill

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION maintenance alone would require even less CTD or
in-flight training than is presently required.
However, the improved performance may be

There is no doubt that the data obtained considered to be beneficial.
during this study support the contention that the
CTD provides a highly effective training medium It should also be noted that this transfer
for the maintenance of celestial navigation effectiveness ratio can only be considered valid
skills. None of the measures showed a significant within a narrow range of utilization practices.
degradation of performance and several key If we ware to assume that this held true over all

"" measures (percent reliability, cumulative error, levels of utilization, we could eliminate the need
and instructor ratings) showed significant entirely for in-flight celestial navigation by
improvement at the 95% confidence level, Several substituting three times the current number of
"other measures (number of major errors per flight, in-flight navigation legs with CTD navigation
computation and plotting errors, and the legs. We do not propose this to he the case, and
distribution of error types) showed significant any further reductions in in-flight training
improvements at the 75% confidence level. The should be carefully monitored.
"primary question was whether the substitution of
the CTD for some inflight training had caused a

.,•',•;:.:i• ,;,;••••',w,-'• .....: , .- 4 2 0 -



It is also interesting to conpare the transfer ignore simple solutions such as a microcomputer
effectiveness ratio to the operating cost ratio of with software. We are not yet at the point where
the CTD to the B-52 and KC-135. This provides us minimum fidelity requirements can be specified
with a measure of the cost effectiveness of the frma training effectiveness viewpoint. However
CTD. If we consider the operating costs to out data base is expanding, and it seems that less
include power (i.e., fuel and electricity) and physical fidelity is required than we previously
personnel (i.e., 0-3 level navigator) we find the expected. Our design philosophy for part task
following estimates: trainers should be to build the lowest fadelity

device which the user will accept. If we do this,
Power costs estlmates (per hour) we will identify the lower hound of fidelity as

well as providing more cost-effective training
VI-135 (fuel)-IS60 galios JP-.4 $1.19/ga1-|8125.20 equl pment.
6-52 (fuel),

2
6.7S gallons JP-4V 1,17/90i-$3012.75

CTO (electricity)-.. KWH ale~tricityl $.05 4-$.04 REFERENCES

Peesonlel cost, (oth) Airc1.ft ,3 CTO Pennington, E. Russell, Christenson, Marshall L.
and Laughery, K. Ronald, "Effectiveness Study on

Cost of I hour KC-135 1 $185.20•1S.5341840.73 the Celestial Training Device, (CTD). And
Cost of I hou" 8-52H S30I2.75+115.53$33023.28 unpublished report by the 4235 Strategic Training
Cost of I hour of CrO $.08+$16.634$15.61 Squadron, Carswell AFB, TX, 29 June 1981.

KC.135/CYO Cost Ratio -KC-13S coot ýi •7.9 Roscoe, S.N., "Incremental Transfer
Effectiveness," Human Factors, 1971, 13 (6), pp.

-.521CTO Cost Ratio - S* t - 53028.28 - 194.0 561-567.

SACR 50-4, "Bombing/Navigation/AGM Operations
What these numbers indicate is that, from a (RCS: SAC-DOT(M)7105), HQ SAC, Offutt AFB, NE, 21

cost-effectiveness perspective, if less than 117.9 January 1980.
hours of CTD time were required to replace one
hour of KC-135 training, the CTD would be SACM 51-52, "B-52 Aircrew Training - Aircrew
cost-effective for KC-135 celestial navigation Training Devices Lesson Guides," HQ SAC, Offutt
training. Similarly, if less than 194 hours of AFB, NE, 10 October 1979, Chapter 4.
CT0 training time provided the equivalent of one
hour of B-52 H training, the CTD would be SACM 51-135, "Continuation Training (Phase III),"
cost-effective for B-52H celestial navigation HQ SAC, Offutt AFB, NE, 7 May 1981.
training. We have already estimated that three
hours of rTD training is equivalent to one hour of
aircraft training. Therefore the CTD is
undoubtedly not only a highly cost-effective
training device, but also provides an effective
training environment. Again, these data only
include fuel costs and the navigator's time costs.
To be conservative, the other five crewmembers in
the B-52 and three crewmembers in the KC-135 were
not included. Some may argue that they are
receiving other effective training. Also, B-52
fuel cost estimates are for the B-52H aircraft,
the most economical model to fly. The B-520 and
B-52G models consume 23% and 13% more fuel,
respectively.

Recommerl ations

Based upon these data, we have recommended
that SAC consider utilization of the CTD as an
effective means of maintaining celestial
navigation skills for B-52 an KC-135 navigators.
A substitution of three CTO navigation legs for
each in-flight celestial navigation leg is

El recommended. At present, it is proposed that a
minimum of two in-flight celestial navigation legs
be required per navigator per quarter. However,
it is also recommended that a further reduction of(1• in-flight celestial navigation training be
"considered on an experimental basis to determine
"whether navigator proficiency can be maintained
through greater use of the CTD. The potential for
"cost savings and/or better use of available
"in-flight training time is enormous.

On a nore general level, these data should
again indicate to the training device development
community that we should seriously consider low
fidelity/low cost training devices. Too often we
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NEW SIGNAL PROCESSING INTEGRATED CIRCUIT REPRESENTS

TECHNOLOGICAL BREAKTHROUGHS FOR

REDUCING TRAINER COSTS

Dr. F. 0. Simons, .jr., UCF
Mr. G. B. Browder, NTEC

Mr. S. K. Butrimas, NTEC

ABSTRACT

New integrated circuit signal processing devices introduced by several manufacturers are
usually considered to be for specialized applications. However, it will be shown that these
devices are "ideally" suited for the real-time simulation of whole classes of dynamic subsys-

tems. Furthermore, these devices could be used to replace analog components and/or hardware
which are subject to aging, drifting and other factors that result in maintenance problems.

Since practically all training devices Involve placing a trainee in a realistic dynamic en-

vironment, these devices could impact the training device industry much like the GP digital
computer. The technological techniques required to utilize these new signal processing chips
will be presented. Finally, a survey of training devices that could be improved or reduced

in cost by using these new devices will be presented.

INTRODUCTION do not have the difficult and "pesky" problems
associated with scaling fixed-point processors.

At present, there are two prominent manufac- Several other manufacturers have committed
turers committed to capturing the emerging LSI resources to enter this market. Still others
(inclLding single chip applications) signal pro- should be considered as competitors by virtue of

cessing market. Their alternate approaches to their powerful general purpose microcomputer

this market are best presented in a tabular form lines which can be applied to varied and sundry
- see Table I. In brief terms, one has embarked signal processing applications.
on a fixed point processor approach, whereas the
other has chosen a floating point processor When one considers the millions of dollars
design approach. The fixed point approach is that manufacturers have committed to manufactur-
easier to implement In term.s of current technol- Ing and marketing of newly emerging signal pro-
ogy, and as such is more mature (approximately cessing chips (and chip families), one must ask
two years old). On the other hand the floating where and how can these technologies be applied
point approach shows much more potential in to trainers. Hopefully, some of these questions
terms of broad-based applications, e.g., compact can be answered.
spectrum measuring devices using FFT chips,
statistical analysis devices, array processing WHAT ARE SIGNAL PROCESSING CHIPS?
etc. As a bonus, the floating point processors

It is unfortunate that the words "digital
signal processing" or "Processors" and "digital

filters" have become the bywords for devices
A TAKE 1. rIUl VS. FLOATING rOzIT PROCESSORS that are more accurately described as real-time

digital dynamic simulators or implementations.
Traditionally, managers and planners tend to

Topics Remarks think spectrum shapers or band limiting devices
when referring to filters. Similarly, signal

Fixed Point Floating Point processors are thought of as communication pre-

and post-signal conditioners. It is important

1. Moth Ops Fixed Point-aciing Floating Poiots-no saling to note that these devices can be used to imple-
probilem prolems ment any reasonable size dynamic real-time digi-

2. Speed Co.'rabie Comparable tal model, such as:

3. Design lacy with single chip Relatively complex, requiring
and software tools I @Caplate unique procedure I. Digital controllers for analog servo-

for eoh appliiotion systems.

4. Continuou• Virtually imposslble Coepletely aohievable but
prOgram- (Memory not i•oossible) still a rathler difficult

mability eocept for analog control design problm
of Center frequency, *to. Training seminars have been conducted on nation-

. Evolution Rather mature Rathej' early in development al and international levels for their sales/
¶phae marketing personnel - and then followed up with

6. Altern Liamlted to dynamic most promise for rrT. uiatla- free (as token costs) seminars in all areas
tires sodeis and special non- ticai anaiysi, array pro- devoted to marketing their signal processing

linear subsystems cessing, etc. - but
aocompanied (tilil) by components.
involved design steps.
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42. Replace whole combinations of analog cue requirements by control of the system hard-
devices; e.g., circuits, spring-mass systems, ware/software that adapts (or optimizes) It for
motor controllers, etc. the task.

3. Simulate dynamic analog devices of any The processor can be programmed and combined
type in addition to implementing digital filters with other chips to provide platform drive sig-

and signal processors. In fact, these devices nal shaping as a function of specific input var-
show promise for designing inexpensive signal iables that characterize a task (e.g., carrier
generators, electrical measuring devices, tune- landing). For example, it may be desirable to

able filters, etc. change motion platform gain as a function of
slant range to carrier or average stick input

Finally, it should be noted that the "general deviation from trim to accentuate cueing for
class" of signal processing chips should include small inputs. Since large inputs are less
special purpose preand post-filters to interface likely as the aircraft approaches the carrier,
junctures, FFT spectrum analysis chips, high- the platform cueing range is centered around a
speed floating point multiply/divide processors, smaller, localized aircraft acceleration range.
etc. These specialized devices also play a role This would be accomplished using the processor
in processing signals although they are not as by implementing filters in the software and
prevalent as dynamic subsystem simulators. modifying the filter gain and bandwidth as a

function of slant range.
TRAINING DEVICE APPLICATIONS ASEII XML

The ability of this device to simulate dy-

namic models in software, to construct dynamic of the many potential applications discussedI
models in hardware supported by software, and to for use of the "microprocessor on a chip", let's
construct dynamic hardware, has potential pay- consider a typical state-of-the-art flight con-
off. in many areas of training devices. As one trols loading device. This device, which is
example of each of these, consider: used in almost all flight simulators generates

realistic control stick forces, with extensive

A war game simulation where many dynamic use of analog circuit cards for signal shaping
vehicle situations interact together to pro- functions. All-analog systems are generally
duce Monte Carlo type results designed to preferred because of bandwidth requirements as
determine kill ratios, logistics problems, high as 100 Hertz. Since the fixed point type
etc. These type problems are high~ly depen- of signal processor can be operated at sampled
dent on software development and clever data rates of more than 10,000, it is ideally
model formulation. suited for the flight control loader devices.

A flight simulator where countless servos A typical control loader is illustrated in

drive motion bases, visual optics, and con- Figure 1. Analog circuit cards are used forI
trol loading devices for input control such stabilization of the control loops and for gene-
as rudder pedals. The success of these de- ration of the loader forcing functions such as
vices depend on implementing servo systems gradient and fricticn. Typically, several ana-
with carefully designed servo compensators log cards are required for each control chan-
and controllers that permit the simulated nel.
device and its novironment to be useful for
training. Figure 2 shows the same loader, except with

the "processor on a chip" replacing the analog
A satellite tracker trainer where dish drive cards and other analog shaping circuits. Thus,J
servo velocity limits are far below field complex analog circuitry with inherent aging,
units for safety purposes. Then substantial drift, and maintenance considerations are re-
savings are realized by specially designing placed with the predictability and low mainten-
small scale units that behave like the field ance qualities of a sampled data system.
units in every respect except for angle rate
limits. Hardware redesign is therefore In summary, requirements for dynamic systems
necessary to meet these performance require- and their simulations exist throughout the scope
ments * of training devices. In view of the previous

discussion 'What are Signal Processing Chips",
In view of the processor's ability to be it must be concluded that these (typical train-

substituted for the soft%,! interface/hybrid, ers and training device) areas all represent ax-
and hardware rlPr.1 oft simulati sys- cellent candidates for signal processor chips.
teas, Its po~t. i as a . .gn bandwidth adaptive Furthermore, the standard general purpose digi-
controller bcmsaprn.tladvantages still apply, e.g.:

Simuatos ae nauraly imitd i sytemEPROM based dynamic models can be re-
performance when compared to the real world sit- designed/modified via simple software
ustions they simulate. The he Aware simply does changes.

*not have, and in cases does eed the range
and fidelity of the real v- For example, Redundant hardware simplifies logistics and
motion platforms cannot geý: its the complete maintenance, not to mention capital savings.
range of acceleration cue characteristics of a
particular aircraft. However, since these System repeatability is assured for training
requirements are task dependent, the system per- mode and corrections.
formance may be optimized as a function of task
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SIGNAL PROCESSING TECHNOLOGIES (e) Using the support software and a
PROM burner, program the EPROM with the H(Z)

The technological background that designers object code.
must possess to implement systems and subsystem
designs based on signal proce~scre fall Into two (f) Test and evaluate the final de-
basic categories. First, there to the general sign.

area of FFT/Spectrum Analysis applications ap-
plied to such problems as Spectrum Signature Thus, becaube of the rather broad technolog-
Analysis or System identification. These prob- ical background required for signal processing
lems require engineers/designers trained in design, the area has been slow to develop. Even
noise and communication, FFT algorithms formula- so, approximately six months of part-time study
tion, discrete and continuous signal spectrums, with one or two short courses can bring most
etc. At least some graduate level work is engineers up to speed. This has been typically
needed for these type problems. reduced to three months (one quarter course) for

those with microcomputer system design back-
The second category of dynamic system model- ground.

ing it typically unfamiliar to most engineers,
but its level of expertise requirement makes it CONCLUSIONS
easy to master, even on a part-time basls, for
the dedicated designer. The following areas of It has been postulated that signal process-
study with clarifying comments should serve to Ing LSI technological developments will impact
place the technologies required for signal pro- the training device industry primarily because
cessor type designs in perspective, economic savings can be realized through:

1. Continuous dynamic system modeling - an 1. Reduced capital costs
area that each engineer should possess by virtue
of his differential equations, circuits, linear 2. Reduced maintenance costs

controls, etc., backeround.
3. Reduced modification and review costs

2. Discrete dynamic modeling - an area (via software design)
missing in many engineer's background. However,
this area is usually easily mastered by relating Other benefits include:
to 1. above and studying difference equations -
transforms and discrete models from texts such 4. Repeatability
as DeRusso, Roy and Close, Cadzow's and Kuo's
books on sample data control systems (1,4,5,6). 5. Immunity to aging

3. Discrete and contir ous system rela- 6. Reduced size, weight, accuracy, etc.
tions - an area best mastered by studying
digital filters. Here the best approach is to 7. General purpose hardware - quantity
review continuous filters; (such as Butterworth, prices.
Chebyshev, Elliptic, etc.) and then study the
digital filter impulse invariant, step invari- In view of these potential payoffs, the fol-
ant, bilinear transform, and other methods of lowing conclusions are appropriate:
digital filter designs, which are topics in
standard digital filter texts such as Oppen- 1. Steps should be taken to utilize signal
heim's or Antinov's (7,8). processor LSI technology throughout applicable

trainer designs. Considering the millions of
NOTE: Again "digital filters" may be mislead- dollars committed by manufacturers to real-time
ing. The goal and result here is to master dy- integrated circuits signal processor design, it
namic discrete modeling (on digital computers of is obvious that oanufacturer market research has
real-world continuous dynamic models which rep- identified a multi-billion dollar application
resent the environment of trainers), area with substantial advancement in technology,

as well as alternate design approaches to "old"

4. Digital hardware implementation - an problems with jubstantial economic savings
area almost all engineers have some background (companies are sinking millions into hardware
in. Assuming areas 1. through 3. above were development and marketing). For example, some
mastered and a discrete H(Z) discrete model was conduct "running" nationwide seminars and are
frozen, then the steps of design for the chip introducing new chips and support chips. "In-
would be: side info" indicates "oew version" integrated

circuits masks have gone to production.
(a) Code the H(Z) model in assembly

language (9). 2. Industry, Academia, and Government
agency engineers and scientists must be educated

(b) Using a development system, evoke and orepared to take advantage ofthe new signal
the assembler and generate an assembly file. processing - or discrete system and/or simula-

tion design hardware. To do so requires pre-
(c) With the software, obtain an ob- planning and training of the related work

Ject file of the H(Z) model. forces.

(d) Evoke the simulator software and
I verify the design by input/output test function

runs (10).
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3. Although the fixed point approach has ABOUT THE AUTHORS
encountered some difficulties with early produc-
tion chips, it seems these problems will subside
in view of new designs on the horizon. The Dr. Fred 0. Simons, Jr., PE
maturity of this technology indicates immediate Professor of Engineering
utilization. University of Central Florida

4. The new floating point processing sup-

port chip families are moving a little slower.

At this time it is probably prudent to prepare Mr. C. B. Browder
for their use through training measures - but Electronics Engineer
hold off a little longer on real designs. Small NTEC, Code N-732
special purpose designs may be appropriate to Orlando, FL 32813
undertake now.

Mr. S. K. Butrimas
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~.Jflfl*'A/C11 AERIAL REFUELING SIMiULATOR TRAINING EFFETi.lvIVENES
CONCLUSIONS FROM PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE

Thomas E. Sitterley, Ph.D.
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Seattle, Wcshington

ABSTRACT

Since 1976, more than 400 USAF/MAC pilots have started their aerial refueling training in a
multipurpose engineering development simulator at Boeing. The initial simulator capability
provided B-52 flight characteristics, a generalized transport cockpit, and a 450v x 600h FOV
projected image of a K-707 Tanker. The training preigram was improved through the use of the
simulator from the very beginning. Higher student flying performance was achieved with
enhanced safety. Within six months, flying hours for training were reduced fifteen percent.
Numerous simulator modifications have been made over the past several years, including improved
flight characteristics, visual scene fidelity, and training features. This opportunity to train
operational pilots in an environment of evolving simulator configurations has afforded a new
understanding of the cost/be ifit of different levels of simulation sophistication. Practical
experience conclusions concerning the training effectiveness of a broad range of simulation
features are discussed.

INTRODUCTION displayed with a 45*v x 60*h FOY by direct I
projection on a hemispherical screen 15 feet in 1

To begin with, this paper is presented with front of the cockpit. The functional elements of'Isome trepidation as it could be construed as taking the simulator are depicted in Figure 2. Obviously
a step backwards in simulation technology rather direct application of the simulation situation to
than moving forward in pushing the state of the C-5A aerial refueling was open to question. The
art. Pragmatically, however, it should be viewed as training need, however, transcended the questions
a description of impressions of a highly cost and the decision was made to proceed with an
effective approach to an immediate operational attempt to use the simulator for training.
training need. These impressions have come from a
program that grew by necessity and serendipity
rather than from plan and design. The impressions THREEFOLD TRAINING PROBLEM: OVERCOME ANXIETY.
and conclusions described are primarily subjective, RECOGNIZE VISUAL CUES, AND i

bsdon five years of experience and observation, DEVELOP FLIGHT CONTROL SKILLS
not from the preferred, rigorous scientific study.

The flying of large transport aircraft is
The training of Military Airlift Command C-5A relatively straightforward - tatkeoff, climbout,

and last year, C-141B, aircraft commanders began in enroute, approach, and land. Certainly these flight
1976 with a routine tour of the Boeing Visual phases require solid piloting skills and
Flight Simulation Laboratory by the Commander of techniques; however, the old characterization that

*MAC. This research and engineering facility had an transport flight encompasses hours and hours of
aerial refueling simulation capability for both the boredom interrupted by an occasional moment of
receiver aircraft pilot as well as the tanker boom stark terror is probably a reasonable description.
operator. The receiver pilot simulation capability
was recognized as having potential application to Now enter the task of aerial refueling. Find
an operational MAC training need. that fuel-giving tanker in thousands of cubic miles

of airspace. Current pilot capabilities coupled
The strategic concept of airlift operations is with onboard navigation systems can put the tanker

to deliver a payload anywhere in the world on short in visual contact with relative ease. The problem
notice. Conflict in the Mid-East pointed out the begins several hundred feet behind the tanker. The
need for enroute aerial refueling of the C-SA closer you get the harder it becomes.
transport to achieve this objective (Figure 1). The
immediate aerial refueling qualification of a large The first training problem is to begin to move
number of pilots, coupled with the economics of the receiver aircraft close enough to the tanker to
aircraft flying hours, fuel, and tanker make a non-destructive fuel transferring contact.
availability, posed a training problem of The flight manual points out that "...flying two
significant proportions. airplanes in close vertical proximity is not safe."

All pilot training reinforces the emotional notion
There were some strong technical questions on that touching another aircraft in-flight is

the part of both Boeing and MAC training personnel dangerous. This attitude, coupled with the
concerning tht:. applicability of the aerial transport pilot's concept that close formation
refueling cEngineering development simulation at flight means thousand foot separations, forms the
BoeinVg to the training of C-5A pilots. At the time, basis for a strong fear of flying close. The pilot

.1the s.(mulation provided only B-52 aerodynamics to must overcome this natural anxiety and realize that
be "liown" from a YC-14 engineering development he can develop the close trail formation flying
cockpit. K-707 and K-747 tarketr Images were skills necessary to safely perform the refueling
generated using T.V. camera/model techniques and task.
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an extremely unsafe condition. With the great mass coordlination/communications, six aerial refueling
and inertia associated with transport refueling, training flights, and was completed with a seventh
the pilot must learn to make very small and very flight for a qualification evaluation. Based upon
early control corrections in order to remain in the results of the feasibility test a new training
position and to keep the situation from getting out program was developed with training in the
of hand. simulator substituting for the first of the six

training flights. Each pilot would first undergo
For initial aerial refueling skill aerial refueling simulator training in Seattle

acquisition, the training problem, then, is prior to reporting to the school at Altus AFB. At
threefold: build confidence in the pilot that he Altus he would receive the same training curriculum
can safely fly close enough to the tanker to as in the original program but with one less
refuel; establish the meaning and use of tanker trainiing flight in the aircraft.
cues for identification of position and movement;
and refine the precision and smoothness of flight The simulator training, conducted by qualified
control. USAF instructor pilots, covered the essential

elements of the first flight: closur.z to
AERIAL REFUELING SIMULATION TRAINING PROGRAM pre-contact, recognition of tanker cues,

demonstration of the refueling envelope,
Initial Feasibility Test stabilizing aircraft movement, and closure to

contact. Figure 4 depicts the simulated view of the
Before committing to a major simulation tanker in the pre-contact and contact positions.

training program, a few highly experienced C-5A Each pilot received approximately five hours of
aerial refueling instructor pilots and flight simulator training spread over two days to minimize
examiners subjectively evaluated the simulator fatigue. This training approach has been followed
performance. Based on their recommendations, the for the past five years without significant change.
next group of C-5A pilots scheduled to enter aerial
refueling training were selected for a simulation Evaluation of Simulator Effectiveness
training feasibility test. Four pilots underwent
training in the simulator before receiving the The initial evaluation of aerial refueling
formal school training and four pilots went simulator training effectiveness was primarily
directly to the school. The same instructors were subjective, but nonetheless, dramatic. Prior to
responsible for training both groups to using the~ simulator, apprehension or fear,
qualification, undeveloped pilot motor skills, coupled with new

and strange procedures, all combined to produce
Comparison of the two groups' performance was very liv~tle stabilization behind the tanker, much

primarily subjective instructor assessment less any significant refueling, on the first
supported by measurement of refueling contact time training flight. For all practical purposes, the
and number of inadvertant disconnects during the first training flight was seldom productive in
training flights. The group that had the terms of developing pilot technique. Improvement in
opportunity to train in the simulator was judged by confidence, pilot skills, and technique were
the instructors to be more stable on the first immediately apparent after addition of the
training flight and was able to stay in the simulator to the training program.
refueling position longer with fewer inadvertant
disconnects. The general assessment was that the The great interest generated by the program
first flight performance of simulator trained required that some formal assessment of the
pilots was equal to the seconrl flight performance imp.'ovement in training effectiveness be obtained.
of non-simulator trained pilots. A controlled experiment using typical measures of

pilot performance to compare different tr-eatment
Reduced Flying Training Program Established groups was not practical. The squadron of

operational aircraft used for aerial refueling
ihe original C-5A pilot aerial refueling training could not be instrumented to measure pilot

qualification course it Altus AFB included ground performance inflight and econo'mics dictated that
school instruction, flight simulator training for all future pilots would be trained using the
rendezvous, aerial refueling procedures, and crew simulator.

Figure 4. Simulation in Pre-Contact and Contact Positions as Viewed from the Right of the Pilot's Head
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Fortunately there was one practical and OBSERVATIONS OF THE EVOLUTION OF THE SIMULATOR
meaningful measure of aerial refueling performance CONFIGURATION
that had been recorded for those pilots who tiad
previously undergone tlraining without the use of The original engineering simulation
the simulator.. Aerial refueling contact time (boom configuration for aerial refueling has undergooie
time) achieved by each pilot had been recorded on considerable modification over the past five years.
each training flight and check ride by the flight Starting with a B-52 receiver flown from a YC-14
engineer. The same data was recorded for each of cockpit against K-747 and K-707 tankers, the
the pilots who were trained during the first 5 simulation has evolved to aerodynaiically accurate
months of the new training program using the C-5A and C-14111 receivers flying against a KC-135
simulator. tanker with interference flow field, down wash, and i

bow wave effects. In approximately one year, the
Pilots in the two groups were all experienced YC-14 cockpit will be replaced with a C-141B

C-5A aircraft commanders undergoing aerial cockpit in the simulator.
refueling qualification training. The non-simulator
trained group was compoiied of 56 pilots who had The opportunity to operationally train C-5A,
received six training flights plus an evaluation and now C-14113, pilots in an environment of
check flight for a total seven mission syllabus. evolving simulator configurations has afforded some
The simulator trained group was composed of 47 interestit.g insights and observations of the
pilots who received five training flights plus an cost/benefit of different levels of simulation
evaluation check flight for a total six mission sophistication. What began as a self evident truth
traiiiiing syllabus. that the fidelity of the training environment must

match the operational world has been opened to
The early subjective assessment of the question. While perhaps all flight simulations can

effectiveness of the simulator was totally be opened to the same questions, it is importAnt to
supported by comparison of contact time recognize that the observations reported here are
performance. On the first aerial refueling training intended to be specific to the aerial refueling
flight the simulator trained pilots achieved an training situation only.
average of 18.6 minutes of contact time compared to
an average of 10.3 minutes achieved by the C-,kpit Fidelity
non-simulator trained pilots. This amounted to a
dramatic 81 percent improvement in. first flight A relatively simple general purpose
performance. The simulator trained pilots continued engineering development cockpit has been in use for
to achieve consistently more contact time on each aerial refueling simulation research and training
succeeding f-ght. Upon completion of training with for the past 10 years. Flight controls, throttle
the evaluation check ride the simulator trained quadrants, instruments and seats, not to mention
pilots had averaged a total of 148.5 minutes of general cockpit size, configuration, and layout,
contact time during their six aerial refueling have borne little resemblance to the aircraft being
missions in the C-5A. The non-simulator trained simulated for aerial refueling. However, it has
pilots averaged 149.7 minutes of total contact time been used successfully for training, starting with
during their seven flights. B-52 pilots in the early 1970's, followed by 747

cargo/tanker and E-4A pilots, then with C-5A
Clearly, use of the aerial refueling simulator aircraft commanders continuously trained since~

was shown to be an effective substitute for one 1976, and for the past year, C-141B aircraft
aerial refueling training missiun. Furthermore, it commanders.
was recognized that the greater flight stability
under the tanker and fewer inadvertent disconnects An explanation of this success may be derived
d4splayed by the simulator trained pilots directly by looking at the part-task nature of aerial
resulted in enha-nced flight safety. refueling. Once visual contact with the tanker is

made, the pilot gradually transitions from the
The MAC objective was to train a large number visual world of hie cockpit and instruments to a

of pilots per year, conserve aircraft flying hours, focus on the tanker. By the time the receiver
and reduce operating costs; while at the same time, reaches the pre-contact position, the pilot's whole
to maintain or improve pilot proficiency achieved visual world~ is solely and comnpletely the tanker
during training. These objectives have been framed in his windscreen. His only relationship to
realized and the cost benefits of the improved the cockpit environment is the touch of the
training effectiveness afforded by the simulator controls.
have been significant. Aerial refueling training
sorties have been reduced by 15 percent, making This rationale and the actual operational
more flying hours available for operational training experience to date suggests that a single,
missions and reducing the demand for KC-135 tanker multipurpose cockpit configuration is suitable for
support. This reduction in training flights for aerial refueling simulation of a number of large,
more than 400 pilots trained to date has saved over multi-engine jet aircraft. Specific cockpit
1000 receiver aircraft flying hours. After interior details and instrument panels are
uiccounting for simulator and TOY costs, estimated relatively unimportant. In fact, in the current
current annual savings exceed $2 million, or well siaiulatton training program, flight instruments are
over $12,000 per pilot trained. Perhaps even more no longer being used, having been turned off by the
significant is the total program savings of over 5 instructor pilots in the first few months as
million gallons of fuel. unnecessary.
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The physical size, shape, and location of the The lateral airspace used by the beginning
flight controls is probably of some importance. The pilot behind the tanker can be relatively large
controls in current use are significantly different initially, particularly as he gets into the usual
than those in the C-5A and C-141B and require the wild oscillatiors `Vrom KC-135 tanker wing tip to
pilots to spend a few moments to adapt to the new wing tip on the first flight. When this occurs,
feel. While completely foreign controls in the safe practice dictates that he back away from the
aerial refueling situation do not appear to produce tanker and stabilize. In the simulator, standard
any measurable negative training, they don't add to instructor pilot practice is to reset to a
the efficiency of the training. It appears stabilized position behind the tanker whenever the
feasible, however, that a conmo.n set of controls student flies beyond the KC-135 wing tips. This
with the general physical feel and approximate eliminates non-prodt~ctive thrashing about and makes
location can be cost effectively used for multiple for more efficient use of simulator time.
aircraft applications.

For all practical purposes, a realistic gaming

Probably most important is the representation area for aerial refueling simulation can be quite
of the window size and shape. It is the frame of limited while providing very effective training.
reference through which the tanker is viewed. Even The tanker centered in the front of a gaming area
here, the precise replication of the window 200 feet wide, 200 feet high, and 200 to 600 feet
used YC-14 cockpit window is not the same as the cost/effective visual simulation approaches.
C-5A or the C-1418, however the top edge and center
post are somewhat close, and do provide very Aerodynamics/Handling Qualities
similar reference points on the fliselage and No. 4
engine of the tanker. It would appear that as long The precise pilot control techniques that mlust
as the window frame reference points are close to be developed for aerial refueling would intuitively
those in the operational aircraft, and can be dictate that the simulated receiver aircraft
appropriately used by the pilot, a single general aerodynamics and handling qualities along with the
purpose window configuration can be interference flow field and bow wave effects should
cost/effectively accepted for aerial refueling be completely and accurately modeled. Recognition
training. For major deviations, a single of control lag and correction of under and over
multipurpose cockpit should still be highly control are key elements in aerial refueling
acceptable if equipped with replaceable window training. unce again, a question may be asked: how
frames. accurately must the flight characteristics be

modeled for effective training, and, at what cost?
Simulation Gaming Area

Refueling simulation training for the C-5A
The aerial refueling mission beyjins many miles began using relatively simply modeled B-52

beyond. where the tanker can be visually sighted. aerodynamics, control, propulsion, and
During that time, rendezvous procedures are environmiental effects models. The handling
initiated and specific altitude, airspeed, and characteristics were nothing like the C-SA, but,
distance control point-s are achieved. As has been during thr filst six ioonths of the program the
previously stated, however, the significant part of pilots were able to fly the simulation, learn, and
aerial refueling begins after the tanker comes into transfer their newly acquired sikills to the C-5A in
view. For cost/effective training, then, the flight. The often heard words "it doesn't fly
auestion becomes how far behind the tanker should anything like the C-5A" did not prevent the
the simulation training begin? Is it at the first sucicessful development of the piloting tech~ni que

2.visual contact, three miles, one-half mile, one that permitted the reduction of one training flight
thousand feet, or one hundred feet? Tail chasing a from the syllabus.
tanker, even in a simulator, is not a particuilarly
effective use of training time. Over the next several years the B-52

characteristics were modified to somewhat
In the early days of the simulation training approximate the C-5A, particularly in roll and

program the instructor pilots could begin with the power response. Thic was accomplished by the time
receiver aircraft several thousand feet behind the honored tradition of "tweaking' the mathematical
tanker. With the exception of a few "gee-whiz" coefficients based on experienced pilot coimments.

*starts at this distance, the gap between tanker and While the handling characteristics were stil'i not
receiver was rapidly reduced to the no more than -the same as the C-5A, the pilIots were more
the 300 feet and normally the 150 feet in use confident in the simulation. Perhaps this attituiv
today. Up to tlbat distance behind the tanker, even was the most important aspect of Mea modification
the inexperienced refueling pilot has little because there did not appear to be any discernable
trouble miaintaining a controlled closure, effect on training performance.

The maximum vertical separation between tanker When the requirement to train C-141B pilots in
and receiver required in the simulation was aerial refueling was established, a complete and
similarly narrowed very early in the program to no proper modeling of the receiver aircraft seemed
more than 200 feet. Most typically vertical appropriate. Extensive aircraft design and test
separations have not exceeded 100 feet below the data were obtained and detailed aerodynamic, flight
tanker.
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control, and propulsion models were developed to non-productive tail chasing as the pilots become
produce an excellent simulation of the C-141B. This more proficient.
new simulation model permitted refueling at
variable altitudes, gross weights, and c.g.'s, and Of all the possible performance measures only
included effects of tanker downwash, a few are currently being recorded by the
tanker/receiver interference flow tield and bow instructors. Periodically the students fly a ten
wave effects. Upon completion of the C-141B minute evaluation flight with total contact time
simulation, a similar effort was accomplished for and number of inadvertent disconnects recorded.
the C-5A. This is practical and meaningful data that can be

used by the instructor to monitor progress just as
Instructor and student pilot response to the is done on the actual aircraft refueling mission.

new aircraft models was immediate and excellent. In addition, it is more economical in terms of
They had a simulation that was easily recognized as reducing performance measurement and recording
"their" airplane. Interestingly, however, when in equipment and eliminating recordings of data that
the past the pilots knew they were not flying a were never used.
simulation of their airplane, they were extremely
tolerant of gross differences in handling qualities
between simulator and airplane. With the new
simulation models, the most insignifilcant variance Visual Image Quality and Field of View
was brought into sharp focus.

One of the most significant elements in aerial
Based on past observations, there was no refueling is the pilot's view of the tanker

expectation that the new simulation models would aircraft. The tanker becomes the receiver pilot's
result in a dramatic improvement in effectiveness total visual world during his approach to the
for initial qualification training. With only contact position. The pilot must learn what the
limited training experience to date on the new tanker looks llke, and how to use the tanker
models, that appears to be the case. There are some features as cues to judge distance, movement, and
trim and handling quality improvements; however, rate of change. This highly visual nature of the
that might prove very significant if future aerial refueling task places great demands on the
simulator continuation training is considered to quality of the visual simulation.
maintain experienced pilot proficiency.

Pilots had great difficulty in achieving and
Obviously the goal should be to produce the maintaining a contact position during some of the

best representation of the aircraft possible, not very early aerial refueling simulation research and
only for pilot acceptance but to ensure training development at Boeing. Even though the physical
effectiveness. This refueling simulation ehperience models of the tanker aircraft were accurately
does suggest, however, that a generic model for shaped, it became rapidly apparent that the visuallarge, multi-engine Jet aircraft may be an cues were insufficient. Prominent features such as

acceptable and cost/effective approach for doors, control surfaces, and windows were added to
part-task training, the tanker models. These features made thesimulated refueling task easier to perform.
Instructional Features Additional features such as antennas, drains, and

seam lines were then added with a further apparent
Since the aerial refueling simulation was improvement in pilot performance under the tanker.

implemented in an engineering development simulator While no objective performance medsurements were
facility, virtually unlimited control over obtained, improvement in pilot performance was
simulation parameters and pilot performance obvious. By the time the C-5A simulation training
measurement was inherently available. Any aircraft began, all that remained to be added was the row of
position, attitude, or speed behind the tanker rivets in front of the VHF anxenna, a cue
could be selected by the instructor, and specifically taught in the operational training
aerodynamic effects could be selectively added or program.
deleted. The instructor could start, freeze/hold,
and stop/reset the simulation at will as well as to The importance of adequate tanker feature
record and playback any simulation flight. Typical representation for aerial refueling simulation,
performance measurement included both analiog and though subjective, was none-the-less dramatic. The
digital recording of all aircraft flight paranmters task coLld be accomp~ished only with difficulty
and control inputs on a continuous or instantaneous without the presence of these tanker features.
basis, in raw data form, integrated, or After the C-5A simulation training began, the K-707
statistically reported. tanker was replaced by a KC-135 tanker without the

fan engines and with longer engine struts, but with
Most of this extensive capability has been all the other tanker features essentially the same

paired back over the years to a level of useful (Figure 4). This change in tanker contiguration
practicality. Selective addition and deletion of resulted in no noticeable difference in pilot
aerodynamics effectJ and aircraft characteristics performance.
have been found helpful in building the
inexperienced pilot's confidence and sKill as he It would appear that it is the tanker feature
progresses throigh the learning process. detail that provides the distance, movement, and
Instructors now use the record/playback feature rate of change cues to the pilot. A conclusion
solely for an initial demonstration of what closure based on practical experience and observation is
to contact should look like and how to recognize that aerial refueling simulation image quality
the limits of the refueling envelope. Occasionally, should be expressed in terms of the representation
instructors will select a new starting position of tanker features that -ire consciously or
behind the tanker, most often to a stabilized unconsciously used as perceptual cues by the aerial
pre-contact position which eliminates refueling pilot.
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Figure 5. KC-135 Tanker /Inmp Providf d by Various Simultor Display Fields of View

Any discussion of image quality must logically Not only would the larger displacements be
include an asspssment of the field of view of the more rapidly detected by the eye, but vision
tanker image in which the cues are represented. research has found that short duration (less than 1
Obviously, the quality of the visual simulation is second) motion sensitivity is greater and longer
impaired if important perceptual cues fall outside duration motion velocity thresholds are achieved
of the simiulated field of view. The portion of the more rapidly in the periphery of the visual field.
tanker image availaole to the pilot in the contact This means that even while the pilot focuses on
position is depicted in Figure 5 for several details along the tanker body, his motion sensitive
display fields of view. Some portions of the image peripheral vision is detecting -o11 cues out toward
will be occluded by the cockpit window frame and of the wing tip.
course the boom would not be seer as the pilot's
head is forward of the nozzle when in the contact The outboard engine provides significant fore
position. and aft cues as has already been mentioned. Some

pilots develop a technique of using the engirne
As can be seen in Figure 5, the horizontal nacelle as it is bisected by the window post,

dimension is effected most by the different fields others use the tail cone of the engine. When the
of view. The C-5A and C-14'B simulation training receiver aircraft is centered in the refueling
program has used both the 1200 horizontal (h) FOV envelope, the 60°h FOV provides a view of most of
and the currently used 600 h FOV. Other refueling the outboard engine to the pilot. This view of the
simulations have used a 48°h POV. engine is diminished as the receiver aircraft mioves

toward the inner limits of the envelope. The 60°h
Analytically, one can show that a field of FOV has provided an acceptable, although marginal,

view which inrludes tho tank,2r aircraft wingtips is view of the important outboard engine cue.
most desirable. An uncorrected difference in bank
angle between the tanker and receiver will cause Both the presently used 60°h FOV and a 120°h
divergent flight paths and eventual loss of the FOV have been used in the aerial refueling
contact positiun. The receiver pilot must be able simulation at Boeing. Very early in the program the
to rapidly detect the onset and direction of the 1200h FOV was tested to determine if adequate cue
apparent roll motion in order to make the early resolution could be maintained with the wider field
aileron corrections necessary to maintain a stable of view which incorporated the tanker wing tips.
position under tte tanker. When a divergence in The wide field of view provides only about one-half
bank angle occurs, the physical displa:ement of the the resolution of the tanker features used as
wing at the outboard engine is approximately 70 refueling cues, and as might be expected, this loss
percent of that at the winq tip. At the inboard in cue resolution was not an arceptAble trade for
engine the displacement is about 40 percent of that the added roll cue afforded by being able to see
at the wing tip. the tanker wing tips.
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The high resolution T.V. camera, T.Y. or provide the utmost In fidelity, does not mean
projector, and video electronics have been replaced that it is not an effective approach for training.
in the simulation since the time of the field of The state of the art of a simulator may be measured
view test. An approximate 25 percent increase in more by the training provided than by the
displayed T.V. resolution has been achieved with technology employed.
this state-of-the-art T.V. and solid state video.4electronics. This new equipment has noticeably For aerial refueling training, a fixed base,
enhanced the tanker Image quality at 60*h FOY, generic cockpit simulator, with a wide field of
however, while no tests have been conducted, it is view visual display, using the "oldN camera/model
still not expected to provide sufficient resolution image generation approach has been found to provide
at 1200h FOY. extremely effective training for a range of

different aircraft types. In many areas, the
A "quick and dirty" evaluation of a color T.V. traditional notion that better fidelity means

system was accomplished in the spring of 1981. The better training has been opened to question,
color camera was manually positioned behind the particularly in terms of the cockpit and
tanker model and the static tanker image was instruments, and perhaps in terms of handling
projected on the screen In front of the cockpit. qualities. The costly provisioning of a multitude
This visual impression was extremely dramatic. With of instructional features can be questioned and
approximately one half the T.Y. line resolution of cost/effectively limited to what the instructor can
the existing monochrome system, the tanker features practically use in day to day training. The
were much more discernable. Experienced refueling training gaming area should be looked at in terms
pilots were convinced of the significantly improved of what is needed for effective training rather
image quality and usefulness of the tanker cues. that the too often used "nice to havem. The
Based on this short test, it is apparent that some implications for creative and cost/effective design
measure beyond that found in current visual system approaches are significant when the training need
specifications is needed to define image quality is understood. Even when seemingly contradictory
reqirements. Unfortunately for the refueling requirements of image quality and field of view are
simulation, the physical size of the color T.V. considered, the state-of-the-art answer may well be
camera precludes incorporation in the simulation better satisfied by an old design approach than by
system without major redesign. the latest technology achievements.

yerExperience and observation over the past five What is required is more and better training,
yassuggest that a number of image quality at a lower cost. Where advanced technology supports

conclusions for aerial refueling simulation are this objective, it should be used; where
reasonable. First, image quality should be defined application of existing technology is more
in terms of the training cues that must be cost/effective, the choice is clear. The real
provided. These cues include not only the specific answer may be found in understanding the training
tanker features but how much of the tanker (FOV) requirements, limiting the scope of simulator
must be included. Because of the interaction design to meet the training need, and then applying
between cue resolution and field of view, the all available design approaches to the
elements comprising image quality should be cost/effectiveness test. If this tailoring of
prioritzed. Second, it is readily apparent that technology to the training application results in
current 60*h FO~s provide acceptable image quality, an apparent backward step in technology
The potential for inclusion of more tanker advancement, perhaps it still can be considered
features/cues through futher expansion of the field innovative in terms of training productivity.
of view appears possible with existing camera/model
techniques. The field of view certainly can include ABOUT THE AUTHOR
the entire outboard engine without resulting in
unaccpptable image quality; expansion of the field Dr. Thomas E. Sitterley is Manager of Training
of view to as much as 90*h may even be possible Equipment Programs for Product Support of the
without resorting to a two channel visual system Boeing Aerospace Company. He has over 15 years
with its higher associated costs. experience in human performance and training

research, instructional system design, and
SUMMIARY AND CONCLUSION simulator development since receiving his Ph.D.

from the University of Arizona.
Five years of evolving aerial refueling

simulation training experience has provided a
relatively unique opportunity to observe the
effects of simulator design and fidelity on
training effectiveness. Just because a simulator
design does not make use of the latest technology,
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a useful management tool for helping program managers
determine the cost-effectiveness of competing maintenance, engineering support,
and other types of service contracts. The underlying analytical framework is
based upon cost improvement (learning) curve theory and incorporates the ef-

:1 fects of competition on this process. Supporting data are discussed. The ori-
ginal research was performed by the authors at The Analytic Sciences Corporation
(TASC) for the Air Force Human Resource Lu.boratory's (AFHRL) Advanced Simulator
for Pilot Training (ASPT), Williams AFB, but is applicable to other simulator
maintenance and support contracts where the work is of a repetitive, technical,
and somewhat complex nature.

INTRODUCTION

Numerous studies have examined the recurring costs of competing
impact of competition on acquisition a contract (e.g., costs of
costs. Several of these analyses have technology transfer to poten-
developed useful models and predicted ac- tial competitors)?
quisition costs for military hardware
with somie highly sophisticated efforts re- .Will contractor performance
cently prepared. Few research efforts deteriorate from intense com-
have analyzed the effects of competition petition and affect success-
on service-type contracts. Most studies ful attainment of program
concerning competition for service con- goals?
tracts are qualitative discussions with
little or no attempt to develop an analy- While performing research for the
tical framework or a supporting data base. Air Force Business Research Management

Center (AFBRMC) and the Air Force Human
Questions which program management Resource Lab (AFHRL), the authors have

must often encounter and whose answers developed a framework for analyzing cost-
benefit from the use of a predictive performance trade-offs and predicting
framework include the following: costs of service contracts. In addition,

the authors have incorporated the effects
*What are likely future program of competitiot into the framework and have
costs of continuing to use a developed a supporting data base and com-
sole-source contractor? puter model.

*What are expected costs from The authors' original research in
comptin th sevic conrac? tis reawas performed and applied for an

competinganaysi thoeviecntatf flight simulator maintenance
9 *Does the accumulated expe- and support contracts. Although specific

rience and knowledge of the examples are from the flight simulator
original sole-source firm pro- case, the concepts which are discussed ap-
vide too great an obstacle ply to service contracts in general.
for a potential competitor to
overcome?

DEVELOPING THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
*Are new firms able to effec-
tively compete with the oni- In analyzing the underlying theoreti-
ginal contractor? cal concepts of competitive service con-

tracting, the authors found several con-
e Are potential savings from cepts which were similar to those incorpo-

competition large enough to rated into some of the previous hardware
recover the up-front or non- acquisition studies. Principal among
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these were learning or coat improvement It is important to note the rapid '
curves. Since some of the services which cost improvement which is incurred early
the authors initially examined were highly in the performance period. Each horizon-
complex (often state-of-the-art) support tal increment of progress yields a smaller
functions, it intuitively made sense that absolute reduction in cost than the pre-
workers, supervisors, and management would vious increment. As the curve grows in-
improve their efficiency as familiarity creasingly flatter, larger amounts of pro-
with, and knowledge of, the system grew. duction or work are required in order to

further reduce cost until the cost im-
This paper begins with a brief gen- provement curve ceases to function as a

eral discussion of cost improvement useful tool. Producers and suppliers of
(learning) curve theory and then i'llus- relatively limited production quantities,
trates important differences in unique or state-of-the-art engineering services
application of the theory to service con- (e.g., simulator maintenance), are rarely
tracts, found on the flat end of the curve.

COST IMPROVEMENT CURVE THEORY SERVICE COST IMPROVEMENT CURVES

A cost improvement curve reflects Cost improvement analysis has been
the relationship between the unit cost applied almost exclusively to production
(or unit price) of an item and the quan- studies (e.g., missiles, aircraft, new
tity ofthe item produced. An "80 per- consumer products) with little application
cent" curve is one in which a doubling of to services. The theory fits service con-
output drives unit cost down to 80 percent tract analysis, but requires modifications
of its initial value. That is, the cost from production or hardware application.
of the 2Nth unit is 20 percent less than
the cost of the Nth unit. Not all services, just as not all

production situations, are suitable for
Simply stated, the cost improvement cost improvement curve analysis. As for

curve represents the decreasing costs of production studies, the cost improvement
accomplishing any repetitive operation as curve effects for services are most
the operation is continued. As any tech- notable for relatively new or complex
nically complex process is repeated, situations. For example, the cost im-
whether it is production of missjiles or provement curve for custodial services,
maintenance of simulators, employee and after a small and rapid period of cost im-
supervisory familiarity should grow, tech- provement, is probably extremely flat.
nical methods should improve, and manager- Most janitorial companies, or individuals,
ial efficiency should increase, are well established on the flat part of

the cost improvement curve. But for ser-
Cost Improvement Curve in Standard Form vices where techniques used, skills re-

quired, and equipment serviced, are rela-
Graphically displayed in Figure 1 is tively New-, complex, changing or dlIvers

a cost improvement curve in standard form, i-n nature, cost improvement analysis pro-
The curve shows the recurring cost of each Vides a useful ana lytica]. tool.
unit of production as a function of total
quantity produced. The area under the The authors have identified several
curve is the total recurring cost of a major features of cost improvement curve
given production run, theory which are applicable to service

contracts. A discussion of those features
follows.

Unit Definition of an Increment of Progress
Cost

One immediate need for applying this
type of analysis to service contracts is
definition of an increment of progress
(i.e., a unit of production) along the
cost improvement curve. Some period of
performance is obviously the most conven-
ient way to measure quantity (se'3 Figure
2). The unit period of performance chosen

I should best reflect the repetitive nature
50 of the work and is determined analytically.

________For flight simulator maintenance, the50 choice of a suitable increment of progress
Quantity is not easily identifiable.

Figure 1 Cost Improvement Curve
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Table 2
Increment- Cost Improvement Curve Rates for Flight

al Simulator Maintenance and Support
Costs

"System Rate

F-4E/A-7D AAFTS 86.2
C-5/C-141 91.8
F-15 90.8
E-3A 95.3
F-lilA-F 86.5

. SAAC 89.5

- ~ _ ___ASPT 90.0
50 10o Average 90.0

Increments
of Progress Acceptable increments of progress can

(Time) be determined for other types of service
contracts and will vary from case to case.

Figure 2 Service Cost Improvement
Curves Level of Effort, the Cost Improvement

Forces, and Contractor Performance

Although set daily routines exist, (train- For many service contracts, a speci-
ing, repairs, data analysis, preventive fied level of effort (manpower) is re-
maintenance, etc.), the same problems do quized. In these cases, the contractor is
not arise each day, indicating that the required to provide a total number of man-
best incremental measure of progress is hours of service during the contract
longer than a day. With a period of per- period. The contractor may be required to
formance measured along the horizontal provide a fixed daily level of manpower or
axis, the vertical axis will now reflect he may only have thtotal manpower level
the cost of service for each successive fixed, remaining freeEto--Eh•oose his alloca-
period (i.e., incremental cost). tion (e.g., resources during a major system

failure). Cost improvement effects are not
For example, rn define a suitable eliminated 5y this requirement, but simply

increment of progress for a flight simu- emerge in a ditterent manner than the usual
lator case, the authors have calculated cost improvement process.
actual cost improvement curve rates using
various increments of progress. The re- With daily (or monthly) manpower
sults are presented in Table 1 and are levels fixed, employees will learn, tech-
based on contrazt data obtained from the nical slqills will develop, and managerial
Simulator for Air-to-Air Combat (SAAC) efficiency will increase. These forces
Program Office at Luke AFB. As the incre- produce an improvement in contractor per-
ments become smaller, the effect which formance over the length of the contract.
they have upon the cost improvement rate If manpower and skills are allocated to
becomes less significant. The cost im- meet required performance standards at the
provement rate varies little with incre- beginning of the contract period and remain
ments of one month or less. Consequently, fixed throughout the contract, then the
the authors selected one month as the in- contractor's performance levels will in-
crement of progress for analysis purposes. creasingly exceed the required standards as

time passes and as contractor experience
grows. The improved contractor performance

Table 1 represents the learning process within a
SAAC Cost Improvement Curve Rates contract period.* This effort has been

observed for several level of effort con-
Increment Cost Improvement tracts.

of Progress Curve Rate
During a contract period, the govern-

Fiscal Year .84 ment will be unable to benefit from the
Month .895 cost improvement process in terms of
Week .902 reduced cost, but will receive an increase
Day .904 in performance beyond that required. The
Hour .905 emergence of performance levels which

Using a month as an acceptable incre-
ment of progress, the authors have calcu-
lated cost improvement rates (Table 2) for *This analysis assumes that employee idle
a number of flight simulator maintenance time dues not increase. If the increased
and support contracts. The average rate efficiency and learning emerge as an in-
is 90 percent. crease in idle time, then performance

levels will remain relatively stable.
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exceed those required by the government The solid line (steps) represents the
indicates that the &ovemnt can reduce cost and manpower level which was nego-
specified manpower an s T evels and tiated with the contractor. In reality,
realize a cost reduction tor the next con- the contractor may allocate manpower and
tract. This process is graphically rep- skill levels according to the descending
resented in the stairstep manner illus- pattern of the dotted line.
trated in Figure 3.

In the health care field, one of the
first service areas where the authors'
research revealed cost-improvement curve

Cost forces at work, the erformance-cost
trade-off is easily identifiable. Analy-
sis of two Medicaid claims processing con-
tracts,* one sole source and one competi-

Contract tive, illustrates the trade-off. The cost
Period per unit (claim processed) of the sole

source contract showed no cost improve-

Perform- ment present. However, contractor per-San"ce// formance (error rate) continually improved
ae until it reached an eventual level far in

excess of contract requirements. In the
case of the competitively bid contract,

Contract cost per unit followed a cost improvement
Period curve and steadily declined over time.

Performance levels in this case stayed
essentially constant. (The effects of

Figure 3 Fixed Level of Effort competition for service contracts are
Cost improvement forces for level of examined in more detail later in this

effort contracts might emerge in a differ- paper.)
ent manner than the performance improve- Two performance-cost situations for
ment case described above. Assume a con- Two erformance-cos sations for
tractor is obligated to provide a specified level of effort contracts have been dis-
number of manhours of service for the con- cussed. The first, where the level of
tract period, but is not required to allo- manpower resources is held constant during
cate those manhours equally over the length a contract period, results in increasing
of the contract. He may allocate his con- performance levels. The second, where
tractually required manpower and resources manpower follows a decreasing pattern with
in a manner that reflects the actual cost time, provides relatively stable perform-
improvement process. In this situation, ance levels at less cost. A combination
relatively larger amounts of resources are of these two effects may also occur. A
used in providing service at the beginning contractor may allocate his manpower in aof the contract period than are used in decreasing manner which does not entirely
providing service near the end of the con- reflect all of the cost improvement for-
tract. If the specified level of effort ces. Performance levels will then in-
for a contract period is set too high and crease, but at a slower pace than if
the contractor allocates his manpower and resources were equally distributed over
costs by following the actual cost im- the entire contract period. Figure 5
provement curve, then performance will illustrates the combination effect.
remain stable, but at a rate in excess of ------- Actual Resource
the contractually required level. The Allocation
level of stairstep cost reduction possible
between contracts is still driven by the Cost -- Proposed Resource
underlying cost improvement forces. Figure Allocation
4 illustrates this situation.

SActual Resource Contract
Cost Allocation CPeriod

Proposed Resource
Allocation

Perform-
Contract ance
SPeriod Contract

Period

Perform-
ance Figure 5 Combined Effect

Contract *Preliminary Performance Profiles of Con-
Period tractors Operating Under Experimental

Contracts, Health Care Financing Admin-

Figure 4 Decreasing Level of Effort istration.
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The observation of performance-cost It is assumed that contracts were initial-
trade-offs on cost improvement curves is ly sole source. The curve's parallel
unique to service contract analysis. In downward shift from A to C results from
the production of hardware, a similar r'!la- both a reduction in profit and a reduction
tionship may exist, but may require years in costs.
before the quality or performance trade-
off is known. With many service type con-
tracts, the performance level is usually Lgoquickly and easily measurable and can Increment- Competitions
serve as a useful tool in acquisition al Introduced
planning for follow-on contracts or for Cost

changing current contracts. Shift

A
SUMMARY: ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

Cost improvement curve theory, al- j 2Rotation
though emerging in a somewhat different Q2
manner than in previous applications,
proves applicable and useful for perform- Loe of Time

ing service contract cost analysis. Few
government officials actively use the cost Figure 6 Benefits of Competition
improvement process to project future costs
when negotiating service contracts. When
coniracting officers recognize a signifi- The final reduction from C to P2 repre-

cant improvement in contractor performance sents a reduction based upon the firm

during the most recent contract period, developing, under competition, s
"they will negotiate to reduce costs for the cost improvement curve (i.e., a faster

next contract. This type of passive use of rate of cost improvement). The line DP2
t-he-cost improvement process delays any reflects the steeper slope.

possible cost reduction by at least one
contract period. A more active use of this Without the pressures of competition,

type of analysis includes projecting costs, the contractor would have continued along

performance, and requirements with the use his projected sole source cost improvement

of cost improvement theory. Reduced costs curve, P1 to A. The total area in
and improved performance are reflected in PlAQ2Ql represents what the total costs

the contract and captured as they occur, would have been if the government had
An active use of the cost improvement remained with a sole source producer. The
process• projects future costs and assesses area DP2Q2QI represents the actual costs
contract n options f ase on these a ro ec- obtained under competition. The areaPIAP2D represents the amount of potential
tions, savings due to competition.

EFFECTS OF COMPETITION It is important to recognize that

Attention is now focused on the training or skill substitution can produce

effects of competition on the cost im- an improved cost improvement rate repre-

provement process. The benefits of com- sented by the area DCP2. If such cost
petition, the relative cost positions of improvement changes are ignored, the en-

potential competitors, and several unique tire change AP2 is likely to be antici-aspects of service contract competition pated for all future buys. However, it is
arpecdisssed e cclear from Figure 6 that the size of CP2critically depends upon the total number

BENEFITS OF COMPETITION of periods for which service is provided.
If the combined profit and cost savings

The authors have identified two dis- due to competition (the downward shift of
tinct effects on the cost improvement curve the cost improvement curve) can be estab-
due to the introduction of competition: lished at a given level, these savings can

be ret _d for all future periods or ser-

e A downward shift of the cost vice. However, the savings from the down-

improvement curve (i.e., a ward rotation of the cost improvement

reduction in costs and profits) curve (at point D) increase as the number
or periods of service increase.1 A downward rotation of the cost The potential advantage to the govern-

faster rate of improvement). ment from competing a previously sole
source procured service was illustrated by

These two effects are graphically Figure 6. In that figure, the cost to the

displayed in Figure 6. (In Figure 6, the government of purchasing the service is
standard cost improvement curve has been easily identifiable and represented by the
transformed into a logarithmic version. area under the cost improvement curve.
This transformation produces a linear rela- Even if the new competitor wins the com-

i la- petitn, the cost benefits of competition
tionship which is convenient for display-
ing and describing the analytical results.) te gr nmen on of

represented 4y the sh4t and rotation of
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tecost improvement curve. Regardless of this case is equal to the area DFG minus
whchcmpetitar wins, the benefits of the area BCD for the contract period,
competition to the government emerge In When area DFG is greater than area BCD,
the same fashion. Not only does an ini- the second firm is able to overcome his
tial cost and profit reduction apply to "lexperience" cost and offer service to theIall future periods of service affected by government at a lower cost than what would
the competition, but the cost improvement have prevailed from continuation of the
process occurs at an improved rate. Thus, sole source situation.
there are both immediate and lasting eff-
ects of competition. teThe sole source firm, in order to win

tecompetition, must produce a lower cost

UNDERLYING COST TO THE SECOND than what he estimates his comtpetitor will
FIRM bid. This lowering of cost by the sole

source firm is evidenced by a shift and
When faced with a competitive situa- rotation (as earlier discussed) in the

tion for a service previously procured sole source' cost improvement curve. If
from a sole source firm, the second firm the sole source firm miscalculates and his
fac-ns an underlying cost schedule as bid does not reflect a large enough shift
depicted in Figure 7. and rotation to overtake his competitor's

proposed cost, the second firm will win
C~stthe competition. In either event, the

AB government benefits from the comp etition.

Several factors will help the second
firm obtain a competitive cost position.
These factors include the following:

e Immediate competitive pressure

C D * Contract length

-F
G * Performance-cost trade-offs

T Time *System modifications.

Figure 7 Underlying Cost to the ImdaeCmeiiePesr
Second Firm In contrast to the sole source firm,

the second firm would begin providing
service at costs which were competitively

Comptiton s cndutedat imebid and responsive to pressures of corn-
period T. Because of its lack of experi- petition. The shift and rotation of his
ence, the second firm must plan on begin- underlying cost schedule are reflected for
ning service for an increment of time, at his first period of service. Figure 8
some price B, which is in excess of the below, which is similar but not identical
prevailing sole source price C. If the
second firm's cost improvement rate is
steeper than that for the sole source
firm, cost parity will be achieved at
some point D. If, after reaching Point D, A
the second firm were to move down the pro- B
jected single source curve to point F, his
total cost would exceed the projected
single source total cost by the amount D
BCD. This is the experience cost for the........
second fi-rm. -If this was the basis -of te
second irm's bid, the original sole
source firm would then win the competition
by simply proposing a cost reflecting a
move from point C to point F on its cost . ...-

ipoeetcurve. He would not feel any T1  T2  T3  ie
competitive pressure and would not have to
reduce costs, profits, or improve his cost Figure 8 Immediate Competitive
improvement curve rate to stay competitive Pressure on the Second Firm

W (i.e., he would not have to shift and
rotate his cost improvement curve).toFgr7,hlsoiluraehs

The second firm, in an attempt to win pito Figure 7, he is toaw illustrate thi B,
the competition, must continue down a the cost of the second firm's initial
curve, after reaching point D, which is period of service, lower than point A, the
steeper than the projected sole source cost of the sole source contractor's ini-

curve, such as from D to G. The total cial period of service. Since the new
amount of potential competitive savings firm i~s immediately faced with a competi-I
over the projected single source cost in tive situation, he will logically begin,
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or bid to begin, providing service at a When a new competitor bids on the con-
lower cost level and with a more rapid tract, since he is immediately faced with
improvement rate than that which pre- a competitive situation, his bid for the

Jvailed at the sole source determined initial cost of work will not reflect the
.1point A. This reduction in the initial initial sole source cost but will be based

cost is caused by factors such as reduc- upon an improved level of efficiency.
tion in profit, technology transfer, and Even if the new competitor bid to operate
skill substitution. Additionally, the on his optimal curve, the sole source firm
second firm's cost improvement curve is would still retain some amount of cost
more steeply sloped than the sole source advantage (assuming the sole source firm
curve, with the intersection of the curves bid to operate on or near his optimal
(cost parity) occuring at point D. Fac- curve) because of his initial sole source
tors such as improved processes or more experience. In industries where new tech-
experienced employees will accelerate the nical knowledge disseminates relatively
cost improvement rate. rapidly among firms, this advantage may

pro-re insignificant. In this case, the
If point B is placed at a cost level new firm and the sole source firm would

reflecting a 10% downward shift from point face approximately equal ''optimal'' cost
A, and if a 4 percentage point rotation is improvement paths. For example, in the J

used for the second firm's cost improve- electronics industry, when one firm
ment rate (values which are well within achieves a technological breakthrough, the
the range of observed data cases), then new knowledge spreads rapidly throughout
the period of time from T2 to T3 (the time the industry. As a sole source firm gains
required for the second firm to move from its initial experience, word of the tech-
point B to point D and achieve cost pari- niques developed and knowledge acquired

Fty) is equal to approximately 5% of the easily spreads to other firms.
period of time from T1 to T3 (the time
required for the sole source firm to move For a case where the sole source firm
from point A to point D). Simply stated, has closely guarded technological and pro-
with the above assumptions, the second cedural developments, its advantage is
firm requires only 5% of the service ex- much more significant. In this latter
perience that the sole source contractor case, the initial sole source firm should
needed (assuming a 90% sole source cost win the competition by moving close enough
improvement curve) in arriving at the to its optimal cost improvement curve so
cost level represented by point D. For that its "learning" or "experience" advan-.
example, if the sole source firm has five tage cannot be overcome by a new and inex-
years of sole source experience, the perienced competitor. If both firms bid

Z.second firm would need less than four to provide service at their optimal levels,
months to obtain cost parity, the sole source firm will win, providing

it has an initial advantage from prior
Although these numbers are only an experience with the system. Of course,

example, they help illustrate the magni- since the sole source firm im roves its
tude of the competitive pressures on the efficiency, th ggovenent will rIaiz a
original sole source contractor. When savings. it rhe sole source firm mls-
shift and rotation parameters consistent jugs its competition and bids too high,
with observed data on competitive pro- the more efficient new firm will win the
curements are applied to a new competi- competition and still produce the savings
tor's underlying cost improvement curve to the government.
at the initial period of service, the
original contractor's cost advantage, pro- Whether or not the experience and
jected by the sole source curve, is rapid- knowledge of the sole source firm provides
ly overcome, a significant obstacle for a new competi-

tor is dependent on the nature of the in.,
It is important to note, that unlike dustry, the type of service provided, and

a microeconomic analysis, inefficiency the availability of technical data. TQm-
and waste are assumed to exist for the plicit in this analysis is that rights to
sole source situation. In a microeco- unique technical and procedural data are
nomic analysis, when faced with the pres- invalu-ble items to write into a con-sures of the market, the firm operates tract.) Careful analysis of these fac~tors
with the most efficient combination of is required to determine and quantify the
resources possible. This situation is likely cost improvement curve of the new
not true for some federal contracts, firm.
where the market forces are either absent
or hidden under a totally unique buyer- Contract Length

- * seller relationship. The sole source
firm, although increasing his efficiency Contract length is crucial to a poten-
as his experience grows (i.e., follows a tial second source in many service con-
cost improvement curve), is not following tract situations. With a lengthy contract
the most efficient (optimal) cost improve- horizon and an accelerated rate of cost
ment path.. The pesrsof competition improvement, a second firm not only has

arereuiedto move the so le source firm ample time to achieve cost parity, but

toward the 92timal curve, also acquires sufficient cost reduction
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(learning) to overcome the experience recent monthly performance reports, the
cost of achieving parity and produce a average availability rate approximates
substantial savings to the government. 97%, with several months displaying a 99%

rate. This situation indicates that a new
During a recent competition for a competitor has sufficient room to reduc-e

flight simulator maintenance and support costs and still rovide service at a level
contract, the second firm won the award w--ch meets'ertormance requirements. If
over the original sole source firm for a we assume that the relationship between
five-year period. The second firm's costs cost and availability rate is similar to
were baed on providing support at the Figure 10, then the government is spending
same average monthly cost (constant year a isproportionately large amount of funds
dollars) for the entire five years. With for the excess performance.
a firm-fixed price (FFP) contract and per-
formance rather than level of effort re- The curve depicted in Figure 10
quirements, the winning firm will likely resembles a total product curve for labor.
follow a cost improvement curve as depic- Since labor is the primary input for a
ted in Figure 9. As the firm's experience support service contract, this comparison
grows, the cost improvement forces drive appears both appropriate and useful. The
the monthly cost of service below the slope of the curve, which represents the
average monthly cost for the five-year marsinal product of La or, reflects the
period of performance. diminishing returns to scale of labor as

additional amounts of that input are sup-
plied. Additional gains in availability

Cost become relatively more expensive in terms
of manpower.

Avail-
Akerage ability

.. ... ... Monthly Rate

C o s t " "

"'•---- Actual Cost
ImprovementCi-rve

-Time

Figure 9 Actual Versus Monthly
Average Cost

Thc actual cost curve of the winning Costs
firm must also intersect the projected
sole source cost improvement curve (as
seen earlier in Figure 7). With a five- Figure 10 Potential Savings From ayear service horizon and an accelerated Reduction in Availability Rate
rate of cost improvement, the winning firm
hae ample time not only .:o achqiev& cost This relationship indicates that sub-
parit_ but also to overcome the e:peri- stantiaT savings are possible bT provinA
ence cost of achieving arity and produce service at a slightly lower avaiaity
a substant-al3(47•- sayings to the govern- rate. A potential competitor may lessen
mentoer e•iesd e source costs. the-sole source firm's cost advantage by

submitting a bid which is based on pro-
Cost-Performance Trade-Offs viding service at a 90 percent availabili-

ty rate. The difference (in cost) betweei
As discussed earlier, when cortract the sole source position on his cost im-

performance standards are steadily ex- provement curve and the level at which a
ceeded by substantial amounts, cost say- new competitor will begin service is sub-
ings are made possible by employing less stantially reduced if the sole source
resources (or less costly resources) and firm bids on the basis of a 98% avail-
lowering unnecessarily high performance ability level and the new competitor bids
level'i. This situation often exists for on the basis of the required 90% level.
flight simulator support. The contrac- As Figure 10 shows, a slight reduction in
tor s performance levels often exceed the availability produces a more than propor-
minimum standards set by *he government. tiousate reduction in cost. Any move by
A new competitor can bid to provide sup- the sole source firm to adjust his bid
port service at a reduced cost with lower downward on the basis of a lower avail-
resultant performance levels, but still ability rate shifts his costs below the
meet required performance standards, projected sole source costs and is a

For example, on one USAF simulator, direct savings to the government.
the sole source coatractor has steadily
maintained an availability rate substan-
tially in excess of the required 90%. On
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After each shift upvard due to modifi-
Avail- cations, the cost improvement process con-abilit) - -- " tinues, but a higher level of costs. For
Rate small changes (i.e., relatively minor sys-

tem modifications), the upward shift is
negligible and will represent only a small
portion of the total cost. Major system
modifications which drastically alter the
nature of the support service are graphi-
cally displayed as large upward shifts of
the cost improvement curve and virtually
represent a new curve with significant cost
reductions during the first few periods of
service.

Costs To understand how this process helps
bring the second firm into cost parity with

Figure 11 Competition and the the single source, the cost improvement
Availability Rate curve is viewed as a combination of smaller

cost improvement curves. fheoretically,
the cost improvement curves for each modi-One theory states that competition fication and the cost improvement cuf e orves

produces improved performance at a reduced for these parts of the original systemUost. As Figure li shows, this theory is which aressofll henoriginal systenot inconsistent with the performance-cost which are still intact will sum to the
relationship theory. An increase in effi- total support cost for the entire system.
ciency (e.g., improved processes, more If the modifications are recent, the sole
qualified supervisols, more skilled em- source firm has not moved very far down theployees) will shift the maarginal curve up- modification cost improvement curve and his

ward. It now becomes possible to sustain cost advantage is reduced.
a given level of performance (availability Although the effect of system modifi-
rate) at less cost than on the original Ationgi difficultto su sed oncurve. Te rformance-cost relationship cations is difficult to measure based on
cusve. The pabfe, but rslation available data, it is important to consider
is still avicable but occurs at n its possible impact when examining the
imvrovefevefciency. original cost disadvantage of the second
System Modifications

Finally, modifications to the system SUMMARY: EFFECTS OF COMPETITION
for which the sole source contractor is
providinig support he'lp to enhance the new The authors' research and analysis offirm's competitive position by partially competition has produced the following
under-cutting the sole source cost advan- results:
tage. 0 Competition produces two dis-

tinct effects on the costCost improvement curve theory implies inproement curve
continual improvement at repetitious work.
If the nature of the work were to change,
then the shape of the curve would also --
ch&nge. It the system being maintained A
on an engineering .*ervices contract were -- A downward rotation of the
modified, then the nature of the work willcurve
change. Additional maintenance checks are T
required, additional workers are often The magnitude of these effects
hired, spares are replaced. The effect determine the amount of the poten-
of this type of change is illustrated by tial savings due to competition
the modified cost improvement curve inFiue12. * A new competitor is faced with
Figure 1an underlying cost disadvantage

because of the experience of the
Cost~ sole source firm. The new com-petitor must rapidly overcome

this disadvantage, or appear to
the original source that he can,
if the government is to realize
substantial savings from compe-
tition

0 Several factors exist which help
"the second firm in obtaining acompetitive cost position

Time

Figure 12 Effects of Modification and
Changes in the Scope of Work
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-- Immediate competitive pressure rate, and the shift and rotation of the
on the second firm reduces sole source curve.
his initial cost of provid-
ing service and hactens his Information and data which is collec-
rate of cost improvement over ted and analyzed prior to application ofJwhat would prevail in a sole the model includes, the following:
source situation

a Cost, contract, and general
-- Sufficient contract length history of the program
provides a potential new firm,
who follows a more rapid rate * Past and future changes in
of cost. reduction than the the scope of the work
sole source firm, ample ex-
perience for achieving a com- 0 Contractor performance reports

pettiv poitin* Cost, contract, and perform-
-- A performance-cost trade-off ance reports on similar programs

allows the second firm to
reduce his cost by providing 0 Technical data requiremen~ts (e.g.,
service with lower perform- cost of a data package)I
ance levels than those pro-
vided by the sole source firm, * The nature of the industry pro-
but performance levels which viding the service.
still meet government require-
ments It is important to note that continual

development of this analytical framework1 -- System modifications result in is occurring. Each application provides
a new cost improvement situa- new insights and additional data which are
tion for both firms, used in further construction and refine-

ment of the model for the purposes of help-
POTENIAL APLICAIONSing managers recognize and capture poten-
POTETIALAPPICATONStial cost savings on their service pro-

grams.
The authors have developed a unique

framework in which some basic principles I
of service contracting were analyzed and
the effects of competition were examined. ABOUT THE AJTHORS
The central feature of the authors' work I
is a shift and rotation of the sole source Mr. Bruce A. DembroskiL, Staff Analyst,
cost improvement curve in the presence of Economic and Management Sciences Division, 1
competition. This phenomenon represents The Analytic Sciences Corporation (TASC).
an immediate reduction in the current
level of costs (shift) and an acceleration Dr. Jacques S. Gansler, Vice President,
in the rate of cost improvement (rotation) Economic and Management Sciences Division,

%.,tiich applies to future periods of per- The Analytic Sciences Corporation (TASC).
formance. The magnitude of these parame-
ters depends upon the amount of compati-

fr on the sole source firm.

When transformed into a computer-
based model and used along with an accom-
panying data base, the framework is appli-
cable to specific service programs for the
purposes of forecasting savings (losses)
from competition. The model provides a
useful tool for program management and
supplies information which helns managers
determine the future costs of their pro--:
gram, the cost-effectiveness of competi-
tion, and the requirements for a success-
ful competition. Sensitivity analyses can
be performed on key factors such as the

4 timing of competition, performance re-
quirements, and the cost improvement rate,

Each application of the model is
individually constructed. The nature and
background of the specific program are
researched. Data are gathered on similar
programs and a probable range of parameter
values are determined for key variables
such as the sole source cost improvement
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COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF MAINTENANCE
SIMULATORS FOR MILITARY TRAINING

Jesse Orlansky and Joseph String
Institute For Defense Analyses

Arlington, Virginia

ABSTRACT

The cost-effectiveness of maintenance 3imulators is compared to that of
actual equipment trainers for training military maintenance technici'ans. Main-
tenance simulators are as effective as actual equipment trainers when measured
by student achievement at scnool; there is no difference in the job performance
of students trained either way, according to supervisors' ratings (based on one
study). The acquisition cost of maintenance simulators is less than that of
actual equipment trainers; they cost Jess than 60 perceait as much if develop-
ment costs are included and less than 20 percent as much if only unit fabrica-
ting costs are considered. Acquisition and use of a maintenance simulator over
a 15-year period would cost 38 percent as mucb as an actual equipment trainer
(according to one life-cycle cost comparison). &ince maintenance simulators
and actual equipment trairers are equally effective and since maintenance simu-
lators cost less, it is concluded that maintenance simulators are more cost-
effective than actual equipment trainers. This finding is qualified because
it comes from a limited number of comparisons, because effectiveness is based
primarily on school achievement rather than on-the-job performance and because
it is based primarily on acquisition rather than on life-cycle corts.

INTRODUCTION 200,000 mechanics and equipment operators
in the Army have specific unit-level main-

This paper compares the cost- tenance responsibilities (GAO 1978, p. 1).
effectiveness of maintenance training In the Air Force, maintenance requires
simulators and actual equipment trainers about 28 percent of the work force (mili-
for use in training military personnel how tary and civilian) and costs between $5
to maintain operational equipment. Both and $7 billion annually (Townsend 1980).
types of equipment have been used for Labor for repairs is estimated to account
training personnel to perform corrective for 39 percent of the cost of recurring
and preventive maintenance at organiza- logistical support of the Air Force A-7D
tional and intermediate levels (Orlansky aircraft (Fiorello 1975). Specialized
and String 1981). skill training at military schools will

cost about $3.4 billion or 33 percent of
Actual equipment trainers have long the cost of individual training in fiscal

been used in technical training schools year 1982 (Department of Defense Military
for two significant reasons: (1) they can Manpower Training Report for FY 1982, p.61;
be acquired simply by ordering additional the portion attributed solely to mainte--
units of operational equipment already nance training is not known. The cost of
being procured as components of weapon and on-the-job training, that follows school
support systems; and (2) they provide real- training, is also not known.
istic training on the equipment to be main-
tained after leaving school. Operational The three services spent over $5 mil-
equipment can be modifi'ed for training by, lion in FY 1979 for research and develop-

for example, placing it on a stand and ment on maintenance simulators. About $3.7
adding'power supplies, input signals and million (68 percent) of these funds (cate-
controls needed to make it operate in a gory 6.4 funds) were for the development
classroom. In recent years, there has been and procurement of prototype training
a trend to use maintenance training simu- equipment. About 30 different maintenance
lators rather than actual equipment for simulators were either under contract or
training purposes. Maintenance simulators planned for development, as of February
are said to have advantages for use in 1981.
training such as lower cost, ability to
demonstrate e. wider variety of malfunctions There are now about 3600 different
and more freedom from breakdown ir the types of maintenance training devices in
classroom, the Air Force to support aircraft systems.

The Air Force Air Trdining Command esti-
MAGNITUDE OF THe PROBLEM mates that the current inventory of all

maintenance training devices cost $500
maintenance is a critical espect of million, of which $350 million is for air-

defense planning and operations and costs craft maintenance alone (Aeronautical

$18-20 billion e'ch year, including the Systems Division, 1978). The procurement
costs of spare parts, supplies and modifi- of maintenance simulators for the F-16 air-
cations (Turke 1977, p. 5). According to craft is estimated to cost about $32 mil-
the General Accounting Office, the Army lion, including some units to be delivered
spends 25 percent ($7 billion in FY 1978) to NATO countries.
of its annual budget on maintenance; over
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one large industrial contractor has The distribution of this procurement,
estimated that the Department of Defense according to type ot simulator, is shown
will spend over $600 million for mainte- in Figure 2. Outside the United States,nance trainer-s from 1977 to 1985; annual the procurement of maintenance simulators

procuriments are estimated to reach about is estimate( to be about $5.5 million per
$120 million per year by 1984 (Figure 1). year.

120-

100-

60-

I 40-

"1975 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 195!
YEAR

FIGURE 1. Estimated Procurement of Maintenance Trainers by the
Department of Defense, 1975-1985 (as of November 1979)

.................................. . ..... AIRCRAFT $424 M

"',......... .. , COBA 42
7% VEHICLES 42

S MWSSILES 38

%
.............. ..... SHIPS 34

................................... SPACE 12 i

"TOTAL $621 M

FIGURE 2. Predicted Procurement of Maintenance Trainers by the
Department of Defense, According to Type of Application,
1977-1985 (Estimate made in November 1979)
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Tne *Electronics-X" study, conducted Maintenance simulators can be designed
in 1974, was a major effort to determine to demonstrate a large variety of malfunc-
the cost and raliability of military elpc- tions with which maintenance personnel
tronic equipment (Gates, Gourary, Deitch- should be familiar, including those that
man, Rowan and Weimer, 1974). Four methods cannot be demonstrated conveniently on
were used to estimate the cost of maintain- actual equipment trainers or that occur
ing electronics equipment each year. The rarely in real life. All modein mainte-
results ranged from $3.4 billion to $6.8 nance simulators incorporate some type of
billion 'with an average of $5.4 billion per computer support. Thus, the symptoms of
year (Gates, Gourary, Deitchman et al., many types of complex faults can be stored
1974, Vol. II, p. 374). The estimate of in the computer and selected simply by a
$5.4 billion per year for maintenance is control setting on the instructor's con-
abuu- equal to the cost of procuring elec- sole. Computer-supported equipment can
tronic equipment each year (Gates, Gourary, also record what the student does, theceby
Deitchman et al., 1974, Vol. I, p, 52). reducing the need for constant observation
Note that procurement costs relate to by the instructor. The instructcr can use
acquiring current technology; the mainte- information collected by the computer to
nance costs relate to systems whose average guide each student, a computer can also
age is about ten years. assist the student without an instructor's

The costs for manpower were estimated intervention. Records of student perfor-
by the Defense Science Board Task Force on mance and achievement can be maintained
Electronics ManaCement to account for automatically. Simulators can be made
perhaps &s much as 75 percent of the coscs rugged enough to sustain the damage oz
of maintaining military electronics equip- abuse encountered from students. THUS,
ment; actual costs are unknown due to they can provide greater reliability and

"limitations in the cost allocation system availability in the classroom than is cften
(DSb, 1974, p. 14). often possible with actual equipment.

Training that would be avoided because of
CHARACTERISTICS OF MAINTENANCE SIMULATORS safety reasons, e.g., exposure of ntudents

Co dangerous electrical currents or hydrau-
Maintenance simulators now under lic pressures, can be underteken with

development differ notably in their resem- little risk with a simulator. if students
blance to actual equipment, their ability using such equipment complete their train-
to provide instructional services, and in ing in lest time, as has often been found
their complexity and cost. These simula- with computer-based methods of instruction,
tors are often characterized as 2-D or ?-D there are potential cost benefits due to
devices, i.e., aa being two- or three- savings in student time, increased through-
dimensional in their physical form; some put of students and reduced need for
simulators contain both 2-D and 3-D compo- instructors and support personnel.

nents. A simulator need not contain all

The manufacturers of 2-D simulators the components found in the actual equip-
have developed software packages, computer ment. Thus, it is often possible to build
and support equipment that can be used in a simulator that has greater flexibility

a number of different simulations. This and capacity for training and costs less
has led us to distinguish between, what we than an actual equipment trainer.

call later in discussing costs, "standard"
and "non-standardu maintenance simulator Disadvantages of Maintenance Simulators
systems. Standard systems, whether they
are 2-D or 3-D simulators, are likely to There are some disadvantages to the
cost less than non-standard systems. A 3-D use of simulators. The procurement of
simulator permits "hands on" practice in maintenance simulators necessarily involves
manual maintenance skills not possible on costs to design and build this special
many 2-D simulators; it also has greater equipment, to develop course materials,phy-ical similarity to the actual equip- maintenance procedures, support and docu-
zuent. Whether or not greater physical rentatkon. The types of training provided
similarity increases the effectiveness of by simulators may not provide the student
training is a proper question, with all the skills needed to maintain

operational equipment, an outcome that
Advantages of Maintenance Simulators seems assured when actual equipment is

used for training. A simulator mry not be
The advantages of simulators for ready when needed for training the initial

training maintenance personnel have been cadres of a new weapon system because its
recognized for many years (e.g., R.B. design and development requires some effort
Miller 1954, Gagne 1962, Lumsdaine 1960, in addition to or at least parallel to thatMillere 1954, Gagnae 1962,LWheaten 1960, needed for the actual equipment which is
G.G. Miller 1974, Montemerlo 1977, and Fink already being produced for the new system;
and Shrivr 1978). The major advantage of modifications in the design cf the actuala maintenance simulator is that, as a equipment for a new system may also require
training device, it can be designed to pro- modifications in the simulator and delay
vide facilities important for instructing its delivery. If there are many and fre-
students; in contrast, actual equipment is quent modifications to the system, the
designed to perform some military function original simulator may have to be rede-

and is not intended to be a training signed totally at some additional cost, in
Sdevice. order to be useful for training.
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Data on the effectiveness and cost the performance of technicians trained
of maintenance simulators and actual with the simulator or the actual equipment
equipment trainers are considered next. trainer. The abilities of the technicians

in both groups increased with amount of
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF time on the job.

MAINTENANCE SIMULATORS
Time SavingsThe purpose of maintenance training,

whether with simulators or actual equip- The automated and individualized
ment trainers, is to qualify technicians method of instruction that is an inherent
tv maintain equipment in the field. In characteristic of modern maintenance simu-
fact, however, the effectiveness of mainte- lators should be expected to save some of
nance simulators for training technicians the time students need to complete the same
has been compared to that of actual equip- course when given by conventional instruc-
ment trainers only on the basis of student tion (Orlansky and String 1979). Such time
performance at school and not on the job; savings are reported in three of these
there is one exception to this general studies (Parker and DePauli, 1967, Rigney,
stAtement (Cicchinelli, Harmon, Keller and Towne, King and Moran, 1978 and Swezey, I
Kottenstette, 1980). The lack of job per- 1979); compared to the use of actual equip-
formance data to validate training applies ment trainers, maintenance simulators
generally to all types of military training saved 22, 50 and 50 percent, respectively,
rather than to maintenance training alone, of the time students needed to complete

these courses. Although no explanations
Effectiveness of Maintenance Simulators are offered for these time savings, one
at Schools could surmise that they are due to such

factors as that brighter students can
We found 12 studies, conducted over complete a self-paced course faster than

the period of 1967 to 1980, that compare one given by conventional, group-pacedthe effectiveness of maintenance simulators instruction, that ma~intenance simulatorsand actual equipment trainers for training generally have greater reliability in the

in a variety of courses at military train- classroom than do actual equipment trainers
ing schools; these are summarized in and that instructors need less time to set
Figure 3. up training problems and/or to insert mal-.1 functions in simulators than in actual

Most of the maintenance simulators equipment trainers.
apply to electronics and aviation, e.g.,
radar, propellers, engines, flight con- Attitudes
trols, FM tuner, test equipment; one, the
Hagen Automatic Boiler Control, involves Based on questionnaires administered
an electro-mechanical system for ships, at the completion of the courses, students
The training segments or courses in which favor the use of simulators in 9 of 10
they were used varied in length from 3 cases and are neutral in one. Instructors
hours to 5 weeks (median 4.7 days, N = 12 are equally divided (about one-third in
courses); the number of subjects trained each category of response) in being favor-
with simulators in these courses varied able, neutral or unfavorable to the use of
from 6 to 56 (median 16, N = 14 groups); a simulators.
grand total of 267 students was involved
in all of these studies. Relevant Data from Computer-Based

Instruction
Student Achievement

Modern maintenance simulators can pro-Effectiveness was evaluated by com- vide individualized instruction on a series
paring the scores, in end-of-course tests, of prescribed lessons. They can also mea-
of students who used simulators with those sure student performance and see that the
who used actual equipment trainers. There student does not go to a new lesson until
are 13 comparisons; in 12 of these, stu- he has mastered the preceding ones. The
dents trained with simulators achieved the instructional strategies employed in these
same or better test scores than those simulators are derived from widely used
trained with actual equipment; in one case, methods of instruction called computer-
scores were lower. The differences, though assisted and computer-managed instruction;
statistically significant, were small, both are individualized and self-paced in

nature and use computers to monitor student
Cicchinelli, Harmon, Keller and progress. In computer-assisted instruction

Kottenstette (1980) compared supervisors' (CAI), all the instructional material is
ratings on the job performance of stored in a computer and presented to the
technicians trained either with a student in a controlled manner via, e.g., a
maintenance simulator (the 6883 Test cathode ray tube or a visual projection
Station 3-D Simulator) or an actual device with random access to a large reser-
equipment trainer. Field surveys provided voir of slides. The student responds to
data on the job performance of course this material by touching portions of the
graduates (some twice), some of whom screen sensitive to touch or by using a
were on the job as long as 32 weeks, keyboard or teletypewriter. In computer-
The supervisors did not know how the managed instruction (CMI), the lessons are
students had been trained. Their ratings performed away from the computer in a
showed no noticeable difference between learning carrel or on a laboratory bench
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setup. The student takes a test at the order to deal with the issue of costs, we
completion of each lesson; the answers, on divided simulators into three classes called
a sheet, are scored by the computer via an standard, non-standard and CAI-like
optical reader, which then directs the stu- systems.
dent to a new lesson or to additional prac-
tice on the current one. Standard Systems

jCAI and CMI systems are not mainte- This class of maintenance simulators
nance simulators but they have been used to is based on standardization of the physical
provide certain aspects of maintenance configuration. Such simulators consist of
training, e.g., knowledge of operating two elements: one element, called here the
principles, troubleshooting procedures, "general simulation system* constitutes a
fault identification, and the knowledge generalized and adaptable (but incomplete)
aspects of remove and replace actions simulation capability that can satisfy a
(i.e., what the technician should do after wide range of specific training applica-
a fault is identified rather than perform tions. The second element, that tailors
the task with actual parts). Knowledge the general simulation system to a particu-
about maintenance procedures can be lar training application, is typically limi-
acquired on a CAI and CMI system but this ted to courseware and pictorial or other
is accomplished with less fidelity and representations (i.e., the simulation
with little of the hands-on experience than model) of the particular equipment being
can be provided by a maintenance simulator, simulated. Standard systems were the ear-
particularly of the 3-D variety. Some of liest type to be used for maintenance
the new maintenance simulators are essen- training and are the only class to achieve
tially CAI systems. extensive use. Compared with the other

_______________________________classes of simulators, the standard systems
Student Achievement are generally low in cost and limited in

terms of the complexity of processes that
In a previous study, the authors exam- can be simulated. About 650 units of stan-

mned tLne cost-effectiveness of computer- dard simulators have been procured for
based instruction in military training about 200 different training applications
(Orlansky-and String 1979). Some of the (most produced by ECC, Burtek, Ridgeway,
courses on which effectiveness data were and Lockheed).
available involved instruction similar to adrSytm
that provided on maintenance simulators, Non-Stadr ytm

i.e., basic electronics, vehicle repair,
fire control system maintenance, precision The outstanding characteristic ofI
measuring equipment and weapons mechanic, non-standard systems is diversity, encom-
Data on student achievement in these passing different contractors and types of '

courses are presented in Figure 4; there contracts, program purpose, numbers of
are 28 comparisons of conventional instruc- devices manufactured, physical character-
tion with CAI and two with CMI. Student istics, complexity, and cost.
achievement in these courses at school with
CAI or CMI was the sane as or superior to The physical characteristics of the
that provided by conventional instruction; non-standard simulators are diverse and
the amount of superior performance, when include two- and three-dimensional
present, was small. This is consistent trainers. There is wide variability in
with what we found for maintenance simula- the software. Further, since most non-
to rs. standard systems typically simulate only

one operational system, there is no defini-
Time Savings tive separation between software and

courseware functions. There are now about
Data on the amount of student time 17 non-standard maintenance simulator pro-FKsaved by CAI and CMI in these courses, grams that will produce 687 units of 47

compared to conventional instruction, are unique maintenance simulators, e.g., the
shown in Figure 5; there are 30 compari- Mk 92 Fire Control System, Close-In Weapon
sons. The amount of time saved by System, F-16, MA-3 and 6883 Test Bench.
computer-based instruction varied from Producers of these simulators include
-32 to 59 percent with a median value of Honeywell, Vought, Applimation, Grumman
28 percent. and RCA.

THE COST OF CAI-Like Systems
MAINTENANCE SIMULATORS

A CAI-like maintenance simulator is a

maintenance simulaLor is a function of the with courseware designed specýifically to
fact that it is a two-dimensional or three- train maintenance skills. A typical CAI
dimensional device. There is a certain system uses a two-dimensional display
plausibility to this point of view which (cathode ray tube and/or random azcess
relates the physical characteristics and slide or microfiche projector) to present
complexity of a simulator to its cost. But lesson materials (pictures of equipment
another important cost factor concerns the and the like) under control of a computer
number of units that are procured and, that also monitors student progress,
thus, the average cost of each unit. In prescribes lessons, and scores tests. When
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adapted to maintenance trainling, the CAI difficult or impossible to identify the
features are retained, and tne trainer may major cost distinctions (e.g., between
also employ three-dimensional vers'ons of recurring and non-recurring costs, between
equipment. Examples of such systems are development and fabrication, between hard-
the Navy Electronic Equipment Maintenance ware and software) that allow characteris-!•Trainer and the Army Maintenance Tr&ining tics of the simulator to be related to the

and Evaluation Simulation System. Insuf- total cost of the simulator progrem.
ficient cost data were available on CAI-
like maintenance simulators and they are Data from nine contracts for standard
not discussed further, simulators were reviewed, and the informa-

tion they contain is shown in Figure 6.
Costs of Maintenance Training Simulators These contracts involve the development of

67 different models of simulators and the
We learned, to our regret, that the delivery of a total of 444 units. The

data now available on standard systems are figure shows average contract cost per
insufficient to analyze their elements of delivery (total contract value divided by
cost and to relate these cost elements to the number of trainers procured) vs the
the physical and performance characteris- number of. trainers procured in each con-
ti.cs of the trainers. In effect, it is now tract. These simulators ranged in unit

210------------------------

200-

f'120 - - - AN Ril - -

I NEASN MANE
COST M TRAM $23.91 $110 O, $2s.4.0
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• I . ..
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o2 40 6o so io 120
NUMBER OF TRAIERS PROCURED

FIGURE 6. "Standard" Maintenance Simulators: Average Cost Per
Trainer vs. Number of Trainers Procured
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cost from about $10 thousand to $204 thou- We have just shown what maintenance
sand each, with a median cost of about simulators cost; next, we must compare the
$33,000. As we would expect, the unit cost costs of simtlators and of actual equipmenti is reduced as the number of units in each trainers. But note that the data on main-
contract increases. However, these simula- tenance simulators refer only to procure-
tors are not a homogenous sample; they vary ment costs. These data do not include the
in their complexity, physical and perfor- costs of using these simulators, such as
mance characteristics. Therefore, caution for instructors, student pay, support andi is advised in ising the data in this fig- travel, maintenance of the training equip-
ure. ment and management of the school. There

is one life-cycle cost comparison that we
The cost of 13 non-standard mainte- will consider separately. The cost com-

nance simulators is shown in Figure 7. The parison that follows is incomplete because
estimates are normalized to show recurring it is based oiily on acquisition costs.
production costs adjusted to reflect a pro-
duction quantity of one; costs of develop- The cost of an actual equipment
ment and test are not included. These trainer is the production cost of one
simulators range in cost from $100 thousand unit of equipment under procurement for
to $4.5 million; the median value is $900 some military system; this value dous not
thousand. include the costs of research, development,

test and evaluation (RDT&E). Adapting a
The non-recurring costs account for a component of an operational system for use

large portion of the total program costs of in training, such as by adding power,
non-standard maintenance simulators--over special inputs and controls, may require
70 percent when only unit is fabricated and some additional costs attributable to
about 50 percent when five or six are fab- training.
ricated (Figure 8). Software and course-.
ware account for 10 to 45 percent of total We were able to get relatively com-
program costs (Figure 9). plete data, useful for comparative pur-

poses, on both maintenance simulators and
COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF actual equipment trainers, for only 11
MAINTENANCE SIMULATORS casesl comparisons were not possible for

some recently developed maintenance simula-
We found that student achievement at tors where actual equipment trainers had

school is about the same whether students not been used previously for training.
are trained with maintenince simulators or Some of the simulators are prototypes,
with actual equipment trainers. Therefore, rather than production units; data on
the relative cost-effectiveness of mainte- these simulators include the costs of
nance simulators and actual equipment research and development. The costs of
trainers depends on how much each costs, research and development should be removed

Cost

Trainer $(000)

AN/TPS-43 Ground Radar 100

Trident Air Conditioner 135
Trident High Pressure Air Compressor 140

F-111D Avionics Test Bench (2-D 6883) 395
A-6E TRAM 475

MA-3 Generator/Constant Speed Drive 525
Test Stand

AWACS Radar System 900

F-111D Avionics Test Bench (3-D 6883) 920

A-7E Heads-Up Display Test Bench 1295

F-4J/N (AT Trainer) 1540

AWACS Navigation/Guidance System 2460

Trident Integrated Radio Room - Maintenance 2625
Trainer

Trident Integrated Radio Room - Operator/ 4465
Maintenance Trainer

FIGURE 7. Acquisition Costs of 13 Non-Standard Maintenance
Simulators (Normalized to Include Recurring Costs
for a Production Quantity of 1)
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in order to make a fair comparison of main- The high cost estimates are shown in
tenance simulators with actual equipment Figure 10. The ratio of simulator/actual
trainers which, as noted above, are pro- equipment trainer costs is 0.60 or less
duction items and exclude such costs. for seven cases cases (range 0.25 to,0.55).
The number of maintenance simulators pro- There are four cases where this ratio
cured could also influence the cost of a varies from 1.60 to 4.00 (VTAS, MA-3, AT
single unit; this varied from I to 36. Trainer and AWACS). We believe these data

are suspect for one or more of the follow-
We decided to use estimates which ing reasons: the costs of the operational

would bracket the cost of one maintenance equipments (some of which are relatively
simulator within high and low limits, old) may have been considerably under-
These were: estimated; the costs of the simulators,

some of which are designed for use in
High cost estimate: Total production research, may be high because they include
costs adjusted to reflect a production capabilities not needed for routine train-
quantity of one; this includes the ing. For these reasons, we decided to
costs of research and development but accept 0.60 as an upper limit for the rela-
not of test and evaluation. We call tive cost of a maintenance simulator com-this the "Simulator Normalized Program pared to an actual equipment trainer.
Cost".

The low cost estimates, based on the
Low cost estimate: The cost of pro- recurring cost of these simulators, are
ducing a follow-on maintenance simula- shown in Figure 11. Nine of the 11 cases
tor after the costs of RDT&E; proto- fall at 0.20 or lowerl the range is 0.03
types and manufacturing facilities to 0.19. The two outlyers (VTAS and MA-3)
have been accounted for. We call this are regarded as atypical for the reasons
the "Simulator Unit Recurring Fabri- set forth above.
cation Cost."
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We conclude, therefore, that the 38 percent as much for the simulator for
acquisition costs of simulators generally all costs over a 15-year period. The simu-
fall in the range Of 20 to 60 percent that lator cost less to procure ($595 thousandof 1 actual equipment trainers. These are vs $2105 thousand, or 28 percent as much)
very conservative estimates. and less to operate ($1588 thousand vs

$3367 thousand or 47 percent as much) over
The cost-effectiveness of a mainte- a 15-year period.

nance simulator on a life-cycle basis hasbeen evaluated only in onercase, that of Therefore, maintenance simulators are
the Air Force 6883 Test Stand 3-Dimensional more cost-effective than actual equipment
Simulator and 6883 Actual Equipment Trainer trainers.
(Cicchinelli, Harmon, Keller and Kotten-
stette, 1980). The three-dimensional DISCUSSION
nnesimulator and actual equipment trainer were
equally effective when measured by student The finding that maintenance simula-
achievement at school; supervisors' ratings tors are more cost-effective than actual
showed no difference between the job per- equipment trainers is necessarily qualified
formance of students trained either way for by the limited nature of the data fromi
periods up to 32 weeks of experience after which it is derived. Effectiveness, as
leaving school. used here, i% based on performance demon-

strated at school rather than on the job.
The life-cycle cost comparison of cost, as used here, refers to thc initial

simulator and actual equipment trainer is costs of acquiring training equipment and
shown in Figure 12. Costs were estimated does not include the costs associated withh
in constant 1978 dollars over a 15-year the long term use of simulators or of
period and discounted at 10 percent. The actual equipment for training, e.g., main-e
results show that the total cost per stu- tenance and upkeep, instructors and support
dent hour was $23 for the simulator and personnel, student pay and support. In the
$60 for the actual equipment trainer, i.e., one case where a life-cycle cost cparisontn
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(Thousands of dollars) i t
.Actt-• - Simulator/ =

Item Equipment Simulator AET (1%)

Acquisition 2105 595 28

Recurring costs 3367 1588 47

Total 5472 2183 40

Net present value 3896 1501 39
(1978 dollars)

Cost per student 60 23 38
hour

FIGURE 12. 15-Year Life-Cycle Costs of 6883 Test Stand
3-Dimensional Simulator and Actual Equipment
Trainer

.1 was made, total cost per student hour over ties. Reductions in size would make it
a 15-year period for the 6883 Test Stand possible, as well as convenient, to use

3-Dimensional Simu.ator was 38 percent as maintenance simulators for refresher train-
much as for the actual equipment trainer. ing near job sites and for performance
Both were equally effective as measured by evaluation and/or certification of mainte-

Stests at school and by supervisors' ratings nance personnel on an objective basis in
of performance of technicians on the job operational environments. Extreme reduc-
after leaving school. tions in size would make it possible to use

maintenance simulators as job aids in per-
The data on the cost and effective- forming maintenance on operational equip-

ness of maintenance simulators have not ment, thus assuring a close link, not yet
been collected in a systematic manner, available, between facilities used for
Therefore, thera is no basis at present training at school and for performance on
for making trade-offs between the effec- the job. There is a small but probablytiveness and cost of different types of insufficient effort along these lines.
maintenance simulators on such issues as
two-dimensional vs three-dimensional CONCLUSIONS
design, the complexity of meintenance
simulators (in such terms as number of 1. Maintenance simulators are as
malfunctions and instructionnel procedures), effective as actual equipment trainers for
the extent to which simulators should training military personnel, as measured
provide a mixture of training in general by student achievement at school and, in
maintenance procedures applicable to a one case, on the job, The use of mainte-
number of different equipments or for main- nance simulators saves some of the time
taining only specific equipments, and the needed by students to complete courses,
optimum combination of maintenance simu- but data on this point are limited. Stu-
lators and actual equipment trainers for dents favor the use of maintenance simu-
training technicians at school. lators; instructors are favorable, neutial

or negative to the use of simulators in
There have been too few studies about equal amounts.

on the amount of student time saved with
the use of maintenance simulators. There 2. The acquisition cost of mainte-
have been no studies on whether the use nanue simulators varies from 20 to 60 per-
of maintenance simulators influences cent that of actual equipment trainers, for
the amount of student attrition at school. cas2s where complete cost data were avail-
There have been no studies to collect able. The higher value includes the costs
objective measures of performance of of research and development needed to pro-

maintenance technicians on the job after duce one unit; the lower value includes
training either with simulators or actual only unit recurring fabrication costs. One
equipment trainers, life-cycle cost estimate shows that pur-

chase and use of a simulator would cost 38
Maintenance simulators now under percent as much over a 15-year period as it

development ire only beginning to use would for an actual equipment trainer.
recent technological advances such as
videodiscs, automated vuice input and 3. Maintenance simulators are as
output, and miniaturization sufficient to elfective as actual equipment trainers for
make them readily portable. There has been training maintenance personnel. They cost
more talk than action about such poesibi'i- less to acquire. Therefure, maintenance
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simulators are cost-effective compared to General Accounting Office
actual equipment trainers. The Key to Improving Maintenance of Army

_quipment: Commanders Must Motv-ate
4. The conclusions to this paper must Their Personnel, LCD-78-428, U.S.

be qualified by the fact that they are General Accounting Office, Washington,
based on limited and often incomplete data. DC 20548, December 22, 1978.
There is a need for hard data that compare
maintenance simulators to actual equipment Kinkade, R.G. and G.R. Wheaton
trainers in the following areas: life-cycle "Training Device Design," in H.P. Van Cott
costs, on-the-job performance, and student and R.G. Kinkade (Eds.), Human Engi-
attrition at school. There is also a need neering Guide to Equipment Design,
to compare the cost and effectiveness of U.S. Government Printing Office,
simulators that vary in complexity of Washington, DC 20402, 1972.
design, e.g., two- and three-dimensional
simulators ard types of instructional Lumsdaine, A.A.
features. "Design of Training Aids and Devices," in

J.D. Folley (Ed.), Human Factors Methods
for System Design, American Institute for
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COMPETITIVE PROTOTYPING DURING FULL SCALE DEVELOPMENT

William R. Stansberry
Deputy Product Manager
Armor Training Devices
Orlando, FL 32813

ABSTRACT

Competitive prototyping during full-scale development is an innovative concept and has been
exercised in various Army programs such as the Division Air Defense System (DIVADS) and Conduct of Fire
Trainers (COFT) for tanks and fighting vehicle systems. This technique is expected to be particularly
effective when combined with hands-off, "skunk, works" type management. by the Government. If success is,
in fact, achieved, this concept should be considered for use in other projects involving large capital
investments.

TRAINER DESCRIPTION

The Conduct of Fire Trainer (COFT) (Figure 1) dollar production contract. The R&D contract
is a deployable, shelterized gunnery simulator awarded to General Electric and to Chrysler Defense,
which uses computer-based visual simulation tech- Inc. followed very closely an earlier "skunk works"
nology to create an environment that is ideal for type contract which the Army had executed for the
learning. The COFT produces full-color computer- DIVAD gun.
generated action scenes (Figure 2) in which tank
crew members can see and interact with dynamic Competitive prototyping is, of course, not new
multiple target situations. Yet, there is no to the acquisition process. However, it has his-
danger to the crew, no fuel is consumed, and no torically taken place dpring validation with award
ammunition is expended. In addition to saving of a full-scale development contract to the winning
fuel and ammunition costs, the COFT has other ad- contractor followed by delivery of a complete Tech
vantages: it can be used 24 hours per day, every Data Package, design disclosure and a package for
day; weather can be scheduled in the simulator; solicitation of a production proposal, as was the
simulated engagements can be reenacted, and degra- the case with the Ml Tank.
ded modes of operation can be practiced. The COFT
allows more tanks to be kept where they should be: "Skunk works" contracting also is not a new
ready for any emergency. initiative in acquisition since it was used as

early as 1943 by the Air Force on a contract with

Training Capabilities Lockheed Aircraft Corporation for the P80*, the
first tactical jet fighter aircraft. It was again

By simulating a wide variety of situations used for contracting for the U2 spy plane in 1955,
and tactical engagements, the COFT system can and on the SR71 Reconnaissance Aircraft between
provide basic gunnery training and keep fully 1960 and 1975. It has been used a total of
qualified crews proficient. A library of pre- eighteen times at Lockheed (sole source) and the
programmed exercises is provided which can be procedurt is considered by Lockheed to be very
loaded and executed from the instructor station. successful. The refinements that have been applied
A training sequence should, typically, progress to the present efforts are:
from identifying a target to setting up the
weapons system to aiming the reticle and firing 1. The competitive prototyping is taking

the simulated weapon. The COFT system will simu- place during full-scale engineering development
late different times of day or night, including and is followed by a competitive test resulting in

dawn and dusk. Simulated special effects include production award to the winning contractor within
rain, smoke, variable fog, and fading to further three years of the development contract award;
increase scene realism.

2. The "skunk works" is taking place during

BACKGROUND a competitive phase as opposed to the sole source
environment.

Published material dealing with DOD philo-
sophy, past experience and lessons learned with For clarity, the philosophy above will be
competitive prototyping during full-scale develop- referred to as "skunk works 81" in the remainder of
ment using the "skunk works" philosophy is vir-

this paper.
tually non-existent. This paper may, in fact, be
the first formal document which addresses this SKUNK WORKS 81

subject and could be used as a baseline for suc-
ceeding studies. What Is It?

In September, 1979, competing contracts were
awared y te Naal raiingEquimen Ceterit is the technique, as explained above, of

awarded by the Naval Training Equipment Center utilizing competition and minimum interaction with
for research and development of a Conduct of Fire the Govermnent in achieving the best of both worlds
Trainer as described above for the Ml and M60
tanks and subsequently the Fighting Vehicle Sys- * Information was collected via phone conversation
tems (FVS). Following delivery of the trainer, a with Mr. "Kelly" Johnson, former director of the
competitive test of the trainers and evaluation Advanced Development Products Group at Lockheed
of production proposals was scheduled with the Aircraft Corporation and original executor of the
winner to be awarded a multi-year, multi-million "skunk works" philosophy.
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by optimizing technical development at minimum Statements of non-disclosure have been made by all

cost. Government participants.

£The "sk unk works" designation implies indus- Contract Data Requirements List (ODEL)
try's achievement of designated goals with little-
or no Government control. In the case of training only those data items necessar-y to assure
devices, contractors have been given the goals of that the Government will have appropriate informa-
training effectiveness equal to or exceeding that tion when necessary are required. For instance,
of training on the weapon system and minimum life- the Configuration Item Development specification
cycle cost. Much has been said in the past about (CIDS) is required and will be used as a baseline
the expensive, overly restrictive requirements of for the contractors' initial production proposal.
Government specifications. With the "skunk works Therefore, this item must be delivered in accor-
81" training device philosophy, industry m-ist dance with the specified requirement. Likewise,
decide where and in what ways the requirements are the Government acceptance test procedure will be
overly restrictive in achieving and. maintaining used to verify that the CIDS is an accurate repre-
the goal of training effectiveness and afford- sentation of the prototype being tested, so it
ability (low life-cycle cost) and make appropriate must also be delivered in accordance with the
trade-offsa. Government requirement.

When Is It Used? Test Planning

The prerequisite is a long production base An unusual characteristic is that operation-
and a procurement budget large enough to amortize al teat planning must be done in accordance with
the increased R&D dollars involved in awarding two the goals that were given the contractor by the
development contracts. In the case of COFT, the developer at the onset of the development period,
production base was recognized to be at least i.e., if training effectiveness was the most
several hundred million dollars programmad for important goal then it must assume the most impor-
four years or longer. tant aspect of the test. However, the role of the

operational tester is supposed to be independent
How Is It Used? of the developer; therefore, the developer must

input heavily to the structure of the operational
Award Criteria - It must be made in a fixed test so that the goals will be adequately tested.

price environment. In the case of COFT, it is
cost plus with a ceiling which, in effect, achieves What Are the Pros and Cons?
the same objective as fixed price. In any other
type environment, the development period could Industry - Advantages: 1) Contractors are
easily become a spending contest between the com- given trade-off authority within the specifica-
peting contractors. tions and can follow their own interpretation in

Monitoring - Generally, in-plant monitoring achieving the best mix of training effectiveness
is limited to that required to keep the Government and affordability; 2) There is an absolute minimum
current as to each contractor's progress. The of Government interference; 3) Enthusiasm on the
Government reserves the right of termination in industrial project team. Unique opportunities to
the event that progress is not satisfactory. "do their own thing" encourages intitative; 4) No

"*"Splinter Groups" of Government and contractor extensive design reviews, per ase.
personnel are used at Progress Reviews in order to
facilitate effective communication and provide a Industry - Disadvantages: 1) Without Govern-
sufficiently detailed and accurate assessment of ment specifications, can RAM be achieved to pro-
progress. vide low life-cycle cost? (In some cases, author

Technical Requirements - Intentionally very understands that Government specifications were
loose, and generally used as guidelines only. The voluntarily used); 2) Competition could force con-
Government is buying a contractor's "best effort" tractors to invest company funds; 3) The idea
and insists on only certain basic requirements looks good but can you really keep "big brother"
(e.g., safety, production readiness) and baseline out? 4) In many cases, one individual is watching
documentation necessary to conduct production pro- progress of both contractors. Thus, proprietarykposal evaluation and device testing. The produc- design/security must be a consideration.
tion contract will be awarded to the contractor
with an acceptable product-that is the moat train- Government-Advantages: 1) Competition

ing and cost effective. achieves end result (better than aggressive con-
Acceptance Criteria - The only criteria trol of a single source); 2) Responsibility for

,qnecessary for the acceptance of the R&D model by the design not placed on the Government; 3)Pewer
.athe Government is count, condition and safety. data items to monitor, less paper work (however,

Other factors, however, must be assessed before this may be offset by having data items delivered
beginning 01'. concurrently by two contractors, thus causing

4Logistics - Obviously, a complete logistics heavy involvement by the reviewing Government team
package on both designs would be too costly. members at possibly critical times)y 4) Fewer
Tho:refore, a modified LSAR has been incorporated Requests for Deviation (RFD), Requests for Waiver
which attempts to achieve the best of both (RFW), and Engineering Change Proposals (ECP) to
worlds; that is, delaying the expensive portion process; 5) Competition drives down cost, and at
of the process until after selection of one design the same time drives technical capability up.
but assuring that either contractor is ready to
furnish logistics data in a timely manner when Government DisadvantaqeL: 1) Very large
needed. source selection team (two contractors, two pro-

Security - Commtunication is limited to that duction proposals, two sets of test reports to
necessary to satisfactorily assess progress, review, etc); 2) Less directionary authority but
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4more effort in keeping current on two designs, less CONCWJSIONS
opportunity to gain insight into the design, 3)

same security problem as industry concern above; "Skunk works 81" has proven to be a viable
4) Greater than average risk of protest from losing method of developing training devices. initial
contractori 5) No control over design, no know- indications are that competition has favorably
ledge of costs, manhours, etc to apply to produc- influenced both technical development and cost.
tion proposal evaluation.

However, all the returns are not yet in.
SPECIAL OPERATING PROBLEMS We have identified, at the upper-management level,I. ______the major problems encountered and expected in

Monitoring managing a "skunk works 81" acquisition. To make
the maximum use of lessons learned, panels should

There is a tendency for upper management to be developed in order to investigate the problems
rely completely on the theoretical skunk works more thoroughly using logisticians, contracting
(hands-off) philosophy. Given today's competition officers, testers, RAM and design engineers and
for people resources within most Government agen- managers who have experience in this type of
cies, various managers may have a tendency to view acquisition and properly record these lessons
this approach as an opportunity to withdraw the learned for future use.

support necessary for detailed attention during
the R&D phase. However, it is in the best public ABOUT THE AUTHOR
interest for the Government to assure that all
steps are taken to maintain compet~tion. There-WilaR.Snsrr
fore, appropriate communications between the Gov- WilaR.Snser

ermient and the contractors must be maintained Mr. Stansberry has occupied a variety of
while respecting the competitive environment. Department of the Army civilian positions within

the Research and Development coimsunity. These
Resources have included Project Director at the Army Train-

ing Device Agency and Chief of Configuration
All Government costs increase. Supporting Management at PM4 TRADE. He was appointed to his

* ~~~~manhours roughly double with the necessity toprsnpoionfDetyPdutaag,
monitor two designs. Armor Training Devices, in 1979.

Data

Certain data items cannot be considered
under the blanket of "best effort." As discussed
earlier, contract data requirements must be form-
ally assembled, delivered and accepted within the
terms of the contract.

Logistics Planning

This will be/has been extremely difficult in
light of the fact that the majority of the data
available will not be delivered until after source
selection. This is not timely nor is it in accor-
dance with AR-700-127. Many problems are posed as
a result of the lack of design information avail-
able early in development. For instance, facili-
ties planning ,technical manuals and provisioning
all start later in the development/production
cycle than the Army logistics system demands it.
This will probably drive ownership costs up in the
early years until the wholesale logistics system
can fully support the equipment.

source Selection

Competition forces detailed assessment of
the Operational Test by the Source Selection

Board. The question is not only the traditional,
"Will the equipment be accepted into the inven-3 ~tory"?7 but adds a new dimension, "Which one"?
Because of this increased effort, lack of depth

in various talent areas forces the Project Manager
to seek assistance from other Government offices.
This, in turn, forces expenditure of TDY funds and
funds to expand facilities, since the evaluation

'1 should take place in one area assa security pre-
caution. It is important to identify these
resources early.
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IMPROVING PROGRAM START-UPS

Allic L. Waldron
Program Manager
AAI Corporation

Cockeysville, Maryland 21030

The current modus operandi for the initiation of large simulator programs is "throttles
to the firewall" on the day of contract award. The contractor's program management team
doesn't have time to effectively plan the program due to an immediate and continuous barrage
of customer visibility data items and reviews. This inability to develop accurate and
workable plans impacts program costs vAd schedules by means of false starts and premature
commitment of resources. Likewise the government program office incurs unneeded travel
and workload commitments during the initial stages of their organizing and planning effort.
This problem is caused by an attempt to achieve the earliest possible Ready for Training
date through rapid start-up and close monitoring of progress. The solution lies in a joint
Government/Contractor front end planning effort which allows the contractor time to plan

and also provides the government with sufficient visibility during the start-up period.

Over the past few years a common approach - Logistics Support Analysis Record Data
for the start-up of large simulator programs has - Logistics Support Analysis Plan
developed which is in essence "throttles to the
firewall" on the day of contract award. Current In addition, the program management team must

RFP requirements clutter the critical early schedule, prepare for, conduct and submit minutes*1months of these programs with a continuous for the following reviews during this same 120
barrage of premature, and in some cases day period.

unnecessary, reviews and data item submittals.
The shear magnitude of these "square-filling" - Post Award Conference
requirements has a detrimental effect on the - System Requirements Review
program management team's ability to plan - Engineering Design Review
effectively. This inability to develop - Computer Program System Documentation
comprehensive and workable plans has a definite Guidance Conference
impact on program costs and schedules since -2 Program Management Reviews
inadequate planning leads to false starts and -Project Planning Review
premature commitment of resources. Also, the
premature submittal of data and the conduct of Obviously, these requirements constitute a
poorly timed reviews detract from the value of substantial workload for the Program Manager and
these requirements, which are most effective his staff which significantly impacts their
when properly time phased. priorities and effectiveness during a very

critical phase of the program.
The existence of this problem presents both

a challenge and an opportunity to government and Admittedly, these data items and reviews are
industry managers. The challenge is to develop germain to overall program planning and control

the needs of both industry and government. The However, they are not all needed at this 2arly

opportunity is to reap the benefits to be gained stage of the program.¶
from comprehensive front end planning and proper

time phasing of requirements. There is no single cause on which we can
place the blame for this problem. However, the

The scope of the problem at hand can best main driving factor influencing government RFP
be illustrated via a current example. An RFP writers is the very real need to achieve the
for an operational flight trainer released earliest possible RFT and begin realizing the
within the last few months requires the following very tangible cost savings provided by modern

data items to be submitted within the first 120 trainers. The RFP writers have assumed, quite
days after contract award, correctly, that one of the best ways to insure

program success is to plan well and maintain
- Operation and Support Cost Trade Studies visibility as to progress against that plan.
- Firmware Development Plan Unfortunately, the schedules for completing
- Computer Program Development Plan planning requirements in current RFP'a have been
- Program Milestones compressed by a desire to demonstrate immediate
- Contract Work Breakdown Structure results and progress to the chain of command.
- Monthly Activity Reports Also, the RFP requirements have grown more

4- Support Equipment Plan extensive and complicated due to the influence of
- Configuration Management Plan popular paneceas or DOD crusades such as getting
- Parts Control Program Plan control of software by planning, documenting, and

- Cost Performance Report reviewing it to death. In addition, there is now
- Training and Training Equipment Plan and always has been the problem of the use of
- Integrated Support Plan strawmen in writing RFP's and treating the
- Maintainability Plan Acquisition Management Systems and Data Requirement
- Reliability Program Plan Control List (DOD 5000.19-L) as a data item
- Facility Design Criteria shopping list. As a result, each RFP or CDRL has
- Support Equipment Recommendations Data all the requirements specified in the last RFP

- Systems Engineering Management Plan plus any new ones which have been directed from
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above or crested from within the procuring cutbacks in travel later on when the benefits would
agency. perhaps be greater. Also, the mass of data being

generated and delivered must be reviewed and in
-Finally, industry has a share in the blame most cases approved by the system program office

for the current start-up procedures. In some staff which Is being reorganized and expanded to
cases, contractors have been known to delay administer the contract. Both of these
putting sufficient resources on a low visibility requirements place a tremendous workload on
program in order to show progress on a high personnel who are just coming on board and need
visibility effort. Hence, the government manager time to acclimate to new jobs and responsibilities.
believes that his only recourse is to insure that
his contract requires data and reviews sufficient For example, another recent simulator program
to keep the pressure on and reveal any lack of required the delivery of extensive documentation
contractor emphasis before his program is 30 days prior to PDR which was scheduled to last
affected, for one week. The documentation was delivered as

scheduled and consisted of approximately 7,0001
The impact of all these reviews and data pages of technical data. The government thenI

submittals on the industry is dramatic. For had thirty days to review that data and five days
instance in the example cited above there are to discuss it with the contractor.
seven reviews required during the first 120 days
of the program. According to the Statement of Finally, the strawman/shopping list approach
Work contained in that RFP, each of these will to preparing RFP's often leads to the purchase

last at least three days. Allowing two days for of expensive documents which serve little usefuli
internal dry runs, two days for preparing purpose in the life of the program. This fact
presentations and one day for preparing the was recognized and addressed by the AF in the
minutes of each of their reviews, we see that a early 70's. At that time the then Brigadier
total of 56 days could be consumed in satisfying General, Alton B. Slay, headed up a Data Reduction
these requirements. That accounts for over 46% Action Group (DRAG) which reviewed the data

of the first 120 days. Add to this the time requirements of major Air Force procurements.
required for the data items and it becomes This review indicated that large portions of the
obvious that the program management cadre will data being procured was not in any way being used

not be able to effectively plan their manpower to manage the programs. As a result substantial
requirements or develop comprehensive schedules reductions in data requirements were made to
and time phased budgets during this same period, subsequent AF RFP's. However, it now appears

that the DRAG has faded into history and data
What usually happens is that a lot of procurement is again getting out of hand.

additional manpower is applied to the program
much earlier than the real job of building a From the government's viewpoint the solution
trainer requires. This additional manpower to the problem would be for the contractor to have
cranks out vugrapha and creates plans which are, done such an excellent job in preparing his
to a large extent, eyewash and boilerplate, proposal that all plans and schedules are ready
This procedure often generates unrealistic plans to go immediately after contract award. This is
and schedules. which cause more work later when not possible because the time allocated for
they must be revised and the revisions justified. proposal preparation and the page limitations

The real danger, however, lies in the potential impos3d effectively limit the detail which can
for false starts made in an attempt to show early be provided. Even if such accurate and detailed
progress. This results in the expenditure' of plans were provided in the proposal, they would
resources which cannot be recovered, be largely negated by the fact that the actual

contract award is in most cases much later than
For example, the requirements for a Computer that projected in the RFP. This lag allows

aProgram D~velopment Plan are so extensive and conditions to change relative to the amount and
detailed that they cannot be totally satisfied type of resources available to the program.

until the system is complete and tested. Such
details as module and subroutine definitions From the contractor's viewpoint the solution
and completion schedules are not not available would be for the government to award the contract
during the first few months. However, the then go away for about six months while top level
requirement for a plan with detailed schedules system design and plans for completing the program
exists and must be satisfied. In attempting to can be formulated. At the end of this period the
define these items prematurely, the contractor government would be provided with a program plan
often makes assumptions which are sometimes and schedule, Clearly, this approach is not

totally wrong. Nevertheless, the die is cast and possible because of the large sums of money being
the government has a plan against which to committed and the importance of the programs to
monitor progress. In order to show progress, the national defense.

the contractor starts to work on the assumed
module/subroutine structures. If, as usually Therefore, the optimum solution must lie
happens during development, the assumptions somewhere between these two extremes. It must
prove wrong, significant resources have been allow the RFP to require and obtain pricing for
wasted, the reviews and data t -nat the procuring activity

needs while at the same time providing the

Onthe government's side, the impact is contractor the time and flexibility to plan
equally dramatic. The 56 days of formal reviews properly. To accomplish this objective the RFP
normally entail 56 days of travel time for should specify the reviews and data which, after
large numbers of government employees. This careful consideration and appropriate justifica-
imnoses a substantial drain on available travel tion, will be required to manage the particular
funds early in the program and usually forces program at hand. Instead of specifying data
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delivery or Program review dates, the contractor the program and establish realistic goals and
should be tasked to provide his front end plan checkpoints. it will enable him to generate more
for the program. This plan should be complete realistic schedules by allowing him to defer the
not later than 90 days after contract award and preparation of schedules for downstream efforts

*should provide schedules for management and until he has sufficient data to accurately scope
design reviews. It should also contain the these efforts. In turn, this will help prevent
contract work breakdown structure (CWBS) and false starts caused by the initiation of efforts
specify when schedules for each element of the which are not adequately defined. Finally, it
CWBS will be completed. will give the contractor's upper management the

opportunity to review the Program Manager's
This 90 day period is a critical period for concepts before significant resources are

the government management team during which they committed to the program.
must make sure the program is getting off the
ground. Therefore, they should participate in To the government's benefit, early visibility
the front end planning process to provide will be provided by the participation in the front
required visibility and to help develop a.n end planning process, the Program Progress Review
acceptable plan. This participation should be and subsequent statusing of the front end plan.
limited to a few key people and consist of a Travel funds will be conserved until properly
"work with" rather than a "watch over" effort, time phased reviews have been defined. The
The government project engineer, a software system program office will be given enough time
expert, someone from the program control function to complete its organization and indoctrination
and someone with extensive operational experience of newly assigned personnel. Also, the improved
with the system being simulated would be ideal. accuracy of the resulting schedules for the CWBS

As prt f tis efor, dlivey dtesfor elements will increase the credibility of program
As prt f tis efor, dlivey dtesfor status as measured against those schedules.

all required data should be time phased with key
program events such as PDR and CD!R, and the One final, and possibly the most important,
degree of completeness of the data appropriate benefit offered to both parties by the proposed
to those events should be clearly specified, front end planning effort is the fostering of a

Again using the Computer Program Development Plan team spirit among the contractor and procuring
as at. example, the portions and level detail to agency personnel. The fact that both parties
be submitted at PDR and CDR should be estab- have participated in the definition of objectives
lished. improves the probability that they will succeed

in meeting those objectives and achieve the
Finally, the plan should show how progress earliest possible RFT date.

will be measured against the plan and how status
will be reported to the procuring agency. For In conclusion, it is apparent that improve-
instance, the milestones to be used in tracking ments can be made in our procedures for initiating.1computer program development should be jointly large simulator programs and that those improve-
defined between the government and the contractor ments will require the combined efforts of industry
as well as the criteria which must be met before and government to achieve. Perhaps the American
the milestone is considered complete. This will Defense Preparedness Association offers the base

Kalleviate much confusion usually generated by of talent from which a joint interservice/industry
different definitions of milestones and what working group could be established to review this
their completion means. problem and recommend a course of action.

The first management review with the full
government management team should then occur ABOUT THE AUTHOR
approximately 120 days after contract award.
This review would be a modification of the Mr. Allis L. Waldron
currently popular Program Planning Review. Program Manager for B-52
However, instead of presenting a re-hash of the Defensive Station Subsystem,
RFP, the contractor will be revealing his Electronics Division
approach to planning and control which is AAI Corporation
applicable to the program in question, and is

M based on conditions which exist at that point
in time. This review should be conducted as a
working meeting with the objective of reaching
an understanding of the program plan, defining
and agreeing to revisions to the plan needed to
meet government requirements and achieving a
mutual agreement relative to objectives to be
achieved and measures of accomplishment.

At the conclusion of the Program Planning
Review the front end plan is approved by the
procuring agency and used to measure progress
until all elements of the CWBS are completely
planned.

This approach will provide the contractor
with enough time to effectively plan the program.
He can use his initial staff of experienced
manpower to formulate the overall concepts for
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ABSTRACT

In October 1980 PM TRADE developed a Training Device Acquisition Management Model (TDAMM)
which outlines the specific events that must be accomplished in the development and production of training
devices. This paper will explain how the DoD Acquisition Model was tailored to accommodate training devices
to Include the responsibilities of the Developer, the Users and the role of major commands in the acquisition
cycle. The advantages of using the model will be mentioned along with the elimination of events which are not
applicable and/or are not necessary In the development of training devices; the benefits to the User by
reducing development time and minimizing costs. Moreover, an explanation will be included to demonstrate
its use in assisting the Project Directors in accomplishing their key events in a methodical manner, and
tailoring new developments to the model with an examination of the resultant acquisition strategy.

5 ~PM TRADE MISSION/CH1ARTER

The Project Manager for Army Training Not only must several training device
Devices (PM TRADE) is responsible to centrally direct, developments be actively pursued, but they are each in
coordinate and support the materiel development and different parts of their acquisition process. Some are in
acquisition activities of system devices developed by PM the early parts of conceptual development; or perhaps the
TRADE as agreed upon by the System Project Manager, identified concept is being demonstrated or validated.
non-system and non-type classified training devices. This Others are in various stages of Engineering Development

*responsibility encompasses the research, development, and Production. Finally, some may already be deployed
confgurtion mangemet, rodut asurace, and even nearing obsolescence. Each of the "system" and

developmental testing, procurement, production, distribu- "non-system" devices, no matter where it is in the
tion, and integrated logistic support for the following acquisition process, must receive management attention
categories of assigned training devices: and be supported adequately to meet the needs of the

I. Nn-sytem rainrs uer. Each of the system or non-system training
2. Non-type classified devices has its own inherent technical risks of
3. Synthetic Flight Trainer systems development from simple or off-the-shelf device to very
4. Commercially workable training device sophisticated devices requiring advance technological

development. In between are varying degrees of
The PM TRADE provides assistance to all complexity from moderate, mostly mechanical devices to

Army agencies in the execution of their responsibilities In complex and software-oriented devices.
the area of training devices. Particularly, this is the I diint h ehooyta utbfilling of the training device requirements of the U.S. I diint h ehooyta utb

ArmyTraningandDocrineComand(TRAOC)and called upon to develop the devices, PM TRADE has the
U.S. Army Forces Command (FORSCOM).fulrneotairsomnge

1. Trainers for the Corps of Engineers
Rather than focusing his attention on a single include such devices as the Medium

materiel system as do most Project Managers, the PM Girder Bridge; highly complex items for
TRADE must manage a multiplicity of systems, each in Air Defense Artillery such as the
various stages of the training device life cycle from ROLAND Air Defense System; the
concept formulation through productioni and deployment, Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement
as applicable. Simulation (MILES) and the Reaction

Electronic Equipment Simulator (REES)

The operations of the Project Manager for 2. Armor trainers include the Conduct-of-

Army Training Devices are much like the operations of Fire Trainers for the Ml and M60 series
any other Project Manager. It is the several diffeimences Main Battle Tanks and the n-ew Infantry
briefly discussed below that cause what initially appears and Cavalry fighting vehicles.
to be a straight foreward prjc-aae fott 3. Synthetic Flight Trainer Systems include
become a highly complex management problem to control simulators for the Advanced Attack
and integrate the efforts to manage the Training Device Hlcpes(A)adteCBA
Acquisition process of at least fifty individual training Hlcpes(A)adteCBA
device systems.
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Finally, the PM TRADE's management henceforth, be immediately responsive to training device
challenges are further complicated by not having a managers telling them the status of a training device
supporting research and development facility, a development. It bears repeating; the TDAMM can be
supporting National Inventory Control Point (NICP) nor a applied to any training device of any service or any other
National Maintenance Center (NMP) while at the same item being developed.
time having multiplu customers and funding sources. TRAINI~N DEVICES AND THEC

The number of training devices being ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT MODEL
developed, both system and non-system, the several
different technological risks involved, the number of It is the goal of DoD that all acquisitions of
categories of sevices, the rumber of customers and military materiel follow the Life Cycle Systems
funding sources all act to compound the very difficult Management Model, The process for conceiving,
management problems that are the day-to-day developing, acquiring and fielding new items of materiel
environment in which the PM TRADE and his personnel is formalized in the Life Cycle System Management
find themselves. This "juggling act" required that a more Model (LCSMM). Management of the development of a
efficient management system rriust be found or developed single training device (or all training devices if each is
in order to make management resources available to solve considered independently of all other training devices) fits
the inevitable critical problems that exist during the the LCSMM. This is surely true at least from a general
development of a training device but at the some time point of view. Yes, there are differences st.-h ns holding
expend the exact the monogernent effort necessary to In-Process Reviews rather than an ASARC ai d/or DSARC
routinely guide the normal development activities. (Army Systems Acquisition Review Council and/or

Defense Systems A'lui-sition Review Ctunci I
An acquisition management model called the respectively). Either the VWlidotion Phase or the Full

Training Device Acquisition Management Model (TDAMM) Scale Development Phase of training device development
has been developed. This generic model is specifically is normally severely curtailed. Also, the Production and
intended to be applied to any training device. The model, Deployment Phase is often deleted due to the limited
however, follows DoD guidance very closely. It is, quantities of training devices needed. The Full-Scale
therefore, applicable not only to the acquisition of Development Phase oftern fills the toial roquirement.
training device of all of the military services, but to the These differences mitigate against the strict tollowing of
acquisition process of any item being developed and every event of the LCSMM and require the modification
acquired by any of the military services. The model is or tailoring of the model in order to meet the needs of the
then modified to meet the unique characteristics of the training device development managers. In this way the
particular device being developed to meet a requirement. baseline of the Training Device Acquisition Management
At this time the status of each event of the model are Model (TDAMM) was established, i.e., follow the Life
manually reported. When the staff of PM TRADE gains Cycle System Management Model overlayed or modified
experience with the manual TDAMM, the model has been with the unique requirements of the development
designed with the characteristic!; that it can be easily requirements of training devices. This approach is a
automated. This is already in the advanced planning practical approach to any development and acquisition
stage. The automated version of the TDAMM will, activity.

DEVELOPMENT

IEO SPECIAL VALIDATION ACCEPTANCE
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Figure I TRAIN1NG DEVICE ACQUISITIE CYCLE
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The relationships of the decision points, four phases of acquisition of a training device, as for any
documentation, phases, testing, program funds, etc., are other materiel acquired within the purview of the DoD
shown in the diagram below. This generalized Material Acquisition Model are;
representation of the acquisition process is the baseline I. Need Identification and Concept
for modeling the training device acquisition cycle to Formulation Phase.
assure that the training device model and the more
familiar DoD materiel acquisition model attain maximum 2. Demonstration and Validation Phase
compatibility with each other. (also known as Advanced Development

(AD)).
The significant differences between the 3. Full-Scale Development Phase).

LCSMM and TDAMM are summarized in the following
chart. 4. Production and Deployment Phase.

LCSMM TDAMM The first phase of TDAMM has the dual
Activity Relates To This Activity purpose of identifying training voids either presently

existing or that will exist as new equipment is introduced
ASARC-II/DSARC-.I VAL IPR into the Army inventory. Secondly, the purpose of this
ASARC-III/DSARC-III DEVA IPR phase is to develop concepts of possible training devices
MENS TENS that will meet the identified need.
ROC TDR During the conduct of training by the US Army

Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) or the other
DESCRIPTION OF THE TDAMM Major Commands (MACOM) of the US Army, deficiencies

in the training program will be found. During the
The Training Device Acquisition Management dewveopment of major materiel items the Mission Element

Model (TDAMM) has been designed to assist the Project Need Statement (MENS) will first identify the probably
Manager for Army Training Devices (PM TRADE) and his need for training devices. Another way to find a need for
subordinate elements in the management of the training a training device is during the development of training
device development and procurement process; i.e., the programs which are developed in order to teach
materiel acquisition process. The TDAMM diagrams and operational and logistic support activities. Anyone may
the its accompanying explanations has the primary find such training voids that could be filled by a new or
purpose of servicing as a "path with a series of sign-posts" improved training device. When a training void is found, a
in order to know what to do in traveling through the total Training Element Need Statement (TENS) (corresponding
Training Device Life Cycle. to the MENS), describes the need. The TENS is prepared

by the Combat and Training Developer (normally theThe Training Device Acquisition Management TRADOC proponent school) in coordination with the PM
Model, portrays all of the 202 events to be taken, or at TRADE.
least considered, to acquire a training device system from
the time that a requirement is stated by the user through Based on the Training Element Need
the items obsolescence, perhaps twenty years later. The Statement (TENS) the Combat, Training, and the Materiel
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Developers prepare a Concept Formulation Package and (QGPRI) document.
an Outline Program Management Plan (PMP). The 1. A validated Baseline Cost Estimate
Materiel Developer develops technical and, in (BCE).
coordination with User, logistic concepts based on such
things as engineering analyses, logistic support concepts, j. A staffed Traininr ,vice Letter of
and the Reliability, Availability and Maintainability Agreement (TDLOA) if the next phase is
(RAM) goals. It is emphasized that the activities that are the VALIDATION PHASE or a Training
associated with concept formulation are repetitive, Device Requirement/Training Device
mutually supporting, fully interrelatd between the Letter Requirement (TDRiTDLR) if the
Combat, Training and Materiel Developers and are next phase Is the FSED PHASE.
continually being revised or updated. Moreover, k. A Concept Formulation Packate (CFP).throughout the CONCEPT PHASE, efforts ore undertaken
simultaneously on as many alternative concepts as 1. Program Management Plnn.
practical su as to meet the potentially broader goals of
the Training Element Need Statement. In general terms, a concept of a training

device is developed based on an identified need. The
The repetitive pk-ocess of concept formulation concept must be validated and undergo Advanced

demands the continued efforts to determine among other Development (AD) if there are sufficient unresolved
things: technical risks before progressing to the undertaking of an

a. A Trade-Off Determination (TOD). Engineering Development (ED) effort. If the technical
risks are not significant an ED effort can be almostb. A Trade-Off Analysis (TOA). directly undertaken with only a minimal VALIDATION

c. The Best Technical Approach (BTA). PHASE in order to prepare the necessary documentation
d. Agreement on the system description, to support the FULL-SCALE DEVELOPMENT (FSD)
e. Agreement on the Bands-of-Performance PHASE.

(BOP) of tht: characteristics of the(BP)fte cThe second, or DEMONSTRATION VALIDA-system. TION PHASE encompasses those activities necessary to

f. Preparation of a Cost and Training demonstrate preliminary design and engineering, analyze
Effectiv.-ness Analysis (CTEA). trade-off proposals, resolve or minimize logistics

g. The Basis of Issue Plan (BOIP). problems already identified and validate that the
h. A Qualitative and Quantitative technical concepts are achievable and that the training

Personnel Requirements Information effectiveness is attainable.
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This phcse of the tralrirn3 device acquisition time the technology used to develop moast training devices
process is the phow.e wherein a Project Director (PD) is in-bond and the technical risks, therefore, ure minimhl.
becomes the principle manager. He uses a team of highly The FUIILL-SCAL.E DEVELOPMENT (FSD) PHASE often
qualified personnel from the divisions of the PM TRADE follow the CONCEPT PHASE with a short VALIDATION
and Navy Ti-aining Equipment Center to assist him in his PHASE.
management activities. During the ED Phase the training device

The repetitive pi'ocess used during need system and all of the items necessary for its support are
identification and concept formulation is found in tne fully developed. The device is engineered, fabricated,
VALIDATION PHASE. The several studies, analyses, and tested, iype classified as appropriate, and a decision is
assessments made •n this phase are repetitive, -iutually mode as to the device's occeptability to enter the
skpporting, foilly bier-related and are ,ontinuwusl. inventory.
updated durinq this phase or are updated versions of like
efforts from the previous phase. These repetitive and The Engineering Development (ED) prototype
joint efforts may be Illustrated by the updading of the is developed to where it can be tested and subsequently
Coordinated Test Program (CTP) for the Developmental produced. The analysis of the test results will provide
and Operation Testing (DT-I/QT-I) series of tests and new suffc.Went irtformatlon to make a decision as to theor revised plans for later series of tests. usefulness of the training device by thie 'JS Army, The

necessary supporting items are also developed. They are
In general terms, the training device concepts then tested to determine their acceptability to support

of the CONCEPT PHASE are developed into breodboarJ the training device. At the some time, personnel and
rn.jdels. They are then tested to demonstrate both Ine equipment requirements, publications, repair ports .nd
validity of the concepts and that they can be folly modifications to doctrine and/or organizations are
developed in ordnr to economically fill the need. The finalized so that an integrated trlining device system is
design(s) selected by the Government will be further ready to be deoluyed.
developed during the next phase of the training d&viceacqusitin cylecondense this phase it immediate acquisition is warranted;

The complete VALIDATION PHASE is not e.g., Military Adaptation of Commercial Items (MACI),

found in many training device programs. At the present non-developmental items or assembloqes, etc. During the
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developmentiul and operational testing (DT-lI/OT-II) The DEVA IPR may have provided gusidance to the PM
canducted during this Phase, engineering development TRADE and TRADOC that will be cause for updating
prototypes are used to arrive at a decision concerning the some of the management documentation. It so, this is
technological feasibility, training utility, cost, health accomplished early in this phase. The plans and
hazards, human engineering, value engineering, agreements e.g., the Materiel Fielding Plan, Integrated
producibility (if applicable), training effectiveness aid Logistic Support Plan, etc.) are coordinated, completed
supportability of the proposed training device. The and implemented, as appropriate. The significant
Project Director is the primary manager with the objectives of th!s Phase include the following:
assistance of a team of PM TRADE personnel, a. Award a production contract.

b. Accept the Initia; Production Facilities
The repetitive process found in the two for the production of items to the prescribed form, fit,

previous phases of the Training Device Acquisition fo.'ction and interchangeability standards that hove been
process is again present in this phase. The significant prescribed.
difference In this process as it is applied to the activities
of the FSD PHASE are that conclusions, c. Receive the Long Lead Time Items that
recommendations, procedures, plans, and assessments are have been identified.
completed and appropriately implemented particularly if d, Review and update the logistic support
there is no PRODUCTION PHASE to follcrw. and training dmoumentatiun prepared or updoted during

the ED PHASE to insure compotibi'ity with the configura-
During the PRODUCTION AND DEPLOY- ion of the produclIon items.

MENT PHASE operational and support personnel are
trained, training devices and their supporting equipment e. Audit lth configurution of the initial
are procured and distributed in accordance with production items and compare it to the production
requirements, and logistic support is provided. Technical Data Package.
Maintainance and cost data are collected, evaluated and f. Coordinate and finalize the Materiel
used for systems management of the present training Fielding Plan with each gaining Major Command before
device and similar future devices, the Initial Operational Capability date.

The Engineering Development (ED) prototype g. Finalize and implement the Integrated 1
is duplicated or manufactured and delivered to the Users. Logistic Support Plan. The implementation of this plan is
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continuously monitored to assure the availability of FULL-SCALE DEVELOPMENT PHASE to an Initial

trained personnel, supporting hurdware, software, Operational Capability date.
manuals, Test Measurement and Diagnostic Equipment,
repair parts, etc.; to the gaining command before or with APPLICATION OF TDAMM

the. training device being fielded. The Training Device Application Management
h. Plan w.d conduct production testing Model (TDAMM) is now available for use by the PM

and/or Inspections. TRADE to anticipate training device developments to

i. Conduct New Equipment Training (NET). forecast, plan, test and execute a development of any
training device or significant modification to a device.

The appearance of the TDAMM and some of The model is also useful to any contractor developing a
;.ts features are demonstrated In the above portions which training device. It Is applicable to all training device
have been extracted from the entire model. The acquisition programs. Moreover, the model is applied to a

numerical designations are to some extent arbitrary due system-unique as well as a non-system-unique device. It
to severnl events happening at one time. Each element is is an easily recognizable fact that not every training
given the title of the event or effort being undertaken. device requires all of the events depicted be performed.

As the situation warrants, the acquisition requirement for
The alphanumeric code is a ready reference to the a particular training device can be logically selected and

associated test which briefly describes what is to be a tailored version of the TDAMM prepared. As on

accomplished within the context of this particular example, the Conduct-of-Fire Trainers (COFT) for the

element, its inter-relationships with other elements and present Main Battle Tank and the future MBT along with

what organization is most responsible. The organizatlonal the Fighting Vehicle series were severly modified or
elements are depicted on the model by the horizontal tailored. The TDAMM was initially applied when the

lines which are each given an PM TRADE organizational development program of the COFT devices had nearly

designation, completed one year of the three years Full-Scale
Development effort. The development strategy was to

The Training Device Acquisition process has use a "skunk works" method of development wherein two

seldom found it economical to fully accomplish every task contractors were in competition to demonstrate their
of all four phases nor to enter full-scale or limited development of a COFT in a shoot-off. This strategy has
production. It is of note, however, that many of the lead to the avoidance of dzveloping much of the
actions associated with the VALIDATION PHASE and the documentation normully required at this stage of
PRODUCTION PHASE are done to some degree in the development; e.g., no Technical Data Package (TDP) was

FULL SCALE DEVELOPMENT PHASE in order to field delivered. Under such circumstances, dependent
low risk Engineering (ED) prototypes which represent the activities (e.g.; the lack of a TDP delays the dependent
full quantity of training devices required. Some of these Physical Configuration Audit) must be rescheduled within

actions are: the phase o0, as in the case of the COFT, delayed until
the next phase. In the COFT development program, the

a. The Technical Data Package may be model indicated the events that had been neglected or
reduced in the standards to which it mjst be prepared. overlooked for one reason or another. Many have had to

b. Test and cadre personnel are limited to a be done in order to be ready for the Development
very limited number of schools and school operational and Acceptacnce In-Process Review (DEVA IPR).

support personnel.
quantitiessofea.The application of the TDAMM to the trainer

c. The Materiel Fielding Plan is completed device developments of PM TRADE illustrates its utility
and tailored to a single User. to guide management in its determination which actions

d. The Engineering Development (ED) are applicable leading to a system-unique tailoring of
prototypes may be the sole quantity required. TDAMM. Caution, however, must always be taken to

ensure that none of the 202 events is eliminated or
e. The use of contractor support personnel reduced in scope so that there is an adverse effect upon

wi;h a •buy-out" of 1he necessary repair pgrts greatly the Government such that an unsatisfactory design results
reduces the provisioning effort and the burden on the
1.gistic system to support very limited quantities of a Other developmental agencies within DoD and
traiiing dovice, foreign countries have indicated interest in TDAMM to

f. The transition from the PM TRADE to a use in their developments. When the requirement for a

DARCOM Major Command is accom- training device is received a small project team is formed

plished, in order to, among other things, prepare a program plan.
As part of this effort the TDAMM is reviewed and

-ach action shown in the TDAMM is tailore-i to manage the developemnt of the project. The
examinated by the Project Director to decide which dates that the events are to be accomplished are
action$ are to be done to a gi'coter-or-lesser degree as established in order to track the project. The program
dictated by the specific training device to be produced. plan and the tailored TDAMM are the baseline
Each action must, therefore, be considered and analyzed managemer~t tools turned over to the Project Director

by the Project Director as to its applicability to the who, with a team of functional experts, will manage the
Training Device Acquisition process. The actions are program.
selected to be included, deleted, expanded in scope or
reduced in scope to form a tailored TDAMM just for the Each training device project is managed in a

training device to be managed. The TDAMM is a like manner. All of the training device develops are
disciplined guide to a Project Director to plan his project periodically reported to she PM TRADE in accordance
"and then after tailoring it provides the means to track the with the individual program plans and the tailored

st~aus of his efforts. TDAMM. In this way the PM TRADE is kept informed of
the status of each program.

rFrom an overall generic viewpoint, the PRO-
DUCTION AND DEPLOYMENT PHASE represents the The TDAMM is a model to use in order to
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device. When the model of each Individual device is rather than any administrative requirements. When it
integrated into those of the other devices the total appears to be appropriate to the PM TRADE, phases may
workload of PM TRADE Is available. While this Is tedious be eliminated, contracted, or re-sequenced to rneet the
when done manually, the automated system will present requirements of a specific device. This tailoring-of-the-
to the PM TRADE his total workload and its status TDAMM capability recognizes the uniqueness of each
virtually instantly and continuously, training device development program while still

considering all of the standard action that must be taken
in any development.

SUMMARY

The planning, management and execution of ABOUT THE AUTHORS
the 202 events necessary for a complete training device
acquisition program are complex in their inter- Mr. Eugene J. McGinnis is the Assistant Vice-
relationships. In addition to the complexity of the President of the Orlando, Florida, Office of Science
acquisition process itself, is the added complexity of the Applications, Incorporated. Hie manages through a group
organization and number of projects within the purview of of Directors the technical and software support of the
the PM TRADE. The complete Training Device U.S. Army's Project Manager for Training Devices and to
Acquisition Management Model, has been designed to a lesser degree the U.S. Navy's Naval Training Equipment
logically inter-relate all of the events to be considered Center.
and undertaken by the PM TRADE as it develops and Mr. H-loyt (Mike) Hammer is an Integrated
supports the Army's training devices. Based on the best Logistics Support Manager and Systems Analyst who
available data of any specific training device program the designed the TDAMM uiler the guidance of Mr.
TDAMM is entered and a project management plan can be McGinnis. He has had the unique experience of working
prepared. The actual pacing factor for training device for TRADOC (the Army's User Representative) while
acquisition programs is the true progress of the evolving being stationed at Headquarters DARCOM (the Army
device, support, and associated technical data package Developer).
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POST DEPLOYMENT SOFTWARE 'jUPPORT

Allen T. Irwin
Technical Director, Science Applications, Inc.

3655 Maguire Blvd., Suite IS0.4 Orlando, Florida 32P03

ABSTRACT

As computer based trnining devices proliferate, the need to maintain the software associated with the
devices will cease to be an isolated need and will become a general requirement. BasedI on experience with
tactical systems, it can be estimated that the maintenance of the software associated with a simulator over
the life of the device will cost at least ais much as the original acquisitian cost of the software. In this paper

eaie.Based onterequirements of post deployment support the impact on the acquisition process is
examned Reommedatonsare made ais to how the acquisition or development phase can best support post

deployment support activities for software such that systeni utility can be maximized and life cycle costs
minimized.

INTRODUCTION

In a recent IEEE tutorial on software cost one type of activity generally concludes as the other. The
estimation, Putnam shows software maintenance costs two types of activity referred to are immediate problem
ranging from the same as initial acquisition costs to response and on going scheduled version production. Most
nearly three times the cost of original software training devices are of sufficient importance today, that
development. (1) Jensen and Tonics report figures ranging significant error conditions, once discovered, cannot be
from 50% to 80% of total software budgets bein', devoted tolerated while the lengthy process of formal version
to software maintenance. (2) Clearly, the Life Cycle production is accomplished to correct the error. Instead,
Cost of a training device involving software will include some form of Immediate action is required to bring the
significant expenditures on the support of the software device back to a state that is ready-for-training.
after it has been deployed for operational use. Thus', Immediate action is charactearized by focus on the single
proper planning for post deployment software support problem at hand and often takes the form Of a "work
of fers the training device purchaser at least as effective around" that avoids the unwonted symptoms rather than
control over life cycle costs as does proper planning for curing the source problem. Such fixes are temporary in
the development of the software. Indeed, as the expected nature and are segregated from the formal change
useful life time of a training device gets longer, more and package that will eventually resolve the underlying
more leverage will be available through control of post problem.
deployment costs. This paper attempts to describe the
nature of prist deployment software support activities, the One of the most important aspects of immediate
nature of the resources necessary to accomplish the action programming is simplicity. The programmer must
activities and to provide some Indication of the planning find the simplest means possible to avert the unwanted
considerations to be addressed during system acquisition. performance. Hie must seek to minimize his impact on

the system. If he does not, he will most likely introduce
two or three new problems for each one he resolves.

SUPPORT ACTIVITIES Some times he will find an obvious coding error and will
totally clear up the problem with a simple correction.

The need for post deployment changes to software However, such errors will generally be found and
come from such sources as: eliminated early in the life of the system. Problems that

o Residual errors not previously discovered, are discovered post initial deployment are often caused by
0 Inadequate design leading to dissatisfaction complex interactions of code that are only apparent now

with performance. that the user has gained r~ level of sophistication in the
0 Inreaed ser ophstiatio ledin to use of the training device. For immediate action, it may
o Inreaed ser ophstiatio ledin to be best to suppress an erroneous output -ather than to

extesio ofperfrmace equiemets.make changes impacting multiple functional areas of the
o Modifications to the basic system leading to simulation. Very often the instructor can easily supply

new training requirements. the missing information to the student allowing training
a Changes in tactical doctrine also leading to to continue.

new trnining requirements.
o Upgrading of trainer hardware leading to new Meanwhile, thorough design analysis of the reported

interface requirements. problem is conducted and a complete correction is
developed, implemented and tested. Once that process is

All of the above sources generate a continuing need complete, the new version of the software, containing
to change or correct the software of a training device corrections to multiple problems and design enhancements
over its life time. The provision for accomplishment and as well, is released to the field. The process by which a
management of these changes in a cost effective manner problem report is processed to final solution requires
needs to be a high priority goal of those acquiring the formal control as described In the following section.

The ype of ctiitywhic chraceriz pot Aproblem report is initiated when user of a training

deployment software support are illustrated in Figure 1. device sees some feature that does not appear correct to
The two are not totally distinct and thtwihbegins ais him. The report Is forwarded truhnra an

tenionce channels until it reaches the support facility
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FIGURE 1 POST DEPLOYMENT SOFTWARE SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

where nn initial analysis is performed. problem, particularly in a simulation is, in fact, a trade-
off that was made to gain some more important area of

The initial analysis is technical in nature and seeks performance. For example, a simulation may haveto answer the following questions: sacrificed full fidelity of some feature to maintain real-I) Can the situation described in the problem time operation. Such past decisions must be a matter ot
report be duplicoaed? If not, the user reporting the record to avoid unnecessary analysis each time that a newproblem is queried for more information until the problem user detects the apparent discrepancy. On the othercon be repe.ated or is traced to improper operator action, hand, continued reports of such a situation may be the2) Is the system performing in accordance with basis for a re-evaluation of the design, indicating that thespecificajtions? If system performance does not match apparent training impuct may have been more severe than
specified requirements, corrective action is explored, originally anticipated.

3) If the system Is performing according to
specific(,tion. does the problem report indicate a situation The initial analysis, therefore, establishes ;f athat requires a design change? Very often an apparent problem really exists, and if it does, whether its
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resolution requires only corrective action or if it requires Install the new versloni at each site and to train the
a design change. operational crews on the use of the new system. As can

be seen, support of systems at multiple sites poses a
Once the initial analysis has established the required logistical problem for software as well as for hardware.

resolution, the necessary corrective action or design
change is scheduled for implementation in a forthcoming Version Production
version. Based on the required effort, the urgency of tho Version production I: the entire process of analy .s,
change and the available resources, onc of the upcoming planning, dt,3ign, implementation and test necessary to
version releases will be selected for incorporatio;i of the convert selected modification requirements into a
new code. If a minor correction of a few Instructiorns is software version ready for release to the using units. This
ill that is needed, it will most likely be incorporated into process ;S illustrated in Figure 3. To accomplish version

the next release. However, each version has a "treeze production, all selected changes must be carried through a
date" beyond which, no further modifications can be design phase with appropriate reviews and coordination.
Incorporated. Actions that require significant design The latter is particularly important in software
effort may be scheduled for further analysis before maintenance efforts. The tendancy to view a particular
actually being scheduled for implementation. An chinge o0 enhancement as an isolated problem makes the

important aspect of the analysis at this time is to possibility of inadvertant adverse effects on other areas
estoblish "user" concurrence on the proposed design of performance un ever piesent danger. A thorough,
change. Only after the user has validated the new formal and disciplined process of review and coordination
requirement can it be scheduled for incorporation in the must be established and enforced throughout the version
system. production process. If not, the version will never survive j

the prerelease testing to qualify it for operational use.Prior to scheduling for implementation, any design
change must be analysed to develop a proposed approach, Design Teams
a probable cost and an expected impact on system One technique for accomplishing such coordination

performance. This is, of course, standard ECP procedure. and review is the establishment of design teams. Each
The process leading to formal scheduling for change or design requirement is assigned to a lead
implementation is illustrated In Figure 2. analyst. Then a representative of each functional area is

appointed to form a design team. Each member may wvell
The "Version" Concept serve on several design teams, because their primary

Systems containing relatively little software require function is to review the work of the lead analyst to
only informal means of control. The trend today, ensure that ;mpact on their functional area of
however, is toward large, complex software. Such responsibility is corr'.ctly understood. The lead analyst is,
systems require formalized baseline control and of course, selected from the functional area most
disciplined change procedures. Formal procedures severely cffected by the change. It is his responsibility to
become necessary whenever the software is too large or coordinate his design with all members of his team and to
complex to be main;ained by one or two people. Formal obtain formal concurrence from the team that this design
control is also needed when the software is one system of is an acceptable implementation for all functional areas.
several being maintained by the same people at a central The design team also serves to coordinate the
facility. documentation and testing associated with the particular

change package. Changes to user manuals, technical
The primary mears of obtaining formal control over documentation, maintenance manuals, and training

software has been by means of Version Releases, materials must all be prepared and coordinated. Tests
Periodically, over the operational life of the system, new must be prepared that will test out the chcnge itself and
versions of the software are released for operational use. also to validate that ill other areas are not impaired.
The frequency of version releases varies with the
criticality of the system, the maturity of the software, Version Tesvin
and the dynamics of the system. Version testing mirrors normal software develop-

Critical systems, such as operational air defense ment testing, but with some significant differences. For
systems may generate frequent version releases to insure modifications representing new design, a bottom up
continued peak performance of the system. As software approach is generally followed. The modified modules are
matures, fewer ard fewer latent errors are present, and tested and debugged in isolation then integrated into the
version releases can be further apart without adversely system and tested for correct operation at the system
impacting the system. Some systems will always bý3 level. Smaller corrections may only require verification
highly dynamic. S" Dulations of new aircraft, for example, at the system level to show that they have, in fact, been
will be in a constant state of change until the aircraft correctly implemented. The most significant fact about
they represent mature and stabilize into a fixed version. version testing is that any one version changes only a very
For most systems, software version releases will be small percentage of the system software perfoimance
frequent during initial operations and will tGper off to an requirement. Thus, system level version testina does not
as-needed basis as the system matures. require a new system test fc- each version, but rather a

new version of the already validated system test. This
Just what is a version? Since it is released for approach to testing can allow significant savings in the

operational use, it obviously must have undergone all the testing effort required to validate a new vi.rsion for
controls and checks and tests that any new item must release. A very desirable approach is to develop an
undergo before it is released to the field for operational automated system test that provides stimulating inputs
use. A software version must be thoroughly validated for and automatic analysis of results (See Figure 4). Such a
correctness of design and implementation as well as for test tool, once accepted by the user can greatly reduce
correctness of technical performance before it can be the effort of version qualification. The automated test
released. Further, all ncessary items needed to support program can short circuit normal operator input and
the version must be validated and ready for simultaneous output since it is required to show only that unmodified
distribution to the field. This includes all user's manuals, sof-Tware still performs correctly. Thus, by running pre-
performance aids, technical documentation, maintenance recorded inputs through the system and automatically
procedures and instructions and any necessary training comparing the outputs with expected results, it validates
materials. In situa' ions where a significant design change the operation of the software not affected by the changes
is being implemented, training teams must be prepared to incorporated by the new version. (The system test itself,
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must be updated for each version, however, this is much performance parameters of the system at every version
more manageable than developing a new test each time.) release. The ability to sitisfy the user (he is, after all,

the customer) that he needs only test the new features of
The test cycle for the version is as follows: the version will depend heavily on the degree to which theP Debugging at the module level user can be convinced that the automated version test

o Testing of new features for correct does successfully validate the unchanged software. This
implementution at the system level is further support for a weil planned and well documented

o Validation of unmodified software using system tost.
the automated system test

o User (Operational) Testing of new Formal, centralized control is a necessity in the test
features program. If central control is not maintained, testing can

An important consideration of the last step in the degenerate into an unending set of failures as test after
above sequence is how much user testing is required? test encounters unexpected side effects. This can only be
Clearly, the user of the training device must be satisfied avoided if proper resources are committed to the tes. ing
that it is performing correctly. lHowever, it should not be effort throughout version production. Testing is also very
necessary to revalidate by operational testing all sensitive to "Version Freeze Date". If the input of change
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requirement for a particular version are not cutoff early schedule and run as much as 3 years.
enough, testing will suffer along with design. This can be
offset by scheduling version release dates with sufficient For administrative reasons, it may prove desirable
frequency to reduce the pressure to keep adding "just one to schedule versions for release on a fixed timetable. In
more change". this case, version content can be adjusted to meet the

schedule. In addition the start date for versions selected

Scheduling of Version Releases for significant change efforts can be set ahead of the

The time required to design, develop, implement, normal version start time. The phased nature of version
test and release a version will necessarily vary with its production lends Itself to overlopped production of
contents. If the version is primarily to correct coding versions. That is, while one version is undergoing testing
errors then it will require a short period to prepare it for by the testers, a second one can be in the hands of the
release. As new design effort is added to the version's programmers, while system analysts have begun the
contents, the required time length will go up. Thus, design of a third version. In this manner three versions
version release may take from 6 to 18 months. When are in production at any one time. Version release occurs
significant hardware changes are also involved, the more frequently and the technical staff is allowed to

release time could easily apiroach the initial development specialize in the three specific areas of design,
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implementation and testing. Such speciulization leads to Concept for a training device, questions such as where
Increased efficiency since each nrea requires particular software support will be performed, who will accomplish
skills and not maniy individuals will be equally capable at the support, and what equipment will be required must be
all three areas. answered. The answers to such questions are not

arbitrary, but are determined by several contributing
PLANNING FOR POST DEPLOYMENT factors.

SOFTWARE SUPPORT

In establishing the Post Deployment Support
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Locating the Software Support Caabllty The "WHO" of ;oftware Support
Assuming that we are talking about a training Daley, speaking of commercial software, estimates

device with a significant software support requirement, that one full ti ie programmer can maintain 10,000 lines
then the issue of where to perform the support task is of realtime so tware or 30,000 lines of support software.
largely a question of resources. Perhaps one of the (3) This igure does not include configuration
primary considerations is the availability of equipment. management, tupervislon, field support or other overhead.

While his estin aWe is not necessarily directly applicable to
It does no good to locate the maintenance facility at training devict software, it does serve to illustrate that

the training site If the traininq device is so heavily the manpower requirements to maintain any significant
committed to training use, that no time Is available for software package are not small.
software maintenance usage. The temptation to save
money by planning to do all software maintenance on As Daley also points out, a programmer will be more
operational equipment must be balanced against the very effective in a maintenance roll if half of his time is
real cost penalties of having programmers being paid to devoted to maintenance and half to development of new
sit around waiting for computer time. The early planning software. (3) This effect derives partly from motivation
for training devices generally includes an assessment of and partly from proficiency maintenance gained by
device utilization. Us!ng this assessment plus an estimate experience with new systems. This factor seems to argue
of how much device time will be required for hardware against dedicated software support facilities. However,
maintenance, provides an indication of what time will be the experience of developing new software can be
left over for software maintenance utilization. Analysis provided at a support facility if system enhancements are
of the software maintenance task, based on the dynamics also assigned to the facility for development. Otherwise,
of the system that will lead to changes to the training it can be e:pected that a facility devoted solely to error
device can provide an estimate of the size of the software correction and minor enhancements will suffer as good
workload and hence the required device access, If a people move on to more interesting (and better paying)
conflict exists as to device availability, then the thought work and those that remain lose touch with the
of using operational equipment should not be carried developmental side of software programming.
further since the Initial estimates of software change
activity usually tend to be low! The question of contractor support versus

Government in-house support of software is frequently
Once the decision is made to acquire a software raised. There Is, however, no simple one time answer to

support facility (i.e., computer equipment dedicated to the issue. The choice must be made and justified on n
software maintenance) the question of where to locate it system by system basis.
still must be resolved. At this point the other essential
resource must be considered--personnel. If a centralized The key Issue, if Government in-house support is
support facility already supporting similar or related being considered very often comes down to whether or not
training devices exists, then it provides an attractive base the Government can make available the personnel
for economically expanding to provide support for the new resources needed to maintain the software. Right now
system. If a stand-alone maintenance facility 4. to be the Government has limited capabilities in this area,
established, it will generally require more personnel than however, as tactical computer systems proliferate, the
would be required as add-ons to an existing facility. An software support capnbilities within DoD will expand
existing facility also provides a source of personnel dramatically. Thus, It may be that in a few years,
experienced in the technical and managerial skills assignment of training device software to a Government
associated with software maintenance. (it should be software support facility will be routine.
recognized here and now that the developing contractor is
not going to turn over his design and programming staff to The possibility of Government support of the
maintain the delivered equipment. They will be off software at some future date is another argument for the
designing and programming new products.) A brand new acquisition and maintenance of thorough and complete
software support facility will always undergo an expensive documentation of all software, even if it is to be initially
learning curve as the new personnel come up to speed supported by the de'veloping contractor.
with the system and with the maintenance process.

Post Deployment Software Support Equipment
The equipment placed in the support facility need When acquiring a training device, considerable

not necessarily be as elaborate as the full up training thought should be given to the acquisition of software
device. The majority of software development and support equipment. As mentioned above, operational
testing can be accomplished without the full set of equipment is often not available for software support.
hardware required for the more elaborate training This makes it necessary to have computer equipment
devices. While training time will not usually permit dedicated to the support role. One means of
software maintenance to be fully supported on operational accomplishing this is to assign prototype equipment to the
equirnent, it usually can support some of the final system support role upon completion of prototype testing.
testing necessary for version release. Thus, a concept of Another means is to buy excess computer power so that

j shared facilities may prove a useful compromise with the both operational and support functions can be
majority of software maintenance being accomplished -it accommodated in a timesharing mode. (This is only
a less elaborately equipped support facility and the formal possible where the operational requirements can tolerate
system level version acceptance testing being the limitations of time sharing operation.) In many cases
accomplished at a designated operational "test" site. it will be necessary to buy (or lease) a totally separate set

of equipment for the support role.
When choosing the operational site or an offsitefacility location, consideration should be given to the ease Whichever method is selected, It is important that

with which qualified personnel can be recrulied requirements for the support function are specified and
andretained at the locations under consideration, designed in from the beginning. Attempts to go back and"Questions such as the availability of trained personnel, force such functions in later on always meet with limited
and the desirability of the geographical area will have success and are generally much more costly than when
long term significant economic impact on the operation of they are recognized and designed in from the beginning.
the facility.
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When the prototype of a training device Is to end up (3) Daley, Edmund B.1 Mono;ement of Softwore
as the software support facility, thought should be given Jevelogment, IEEE Transactions onSoftware Engineering,
to procurhoig excess computer power In the prototype May 1V77, page 232.
configuration. Not only will this make the development
of the operational software easier, it can also allow the
support facility to support multiple programmers In a ABOUT THE AUTHOR
time-sharing mode. It will also make It possible to
establish a test environment for the operational software Mr. Allen T. Irwin, Technical Director, Educaition
by the addition of other software designed to provide on- and Training Technology Division, Science Applications,
line analysis of operational software performance. Inc., has provided technical support to PM TRADE for

over 3 years. His previous experience Includes software
SUMMARY acquisition support to other Army Projects, development

of software for the US Air Force and software
In conclusion, the planners of a training device maintenance activities with the SAGE and BUIC air

development can, through proper provisions for post defense systems.
deployment software support, do as much or more to
control the overall cost of the training device as can be
accomplished by proper provision for the Initial software
development. Coversely, failure to consider support
requirements for software can be just as disasterous as
failure to consider hardware support requirements. Lack
of adequate provision for software support can prevent
effective use of the training device and can cause
excessive growth of life cycle costs.

Software support, once the training device Is
deployed, will consist of software modifications to
enhance device performance, to eliminate latent errors,
or to reflect changes in the operational equipment.

These modifications must be managed to ensure that
the operational validity of the training device Is not lost.
Thus, formal procedures must be established for the post
deployment support operations.

Two primary activities characterize post
deployment support operations; immediate action and
version production. Immediate action is intended to
provide quick fixes or work-arounds for problems detected
during system operation. Version production is the formal
process of analysis, planning, design, implementation,
testing, release and installation that provides integrated
and validated software enhancements and fault
corrections that ensure effective and efficient use of
system resources throughout its life cycle.

To make certain that the support facilities and
resources required for post deployment software support
are ready and in place when needed, planning must begin
with the initial training device concept formulation. To
accomplish the necessary planning, consideration must be
given to where the software support activity will be
accomplished; what personnel resources will be, a)
required, and b) available to provide the support; What
equipment is to be used for post deployment support and
how it Is to be obtained, and how the overall effort is to
be managed.

It is strongly recommended that a Post Deployment
Software Support Plan be developed early in the
acquisition process and that it be maintained up-to-date
throughout the device life cycle.
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MILITARY PERSONNEL SHORTAGES THROUGH THE YEAR 2000 -
ENOUGH TALK! LET'S DO SOMETHING!!

P. 0. MAHER
Hughes Aircraft Company
Los Angeles. California

ABSTRACT

The paper summarizes the Implications of the shrinking U.S. person-power base in the !
80's and 90's, including the competition for these resources by the government, military,
and Industry sectors. Probably the most practical solutions lie in designing as many O&M
personnel out of the weapon systems as practical; and increasing the productivity of those
remaining personnel via improved training-programs. Four key Joint DoD and industry actions
can facilitate these solutions: a) increase first term productivity; b) improve career
selection; c) emphasize transfer of training studies; and d) reduce personnel requirements
based on credible personnel subsystem life cycle cost modeling. The technology exists.

THE PROBLEM The second major user of manpower, the govern-ment sector, has vowed that it is cutting back
Personnel shortages will exist. Figure I its requirements. However, increased industry

portrays the now-familiar demographic fact that requirements will probably counterbalance govern-
the number of 18 to 24 year old males entering ment cutbacks. The projected military manpower
the workforce will decrease by a significant demands over the 1980 - 2000 time period are
amount over the next 16 years. This represents relatively constant at around 2 million personnel.
a cross-section of personnel, from unskilled
laborers through professionals. Since total manpower requirements of the

three sectors will remain constant or increase,
and the available workforce will shrink drasti-WORKFORCE GROWTH cally, the military cannot realistically expect to

"THE WARNING SIGNS satisfy its future manpower requirements by draw-OF A LABOR ing from industry. The military will have to suek
OF ALLABOR SHORTAGE" elsewhere to solv6 its personnel problems.(MILLIONSI

30 Various internal solutions have been pro-
29 posed to solve the military manpowier shortage

WORKERS 1STO 24 problem; these include:
28 ENTERING THE

27 LABOR FOR'E a) later retirement
26

25 b) more use of women

24 c) employing the "unemployable"
23
,2 d) the draft

0o Upon examination, later retirement does not
1180 1990 2000 seem to provide a practical solution to the man-

power requirements. As the military acquires
Figure 1: The Traditional Source of Manpower increasing numbers of weapons systems, its greatest

Base Will Not Keep Up with Demands manpower requirements are for operators and main-
tenance personnel to man the fielded systems. Yet

This shortage of available manpower is job advancement moves more-experienced personnel
.1 beginning to be felt right now. It is a problem out of technical billets into supervisory and
.4

that requires immediate solutions, because people administrative positions. Attempts to fill many
ii are long lead time items: you can't grow an of the highly technical or lower skill-level mili-

18 - 24 year-old overnight. tary O&M billets with retTrement-age personnel
might create technical manning gaps, create severe

The personnel shortage affects industry rorale problems, and be far too expensive in terms
(and the generation of the GNP which pays for of pay and benefits.
government), as well as government and the mili-
tary. Industry demands are increasing, especially Women are being employed in the military
for the higher skill categories. For example, for both administrative and non-traditional tech-
the electronics industry is growing at about 17% nical roles. At one time this approach seemed to
per year according to some recent statistics. offer considerable promise. However, recent
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statistics published by the military indicate JOINT DoD AND INDUSTRY SOLUTION
that this approach will not fill the gap. There are four key actions that can be

The percentage increase of personnel in taken jointly by DoD and industry to solve the
lower mental categories joining the military manpower shortage. These are:
these days has been well-publicized in recent
years. Placiag increasing reliance upon such a) Develop methods for increasing first
personnel to operate and maintain the increas- term enlistment productivity.
ingly-sophisticated weapon systems coming on-
stream does not seem to provide a s.und long- b) iaipiove selection/moi.ivat-u, systeais

term solution to the manpower shortage. for potential career NCOs.

Thus, it would appear that a more compre- c) Fund more research into the cost effec-
hensive solution to the increasing manpower- tiveness of improved training strate-
shortage is badly needed. The most-promising gies and devices on transfer of train-
solution is to draw markedly increased produc- ing.
tivity from the dwindling military-manpower
resources available. Part of this increase can d) Develop simple, fast, credible person-
be achieved through improved motivation and nel subsystem costing techniques keyed
commitment of the military workforce. Most of to weapon system design parameters, to
the productivity increase must be developed by: substantiate designing people out of
(a) reducing the numbers of people required to the system.
counter all anticipated military threats to the
country; and (b) improving the training of those Each key action is designed to reduce the
people. military's manpower requirements. The first three

actions will enable fewer personnel to do more
.*Prerequisite to increasing the productivity work by means of increased productivity. The

of military manpower, we must define clearly every fourth action will reduce manpower requirements by
single job or billet in terms of its "productive" means of weapons system design tradeoffs.
contribution to meeting the mission; and we must
develop a valid means to evaluate how effectively First Term Productivity
the individuals occupying the billets meet those
productivity goals. The measure of billet pro- Over 20 percent of the enlisted force con-
ductivity may range from effectiveness in ranning sists of first year enlistees. The total percen-
a system in combat, to maintaining the system to tage of "first term" enlisted and officer
its availability and readiness specs, to restor- personnel is much greater. Therefore, it would
ing a high level of motivation and enthusiam seem that investment In technology to increase
through a well-planned and well-executed R and R first tern productivity would reap the highest
program. near-term benefit. This might be envisaged as

"return on investment" in terms of additional
Increasing the productivity of military productive manhours per-dollar-invested in the

personnel will have a drastic beneficial effect personnel management and training system. Such
upon the DoD budget. The cost of manpower (the investment in training not only reduces the drain
personnel subsystem) is the most signifihant item on the scarce manpower pool (since more produc-
in the budget, over 30% of the total budget, and tive-manhours per person generally means less
over 50% of the O&4 budget. These percentages do people required, even allowing for minimum
not even include the large annual retirement manning requirements), but also reduces the
costs, housing construction, training, and other attendant salary and support costs.
indirect personnel-related costs. When we devise

ways to calculate such indirect costs accurately, Figure 2 shows a typical first term person-
and add them to the direct personnel costs, the nel investment coýt/productivity return cycle for
budgetary importance of improving the productivity an enlistee. The investment cost consists of
will be just as apparent as that of reducing the recruiting, training, and support. The productiv-
manpower shortage, ity return is the performance of mission-related

job tasks.
do? We're at the critical point. What can we
do?

Z/ PRODUCTIVE MANNOURS

4RECRUITING SANT WIFTITUTIONALNO
(C.OST) (COST) THAWNINGFIS(LST OJT ENLO.ISMENT

SACHIEVE QUAL STANDARDS

( Fiqure 2: Low Productivity Results in Military Manpower Problems
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The three most significant considerations The design and development of each compre-
controlling the productivity return are: hensive first-term training program should be

based on such factors as task criticality, hazard,
1) hew soon after service entry the time-to-learn, use of fielded capital assets, war-

enlistee's formal or institutlonal time versus peacetime scenarios, etc.
training can be completed (graduation);

One very significant contribution to task
2) the enlistee's average level of pr-iuc- and skill-oriented training programs can be made

tivity at graduation (e.g., number of by identifying design and development parameters
productive manhours he can effectively for fam'ilipe rf low-cost o•rt-task and part-
provide per week); mlsshun trainers tor both school and field appli-

cation. Making more use of cost-effective Compu-
3) how soon the personnel can become com- ter Based Training System (CBTS) technology would

pletely qualified in their assigned enable both school and field personnel to
specialties (i.e., pass a realistic, individvalize the training. Thus the instructors
criterion-referenced skill qualifica- could concentrate their skills on helping indiv-
tion test or SQT). idual learners solve individual problems, rather

than resorting to time-consuming traditional stand-
There has been considerable comment--via up lectures. These factors should enable the

symposia, Senate Hearings, atid speeches--to the enlistee to graduate earlier from the schoolhouse,
effect that few first-termers qualify in their at a higher level of productivity, with confidence
specialty Juring their first enlistment. This of achteving full qualification early in the
problem adds a further supervisory load to the enlistment--as depicted in Figure 3.
already over loaded NCOs in the field. It also
gives rise to the constant, though contradictory,
complaint by NCOs in all services that the schools
make work for them by not providing personnel who -

are qualified. (The contradiction is that these
NCOs also harp on the theme that "experience is (ET [
the best teacher.")

At issue is the need to establish a close-
knit, honest, unselfish link between the school Figure 3: Career Training Approach Means More
and the field by means of comprehensive "career" Productive Manhours
(first term) training programs for each specialty.
The Amy is making some headway in this, possibly Significant technical training system
as a result of the high (Four-Star) organizational design improvements can be made in the schools and
level of the policy-making function for personnel, in the field with existing technology. Having the
doctrine and training. The Navy Air community is technical knowledge baseline, or access to it, and
also attempting to achieve this with their newer the required skills will not solve the productiv-
(F/A-18) Fleet Introduction Team/FRAMP program; ity problem if the trainers, operators and main-
coupled with Personnel Qualification Standards talners do not have the "attitudinal" skills to
and Fleet Evaluation Teams. make the system work. When the standard set of

proceduralized cures documented in the TM do not
The key to success of this program, is a solve an equipment problem, what creative value-

systems approach to developiir each individual judgement-based steps can (and will) the person
specialty training program covering every step take to solve the problem? What'attitudinal
from enlistment to achieving "qual" standards. training techniques can be used to convince him
School training must be task-oriented, and care- that all problems are solvable and that the
fully designed for transition to field training, equipment is designed to work? This has been sub-
The latter phrase implies that the training ject to considerable academic research. The
material is designed by teams of experienced technology exists to support practical, experi-
trainers and field experts who can identify those mental research which is end-result-oriented such
tasks best-trained in school and those tasks best- that it can be immedlately implemented in service
trained in the field. In response to the tradi- school and field training programs.
tional objection to shifting tasks to the field,
General Hilsman, Director of DCA, made two Potential Career NCO Selection and Motivation
significant observations in his speech presented Systems
to the NSIA-sponsored trn-service conference on
Personnel and Training Factors last May:Th nraepodcityesibda-

lier can only be achieved if the comprehensive
1) we must train professional leaders. on first term "career" training programs are imple-

how to train people in the field (en- mented by experienced, competent, motivated
suring that the training material is career NCOs. The problem is how can prospective
well designed for use in the field); career NCOs be detected, selected, and motivated
and during their first-term enlistments, and convinced

to stay in the service? The selection system must
2) we must teach these professional lea- be criterion-referegiced to identify as potential

ders time management so that they can NCOs those personnel with the best career poten-
train people in the field. tial. The selection system must be designed to
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resist challenge by other personnel. weapon systems design and production, have refined
the techniques for isolated training tasks, espec-

The services might consider borrowing from ially performance-oriented tasks. However, at

industry some of the techniques used to spot and present, there is a gap containing one of the most

develop project leaders and more junior super- potentially important training activities.

visory personnel, particularly in the more
technical fields. This involves tracking and Past and on-going research has been devo-

evaluating promising personnel early in their ted to the evaluation of the transfer of training

careers in such areas as technical ability, de- in the lower fidelity portions of the trainer

sire to lead or manage, and willingness to learn fidelity spectrum or continuum (e.g., pencil and

supervisory and managerial techniques. This paper, sound slide, etc.) and in the higher

should be accomplished by experienced NCOs and physical fidelity portions (e.g., whole-mission

officers, using semi-standardized (but not or whole-task trainers such as flight simulatori

proceduralized) matrices of leadership character- or system specific maintenance simulators). For

istics for guidance. Assignment of progressively example, it is reported that the 747 simulator

more responsible tasks on the job, including has been refined to such a state that pilots can

temporary lead functions, permits observation of be FAA-certified in it. As shown in Figure 4,

individuals' performance. however, a gap in research exists in the area of
low physical-, but high psychological-fidelity,

This is the critical factor. Because of highly interactive part-task and part-mission

short enlistment times and perhaps several trainers.

assignments (recruit, depots, schools, etc.)
early in the first enlistment, it is otherwise The costs for designing, developing and

nearly impossible to adequately observe a first- producing small part-task and part-mission train-

term enlistee's performance, and evaluate his ers have come down considerably, particularly in

potential. the area of computer-based trainers using off-the-
shelf computers and delivery device hardware com-

If the grooming and motivation is not ponents with higher order computer languages. The

started early in the first term enlistment--If it problem is that the cost-effectiveness of various

is left until the pre-discharge career counseling training techniques and training equipment design

sessions--then promises of bonus-s, schools, on transfer of training has not been rigorously

challenging assignments, etc., will likely fall validated and documented well enough to justify

on deaf ears, for the short timer jill have their funding in new systems procurements. Nobody

already made his decision to leave the service, has yet developed models for comparisons of cost
effectiveness between a large-scale simulator and

Also, from an economics viewpoint, the a family of small part-task or part-mission train-

services must be selective in identifying and ers, or for comparisons between an AET and a

wooing their future NCOs. For exac:ple, the FY81 family of small trainers.

retired pay for the U.S. Army alone was over 10%
of the total Army budget. A tri-service coordination of research and

experimentation in this area could assure that it

Increased Government Sponsored Transfer of is conducted according to a master plan (and a

Training Studies firm time table); could minimize duplication of
effort and funds; and would ensure enthusiastic

m Although much research has been done into participation by each of the three services in

media selection models and transfer of training later follow-on applications.

effectiveness, particularly in an academic light,
conditions are now ripe for some concentrated The master plan should include sub-plans

practical research and experimeritation on a to investigage the comparative effectiveness

broader, DoD-sponsored scale. Instructional sys- of training transfer from various computer-based

term design and training methodologies have been part-task trainers for each of the basic train-

advanced considerably in recent years. Some of ing requirement cateqories (e.g., recognizing

the larger aerospace companies, involved in major patterns, making decisions, gross motor skills,

TRANSFER OF //I//////t
TRAINING I//III/A ~7
RESEARCH . . ...

t' ? 0 004

"p ... "Y4' ~ A

4, 0 44Io b

0 9~ 0 0

Figure 4: Extent of Research into Simulation-Based Training
for Continuum of Low to High Physical Fidelity
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etc.) as depicted in Table 1. dependent weapon system design parameters. In a
broad sense, they can reveal gross savings byTABLEI deleting billets from a proposed TO and E. How-

ISR TRAINIPG RIQUIRIMNTs CATEGORIES ever, for a new weapon system, they have not been
AMNTAL SKILLS 1. RULE LEARNING & UING proven valid or reliable enough to be exercised

2. CLASSI FYI -RLCOGNIZING PATTERNS rapidly to affect design decisions at the concept
3. IDENTITYING SYOLS definition stage.
4. DTECTING
S. MK ECICIONS In some cases, meticulous cost trades have

been, developed by hand to justify manpower savingsINRFORATION SKILL 6. RECALLING BOoIS OF INMOTIWI through Innovative configurations, but they have
PHYSICAL SKILLS 7. PERFORM GROSS MOTOR SKILLS been rejected as outlandish. For example, water-

8. STIEAING/CORTINUOUS MOVEMENTS proof carpeting versus tile on a recent destroyer
I..CHAINED POSTYIN.E OVEMENTS desion was shown to significantly reduce facility

10. VOICE COMMUNICATION maintenance costs (manpower). The design proposal
ATTITUDE SKILL 11. ATTITUDE was rejected during concept definition (but retro-

fitted ten years later at significant cost).
The training system requirements are de- Contrarily, if the concept-definition plannersrived through detailed evaluation of each of the make arbitrary, unvalidated manpower reductions to

subtasks. See Figure 5. Each training "system" satisfy RFP requirements, such actions reduce the
to be evaluated includes the mini-curriculum, the credibility of the personnel and training comnun-
devices, the courseware, the software, etc. ity.
designed t3 effect transfer of training for a
particular part-task or sub-task. Thus, LCC models mrst be designed to support

""a"" the weapon system creator or "synthesizer", to"" ..... 'perform trade-offs among the hardware, software

and personnel subsystems. Furthermore, the models
,must aid the personnel subsystem designer to in-

fluence the hardware and software design by showing
the complexity and cost impacts of various proposed

.: configurations on manning levels and training
"costs. The models must be designed to be exercised""ILL rapidly to imediately reflect personnel impacts of
design decisions, and permit redesign prior to
prototype production.

Figure 5: Sub-Task Micr. Wecomposition Forms The Participation in the design process, suppor-
Basis for Cost-Effective Part-Task ted by accurate personnel subsystem LCC data,
Trainers pernmits the PSS designer to propose design alter-

natives to minimize manpower in several ways.The goal of this research into ost effec- These range from merely redefining tasks and jobs,
tiveness of part-task trainers as comoared with through minor configuration changes, to total
full system simulators or AETs wold be 'o prove delet-oon of tasks by completely automating certain
concepts - not to sell hardware or software. functions. Conversely, when a task analysis shows
Hardware computational and delivery devices and that the operational or maintenance staff is
software "power" are changing at too rapid a pace undertasked during routine operations, the complex-
to be "spec'ed" as limiting. design concepts. Oaly ity of hardware or software design might be re-
through rigorcus definition of the concept to be duced, with more functions transferred to the per-
evaluated, its relationship to the master plan sonnel subsystem. In each i:ase, weapon system
hierarchy of lzarning strategies, and rigorous effectiveness must be verified as being within
cost accounting will funding authorities for acceptable limits.
future trainers feel confident in "buying off"
on innovative, cost-effective approaches to As was pointed out in the personnel and
meeting the complex training challenges of new training R and D factors conference last May, most
weapon systems. of the basic hardware LCC models now exist. The

problem was stated as lack of valid data and lack
Personnel Subsystem Costing Techniques Keyed to of skill in managing or using the models. In
Design Parameters development and use of the personnel subsystem cost

model, the data problem will be compounded-as any-
Until now we have discussed techniques for one who has tried to find out true DoD people costs

stretching the available manpower by increasing well knows. However, in this case the results willthe productivity of military personnel. The other more than justify the research.

half of the battle lies in eliminating the re-
quirements for many military personnel at the A very significant subset of the cost model
weapon system concept definition stage by use of concerns the trade-offs within the personnel sub-
refined life cycle cost (LCC) models. system development or training program itself.

For example, the perennial controversy of the
Many LCC models now exist. Some of these "real" thing (Actual Equipment Trainers) versus

consider people in broad terms such as numbers, simulation-based whole or part task/mission
salary levels, and skill levels. However, none trainer could be translated into objective para-
are designed to provide sensitivity to people- meters for evaluation in the model. This would
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eliminate the problems caused when new system Conservatism

program managers are hamstrung by the "color of
money". It's easier to buy extra units of opera- Five years Ago, the personnel and training
tional equipment (that don't meet the true comnunity would have found it virtually impossible
training need) than trainers. It's easier to pro- to obtain widespread military and industry appro-
vide (high cost) spares and support from the val of the solutions to the manpower shortage
supply system (at "training priority" levels), problem recommended herein. The stumbling block
However, the results of the transfer of training would have been the conservatism that has existed
research discussed earlier, translated into in both the military and industry sectors. The
parameters suitable for trading off of cost and services cannot afford to buy what they don't
effectiveness, would greatly enhance the credi- need. Industry cannot afford to be innovative in
bility of the personnel subsystem life cycle advancing the state-of-the-art in a competitive
cost model. market place without incentives.

Those who control the purse strings for Now. however, implementation of this plan
weapon system procurement and fieldIng (O&M) are would be extremely difficult, but possible. At
basically businessmen. Consequently, if t valid, this point, the military is beginning to exoer-
reliable and sensitive cost model can show them ience the effects of the growing manpower short-
that significant personnel subsystem cost savings age. Many high-level policymakers in both DoD
over the life cycle of the system can be achieved and industry understand clearly that the problem
by additional initial investments in the hardware will soon grow far worse. Thus, the plan could be
or software subsystem of new or modified weapon implemented if it should attract the full support
systems, it would seem that changing the "color" of a key policymaker, who had the required power
of the money (004 to R&D or Procurement) would over the necessary resources.
not be a probiem. We in the Personnel and Train-
Ing community have been talking qualitatively In such case, the specific problems resul-
about such savings for too long. We must now.. ting from conservatism that would have to be over-
talk quantitatively in this inflating environment, cone are:
or we'll never beat either the numbers (manpower
scarcity) problem or the cost problem. 1) School/user interface

Enough talk! We in the Personnel and 6 schools are unwilling to shift some
Training community must find an advocate - a school training tasks to the field
czar - in a DoD policy making position to inte- ("field people don't know how to
grate the R and D efforts of the "four" services train");
to produce and validate such a model as soon as
possible. It must be designed to interface with I field units are unwilling to accept
existing LCC models to ensure that such high cost field training packages prepared by
drivers as spare parts are considered in the hard- either the schools or contractors
ware/software/personnel subsystem cost trades. ("they don't know m particular
It must address - and trade-off - both operation- job");
al/crew personnel and logistic support personnel
requirements. I distrust of self-paced training (you

need the "soldier role model");
The people support costs are possibly the

biggest single contributor to the cost per head 2) DoD/contractor interface
of the on-line crewman or maintainer. Although
some figures have been released recently on this I the contractor is ilways trying to
cost per head of the individuals assigned to sell a "bill of goods" (everything
specific systems operations and maintenance, the must be staffed and managed/moni-
data is highly suspect considering the total tored "to death"); or
budget dollars unaccounted for. Suffice it to
say that each person eliminated from the system by ) the customer is always trying to
careful design can result in very significant cost "get something for nothing" ("give
savings over the life cycle of the total system. him exactly what he asks for whether
For example, a factor often ignored by both indus- it makes sense or, not");
try and government in discussing the "high cost"
of training for new weapon systems is the fact 3) Simulator/trainer procurement
that the student salaries, burdened with the
costly load of hidden support costs, copled with I spread the responsibility by ensuring
their non-productivity during training-far exceeds that everyone with a poss')lo inter-
the cos-t-of developing and conducting the train- est is part of the propob,.l evalua-
ing. In fact, additional training development tion process;
costs including those for developing computer or
simulation based training, which shorten training I the only good simulator or trainer is
time, can often be more than offset by the stu- one which Is "spec'd" to death (re-
dent costs saved. These are the points that we gardless of whether it meets acan establish clearly through the use of an training need, e.g., a $30M traineradequate cost model. based on a $10K "ISD");
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I big trainers mean big budgets; a

group of small part-task or part-
mission trilners projects are tooI

4) Joint service R and D projects

0 "wasn't invented here and won't work

in my service" preventing effective
cross-utilization or joint sponsor-I
ship of innovative Personnel andTraining R and D;

I only "well-published" people are

qualified to do R and D.
CONCLUSION

In the paper, two major thrusts are recomn-
mended to ease the effects of the looming manpower
shortage upon the military in the 80's and go's:

1) redesign the training and selection/
retention system to improve produc~tiv-
ity; and

2) develop valid personnel subsystem
costing models to support the design
of weapon systems with less people.A

Increased productivity per individual,
coupled with reduced weapon system manning
requirements (skills and numbers), should go far
in helping the military to meet its manpower
demands through the year 2000 in spite of the

* projected reduction in manpower base and increased
per capita manpower costs. Although it is recog-
nized that activities are underway in many differ-
ent sectors which would contribute to the success
of these efforts, the need remains to attract a
strong advocate with a high enough authority level
to establish policy to implement an integrated
manpower-conservation program.
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ABSTRACT

The Defense Systems Management College (DSMC) was chartered in 1971 by then Deputy Secretary of
Defense David Packard to be "the academy of management for the Department and for all four services."
DSMC has become a high priority school for a high priority mission: defense systems acquisition management.
It is the only institution that provides DOD military and civilians and defense industry students with a concen-
trated 20-,reek Program Maaerneo,; Course (PMIC). A key feature of the PMC is that students learn not only
the fundamentals of the functional disciplines-business management, technical management, organizational
management, and acquisition policy-but they also participate actively in the integration of these disciplines
through management case-study simulations. This paper will describe the key features of the Program Manage-
ment Course and some of the initiatives DSMC is undertaking to insure its program meets the need for trained
acquisition managers throughout the 1980s.

DSMC TODAY: EMPHASIS ON INTEGRATION Policy and Oranilzat- Technical Management Business Managementl onad Management s5s*tý L,4ilwlnrr ] • €ntl~h

The Defense Systems Management College was chartered DOD *Mcy *MA-,i&I.,•t • t/, ftts.in 1971 by then Deputy Secretary of Defense David Packard to . ,,tfva, -d. 1 MOWN*•. •coJ

be "the academy of management for the Department and all
four services." DSMC has become a high priority school for a
high priority mission: defense systems acquisition manage-
ment. The curriculum that has evolved over the years has been
built on the theme that learning the various functional
disciplines in acquisition is important, but even more critical is
learning how to integrate these disciplines. It is absolutely
essential that program managers (PMs) be master integrators!
With the complexities of technology-and the organizations
involved in managing defense systems acquisition--program INTEGRATORS
managers are faced with the task of organizing and managing IManaement Laborat!,
projects that must interface with numerous other projects and I" Dd•do" • grtli•in

organizations. In order to achieve balances between cost,
schedule, and technical performance of these programs, they Figure 1. Program Management Courses
must be able to get their whole system to "play together at the
same time." It is not enough for a PM to be a good engineer or
a good manager of people or even just a good businessman. ro Department Functional Course Content Emphasis
succeed in the world of program management, a PM must be Organizational Program Management Data Management...Importance to theManagement and Program Office..The "Data Call"
knowledgeable (to the degree necessary-very difficult to Policy
define) in many functional areas and be exceedingly well- Business Contracts Data Management...Requirements and

skilled in the art of integrating these functions. The DSMC'has Management Description...Data Rights
built its program around the idea that acquisition managers Cost Estimating Cost Performance Reports...CISCSC...
need experience in how these functional areas interface with Budget Data

one another in the complex arena of systems acquisition. Technical System Engineering Engineering Data...SOW..,Engineering

Management Drawings.. Specifications.. Configuration
The Defense Systems Management College's program in- Management... Software Data

cludes the 20-week Program Management Course, numerous Logistics Logistic Plan.Operator Manuals and

short courses in specific functional areas, and several Handbooks Parts Manuals.Training
executive-level courses. Testing Test and Evaluation Master Plan.Test

-- -- __ _Data and Reports

The core of the DSMC program is the PMC. It is attended Figure 2. Functional Interrelationships: Data Management
by military and civilian students from all services, as well as
representatives from defense industry. The PMC is offered to Functional Course Interrelationships
about 180 students twice each year and includes courses in the
functional areas of program management: business manage- The first step in teaching integration in the PMC is iden-
ment, technica! management, organizational management, tification of the interrelationships between the functional
and DOD acquisition policy. Students learn the fundamentals
of these disciplines in the functional courses listed in Figure 1. courses. Many areas in the business, technical, and organiza-

Each of the functional disciplines is complex in its own right, tional management courses relate to the content in other
and tudingallof tem t oce ompundsthecomlexty. courses. For example, Concepts and principles of data manage-and studying all of them at once compounds the complexity. ment are covered in the broad sense in the Fundamentals of

What becomes apparent in teaching program managementalso becomes apparent to any PM: it is not enough to know Program Management course (Figure 2). The Business Manage-
about each of the functional disciplines; one must know how ment Department discusses the contractual aspects of data, as
abouthey interrelateach ieve t, the ficopllnegne putsat dl h well as the data requirements in the world o, financial manage-
they inemphate. To achieve this, the College puts a great deal ment. In several Technical Management courses, the faculty

discusses the definition, purpose, common practices, etc., of
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technical data-drawings, manuals, handbooks, plans, and sists of 20 case studies with a common story line that takes the
reports, The student first learns these as separate functions, student from the beginning to the end of a weapon system ac-
but then must integrate them to learn, for example, how to quisition life cycle (Figure 4).
specify data requirements for a total program. System X atter, te u the real-world environment

of acquisition management. Students work in heterogeneousFunctional Course Caselettes five-person groups designed with student interaction In mind,
Students are free to present their views about situations

Another way in which students are aided In understanding created in the case-study scenarios and get involved with solv-
these "real-world" interrelationships in functional courses is in, acquisition problems with their classmates. Faculty
through the use of short cases or "caselettes." Normally not ex- facilitators use various methods to have the studens actually
ceeding one or two pages in length, the caselette becomes a live the situation in question. Having students assume the roles
means of establishing a common point of departure to of the characters presented in the case or havinq them par-
demonstrate techniques or concepts related to the material be- ticipate In simple Clded discussions are tne best ways of get-
Ing discussedi With relative ease an instructor can move from ting them to understand the issues through such methods. The
discussion with the class to a desired teaching point, using the students are placed in the position of having to actively solve
caselette as the vehicle. This student-faculty interaction per- the problems they have discovered. This ability to think in new
mits learning to take place anywhere along the knowledge- circumstances is what the PMC is all about. The College
comprehension-application learning spectrum (Figure 3).1 believes this ;s what differentiates the highly successful pro,-

"gram manager from less satisfactory ones.

CASES Program Management Decision Briefing

A fourth way in which a student can fully experience the In-
tegration of several disciplines is the requirement to make a

Knowledge Comprehension Application program management decision briefing. This requirement
forces the stueent to seleert an issue fmrn :.n SX c•es %ne
prepare a 15-minute decision briefing (as opposed to a status

FACULTY or information briefing). The student must define the problem,

4M *oDemonstrates *Facilitates anl present alternative solutions with an analysis of these alter-
=a Lectures natives, present his conclusions, and recommend a course of

action. Through this experience, the student learns not only
STUDENT how to construct a logical, well-organized briefing, but also

learns how to deliver it credibly. At the conclusion of the deci-
4= a Listens * Identifies Problems m sion briefing, a faculty evaluator gives the student feedback on
4M a Observes 9 Develops Alternatives s the strengths and weaknesses of his presentation and its effec-

eMakes Decisions tiveness. This ability to scope an issue into a manageable
15-minute briefing for a decision adds yet another dimension

' to the repertoire of skills required of today's program manager.
Figure 3. Learning-Behavior Spectrum

Summary: Where We've Been
System X

DSMC's program was designed to (1) provide students with
The third method used in the PMC to achieve integration is an understanding of the management fundamentals in the

a series of management simulation cases known as "System functional areas, (2) teach them how those functions inter-
X." System X ("SX," as it is called by students and faculty) con- relate, and (3) give them practice in integrating the functions.

Development
Phase Mission Area Concept

Analysis (Ongoing) Exploration Demonstration Engineering Production Deployment

User analyzes Search for Verify the '.uvelop the Produce the Distribute
his mission- alternative feasibility of design and system. the weapon
determines If solutions. the solution - engineering system to
deficiencies possibly by package--build the user.
exist, building a a model.

partial or
complete
prototype.

Milestone I II IUl

SXCases 1 2 3 4 5 6789101112 1314 15 16 171819 20

Concept Exploration Phase Demonstration and Full-Scale Development ProductionlDeploymentValidation Phase
SX-1 Program Initiation Phase SX-7 Systems E-ti.:eering SX-14 Cost and Technical SX-17 Subcontractor
SX-2 Sensitivity Analysis Sx-a I Desiau-to-Cost Performance Monitoring Management
SX-3 Contingency Analysis SX-9 System Support Concept sx-is Change Management SX-18 Second S<ourcellreakout
SX-4 Acquisition Strategy SX-1O RFP Preparation SX-16 Preparation for Decision
sx-S System Specification SX-11I Prototype Evaluation Production SX-19 Foreign Military Sales
SX-6 Demonstration SX-12 Preparation for Source SX-20 Support Equipment and

Validation Decision Selection Operational A-,ailability
SX-13 Contract Negotiations

Figure 4. Defense Systems Acquisition Life Cycle
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This Initia' design was accomplished In the early '70s by ex- Senior Executives Evaluation
perts in functional areas of systems acquisition and program
management. It has been continually updated and changed as The College is also gathering information from other
DOD policy and management emphases shifted. Over the sources to help fine-tune the curriculum for the 196,0s. Senior
years, new course directors with functional expertise have kept management executives from the services and industry are
the content up-to-date by introducing new lecture material, evaluating the relevance of course objectives and content.
student assiqnments, and readings. The Colk'ge has also kept They will be evaluating the configuration of the courses and
in close touch with the systems acquisition community through will suggest ways to organize the content to improve the efteL-
its extensive research and consulting program. Program tiveness and the integration of the courses.
managers and key DOD people have been frequent guest lec-
turers at the College and bring current issues and lersons PMC Graduates
learned to the campus. Thus, theocourse content has been
"quality controlled" extremely well for the past 10 years. Graduates of the Program Management Course will also be

ranking the relevance of the various PMC courses to their job
DSMC TOMORROW: EMPHASIS ON RELEVANCE and will be commenting on areas they feel need more or less

emphasis in the PMC, This will help give a perspective of how
As acquisition managers reach into ,4ee 1980s, however, effective the PMC is in preparing students for job assignments

defense systems are getting more complex and the layers in the in acouisition management.
bureaucracy contlnue to be burdensome. ThL number of ac-
tivities program managers must integrate continues to in- Incoming Students
crease, As we look to the immediate horizon, PMs are faced
with complexities in multinational programs, decreasing pro- A fourth source of data will come from studenms entering
ductivity, the high cost of energy, long lead times of critical the PMC. They come with varying levels of experience relative
materials, and implementation of the Carlucci Action, just to to acquisition management. To Identify more precisely the pro-
name a few. As the PM's job becomes more complex, the Col- file of student knowledge, a pretest inventory of acquisition
lege is initiating several efforts to insure that its program con- management knowledge will be given to incoming PMC
tinues to prepare managers to meet the challenges of the '80s students. This will help identify how much the typical student
(Figure 5). already knows, not only about the various functional areas,

but also how those areas are integra.ed. Thus, the course con-
P- tent can be better tailored to the roal education neads of the

incoming students.

MaaesEectivs Latest Management Concepts

. _ Another important source of data in determining cur-
6 riculum content is the latest, most up-to-date management

~ 1 techniques and concepts, Information about surcessful pro-
gram managers is only part of the answer to making a cur-

Sn riculum job-relevant, The College must continue to keep pace
with the latest management concepts and the application of

new technology to the management of resources and pro-
' •grams.

W Demographic

---------- ------ While the College works to assess the type of education
"PMc PMC Inoming program needed for the acquisition management arena, it will

Graduates Curriculumn Students -~also be working to identify the potential student population.
Data will be obtained from all the services on the number of
people working in acquisition management, including their
functional area, location, and grade/rank. Turnover and pro-

Figure 5. Acquisition Curriculum Integration Review motion rates will be identified as well as trends in skill mixes
and motivators. In order to prescribe an educational program

oModel which will really meet the services' needs, the College is work-
Program Management lob ling to identify what the acquisition manpower resource will

To identify the baseline of what the program manager's job look like in the coming years.
tasks (as described by current PMs) are, the DSMC is develop- Moving into the Future
ing a program management job model. The effort involves ob-
taining a consensus from a sample of current, exemplary pro-gram managers on what they actually do in managing their When the College has reassessed the need for acquisition
programs. Six major-system PMs (two from each service) management education and identified the type of people who

need it, the College will be in a position to analyze ways in
worked together for a week and developed a systems- which its program might be improved. DSMC is committed to
engineered model of their job functions. The model was
validated by several more PMs from the Army, Navy, and Air maintaining an education program which prepares acquisition
Force, as well as several senior system commanders. The Col- managers for the very complex job of integrating and manag-
lege sought to have working PMs describe what they do to see ing programs.
how it compares with what the College currently prepares pro- SUMMARY
gram managers to do. Although the model is not in final format
at the time of this writing, its length alone-40 feet-is The world of program management in defense systems ac-
testimony to the complexity of the PM's job. It is no surprise quisition is complex. The College's educational program was
that the function of integration was emphasized by the pro- designed to prepare acquisition managers for this complex job
gram managers as being critical to the success of their pro by first providing them with a foundation in the functional
grams! disciplines, then giving them the opportunity to apply the
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knowledge and concepts in real-world scenarios. DSMC's ob-
jective is to make its program even more of a lived experienced
by simulating actual problems of program management,

It is likely that the College will need to increase its reliance
on simulation in order to achieve thWs objective, It is difficult to
lecture to students in the conventiknal classroom sense with
the expectation that it will eqlp them with the type of
managerial competencies required in the program manage-
ment environment of the '80s, Students must have the oppor-
"•unity to apply new knowledge and practice new skills at the
College if the learning is to transfer effectively back to the job.
Simulating real-world problems that students can practice, and
thenr receive feedback on their performance, will cortinue to
be a key element in DSMC's approach to the future,
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ABSTRACT

The Sikorsky UH-60A Black Hawk is the United States Army's newest Utility Helicopter.
The Black Hawk was designed and developed to replace the UH-1H Iroquois for assault, air
csvalry, and aeromedical evacuation missions (See Figure 1). The UH-60A carries the
Infantry squad of 11 men and their equipment as a basic load. Particular emphasis during
development was devoted to reducing vulnerability, improving crashworthiness and maintain-
aulilty. An essential aspect to fielding of any weapon system is insuring that all aspbcti
of training on the new system have been considered. The Black Hawk was issued to opera-
tinral units in May 1979 and achieved Initial Operational Capability on 4 November of that
year. At that time, all the resident schools were open and functioning and most parts of
the "training package" had been completed. Training is, of course, a never ending process
and so there is still much to be done with the UH-6OA, especially in the areas of flight
simulation, continuation training, providing treining materials for units in the field and
updating the various training devices and literature presently in use.

INTRODUCTION THE TRAINING PACKAGE

In 1977, the Training and Doctrine Command This is an often used phrase that bears
(TRADOC) created a series of offices entitled, little identity to its true meaning. What com-
"TRADOC System MIanagers (TSM)." The philosophy prises the package? I am sure in defining this
behind the TSM was to provide the link between the I will offend some, if not all, by leaving out an
Army's developer, the Development and Readiness ingredient or two, but nonetheless, here is a
Command (DARCOM), and the user representative, sample of the major elements of training to sup-
TRADOC. There were just too many areas receiving port new systems in the field.
insufficient attention. The materiel developers
were essentially doing ani excellent job within the -- Training Strategy
scope of their responnibilities. However, with
increasing frequency, materiel was being delivered -- Instructor and Key Personnel Training
to units in the field who were unprepared to
accept the new equipment. The situation was even -- Resident Training Plans
more tlarming because of the large number of new
systei.s that were to be fielded in the late 1970's -- Training Software
and early 1980's. The TRADOC System Manager is
basically charged with the responsibility to see -- Trainino Hardware and Devices
that TRADOC's missions of training, personnel,
logistics, doctrine and operational testiag have -- Flight Simulators
been properly accomplished prior to fielding the
system. Proper doctrine and adequate testing are -- Plans for Follow-on Training
essential elements of the process that must be
carefully thought out very early.and executed -- New Equipment Training Teams
vigorously to provide information for favorable
production decisions. The areas of training, Let's take a look at each of these items and
personnel and logistics are interactive and hopefully see how they all fit together to form
essential to the success of a new system once it the training package.
is fielded. Of the three elements, training is
the key. If the training program is inadequate to Training Strategy
support the system, the overall program will
certainly fail. If training is conducted early How the training for a major system is to be
and correctly, then the field can accept sophis- accomplished is embodied within the Individual and
ticated and highly technical systems with little Collective Training Plan (ICTP). This plan is
disruption to normal operations. The TSM for the developed by the Director of Training Developments
Black Hawk was appointed in April 1977 in recogni- assigned to the TRADOC mission proponent of the
tion of the scheduled fielding of the system. weapon system. In the case of the Black Hawk,
There was much to do especially in the field of this was the Infantry School. The ICTP of the
training. Black Hawk was probably the first such plan
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produced to support a major war system. The the p lots with nine hours of actual operation of
plan is a roadmap. As such, it .ontains all the the aircraft and a ground school of some 50 hours
details; training concepts, tasks and objective in ldngth. Enlisted mechanics were provided con-
schedules, logistical support of training, new tractor courses of varying lengths depending upon
equipment training, resident courses of i nstruc- their particular Military OccupationAl Specialty
tion, unit training, instructor requirements, (MOS). Since then the courses have evolved as
training equipment support, training literature, shown:
training devices, facility requirements, and
probably most important, the requirement for COURSE/MOS DURATION
resources and funding. The ICTP encompasses the
training plans for all those locations where Aviators and Instructor Pilots 4 weeks
training takes place. For the Black Hawk, it covers
the comprehensive plans of Fort Eustis, VA, for Tactical Transport Helicopter 8 wks/l day
maintenance, Fort Rucker, AL, for pilot training, Repairer -- *67T10/20
Fort Gordon, GA, for avionics training and the
Armor and Infantry Schools and the Academy of Senior Tactical Transport Heli- 9 wks/3 days
Health Sciences for their particular interest in copter Repairer -- *67T30
the doctrinal use of the Black Hawk. The ICTP was
approved for TRADOC by the TSM and forwarded to Aircraft Power Plant-- 68B 3 wks/3 days
the Denartment of the. Army. It is probably the
first document that DA receives that Identities AircraTt Puwer irain Repairer -- 68D 3 wks/2 days
what must take place in order to accommodate a new
system. The ICTP is without a doubt the most Aircraft Electrician -- 68F 6 wks/l day
important single document involved in the estab-
lishment of the training process for a new system. Aircraft Structural Repairer -- 68G 1 wk/3 days
Admittedly, it rapidly becomes dated as production
schedules, funding, and other priorities change, Aircraft Pneudraulics Repairer -- 3 wks/l day
but as mentioned, itis a superb reference document 68H
for what must be done.

Maintenance Test Pilot Course 3 wks/4 days
Instructor and KeU Personnel Training (IKPT)

*New Military Occupational Specialty
This training is set up and funded by the

DARCOM Project Manager. The training involves (See Figures 2 and 3)
exactly what its name implies and is normally con-
ducted by the contractor. Ideally, you would want This brief discussion of resident training
the contractor to give instruction to potential plans would not be complete without mentioning
instructors in the same manner that you would development of training requirements. Training
expect students in the future to receive it. To requirements are developed by Department of the
do this, the Project Manager funded an extensive Amy and passed to TRADOC for preparation and
effort with the contractor to develop the program resourcing the Courses of Instruction. The process
of instruction for the IKPT to represent what by which this is done is incredibly complex and
should be taught in the Army's resident schools. out of synchronization with the materiel develop-
Some $800,000 was allocated for this effort. In ment process. For example, the process starts with
essence, the contractor performed the front end the development of a TOE at the proponent school
analysis and the definition of task objectives so which is forwarded through TRADOC to DA for ap-
vital to creating a program of instruction. Aqain, proval and eventually distributed to the field.
this was new territory. At that time, the Army The field then modifies this document and the
initiated Integrated Technical Documentation and result is then fed to a group of computer models
Training (ITDT) now known as Skill Performance among which are VTAADS, TAADS, SACS, and PERSAC.
Aids (SPAs). However, the Black Hawk was developed From this, the Military Personnel Center (MILPERCEN
prior to initiation of this innovative process of can conduct a Personnel Inventory Analysis which
training and could only catch a portion of it. examines such things as how many UH-1 mechanics
The key point here is that there must be a con- should we train in the Black Hawk or what should
certed cooperative effort between the Project we do with the displaced skills of the CH-54
Manager, contractors and the TRADOC schools in trained mechanics since the aircraft has been
establishing this entire process; if done in isola- assigned to the National Guard or yet what informa-
tion by any major command, the training set up will tion should be given to the Recruiting Command
Fail. concerning new accessions. The result is thedetermination of training requirements for which
Resident Training Plans TRADOC develops courses of instruction which in

turn are announced by the Department of the Army.The three schools that train skills in the This process in the most optimistic terms takes
maintenance and operation of the Black Hawk are: 35 to 40 months. The situation becomes even more
the Aviation School at Fort Rucker, the Transporta- tenuous (as it did in the case of the Black Hawk)
tion School at Fort Eustis, and the Signal School if you accelerate the development cycle. The
at Fort Gordon. Many other installations teach Black Hawk Project Manager appeared before the
subjects involving the Black Hawk, but more in the Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council (DSARC)
operational use as opposed to training particular in November 1976 seeking a Low Rate Initial Pro-
skills. In support of the Government Competitive duction (LRIP) decision and was told to enter full
Test, the Army had to train individuals in the production immediately. That single decision
operation and maintenance of the aircraft. How removed 18 months from the development cycle,
much training and what to train was a constant making it very difficult for the training community
subject of debate when the Army decided to provide to keep pace. In spite of this, UH-60A met all
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training commitments but only by expeciting and in of students. iAsted here are those devices
some cases circumventing establizhed procedures. required by the resident schools.

Training Software Transportation School

One of the training factors re.ceiving too Composite Trainer
little emphasis was training sroftware. While soft-
ware because of its very connoitation may riot seem Power Plant/Drive Trainer
important, much of the UH-60A training software
was key to the success of the program. At the Hydraulic System Trainer
heart of this subject are the publications to
support the system. It not only allows the Powertrain System Trainer
instructors in the schools to conduct their
classes, hut it allows the most important element, Electrical System Panel Trainer
the trainer in the field, to conduct individual
and unit traininq. Software, in addition to the Electrical System Programmable Trainer
manuals on the aircraft, included training plans
for resident instruction and new equipment training Caution/Advisory Panel Trainer
extension courses. The preparation for this type
of training in turn develops a demand for course Signal School
outlines, lesson plans, student information sheets,
handouts, audio visual aids, practical exerclseý, Stability Augmentetion 1',etm Tr•ine-
student worksheets, examinations and evaluation
forms. Command Instrument System Trainer

A certain amount of doctrinal literature was Aviation School
also required. This was used more to educate
leaders and operators in the capabilities in Prototype Aircraft
employment of the Black Hawk. These manuals cover
performance data, load planning data for both T-700 Engine Simulator
troops and equipment, safety information, and the
details of the tactical employment of air mobile Fuel System Panel Trainer
and parachute forces. The air crew training
manuals, probably more than anything else, typifies Hydraulic Panel Trainer
the software necessary to support a weapon system.
This particular manual specifies in some detail Electrical System Panel Trainer
the tasks an aviator must accomplish to achieve the
required level of training to complete his combat Fire Detection System Trainer
mission. After performing to the requirements of
the air crew training manuals, skill qualification Caution/Advisory Panel Trainer
tests, periodic unit checkrides, and visits by the
Director of Evaluation and Standardization at Command Instrument System Trainer
Fort Rucker are used to evaluate the training
level of pilots and mechanics. The Army Training Horizontal Situation Indicator Trainer
Evaluation Program is used to evaluate the status
of unit training readiness. However, the core to Doppler Navigation System Trainer
this process remains training software.

LIH-60A Flight Simulator
Training Hardware and Devices

Essential to the success of the training
Closely tied to the development of the Black device program was the involvement of TRADOC

Hawk was the development of the associated training schools and their instructors during the various
devices which in some cases are almost as complex progress reviews. To insure user satisfaction,
as the aircraft. Taking the lead in this area is the user did and always should participate in the
the DARCOM Project Manager. The Project Manager critical design reviews and the decisionsleading to
requested that the prime contractors for the air- the acceptance of the training devices. After all,
craft and the engine provide reports recommending they have to live with them and use them on a
"specific training devices that could be made daily basis.
available. Then each school responsible for
Black Hawk training within TRADOC was tasked to The training devices were completed and
identify their particular training device require- delivered close to schedule. The major problem
ments to support courses of instruction. The with the training device is like the major system
requirement for training devices was then staffed itself. At some point, the design must be frozen.
through Headquarters TRADOC,included in the ICTP If this is not done, the contractor continually
and the device development program was then funded changes and updates rather than producing. If the
and managed by the DARCOM Project Manager. training device is sufficient to train the opera-

tion of the system, then it should be fielded and
The devices fall into three categories: an update accomplished later.

(1) part task trainers, (2) composite trainers,
and (3) the aircraft and its components (see Fliaht Simulator
Figures 4, 5 and 6). This effort represented one
of the Army's first attempts to support a major A UH-60 flight simulator is under development
weapon system with a complete package of training to compliment aviator training. Use of the flight
devices at the training location prior to arrival simulator is planned for initial aircraft
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qualification training as well as continuation operational test will be the basis for selection
training. The prototype Black Hawk simulators are of either the csmera model system or the digital
presently undergoing an operational test at Fort image generation system. It will also provide
Rucker and scheduled for completion in 1982. data to develop the appropriate training transfer

ratios.
* The relatively high cost of the aircraft,

fuel, maintenance and facilities dictate that The operational test is being conducted in
lower cost training methods be used where possible. two stages. The first stage is the institutional
Flight simulators have been widely accepted as portion and uses actual student pilots who are
cost effective alternatives or complements to being qualified in the Black Hawk at the Aviation
actual flight time in aircraft. While cost savings School. The second stage will use pilots already
with the UH-60 flight simulator are only forecasts qualified in the Black Hawk to determine the
at this time, actual savings will be determined transfer ratios for continuation training.
when the results of the operational test have been
properly analyzed. Cost savings are dependent on Plans for Follow-On Training
the amount of simulator time that can be sub-
stituted for actual aircraft training time, One form of follow-on training previously
referred to as the transfer ratio, mentioned was continuation training. The continua-I tion training in units with Black Hawks takes

While transfer ratios for qualification and several forms, but they are all designed to result
continuation training will oquantify cost savings, in a unit trained to be mission ready. The pilots
there are other important benefits that are very continue to train using the Aircrew Training
difficult to quantify. Examples of these more Manuals (ATM). The enlisted mechanics, supervisors
abstract benefits include the following: up to and component repairmen continue their in-unit
200 emergency procedures can be practiced in the training under the Skill Qualification Test (SQT)
Black Hawk simulator, many of which cannot be program. Units will also be evaluated under the
done in th~e aircraft. Training can be conducted Army Training Evaluation Program (ARTEP).
any time and is not dependent on light and weather.
In fact, light and weather can be simulated as Resident training at the various schools will
required for training, and maximum safety is continue to train pilots, mechanics and component
provided for the aviators. A mission or maneuver repairmen. The resident courses will be period-
can be recorded, frozen, restarted, played back in ically reviewed for content and effectiveness and
real or slow timenand retrieved for debriefing, be updated as required. Some updating will be
Since maneuvers cnbe simply repeated, the need required due to the different type students
to go around, land and perform other fuel consuming anticipated in the future. Most of the Black Hawk
actions is eliminated. The result is more effi- crew chiefs and mechanics were previously trained
cient use of training time and a better trained as UH-1 mechanics. Their Black Hawk training was I
aviator. in the form of a transition to a different aircraft.

In the future, there will be a shift to initial
An important operational lesson was learned in training on the Black Hawk direct from basic

developing the UH-60 Flight Simulator. While it training. This proaram has already startedI
is highly desirable to conduct parallel develop- and vill increase as more aircraft are
ment and fielding of an aircraft and its companion fielded.
flight simulator, it is virtually impossible to
final stage a simulator while the basic aircraft is The component repairmen have similarly
in a competitive prototype stage. Far too many received their Black Hawk training on a separate
design changes occur between a prototype aircraft qualification basis. In the future, all component
and the production model, and the last thing the repairmen will receive Black Hawk training.
aircraft manufacturer designs is the cockpit. :

Conversely, the cockpit is the first thing the Since the UH-60A replaces the UH-1 and
simulator manufacturer designs. As a consequence, literally all Army helicopter pilots are rated in
simulator manufacturers must wait ujntil the air- the UH-1, the UH-60A qualification program included
craft design freezes before completing the only pilots already rated in utility aircraft. In
simulator design. The end result is that simulator the future, we may see a separate UH-60A track in
availability falls well behind fielding of the Initial Entry Rotary Wing Aviator training. When
aircraft. this occurs, a more extensive black Hawk training

program will be required to replace the utility
With the Black Hawk, simulator procurement training formerly taught in the UH-1.

has been further complicated by the fact that we
are competitively evaluating two very different Exportable training packages are another fum
visual display systems. One system is a relatively of follow-on training. An example is door gunner
conventional camera model system which uses an training. This is conducted in the unit with the
elaborate terrain board. The camera model system aid of an exportable training package. A Black
produces a very high resolution visual display. Hawk pilot exportable training package is being
The other system uses digital image generation and developed for possible field qualification of
is totally computer controlled. While the computer pilots in the future. While this package is not
generated imagery has less resolution and terrain yet certified to qualify an aviator in the unit, it
detail than the camera model system, it requires is presently used for refresher training. Already
much less space and power (See Figure 7). developed and in the units are six TEC lessons, 21

As mntined revousl, te Blck awkETV tapes and a series of lesson plans and slides.

simulator operational test is now being conducted. New Equipment Training Teams
The test started in April of this year and is now
scheduled for completion by mid-year 1982. The In addition to the resident training courses,
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New Equipment Training Teams (NETT) have been used
to provide training In the units receiving Black
Hawks. The NETT normally accompanies the initial
fielding and provides training for the enlisted
supervisors at the installation. Composition of
the teams have varied from a low of three instruc-
tors to the projected 15 instructors to be used in
the Europe fielding effort.

New Equipment Training is designed to be
given one time at each installation receiving
Black Hawks. When the NETT effort is complete, a
training package is left with the unit. This
package includes lesson plans and appropriate
audio visual aids to support the conduct of follow-
on courses as required.

SUMR
V What has been the result of all this? It

may be too early to tellI, but at least on the
surface, it appears that the job of training
operators and maintainers for the Black Hawk is
well in hand. It was not easy and not without
many simple mistakes committed along this critical
path. The aircraft has been in the field for
almost 30 months, and there have been very few
incidents and none directly attributable to lackii of or insufficient training. I guess this is
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ABSTRACT

The proof of combat readiness has been, and remains, the demonstrated ability of
a tactical unit to move, shoot and communicate. Modern technology is providing the

Army with weapon systems that have stabilized firing platforms (so as to shoot on the
move) and the capability to engage targets day or night in all weather conditions.
Crews of these modern weapon systems should train on ranges that challenge them to
identify and decisively engage the dominant threat vehicle from a multiple array.
Proof.of crew proficiency is a hit on the crucial target by the correct threat
defeating munition. Training, however, will not be enhanced until the U.S. Army
replaces current nondescript two dimensional plywood targets, immobile U.S. tank
hulks and anti-aircraft targets that are incapable of providing realism and threat
vehicle identification with targets that provide realistic size, shape and thermal
characteristics.

The phrase "The Army must train as it will In an effort to define and articulate Army
fight" is as valid today as it was for the Roman target requirements, TRADOC hosted a "Targets for
Legions centuries ago. To the Legions training the Eighties" Workshop during January 1981. The
was a "bloodless war" and war but "bloody train- results of that meeting are provided below. Hope-ing." fully, by having identified what is needed "down

range," the mechanisms to lift and move the various
Realistic training today, however, is neither targets can be fully developed and standardized.

as simple nor as cheap as it was for the Romans.
Close order hand to hand combat with swords and As proponent for Training Circular 25-2,
spears has given way to ever increasing dispersion Training Ranges, the Deputy Chief of Staff for
and engagements that begin beyond the horizon with Training (DCST), TRADOC, is keenly aware of current
weaponry whose munitions are as destructive as they U.S. Army range equipment limitations. He also
are swift. realizes that many commands desire to procure

commercial range equipment in an effort to enhance
It is common knowledge that modern weapon gunnery training and fully appreciates the reasons

systems possess multiple munition selections, for this. However, the continued uncontrolled
stabilized weapon platforms and all weather night procurement of commercial systems, will not only
and day engagement potential. What isn't as well become a costly maintenance liability to the U.S.
known is the adverse impact these advancas in Army, but it will adversely affect the standardi-
technology have had on existing equipment and zation of targets, ranges and training.
facilities.

Light Targets
Today a gunner must not only demonstrate his

ability to hit a target, he must also confirm his e Definition. Light targets represent individual
capability to select the proper threat defeating soldiers and multiple silhouettes (e.g., command
munition for the target engaged. Additionally if group, machinegun/ATGM crew). These targets will
we are to train as we will fight, our weapon crews be used in basic rifle marksmanship, crew-served
must also be able to identify and decisively weapons training, and on unit collective training
engage the dominant threat target from a multiple ranges.
array of targets.

* Characteristics.
It is essential, therefore, that current and

future gunner and crew training be conducted on a. Provide a three dimensional bas-relief
ranges that possess target3 that provide realistic view in order to provide realism, target identi-
size, shape and thermal/radar reflective character- fication, and engagement priority training.
istics. These requirements sound the death knoll (RATIONALE: A three dimensional targets aids in
for single, non-descript, two-dimensional plywood target identification and allows interlocking
targets and immobile old tank hulks! fields of fire (mutually supporting fire).
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b. Must be identifiable at a minimum distance (RATIONALE: Miles and .22 caliber to .50 caliber
of 500 meters. are used on scaled targets. Miles and .50 caliber

(RATIONALE: By presenting the same visibility as and above are used for "full-up" training).
a man in the open to a distance of 500 meters
soldiers can acquire/sharpen detection skills). g. Must be durable and capable of withstanding

climatic and weather variances world-wide.
c. Size and color must as a minimum represent

Warsaw Pact individuals and crews. h. Must be easily repaired at field site and
maintenance requirements must be simple.

d. Must be capable of withstanding multiple
hits from non-fragmenting munitions (up to 25-mm). I. Must be capable of being mounted and oper-

ated on stationary and moving target elevating
e. Must be capable of sensing hits and kills mechanisms.

from MILES and .22 caliber thru 25-mm munitions
(may be an add-on device). * J. Must provide realistic simulation of gun/

missile firing (may be an add-on device). *
f. Must be durable and capable of withstandingclimatic and weather variances world-wide. k. Must provide realistic simulation (smoke,flash, flame, etc.) when hit (may be an add-on

g. Must be identifiable beyond 500 meters by device). *
soldiers/crews using visual aids and/or gun
sights. 1. Must provide LASER reflectivity (may be anadd-on device).*

h. Provide realistic thermal/infrared sign-
ature for identification during periods of re- m. Must provide thermal, infrared and milli-
duced visibility (may be an add-on device). * meter wave detection signature (may be add-on

devices). *i. Must be easily repaired at field site and
maintenance requirements must be simple. n. Aircraft targets must have capability of

providing an infrared/radar reflection (may be
J. Must be capable of being mounted and oper- add-on devices). *

ating on stationary and moving target elevating
mechanisms. o. Aircraft targets must be in attack profile.

k. Must at a minimum represent: Individual p. Must be rigid enough to be moved on a
soldier (standing and prone); command group; target moving device at variable speeds of 0-25
machinegun crew; ATGM crew; antitank gun crew. mph.

1. Must be rigid enough to be moved on a q. Vehicle targets must be available in full
target moving device at variable speeds of 0-8 size and 1:60; 1:30; 1:10; 1:5 scales for various
mph. gunnery applications.

Heavy Targets r. Must at a minimum, represent the followingWarsaw Pact equipment:
0 Definition. Heavy targets represent threat
ground vehicles or hovering aircraft. These ZSU 23-4 anti-aircraft gun (front and
targets will be used in basic gunnery and unit flank)
collective training. T-62 tank (front and flank)T-72 tank (front and flank)
* Characteristics. PT-76 amphibious tank (front and flank)

BRDM scout car (front and flank)
a. Provide a three dimensional bas-relief view BMP armored personnel carrier (front and

in order to provide realism, target identification, flank)
and engagement priority training. GAZ-66 track (flank)

Mi-24 (HIND-Du helicopter) (front)
b. Must be identifiable within 2-km of obser- M-55 (122-mm gun) (flank)

vation point.

c. Size, color and markings must, as a minimum
duplicate Warsaw Pact vehicles. The capability
to replicate North Korean or other nations vehi-
cles is desirable.

d. Must be capable of withstanding multiple
hits (all targets).

e. Aircraft targets must be rigid enough to
explode the STINGER/REDEYE warhead.

f. Must be capable of sensing hits and kills * Requires effective interface with target
from MILES and all munitions .22 caliber and above elevating mechanism and other range control
(may be an add-on device). *equi pment.
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TARGET CHARACTERISTIC REQUIREMENTS MATRIX

LIGHT TARGETS AIR DEFENSE ARMOR ARTY AVN ENGR INF
3D X X X X X X

Visual Identification X X X X X X
Hit Sensing - Munitions X X X X X X
Capability - Laser Beam X X X X X X
Fixed Route X X X X X X
Variable Route
Thermal Imagery X X X X
Size (NATO StandarJ) X X X X X X

HEAVY TARGETS

3D for Targets within 2 KM X X X X X X
Visual Identification X X X X X X
Hit Sensing Capability X X X X X X

-Munitions X X X X X X
-Laser Beam X X X X X X

Size SCALED NATO FULL FULL FULL FULL
Fixed Route (Ground Targets) X X X X X X
Variable Route (Ground/Air) X X X
Infrared Signature (IR) X
Radar Reflective (RF) X
Thermal Signature X X X xIR Counter Measure (IRCM) X

("XCe INDICATES AN IDENTIFIEC REQUIREMENT)

SUMMARY

The recently published FM 71-999A (DRAFT), Infantry and Cavalry Fighting Vehicle
Gunnery, states: "To capitalize on the benefits derived from firing your weapon first,
the whole Fighting Vehicle crew must be highly competent in: detecting the targets;
locating targets; identifying targets as friendly or enemy; and classifying targets as
most dangerous, dangerous, or least dangerous."

The U.S. Army has equipment second to none. Shouldn't it also have training second
to none? It will not until plywood and junk is replaced by targets that are realistic.
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CONTRACTOR DEVELOPED TRAINING PACKAGES
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ABSTRACT

Currently, the Department of Defense is procuring the most sophisticated weapons
systems in the history of this country. Unfortunately, this is resulting in a rather
serious problem in that current technological developments are vastly outpacing educational
systems approaches. Studies reveal that a wide gap is becoming evident between the skills
possessed by the high school graduates and their ability to deal with complex weapons
systems. From this, it can be deduced that increased emphasis must be placed upon the
design and development of educational and training methodologies for these systems. In-
novative and motivating training data, which includes everything from simple handbooks to
complicated scenarios, must be provided by the contractors concurrently with the piece of
equipment. In addition, this data must meet the needs of the target audience in the

Ideally, these materials are to be designed in compliance with the Instructional
Systems Development (ISD) model and must meet specifications required by Data Item Descrip-
tions (DI~OS) which vary from contract to contract. In addition, whenever possible these
materials should be performance-based and criterion referenced.

Unfort.;unately, past experience has shown that many initial deliverable items which
are being produced under contract to the government are less than adequate training tools
and do not meet the basic requirements of the DIDs or the ISD model. There exists many
possible reasons for this inadequacy ranging from poorly written specifications, and thus
different interpretations, to a lack of expertise in educational foundations and technical
writing. From a review of various training packages delivered by several contractors, one
can conclude that although contractor personnel who develop training material possess a
great deal of technical expertise and subject matter knowledge, many do not apply the fun-
damental skills of education theory and technical writing. This results in poorly written
training deliverables and ineffective communication concerning educational requirements.

This paper will highlight and investigate the problems that the authors have experi-
enced in the area of evaluation and acceptance of technical weapons systems training mate-
rial. It will also offer suggestions as to what government contractors, as well as the
government, may do in order to produce and deliver a better quality product in a much more
cost-effective and expeditious manner.

INTRODUCTION the question must be asked: Are these train-
ing foundations properly utilized in order to

As we sit down to write this article, we meet the high demands of the Department of
have just returned from what many may consider Defense? This paper will examine this issue,
a typical government/contractor progress review, offer insights into current vendor produced
Perusing our notes, it becomes apparent that training materials and provide suggestions11a multitude of breakdowns in communication for improvements.
occurred between the government arid the con-
tractor as well as internally within both the In evaluating the adequacy or inadequacy

government and the contractor's plant. These of contractor-produced training materials, it
brakows unfortunately, resuledinue-ineesrtobefyxanehepcr-
ous arguments, increased interpersonal friction, ment process and highlight the potential
and the creation of ever present government anomalies which exist. The cycle commencesKchange order.i causing an escalation in the with the solicitations. Simply stated, it is
price of the contract, here that the government, via an Invitation

for Bid (IFB), Request for Propusals (RFP),
Acurscry examination of a successful Request for Quotations (RFQ), etc., describes

contractor's resources reveals that the the service arid/or product it wishes to ac-
foundations required for effective curricula quire. Herein lies the first problem. Surely
development are generally present. Therefore, you have experienced the difficulty and
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" ruatration of not being able to explain instruction. (1) This initial evidence has
exactly what it is that you want. This level caused many high officials in the Department
of difficulty can vary from relatively simple of Defense to take a second and third look at
instructions such as "turn on the light in ISD. As a result, it may be safe to predict
the living room" to much more complex cam- that ISD-developed materials will be getting
munications as "describe the operation of greater attention and will continue to be
your 318 V8 turbocharger." Imagine the numer- required for training material development.
ous communication hurdles which must be over- Therefore, it would be of great benefit to
come by government personnel in describing a both government and contractors to have a
training program for a device or system which deeper understanding of the current state of
has yet to be conceived. How can training affairs concerning ISD.
element managers provide explicit details
for training programs related to a novel Unfortunately, in the view of the
system when the .japabilities of that system authors, industry has not yet achieved a
cannot be sufficiently identified or described working understanding of the basic theory
by representatives of the user in the field? aSid operation of the ISD model. This has
This is one basic problem faced by training caused deliverables to be in non-conformance
element managers on a daily basis. with ISD principles, and therefore, unaccept-

able to government reviewers. Private con-
Take a step back and look at the existing tractors seemingly still recruit personnel

stste-of-the-art in current weapons systems familiar with the technical aspects concern-
development. Compare today's defense systems *ing operation and maintenance of hardware
with those of a few years ago. It becomes but neglect to hire ISD specialists. Without
readily apparent that technology has advanced innovative training technology, the result
at an escalating rate. On the other hand, is very often an inferior or unacceptable
pick up a daily newspaper and read one of the product. Let us examine the effect that this
articles concerning the inability of many of lack of ISD understanding has on training
today's high school graduates to read and system design.
comprehend. The combination of more complex
and sophisticated technology with an apparent
decreased-reading grade level has created a
great amount of concern among personnel in TASK ANALYSIS
the operating forces. It is apparent that no
matter how "wonderful" and sophisticated a The first step in the ISD process is to
system is, it is of absolutely no value unless establish what constitutes or will constitute
it is properly operated and maintained. There adequate on-the-job performance. This is
then exists a dichotomy which generates a referred to as a Task Analysis. The Task
"hypothetical gap between technological Analysis should serve to generate the criteria
development of hardware procured by DOD and and data that provide a basis for initial
the educational accomplishments of the target foundations as well as assist in the selec-
population assigned to operate and maintain tion of alternative concepts and designs
this equipment." (2) Training personnel without constraining creativity. More spe-
within the government have recognized this, cifically, Task Analysis answers the ques-
and in the mid 70's began to institute a tion of what tasks, performed in what manner,
number of rather dramatic changes to both under what conditions, in response to what
in-house and contractor-developed training questions, and to what standards of perform-
programs. Now all programs must be developed ance make up the job. Regardless of how
in accordance with Instructional Systems well the next steps are carried out, if the
Development (ISD) procedures. ISD is basic- job analysis data is not valid and reliable,
ally a total systems approach to training, the resulting instructional program will
That is, training as a whole is analyzed and fail to produce personnel competent to per-
initial determinations are made as to what form their duties at a basic level.
constitutes a task. These tasks are then
fuither analyzed, and the ones selected for Currently, the government is receiving
training are associated with an objective as far from adequate task analyses. It seems
well as an evaluation criterion for that that all too often contractor training per-
objective. When this has been determined, sonnel do not understand what is required in
the training design and media selection are order to construct a solid task analysis or
undertaken. simply do not have access to the necessary

information needed for decision making. One
The ISD model is basically a very sound available resource which contractor training

model which utilizes many of the highly personnel may use to support this phase of
theoretical education concepts presented to development is the Logistic Support Analysis
us in college education courses. These Report (LSAR). (5)
theories were highly idealogical and very
rarely worked as they were supposed to in The LSAR, which is suprlied by contractor
the public schools. Nonetheless, initial project engineers and logistic managers, pro-
military training material developed under vides a breakdown of operation and maintenance
ISD is now being fielded throughout the support activities currently being experienced
military spectrum and the results are sur- or expected to be experienced by fielded
prisingly pleasant. Studies indicate that systems. It is the job of contractor training
a greater amount of learning transfer is personnel to analyze this data and rrake recom-
taking place via ISD-produced material than mendations as to tash determination and the
by older, more traditional methods of requirements for training. Some tasks are
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seldom required on the job and, only minimum As was mentioned earlier, the task and

job degradation would result if the task skills analysis is the base of the develop-

were not performed. On the other hand, some ment effort. It is the foundation upon which

tasks are highly critical to successful job the curriculum will be built. If this section

performance, or the complex nature of the lacks continuity or is vague, as shown in

task makes training essential. Economic and Figure 1, the whble program suffers. Many

time considerations require the trainer to developers fail to realize or understand

make decisions as to which tasks will be this, as evidenced by actions such as deliv-

selected for training and the extent of ering an instructor's manual or a student's

training which will be provided. Many con- guide, months before the task and skill

tractors either fail to realize or neglect analyses. When asked about it, they reply,

to consider the importance of this task se- "It's not complete as yet, but will be com-

lection process. The result of this in- pleted soon." It equates to a student writing

attention to proper task selection destroys a required outline after the completion of a

the foundation of the training design and term paper. Contractors do not understand

results in the production of an unacceptable that an outline, Task and Skill Analysis, is

training curriculum. Figure 1 provides an a tool which helps turn out a professional

example of what an unacceptable submission product. Figure 2 is representative of an

of a task and skill analysis would be. it acceptable analysis which supports this

is apparent from this example that the cur- initial development effort. It is apparent

riculum developers either: a), did not have that the developer of the document demon-

a working knowledge of education concepts strated in Figure 2 manifests the consid-

or the ISD model, ox b), were not provided erations of the ISD model in this phase of

with sufficient information via preliminary the curriculum development process.
research, i.e., LSAR; or c), did not take an
adequate amount of time to prepare the doc-
ument, or d), simply had a very poor writing
ability.

1. JO TASK AMALYSIS SUMMARY

MOM 1NCLATUL•: DATE: ___M_'__L.____
"2 - TASK STEPS IDENTIFICATION I.

TASK 4.NSTP .T
[DENT '. TASK DESCRIPTION . .. ..

Al Monitor performance of and perform 1
preventive and corrective mainton-

ance on ~i
race ver contral circuits

2 Locate receiver control Circuits

3 Describe the functional oearationt of on
the XKV tramemitter control circuit,

4 LveL:to transmitter control circuits

,5 feccgniso and l•oato equipment

malfun~ction Indications

6 ,aathe correct fault

¢vltIb On procedures

PION, I

This is an example of an unacceptable task and skill analysis
which does not demonstrate the requirements of the ISD model.
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NOB TASK ANALYSIS SUMMARY

Nomenclature FIRE FIGHTING/OAMAGE CONTROL Date 29 November 1979

2. TASK STEPS IDONMIFICATION AND ANALYSIS

3. 4.6.
IeTas. 4 Step ..

.Task Description Nuber Step Description Equipment

L.1. Operate fire fighting equtipent. 1.1..1 Operate the P-250 pump.

Ll. 1. 1.1 Prepare the P-?ýW pump.

Ll. 1. 1. 1.1 Asseflobl all necessary equip- Foot valvea

neat in the operating area. and strainer

1Coect the foot valve and Suction hoseS~~~~~strainer to tie suction hose. IEhuths

€Ll. 1. 1.1. 2.1 Place the f ala e threads o f' th t pa ne
foot valve and strainer against wrencer
the sale threads of the suction reh

hose.} TrT-gate

L1. 1.1. 1. 2.2 Give the foot valve and srt-212t~
or a quarter turn counterclock-

wise to align the threads. fire hose

L1.1.1.1.2.3 Turn the foot valve and strain- Two 1-1/2er clockwise until It is tight. t nch hoses

.1.1.1.1.3 Connect the suction hose to Two all pur-
the P-250 pump.

Fuel tank

Screwdriver

FIGURE 2

This is an exampZe of an acceptable portion of a task and skill
analysis. Note that the enabling objectives are modified by
specific job performance measures. The numbering sysem identifies
a topical outline format.

As government representati-,es tasked with personnel repeatedly revealed this fact.
the responsibility of accepting and/or reject- Questions pertaining to what should be mea-
ing the deliverables provided by private con- sured, i.e., product, process or both, via
tractors, curriculum reviewers devote a great what method, and with what consequences of
deal of time to the evaluation of the task failure often were the cause of many vague
and skills analysis. Specifically, they responses. Inquiries about predictive valid-
examine the logical progression of the tasks ity or fidelity seldom were answered in con-
selected to determine whether the tasks are crete terms. Since these topics were ques-
actually tasks and if so: a) do they satisfy tioned early in the design process, it often
a need for training; b) can training he pro- led to strains between contractor and govein-
vided in a practical and cost-effective manner; ment personnel. This, unfortunately, caused
c) do the tasks complement each other for use tensior to develop and decreased the level
on the job; and d) how will performance mea- of interpersonal communication which is
sures be constructed? greatly needed throughout the design-develop-"i ~ment of the curriculum.

The area of performance measures provides
an interesting observation. A surprising num-
ber of contractor training personnel seem to

~ I be encountering difficulties in the con-
struction of job performance measures. Review
meetings between government and contractor
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DESIGN Terminal learning objectives are actually
direct translations of job performance

The second phase of the ISD model is that measures (JPMs) into learning objectives for
of design. Unfortunately, the reaction by the training world. Therefore, if the de-
many government Training Element Managers, as signer takes time to prepare a well construc-
to whether or not the curriculum is favorably ted task analysis which contains rather de-
received, is usually based solely upon how well tailed JPMs, the design of th: associated
the materials are initially presented. It can materials should be relatively simple.
be compared to the new home buyer who bases
his opinion of a house solely on curb appeal - Objectives contain specifiL descriptions
new paint, nice lawn, etc. Ideally, government of an action the learner is to exhibit after
reviewers must go beyond that and examine the training, the conditions under which the
foundation as wells thus, a "pretty" instructor action will take place, and the standards or
guide with little substantiation for its con- criteria which must be reached for satis-
tents will not necessarily meet the rigorous factory performance. These objectives are
government acceptance standards. generally behavioral in nature and are con-

cerned with various types of learning or
Learning objectives, which are the 'heart" performance. The philosophy under which they

of the design phase, are reviewed clciely. &ni all other curriculum efforts operate are
Adequate job performance measures which are based upon numerous education theories which
developed in the task analysis provide the become very abstract in nature. It is nec-
basis for developing these learning objectives. essary to hire personnel familiar with edu-

cation concepts and who can appreciate the
impcrtance and usefulness of the prerequisite
research and development work that must be
accomplished prior to the "painting" of the
final product; that is, task analysis.

Unfortunately, it is rare that the gov-
ernment receives deliverables which conr.ain

FI(;URg Jb well-written objectives. This is illustrated
in Figure 3. The reasons for this vary with

113-584-3004

Adjust Voltage Outputs In Radris R1eeiver-Transmitter
Power Supply of RT-818/TPN-18 TERMINAL OBJFCTIVE:

The student be
able to ani Zat
the I/O via

CONDITIONS maintenance panelS.

You will be required to perform this task In a fixed or tactical facil--)
ity, indoors or outdoors, under all weather conditions. Caution must
be observed during inclement weather, as a greater chance of shock
hazard will exist. Supervision is not reqjuired. The following It-b nems
will be needed to perform this task: C

1. Equipment.

Radar Set, AN/TPN-18.
FIGURE 3a

2. Tools and Test Equipment.

a. Alignment tool.

b. Multimeter, AN/USM-223 or equivalent.

3. References and Form3.

TM 11-5840-281-12.

Radar receivir-transmitter power supply has been determined to be Figure 3a is example
out of adjustment by previous troubleshooting tasks that have been of an unacoeptable
performed. objective actually sub-

mitted for review.

Figure 3b ie an exampleSTANDARDS of a correctly. ,written

Job standard has been met when the voltage outputs o; the radar objectiv. Note tbat

receiver-transmitter power supply have been adjusted to -35 V dc for hce actis thrco eZanentanthe -35 volt power supply, +35 V dc for the 435 volt power supply, actiol, ondition and
+100 V dc for the +100 power supply, and +200 V dc for the +200 volt, standard are included in
power supply in accordance with performance measures 3 through 14. this enample as :*squired
Performance measures 1 through 16 should be completed within 10 by the rSD model.

minutes.
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. ..

such things as contract requirements, the non-traditional avenues of training; i.e.,
philosophies of the contractors as well as the simulation, video/computer interface, etc.,
government Training Element Managers, overly he will fall by the wayside in his quest to

specific or extremely vague data item descrip- obtain defense systems contracts.
tions (DIDs) and writer inability or misunder-
standing. Let us examine this a bit fur'her. In essence, then, there must be certain

changes made in the training acquisition

One of the major dilemmas which has a process. Initially, the government must pro-
direct effect upon the Oesign of instructional vide more specific direction to the contrac-
materials is legal requirements of contractor tor regarding the product which is to be
scheduling. The contracting officer places detloped. in addition, it is imperative
a great deal of emphasis upon delivery dates that the contractor be given the freedom to
as is necessary to meet the terms Lf a con- dttermine, a) what is needed for training,
tract. Tids is often dictated by nuch things b) the most effective methods to provide
as operational equipment delivery, ready for that training, and c) adequate time for the
training dates, etc., which are established preparation of the instructional material.
by higher headquarters, thus placing any
decision out of the realm of working level In summary, this paper has pro "ided a
personnel. Unfortunately, this causes the cursory examination of the current process of
contractor to be forced into an obsession to training system acquisition. There eAist
comply - delivery on time becomes the striving many problems, ranging from minute to mcnu-
goal. As a result, the quality of the program mental, caused by both the government and
is often overshadowed by the delivery date, contractors. It would take a diL•sertation to
and the government receives numerous blank expound upon all of the anomalies which are
pages titled and noted "to be developed" present. obviously, this is beyond the scope
because of insufficient data. This is extreme- of this paper. Figure 4 is a capsuled attempt
ly frustrating, as well as very costly. to highlight areas where deficiencies are per-

ceived to exist. It is structured so as to
Perhaps, there should be a re-examination remain objective in nature, yet be highly

as to the legitimacy of scheduling requirements critical of both parties in DOD training
and the applicability of &%ta item descriptions acquisitions. A-he ISD model serves as its
or other specific working standardi before any base, since it is the vehicle by which we, as
development of curricuJa is undertaken. It is government Training Element Managers, review
apparent that something needs to be done in contractor produced deliverables.
order to focus the attention toward quality
research and design rather toan compliance On the other hand, a private contractor
with delivery dates Just to satisfy legal whose business is training development must
requirements in the cuntracts. be aware of the current state-of-the-art in

education. He must realize that trends in
Corporate philosophies alno affect the technology are vastly outpacing those in

training product. Technology growth in the education and that attempts must be made to
last ten years has been astonishing. Atti- bridge this hypothetical gap. This can be
tudes toward training design have aiso done by recruiting personnel who are know-
changed dramatically. Although the basic ledgeable about current trends and are willing
foundations of education are still the same, to step out and take the necessary initiative

the training methodology has taken on new to introduce the innovative training method-
dimensions. Innovative government education ology dictated by current technological ad-
and training specialists have realized this vances. (1)
and are experimenting with novul approaches
to training for their programs. such We do not purport that an individual
.rehicles as videotape and videodisc, computer well versed in ISD is the panacea for in-
assisted instruction as well as visial and adequate training program development. Ob-
physical simulation, dre being solicited in viously, there is no one perfect method which
new weapons systems procurement. The reasons will ensure effective training. But, as
for this can be capsulized into the fact that Montemerlo and Harris suggest, the deveiop-
training via these avenues is more efficient, ment of effective training packages requires
interesting, cost-effective and practical. among other things an interdisciplinary team

of sibject matter experts and skilled in--
This is not to say that the traditional structioral technologists. (4) The recom-

written material is to become obsolete. There mendationa alluded to in this paper are just
will always be a requiremett for written doc- as susceptible to inept application as are
umentation and instruction. Fortunately, as current methods. The authors suggest that
many innov-tive contractors are beginning to if training development is given additional
realize, these simple written materials must attention, and conscientious consideration,
be augmented by innovative training devices, there will be a significant impact upon
The Vapartment of Defense's training require- future training developments.
ments have become so technical, complex and
expensive that now the most efficient method
of training is often via non-traditional
methoda similar to those mentioned earlier.
It is the opinion of thase authors that the
time has now arrived that if a contractor
does not so..n make a decision to hire com-
petent personnel who are well versed in the
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SUGGESTED SUGGESTED CURRENT PRODUCT SUGGESTIONS
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTOR

ACTION ACTION

Task Selection/Deter- Provide adequate job Analyze LSARs, etc. Tasks not definitive. Contractor insure proper inter-
mination description/constraints. and make determina- face and understanding between

tions for ISD incorpo- LSA and ISD personnel.
ration.

A
Select Tasks for Insure contractor under- Examine complete pic- Entire instructional Contractor should take further

N Training stands/develops logical ture as to need, practi- system not considered steps to analyze target popula-
rationale for selection, cality and cost. tion and training environment.

A Government should provide
more definitive guidance as to

L the product they desire; ex-
amples should be provided.

Y Government should also pro-
vide adequate preparation time

S for foundations of training.
Quality suffers if this phase is

I eliminated and COTR should
budget accordingly.

Write Job Performance Provide rationale which Not being done prior to Contractor should make all ef-
Measures may determine evalua- design of material as forts to recruit personnel

tion of tasks, evidenced by lack of familiar with training evalua-evaluation criter,;. tion and task selection techni-

ques.

D Objectives Provide regulatory in- Construct objectives Objectives generally not Contractor's viewpoint needs
struction (DIDs) which which contain all ele- acceptable due to lack alteration. Behavioral objective

E demonstrate concrete ments (Action, Condi- of one or more approach is often viewed as a
guidelines and do not tion, Standard) and are elements, Often numer- necessary evil and not

S stifle contractor creati- criterion referenced as ous behaviors are con- understood. Consequently, end
vity. well as performance tained in one objective product generally unsatisfac-

i based whenever possi- and performance meia- tory.
ble. sures are vague.

G
Tests Must insure that salient Insure all facets of ob- Tests are constructed Contractor should employ

N points of objectives are jective are adequately after instruction is writ- specialists in the area of test
tested. Insure written measured, ten; result is a simple construction. Curriculum
and performance eval- reiteration of classroom should not just provide instruc-
uations have predictive presentation. tion necessary to "pass the
validity. test."

Media Selection/Format State of the art in train- Examine target popula- Little, if any, target Contractor's should strive to in-
ing must be considered tion as well as subject population analysis troduce more innovative and
and leeway for contrac- matter and make deter- done. Training material creative training methodologies.
tor creativity allowed. mination as to most currently consists pri- Visual literacy of target popula-
COTRs cannot be reluc- efficient media for in- marily of traditional tion must be examined and
tant to introduce inno- formation presentation. written manuals which modern techniques employed.
vative design. impact upon learning

transfer due to stu-
dent's comprehension of
material.

Validation Should inform contrac- Design evaluation pro- No real guidelines or Experimental test design pro-
tor of desired outcome cedure before material procedures which may cedure for validation be con-
of product; i.e., what is fielded; i.e., inform determine if a product structed and dcivered to

they expect the pioduct the government as to (curriculum) accom- government prior to delivery of
to accomplish, the methodology which plishes its objectives, material to the field.

will be employed in
determining if a product
is reliable and valid.

FIGURE 4

Swmmary of deliverables relative to the ISD model.
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TRAINING THE FIELD ARTILLERY CANNON SYSTEM

Abstract

Field Artillery units are pre[:aring for combat in a training environment that is often
characterized as hostile. One of the factors contributing to this difficult training environment
is the availability of training resources needed to achieve and maintain a high state of combat
readiness. These resources include personnel, budget, time, fuel, repair parts and a suitable
location to conduct realistic training.

The field artillery is not without training The adequacy and availability of training
devices and simulators at present; however, in aesaeohrfcosta otiuet h
the past the philosophy has been that the best aesaeohrfcosta otiuet h
way to train field artillerymen is with live hostility of the training environment. Fre-

anmuitin. hilea sron cae ca bemad toquently, those training areas that are adequate
upotthat philosophy, and while adequate are heavily committed and, in many cases safety

supr considerations for many special munitions mear,
resources in the past have permitted that philo- their use in training is restricted to a
sophy to reign, the recent dramatic cost in- vr e iigrne.Adtoalevrn
creases for these resources are driving the Army verya few nfiringrane. Adtions, priually, environ

to d thngs iffrenty. hesechages avepollution, are becoming increasingly important.
been recognized and are being dealt with by the Civilian communities in the vicinity of artil-

Fiel Artller Schol.lery impact areas are wore concerned about the

The rmyandthe iel Arilley ae hav-noise of Impacting artillery than they were ten
ily committed to the use of training devices as years ago, and this has caused iaicreasing pres-

a method of simulating force-on-force combat. srst etitteaalblt ftann
As technology advances and the understanding of aes
the factors requaired for effective training
increases, devices continue to be one of the TANN H ANNSSE
best solutions for economically and realisti- TANN H ANNSS~

caly onucin cmbt ranig.There are severa!'. ways to look at field

artillery cannon unit training when designing a

WHY E NED TAINNG DVICS AN SIULATONSfamily of training devices and simulations to
2onplement live fire training. Traditional

Field Artillery units are preparing for approaches involve consideration of the elements
of a firing battery, i.e., the fire direction

combat in a training enviroinment which is center, the forward observer, and the howitzers
characterized as hostile and ever-shrinking, themselves as a way of analyzing or expressing
One of the several factors contributing to this the need for training devices and simulation.

diffcul envronent s te avilailit ofIt is also possible to look at training device
training resources needed to achieve and main- and simulation needs in terms of individual
tain a high state of combat readiness. Spiral--riigadcletvetann eurmns
Ing costs for ammunition, fu~el, and repair These perspective's have several fundamental
parts, combined with limited training areas andfl sh evr wic ma hve onibtd o
available training time are resources wbich are the current state of affairs. There is a more
bhecoming scarce. Titrn wilc tnu ovrfundamental perspective that appears to yield

the omig yers.better insights into how field artillery units

Durig te peiod197 to 980 thecos ofcan take advantage of training devices and simu-
Duri ng the pemniiod 197 nto198,ated cost ofil lation. This perspective involves consideration

theu andt 155f amn nto 8 inc reall sedvc ro1nd hile of where field artillery units train, what type
the ostof a 8-nch ullservce oundhasof training is conducted there, what training

increased by 234% during the same period. As a
remit, mmuitio alocaion fortranin ofdevices or simulations are currently available

active as well as reserve component field artil-to sp rt hi tanng ad wat riig
lery units have been cut significantly, and devices and simulations should be developed to

future reductions in training ammunition allo- Improve the training conducted there at less
catina soul be xpecedcost with no loss in effectiveness.

The "energy crunch" and the associated high in the training is eanormally s conuc ed s by oAcuit
fuel costs have had an adverse impact on avail- i he riigaes arsnaes oa
ability of fuel to support training. The cost orecasei ( t rannAras)n.aortann
for mogas and diesel has increased by over 200% aes(T)
since 1977. Using an annual, average expendi-1. ario. FedAtlry eaedgrsnrlture of 40,000 gallons of diesel and 15,0001. Grio.FedAtl ry eaedg rsn

gallns or ogas for traning a 55m FAtraining is characterized as focusing on devel-
batalions o annuall mustrpayn$37,000 more For opment of individual skills and section levelbattlio annall mus pa $37000moreforproficiency. Normally the training is done ina
diesel and $13.000 more for mogas today than it classroom, or the motor pool, and seldom do the

didion inte1977. their training efforts. This
Repar pats ave lsoincrase in oatmode of training usually follows ARTEP type
Repair~~setin integrateo ncese i cs

dramatically over the past 4 years. In 1977 training wherkesss igoe the c ausnde idnt fies chi
average annual repair parts costs for a CONUS FA tann ekess igoe h as fec
battalion were $388,000. Today the cost is weakness, and prescribes training at individual

approximately $600,000. or section level to Improve proficiency prior to
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the next evaluation. Garrison type training training the cannon system in the garrison ýn-
because of these characteristics is by its vironment: for example, devices which will
nature less expensive than training in the other enable the total field artillery system to train
a-eas. Therefore, training devices and simula- as a team without the expenditure of service
tions here should make a contribution toward ammunition. This means of training the total
improving effectiveness of training. system is seen as a way of closing the loop

between the observer and firing battery in dry
At present, there are several training de- fire training and may be viewed as a long term

vices and simulations in the inventory which can replacement to the M31 trainer. It would also
be used to train in garrison: enable units to train with minimum expenditures

of fuel because they would not be forced to
105 Ammo Handler's round travel to maneuver and impact areas. An over-
Time Training Fuze view of how this integration of devices might
Artillery Direct Fire Trainer take place is outlined below: I
Nuclear Training Rounds M455 155mm,

1M423 8-in a. The Fire Support Team (FIST) trains
Training Set, Fire Observation with the Training Set, Fire Observation in gar-
Puff Board rison. A direct communication link is estab-
A variety of Battle Simulations (war games) lished with the TACFIRE or Battery Computer

System element of the battalion and battery Fire
As can be seen, this is not an impressive Direction Center in the motor pool.

array of training devices and simulations con-
sidering the current state of the art, and the b. The Fire Direction Center (battery or
list highlights the earlier statement that field battalion) computes firing data and sends it to
artillery device and simulation development has the guns, collocated with the FDC in the motor
been done on a piecemeal basis, pool or local training area.

In the light of the type training conducted c. The gun sections load a type of dummy
in garrison and the training devices and simu- projectile while error measuring equipment on
lations available to support that training, the howitzers feeds data to a central computer
several gaps can be identified which provide the which determines "did hit" coordinates.
basis for training devices or simulations cur-
rently under development or for establishment of d. A burst/flash symbol is displayed on
a training device requirements document, the TSFO screen at the "did hit" coordinates.

(Note: The central computer could be the TSFO
Training devices and simulations currently computer, BCS, TACFiRE, or a separate "training-

under development to support garrison training only" computer.)
are:

e. A data link from the central computer
a. Copperhead Training Round: This de- to target acquisition systems provides "did hit"

vice will provide cannoneers with realistic crew coordinates, trajectory information, and burst
drill on a dummy, full-caliber 155mm cannon- symbols on data display units.
launched guided projectile. The round does not
leave the tube and must be extracted through the 2. Local Training Area (LTA). Training in the
breech. Crew dr"" will include inspection, LTA primarily concentrates on development of
arming and loadin. collective level ARTEP tasks at the battery and

battalion level. For many CONUS units, the LTA
b. Battery Comuputer System (BCS) Trainer: and MTA may be one and the same training area.

This trainer is being designed as a means of For units stationed overseas, there is a marked
conducting operator training on the BCS while difference between these two areas. The LTA is
simulating the interface with systems having an generally characterized as limited in space but
input to BCS (TACFIRE, Digital Message Device. large enough to allow units to conduct some

training in reconnaissance, selection, and occu-
c. Training Set, Fire Observation (TSFO): pation of position. Any live firing for artil-

This training device is designed to provide lery units, if permitted, is restricted to
realistic classroom training in adjust fire pro- subcaliber devices. Training in this area
cedures, both for institutional and unit use. builds upon the individual and section level
It utilizes image projectors and a minicomputer proficiency obtained during the garrison train.-
to display target p-d bur. ,bols on a slide- ing, and allows the command, control, and coor- 4
projected tr-i- ne. , I be fiels-I two dination function to be exercised at the battery
per division .i-tillery ius selected TRADOC and battalion level. Some training devices and
schools and reserve component locations, simulations can also be used in the LTA as units

train to a high level of proficiency prior tod. Ground Laser Locator Designator Eval- conducting live fire training at the MTA.

uator (GLLD-E) : This device is designed to
allow FIST personnel to pratice, GLLD tracking Two field artillery devices currently used
w-thout the safety hazards o actual GLLD. in this environment include the M31, 14.5mm sub-
It incorporates a Maverick " mera and pro- caliber trainer and the miniature moving target
vides feedback to the opel-. ..r via a scoring (a Soviet model tank used in conjunction with
device. In addition to these devices currently M31 ranges). At present, there are no devices
under development, there is a need for addi- under development specifically designed to en-
tional devices to fill other existing gaps in hance training in the local training area. Some
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other devices mentioned previously for use in current state of development of MILES equipment
garrison areas can also be used in the LTA is primarily limited to direct fire wapons
(105mm ammo handler's round, artillery direct systems. A large training gap exists which
fire trainer, and nuclear training rounds). indicates a need for devices and methods to

realistically play indirect fire systems in
The integration of devices to enable the MILES exercises, both at the National Training

total field artillery system to train as a team Center and othe. installations having MILES

without the expenditure of service ammunition equipment.
(discussed under "garrison" training) would also
be an excellent means of training the battery/ Five distinct elements of the indirect fire
battalion collective tasks in the local training problem have been identified below and priori-
area (LTA). It would allow the units to inte- tized according to their importance in develop-
V grate the firing, maneuver, and RSOP tasks ment:
without expending service ammunition. In the
LTA, one additional device is neededý a. An audio/visual cue to be activated at

the simulated grid of impact. This cue (smoke,
A low cost, full caliber training projec- bang, flash) does not need to simulate every

tile which can be rammed/loaded into 105mm, round fired,, but a representative number is re-
155mm, and 8-inch howitzers, provide bang and quired to give the Artillery Observer and other
recoil, and either consumes itself or literally players an appreciation of the suppression/
plops out of the end of the tube so that dry killing power of their supporting artillery/
fire training for howitzer crews can be more mortars and to insure that the attacked unit is
realistically done while not creating safety clearly aware of why it suffered the casualties/
constraints which wuld require impact areas, damages it did and what preventive measures
This round woeuld also be used during engagement could or should have been taken.
simulation exercises. A round which can be
rammed but must then be extracted through the b. An automatic casualty assessment sys-
breech does not provide for positive training tam which is not dependent upon the subjective
responses, decisions of a fire marker controller on thebattlefield with a controller's laser gun. This

3. Major Training Area (W£A). Training in the system must automatically assess casualties and
MTA is characterized by live firing with service damage according to the distance from the impact
ammunition within the framework of battery and grid of the simulated rounds, the type of muni-
battalion level ARTEP tasks. In some MTA loca- tions employed, and the protection available to
tions, field artillery units are able to par- the players at the moment of impact.
ticipate in live fire combined arms exercises.
This however, is the exception rather than the c. A means of getting the firing battery
rule, due to the many safety restrictions in and FDC realistically involved in the exercise.
force at the various training areas. The overview of an integration of devices de-

signed to train the total FA system, described
The primary emphasis in the PTA is use of earlier, may also be applicable here. The "did

actual combat equipment and munitions in simu- hit" coordinates determined by the central com-
lated combat scenarios. Few training devices puter, based upon the FDC's computations and
are used during this "verification of combat subsequent data applied to the howitzers, could
readiness" training. One exception in the be used as the basis for the casualties assessed
future, however, will be the use of full cali- on the battlefield. In this manner, the firing
her, training-unique ammunition. The field battery and FDC personnel have direct input to
artillery is currently developing a low-cost the success/ failure of the field artillery in
indirect fire training round (LITR) to be used engagement simulation exercises. In conjuaction
in lieu of high explosive service ammunition in with the error measuring equipment on the howit-
training at the MTA's. These non-exploding zers, the dummy projectile, described earlier,
indirect fire training rounds will significantly could be used to increase the realism of engage-
reduce the cost of live fire training for 155smm ment simulation by the crews.
and 8-inch battalions and institutional train-
ing. The rounds ace ballistically matched to d. A GLLD simulator which will allow
their parent HE round; the FDC uses the same Copperhead and Hellfire to be played in MILES
firing tables as with the HE round; and a smoke/ exercises. A trainer which looks like a GLLD or
flash signature is provided so the observer can an adaption to the actual GLLD itself must be
see and adjust them. developed which will interface with existing

Miles equixnent so that FIST personnel can real-
There is another major type of training to istically simulate the coordination and laser

be conducted in the near future at the MTA's and designating skills involved in the employment of
that is engagement simulation exercises using laser-guided munitions.
the Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement System
(MILES). This type of training will allow free- e. A means of realistically involving the
play, force-on-force scenarios to be conducted various target acquisition elements into the
with a degree of battlefield realism never exercise. Again, the earlier discussion on the
before obtainable. The use and effects of live overview of an integration of devices designed
ammunition are effectively simulated with the to train the total FA system may have appli-
MILES laser transmitters and detectors. The cation in solving this need.
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CONCLUS IONS

The following points should be highlighted
concerning the development of devices and sizau-
lations to train the field artillery in the
1980's:
1. This paper addresses training device needs

which have been identified and should not be
confused with requirements. Every need must
undergo a thorough front end analysis (to in-
clude task analysis, medias selection analysis,

and cost' ahd training ffctlvoness analysis)
before a legittaterequirement can be substan-
tiated and requirements documents written.

2. This plan is not . be considered an all
inclusive listing of training devices/suLula-
tions. As front end analyses for ne% combat
systems are completed, additional. device re-
quirements will be identified. In addition,
TRADOC's Comprehensive Plan for Training Device
Developments is a listing of every device

currently in the inventory, under development,
and proposed for future development. It is
updated on an annual basis.

3. Combat systems which have computers as part

of their equipment are prime candidates for the
if" development of software embedded training. This

kind of training reduces the requirement for

separate, costly training devices/simulators and

a lso permits soldiers to train and be tested on
their own combat equipment.

4. A prime consideration in the development of
training devices Is not to train personnel at
the Institution ta-th devices that will not be
available at their unit. However, this should

not become a stumbling block to the development
of cost efficient training at the institution.
There are times when it is cheaper or more
effective to develop an institutional-only
trainer due to space constraints ir the actual
combat equipment, large numbers of students to
be trained in short periods of time, or insuf-
ficient quantities of combat equipment available
to the institution.

5. The development of devices to integrate the
training of the total cannon system and target
acquisition systems without the expenditure of
service ar•junition is of prime importance, both

4 ~for unit collective training programis and for
combined arms training exercises using engage-
ment simulations.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Captain Arthur A. Shrader
Chief, Training Devices and Simulations Branch

Directorate of Training Developments
US Army Field Artillery School

Fort Sill, Oklahoma
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IMPACT OF INFLATION

AMMUNITION 1977 190 % INC

105 MM $33 s 63 91%

155 MM $70 $134 91%

8 INCH $90 *301 234%
FIGURE 1

IMPACT OF INFLATION
JULY MAY %

FUEL 1978 1980 INCREASE

MOGAS ($/GAL) $ 0.45 $ 1.29 1V%

DIESEL ($/GAL) 0.36 1.29 258%

REPAIR PARTS 430A 803A 40%

(MIN HOWITZER TRACK PADS)
FIGURE 2
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UNIT TRAINING
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SIMULATION IN THE CANADIAN FORCES

By

Commodore Gordon L. Edwards
Director General Military Plans and

Operations, National Defence Headquarters,

Ottawa, OntarioF, ABSTRACT
The Canadian Armed Forces stress the use of simulation to both incczzap

effectiveness and realism, and reduce costs associated with miiitary training.
An integrated approach to the use of simulation across all three Services
ensures that the maximum benefit is derived from new technology.

INTRODUCTION

One year ago, General iPamsey Withers, In the Axrmy most equipment is pur-
Chief of the Defence Staff directed that chased outside of Canada, generally in
simulation be accorded a much higher the US, while training and organizations
priority in the training of the Canadian have tended to follow the British Army.
Armed Forces. A Simulation Permanent While individual training standards have
Working Group was formed to serve as a been maintained, attitudes towards the
focal point for simulation throughout the use of sophisticated simulation have been
Canadian Forces. rather conservative until fairly recently,

The when, with the acquisition of the Leopard
Tepresent policy in effect across Tank, trainers became more aware of the

all three Services directs that simulation potential offered by simulation. This,
be incorporated into the training system plus the high anmmunition costs along with
whenever savings in resources or energy large personnel turnovers have given those
accrue while improving or maintaining responsible for training the desire to
operational proficiency. It further seek out new and innovative approaches
directs that in all new projects, simula- for maintaining the high standard for
tion opportunities be addressed. New which the Can~adian soldier is renowned.
projects will also address the energy
factor and stress conservation in all non- While we have a small Krmed Forces,
renewable resources. our current inv'entory of simulators is

worth about $200 million and if tentative
* ISince the Second World War the plans are approved the value of that

Canadian Navy has, by and large, sailed inventory will exceed one billion dollarsA
in ships designed and built in Canada and by the end of this decade. To give you
the majority of Canada's military research an idea of what we have and our plans for
and development has b~een directed towards the near future let me run through some
the maritime requirement. Notwithstanding, examples.
the Navy training philosophy ha~s followed
that of the Royal Navy and many training COMPUTER ASSISTED LEARNING (CAL)
devices have been purchased from United
Kingdom sources. The new patrol frigate in co-operation with the National
program has given new impetus to the Research Council of Canada the Canadian
development of naval simulators that will Forces is engaged in a five-year R&D
replace our outdated trainers arkd match project to experiment with Computer
the needs of the updated DDH 280, and the Assisted Learning with a view to large-
new patrol frigates. scale implemrentation in our training

Due o th clse rssocatin amn~jsystem. NBC has, in conjunction withDue o te clse ,ssoiaton aongthis, developed a high level, secondNorth American aviation industries and jeneration courseware Authoring L~anguage
1 4joint North American Air Defence agreementa known as NATAL, National Author Language.

our Air Force has adopted similar aircraft This common instructional language is
and consequently has similar requirements easily adaptable, transportable, flexible,
for simulatorsq and training devices as bilingual and is machine independent.
the USAF. The zecent additions to the Most important it is easy to use and
CF 140 Long Range Patrol Aircraft and the trials have confirmed that instruactors
decision to purchase the F18 with their without previous ADI- experience canl pro-
new technologies have generated the need gram c~ourseware within two weeks. The

Kto push the state-of-the-art to develop CAL project will investigate a number of
associated modern training equipments and potential uses, for example; substantial
methods, savings may be expected in the number of
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operational equipments required for ARMY'I training purposes.
! observed Fire Simulators

NAVY
We recently installed six Invertron,

Navy Bridge Trainer UK designed artillery Observed Fire Simu-
lators. It is a second generation

Installed at Esquimalt (near simulator that has proven to be extremely
Victoria, B.C.) in 1980, this British effective in training indirect fire
designed (SOLARTRON) simulator effectively observers. Users are very positive about
teaches junior officers in ship handling its value and during the first year of
techniques, use of radar, voice procedure use at the Artillery School in Gagetown,
and bridgemanship leading to watch keeping New Brunswick, ammunition savings of
certification. It has a digital coastline $1.3M were made.
radar simulation and most significantly
teaches the handling of ships in close Leopard Tank Training Devices
company and collision avoidance under
various weather and sea states as well as With the acquisition of the Leopard
navigation under zero visibility Tank, trainers began to realize the
conditions. Needless to say we dare not importance of cost effective modernafford to let junior officers thrash training devices. Currently we have:
around congested and hazardous waters

trying their hand at ramming, colliding 1. Drivers Instructional Cab
and running agronnd, normally the prero- (German),
gative of senior officers. A positive
benefit of this trainer is the greatly 2. Turret Classroom Instructional
reduced time it takes to reach watch Models; and
keeping certificate standards. In
addition, we believe that it will prove 3. TALAFIT (Tank, Laying, Aimingto be effective in improving confidence and Firing Trainer) (Belgium).
and morale of junior Naval officers.

We are in the process of improving
The Action Speed Tactical Trainer the armoured training system to include

gunnery crew simulators, tactical simula-
Just inst lled this summer at our tors and driver simulators. One concept

Maritime Warfare School in Halifax, this is the TICS (Turret Interaction Crew
trainer, designed and manufactured by Simulator). This is similar to the UCOFT
Ferranti Digital Systems UK, employs (Unit Conduct of Fire Trainer for the US
state-of-the-art simulation and displays Battle Tank Ml).
to provide tactical scenarios for exer-
cising surface, sub-surface and aircraft Staff Training Tactical Simulator
under various Naval combat conditions.
Its purpose is to practise maritime Although no acquisition project is
officers in tactical decision-making. currently underway for an Army Staff
Capabilities include the full complement Tactical Training Simulator, we have
of modern sensors and weapons systems completed development of a system that
with the capabt.it•. to accommodate future economically solves the displayed map,
developments. This trainer permits the line of sight and movement problems on an
training cf officers to cope with the automated battle board. We are now in a
multi-threat environment as well as the position where we can build on this caps-
development and evaluation of new tactics. bility to provide automated coimnard and
It also provides a depth of experience staff training from unit to corps level.
that could not be achieved in other than
a synthetic environment. In addition to AIR FORCE
these recent acquisitions we have in
service on both coasts a wide rango of Long Range Patrol Aircraft - CP 140 Aurora
sonar, EW, radar, blind pilotage and
operations trainers, most of which are By combining the better features of
out of date. the USN PS and S3 trainers along with our

own ideas utilizing the state-of-the-art,
Wa are about to start a complete we have produced a package that has proven

modernization program of all Navy combat to entirely satisfy our training require-
procedures traininq facilities. Already ments. Trainers include:
identified are an advanced Command Team
Trainer, a basic Coxmand Team Refresher i. The Flight Deck Simulator,
Trainer, two Tactical Data System designed and manufactured H
Trainers, two Sonar Trainers, and an EW by CAE Industries;
Trainer. Yet to be defined are a series
of trainers in support of the new 2. The Operational Mission
Canadian patrol frigate. In addition, Simulator: and
there is a program to refurbish the entire
spectrum of training aids and devices 3. The Integrated Avionics Trainer,F currently in the Navy inventory, and six other part task trainers
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which represent major sub extend a warm invitation to you to visit
systems for maintenance any of our training bsses and see any of
training purposes. these, or other training devices inoperation. We of course would welcome

These trainers/simulators have been in any joint development suggestions and
service for one year and both trainers perhaps at some time should consider some
and trainees are extremely enthusiastic. sort of body where matters relatee to

training development/simulation, • can
CC130 Hercules be mutually shared.

Approved for procurement is an up- ABOUT THE AUTHOR
to-date CC130 Operational Flight Trainer
which will include a state-of-the-art Commodore Gordon L. Edwards, a Naval
digital computer generated visual system. Officer, is currently serving at National
As well, we are in the process of Defence Headquarters as the Director
replacing six analogve basic jet trainer General Military Plans and Operations.
simulators with state-of-the-art visual His main resnonsibility includes the
computer generated systems. We are also development and implementation of Canadian
preparing the documentation necessary for National and International military plans.
approval to procure a tactical helicopter
simulator.

Sea King Helicopter

We have completed the replacement of
the analogue tactics portion of the Sea
King Helicopter and are in the process of
similarly replacing the analogue flight
and engine simulators with state-of-the-
art systems and will be procuring entirely
new simulators when the Sea King is
replaced.

CF18 Hornet

In support of the new CF18 aircraft
we have a contract with CAE Ltd for two
Operations and Flicht Tactic (OFTT)
trainers which ý.nclude state-of-the-art
compt.ter generated systems and a weaponssystems trainer in which the basic OFTT
will be augmented by the latest air com-
bat manoeuvring systems. In addition,
the project includes the procurenent of
two HOTAS (Hands on Throttle and Stick)
trainer, a kit of maintenance trainers
and a host of Computer Assisted Learning
(CAL) stations.

E3A AWAC

DND in conjunction with Canadian
Industry has been responsible for the
design, development and manufacture of an
E3A (AWAC's) Operational Flight Trainer
and this trainer is in the final stages
of acceptance testing; to be installed in
Germany for NATO AWAC's aircrews.

COYCLUSION

As you can see the Canadian1 Armed
Forces is dedicated to the philosophy of
simulation as a means of improving
training while creating a hedge against
rising training costs and energy con-
servation.

In return for the generous way you
have shared infoxmation with us and in
hosting many visitors at your various
training establishments, I would like to
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THE NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER

A TOTAL EXPERIENCE TRAINING CENTER

Richard C. Dickson, Senior Staff Scientist

Science Applications, Inc.
National Training Center Project Office

La Jolla, California

This paper has been prepared with the cooperation, assistance and concurrence of the
National Training Center TRADOC System Manager's Office, Heodquarters, U.S. Army Training and

Doctrine Command, Fort Monroe, Virginia.

ABSTRACT

Now more than ever the U.S. Army must be prepared to survive and win in battle. This paper
discusses this necessity and how the Army is meeting this need by the development of the
National Training Center. An overview is presented on the training, tvaluation, and control
concepts of the National training Center and how these concepts have been Implemented by the NTC
Instrumentation System.

BACKGROUND shoot quickly. Night operations must be as famil-
iar as day operations. All units must he able to

The Need - The Necessity To Be Ready To Win survive and accomplish their missions in the hos-
tile nuclear, biological and chemical environments

"The Army's primary objective is to win the as well as that of electronic warfare. Only
land battle - to fight and win in battles large or through peacetime training can these skills be
small , against whatever foe, wherever we may be acquired so that the confidence to deal with the

sent to war..." "We must assume the enemy we face heightened challenges of war may be developed.

will possess weapons generally as effective as our
own. And we must calculate that he will have them The Army has structured its training to meet
in greater numbers than we will be able to deploy, this challenge. The ARTEP provides a collective
at least in the opening stages of a conflict." training program for experiential training based on

"...We can expect very high losses to occur in a TRAIN-EVALUATE-TRAIN model. Yet virtually every-
short periods of time. Entire forces could be where it is stationed, the U.S. Army is hard
destroyed quickly if they are improperly em- pressed to provide complete resources for such
ployed."* training. Modern weapon systems have changed the

tempo, lethality and size of battle areas. The
In order t3 accomplish its objective, the U.S. same land area which was once ample for training

Army must train in peacetime as it will fight in divisions is now inadequ-ite for exercising bri-
war. Terrain utilization and and weapons employ- gades. As Army units train for war maneuver areas

ment are skills that the Amy's leaders must have which are now too small constrain the realism of
honed to perfection through training. Maneuver and their training. Manning of a realistic opposing

support units must be able to move, emplace and force and an effective control and dssessment
_k__ strlcture is, for battalion level exercises, beyond

*Operations FM 100-5 (Washington, DC, HQDA, I July typical resources.1976) p. 1-1
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Civilian communities adjacent to installations replay the aerial combat for the participants has
limit the Army's ability to fully utilize eiec- created the type of experiential learning that can

jtronic warfare and close air support consistent approximate air-to-air combat and Increase the
with a realistic battlefield environment, capability of U.S. pilots to survive and be suc-

cessful in the early phases of combat.
The foregoing realities and technological

advances have laid the foundation far conducting The Army at the Training and Doctrine Command
realistic large unit training in a cost-effective Combined Arms Test Activity, Combat Developments

manner to help meet the current and future Army Experimentation Center, and other test ranges has
training needs. used modern simulation technology to attempt to

create realistic combat conditions, not with the
Historically, as combat units first take up goal of training personnel and units but of testing

their role in a war, the losses of those units have concepts and equipment under conditions as near
been very high, compared to the losses the same combat as possible. These agencies have taken
units suffer later in combat. Intuitively one advantage of the capabilities of the laser, the
would expect a combat-experienced soldier or unit computer, radar and other technologies to reachLito suffer fewer casualties and to be more effective levels of accuracy and realism that had not before
than those without such experience. Certainly, been possible. These tests, however, were designed

4officers and men of all services can look back at primarily to provide the realism for the equipment
their participation in World War 11, Korea, and or mechanical function and were limited to small
Viet Na. to find validation for such intuition. units. The training for combat survival of theI
Moreover, the statistics of units in those wars individuals involved during these experiments has

bear out the conclusion that combat experience been of secondary importance.
improves both the survivability and the performance

of unilts. The Army is now using laser simulations for
direct fire weapons to increase the realism in

Over the years, many attempts have been made training. For the first time, opposing forces can

during trainiing wlien the cost of learning is meas- inflicting simulated casualties and damage ast raitclydpcte he omtexrene elsialy ngeech ter nmck obat

ured in dollars rather than in lives. Infiltration direct result of the engagement and not from the
courses with live machine gun fire only a few feet use of slow and arbitrary neans (i.e., judgemental

above the ground and the use of live artillery ciecisions by umpires).
fires, live close air support and naval gunfire
during exercises nave been employed. How NTC Meets The Need

No training can comoletely capture the danger In a statement before the House Appropriations

-and the associated fear - that is generated by Coimmittee, General Rogers, former Army Chief of
real combat. However, each of the techniques used Staff, made the point that "the worst thing that

in the past has been Intended to provide some part can happen is for a soldier and a ujnit to find
of the sounds and feel of combat so that In the themselves on a battlefield, fighting in anger for

future, the soldier, sailor, or airman entering the first time and never to have experienced any-

combat would not find it completely new and for-aign thing like It before."
to him.

Recognizing the increasing inadequacy of
A major contribution to the technological training facilities, the Secretary of the Army and

advancement of training has been the Air Force RED the Chief of Staff stated in their 1978 joint pos-
FLAG activity at Mellis Air Force Base, Here the ture statement to Congress that:
combination of carefully troined and equipped

"enemy" aircraft, a highly sophisticated and in-

strumented airspace, and the ability to capture andI



"The Army foresees one or more National e Battalion Task Force (BnTF). A combined
4Training Centers, large military reserva- arms team with a staff and a critical task

tions which can support the kind of com- of coordinating combat power on the
bined arms training needed to ready the battlefield.
total Army for battle in Europe."

9 Opposing Force (OPFOR). A dedicated unit,
The National Training Center (NTC) is a fa- sized and equipped to operate against the

cility where highly realistic, comprehensive and BnTF in realistic numbers, using Soviet
intensified training will be conducted. Troops tactics and signatures and operating as
will be transported to this facility periodically part of the control force to ensure proper
to become proficient in critical tasks that cannot balance in combat operations. This OPFOR
be accomplished at home stations. Since combat must think and act like Soviets, including
conditions are duplicated with great fidelity at less concern for casualties and more for
the NTC, it can also be used as a combat proving results.
ground. Battle realism, evaluation and feedback in
this environment require engagement measurement and 9 Electronic Warfare (EW). The use of
monitoring and control instrumentation coupled with janmmers against U.S. communications and
data processing and display capabilities to provide electromagnetic devices in a mannerrobjective assessments and analyses of unit perform- expected of the Soviets in Europe.
ance with sufficipnt detail and timeliness to
ensure maximum learning. A beneficial by-product 0 Close Air Support (CAS). The opportunity

of such instrumentation is the ability to answer to plan and execute joint air-ground
critical questions of aggregate force readiness operations.
trends and effectiveness of doctrine, organiza-

tions, equipment and training techniques. e Live Fire (LF). An imaginative use of
portable, instrumented targets to provide

The NTC, with its mixture of various forms of a realistic threat, both offensively and
instrumentation and simulations, and with its defensively, to the BnTF under conditions
ability to capture data for later use, offers a that permit the BnTF to coordinate and
training environment that closely resembles real control live fires.
combat while conconvnitantly providing tIhe ability
to rapidly analyze the events that occur during the e Weapon Engagement Simulation (ES). The
exercise, to evaluate the general state of a unit's use of lasers and computers to simulate
training, to assess their deficiencies and to fires on the battlefield, including a
provide in-depth near-real-time feedback, realistic and believable assessment of

casualties.

It is this concept of using modern technology
available to train units by creating a near combat * Instrumentation. The use of sensors,

fkenvironment that makes the NTC unique. The NTC computers, and data communications to tie
concept is to train so realistically that the together the whole NTC activity and to
soldier's reactions to combat are learned so well capture that activity in a manner which
he will act intuitively and decisively in real permits effective training feedback and
combat. This process, known as experiential assessment.
learning, is the goal of the NTC.
4 Together, these elements provide a training

The Training and Doctrine Command, in its environment where Army maneuver battalions can
analysis of the NIC training environment, has undertake essential combined arms training which
developed an array of seven significant training cannot be accomplished at home station due to
elements to be stressed in the NTC development: physical limitations and the prohibitive cost for

providing an NTC type environment. In addition to
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this training role, the NTC also provides an envi- ratios of at least 3 to 1 against a U.S.

ronment to gather data about simulated battlefield battalion during defense missions. The

performance and the effectiveness of U.S. Army OPFOR will use Soviet tactics and signa-

organizations, doctrine, procedures, tactics and tures, with the vehicles and weapons

weapon systems under realistic simulated combat capabilities of Soviet type motorized

conditions. rifle regiment replicated. The OPFOR will

consist of approximately 1000 men and 230

NTC PHASE I CONCEPT - AN OVERVIEW tracked vehicles equipped with silhouette

The National Training Center (NTC) is being

implemented in Phases of which Phases I and II have e Electronic Warfare (EW). Jammers will

been defined. Phase I, when Implemented. will replicate ground based threat communica-

provide a place where Army units can undertake tion Jammers, capable of 1.5 kW opera-

essential combined arms training that cannot be tions, on a narrnw electromagnetic band
done at home stations because of limitations, or targeted against those !ommunications nets

the prohibitive total cost of providing a NTC Phase found in battalion and br;2ade. Addi-

I type environment at all or selected division tional equipment, to be suppliec ýv the

installations. Air Force, will duplicate a representativw
air defense threat in the vicinity of the

The Training Environment and Concept of NTC FEBA.

The elements of the training environment for Close Air Support (CAS). This will be
the NTC Phase I include: provided from George AFB and RED FLAG

operations at Nellis AFB. It may also

* Battalion Task Force (BnTF). The basic encompass Marine and Navy air support from

building block of mounted warfare is and Twenty Nine Palms or China Lake. This NTC
will be the cross-reinforced tank or Phase I will offer opportunities to prac-

mechanized company team or battalion task tice the joint planning necessary for

force. After corps and division com- air-ground operations at the battalion

manders have set in motion the necessary task force level with a real-time casualty

concentration of power, they must turn assessment system supported by instru-

over the immediate direction of the battle mentation.

to brigade and battalion commanders. The
brigade and battalion commanders then must Live Fire (LF). This will be conducted at

fit the forces to the ground, maneuver realistic engagement ranges and target

against the enemy as the battle develops, arrays, with all elements of direct and
and coordinate the concentration of fire- indirect fire integrated. Minimum re-

power. The battalion task force will be strictions :ommensurate with safety will

the element that the NTC training environ- be applied. Targets will be portable and

ment is designed to train as the initial have sufficient instrumentation to provide

goals of Phase I. Initially, one battal- input for after action review. Targets

ion engagement exercise will be conducted will respond to live fire hits or laser

at a time. Later in Phase I, expanded fire from DRAGONS and TOWS.

instrumentation capabilities will allow

two simultaneous battalion level exer- Engagement Simulation (ES). The MILES

cises. system will be used down to individual

weapon level. Engagement simulation data

* Opposing Force (OPFOR). A realistic provided by MILES will be reported by
"enemy" force will be provided by a telemetry on selected weapons.

dedicated unit, sized to achieve force
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Instrumentation. The NTC instrumentation then train at Fort Irwin twice each 18-month pert-

components include time-space position od, once without troops on the notional battle
location, key event recording, voice and facility, and once with the entire battalion.

video recording, and appropriate analysis

and playback facilities. Evaluation Concept

Training at the NTC Phase I will be based upon The evaluation function of the TRAIN-

the TRAIN-EVALUATE-TRAIN model with detailed feed- EVALUATE-TRAIN model at the NTC Phase I will con-
back after each mission and a final diagnostic centrate on the phases of the command and control
After-Action-Review (AAR) and Take-Home-Package to process at the battalion task force level: col-

serve as a basis to guide subsequent home station lection of information, planning, issuing orders,
training programs. The training will focus on im- assessing and supervising the progress of opera-

proving performance in the five levels of activity tions.

within the battalion task force: execution, con-
trol, coordination, support and planning. At the NTC Phase I, the primary target of

evaluation tid corrective training will be the
The NTC Phase I training should be viewed as battalion's ability to orchestrate the application

an extension of and building on home station of its combat power. A Take-Home-Package for home
training with heightened realism in battlefield station training will provide the opportunity for
conditions and objective standards. The NTC Phase review and remedial training. The evaluation
I will concentrate on minimum constraint operations concept is designed to provide:

at the combined arms task force level and will pro-

vide command and staff exercise opportunities at a An increase in proficiency of battalion
the brigade level, combined arms teams as they execute a

series of missions.
The NIC training scenarios will be tailored

for each unit based oo,: a A comprehensive assessment of unit train-

ing to serve as a basis for subsequent
e Current status of collective training - home station training,

proficiency based on ARTEP,

e Resources at home station, The evaluation concept will be based on a

e Contingency plans, determination of what should be collected and

measured; what will be the information feedback
e Training goals, and levels, critique audiences and frequency; and what

* Task organization, the evaluation packages are used for.

The training experience will be based upon a
European analogue. Units will exercise emergency Instrumentation and Control Concept

deployment plans; move to and draw POMCUS-like

prepositioned equipment; deploy to field positions The instrumentation and control system has

similar to European defense plans; and execute been designed to support the objectives outlined In

scenarios of appropriate tactical missions. By the training and evaluation concepts. The system

will collect and report data during performance of1 9 8 4 b r ig a d e h e a d q u a r t e r s w il l b e r e s p o n s i b l e f o r u i a k ; e h n e o e a l r a i m a d c n r l o
battle management of a mix of one real and up to unit tasks; enhance overall realism and control ofthe exercise; record and process collected data,
two notional battalions. Battalion commanders and
their staffs will be exercised in a realistic and provide computer generated imagery or graphic

command environment using CPX role-playing tech- displays for assessment and control of the exer-

niques similar to those used in the Combined Arms cise. Data collection and processing will be
objective and primarily based upon instrumentation.Tactical Training Simulator (CATTS). Each CONUS

armor/mechanized battalion commander and staff will Some actions within the levels of activity upon
which the training end evaluation will be focused
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are not suitable for direct instrumented collec- tactical missions in a realistic threat
iton. These shall be collected and processed environment.

relying on controllers. The instrumentation system
will, however, be structured to support and ex- e Increase the proficiency of brigade and
pedite these controller inputs, battalion task forces to coordinate and

apply all types of fire and terrain mod-
The design of the instrumentation system and ificatlon to increase force effectiveness

the mix of Instrumented and controller functions and decrease unit vulnerability.
will be based on the system's ability to support
the TRAIN-EVALUATE-TRAIN model. The analysis of Increase the proficiency of the battalion
the evaluation/instrumentation system's ability to task force to employ and coordinate

support the NTC Phase I will be built around four organic and supporting direct and indirect
basic issues: fires, combat support and combat service

support systems against a realistic
* What should be collected and measured? opposing force in a free play exercise.

* What can be collected and measured and at
what level? 0 Increase the tactical proficiency of the

e What are the methods and frequency of maieuver elements and leaders within a

feedback presentation? battalion task force in the conduct of

9 What will the data be used for? their combat missions in a realistic
hostile environment, to include: (1) use

The instrumentation system, collection methods of tactics, terrain and terrain modifica-
and playback techniques are described in the NTC tion to maximize combat power at critical
Development Plan published by the Army Training and times and places; (2) employ unit gunnery

Doctrine Conmiand. skills in conjunction with supporting
direct and indirect fires in a near-real-

The Training Mission and Its Implementation combat environment to acquire and service

targets representative of an appropriate
The uniq'Je aspect of a National Training threat force at realistic ranges and

Center (NTC) is the total emersion of a battalion dispersion; (3) increase soldier and
task force in a realistic battle environment. The leader confidence in their proficiency of
NTC training will be as realistic as technology and maneuvering company team and higher units

safety will permit. Equally important, an instru- in close proximity to live fire, (4)
mented NTC will allow the transparent collection of exercise EW and NBC counter measures

hard analytical data from which objective battle- necessary to survive and function on a
field performance effectiveness can be derived. "dirty" battlefield; and (5) integrate air

cavalry and attack helicopters into the
Training Objectives scheme of maneuver and to perfect the

control and coordination techniques unique
The NTC training objectives are designed to to those resources.

fill the gap between home stations unit training
and combat. They are intended to serve as a basis

a Create an opportunity for brigades and
for NTC training and evaluations. These specific battalions to plan and execute realistic
objectives are: combat service support operations.

0 Increase the proficiency of brigade and In addition to the training objectives dis-
battalion conmmanders and staffs to plan cussed above, the NTC will also meet the following
and exercise command aiid control of their
forces while executing combined arms
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* Provide a measure of the increase in a Increase in the number of player units_
combat effectiveness of all elements of that can be monitored and controlled.

combined arms task forces achieved during

training at the NTC. 0 Upgrading of the MILES system to include

new weapons and target acquisition capa-

a Provide real-time player feedback which bilities.

makes possible the compilation of an
accurate objective record of tactical Improved techniques and instrumentation to

performance that can be used in After- address indirect fire, air defense and
Action-Reviews (AARs) for all levels U.S. Air Force close air support simula-

during the NTC training period and after tion.
units return to home station.

a Improved After-Action-Review (AAR) tech-
a Assist in the evaluation of present tac- niques to include development of special

tical doctrine, tables of organization and presentation methods.

equipment, and training doctrine at the
brigade and battalion level. Similar to Phase I, NTC Phase II will provide

an order of magnitude increase in the proficiency
Units trained at the National Training Center of the Army's tactical forces through effective and

(NTC) will be required to perform a large number of realistic training. It will hrovide the experi-
defensive and offensive tactical missions. These ential base which will allow our forces to fight
tactical missions are listed below, outnumbered and win the first and subsequent

battles of any conflict. A
a Movement to contact
a Hasty attack NTC INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM OVERVIEW

e Deliberate attack

a Defend in sector Key Requirements - The Design Drivers
Defend from a battle area

e Hasty defense Out of the NTC training concept which drove

e Delay in sector the evolving structure of the NTC Instrumentation
e Disengagement System a number of imperative requirements became

a Counterattack the bases for the hardware and software designs:
e Defend a battle position

e Deliberate defense e Future growth must be supported without
causing significant redesign and recoding* Reconnaissance and security of software;

e Create and defend a strong point
a Instrumentation must be as transparent as

possible;
A series of tactical mission analyses and

support packages will be prepared for each of the The historical data collected must becapable of being recalled and portions
above missions and will be used to conduct and selected by training analysts during the
control the exercises. course of the exercise for subsequent

After-Action-Review (AAR) presentations;

NYC PHASE It - PRELIMINARY OVERVIEW Instrumented data collection must be
supplemented with voice recordings of
radio nets, video picture input from the
exercise area, and field/observer con-Building on the experiences of Phase I it is troller inputs, and

anticipated that Phase II will move beyond Phase I 0 Technical, schedule and cost risks will be
as the state of the art in training and instru- minimized.

mentation moves to meet thu NTC requirements. It

Is expected that Phase I1 will include:
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System Description
RANGE DATA

MEASUREMENT

In order to minimize interface complexity, and 8uJvaTrM

correspondingly reduce technical risks, a system

architecture has been synthesized that consists of

three major subsystems: (1) Core Instrumentation
Subsystem (CIS), (2) Range Data Measurement Sub- Po~imonT

system (RDMS), and (3) Range Monitoring and Control

Subsystem (RMCS). This system architecture is

presented in Figure 1 along with the allocation of

functional areas to all subsystem components TraFIiuand PIAer (ink

(Figures lA-iC). Comoen omnn

NTC

INSTRUMENTATIONsTM

M z r C n r l G ro u n dT r E l t m t

Componaent Interroptol TrimUElon
Coopponent Cmponent

CORE MANGE DATA MONITORING AND
INSTRUMENTATION MEASUREMENT CONTROL FIGURE 1A RANGE DATA MEASUREMENT SUBSYSTEMSSUBSYSTEM SUBSYSTEM SUBSYSTEM (RDMS) SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

(CIS) (RnoIs) (RMCS) (DS YTMACIETR

FIGURE 1 NTC PHASE I INSTRUMENTATION The Tracking and Communications Component
ARCHITECTURE (TCC) consists of a number of Micro A and Micro A/D

stations located at known surveyed points. The

Range Data Measurement Subsystem (RDMS) Micro A and Micro A/D stations measure range to the

selected player unit and in addition provide a

The RDMS provides real-time position location digital data link between the Central Station and

and engagement event data on all instrumented the Player Unit. The Micro A/D station acts as a

players in the Engagement Simulation (ES) and Live relay to Micro A stations that are not in radio

Fire (LF) exercises. As shown in Figure 1A, the line of sight of the Central Station. The system

RDMS is composed of three major components: (1) remains in a quiescent state until a command from

Tracking and Conmmunication Component (TCC), (2) the Central Station triggers a ranging interroga-

Computational Component (CC), and (3) Player Unit tion command.

Component (PUC). The RDMS Player Unit Component

includes the Transponder Component (TC) and the A Player Unit (PU) includes a discretely

Weapon Engagement Simulation Component (WESC) which addressable Micro B unit that serves as a range

is the Army's MILES system, transponder and communications link. Additionally,

a PU contains an Input/Output (I/O) device, and a

The remote, unmanned Central Station (CS) Transponder L_.punent (TC), attached to a Weap3n

within the TCC selects the transmission path to Engagement Simulation Component (WESC) unit. A PU

Player Units (PUs), provides a two way digital data can receive and store engagement messages from the

link to Player Units (PUs) and collects range data. I/O and TC/WESC, and transmit the data to the CS

Event messages and slant range data received by the upon TCC request. Initial operational capability

Central Station (CS) are time tagged then relayed will be 125 player units with expansion to 500

to the CC. The CC computes PU position, decodes player units occurring later in Phase I.

event data for validity and transmits the position

and event data to the Core Instrumentation Subsys- The Weapon Engagement Simulation Component

tem (CIS). Commands from the CIS are relayed to (WESC) simulates direct fire weapons effects in

the player unit through the CC and TCC.
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support of a free play engagement simulation be- The Range Communications Component (RCC)

tween battalion TF OPFOR elements. Functions per- provides voice, digital and video communications
formed by WESC include: simulation of direct between RMCS components and the CIS. Specifically,

weapon firing cues, computation of direct fire voice communications are provided between the CIS
casualty and damage, implementation of direct fire operators and their counterparts in the VVMC, FTFC,

effects, generation of firing and weaoon effect FCC and OFC components. Digital communications are
engagement events and hand-off of this data to the provided between the IDCC in the CIS and the SAC
I/O through TC for ultimate transmission to the and LFC components. Video communications are
CIS. provided between the IOCC and VVCEC components in

the CIS and the VVMC and FTFC components.
The Computational Component (CC) consists of a

multiple-CPU processor and software necessary to The Spectrum Analyzer Component (SAC) provides

compute PU Position Location (PL) data. Initial the means to measure, record and transmit all

loading and realtime operations control of the TCC relevant NTC EM emissions which may interfere with

remote, unmanned Central Station (CS) is accom- other NTC or non-NTC (i.e., GOLDSTONE) operations.

plished by the CC. The SAC, under control from the CIS, will continu-
ously monitor an assigned frequency range at an

Range Monitoring and Cnntrol Subsystem (RMCS) assigned rate. Whenever an emission is detected

which exceeds a threshold value set by the CIS, the

The RMCS provides the means to monitor and SAC will report this ocpurrence (time, frequency
control all activities on the NTC Engagement Simu- and value) to the CIS.

lation (ES) and Live Fire (LF) ranges. These
capabilities include automated and human sensors The Live Fire Component (LFC) provides a

and a backbone communications component to tie realistic, simulated, combat environment for NTC
these sensors together and connect them with the Live Fire exercises. Specifically, the LFC sim-

CIS. ulates a dynamic OPFOR target array and engagement
scenario; generates live fire effects cues from the

As shown in Figurg lB, the RMCS consists of OPFOR; scores and records live fire results

six major components: (1) Range Communications (eveuts); and transmits all live fire event data to

Component (RCC), (2) Spectrum Analyzer Component the CIS.

(SAC), (3) Live Fire Component (LFC), (4) Voice and

Video Monitoring Component (VVMC), (5) Field Con- The Voice and Video Monitoring Component

troller Component (FCC), and (6) Opposing Force (VVMC) provides both fixed and mobile video

Component (OFC). recording elements to record key engagement
simulation and live fire events. The unmanned

NRANGE fixed video element will be controlled directly
MONITORING AND

CONTROL
SUBSYSTEM from the VVCEC within the CIS. Mobile video teams

S(AMOS) will be directed from the VVCEC component within

"the CIS in response to missions assigned by LAC or

TAF operators.
Range Spectrm Opposng

Comnmunicetione Analzer Force

Comont Compoent Compont The Field Controller Component (FCC) provides(RCC) (SAC) (GOF)

L.inonintrusive observation of the battalion TF during

both Engagement Simulation (ES) and Live Fire (LF)

Pld Controller 'LiveFire exercises. Specific functions performed by the FCC
Com onent Component onitorin

(FCC)o( C om ponent include: enforcement of the rules of engagement;.Go::cc io o idiecFirCwapn ffctVces(fr
assessment of indirect fire casualties; implementa-

"GowthOption tion of indirect fire weapon effects cues (fire
FIGURE IB RANGE MONITORING AND CONTROL marking); assuring range safety and the recording

SUBSYSTEM (RMCS) SYSTEMARCHITECTURE and communication of battalion TF activities based
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on human observations. This component will be I
manned by Army personnol. COMEAIOINGTRUMIENTATION i,

sUlaYsTEM

The Opposing Force Component (OFC) simulates

the opposing force in the free play Fngagement I
Simulation (ES) between the battalion TF and the P s I ,
OPFOR. Specific functions performed by OFC in- .mo.a Ielaaia Enoamea

3 Cn
clude: the simulation' of all OPFOR operations (C cE.. (P

maneuver, fire, administration, log, etc.); the

observation of battalion TF activities and the

communication of these observations to the CIS Digil 'a" id Training
Inifae Dipfay & Conftvo ueh

personnel; and execution of CIS specified OPFOR rnccA" I PI c

scenarios to achieve the desired training missions

and goals. This component is also manned by Army

personnel.

Core Instrumentation Subsystem (CI§1 dEmB)

The CIS provides all real-time data processing

and interactive display capabilities needed to *CwIOto

monitor, command, and control all NTC Engagement

Simulation (ES) and Live Fire (LF) exercise activi-o

ties. The CIS also provides data processing, FIGURE 1C CORE INSTRUMENTATION SUBSYSTEM
(CIS) ARCHITECTURE

interactive display, voice and video editing and

training material production capabilities needed to

synthesize and present near-real-time After-Action-

Reviews (AARs), both in the field and Wd the CIS implements digital communications protocol between

AAR theater, and to produce take-home training the CIS and external subsystems. It reformats and

packages. Finally, the CIS provides the data provides data buffering for all CIS digital I/O.

processing and interactive display capabilities In short, the DIC centralizes all digital I/0 data

required to support Training Developments (TD) and communications for the CIS and preprocesses these

Combat Developments (CD) research at the NTC. data to transform them into the proper format
required by the CIS. The DIC performs a similar

As shown in Figure 1C, the CIS consists of six function for data output from the CIS to the RDMS

major components: (1) Digital Interface Component and RMCS subsystems.

(DIC), (2) Computational Component (CC), (3) In-

teractive Display and Control Component (IDCC), (4) The Computational Component (CC) performs the
Voice/Video Control and Editing Component (VVCEC), mainline computation in support of all CIS exercise
(5) Field Tratiiing Feedback Component (FTFC), and monitoring, command, control, and training feedback

(6) the Environmental Protection Shelter (EPS). activities. Specific computational processing

The IDCC is further decomposed into four major pertormed by the CC include: (1) state estimation

functional elements: (1) Exercise Monitoring and for all instrumented players in the exercise, (2)

Control (EMC), (2) Training Analysis and Feedback real-time casualty assessment for all direct and

4 (TAF), (3) Command Battle Simulation (CBS) and (4) indirect fire weapon engagements (those not per-
Experimental Test Bed (ETB). formed or only partially performed by the WESC),

(3) real-time statistical analyses to provide train-

The Digital Interface Component (DIC) provides ing assessment, (4) spectrum management analyses,

the single input/output (I/O) interface for all and (5) range operations analyses.

digital data commnunications between the CIS and the

RDMS and RMCS subsystems, respectively. The DIC
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The Interactive Display and Control Component light, air conditioning and operational and main-

(IDCC) provides the real-time interactive data tenance facilities, equipment and supplies.

display &nd control facilities required for CIS

controllers to direct all aspects of the NTC train- Subsystem Interfaces

Ing exercise and provides near real-time training

data feedback. Specifically, the IDCC provides a As discussed the NTC Instrumentation System

digital background map, selectable tactical sym- (NTC-IS) has been divided into three major sub-

bology, engagement event data, statistical per- systems (CIS, RDMS, and RMCS) with functions

formance data, and function key, keyboard and allocated to each subsystem to assure that the

interactive menus to interactively control all functional and physical interfaces between them are

aspects of the CIS subsystem, As shown in Figure simple and straightforward. The system interface

iC, the IDCC Implements the CIS display and inter- diagram for the NTC Instrumentation System (NTC-IS)

active control operations of: Exercise Monitoring is presented in Figure 2. As shown, data generally

and Control (EMC), Training Analysis and Feedback flows from the RDMS and RMCS into the CIS where it

(TAF), Command Battle Simulation (CBS) and Experi- is processed and displayed for. decision making.

mental Test Bed (ETB). Control, on the other hand tends to flow from the

CIS to the two other subsystems (RDMS and RNCS).

The Voice/Video Control and Editing Component

(VVCEC) provides all facilities needed to record, Notice that all digital data interfaces are

archive, edit and replay relevant voice and video implemented by the Digital Interface Component

data obtained by monitoring battalion TF and OPFOR (DIC) within the CIS. In this design, the DIC

field operations. Specifically, the VVCEC provides provides all hardware and software capabilities to

the means to record, edit, and replay BLUEFOR assure data and physical compatability between

tactical communications. It also provides an subsystems. That is, the DIC performs all elec-

interactive software system to assist tactical tronic signal and data transformations required to

communications monitors to manuolly input key COMMO implement the needed interface thereby decoupling

event data. Finally, the VVCEC provides similar all otWier data processing functions Internal to the

recording, editing and replay facilities for all respective subsystems. This design approach has

video data collected in the field by a fixed video provided the flexibility required to carry on

camera remotely controlled from the CIS and by five development of each of the subsystems in parallel

mobile video cameras operated by the field video and also provide for future growth.

teams directed from within the CIS.

The digital interface between the RDMS and CIS

The Field Training Feedback Component (FTFC) has been successfully demonstrated during the NTC

provides a self-contained mobile display capability I-ALPHA Test where the General Dynamics Electronics
to present field After-Action-Reviews (AARs). The RMS Il and Xerox WESC systems were used to imple-
FTFC will provide display capabilities similar to ment the RDMS. Because of this, all data formats

those available within the CIS AAR theater includ- are clearly definel (based on well known RDMS

Ing a large screen display and color monitors. The capabilities) and the physical interface can be

FTFC display will be generated using TAF capabili- implemented using standard off-the-shelf inter-

ties in the CIS under the direction of tLie field computer comnunicatiens equipments similar to those 4

AAR director using voice communications provided by used in I-ALPHA.

the Range Communications Component (RCC) within the

RMCS. CORE INSTRUMENTATION SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONS OVERVIEW

The Environmental Protection Shelter (EPS) The CIS functions as the NTC Exercise Opera-

"provides the operational environment for all CIS tions Center during an exercise. Therefore, an
personnel and equipment. Specifically, the EPS operational overview is useful in gaining an under-

provides physical security, conditioned power, standing of how the engagement will be monitored

and controlled.
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is therefore us~ful to explore the functions of the Officer (TAFO) arid his assistants structure an [
EMC/TAF controller stations and the activities After-ActionReview •,AAR) and build material to fill

performed within the EMC/TAF Operations Center. out this AAR structure duri~1g an ongoing •xerdise

I, segment.
As shown in Figure 3 the EMC/TAF Operatiens

Ce.nter is located in the Environmental Protection STATIONS 2, 3, and 4: COMIANY OPERATIONS

Shelter (EPS) wnere the data from the Range Data Operators at these stations are allocated the

Measurement Subsystei (RI•MS) and the voice radio responsibility to monitor and analyze the activites

and video ii•puts interface with the CIS. of each of the three BLUEFOR line companies and

their subordinate plat~oons,

*EMC/TAF Uperations Center Layout

FIELDSTATIID O N COMPRIE P;•I ON EN

Figure 4 preser.t.s the layout of the operator Operators at this station are allocated the
stations within the EMC/TAF Operations Center. As re.sponsiblity to monitor and control the trainin•g

indicated, there are eight operator stations, each environment. These responiibililtes include di-

assigned unique fun~ctional responsibilities. recting the Field Observer/Controllers (FOC), fire

ma•rker teams and monitoring the status of the
MTATION 1: TAF OPERATIONS NTC-IS instrumentation hardware and software.

Operators at this station are allocated the

responsibility to analyze exercise data to extract

VIDEO LINK; , . .
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by 2 to 3 Army personnel
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STATION 6: OPFAR, BN and BDE OPERATIONS SUMMARY AND SCHEDULE
Operators at this station are assigned the

responsibility to direct the opposing forces Summary

(OPFOR) and monitor the battalion TF and brigade
(BDE) tactical and intelligence operations. When The National Training Center (NTC) then has

nuclear, biological or chemical (NBC) effects are heen designed tV provide to the members of each
played, the NBC operator is accommodated at this battalion a total experience which cannot be dupii.

station. cated at their homo stations. The Instrum".ntatlon
System will provide the means by which the training

STATION 7: FIRE SUPPORT OPERATIONS experience can be controlled and the means by which
Operators at this station are assigned the the data cdn be collected, recalled and presented

responsibil~ty to monitor and direct the simulation so that units will have an apprecistion of their
of indirect fire operations for both the battalion state ot readiness for combat and can develop a
TF and OPFOR. training program to eliminate their weaknesses.

STATION 8: SUPPORT OPERATIONS Not only will the NTC provide the opportunity
Operators at this station are assigned the for the units that pass through the 14-day period

responsibility to monitor and analyze all battalion to imprcve their training but it will provide an
TF combat support and combat service support opera- opportunity for the Army to identify ýetter train-
t .ons, Ing methods. It will provide a system which will

allow a unit's performance to be judged objectively
Using the controller station capabilities in a realistic combat environment. Home station

previously described, the EMC/TAF operators are training will become more effective as 3 result of

able to perform their particular function In the units experiences at NTC and as a rssult of the
CIS by monitoring the appropriate radio nets, periodic reviews of their NTC perfirmance by use of
tagging event data collected by the field instru- their Take-Home-Package of recorded iiaterial. The
mentation, directing and prompting the operation net result will be that ove' time the performance
and information Input of the Field Observer/ of battalions at NTC will Improve as they learn to
Controllers, diecting the OPFOR operations, di- train more effectively at norrwj stations.

recting and editing the activities of the field

video teams acid selecting the data and video Schedule

displays to emphasize and demonstrate specific
training objectives for AAR sessions. Initial operational capability

- 125 player units - 31 Jan 82

Expanded player unit capability - Oct 82

Phase II Implementation - Incrementally fran,

mid to late 1980's
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"PIERSIDE COMBAT SYSTEMS TRAINING WITH THE 2014
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Pierside combat systems training is a way to supplement the shore based training
facilities and the at-sea exercises which are so necessary to keep a combat team at a high level of

prof icienrty. This pap3!r presL-nte how pierside trainirj6 is being accomplished with the use of the

Device 2054, Mobile Combat Systems Trainer. The 2014 provides the capability for conducting
individual operator and team training on the crew's ownship through stimulation of the installed

operational equipmnt. The user can develop, modify, expa.xd, and replay training exercises quickly
through a combination of real-time and off-line softwars routines. The system presents a total
electronic warfare envircnaex.t to a wi-e range of sensors witi, a cost effective adaptability to the
sensors and threats. The mobiltty of the 20B4 enables the system tn be moved wherever r.he ships are
located to achieve lmnroved fleet readines- through realistic training and checkout.

INTRODUCE ION DESCRIPTION OF THE 20B4

The classic problem in warfare ir to en;.nre
that the Military personnel and equipment &re Funcilonal Description
organized, trained, and ready to haadlelaa ide
variety of corbat A.tuations. This is carticu- The 20B4 MZST is a completely mobile unit,
larly true for naval ships where complex team with all equipment contained in ar air-
operations, actions, interactions, and decn- conditluned semitrailer which has an air-
saoxs are required, The precision and speed cuattoned suspcrslon system. (See Figure 1,
involved in threat detection Identificstion, Fcture of 2064 Van.)
engagement, and weapons deployment Lre critical
to the survival. of combat ships. The coordi- The software programs and peripheral
nation of these activities in a battle environ- devices compute -it target and vehicle dynamics
ment Ia complicated and crew proficiency is for any training exercise. Tnree.eizinsional
difficult and expensive to maintain during '.andmass and weather formactous ave stored on
peacetime. To achiet.e a high level of eat'ily eccessed magnetic tape and disc
piroficiency, without being in battle, is the cartridges. Among the other software programs
goal of all training activtties. are those for data entry, radar para-.aeter

tables, EYectronic Warfare emijrer tables, and
Until recently, ccordinated combat systems hardware diagnostics for ease of maintenance.

team training was provided to varying degrees (See Figure 2, the 2OB4 MCST block diagram.)
at land-based training facilities, ani through
at-sea exercises which involved thE use of Data from the computer is passed to high *
operational aircraft and ships. As with any speed electronic modules designed specifically
training ,ituaLion, there were limilations to fur the 2084. Each module performs a desig-
what could be acconplished under these Gated task, such as target attenuation. This
conditions. Thte problem was to fill the gaps, modularizatlon permits ese) fault :solatlcr.,
bring training to the fleet, and accent the and correztton by module replacement. The
coordination of the combat systems team, Among combialtion of &:ny elements of target charac-
alternatives considered to supplemcnt the shore teristics data is generated in the proper
based facilities and at--.cea exercises, was that format for application to virnit' types ox
of a pierside comba;.: cystems trainer. This radar systems (such a4 pulse Continuous Wave,
device 4ould create a reaalistic threat pulse. dcpjler, chirped pulse, coded pulse
environment, directly stimulate .hJcrd groups, Frequency Mudulation, Continuous Pra,,e,
sensors, and interact with the operation of or others). Tnis eignal 1i provided to thn
these sensors. appropriate radar channel from the 2SB4 van.

Fire control rndar ty;fc way be of the conIcal
The result would be a trtlr~ing system that scan, Conikal "3csn .recelve Only sLan, simul.-

permitted on-ship training of combat systems taneous ronop,•lse using 1, 2, oc 3 channel
teams using th.eir shipboard equipment and receiver systems, vith or without 0 idelobe
training scenario coordination provided by cancellation fentures.
knowledgeable Fleer• training personnel. The
Device 2094 Mobile Camb-t ,Syrtems trainer T.e sigaals ere trtnsmttetd to the ship
(MCST) Is one such device, through 1-inch diameter cables (normally, on%
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per sensor), which terminate in sensor etc.) generated from one of 16 hardware stored
interface uuits. The attache-cese sized antenna patterns. Disc storage provides for
interface units further conditicn and 250 emitter signatures for scenario preparation
distribute the signals through a harness which and implementation.
is configured to permit quick, temporary
connection to the sensor. (See Figure 3, Sixteen independent, progtamable jamers
interface Kit). Stimulation of the radars is are available for simultaneous use. Hundreds
done a, the Intermediate Frequency of the radar of these may be employed during the course of
to uoe as much of the .adar system as any given scenario. They provide selectable
reasonable, and to achieve realistic interface features such as carrier and amplitude
for effective Electrouic Counter Measures modulation, range or angle gate steal, blink
interactions. A side benefit of this aqproach and angle decaption. Chaff drops are also
is that it serves as a sysiems 1-vel device to programmable and up to 16 simultaneous drops
generally assess the operabtility of the radar. may be made at any time.
EW equipment interface is provided at the RF
level for the same reasons. The 2054 stimulates the AIRS HK X or MK XII

IFF systems at the radio frequency level. All
in its present configuration, the 20B4 modes are stimulated, although mode 4 is

simultaneously stimulates up to seven radar simulated to avoid exercising crypto-secure
sensors and varlous Electronic Warfare circuits.
equipments. The. radars typically include a
short range surface search, a long rangs air Ownship motion is provided for any one of
search, a three-dimensional air search, and the 10 classes of ships currently in the 20B4
four missile or gun fire control radars. These library. The overall gaming area is 1,024 by
radars are solected from the list of 23 1,024 nautical miles which permits a great deal
differernt radars currently interfaced by the of flexibility in scenario preparation.
20B4. The Electronic Warfare equipment
stimulated itclude countermeasures sets, Pre-operating Features
deception repeaters, Direction Finder Sets,
countermeasures receivers, and threat All information used to prepare an exercise
identifiers. The 20B4 also stimulates is entered via dhe Operator Console of Device
Identification Friend or Foe (IFF) and ownship 20B4. (See Figure 4, Operator Control
motion equipment. Console.) Two cathode ray tube displays with

keyboards allow the instructor to create
The threat environment of the 2014 targets, activate jammera, start and stop

presents up to 32 independent targets scenarios, change weather conditions, or alter
simultaneously,'such as ships, aircraft decoys, any other factors that would affect the ship's
and missiles. In any given scenario, hundreds sensors. A Plan Position Indicator is provided

of targets can be presented over time. These to show the actual display being presented to
are accompanied by appropriate signatures, the ship's radars. Also, an A-scope and patch
landmass, weather, sea state, Electronic panel including an intermediate frequency
Counter Measures and chaff. Each threat or amplifier-detector allow the instructor to
environment parameter output results in monitor pertinent signals such as radar bync,
presenting the shipboard equipment with the ranging, video, and error signals.
static or dynamic features which would be
associated with real conditions, Three- The importance of realistic training
dimensional landmasses from around the world scenarios cannot be overstressed, and the 20B4
are available, and aircraft features include permits scenario preparation by the user, based
size, aspect, turn rate, speed, and acces- or. his training objectives. These can be
eration, among o,hevs. Miskiles employed in prepared 3ff-line through use of the scenario
the training scenarios feature appropriate compiler, and Instructions are entered in time,
elements such as Electronic Warfare emissions, target or object, function, and value format.
range, altitude, and velocity characteristics. The resultant data ia stored on magnetic tape
Jamming conditicns can be automated or acti- (or cards) and a hard copy output may be
vated by )perators during exercises. rargets obtained from a line printer installed in the
that ily behind the landmass wountains are van. Scenarine may also be generated on-line
maiked as in real life, and targets which are through Instructor Manual (Keyboard) operations
succeesfully engaged are removed from the aad automatically recorded. Scenarios may be
displays when tncy are destroyed. created for simple or complex missions, to

emphasize some upecific training goal or for a
The Electronic Warfare Simulator (EWS) of variety of other uses.

the 2084 will present up to 32 aimultaneoli

threats in the upper bands (A through J), 1,nter Ace with the ship is through the
Again. in any scenatio, hundreds )f El;.ctrooic Interface Kits previously mentioned. These are
Warfare targets can be presented over time., electronically keyed and automatically alert
Each Electronic Warfare threat may be assigned the 2054 Instructor if the cable inter-
a unique pulse repetition interval and pulse connections are incorrect.
code, and there are no restrictions plate.d (in
the number of threats in any )stticular band. After the interface is completed and
Each emitter may have any of I0 basic scan verified, the 20B4 and ship sensors must be
patterns (circular, spirrl. raster, palmer, correlated through alignment. This is done in
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a step-by-step procedure from the 20B4 be used to identify specifIc problem areas,
Instructor position and includes such elements debrief ships crews and officers, or assess
as azimuth and elevation angle offsets, overall effectiveness for readiness evaluation.
Depending on the type of ship and number of Due to the complexities of evaluation, the data
sensors to interface, this overall interface collection use is strictly up to the user.
task can be done in as little as 1 or 2 days.
All data for a given ship is recorded on disc, 2084 MCST Expendability
so that it is readily recalled for that ship
when training is conducted at a later time. Although the 2084 currently supports a

defined set of sensors, additional units can be
The final step is to initialize the stimulated with very little modification. The

training program. This is done by selecting 20B4 provides stimulation for many types of
the scenario, landmass map, weather map, and radar, as well as Electronic Warfare signatures

weather height. This may be done from the within the radio frequency spectrum from 0,2 to
Operator's position. The Operator then selects 18 GHz. To stimulate a new sensor, the general
the appropriate mode of operation, NORMAL or technique is to develop a new interface or
RECOPJY. The RECORD mode is used to generate a modify an existing one.

scenario on-line.
The capability to provide anti-submarine

Operation warfare training has been taken into account in
the basic 20B4 design. Should there be a

Following interface and alignment, the 2084 requirement for this training mission to be
may be used to run as many scenarios as assigned to the 2084, there is enough physical
training time permits. space and system computing time to accommodate

it.

Operation in the NORMAL mode consists of
starting a prerecorded scenario and monitoring Conciosion:
the sensor operator action and responses. For
greater realism, there is a second Operetor Pierside combat systems training is an
position from which the Combat Air Patrol (CAP) important element in the present training
simalated aircraft is controlled. Due to the zoncept for Navy shipboard personnel. The

dynamics of the CAP interactions with the strong point of pierside training is that it
ships' Air Intercept Control personnel, both brings the environmental control of the
target control and communications are handled classroom to the actual shipboard equipment and
by this Operator. Both positions for the 20B4 combat teams. The 20B4 has been used
and CAP instructors are identical, and each has successfully as a cost effective means of
access to all displays as well as the maintaining combat crew proficiency for a
capability to manually intervene to modify the number of ship types including aircraft
scenario, if desired. The use of the prepared carriers, cruisers,destroyers, and frigates
scenarios thus minimizes the operating during the past two years at a number of east
functions to be performed, but the system coast Naval bases.
offers the potential to modtfy the scenario
during training as desired. Further, the use Experience to date indicates that ship's
of standardized, repeatable scenarios can crews welcome the training experience because
provide relative personnel training assessments they are integrated as combat crews into
or evaluation of combat systems capabilities of composite training exercises in which these
various classes of ships, crews are given an opportunity to interrelate

and cooperate under psuedo-combat conditions to
Data Collection and Evaluation successfully complete a training mission.

During the training exercises (and keyed to Additional 20B4 MCST units are currently
the specific scenario), there are a number of being fabricated and deployed at selected
important events that are recorded. These are locations throughout the world for more
automatically obtained from flagged scenario widespread economical proficiency training.
data, sensing points in the interface or from
inputs dezived from hand-held keysets The Device 20B4 is not limited to pierside
controlled by !nstructor/Observers positioned combat systems training. It is a general
at critical locatiens aboard ships. The data purpose radar and EW stimulator/ trainer and is
recorded includes administrative information a natural extension of the AN/MPQ-TI Nike
such as the date, ship, time, as well as other Hercules Radar Simulator previously designed by
inputs. Electronic Warfare data which can be AAi. (The AN/MPQ-TI trainer is a trailer
recorded includes emitters presented, mounted system ý,hich can be readily moved from
identified correctly, engaged correctly and the missile site tc missile site to provide
time to detect high priority threats. Radar training to the weapon system operators.) With
target data which can be recorded includes the addition of new interface kits, the Device
targets presented, engaged, and killed by 20B4 could provide individual or team training
threat class, average detection time, average to almost any radar or Electronic WarfareSjtarget assignment time, as well as Search and systems. This could include air, land, or sea
Track radar summary information. This data may based electronic senuing platforms.
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FIRING BATTERY TRAINER

Mr. Christopher Savinell, Jr.j Design Engineer
AAI Corporation

A Baltimore, Maryland

ABSTRACT

A fundamental problem in the training of artillery crews is the cost of ammunition,
fuel and range facilities used in live fire training. Current dry fire training is slow and
monotonous because error sources can only be detected by stopping the exercise after each weapon
laying and visually inspecting the various sighting and ammunition preparation functionn.
Clearly, there is a need for a training device which provides for a real-time assessment of
weapon laying and ammo preparation errors and which is compatible with current live and dry fire
training techniques. This paper describes the AAI Ftring Battery Trainer, a device capable of
training each crew member of a firing battery in the weapon-laying and ammo preparation
operations

o a s TRODUCTION quadrant into the sight, and 2) elevating the gun
tube to the entered quadrant. An error of one mil
in either operation results in a one mil error in

The Firing Battery Trainer (FBT), developed gun tube elevation. The remaining operation, 3)
by MI under the direction of the Human Engineer- X-levelling, has a second order effect on gun tube
log Laboratory, provides the equipment necessary elevation.
for instruction and practice in development of the
skills necessary to operate the howitzer effec- in preparing the ammo, there are four opera-
tively in either a dry or live fire environment. tions to be performed. They are: 1) projectile
The FBT is a system that is installed on the type selection, 2) fuze type selection, 3) fuze
crew's assigned M109's, thereby developing the time entry, and 4) charge number and charge color
realism that cannot be achieved otherwise, selection. With the possible exception of fuze

time, ammo preparation errors will result in a
The FBT is configured to permit the training significant change in the kill-capability of a

of an entire battery simultaneously. A single given artillery :ound.
instructor or battery commander can monitor the
speed and accuracy of each gun crew from a single
instructor's console. Any number of weapons from DESCRIPTION OF THE FBT
one to eight can be connected to the system. A
detailed display of any one gun crew's error data
is available to the instructor on his console, and The FBT system has the capability of being
a complete printout is available at the completion used for either live fire or dry fire. All
of the exercise, weapon-mounted equipment is capable of with-

standing both the shock associated with howitzer
fire and vibration associated with howitzer

BACKGROUND travel. Other components are designed to with-
stand e buslve treatment resulting from the use of

the equipment in the field. For dry fire train-
There are tuo groups of laying errors which ing, the howitzer and trainer can be used in a

affect laying accuracy. They are: 1) deflection "parking lot" environment. See Figure 1.
errors and 2) quadrant errors. Deflection errors
are errors in the azimuth of the gun tube commit- Weapon Mounted Components
ted by the gunner. Quadrant errors are errors iii
the elevation of the gun tube committed by the The FBT is basically a measuring device with
assistant gunner. feed-back. Its function 'a accomplished by

instrumenting the M117 pantel and M15 quadrant and
In laying the weapon in azimuth, there are providing a hand operated unit to indicate ammo

four operations to be performed. Two of the oper- preparation errors, all connected to an instruc-
ations have a direct effect on gun tube placement. tor's console for control of the training exer-
They are: 1) entering the commanded deflection cises. The pantel ie modified by adding sensore
into the sight, and 2) rotating the turret to the to detect the azimuth entered value, sight pat-
entered deflection. An error of one mil in either tern, level and cross-level and by addine hi/low
of these operations results in a one mil error in lights to provide feed-back if an error exists.
gun tube azimuth. The remaining two operations, The quadrant is likewise modified to detect
3) levelling and 4) cross-levelling, have a second entered value, level and cross-level and by adding
order effect on gun tube azimuth, hi/low lights. Ammunition preparation activity is

detected by observing the crew and entering
In laying the weapon in elevation, there are error/no error on the hand held monitoring unit.

three operations to be performed. Two of the Possible errors are projectile type, fuze type,
operations have a direct effect on gun tube place- fuze time and charge. Each of the above items is
ment. They are: 1) entering the commanded connected to a weapon-mounted Interface unit for
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signal processing and transmission to the instruc- output which is pioportional to the angle of tilt.
tor's console. In addition, the interface unit The sensers used on 0N* pantel and quadrant are
provides the Chief of Section with a summery of essentially the same, dWffering only in their
the seven laying errors. physical size, weight, and wuItput range. Once

digitized, the sensitivity of both sensors is 0.1.
Insteuctor's Equipment mil per LSB.

The instructor's console is composed of two The two entered value sensors are optLcal
sections, the error display unit and the control shaft angle measurement devices of the incremental
unit. The display is located in the lid of the type, The sensors used on the pantsl and quadrant
console and the control unit in the base. The are essentially the same, but because the two
display provides a complete summary of All laying sights have different internal gearing, the sen-
and ammo errors, along with the commanded values, sore must have correspondingly different resola-
for one weapon. The error data is displayed real tions in order to provide the same 0.1 ail per bit
time, i.e., as the gunner and asristant gunner error resolution.
perform their operations, tne error display will
show the movement of the eights, turret, and gun The sight pattern sensing system consists of
tube. All laying errors are displayed with an an optical image processing system followed by an
accuracy of 0.1 mils, except the sight pattern IR detector. The signal from the detector, when
error which has an accuracy of 0.2 mils. digiteed end processed by the computer system,

provides a 0.2 mil accuracy determination of tur-
The control section of the instructor's con- ret asimuth.

sole permits the instructor to control 1) the
training mission, 2) the input of command data, 3) The computer system, which consists of the
the display of information on the error display, computer and I/0 controller is the control element
and 4) the display of the on-carriage hi/low error of the PUT. All data communications between sen-
lights. Prompting provides the instructor with sors, displays, and keyboards are controlled by
all options available to him for each data input, the computer system. Memory mapped I/O techniques

are used for all computer system interfaces, ex-
The printer unit serves two functions. cept the printer interface which is via an RS-232

First, it contains the power conditioning system link. All software was written in assembly lan-
for the entire weapon trainer system. The system guage In order to minimize memory requirements and
operates from ll5vac 60 Hz 10 amps (standard house optimize operating efficiency. The FBT software
power in the USA). The second function is to is divided into two subsystems: initialization
house the printer unit. The printer is used to software and training mission software. The ini-
provide instructor and students with a record of tialiation software is written as an off-line
their performance. systeri, while the training mission software is an

interrupt driven real-time system.
Technical Description

The FBT contains sensors or devices to mae- OPERATION
sure a total of eleven error sources from each
howitzer. They are:

Prior to the start of a training exercise,
(A) Deflection Entered Value the FBT must be set up and initialized. Either
(B) Deflection Sight Pattern the one-step or the two-step initialization pro-
(C) Deflection Level cedure may be selected. Once initialization has
(D) Deflection XLevel been completed, the training exercise can begin.
(E) Quadrant Entered Value
(F) Quadrant Level Initialization
(G) Quadrant XLevel
(H) Projectile Type Selection FBT System initialization falls into two
(I) Fuze Type Selection categories: first, FBT system initialization,
(J) Fuze Time Setting and, second, sensor initialization. System
(K) Charge Preparation initialization cooists of entering the sight

initialization values, day, and time of day.
The measurement of these error sources is

accomplished by four different measurement tech- The PBT sensors can be initialized by fol-
niques. They are: lowing either of two proceiures depending on the

placement of the collimator. See Figure 2. Each
(A) Level/XLevel Measurement (Quadr'ant and procedure has its own merits and limitations.

Deflection) Placement of the collimator "on-line" is more
(B) Entered Value Measurement (Quadrant and difficult, but enables FBT initializativn to be

Deflection) accomplished with a simple one step procedure.
(C) Sight Pattern Measurement Placement of the collimator "off-line" is easier
(D) Ammo Preparation Errors (Projectile but requires a more time-consuming two-step FBT

Type, Fuze Type, Fuze Time, and Charge) initialir.ation proccdure.

The four level/Xlevel error sources lis,ed The one-step initialization procedure can be
above are measured and processed in a similar used if the collimator is emplaced at 33 feet and
fashion, utilizing the same type of sensor and on the extension of the line connecting the pantel
signal processing techniques. The sensing and the turret center-of-rotation. While on-line
devices, or inclinometers, are gravity referenced emplacement might be difficult or impossible, due
devices which provide a bi-polar analoq DC voltage to the local terrain variations, it is the only
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. - - -- - ... - -- weapon is not fired.--..,,..•-•.- unil• .- a .separate fi>•te. order. is

collimator location which will permit 360 degrees For moving target missions, there is a "Fire
turret laying. On Command" order given. This means that the

weapon is not fired until a separate fife order is

After orienting the battery with the M2 aim- given by the instructor. To implement o moving
ing circle and emplacing the Ml collimator, the target mission on the FBT, the procedure is iden-
pantel and the quadrant is set at 3200 and 0300. tical to the fixed target procedure discussed
The Chief of Section must depress his "COS Ready" above, with one exception. Upon receipt of the
switch to complete FBT sensor initialization. COS ready signal, the instructor may either fire

the round or issue another set of lay commands.
The two step initialization procedure was To fire the round, the instructor depresses the

developed to permit greater flexibility in the "Fire" button on the Mission Keyboard and, simul-
placement of the collimator. With this procedure, taneously, gives the fire order to the gun crew.
the collimator can be placed at any angle between To issue another set of lay cxomands, the instruc-
2020 and 2420 mils at 33 feet. Turret rotation is tor depresses the "Enter New Command" button on
limited when the collimator is placed off line, the Mission Keyboard and then follows the same
but the FBT sigl.t pattern detector system has the procedure followed for fixed target missions
same field of view as the pantel; i.e., the FBT above. The decision to five the round or issue
will be able to measure the sight pattern at any another set of lay commands is based on lay time
turret angle at which the gunner can see it. and is under the control of and at the discretion

of the instructor.
The too step procedure requires that the

weapon be laid to two deflection commands, 3200 When starting a naw mission, the instructor
and 2100 mils for the M109. The first lay, 3200/ has the option of enabling the on-carriage irdi-
300, is automatically performed when the gun is cators and setting the threshold at which they
oriented with the aiming circle. The second lay, come on. These indicators provide the gunners
21C,0/300, is equivalent to a lay command at the with immediate feedback and prompting of their
indicated values. All critical parameters errors. To enable these indicators, depress the
(levels, Xlevels sad entered values) are monitored "On--Carriage Indicators' switch of the Mission
to assure that they are within the required toler- Keyboard. When the built-in light is illuminated,
ance. if any one parameter is out-of-tolerance the function is enabled.
for either step, then the FBT will inform the
instructor. The gun crew must then correct this The "pace" of the training mission is set by
parameter before that initialization step can be the rate at which the instructor issues commands.
completed. At the completion of each step, the The print-out contains the "Start Mission" and
COS must depress his "COS Ready" switch in order "End of Mission" times, which provides an indica-
to proceed, tion of the pace of the mission.

Operation SUMMARY

Once initialization has been completed, the
system is ready to begin a training mission. The It is possible to incorporate the FBT into a

pace and format of a training mission is under the number of training scenarios which permit more
complete control of the instructor. All firing interesting and cost-effective training. The FBT
commands are entered by the instructor, and he provides tangible, documented goals which each
selects the format (fixed target/moving target, on gunner can strive to achieve. The ability to
carriage prompting lights on/off, rapid fire/slow train with the FBT in both the live fire and dry
fire, etc.) with the Mission Keyboard. fire environment allows the gun crews to be ex-

posed to both the realism of live fire while main-
Due to memory limitations in the FBT compu- tamning proficiency with cost-effective dry fire

ter, a maximum of ten lay commands may be issued scenarios. In addition, the FBT permits the
for any one mission. This mission may be set up instructor to develop various "games" to maintain
as either a fixed target or moving target mission, the crew's interest. Games such as "beat the
A fixed target mission is a "fire when ready" clock" and "competition among crews" provide both
format. Just prior to firing the round, the COS valuable training and increased interest. Future
must depress the "COS Ready" switch on his COS potential for the FBT includes Integration of the
interface unit in order to signal the FBT (and the trainer with larger system trainers. Such a
instructor) that the weapon is laid. In order to training system could pinpoint poorly trained
implement a fixed target mission, the instructor troops in realistic battlefield scenarios.
1) depresses the "Enter New Command" button of the
Mission Keyboard 2) enters the commands via the The FBT, having completed its development
Data Keyboard, 3) depress the "Issue Command" cycle, is now awaiting its first field evaluation.
button of the Mission Keyboard, and simultane-
ously, 4) issues the commands to the gun crews.
At this point, the FBT monitors the laying opera-
tion and awaits the COS ready signal from the gun
crew. This signal indicates that the round has
been fired ("shot out") for fixed target missions.
When the signal is received (or when the 59 second
time out has been reached), the instructor can
either enter a new set of commands by depressing
the "Enter New Command" switch and then repeating
the above procedure, or end the mission by depres-
sing the "EOM" switch. The instructor may issue
as many as ten commands durli.g any one mission.
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EFFICIENT, ACCURATE WAPCN SCORING AAINST MI)BILE

THREATS IN THE REAL-TIME SIMULATED COMBAT ENVIRONMENT

Captain Raymond L. Sheen
Aerospace Engineer

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Williams AFB, AZ 85224

ABSTRACT

With the advent of real-time interactive combat simulation on the Advanced
Simulator for Pilot Training (ASPT), a requirement for determining weapon effectiveness
against moving threats was established. Traditional methods either required an
excessive amount of computer memory or were restricted to low fidelity approximations.
An innovative approach to this problem was developed for ASPT. An iterative approach
utilizing both an aerodynamic model, based upon the weapon ballistics, and the threat
position time nistory serves as a framework for this method. An exact determination of
weapon impact or miss can be made through the use of kinetics and calculus. This
method allows real-time interactive scenarios that include evasive maneuvers and ECM
tactics, yet requires very little computer memory and execution time. This capability
is essential for effective and realistic combat simulation.

INTRODUCTION execution time. An innovative approach to the
problem of mobile target scoring has been

Background developed for use on the Advanced Simulator for
Flight simulators are being used more and more Pilot Training (ASPT).

to train pilots in weapons delivery both on the
conventional range and in the hostile environment. METHOD
A means of scoring the weapon projectile is
essential in order to evaluate pilot performance. Scoring constitutes a measurement of the
If the target is fixed on the terrain, scoring is distance from the target to the weapon
relatively simple. When the bomb or bullet is projectile. The ASPT weapon, whether it is a
released, the flight path and point of impact with bullet or a missile, is treated as a point in
the terrain can be determined, and a miss distance space located at the front edge of the projectile,
can be obtained that is independent of time. and the target is treated as a sphere whose
However, when the target is moving, real-time diameter is approximately the wingspan of the
scoring becomes much more difficult. A time target (or other appropriate cross-sectional
history of the target and the weapon projectile is dimension depending upon the object) with the
needed so that the distance between projectile and center of the sphere located at the target center
target may be evaluated as a function of time. of gravity. Consequently, the issue is whether
Depending upon the fidelity of the model used to the weapon (point) penetrates the target (sphere).
create this time history, massive amounts of At the present time, ASPT does not require fidelity
computer memory and execution time may be required. to the degree of determining exactly where the

weapon strikes the target. However, this could be
The most common method currently in use found by applying the target Euler angles (roll,

involves updating the weapon projectile position pitch, yaw) to the target sphere and redefining
on each iteration. This method is very accurate the sphere as a three-dimensional object that has
but requires a large amount of computer memory and the same size and shape as the target.
execution time, especially when the weapon is a
stream of cannon shells, because each round must be Scoring Algorithm
updated on every iteration. Even when the weapon The method for ASPT mobile target scoring
and target position are known for each iteration, determines whether the target sphere is penetrated
interpolation must be used to find the position by the weapon. The calculations involved determine
between iterations. This interpolation and the the exact time the weapon projectile is closest to
techniques used for scoring the time histories of the target and the distance between them at that
the weapon projectile and target require still time. These calculations are the same regardless
more computer memory and execution time. of the weapon that is used.

Statement of Problem The distance between the weapon and the target
In a real-time, high fidelity threat environ- at any given time can be found by subtracting the

ment, computer memory and execution time are at a target positi"- from the bullet position. These
premium. Yet, in this same environment, an positions ano e difference are treated as vectors
accurate weapon sco.'Ing algorithm is essential, in three-dimensional space.
The ability to determine weapon effectiveness
against stationary and mobile targets is a Equation #1: 15 r Tweap - Ptarg
requirement if aircrew training or survivability
are to be evaluated. Scoring against stationary D is distance
targets is a straight forward evaluation of weaponballistics. The problem of weapon scoring against is weapon position
mobile targets is one of finding an accurate method
that requir-es very little computer memory or itarg is target positon
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The weapon and target position at any time can Coaoining Equation 15 and Equation #4
be found using Equation #2. This equation assumes gives:
a constant velocity, an assumption that will be Equction 06: 2 2 2 2
discussed in more detail later. 0 + Poy

Ox oy o

Equation #2: 0o + VT + (2T) (Pox Vx + Poy V +

i Is position at time T + ( V 2 + V y2 + V z2) (T 2 ), .,

is position at time T 0 Y .1
This is a second order equation in time

Sis velocity whose first derivative, when set equal to zero,
will give a-point of minimum or maximum. TheT is time equation for the first derivative is as follows:

Substituting Equation #1 into Equation #2 and
expressing in terms of the coordinates of Equation V7:
three-dimensionpI space yields: 0 + 2 V: 02 (Po Vx+ Po Vy+,Po Vz) + 2 (V2+ V2+y )

Equation #3a:

Dx = (Pox + VxT)weap - (Pox + VxT)targ Whether the point is a minimum or maximum
can be determined by looking at the sign of the

Equation #3b: coefficient of tite T term. This is always a
positive number so the point will be a minimum.Dy = (Poy + VyT)weap - (Poy + VyT)targ By solving for T, the time when the distance will

(Puation #3c a obe smallest can be found.

Equation #3c: Euto 8

Dz = (Poz + VzT)weap - (Poz + VzT)targ - (Pox Vx + P V +P V

The total distance can be found by applying T _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

the theorem that states the magnitude of a vector (Vx2 + Vy2 + Vz2
squared is equal to the sum of the components y
squared.

Taking the time found in Equation #8 andEquation #4: D2  • + D2  + LI2  substituting it into Equation #6 gives the miss
x y 2distance, the closest the weapon ever gets to the

Before substituting Equation #3 into target. These equations are based on the
Bequa esubstitutingaEquation #3 flo: assumpclosethat the target and weapon projectile

Equation #4, it would be helpful to rewrite are under no acceleration. This assumption is
obviously not valid for all time; however, for a

very short time period, it can be considered
Dx (Pox - ox + (Vx - Vx T valid. In the next section, this assumption as it"wr weap applies to the target will be investigated.

(Po - Po ) + (Vy r) T Following that discussion, the gun and missile
""yweap 0ytarg applications will be reviewed and particular

Dy weap rcharacteristics of these systems addressed.
-Z ( + )VV TDz = (Pozweap Poztarg+ (Vz " Vztar Target

A no-acceleration assumption is valid when a
Now let: sufficiently short time period is used. For a

time period to be "sufficiently short," it must be

P (P -P = (V -w short enough so that any norma acceleration the
ox = oxweap oxtar) x e xta target would undergo could not have a significant

effect on the location of the target at the end of
that time period. Table 1, found in the Appendix,

Poy ( weap " PoYtarg Vy (Vyweap - ytarg shows the effects of airspeed and G-loadings(acceleration) on target displacement for varying

z= (Pozwp " )t ' Vz = - V g) time periods.weap P~targ Vweap Vtarg

Taking one line from Table 1 as an example,
With these substitutions, Equation #3 enter the table with 500 knots true airspeed

becomes: (KTAS). At this airspeed, we will assume the
aircraft is limited to approximately 7 Gs by

Equation #5a: DX = Pox + VxT either structural limits or aerodynamic stall.
Using a value of 7 Gs and choosing a time period

"n#5b: D = P + V T of one-tenth of a second, the lateral displacement
Equation oy y is 1.126 feet. That means the difference between

where the target would be located if it were
Equation #5c: Dz Po z VzT accelerated for one-tenth of a second, and where
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it would be If it were not accelerated for one- not one bullet but actually a stream of bullets.
tenth of a second is 1.126 feet. (See figure 1.) The values stored are the values for the midpoint

in the stream.

- One of the data values stored is time of
- -- - - ~ 1.126 ft flight. This time of flight is used to determine

- - .1when to apply the scoring algorithm. One
iteration's worth of time (based upon the

*Time *o Time *.1 seconds simulation used) is subtracted from the time of
flight value on each iteration. The time of
flight remaining is then checked to see if it is

No-acceleration displacement within one half of an iteration of zero. When the
-- Accelerated displacement time elapses to within one half of an iteration of

zero, that row of the array is evaluated. By
Velocity - 500 KTAS Acceleration *7 Gs using the stored bullet position and velocity and

the actual target position and velocity in the
FIGURE 1 TARGET DISPLACEMENT scoring algorithm, a miss distance can be

Based on the data in Table 1, a time period The scoring algorithm is based upon knowing
of one-tenth of a second is adequate as the the weapon's and target's position and velocity at
boundary on a zero-acceleration assumiption. the same point in time. But, it is unlikely the
Before the scoring algorithm is used, it must be time of flight would be an exact multiple of the
determined when the weapon is within one-tenth of .iteration rate (causing time of flight to subtract
a second of time of impact or closest miss. Also, to exactly zero). This means the weapon's and
it must be determined if one-tenth of a second is target's position and velocity values are probably
a short enough time period for the no acceleration not for the same point in time. However, the time
assumption on the weapon projectile. ASPT uses difference would be small, less than one half of
twio methods at this point. Each method used is an iteration. This dilemma can be resolved by
based upon the weapon involved, i.e., gun or referring back to the assumption about the bullets
missile. being a stream. The velocity at any position

along that stream can be considered constant for a.4Gun short time period. Therefore, the bullet position
Scoring with the gun must take into account and velocity values can be assumed to be valid at

the fact that a large number of bullets can be the time used to determine the target position and
fired, each with the potential to hit the target. velocity. (See figure 2.)
Evaluating each bullet individually on every
iteration would require massive amounts of
computation time; or storing the plotted flight Position and velocities
path of each bullet would require a large memory used in scoring algorithm
capacity.

ASPT uses an innovative approach to this ,-*

problem. As the bullet is fired, a bullet time of I.
flight until impact, based on the range to the Aculpston and velocities
target, is determined. This time of flight 'is when scoring algorithm is applied
used to predict a new target position at that time
of predicted impact by using existing target E- * -

position, velocity, and acceleration. The newL target position is used to calculate a new range,
and teprocess isrepeated. This iterative
process provides an accurate, predicted impact <-..- Bullet stream and velocity
point. Based upon the predicted range, a
predicted time of flight until bullet impact is
found. Using this time of flight and equations (~Target position and velocity
that model the bullet flight characteristics,
bullet position and velocity for the predicted
impact are found. These values (time of flight, Hit occurs, In both cases but at different
Pox, Poy, Poz, Vx, Vy, Vz) are stored as a row in points in the bullet stream.
an array. If the predicted range is greater than

'4the effective range of the gun, it is assumed the FIGURE 2 BULLET AND TARGET POSITION AT IMPACT
bullet will miss, and no data is stored in the
array. It is interesting to note that any form of
ballistic model may be used as long as bullet After a row of the array has been evaluated,
position and velocity can be determined at the it is zeroed out and not checked again unless it
predicted impact point. Another interesting point is reused with the values for a new bullet. By
is that the rate of fire on mast a ircraft cannons using this method, only the bullets that were '
is greater than most simulation iteration rates. predicted to hit the target on a given iteration
For example, the A-l0 30 man cannon fires at 70 will be evaluated on that iteration. Therefore,
rounds per second and the F-16 20 nit cannon fires each bullet does not need to be evaluated or. each
at 100 rounds per second. Therefore, it must be Iteration; however more than one bullet may be
assumed that each bullet value that is stored is evaluated on a particular iteration.
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The ballistic equations that account for perpendicular to the earth's surface. Over a
bullet f1~ght need only be evaluated once for each short time period (one-tenth of a second), the
bullet. These equations are run at the time of gravity effect can be disregarded. The second
firing, and they provide the position and velocity force is supersonic drag, which acts parallel to
values at the predicted impact. Massive memory is the bullet flight path. Table 2 in the Appendix,

not required since bullet position and velocity shows the effects of drag on bullet displacement

memory required on ASPT is a local array 60 X 7 inI
size (32 bit words). The 116001 dimension is based Using the .5 sec line from Table 2 as an
upon ASPT's 30 Hertz (Hz) iteration rate and the example, we find that at .5 seconds, bullet
fact that the maximum effective range of the velocity is 3140 ft/sec. The distance the bulle~t
bullet is always reached within two seconds; has traveled when using ballistic equations that
therefore, only 60 rows would be needed at any one account for drag Is 1725 feet. If no acceleration
time. Also, this method should ensure the bullet had been assumed during the previous one-tenth of
is within one-tenth of a second of impact on the a second, the distance traveled would be 1734
target. Since the maximum time of flight for the feet. The difference of nine feet is not
bullets is two seconds, (based upon effective significant if we remember that the bullet is
range at the gun) it is impossible for a target to actually a stream of bullets extending in front of
maneuver in such a wvay that it could pass through and behind the bullet point (See figure 2).
the bullet flight path with a potential for being Therefore, when the weapon used is a gun, the
hit without being quite close to the predicted one-tenth of a second time period is short enough
impact point. (See figure 3). to assume no acceleration based upon the data in/ Table 2.

The last point to be addressed in this/ section is how the one-tenth of a second time
period is used when applying the 'scoring

Aalgorithm. Recall that the scoring algorithm is
applied when the time of flight to the predicted
impact point has been reduced to zero. When the
scoring algorithm is applied, the first thing
found is the time when the minimum miss distance

No Hit will occur. This time is limited to an absolute
10Z value of one-tenth of a second, the time period

for the no-acceleration assumption. This means
Y the bullet must penetrate the target sphere within

one-tenth of a second from the time of the
predicted impact if it is to be recorded as a hit.

Missile
T missile presents a slightly different

No Hit /problem. Since the missile is often fired at long
range, the target aircraft will have time to
perform some maneuver that will cause it to be/ significantly displaced from its predicted
position. Also, because of its maneuvering
capability, the missile's flight path is unknown
ahead of time. However, only a few missiles can

/ V. be active at one time, so on ASPT, each missile/ \. can be updated on every iteration without
Hit V.requiring excessive execution time and memory

capacity.
--- Bullet flight path

Since both the missile and target are
-- Predicted target path maneuvering, it is impossible to set a

predetermined time to evaluate the miss distance.
... -. Actual target path Therefore, a different technique is used. The

range between missile and target is determined for
0 Target position at each iteration. Once the missile has reached its

'/predicted impact maximum velocity, if the range between successive
iterations decreases, the missile will be allowed

FIGURE 3 POSSIBLE BULLET AND TARGET POSITIONS to continue tracking the target. As soon as the
IA range increases, it is assumed the missile just

passed the target. Therefore, on the first
Now that the time to apply the scoring iteration 'that shows an increase in range, the

algorithm has been determined, the question scoring algorithm is applied using current target
remains how short a time period (based upon bullet and missile positions and velocities. The scoringballistics) is required for the no acceleration algorithm then becomes the method used to
assumption to be valid. interpolate between target and missile positions

on the current iteration and the preceding
There are two primary forces which cause iteration. ASPT runs on a 30 Hz iteration rate,

accelerations that affect a bullet's flight path. therefore, the maximum time period that no
The first force is gravity, which acts acceleration is assumed is one-thirtieth of a
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second (olle iteration). This time is well within Displacement is measured in feet. It is the
the one-tenth of a second time period that was lateral difference between where the zero-
established for the target. The only possible acceleration velocity vector would put the aircraft
problem with the no-acceleration assumption on the during the time period, and where the accelerated
scoring algorithm would be the missile's own velocity vector would put the aircraft during the
maneuvering capability. Table 3, in the Appendix, same time period.
misl ipaeetfraoetitehoshows the effects of airspeed and G-loadings onI

second time period. Even for the worst case of a
~1 missile traveling 2000 knots with the capability

to pull 30 Gs, the displacement due to
acceleration over one-thirtieth of a second is TABLE 2
only .536 feet. Based on Table 3, the BULLET DISPLACEMENT AND VELOCITY
no-acceleration assumption is valid for the

missile when the time period is one-thirtieth of a Time Distance Distance
second or less. The procedure for a missile, of Traveled With Traveled Withoutthen, is to update both the target and missile Fligh elct Accelration Acceleration
positions on every iteration. When the missile (Sec) t/ (Feet) (Feet)
stops converging on the target and first shows anIfincrease in range, the scoring algorithm is 0 3806* 0 0
applied using current values of position and
velocity. The maximum time for the .1 3678 373.2 380.6
no-acceleration assumption then becomes one

thirtieth of a second. .2 3542 731.2 741.0

11CONCLUSION .3 3404 1076 1085
The ASPT method of scoring against a movable .4 3270 1407 1416

target allows real-time scoring using actual
target and weapon positions. This method requires .5 3140 1725 1734
a minimal amount of computer memory and execution
time while producing a high fidelity means of .6 3014 2030 2039
determining weapon effectiveness against mobile
targets. .7 2894 2323 2331

.8 2777 2604 2612

.9 2664 2874 2882
APPENDIX A

1.0 2555 3133 3140
DISPLACEMENT TABLES

1.1 2450 3381 3389

TABLE 1 1.2 2347 3619 3626
TARGET DISPLACEM'ENT FOR VARIOUS TIMES

1.3 2248 3846 3854
Airspeed Acceleration Time Period Displacement
(Knots) (Gs) (Sec) (Feet) 1.4 2152 4064 4071

300 5 .05 .201 1.5 2058 4273 4279

300 5 .10 .804
*Mzl velocity plus true airspeed.

300 5 .15 1.809

500 7 .05 .282 This data is based upon the F-16 20MM4 cannon;
the data is valid for ar aircraft at 10,000 NSL and

500 7 .10 1.126 300 KTAS. The maximum effective range of this gun
is 4000 feet. The 1"3istance Traveled Without

500 7 .15 2.534 Acceleration" column is based upon no acceleration
during the previous one-tenth of a second, not for

700 9 .05 .362 the entire time of flight.

700 9 .10 1.448

700 9 .15 3.257

4900 11 .05 .442

900 11 .10 1.769

900 11 .15 3.981
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TABLE 3 REFERENCES
MISSILE DISPLACEMENT

DURING ONE THIRTIETH OF A SECOND 1. Greenwood, Donald T. Principles of Dynamics.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jer'sey: Prentice-Hall,

Airspeed Acceleration Displacement Inc., 1965.(Knot) (G) -- (Feet)
2. Hlbbeler, R. C. Engineering Mechanics:

500 15 .268 Statics and Dynamics. New York: lacmillanPublishing Co., Inc. 1974.

500 20 .357
3. Technical Order lA-1OA-1, A-IOA Flight

500 25 .447 Manual. 1 July 1979.

500 30 .536 4. Technical Order 1A-16A-1, F-16AIS Flight
Manual. 22 August 1980.1000 15 .268______
5. Technical Order 1A-16A-34-1-1, Nonnuclear

1000 20 .357 Munitions Delivery. F-16A and F-16B Aircraft.
9 ,anuary 1981.

1000 25 .447 6. Technical Order IA-16A-34-1-26 Nonnuclear1000 30 .536 Munitions Delivery Ballistics, F-16 andF B

Aircraft. 29 September 1978.
1500 15 .268

1500 20 .357

1500 25 .447

1500 30 .536

2000 15 .268

2000 20 .357

2000 25 .447

2000 30 .536

Displacement is measured in feet. It is the
lateral difference between where the zero-
acceleration velocity vector would put the missile
during the time period, and where the accelerated
velocity vector would put the missile during the
time period.
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ABSTRACT

The M258A1 Kit is a personal decontamination system which provides to
the individual soldier the capability of decontaminating skin areas exposed
to chemical agents. The M58AI Kit is specifically designed for training troops
In the use of the M258AI Kit. The original design of the kits contained short-

comings and deficiencies: (1) difficulty in the preparation of the chemicals
fcr use; (2) lack of a facial decontamination capability; (3) availability of
only one complete decontamination per kit; (4) unreasonable amount of training
required for proficiency. Studies indicated that these deficiencies could be
overcome by repackaging the chemicals into a towelette configuration hermeti-
cally sealed in a laminated plastic-foil packet. A product improvement effort
was initiated and the product improved kit had the following benefits: (1)
safer, easier, and faster to use; (2) operational equivalence to the original
kit plus partial facial decon and the capability to decontaminate personal
equipment; (3) three complete decontamination systems per kit;
(4) reduced coSts.

INTRODUCTION The number I capsule of decontaminating
solution (solution I), capable of decontaminating

Early and effective decontamination of toxic GD and thickened GD, contains 40 ml of:
chemical agents on skin can prevent loss of
combat effectiveness or preclude death. Therefore • sodium hydroxide 5%
factors that expedite onset of decontamination phenol 10%
are as relevant as rates of chemical decontamina- ammonia 0.2%
tion or differences of cleansing methods. Testing . hydroxy ethane 72%
conducted by the U.S. Army Biomedical Laboratory water remainder.
has shown that it was more important to get the
decon solutions on the skin in order to neutralize The number II capsule of decontaminating
the agent effects than to attempt to physically solution (solution II), capable of decontaminating
remove the agent. In April of 1980, the function HI) (mustard) and VX agents, contains 53 ml of:
of the personal decontamination kit was expanded
to include the decontamination of personal equipment ' hydroxy ethane 44%
items such as the M-16 rifle and rubber gloves, zinc chloride 5%
This report summarizes a program co field an deionized water, remainder
improved decontamination kit which is substantially a sealed glass ampoule containing Chlora-
easier to use, and considerably faster to deploy, mine B, 17 gm.

The M258 Decontamination Kit Use of the M258 Kit

The M258 kit is a personal decontamination A step-by-step procedure is specified for
system containing materials to allow the individual use of the M258 kit: (1) open the decon kit;
soldier to decontaminate skin areas exposed to (2) use a gauze pad from the kit to soak up any
chemical agents. The M58 is the training kit. liquid contamination that is on the skin; (3)
The M58 training kit is identical to the M258 if the contamination is sticky or greasy and
decon kit except the active chemicals have been will not soak up into the gauze, the red plastic
replaced by inactive simulants; the chemicals scrapers are used to scrape the contamination
in Solutions I And II are replaced with a 50% away; (4) using the spike on the container cover,
piopanol and water solution, and the chloramine punch a hole in the side of capsule I; (5) soak
B is replaced by sodium chloride crystals.* a fresh gauze pad with the decon solution from
The M258 decontamination kit is composed of the capsule I and swab or wipe contaminated areas
following: of skin with solution I wetted pad for one minute;

(6) break the glass ampoule that is inside capsule
four gauze pads II by hitting the wide side of the capsule with
two plastic sticks a solid blow against a hard surface (boot heel,
two plastic capsules containing the active weapon, rock, etc.); (7) shake capsule II hard
decontaminating solution twelve times so that contents are well mixed;
a water proof plastic container to package (8) punch a hole in the side of capsule II using
the above items. the spike on the container cover; (9) soak a

fresh gauze pad with decon solution from capsule
II and then swab or wipe contaminated areas of
skin with the solution II wetted pad for two
to three minutes.*For clarity, we will generally restrict ourselves

to discussing the M258 decon kit, however, identi-
cal improvements of the M58 training kit are
implied. 5
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PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
Shortcomings and Deficiencies of the M258 Kit

Objective

The present M258 kit contains several short-
comings and deficiencies: (1) inadvertent ampoule To correct the shortcomings and deficiencies
tip breakage (leading to rapid breakdown of chlora- of the M258 kit, the Chemical Systems Laboratory
mine B and lose of decontamination capability; (2) (CSL) commenced with a product improvement program
difficulty oZ breaking the glass ampoule insioe (PIP). The objective of this program was to
capsule II; (3) knowing under dark conditions correct deficiencies in the M258 Decon Kit and
whether glass ampoule to broken; (4) inadvertent M58 Training Aid Kit by repackaging the existing
breaking of capsule II while attempting to break chemicals into a towelette configuration.

the glass ampoule, leading to a loss of decontamina-
tion capability; (5) spike in container lid (used The actual PIP effort was initiated in fiscal
for breaking the plastic capsules) can break year 1979, and was to take approximately 20 months
off or can cause damage to rubber glove or injury; to complete. A meeting with the Army Armament
(6) uncertainty under dark and gloved conditions Material Readiness Command (ARRCOM) in April
whether capsule was broken with the spike and 1979 resulted in an expedited effort to implemer.t
whether the gauze pad was properly wetted; (7) the benefits of the product improved kit into
no capability for facial decontamination; (8) a procurement action directed to purchase 1,000,000
only one complete decontamination; (9) unreason- kits. The expedited effort resulted in shortening

able amount of training time. the schedule by six months.

Improving the M258 Kit Benefits

Mine Safety Appliances Company (MSA) under The product improved kit has the following
contract to the Chemical Systems Laboratory (CSL), benefits: (1) safer, easier, and faster to use;
had a one-year effort (1977-1978) to investigate (2) operationally equivalent to the current kit
improving the decontamination kit. The objectives plus a facial decon; (3) three complete decontam-
of the program were to prove the feesibility inations; (4) substantially reduced costs through

of using the components of the M258 kit (Decon more efficient and effective training. It gives
I and Decon IX solution) on equipment; and design three times the capability at approximately the
a quitable, compact, individual package/dispenser same cost.
for these solutions using compatible component
materials, and demonstrate the feasibility and Minimum Requirements
utility of this design.

The U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command
An experimental program was conducted which (TRADOC) imposed minimum requirements for the

examined packaging materials; and performed shelf- product improved kit. These specific requirements
life tests, storage tests, permeation tests; were: (1) the kit must be placed in a box whieh
and the effects of temperature, decontamination easily fits the product into the M17 and XM29 car-
procedures, and decontamination tests with candi- rying cases; (2) the kit muse have a capability of
date materials. Finally, a design study culminated face decontamination; (3) the kit must contain the
in ten proposed prototype kits. maximum amount of skin decontamination towelettes

(solutions I and II, and facial decons) which

The following conclusions resulted from this can be fitted into the case; (4) the title is
program. (1) Capsule I from the M258 kit could to read "Improved Personal Decontamination Kit".
be repackaged in a foil pouch with a premoistened (This last requirement has since been waived
wipe. This concept is similar to the individual as it was a criterion having nothing to do with
moistened hand wipes used by the airlines, etc. functional capability.)
(2) Capsule II from the M258 kit could be repackaged
in a foil pouch with a chloramine B impregnated Tasks for PIP
wipe. The alcohol/water solution is delivered
to the wipe from a single crushable glass ampoule The CSL conducted, supervised and coordinated
which is also in the pouch and which is encapsulated the product improvement program. Five tasks
in 100-mesh propylene screen that effectively were identified:
retains 100% of the glass. (3) Repackaging the (1) finalization of kit design;
components of the M258 kit in foil pouches provides (2) biomedical testing;
a kit which is equal or better in decon efficiency, (3) environmental testing;
and simpler and quicker to use than the M258 (4) Human Engineering Laboratory (HEL)
components. (4) The feasibility of utilizing testing;
the decontaminating solutions (solutions I and (5) preparation of a Technical Data Package
II) on equipment was demonstrated. (TDP).

A contract was negatiated witih Battelle
This joint effort between CSL and MSA devel- Columbus Laboratories (BCL) to assist in tasks

oped the basic information for a product Improvement (1), (3), and (5).
program (PIP). This effort provided data on
packaging concepts and established the ultimate Finalization of Kit De-ign
selection of a wipe material and laminated foil
packaging material, the safety of a mesh-encased The objectives of this task were to enhance:
glass ampoule, and the material compatibility (1) night identification;
testing. (2) packet design and guide tear feature;

(3) packet materials and marking;
(4) ampoules;
(5) plastic mesh screen;
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(6) towlettes;
(7) containers; The single tab available on the Decon I
(8) container labels; packet serves a dual purpose. It serves as an
(9) prototype PIP components and kits. aid for night identification when the user is

using rubber gloves, and is a practical means

Night Identification. A method was needed for removing the initinl packet from the kit con-
whereby the soldier could distinguish between tainer. When this one-tab and no-tab configuration
the decontamination packets I and 2. The soldier was selected, TRADOC concluded that the previously-
must be able to make this identification at night mentioned concern for the confusion that could
without the use of lights with or without gloves, arise from the use of these packets would not

constitute a real problem. Identification of the
The fastest and surest identification may packets could be solved through proper personnel

be anticipated by the use of large features or training.
configurations. Thus, the fact that the decon
1 packet Is thin and soft (or pliable) and the Packet Design and Quick Tear Feature. In

decon 2 packet thick and stiff (because of the addition to the tab design, several decisions

glass ampoules) is one of the best distinguishing needed to be made to arrive at a final packet

features built directly into the PIP version configuration. These included the rounding of

of the kits. The only drawback stems from the corners and the placement of notches to aide

fact that identification can only occur after in Initiating the tearing open of the packets.

withdrawal of the packet from the holder (which
is also the case with most other identification The rounding of all corners was done early
schemes). in the program Including the outside corners

of the tabs. However, it was decided that the
nadditional identification feature proposed tabs would be more functional with the corners

'An ddiionl idntiicaionfeatre ropsed not rounded. The remaining corners were rounded
by CSL and incorporated into the packets nrepared to roundem ( h) raiusn t c compls h eauier
at Battelle were tabs at the top of the packets. to 0.64-cm (1/4-ich) radius to accomplish easier
SThese tabs could serve for initial identification loading into the containers, to obtain a better

before the packets are removed from the holder fit with the rounded bottoms of the containers,
and could also facilitate removal, especially and to avoid injury to exposed skin from the

when rubber gloves are being worn. A number sharp corners.
of variations of these identification tabs were
explored, and finally tabs of 1.27-cm (1/2-inch) Emphasis was then directed to provide a
base and 0.79-cm (5/16-inch) height were adopted. quick-tear opening mechanism. A major advantageof the PIP version of the kits is that the soldierHigher tabs, because they must be bent over tointefldcnoanfserkndcnamain

close the lid of the container might interfere with in the field can obtain faster skin decontaminstion
the water tight seal if one got caught underneath because of greater simplicity and faster access
the lid gasket. Shorter tabs would cause removal to the materials. The quick-tear open feature
and identification problems with gloved fingers, of the packets is an important aspect of their

(One of the changes made in labeling was to change design. A variety of different notch placements,
the roman numerals I and II to the arabic numerals shapes and dimensions were investigated in conjunc-
I and 2. We shall be consistent throughout the tion with the various tab configurations shown

report in referring to the original M258 kit earlier.
decon solutions with a I and II, and the PIPack ut ins with a 1, and 2 The initial design efforts by NSA resultedpackets with a 1 and 2.) in notches placed differently on the PIP I and

The other concern that demanded much attention PIP 2 packets. The discussion to follow describes
was the placement of the tabs on the top edge the progression of the quick-tear design evolving

of the packets. Configuration A, Figure 1, shows from the work performed by MSA in their original con-

the position of I and 2 tabs, respectively, for tract (1977-78). Tab design progressed concurrently.

'decon 1 and 2 packets at the co~rner of each packet, As shown in Figure 2A, PIP 1 packets were notched
as they are to be loaded into the plastic container, for opening at the sides and the PIP 2 packets
Other configurations, such as indenting the tabs required opening from the top or bottom. This de-

1.27 cm (1/2 inch) from each corner (B in Figure 1), sign introduces two possible sources of deployment
separating the two tabs in opposite corners (C delay. It is apparent that the user may lose

in Figure 1), or providing one tab in the middle time while rotating packets into two different
of one packet and no tabs on the other packet positions at 90' to each other; but also confusion

(D in Figure 1) were rejected as leading to confu- might arise in distinguishing between notches

sion under emergency conditions. Configuration A up or down (PIP 2) and left or right (PIP I),

was considered tu be the most acceptable design. especially at night and/or gloved. A variety of
Subsequent efforts by MSA and CSL to optimize different notch placements, shapes and dimensions

the mass production manufacturing producibility were then investigated in conjunction with the

of the packets resulted in Configuration D for
the packets. The two-tab design did not lend
Itself to existing mass production techniques. As already discussed, CSL design contributions
Final design criteria was approved on March 25, introduced the addition of pull tabs to facilitate

1980, at a meeting involving TRADOC, NSA and identification and removal of packets from the

CSL.** case. AF shown in Figure 2B, for the initial
CSL design, notches were cut adjacent to the
PIP 1 tab and between the two tabs on the PIP
2 packet.

**In January 1980, MSA had been awarded a produc-
tion contract from ARRCOM to produce 3,000,000 Observations during initial human factors
kits. Thus, MSA was involved in the final tests (discussed later in this report) indicated
design from the point of view of mass production. that the test participants were experiencing
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Figure 1. Tab Configuration

Decon Packet Decon Packet

2I

A. Initial MSA Design C. Improved CSL Design

B. Initial CSL Design D. Final Design

Figure 2. Development of Tear Notches and lden-ification
Tab Design

difficulties with the opening of the packets. means to opening the packet should the primary
Often the corner of the packets, showm in Figure notches fail. Unfortunately, occasional tears at

2B, were torn off and the decontaminal:ion pad the corners of the packets were still experienced.
could not be removed from the packets. Configura-
tion of the tear notches was such that the corner At the previously referenced producibility

of the packet tended to tear off rather than design meeting (March 25, 1980), this problem
the entire side of the packet. was presented which led to the final design,shown in Figure 2D. The notches were placed

To eliminate the probletas listed above, along the side to cause tearing with the grain
an improved CSL design, shown in Figure 2C, was of the laminated foil, packet material and also
then introduced. The primary notches adjacent minimize the length of the tear.

to the tabs were redesigned to face inward to
affect tearing towards the middle of the packet. Packet Materials and Marking. Candidate
In addition, partial notches, i.e., nicks with packet materials which had been selected in the prev-
the apex pointed parallel to the sides, were lous 4SA effort were verified through permeation
introduced at the opposite corner and at two and environmental studies that are reported later
locations at the bottom to serve as a secondary in this report. The packets consisted of laminated
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retort poich material of 0.5-mll polyester or towelette al8o supplies a larger quantity of
nylon outer layer, 0.35-mil aluminum foil middle chloramine B at a constant loading per unit area.
layer and 3 to 4--mil modified polyethylene or
polypropylene inner layer. Although initial trials with unimpregnated

towelettes bad indicated that there was sufficient

Packet marking requirements were also estab- space in the packets for the larger towelettea
lishad during the PIP. Originally an extensive and that three sets of decon 1 and decon 2 packets

message had been specified for each side of the could be fitted into the container, the total
packets. This consisted of a hazard warning bulk tended to increase considerably following
and identification on one side, and abbreviated impregnation of the towelettes. The fit in the
instructions for use on the other side. These container was excessively tight and both loading
messages were printed on polyester labels that and removal were difficult.
were affixed to the corresponding packets. It
was found chat the added strength of the polyester To alleviate this problem, a compromise
labels inhibited the tearing of the packets. in towelette size was adopted. The size was
Although it was discovered that notching the reduced to 7 x 12 cm (2-3/4 x 4-3/4 inches) and

label could circumvent this problem, it was decided folding into three parts instead of the original
to eliminate the label and print any message four parts was authorized by CSL. Now each packet
directly on the aluminum foil middle layer of the contributed three instead of four layers of towel-
packets. The reduction of thickness (4 mll/package) ettes to the overall thickness of the assembly.
aided in loading and removing of packets from This produced a significant improvement of the
the container. As mentioned before, it was also fit of the packets in the containers.
decided that the roman numbers I and II would
be changed to arabic numerals 1 and 2. Results Containers. The dimensions of the polypropy-
of biomedical data and Surgeon General Approval lene containers could not be altered, since the con-
resulted in a progression of these messages. tainers had to fit into the space of existing

mask carriers. Several minor modifications of
Ampoules. The decon 2 packet serves the the existing containers were requested by CSL

dual mission of neutralizing the alkalinity left and were carried out at Bettelle. These included:
on the skin from the use of the decon 1 wipe
and of deactivating remaining threat agents. (1) removal of the spike from the lid of
Upon recommendations from the Biomedical Laboratory the containers;
and CSL, the volume of fluid in the decon 2 packets (2) shearing off the bulge of the spike
was to be doubled to better accomplish these dual seat in the lid of the containers;
objectives. This could be achieved by incorporat- (3) heat sealing nylon straps on both sides
ing four instead of two small glass vials into the of the mechanical fastener.
decon 2 packets. Alternatively, two large vials
could be substituted for the two smaller ones. Cuntainer Labels. The main purpose of the

container labels is to identify the contents
Packets containing four small ampoules of and to instruct the use of the kit. The labels

6.75-mm diameter each, or two large ampoules were jointly arrived at by CSL and Battelle.
of 10.5-tm diameter each, were assembled and For durability, the label itock selected was
submittnd to CSL for evaluation. It was decided 2-mil polyester and the message was printed on
to equip all decon 2 packets with four small the back of the label underneath the adhesive.
ampoules because of better space utilization in The label was matted to avoid reflection (from
the plastic container. However, during evaluation the standpoint of readability as well as camouflage).
tests, it was determined that the amount of solu- Printing with a chrome yellow ink was at first
tion available was far in excess to the amount that specified, but since the message appeared weak
could be soaked up by the tuwelette. This excess against the dark backgrounds, a gold ink was
solution would run and drip and possibly preclude finally specified.
facial uoe. It was thus determined that the
optimum saturation of the towelettes could be Prototype PIP Compoentis and Kits. Both
obtained through the use of three ampoules. PIP modie and M5 kits were prepared by

Battelle for standards testing, human engineering
Plastic Mesh Screen. The plastic mesh screen evaluation, display kits, etc. Since many of

serve7s the function of retaining the glass from the methods and problems associated with this
the ampoules after crushing and not letting glass small scale fabrication will be different for
splinters injure the skin. The polypropylene large-scale manufacturing, the fabrication will
mesh selected during the original contract with not be further discussed, except that all PIP
MSA was found quite adequate, and no further modifications essentially used "tried and proven"
development work was done oi this component. commercial/industrial techniques, and no major

problems were anticipated for mass production.
Towelettes. An 80/20 rayon/polypropylene

nonwoven fabric had been selected during the orig- Biomedical Laboratory Evaluations

inal contract with MSA. As part of the present
development effort, the size of the towelette Objective. The U. S. Army Biomedical Labora-
was to be increased from 7.62 x 7.62 cm (3 x tory at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, conducted
3 inches) to 7.62 x 14.0 cm (3 x 5-1/2 inches). two comparative studies for the CSL. After discus-
The larger towelette can be held flat against sion with the CSL, the comparative requirements were
the palm of the hand and secured at one corner restated as the following two experimental studies:
by pressure from the thumb. This permits more
efficient decontamination than the 7.62 x 7.62 (1) determine the relative decontaminating
cm (3 x 3 inch) swatch that tends to be pinched efficacies of: (a) Fuller's earth (M13 pad);
between the thumb and the finger. The larger (b) alcohol and water wipe (M58 training wipe
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1); (W) PIP decon wipe 2; (d) sequential use as the relative effectiveness for facial decontam-
of PIP decon wipes 1 and 2; ination. The overall comparison of the three

facial decontamination options suggests. In the(2) determine the relative efficacies for absence of significant differences ags GDsequential use of the PIP decon wipes I and 2 and TCD, the product improved decon 2 superiority
versus sequential use of M258 kit components against VX gives the advantage to this option.according to directions for both liquid and sticky Likewise, it was demonstrated that sequential
agents. use of the PIP solution I and 2 is slightly more

effective than the original 14258 kit.
Testing Procedures. Three agents JGD, thick-

ened GD (TGD), and VX -were applied on clipped backs The relatively small apparent differences
of rabbits for 2.0 minutes prior to initiation between factors for decontaminants of GD and
of decontamination procedures, given simulated TGD is strikingly different from the large factors
field conditions. To perform the aforementioned and differences observed with VX decontaminants.
experimental studies, 18 LD5O determinations This contrast is less surprising in view of the
were required. ways the physical properties of these agents

affect their control LD5O's. GD and TGD tend toTesting required the use of rabbits. The evaporate from skin within minutes after exposures;
required comparisons could not be performed by therefore, a substantial portion of any appliedin vitro methods because there is no model for dose will have evaporated or entered the skinduplication of interactions between cleansing within two minutes after exposure, whether ormethods, reagents and toxic agents in the presence not decontamination is performed subsequently.of circulation and biochemistry of living skin. [The two-minute wait to deployment was part ofThe rabbit is the species of choice because clipped the skin decon kit deployment scenario.) Forbacks of rabbits are of the minimum size required this reason decontamination has relatively lessfor use of wiping materials and methods of decontam- effect with GD than VX, which persists on theination proposed for human use. The value of skin of controls long after decontamination isthis model is well documented, carried out on test animals.

Teat Results. Mortality fractions were Environmental Testing
recorded the day following each exposure. Any
animals showing severe signs were held to complete MIL-STD-810C Tests. The evaluation of thea period of 24 hours after exposure to agent. decontamination kits prepared under the present
Daily parallel exposure of rabbit pairs to all program included the performance of a seriesexperimental variables permitted use of Thompson of physical tests and of accelerated storage
and Weil analysis for determination of LD50 value,. tests of three-month and six-month duration.LD5O results for each test condition were compared The tests were conducted on the PIP kits andwith control results to produce a relative protection packets in accordance with MILSTD-810C. Included
factor (the control results are assigned a value in these tests were low pressure (altitude) testing,of 1.0; a number larger than 1.0 signifies that some low temperature testing, high humidity testing,protection was provided by the "decontamination" leakage (immersion) testing, and shock (transitprocedure, the larger the number the more effective drop) testing. The product improved kit success-
the procedure). fully passed all these tests with a confidence

level between 90 and 99X.
The results of the Biomedical LaboratoryK tests are summarized in Table 1. The information Vibration Tests. Vibration tests were per-"above the dashed line in Table 1 can be interpreted formed by CSL. Each test consisted of a cycling

Table 1. Biomedical Test Results: Protection Factors

Protection Factors for given agents**
GT VX factors

Control 1.0 1.0 1

M58 Training Wipe I 1.7* 2.2 56
(Alcohol and Water)

M13 Pad (Fuller's Earth) 2.6* 1.5* 80
PIP Decon Wipe 2 2.2* 4.0 197
---- - -- -- - ---- - -- - -- - ---- - -- - ------ ----- ------------ - ---

SEQUENTIAL WIPES

*M258 Kit 3.6 3.5 90

PIP M258 Kit (M258A1) 3.9 6.1 96

* No significant difference from control value.
• * Based on clipped rabbits.
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test during which there was a series of sinusoidal of the room temperature control and of the storage
sweeps from 5 to 200 Hz and back to 5 Hz in 12 bottle. The concentration of the main constituents
minutes. There were seven sweeps for 84 minutes of solution I (phenol, ammonia (NH ), sodium
for each axis of the container. Kits were vibrated hydroxide (NaOH), and ethanol] detirmined by
at a high temperature of approximately 43*C and the analyses are summarized in Table 3.
at a low temperature of approximately -34*C.
Between vibration treatments at the different Analysis of the sample bottle of Decon
temperatures, the packets were opened and examined 1 solution shows average ammonia and sodium hydrox-
for breakage. ide contents of 0.084 and 5.07 percent, respectively.

Sodium hydroxide level is well within tolerance
With one failure in 80 items, the decon but the ammonia is quite low. It appears that

2 packet demonstrated a reliability to withstand somewhere in the process of formulating and storing
the vibration treatments at least 97.9% at the the solution, mmonia is lost. It is also noted
50% lower confidence level. With 90 items and in this analysis that in packaging of the decon
no failure, the decon 1 packet demonstrated a I solution, approximately 20% of both the sodium
reliability to withstand the vibration treatment hydroxide and the ammonia is lost. This suggests
of at least 99.2% at the 50% lower confidence the possibility of neutralization by an acid
level, constituent either on the nonwoven fabric or

___________________________________________on the inner surface of the laminates.
Accelerated Shelf-Life Stability. The purpose

of this phase of the evaluation was to: (I) Statistical procedures were used to
demonstrate the compatibility of the nonwoven determine if there existed a significant difference
fabric with the chemicals of decon solution 1 between the aged and the control samples for
and with chloramine B; (2) monitor changes in each constituent. These results are summarized
the composition of decon solution 1 and the loss of in Table 4. The following observations can be
active chloride from the chloramine B impregnated made:
on the nonwoven fabric. The accelerated storage
s tability tests were carried out at 60%C and (1) No significant difference exists

43'C, respectively, for decon 1 and decon 2 packets. in the phenol contents of the
control and aged samples.

Fabric Properties. Tensile tests were
conducted on both decon 1 and decon 2 swatches (2) The small loss of ethanol after
to determine if the long-term exposure to the aging three months is not signifi-
decontaminating agents would result in changes cant, but the loss after six months
in the fabric properties. Since the fabric strength may be of concern.
varies by approximately a factor of 10 depending
on fabric orientation, the unaged swatches were (3) Sodium hydroxide and ammonia concen-
tested in both directions. Ten unaged samples trations change appreciably over
were tested in each direction on an Instron tensile time.
tester using ASTM DH 7 Section 7.1.2 procedures.
Eight samples in each direction were tested on Stability of Decon 2 Solution, Active
the three-�-onth and the six-month accelerated Chlorine Content. To analyze the stability of

storage swatches. Due to the closeness of the the free chlorine content, swatches were analyzed.
average tensile values in each of the four tests, Accelerated storage (43*C) at three months and
a statistical analysis was conducted. Using six months were compared with a control (three
t-distribution statistics to estimate the true months at room temperature). Results show a
averages (with a 95% confidence level) the swatch very narrow distribution of data points with
tensile strength of the three-month and six-month small standard deviations; consequently, a t-
tests are compared to the unaged swatches in test of the data was deemed unnecessary. The
Table 2. results are summarized in Table 5.

Shelf-Life Stability of Decon I Solution. These data show an average drop in
Analyses were run on the contents of packets free chlorine content of 4% over the three-month
kept at room temperature (control) packets exposed storage period and of 6% over a six-month period
for three months and six months to 600C, and at 43°C. These results appear favorable for
on a sample taken from a polypropylene storage the long range storage stability of chloramine
bottle of solution I. Six samples were analyzed B in the decon 2 packets.
of the accelerated aging tests and three each

Table 2. Shelf-Life Stability of Fabric

t Change in strength
_Decon I Swatch Decon Z swatch

Three-month Test

Strong Direction 0 0
Weak Direction 0 +17

Six-month Test

Strong Direction 0 -14
Weak Direction +19 10
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Table 3. Decon 1 Solution Analyses

Phenol NH NaW0H Ethanol

Desired Concentration and 10 + 0.5 0.2 + 0.02 5 + 0.5 72 + 2.0
Tolerance, %

Bottle, Average (Std Dev) 10.13 (0.31) 0.084 (0) 5.07 (0.02) 71.71 (2.18)

Control (3 months, RT) 9.02 (0.98) 0.067 (0.005) 4.07 (0.09) 71.22 (0)
Average (Std Oev)

Aged (3 months, 60C) Average 9.31 (1.68) 0.051 (0.0045) 3.74 (0.02) 70.81 (1.87)
(Std Dev)

Aged (6 months, 60C) Average 9.44 (0.12) 0.055 (0.0061) 3.61 (0.04) 66.65 (2.06)
(Std Oev)

Table 4. Statistical Comparison of Decon 1 Packet Contents of
.1 Aged Packets to Room Temperature Controls

A. 3 Months @ 60 0C

t-value from
Degrees of Calculated table (95%

Component freedom t-value confidence level) Significant

Phenol 6 0.268 1.943 no
Ethanol 7 1.288 1.895 no
NaOH 6 9.851 1.943 yes
NH3 7 4.822 1.895 yes

8. 6 Months @ 600C

t-value from

Degrees of Calculated table (95%I Component freedom t-value confidence level) Significant

Phenol 7 0.727 1.895 no
Ethanol 7 6.14 1.895 yes

4 NaOH 6 6.743 1.943 yes
NH3  7 3.184 1.895 yes

-I Table 5. Active Chlorine Content Versus Time

Average Standard Deviation

Control 14.68 0.116

Accelerated Storage

3 months 14.07 0.116
6 months 12.77 0.231
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Pouch Stability Tests. In addition in low-level light condition and to determine
to the tests being conducted by Battelle, Mine if the user could successfully manipulate the
Safety Appliances Company performed analyses decon 1 and 2 envelopes while wearing chemical
of the composition of stored materials. Firstly, protective gloves. These tests used the M58
17 grams of solution I were sealed in a packet, and the PIP M58 training kits.
minus the wipe, and stored. After 34 months
at an elevated temperature of 60*C the total Test Conditions. This test was designed
weight loss was 0.10 grams. This equates to to evaluate the differences in performance times
a loss of 0.58%. Also, complete decon 1 packets and ease of preparing the pads with solutions
(with towelette) were placed in their cases and I and II. Test participants consisted of ten
stored. After nine months at 43*C, 0.01 grams U. S. Army personnel trained in the use of each
of solution was lost, equating to a 0.058% total kit. Each kit was evaluated and compared under
weight loss. The estimated shelf-life for the three test conditions: (1) bare handed, (2)
decon I packet is thus estimated at 12 years. wearing chemical protective gloves, and (3) wearing

chemical protective gloves and blacked-out goggles
The stability data for the decon 2 to simulate night conditions. Performance times

packet are summarized in Table 6. Even though were measured for conditions I and 2. However,
there is only 83% of the initial chloramine activ- for condition 3, only the observations and comments
ity remaining after 19 months of storage at 43*C, of test personnel were used for evaluative purposes.
the material is fully effective. Actually, the
major loss of activity occurs initially and then In order to balance the learning effect
tapers off. The estimated shelf-life is eight that results from repeated training and testing
years. trials, the ten test participants were divided

into two groups of five each. Group I was tested
HEL Testing first with the standard M58 training kit and

second with the PIP training kit. The testing
Objective. CSL went to the U. S. Army Human order of the kits was then reversed for Group

Engineering Laboratory (HEL), Aberdeen Proving II.

Ground, Maryland, to determine if the user could
operate the product improved version of the M258 Results. Median performance times for condi-
Skin Decontamination Kit as well as or better tions I and 2 are shown in Table 7. The only steps
than the existing M258 Kit. Additionally, the that are different for the standard M58 kit and
HEL was to determine if the user could distinguish the PIP kit are the preparations of the decon
between the decon solutions I and 2 envelopes pads with solutions I and II or l and 2. As

Table 6. Decon 2 Pouch-Chloramine B Stability

% Initial Acttvlty

Chloramine B Crystals

24 Months at 43*C in sealed glass ampoule 99.6

24 Months at 43C in sealed foil pouch 99.1

Chloramine B Impregnated on Rayon/Polypropylene Fabric

10 Months at 43C 86
19 Months at 430C 83

TaDle 7. Median Performance Times* Comparing the
M58 Decon Kit and the PIP Version

Barehanded I Gloved
Task .. M58 IPP M58 PIP

Mask time 16 14
Open kit 4 5 3 3
Wipe with dry pad 31 --
Prepare pad with Solution I (3) 41 11 44 14
Wipe with pad 1 69 80
Prepare pad with Solution II (2) 46 21 45 24
Wipe with pad 2 96 118
Decon face 49 32
Don gloves 23 28

TOTAL 391 330 98 43

* Time ineaiured in seconds
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can be seen from the table, the preparation time ABOUT THE AUTHOR
of the decon I pad is shortened by approximately
751 with the PIP kit. Preparation time of the Mr. Janes M. Szachta, Project Manager
decon 2 pad is reduced by more than 50% with Producibility Engineering
the PIP kit. Branch/Physical Protection Division

Preparation of a Technical Data Package (TDP) Chemical engineer. Develops, supervises, manages
and coordinates product improvement programs;

At the conclusion of the PIP effort, drawings manufacturing methods technology programs; and
and specifications were prepared that could be engineering support efforts for chemical decontam-
used for competitive procurement actions. This Ination materials, procedures, and equipment.
TDP was completed and forwarded to ARROON and
has subsequently been used In awarding a Govermnent Chemical Systems Laboratory

procurement contract. U. S. Army ARRADCOM
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland

SUMMARY
A one-year joint effort (in FY78) between

CSL and Mine Safety Appliances Company resulted
in an improved version of the M258 Personal Skin
Decontamination Ktt. In FY79, a product improvement
program was launched, and completed in approximately
14 months. The PIP effort included finalization
of kit design, biomedical testing, environmental
testing, and human engineering testing. Finally.

a technical data package was prepared. Medical
approval was granted by the Surgeon General in
July 1980 for the M258/M58 PIP materials.

The product improved kits obviated several
safety hazards potentially available in the original
M258 kits. They contain less of the active ingredi-
ents (per packet) while still providing adequate
asounts ior effective decontawination.

The potential for eye irritation is consider-
ably lessened by the fact that in towelette form,
without excessive fluid, the passibility of splash-
ing liquid into the eye seems remote. When this
is coupled with user instructions and training
to avoid getting the materials into the eye,
and that decontamination should only be conducted
on the lower face, the hazard appears quite limited
and acceptable, particularly considering the benefit
to be gained by having an effective decontamination
process for lethal CW agents.

The product improved kit was tested by

Army personnel (officer and enlisted) in training
exercises. Afterwards, the personnel were asked
to complete a questionnaire. All participants
felt that the product improved kit was a marked
improvement over the standard M58 kit in all
steps of operation.

Each kit contains three complete decontamina-
tions, and it has been demonstrated that the product

improved kit has operational equivalence to the
M258 Kit plus also providing a facial decon.
Indeed, the PIP kit, because of the pretreated
towelettes and tear-away packet design, has shown
enhanced effectiveness in neutralizing agent
since it is easier and faster to use. It has
also been demonstrated that the PIP kit can be
used to decontaminate small areas of personal
equipment such as rifle, gloves, etc. Finally,
costs have been reduced substantially. The PIP kit
can be fabricated and assembled for approximately

the same cost as the old M258 kit, yet it contains
three complete decontaminations as opposed to
one. The PIP kit and the PIP training kit have
been designated the M258A1 and M58A1, respectively.
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